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TUNGSTALITES TRIUMPH
AMAZING UNSOLICITED TESTIMONY
ruNcsi
TUNGSTALITE BLUE LABEL (Regd. No. 447149)
sus
"THE RESULTS WERE ASTOUNDING."
Messrs. Tungstalite, Ltd.,
47, Farringdon Road.

London, E.C.1.

1'6

CRY!

A. Charliron & Son. Wireless Engineers,
16, Selkirk Street,
CARRINGTON. Nottingham.
Sept. 15, '24.

Dear
Sirs,-We recently purchased a speemen of your TUNGSTALITE proLABEL), and we tested same out yesterday, Sunday, on a rough Crystal Set,I BLUE
grammes being from 5NG, London, and from Newcastle Stn. TUE RESULTS
WERE ASTOUNDING, speech and music beautifully clear, better than a two valve
set. Weunit,
put and
on three
pairsastonished
of phones,with
and the
a Brown
Loud
Speaker
and
Microphone
clearness
andprepared
volume of
sound. No batteries
to we
use were
and no
running cost whatever.
We are
to
demonstrate
to anyone
interested. We are enclosing our order, and will be glad
to forward cash
for same.

POST

Yours faithfully,

(Signed) A. CHARLTON.

FREE
IT IS ABSOLUTELY THE FINEST CRYSTAL IN EXISTENCE.
Also obtainable at
ASK YOUR DEALER FOR IT OR SEND 1/6 TO
NEWCASTLE:
LONDON-HEAD OFFICE

TUNGSTALITE Ltd.,

Electric Lamp House,
47, Farringdon Road, London, E.C.1
'Phone-Holborn 2557 'Gra ms-Tungslamp Smith

r--

LEEDS-

TUNGSTALITE Ltd.,
41 , CALL LANE, LEEDS
'Phone-Leeds 2137:,.

-

-1

Messrs. Payne & Uornsby, Ltd., 6, St. Andrew's

'Grams-Tungslamp Leeds.

I

I

Buildings, Uallowga.e, Newcastle -Tyne.
MA NCHHISTR
Messrs. A. Franke Ltd., Opticians and Wireless
8` 97) Deansgate, Blanchester.
' '1"'P"'"' Ale.),re
"f'
GLASGOW
Robb Bros (Glasgow), Ltd
69a, West Nil. Street, Glasscw.

I

LOOK OUT FOR THE BLUE SEAL (447149) ON EVERY TUBE

BEWARE OF FRAUDULENT IMITATIONS !

FALLON'S SQUARE LAW
TWO, THREE and FOUR VALVE

CONDENSERS

WIRELESS
RECEIVERS
REVISED

with all the f iatures
of their famous Model
All here illustrated

COMPLETE SETS.

PANELS ONLY.

Two Valve

.. £12 0 0

and described are ob-

Two Valve ..g17 10 0
Three Valve ..£22 5 0
Four Valve ..£27 5 0

Three Valve ..£15 17 6

Four Valve ... £20 5 0

tainable AT THE
SAME PRICES.

WORLD
WIDE
REPUTE

This very handsome Ped-

estal Cabinet fitted with

New Model A. J. S. Four Valve Receiver, H. and L.
Tension Batteries, and
A. J. S. Loud Speaker, the

horn of which matches
the

wood,

is

If your

supplied

Cealer cannot

complete with all acces-

sories ready for use

supply,

in

MAHOGANY OR OAK
each at

152:10:0
See our Stand, E.4,

Palace of Engineering,

British Empire

Exhibition.
N.B.-1f you wish to secure this
Valuable Agency trrite for

our Trade Terms and
Revised Prices.

A. J. STEVENS & Co. (1914) LTD.,
WIRELESS BRANCH, WOLVERHAMPTON.

WE WILL.

FALLON

FEATURES
ONE HOLD FIXING TAG CONNECTIONS,
HEAVY ALUMINIUM TOP AND BOTTOM

PLATES.
Metal to metal adjustable bearings,
stout, well -cut aluminium vanes. Complete as illus-

tration.

Plates

:riot
'0005
'0003
moo2s
'0002

Vernier
Your condenser is not a " FALLON " unless the
Vernier
name " FALLON " appears on same.
Write Direct for Trade Terms :

Pric
57
29

:9

6

15
13
5
3

FALL() N CONDENSER
CO., LTD.,
The Condenser People. Tottenhan 1932.
WHITE RIBBON WORKS, BROAD LANE, TOTTENHAM, N.15.
All Correspondence and Post Orders to above address.
City Depot
143, Farringdou Road, E.C.1.

.1Icnch,ster Depot :
3, King Street West, Deansgate.

G!asgos Depot :
120, Wellington St.

Barclay's 49.
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Editor :
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RADIO NOTES. AND NEWS OF THE WEEK.
Next Week's Special Number.

LAST week I had to announce the
mournful tidings that the very last

Booklet deseribing the " P. W. Com
hination Set " had been given away.

Fortunately there is good news for readers

this week, for the Editor tells me that the
next three numbers of " P.W." have been
specially enlarged, and will contain all

have broken out again. Since the signalling
company returned from camp in the Isle of
Man the trouble which was experienced last

The " Pirate's " Wish !

opposite the B.B.C.'s station.

fines, imprisonment, inconvenience, cost of
recharging accumulators, and one thing and
another, he probably wishes he had bought
a gramophone !

July has arisen again, due to the fact that
the R.E. are quartered in barracks directly

Jii111111wHiiiii1111111=11.111111111111111111111111111111111111111111iiE

sorts of interesting and exclusive features.

WHAT THEY SAY.

_,------

Free to Readers.

ON Friday next every copy of " P.W."
will contain a special presentation
booklet, " The Pocket Fault -Finder."

It will tell you how to trace every fault

t t ever lurked in a wireless set-in the
al above, in the set beneath, or in the

e that is buried under the earth. In

fact, the .only fault you will not be able to

find is with the price-it is free to all our
readers !

-=

.

H W. Jesse Collings, writing in " The Star."

E
=
*
*
=
Among all the amazing inventions and =
E developments of the past twenty or thirty =
= - years-the coming of king petrol, the conquest =
= of the air, submarine navigation, and so on- =

E wireless is the most fascinating and miraculous. =
E.- It does not seem to belong to our prosaic world, E
E but to the realm of magic. . . .' -" AlpTia =
E of the Plough" (' Manchester Evening =

'AMONGST other exclusive features next
week will be a long article by Captain
Eckersley, dealing with the Chelmsford High -Power Station. This is illustrated

by a map-specially designed by Captain
Eckersley and copied. by our staff artistwhich no owner of a crystal set can afford
to miss.
*

*

*

A Warning.

ASPECIAL article from the pen of Sir
Oliver Lodge, an article by Mr. C. B.
Cochran, and a contribution for experimenters specially written by Mr. G. V.
Dowding (Technical Editor of " P.W"),

are amongst the other attractions which
will appear in the course of the next three
weeks. And in addition there is " Wireless

and The Police," a special article by an
ex -Chief -Detective: - Inspector of
Yard.

Scotland

So if you don't purchase next week's
Copy of P.W." early, and the next two
issues, you will need the services of an
ex -chief detective inspector of Scotland

Yard to help you to find a copy for sale !
*

*

K D K A's Aerial.

VERY few further details of K D K A's
new aerial-which was referred to last
week, have been received from the

Westinghouse Company ; but I hear that

the copper tube I referred to will be sup-

ported by a pole about 50 ft. high, and that
greatly improved results are expected from
the transfer to a new site at Fast Pittsburg.

«

*

==

*

= " . . . Di the old days Glasgow ' and E
E Birmingliath stations were five metres apart =
= in wave -length (415 and 420 respectively), Ind E

= it was possible, using a manufactured set at a =
= distance of only two miles from Birmingham, "--== to receive Glasgow while Birmingham was =
= working. There should be, therefore, no diffi- EE_ culty whatever in separating Glasgow and =
= Belfast."-E. V. Thomson (of B.B.C., Belfast) =
E in a letter to the " Wish News."
=
=
*
*
=
17
" The more trouble you take with your =
= aerial outside, the less trouble you will have =
_= with your set inside."-Capt. Eckersley E
= (Chief Engineer, B.B.C.)..
E
_
=
" We in, England are far behind the great =
= countries of the world in the use of wireless for -E
.=
E propaganda and commercial purposes.
= We, have not taken full advantage of this new E_
a. -'and Universal medium. . . .' E
= Sir Robert Donald, G.B.E., LL.D. (Chairman =
'1,--- of the Imperial Wireless Telegraphy Committee, E
and formerly Director of War Propaganda
= in neutral countries), writing in the " Daily EE News."
=

***

.

.

COMPLAINTS of interference between

2 L S and the Leeds station of the
R.E. (Territorial Force) Signal Corps,

PROBABLY the most famous cornet player in the world is Mr. Charles

Leggett, who is again on 2 L O's

programme on Sunday next, October 5th.

Mr. Leggett was the Army's leading cornet -

player for twenty-one years, and his long
experience of recording for the gramophone
gives an incomparable finish to his performance in the Wireless Orchestra.
*

To -Night's Items.

TO -NIGHT (Oct. 3rd) the London programme is a promising one, with some

well-known 2 L 0 favourites, including Peter Yorke, the Syncopation Pianist.
In addition we are to hear a popular Glasgow star, Mr. William McNally. He is a
dulcimer virtuoso, with a great reputation

at 5 S C, and to -night will be his first
appearance at 2 L O's studio.
Not Good Enough.

ON a single -valve set that I was testing,
I tuned -in to Birmingham the other
evening, and had to wait about twenty

minutes before the station's name was
announced. This is not good enough,
because it is no trouble to the announcer
to give the call -sign or station's name

E
*
*
*
E "We *ant to give the intelligent listener E
= something worthy of his intelligence. I hope =

occasionally, but it makes a vast difference
to distant listeners.

= free wireless university hi this country. E --E Properly planned courses of lectures would be =

Follow London's Lead.

:

E to see-perhaps in ten years' time-a great =
given, and examinations held at the end of E

= each session. To each station would be EE attached tutors who 'would correct work. done =
= during the term. . . ."-Mr J. C. Stohart, E

*

*

*

JUST at this time of the year especially
there are thousands of people keenly
interested

in

picking -up

far -away

= Director of Education to the B.B.C., inter- =
=
= viewed by " The Sheffield Independent."
=
*
*
*
THE
WEEKS
QUERY.
E . I have a set of seven ' Oojah ' basket coils, =

stations, and there is nothing more tantalising than these long anonymous transmissions. London is very good in this
respect, and artfully introduces " London

= Sunday afternoon. But I get him in the =
E
= evening all right. Why is this ? '
..-

calling," " 2 L 0," or " the London station "
into nearly every announcement. The local
audience don't notice it, and it pleases the
D X enthusiasts mightily.

-

-

-= - and I can get Chelmsford every night except E:i---

E

a-

-511111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111117.

-More Changes.-

LIVERPOOL -is complaining of a similar
trouble, and it is.possible that in both
cities the B.B.C. will have to find anew
site.

Trouble.

Herr Bodenstedt, of Cologne, was fined
200 gold marks (£10 15s7) for possesSing an unlicensed wireless set. So what with

A " Star " Player.

The ideal broadcasting voice is a clear. =
= pleasant voice with a strong sympathetic
= note. A voice that comes easily, without
E effort.. Above all, a friendly voice.
.
."- E-..=

..:.-. News.")

-Captain Eckersley's Map.

=
E

AFTER being in custody for ten days,

It is unfortunate that both parties concerned in the transmissions are compelledto
work chiefly during the evenings, and therefore are " on the air " simultaneously.

wrt

A Tour Round.
WHAT a change was wrought in wirelesr

recently when we put the clocks

back to Greenwich Time ! I
" toured " round the stations that first
winter " time evening (on H.F. and Det.)
and found them all " going strong." The
only reluctant one was Manchester-a
(Continued on page 226.)
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NOTES AND NEWS.
(Continued from page '225.)

station that is always coy with me-but
after a few minutes' sleight-of-hand with the

filament and reaction controls, 2 Z Y was
all that could be desired.

MANCHESTER'S new studio (in the
Parsonage,

off

Deansgate)

will

probably be open before the end
of the year. A " Round " microphone is
being installed there, but the actual transmitting will still be done at Dickinson Street,

as at present.

Roping Them In.
AT one time foreign stations were a cause
for rejoicing, but now they are getting

so common that they are a positive
A good single -valve Unidyne will

" tour " all over Europe under favourable
conditions, and the two -valve sets simply
_ rope in the Continental stations.

IF your mast is one of those which are

inclined to curl over a little at the top,
owing to the pull of the aerial, you will
be interested to know that the Rugby masts
are stayed to resist a horizontal pull of 10
tons at the top of each mast ! Two distinct
aerial systems are supported by the twelve

masts, at a height of 820 feet above the
ground.

MKEA

if you wish to know the best time
for long-distance reception of the

B.B.C. stations. On these evenings one of
the provincial stations will continue trans-

mitting for half an hour after the others

have closed down for the night.
*

*

*

CHELMSFORD'S ultimate fate is still
uncertain, but at present the arrangement continues whereby 5 X X
gives one provincial programme per week,
and for the remaining evenings relays
2 L 0. Rumours about a new site in the
north Midlands should be disregarded, and

I am inclined to think that the original
estimate of a site 35 miles north-west of
London will be very near the mark.

ARE you fond of the domra, or do you

*

*

.

*

Hurried Speeches.

IN the plays recently broadcast by the

B.B.C. these conditions have not been
fulfilled. Instead of a few dramatic and
telling words, building up a picture in the
mind, listeners have heard hurried speeches,

apparently read out of a book.

And in

broadcasting the failure to hear every word

easily is just as annoying as sitting in a
theatre where the stage is out of sight.
*

*

Air Ministry Experiments.
SECRET experiments

*

have recently

been carried out by the Air Ministry
with the object of detecting the
presence of aeroplanes at a distance.
Very little is known of the result, except
in official circles ; but I hear that they

were startlingly successful as regards the
distance and accuracy of the position -

Possibilities of Rugby.

prefer the goosli ? Personally, I must
admit that I cannot distinguish

SPEECH between New York and London
telephone subscribers is one of the
possibilities which the new- P.O.
Station at Rugby -will offer. Official esti-

t'other from which, but I enjoy hearing
these ancient Russian musical instruments
all the same. Their weird music, played by

mates of the hours of service, etc.,are

M. Vladimoff's Balalaika Orchestra, suggests
a romantic origin ; but they are even more

very cautious ; and considering that

ugby

will have 200 kw. to play about with, it

wonderful than they sound, for they were
evolved by ancient wandering tribes from

just shows how extremely good the low -

power results obtained by wireless amateurs
have been.

Persian and Arabian sources.
*

Wireless in the Arctic.

Cape Town Calling.

THE Oxford University Expedition has
returned to the Tyne after a successful survey of North East Land, which
was traversed for the first time. Wireless

CAPE TOWN'S new broadcasting station
-which opened on September 15th, on
a wave -length of 375 metres-has been

modelled upon 2 L 0. A Marconi 6 kw.

was an important aid to the expedition,
and. I hope that Mr. George Binney, the

transmitter is used, in conjunction with the

latest type of microphone, such as has
been fitted at Belfast and Brussels. The
station is situated on a store in Adderley
Street.
Broadcasting at Sea.

IT is not generally known that broadcast
reception on board ship is hedged round
by regulations. A separate licence is
necessary, and so is a separate aerial; the
ships' main aerial being exclusively reserved
for official purposes. There must be no
connection of any kind between the broad-

cast receiver and the ship's main wireless
set, and the operator must not under any
circumstances listen -in to broadcasting when

is on duty.

Radio Booming.

SOME idea of the spread of broadcasting
can be gained by the orders for trans-

mitting plant lately received by the

In addition to a station
shortly to be erected in Sweden, they have
recently dispatched installations to Belfast,
Brussels, Cape Town, Durban, Lima,
Rome, and Rio de Janeiro.
Marconi Co.

word must convey the whole impression

finding.

" T'other From Which 4 "

*

in broadcast drama ; but where the spoken

lack of vision.

a note of Tuesdays and Fridays

*

*

if they are ever to become popular.
Much has been said about the advantages of no scenery and no distractions

should be perfect to compensate for the

5 X X's Fate.

That Aerial " Curl."

Broadcast Plays.
BROADCAST plays will have to improve

tothe audience, the voice, tone, and diction,

For D X Listeners.

*

nuisance.

Manchester's Change.

Mr. Godfrey Isaacs, managing director, Marconi's
Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd.

leader, will tell us from 2 L 0 of his
experiences, and of how the party listened in to the B.B.C. stations 2,000 miles
away.

The Millionth Licence.

Gentle Persuasion.

ARE you the one person in a million ?
Just about the time these lines

THE eagerly -expected broadcasting of
the- Zoo, which takes place to -day
(Friday) at 5 p.m., will be a triumph
of strategy. At first nothing would induce
the hyena to laugh before the microphone.

appear in print some perfectly
ordinary person will walk into a perfectly
ordinary Post Office and ask for a wireless
licence-and he will, unconsciously, receive

not an ordinary licence at all, but the

But one day a keeper discovered that he
couldn't resist chuckling at the sight of a

millionth licence issued by the Postmaster General. Nobody will ever know, of course,
but I have a feeling that he will straightway

ham -bone. He begins to grin as soon as he
sees the knuckle end, and if there happens

put it into a pocket that is bulging with a
copy of " P.W." !

tickled he feels about it.

*

*

*

Arrangements for New Relay Stations.

A Phenomenal Feat,

NEW ZEALAND amateurs are favoured

mortals, for the ether- at the Antipodes is not yet very congested, and

long-distance results

to be a paper frill on it, he-well, you
mast listen -in to understand just how

are quite the rule

" down under." Their latest is a phenom-

enal feat-a two-way conversation with
" fans " in California, 6,000 miles away

THE B.B.C.'s remaining relay stations
are being settled satisfactorily, and
the Stoke-on-Trent station is rapidly
nearing cpmpletion. It will be opened on
October 15th, and the Dundee Station will
commence operations about a month later.
ARIEL.
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HOW TO CONSTRUCT

AN EFFICIENT THREE -VALVE RECEIVER
EMPLOYING DUAL AMPLIFICATION.
By E. CHATTERTON, B.Sc. (Eng.).
Results obtained on test with this set have been found to be very good indeed, and Mr- Chatterton's receiver is to be
recommended to all constructors.
00000
00
000
AG O v. v. v. O o. v. v. O v O O v. v.
004V000000o
THE receiver about to be described -has

tion ,circuits, and as the results obtained
with this circuit are extremely good, it is

all the two -valve dual circuits tried showed
a marked tendency towards low -frequency
oscillation, and in most cases the degree of
amplification had to be seriously reduced in
order to obviate this tendency.

thought that a few notes on the design of the
apparatus may be of interest.

The Switching Arrangements.

been evolved as the result of some
months' research with dual amplifica-

The first dual amplification circuit tried
I

OM

..

_

.=

-_ .0..
_
_

_

TT

/4-

°I._

.

4111

r\° °
FIG.1.

end, and will be found extremely useful for
controlling oscillation.

Secondly, grid cells are employed to im-

press a potential on the grid of the low frequency valve; which is negative with
respect to the negative end of the filament.

Using an ordinary Mullard Ora or Ediswan A.R. valve, it was found that a nega-

The next stage in the series of experiments was to try out circuits employing
one valve as a high -frequency amplifier,
followed by one valve dual with crystal

tive potential of about 25 volts, with a
plate potential of about 120 volts gave best
results. This plate voltage is much higher

detector. For coupling the high -frequency

II-

Oil

o

than that required for the high frequency
and dual valveA, which require about 60
volts, and a separate high-tension lead is,

and dual valves the tuned anode method
. was first tried, and good results were obtained in this way. When this method is
employed a radio choke coil must be included in the grid circuit of the second
valve, the size and construction of which

therefore, provided for these valves.

Thirdly, in order to obtain economy in
working, switches and jacks are incorporated by means of which valves which
are not required can be cut out. It will be
seen that a separate crystal detector is

require extreme care. An attempt was then

made to eliminate this choke by using

*

lr

T
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p*1;0003
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0 s 15,310`

by the writer was one employing a single
valve with crystal detector, and this gave
excellent results. Many circuits of this type
are now well known, and most of these will
give strong signals over quite long ranges,
providing that -reasonable care is taken in
construction. A very successful circuit is

3

V2

Swirc,12

5W,CM

0

1201

0-

0

sfra-c.3

0

TACK/

300

that shown in Fig. 1, the anode coil being
coupled with the A.T.1. to obtain reaction.

Ic

sontarnf0E0'.X

FIG.3

Not Very Successful.

In view of the results obtained with
these single -valve circuits, an effort was then

made to employ two valves as dual am-

plifiers, still retaining the crystal detector.
Many circuit arrangements were tried, including some which were reputed to have
been used successfully in America, but in

each case the results obtained were disappointing. Signals were extremely good on

stations up to about 30 miles distant, but
beyond this range results were poor.

transformer

coupling,

and

the

circuit

included, making it possible to work with a

shown in Fig. 2 was finally arrived at, the

plain crystal set, without the introduction
of complicated switching arrangements.

anode coil being coupled to the aerial.

Using this circuit all the British and the
chief French stations were -'heard at good
strength in telephones in Central London,

Disposition of Components.

A front view of the receiver as constructed

2 L 0-2 miles away-worka medium-sized loud
speaker very well. All these
ing

results were obtained using
a single wire indoor aerial
30 feet long, and the gas -

M

.
.
.
,,
n

r TRA.5 .020,03,00.

Gido,

pipe as an earth.

The next step was to add
a stage of note magnification,

and this brought in all the
above stations on the loud
speaker, London, Glasgow,

The conclusion was therefore arrived at
that the high -frequency side of a receiver
in which two valves are used as dual amplifiers is seriously impaired. In addition,

....

JACK,

Bournemouth, and Paris
coming through with remarkable strength.
The complete three -valve
circuit is shown in Fig. 3, and
from this the following points
will be noted._ First. a
potentiometer is incorporated for controlling

the normal operating potential on the grid
of the high -frequency valve. This should
be worked as near as possible to the negative

41.60 comosoviro

Z.,, .,..,
,

,

-4,..tz,

0

111

ilgtIrs.r:

I

Smrc.e.5 .7.40,2
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3,01,II 2 JACKI
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***

t.IV20377-00.11031,4r0

3
®JACK,

4:
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4

Porwrorioweram

FIG. 4

by the writer is given in Fig. 4. This is
drawn to scale, the panel being 15 in. long
by 10 in. wide. All terminals are carried on
(Continued on page 228).
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with double nuts and washers to serve as
terminals.
The two distance pieces, C,

TWO MORE TECHNICAL TIPS.

and baseboard, D, should be of ebonite
or vulcanised fibre, countersunk holes
being provided in the latter for fixing screws.

A Combined A.E. and Series Parallel Switch-A Simple Lightning Arrester.
o
0 .0 0 0- O 0 0 0 .0 0 .0 0 0 .0
0000000

WHEN sets are made up which are
fitted with series -parallel switches
in the aerial tuning circuit, it is
unnecessary to provide an additional
aerial -earthing switch for use during lightning. The series parallel switch normally

This lightning arrester is not intended

1. When top switch arm is to left, the

aerial is earthed, and no harm can be done
to the set by lightning.
2. When bottom switch arm is to left, the

A

aerial inductance and condenser are in series.

3. When both switch arms are to right,
the aerial inductance and condenser are in
parallel.

'4

,

In cases 1 and 2 the arm which is not in
use is left vertical.
If any reader has a single pole double throw switch which he uses for earthing
his aerial, but does not use a series -parallel

to take the place of the usual knife switch,
but should be connected in parallel with it,

as in Fig. 2, to act as a safeguard in case
the switch happens to be left in the " on "
position, care being taken, when fixing,
to keep the earth wire as short as possible,
and to avoid sharp bends which would
offer a -big resistance to the passage of

switch on his tuning condenser, he can
add the latter improvement to his set by
using an additional single -pole
double -throw switch and connecting up the
two switches, as in the diagram.
oo,. 000 0 0 000 0 o,0 0 0simply

the high -frequency
lightning discharge.

It is sometimes

A SIMPLE

possible, during a

LIGHTNING ARRESTER.
OC

be made use of as follows :

Remove the ebonite bar which joins the

switch arms, so that each arm can be
moved individually. Then connect up the

aerial (A), earth (E), inductance coil (L),
and variable condenser (C), as shown in
the diagram (internal switch connections
are shown dotted, and external connection
of components shown as full lines).

AN EFFICIENT THREE VALVE RECEIVER.

'b

thunderstorm,

0 0 0- 0

to

watch minute

By F. G. WHITE.

has a dummy contact, and this contact can

F10.1.

SWATCH

sparks jumping the

0000 oo o .0. .0 o o

TOSET

gaps between the

teet h,

',/W

but the
lightning discharge
is so freakish in its
manifestations that
no form of protec-

ACHEAP yet efficient lightning arrester

may be constructed quite simply as
shown in Fig. 1. It consists mainly of
two pieces of saw -blade, A A, each about
2 in. long, softened and drilled at the ends
to receive the No. 4 B.A. screws, B, which

L GHTN/ NG

ARRESTER

tion can be stated

are passed right through the baseboard

to

and fittings from the back, being provided

be

EARTH

absolutely
FIG.2.

safe.

no difficulty should be experienced, the
circuit being extremely stable. The connections to the crystal detector should be
reversed to see which way gives the best

indicated in the diagram, but it a howl is

heard as soon as the note magnifier

is

switched in, the primary or secondary connections to this transformer should be

If this is not effective a larger
condenser should be substituted for that
marked " X," which is in the grid circuit

results, and the plate and filament voltages

reversed.

a horizontal panel at the back of the
cabinet, this panel being supported by two
brackets from,the front panel. The valves

broken.

perly the note magnifier should be brought

of the dual valve.
The negative potential on the grid of the
low -frequency valve should be varied from

shown in the back view in Fig. 5. This

plug to jack 3, when signals from the local

being increased as grid bias is increased.

(Continued from page 227.)

are also carried on the back panel, as

regulated so that a howl is heard in the
'phones as soon as the crystal contact is
When the dual circuit is working pro-

into action by transferring the telephone

2 up to 4 volts, the high tension voltage

nary type a nega!ive
potential of about 2.5
to 3. volts will usually
be ticlvisable, using a
plate voltage of about

The back panel is 15 in. long by 6 in. wide,

and is supported so that the distance from
the face of the front panel to the back edge

120.

of the horizontal panel is 9 in., and the
cabinet arranged so as to enclose everything but the back row of terminals, the

The note magnifier

should now

be
switched out and the

coil holder, and the H.F. transformer.

high -frequency

When first trying out the receiver, the

rt.T.

switching arrangements will be found extremely useful, as any trouble which may
be experienced can be immediately isolated

2P4.7.

+Yr

4"Ta.'W
409:P
L F. a

by means of the

switches.

The

con-

nections to the high frequency transformer
should be varied to

to one section of the apparatus, and in
o
PICTORIAL 0/AORAM
L

left with an ordinary one -valve dual and

'broadcasting station should be received at
good loud=speaker strength. The method of

wiring diagram has been correctly followed,

former which usually gives best results is

crystal circuit, -and, providing that the

valve

brought into operation

Operating the Set.

this way quickly located.
The following method is recommended
when first trying cut. The high -frequency
valve should be switched out, and the telephow.) plug placed in the jack, which cuts
out the low -frequency Valve. We are then

As

previously stated, with
a 4 -volt valve of ordi-

system makes for a very neat and compact
receiver, but great care must be taken with
regard to the arrangement of components
and with wiring.

connecting the second low -frequency trans-

W000 MACKE 73

find which method
gives most efficient
coupling.
Any y 'tendency to

self -oscillation can be
controlled by use of the potentiometer, but
if the grid of the high -frequency valve is

made too positive, grid current will flow
which will give xise to distortion;
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Bnandes

AeName toXtioW mRacfio

9n,goduce tte

7ableTalker
Trade Mark.

Original in the real beauty of its perform-

ance, original in its ingenious construction, original in its remarkable price.
The horn is so contrived that every note
registered is encompassed and emitted
with absolute purity-there is no discordant echo from its walls. The full -toned
accuracy of reproduction is consistent
with the mellow note which is the chief
characteristic of the famous Brandes
Superior "Matched Tone " Radio
Headphones.
The horn is matched to the unit so
that the air resistance produced will
exactly balance the mechanical power
of the diaphragm. It has a self-adjust-

ing diaphragm, is twenty-one inches
high, with a ten -inch bell, and felt covered base.

Simple

lines

and a

neutral brown finish make it a tasteful
and effect;ve addition to your set.
All Brandes products carry

421-

our official money -back guar

antee enabling you to return
them

une with Brandes

within teii days it
dissatisfied

"Matchedione"1?adiolleadphones

'Then listen with

Brandes Table Talker:'
(.1warr

-or
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DEALERS :

You are invited to get in
touch with us at once for particulars of the profitable
Oldham Accumulator propo-

sition. 'Oldham Accumulators

are being ,extensively adver-

tised, and an immediate heavy
demand is certain.

From Coal -mine to

IT

Radio Receiver.
is difficult to imagine a more arduous test
for an accumulator than the gruelling con-

ditions in the interior of a Coal -mine. Long
hours of continuous lighting and hard knocks are
the inevitable lot of the Miner's Lamp. And yet

for the electric lamp to supersede the old Davy
Lamp, it must possess long life and be thoroughly
dependable under all conditions. Failure would
mean not only increased working costs, but would
also create a dangerous loss of confidence on the
part of the men working below.

To the miner his lamp is as precious as

his

In a crisis its inability to provide light
plenty may mean the difference between life

eyesight.
in

and death.

fact that over 50 per cent. of the electric Miners
Lamps in use to -day are of Oldham manufacture.
This same special activation process is now being
applied to Accumulators for Wireless use. As

every amateur appreciates, he expects from his
accumulator a two -fold service ; a constant and
absolutely unvarying supply of current, and a
long life between charges. This work devolves
entirely upon the plate ; making a better plate

means, therefore, a substantial improvement in
the accumulator. And Oldham Accumulatorsalthough not previously advertised in these pages
-have already obtained a tremendous reputation
among wireless experts and critics who are in a
position

to descriminate.

When you purchase

your next Accumulator, therefore, it will pay you

Small wonder, then, that the years spent in
bringing the Oldham Miner's Lamp to perfection
has resulted in the evolution of an entirely new
process for the manufacture of accumulator plates.
The magnitude of its success can be gauged by the

to see that it is an Oldham-most good Dealers
stock them.
In spite of its greatly increased life and superior
construction, it costs no more than an ordinary
Accumulator.

Oldham & Son, Ltd.-Denton, Manchester.
London Office: Great Chapel Street, Oxford Street, W.I.

Special Activation Process
)

M1111111

Gilbert Ad. 1508.
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Use the Wuncell
with any 2-, 4-, or
6- volt Accumulator
MOST Valve Receivers to -day
use more than one Valve and

showing

Illustration
special

Wuncell

ebonite

When milled head
is screwed home it makes
base.

contact with filament
and short
resistance.

circuits

leg

the

Sold in 3 types :
WFor Detector and
TT

A

"

L.F. use.

W9 (With red top) for
H.F. use.

W2 (With green top) for
'J.

Loud Speaker.

21 /11-

when

a

wireless

enthusiast

Resistant°

Wuncell can be used along with ordinary

bright emitter valves from the same
4-

or

6 -volt

accumulator

without

wants to change over to Dull Emitters
he has two alternatives : firstly to scrap
all his existing valves and put in a
complete set of Dull Emitters, or,
secondly to readapt his Set so that his

alteration to Set.

one new Dull Emitter will operate off

means of the small milled head) and
the cells of the accumulator wired up

the

same 6 -volt

accumulator.

The

first method is prohibitive in cost and
the second is troublesome.
Now, however, the new Cossor Wuncell
Dull Emitter comes along with a
complete solution. Concealed in its
base is a special resistance which is

in circuit with the filament, so that any

Descriptive Folder
free on application
Advertisement of A. C. Cossor, Ltd.,
Highbury Grove, N.5.

When, however, the last of the bright
emitter Valves, in its turn, has been
replaced with a Wuncell, all the resist-

ances can be put out of action (by
in parallel to give
capacity trebled.

two volts and its

This is only one of the many exclusive
advantages of the Wuncell. Next time
one of your Valves fail-buy a Wuncell

and get better reception at a fraction
of your present upkeep cost.

Lao
diagram showing
at one
resistance attached
end to Valve leg and at the
other to insulated brass segWhen milled head is
ment.
screwed home resistance is
Theoretical

short circuited.

ci Large interesting

ml Folder on the

Wuncell sent free
on application.

See our Stand a' the
Wireless Exhibition at

the Royal Albert Hall
Gilbert Ad 1512
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The World's Standard Wireless Loud Speaker
Amplion Loud Speakers are world-famous for sensitivity, full volume, clarity and wonderfully natural

0

exclusive features including a non -resonating sound

S

tone-qualities due to the incorporation of many
0

conduit

with wood horn and an improved unit

0

embodying the " floating " diaphragm.

ALFRED GRAHAM & COMPANY (E. A. GRAHAM)
St. Andrews Works, Crofton Park

::

::

LONDON, S.E.4

S

A.4.1\c111WWcs'!',S!116,,,6161tSltMIL4
ALL
-BRITISH RADIO STANDS 45 & 46 ROYALSept.
ALBERTOct.
HALL
EXHIBITION
27th
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THE STORY OF SELENIUM.
NATURE'S WONDER ELEMENT.
By J. F. CORRIGAN, M.Sc., F.I.C.
This very interesting article on the origin, nature, and properties of Selenium will prove useful to amateurs conducting
experiments in Radio Photography or Radio Vision.
RRR

000000000 00000

00000000

LTHOUGH selenium is not used for
the purpose of wireless rectification,
it is, nevertheless, a most, remarkable

substance, and during the last quarter

of a century it has found, many uses in

a

been happier in conception than Berzelius'

choice of the name selenium with which
to designate his new element, and at the
same time to indicate its resemblance to
tellurium ?

the realms of applied electricity.

Selenium is not a common element. In
fact, in some parts of the world it is quite

lenium is, of course, its well-known property

scarce.

of decreasing in electrical resistance when
exposed to light, and it is on account of

minerals, such as Crookesite, Namuannite.
Clausthalite, and Zorgite..r-but4- these
minerals are not very often come a'eross.
Despite the fact, however, that selenium
is not a commonly occurring element, it can

The most remarkable . thing about se-

this fact that so much interest haq; been

taken in it by radio scientists and electrical
investigators generally.

A practical and workable system

of

television. with all its latent Possibilities,

It is contained in certain rare

often be found in very small quantities
in many common minerals. For instance,

pyrites, and, generally speaking, it consti
tutes the material which is worked up tc
produce commercial selenium.
In Its Pure State.
If the reader resides in the neighbourhood
of an acid manufactory, or a chemical works

in which sulphuric acid is made, he will
probably be able to, obtain some of this
".chamber deposit," as it is called, for the
asking. If there is a good deal of selenium

in it, it will be deposited in the form of a
brick -red powder on pouring the sludge
into water. If, however, the acid slime only

contains a small amount of selenium, the
element will most likely not be deposited

exists to the extent of rathen less than .1

more complex methods of extraction will
have to 'be employed. Selenium, of course,

per cent in many kinds of pyrttes.
Where It Comes From.

The latter mineral is the source from

which most of ,the selenium of commerce
is obtained. Iron. pyrites is used, in the
manufacture of sulphuric acid-a very
important industrial commodity-and during the process a sort of sludge or slime is
deposited on the. bottom of the acid tanks.

This acid sludge is often very rich in
selenium, which has been obtained and
concentrated in it from the seleniferous

DARKNESS

0 <1 41 0 0 41 0 0 0 0 0 0

some varieties of native sulphur cinntain

traces of selenium. The element is' some:
times found in specimens of galena, and it

TIME

0000000

on pouring the material into water, and

can always be obtained in a pure state
from any good firm of manufacturing

chemists, = and many dealers in rectifying
minerals stocit.the material.

We have, already seen that selenium

resembles tellurium in many ways'. It is
also like sulphur in some respects. One
very obvious point of resemblance between
selenium and sulphur can be seen in the fact
that, whilst sulphur can be made to combine

and hydrogen to form the

well-known sulphuric acid, H2SO4, selenium
(Continued on page 234).

may very feasibly be perfected.by the
agency of selenium, and it' is because of
the direct possibility of this fact that the

material presents such a good deal
interest to the radio experimenter.

of

How It Got Its Name.

It is not the purpose of this article to
enter in any great detail into the various

electrical uses to which selenium has been
put. Rather, it is intended to give an

account of the nature of the remarkable
substance, and_ to describe a few points

of general interest concerning it.
'Selenium, of course, is an element ; that

is, it is a substance which cannot by any
known means be split up into anything
simpler. The circumstances under which it

received its name have a certain interest

about them, and are well worth a brief

notice here. The name " selenium " is
derived from a Greek word which signifies
" the moon." Selenium was discovered
during the early years of the last century

by the great chemist Berzelius; and, of

course,' when it became finally identified
as a new element, a name had to be found
for it.

Looking back on the then recent dis-

coveries, Berzelius noted that the previously

discovered element had been called "tel-

lurium," meaning " the earth."

Now,

in certain respects, this newly discovered
element of Berzelius was found to be very

like tellurium, and so what could have

Removing 51 T's Aerial from the G. E.C.'s Flagstaff at Witton.
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A DOUBLE -REFLEX RECEIVER.
From a CORRESPONDENT.
0 0 0 0 41 0

41 4 4.4 0 0

0

<>0-47-4-

41 0 41

0 0 41 41 41 41 4 0 41 4 "4,

duced across the ends of the choke are com-

municated to the 'grid of the second valve
via the grid condenser. (This condenser
should have a capacity of at least -004, as
it has to carry both currents.)

The L.F. oscillations are now further
amplified and passed to the 'phones or
loud speaker.

THE instrument described in the following article makes use of dual amplification on both valves, thus giving
two stages of H.F. and two L.F.
The popularity of dual amplification
circuits is ever increasing, and, with a little
care in construction and wiring at the outset, extremely good results can be obtained.

The L.F. impulses are now fed back to the

grid of the first valve through the L.F.

transformer. The first valve now acts as an
L.F. amplifier, an iron -core choke being
included in thd' plate circuit, shunted by a
fixed condenser of .002. The object of this

condenser is to by-pass the H.F. oscillations. The L.F. potentials which are in-

The Fixed Condensers.

Some Results Obtained.

1000001100!

side aerial all B.B.C. stations

PC0 3 Vri'

.004

will no doubt be appreciated.
The incoming signals are impressed on the
grid of the first valve, which acts as an H.F.
amplifier. The high -frequency potentials
are communicated to the grid of the second
valve via the grid condenser and further amplified before", being rectified by the crystal.
The grid leak is shunted across the grid and

crystalline, and metallic selenium.

Amorphous selenium contains many of
the minor varieties of the element. Crystal-

line selenium is the name which is given
to the well-known brick -red powder in
which form the material often makes its
appearance, whilst the " metallic " form of
the element is the one which exhibits the
remarkable effect of varying resistance
according to the intensity of the light which

falls upon it, and which, from the point of
view of the wireless experimenter, is by far
the most important.
What Selenium Can Do.

Metallic selenium is a black -looking sub-

stance which, if very finely *powdered,
acquires a dull brick -red colour. If any of
the other varieties of selenium are heated

(out of contact with air) to about 220°

The pioperty of altering in electrical
resistance when exposed to light which is
possessed by metallic selenium has been

property of the element has consisted in the
construction of a device for automatically
controlling the illumination of buoys which
are anchored far out at. sea. The utilisation

of selenium in the attempts at television
is, therefore, only one of the recent appli-

cations of this curious element.
Its Curious Uses.

The metallic variety of selenium very

quickly increases in electrical conductivity
when it is exposed even to subdued daylight,
and in many cases its resistance diminishes

by more than half. Why it should do this

is not at all clear, but it is generally supposed

that the action of light upon the material
brings about the formation of a variety of
selenium which is of a highly conducting
nature, and that when the light stimulus has
ceased this very conductable form of

selenium is resolved once again into the

former variety. There are, of course. several

objections to this theory ; but, after all,
it is about the most reasonable one which
has been put forward, and the one which
seems to give the most satisfactory explanation of the facts.

it to light, the return to the original resistance when the source of light has been

cut off is a much more gradual process.
There is a certain lag in this direction
which is rather unfortunate, for if the
selenium instantly returned to its original
resistance after it had been exposed to
light and subsequently returned to darkness,
many of the practical difficulties which now
beset it4' successful application in electrical
work would be rendered non-existent.

Traces of lead, platinum, silver, or gold,
when admixed with the selenium, help, to

a certain extent, to overcome this difficulty ;
but a form of selenium which reacts instan-

taneously and satisfactorily to variations
in the intensity of light or darkness has yet
to be discovered.
There are one or two other curious uses
of selenium which are worth mentioning

here, although they have no connection

with radio science.
A -minute trace of selenium, when incor-

porated in ordinary green glass, is able to
" bleach " or neutralise the tint of the
glass, and so render it more valuable.
Selenium is also used in the production of
purple and reddish enamels and glazes.
The " Wonder Element's " Future.

Truly, selenium has many curious uses.
It possesses functions which are as yet little
understood, but which are already capable

selenium.

have worked with. Surely there -is a future of
promise for selenium, the wonder element ?

appear to produce rather the

agreeable fumes.

Although the resistance of selenium
may be very quickly diminished by exposing

luminous heat rays-" infra -red rays "-

the process in a sealed tube, otherwise the
selenium will take fire and, like sulphur,

the latter element, will give off very dis-

can be brought in at good

of being applied in many different ways.'
The crowning triumph of its application
would, of course, be in the realisation of
practical television by its means. Just as
silver nitrate was at the beginnings of the!
discovery of photography, in a similar
manner selenium has been the material
with which the experimenters in television

It has been found that not apll kinds of
light act on selenium with the same in-

will burn with a pale -blue flame ; but, unlike

wave -

traps of any description.
Various Continental stations

volume has been obtained
from the loud speaker.

Centigrade, they are all converted into the
metallic form of the element. When heating
selenium in order to prepare the metallic

variety, it is very important to carry out

(5 S C), three miles distance,

'phone strength, Paris being
distinctly audible on,. the
loud speaker. At 20 miles
on a 3 -ft. frame aerial great

_-:known for about fifty years, and many
have been the uses to which it has been
put. The photophone, an instrument for
transmitting sound over a beam of light,
also gives a similar compound-selenic acid,
depends upon this peculiarity of selenium ;
II,Se09, a peculiar characteristic of which
lies in the fact that it is the only single and another effective application of this
Selenium also exists in several different
forms, but for all practical purposes the
different varieties of selenium may be
classified under the headings amorphous,

hive been received at good
loud -speaker strength, and
cutting out the local station

without the aid of
TiI

enable any excess of electrons to leak away.

or allotropic modifications, as they are called.

T

GRID LW
roS40-0

negative of the filament accumulator to

Sulphur exists in many different forms,

The circuit is very selective, and on an average out-

44444 \--1

little explanation of the following circuit

acid which is able to dissolve gold.

with different values, as variations will occur
with different components and lay -outs.

Of.

The circuit described below gives a very
high degree of amplification, and is comparatively easy to handle despite the seeming multitude of controls.
Many readers are already familiar with
the principles of dual amplification, but a

SELENIUM, THE WONDER
ELEMENT.
(Continued from page 233.)
o o 0000 00000 0 000000

The variable 100,000 ohm
resistance across the grid and filament of
the first valve is for stabilising the circuit
should this be found necessary.
As the fixed condensers play a very important part in dual circuits, the constructor should, if possible, experiment

Orange and red rays give the
greatest effect, whilst blue rays of light
tensity.

opposite
results. Another peculiar fact is that non -

do not produce any electrical effect in the

-
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HAVE you been to the " All -British " Wireless
Exhibition at the Albert Hall ? If so, no

doubt you were more. than interested in
Stand No. H.31, where you saw the new

" COSMOS "
2 -VALVE SET

In simple case,

"Cosmos " UniVersal

£11

With all acces-

"COSMOS"
2 -VALVE
SET

With all

accessories,
in Cabinet:
Oak, 123/15/0
10- Mahogany,
£25/15/0

Sets ;

designed

for

You observed the neat manner in which the change
is effected from one waveband to another; you saw

how Reaction coupling on to the anode or aerial
circuit is changed at will, by the movement of one
lever-a feature that is exclusive to the "Cosmos ".

" COSMOS "
5 -VALVE

Valve

reception from both British and Continental Broadcasting Stations.

sories, £18

SET

With all acces-

you noted, in all probability, how the special

Sets ;

sories in Cabinet:

Oak, £3615'0

dual -amplification and resistance -capacity coupling
gives great sensitiveness and large amplification
with distortionless reproduction ; you saw the

Mahogany.
£38/15/0

double wound filament rheostats which allow for
thr: use of either Bright or Dull Emitter Valves ;
and you appreciated the splendid appearance and
workmanship of the various styles.

I

If you were unable to go to the Exhibition, ask
your dealer to show you the " Cosmos " Universal
Valve

Sets

and

write

for

our

list

pocket

P.P. 7r17/2, or the complete Catalogue and Handbook P.P. 7117/1 (Price 6d.).
55,47,15,,Z<>176.20

METRO-VICK SUPPLIES, IP
(Proprietors: Metropolitan -Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd.),

4,

Central

Buildings,

Westminster,

S.W.I.

" COSMOS "

5 -VALVE

" LOUD-

SPEAKER "
SET

In Jacobean
Cabinet, £67

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111'

"Crystal

clear"

THE "COSMOS" RADIOPHONE

VALVE SETS which received
universal approbation last season
are also continued for the coming
season at REDUCED PRICES.

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Make your
valve
replacements

with the
" (AMMOS"

Type D.E.'
DValve
ila Emitter
Is

2 51..

2.16
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Get the Vale in
the Purple Box!
-and ensure perfect re-

ception. Remember that
valve sets are only as
good as the valves used
in them.

MARCONI
(MADE AT THE

liALVES

OSRAM

LAMP

WORKS))

are the valves sold in the
familiar purple box. They are
the valves which bear the

name " Marconi" the valves
made at the famous Osram
These two great
Works.
names-Marconi and Osramare your positive assurance
of perfect performance.
Sold by wireless and electrical

dealers, stores, etc.

ALL -BRITISH

WIRELESS EXHIBITION
(Promoted by the National Association
of Radio Manufacturers.)

ROYAL ALBERT HALL
September 27th to October 8th

THE M.O. VALVE CO., LTD

STAND No. 21
`/7,-;;;;

1

9.1{11-1 LONDON W6.

Am:ow:cement of The 31.0. Volvo Co

1924.
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SIMPLE APPARATUS

FOR COIL WINDING.

By J. H. WOOD.
The practical advice given in this article for the winding of coils, etc., will prove very useful for those amateurs who are
continually building or re -building sets and who experiment with different types of coils.

ooc 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
THE writer possesses a German field
telephone receiver, and desired to
re -wind the magnet coils for an
experimental

loud speaker, and,

after

stripping, each bobbin was filled with an
equal number of turns of No. 47 enamelled
copper wire, with but a single break during
the winding of one bobbin, the time taken
being approximately two hours.

8 in. high, 2i in. wide, and 1 in. thick,
was fitted tightly and nailed, the front

edge being allowed to overhang in order to
pass the sewing -machine base, Fig. 5.
Two and a half inches from the standard

a supporting bearer, notched out on the

edge, as in Fig. 6, was screwed across the
width of base, to enable it to stand erect,
while the coil reel support, 8 in. by 11 in.
by 1 in., similarly notched out across its
width, was screwed in position as seen in
the first figure. The apparatus must be
rigid, hence, although the work may lack

finish up to this point, it must at all
events be strong.

The Worst Job.
It was found that an ordinary lead pencil,

scraped and filed, fitted easily into the reel
upon which the fine -gauge wire was purchased, the other end of the pencil passing
through a 16,- in. hole in the reel support,
at the same height as the pulley centre.
To prevent the reel coming off its spindle
when rotating, a piece of wire was pressed
through a hole in the pencil, and bent round
at the ends, to save contact between the reel
and possible jagged edges, while the disc'
before fixing ' to the pulley face was
smoothed over and its edges rounded.

The Bearings.

A piece of inch board was next planed
quite flat, and a circle of 4 in. diameter
was very carefully struck out, bow -sawed
round, and spokeshaved to the line.

A lathe was not available for use, or the
work could have been turned out more
accurately, and with greater ease.
Two pieces of brass sheet for bearings,
each 1 in. by -sr in., were drilled in the
centre to take a 13-6 in. diameter brass rod,

two more small countersunk holes being
made for fixing to the back and front of
pulley. Care in fixing these plates is neces-

In operation the magnet bobbin is very
carefully centred and screwed to the disc

eccentric running, consequent jarring, and
breakage of the fine wire through unequal

on pulley face, the pulley edge brought into
contact with the flywheel of sewing machine,
and held there with a small cramp.

sary, since any inaccuracy may lead to
pull.

One end of the brass rod mentioned

Everything Helps.

A sewing machine, which, on test, was
found to give three revolutions of its sixinch flywheel to one complete rotation of the

handle, was pressed into service to drive

had a nut screwed on and soldered in position, while the other was flattened by filing
for about an inch of its length. See details
in Fig. 7.

by frictional contact the pulley of the
apparatus.

This pulley was made exactly

out of the bobbin.

handle the bobbin rotated through four

A small piece of sheet copper, 3 in. by
2 in., was pointed and cleaned at one end,

and a half revolutions.
Three inches would have given an exact

heated, rubbed with sal ammoniac, and
tinned in soft solder, this retaining -the
molten solder and heat long enough to

number of complete turns, but was an incon-

venient size, since the pulley edge would
not reach far enough over the sewing
machine base to make good frictional con-

touch the connection between the two wires,

when an excellent join was made.

tact without complicating the construction.
A narrow strip of cycle tube was stretched

edge of the pulley, and, although slip was
expected, actually, in practice, it was found

that by keeping the pulley in fairly hard
contact with the fly wheel, none occurred,

hence calculations as to the number of

turns on the bobbins were reliable.

A pictorial view of the apparatus is

given in Fig. 1, while Figs. 2 and 3 show
an elevation and side elevation of it. A
piece of batten was prepared, 9 in. long,
2 in. wide, and 1 in. thick, and a groove,
1 in. wide and 1 in. deep, made across the
width 2 in. from one end, as seen in Fig. 4.

Into this groove a standard or upright,

length of it gently once or twice between
one's thumb and a piece of emery cloth.

a cleaned piece of gauge 36, already run

sewing - machine

and ,held taut with gimp pins round the

enamelled coating by drawing a short
It was then dipped in flux, and wound roimd

four inches in diameter, so that for one
complete turn of the

Soldering such fine wire as gauge 47

proved unexpectedly easy, and was accomplished in the following way :
The fine wire was first bared of its

To preserve insulation at the join, the

A hole was next drilled for the rod

through the wood standard, 71 in. from the
lower edge of the base, and in. from the
edge, the rod inserted through the pulley's
plates and into the standard, where it was
held by an ordinary wood screw, with the

point filed off, turned in to meet the rod
flat.

Two further additions to the pulley are
necessary, viz.: a circular wood disc about
2t in. in diameter, and sufficiently thick to
clear the nut, and a strip of rubber, 11 in.
long, stretched round the periphery and fixed
as already described.

wire was shellacked, and a small piece of
very fine silk doubled over it, the winding
then being proceeded with.

Speed in winding was not attempted,
since, once the wire is broken, the end
requires a lot of finding again, while the
left forefinger was used as .a guide between

the wire reel and the magnet bobbin.

Actually the worst job of all was winding

the fine wire round the ends of gauge 36
to make the initial and final connectionstwisting a live eel into a regular helix is
not in it ! But then, to the amateur who

says he gets New Jersey on a crystal
o' nights, this would be only a tonic for
jaded nerves.
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NOTES FROM LEEDS.

BEARINGS & DISTANCES BETWEEN

From Our Own Correspondent.

THE MAIN B.B. STATIONS.

4 A> 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 4 0

Compiled by CAPTAIN W. LUKE.

THERE are two lines from London to the Leeds -Bradford control -room in Leeds.
and these, together with three lines to

0000000

0 -0 0

R.11310 amateurs, when experimenting,
like to know from how great a distant
their sets can pick up messages, and
the following tables have been compiled,

giving the distances in nautical or geo-

graphical miles atid in English statute miles
between all the main stations of the
British Broadcasting Co.

The true bearings are also given to the

nearest degree for the benefit

of those
experimenting in direction -finding or beam
transmission.

The geographical positions used in the

working are only approiimate, but are
sufficiently accurate for the purpoSe.

each transmitter and the business lines to
Nautical Statute
miles.

Cardiff to -

Manchester
Newcastle ..

124.6

143.4

218.4

251.4

336.0
286.9
96.8

386.7
330.2
111-4

Chelmsford to Aberdeen

..

Cardiff
Glasgow
London

..

106.1
140.3

..
Newcastle ..

301.2
25.3
143.3
208.5

Belfast.
..
Birmingham
Bournemou th

Manchester..
Glasgow to -

Nautical Statute
miles.

London to .
Aberdeen
.
Belfast
Birmingham
Bournemouth
..
Cardiff
Chelmsford
Glasgow
..
.

Manchester..
Newcastle

..

Aberdeen to -

. .
Belfast
Birmingham
- Bournemouth

Cardiff
..
Chelmsford
Glasgow
..
London
Manchester
Newcastle ..

Belfast to -

Aberdeen ..
Birmingham
Bournemouth
..
Cardiff
Chelmsford
Glasgow
..
..
London
Manchester
Newcastle ..

Birmingham to- Aberdeen
Belfast

..
..

Bournemouth
Cardiff
Chelmsford
..
Glasgow
..
London

Manchester
Newcastle

..

343.9
279-1

miles.
395.8
321.2

86.9
80.9
137.5
25.3
301.7
140.4
214.7

100.0
93.1
158.2
29.1

1984

229 6
321.2

279.1
384-1
642.1

336.0
343.9
220.1
130.0

1994
192.2
274.7
212.7
286.9
95.9

347.3
161.6
247.1

442.1

393.8
386.7
119 6
395.8
253.3
139.6
229.6
221.2
316.2
244.8
330.2
110.4-

279.1
146.3
150.6

321.2
169.0
173.3

279.1
192.2
105.0
77.3
96.8
221.7
86.9
60.5
150.3

321.2
221.2
120.9
89.0
111.4
255.2
100.0
69.6

384.1
274.7

4424

173 0

True
Bearing.

N. 12° W.
N. 49° W.
N. 48° W.
S. 54° W.
S. 89° W.
N. 59° E.
N. 21° W.
N. 34° W.
N. 14° W.
S. 40° W.
S. 1° E.
S. 1° E.
S. 6° W.
S. 15° E.
S. 45° W.
S. 12° E.
S. 1° W.
S. 7° E.

N. 40° E.
S. 49° E.
S. 32° E.
S. 28° E.
S. 53° E.
N. 36° E.
S. 49° E.
S. 62° E.
N. 81° E.

miles.

Aberdeen ..
Belfast
Birmingham
.

Bournemouth

..
Cardiff
Chelmsford
London
..
Manchester
Newcastle t-..

GlasgoW

London
Newcastle

..
..

Aberdeen ..
..
Belfast
Birmingham
Bournemouth
.. Cardiff
Chelmsford
Glasgow

..

..
London
Manchester

N. 21° W.

253.3
169.0
69.6
189.5
143.4
164.9
186.7
161.6
108.0

N. 1° E.
N. 62° W.
S. 13° E.
S. 5° E.
S. 16° W.
S. 43° E.
N. 26° W.
S. 34° E.
N. 14° E.

130.0
150.6
150.3

139.6
173.3
173.0
293.7
251 1
240.0
122-6
274.1
108-0

N. 7° W.
S. 81° W.
S. 4° W.
S. 2° W.
S. 15° W.
S. 21° E.
N. 59° W.
S. 14* E.
S. 14- W.

255.2
218.4
208.5
106.6
214.7
93.8

London trunk lines.
The two -valve amplifier on the bench, in
front of the . window which looks into the
studio, is used for relaying, and when local
transmission is taking place the five -valve
amplifier under the bench is used, making
seven valves in all. Both amplifiers employ
resistance capacity coupling, and that under

N.43° W.

220.1
146.8
60.5
164.6
124.6
143.3
162.2
140.4
93.8

Newcastle to -

either transmitter and any Leeds office
may be plugged through to either of the

N. 15° W.
N. 53° W.
N. 62° W.
N. 56° W.
S. 83° W.
N. 34° W.
S. 59° W. -

N. 45° E.
S. 36° W.
S. 22° E.
S. 16° E.
S. 8° E.
S. 34° E.

301-2
301.7
162.2
106-6

at the switchboard shown on the bench to
the left-hand side of the photograph of the
control room. By this means any line to

N. 16° E.
N. 15° E.

119 6
110.4
255.2
370.4
309.5
346.7
347.3
186.7
122.6

103.9
95.9
221.7
321.8

Manchester to Aberdeen ..
Belfast
..
Biriningham
Bournemouth
Cardiff
..
Chelmsford

122-1

161.5
346.7
29.1
164.9
240.0

the B.B.C. offices on the premises, terminate

True
Bearing.

the bench is completely enclosed in covers of
sheet iron.
Next to this is a receiving four -valve

receiving set which is used for controlling.

Six pairs of telephones and two loudspeakers are worked by this set, which is

connected to an outdoor aerial and tuned to
346 metres, the Leeds wave -length.

S. -21° E.

S. 26° E.
S. 59° E.

At Claypit Lane, Leeds, the modulated
currents received from the control -room
are fed direct to the transmitter, shown in the
picture, but at Bradford they are first ampli-

fied by a one -valve amplifier to make up
for losses on the longer land -line. At both
transmitters a crystal set is used for checking.

Readers are invited to submit photographs of wireless
-

'

interest for publication in
"Popular Wireless." Every
photograph accepted and
published will be paid for
at the rate of 10;'6 per photo.

N. 1° W.
N. 49° W.
South
S. 38° W.
S. 62° E.
N. 22° W.
S. 48° E.
N. 13° W.
S. 4° E.

Bournemouth

to-

Aberdeen ..
..
Belfast
Birmingham
..
Cardiff
Chelmsford
..
Glasgow
London
Manchester
Newcastle ..

Cardiff to Aberdeen
..
Belfast
Birmingham
Bournemouth
Chelmsford
Glasgow
London

..
..

255.2

370.4
93.1
189.5
293.7

N. 1° W.
N. 32° W.
North
N. 48° W.
N. 56° E.
N. 16° W.
N. 5,4° E.
N. 5° W.
N. 2° E.

342.1 .

393.8

N. 6° E.

75.2
161.5
309.5
158.2

N. 38° E.
R. 48° E.
N. 83° E.
N. 8° W.
N. 89° B.

105.0
65.4
106.1
321-8
80.9
164.6

212-7
77.3
65.4
140.3

268.9
137-5

316.2
120.9
75.2
122.1

2448
890

N. 28°. W.

A photograph of the control room at the Leeds and Bradford relay station.
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"THE EFFICIENT MIND."
Free Book that Everyone Should

Read..

A BOOK has been published which every-

' oue who wishes to " get on " in life

should read.
This book is entitled " The Efficient
Mind," and contains a full description of
the New Pelmanism, which is enabling so
many people at the present time to increase

their earning power, to rise to higher
positions in business, and generally to

improve their mental efficiency and social
status.

Here are a few extracts from letters

received from men and women who have
taken up this famous Course :" My salary has increased over

200 per cent. during the last 18

months."-SALESMAN (11.16,540).

" I am in a much better financial

position, having had several increases in salary. All this I attri-

bute to Pelmanism." -S H P
ASSISTANT (C.27,529).

" An all-round regeneration.
Effort is becoming habit, the in-

ward urge is getting a chance, and
thriving wonderfully. (Lesson 2
did the trick.) Concentration is
much better and Interest sustained.
I have changed from an easygoing, take -it -for -granted sort, to a

man with a purpose and joy of
achievement ; and I oan see that

others are observing the change to
my gain," writes a DOCTOR
(K.30,108).

"Since taking the Course I have

more than trebled my income, which

is due solely to your teaching."CLERK (L.18,150).

" Apart from the mental and

physical benefits, which are very
great, the Course has been a very
profitable one, as I have since had
two substantial additions to my
salary."-CASHIER (B.19,268).
" I have increased my salary

85 per cent. since taking the Course
and improved myself Intellectuely
and Physically. If anyone had told
me they could have improved themselves as I have done, I should never
have believed it."-INVOICE
CLERK (B.W.175).

" I realise that the Pelman Sys-

tem of Mind and Memory Training

is more valuable than gold, and
bless the day I commenced the
Course."-MACHINE WORKER
(L.26,155).

Every reader who wishes to make the
fullest use of the powers waiting to be
developed in his or her mind should get
a copy of " The Efficient Mind."
This book shows you how, by devoting a

few minutes daily to a Simple course of

scientific Mind -Training, you can increase
your Mental Efficiency, improve your
Memory, widen your interests, and develop
just those qualities which will enable you
to succeed in life.

Just write .to -day (using the coupon

printed on this page) to the Pelman Institute,
97, Malan House, Bloomsbury Street,
London, W.C.t, and a copy of " The

Efficient Mind " will be posted to you by
return, free of all cost, with full particulars
of the system that has done so much for
others and the benefits of which are now
obtainable by you.

" Well, dear, you were absolutely right. That course of Pelmanism was the finest thing I ever took up.
I was made Manager to -day."

Why He Was Made Manager.
HE was young and ambitious. He took
his work seriously. On the advice of
his wife, he took up Pelmanism, spent an
interesting half an hour every evening with
the " Little Grey Books," and enjoyed working out the exercises. His efficiency, en-

and the Professions-how it has developed
their speaking powers-how it has increased
their Earning Power (even doubled and

it), how it has enabled them to

trebled

realise their aims, dreams, and ambitions.

thusiasm, and mental alertness attracted

THE WAY TO PROMOTION

attention. He became confidential secretary
to the Managing Director. He made several
valuable suggestions which were adopted
in the business. As a consequence, he was

Let Pelmanism
show you the way to promotion and successful achievement. Let it increase your

of mind -training had done for him.
Hundreds of such cases could be quoted

help you in the same way. Write in the
first place for a copy of " The Efficient
Mind.' It will be sent you free of cost or
obligation, and will tell you just 'what
Pelmanism is and what it will do for you.
Send for this book to the Pelman Institute,
97, Pelman House, Bloomsbury Street,
London, W.C.r. Use this coupon to -day

promoted over the heads of several of his
seniors to the position of Manager. In the
evening he returned home, treading on air,
to tell his wife what this wonderful Course

from the reports received by the Pelman

Institute. Some will be found in the book
you can obtain free of charge to -day.
Practise Pelmanism for half an

hour every evening-or on three

nights a week-and you will develop
just those qualities which will mark
you out for speedy promotion.
You will develop Self -Confidence, Initia-

Don't stay in the rut I

efficiency and help you to earn a larger income. It has done this for others ; let it

(or call) and you will receive the book and
full particulars by return of post, FREE OF
COST.

POST THIS FREE COUPON TO -DAY

tive, Concentration, Judgment, Originality,
Organising Power, a Strong Will, Observation, Resourcefulness, Directive Ability,
Personality, and a Reliable Memory ; you
will banish those failings which handicap
so many ; you will double your efficiency,

To THE PELMAN INSTITUTE,
97, Pelman House,
Bloomsbury Street,
London, W .C.1

There is nothing difficult about Pelmanism. Indeed, it is a most fascinating mental
recreation-just the thing for the evenings

free, a copy of " THE EFFICIENT MIND,"

and consequently your EARNING POWER.

.

SIR,-Please send me, gratis and post

when more arduous studies are apt to be

with full particulars of the New Pelman

distasteful. The fee is small, can be paid, if
desired; in instalments, and will be repaid to

Course.

you over and over again in your increased
earning power.

Name

Thousands of men and women in every
walk of life testify to the Power that
Pelmanism gives. Their letters make wonderful reading. They show how Pelman, ism has increased their Efficiency in every

Address

way-how it has enabled them to gain
Promotion-how it has developed their
Personalities-how it has enabled them to
hold their own (and more than hold their
own) .in the fierce competition of Business

If coupon is sent in an OPEN envelope it only needs
id. stamp. All correspondence is confidential.
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Why not invest your
money in a REALLY RELIABLE

ALL -BRITISH WIRELESS RECEIVING OUTFIT ?
THE DAYZITE NO. 1. OUTFIT is by far the best value ever offered to the Public.

The Case is composed of Solid H inch Natural Finish Mahogany and is fitted with hinged
lid and lock fitting, and has an extremely handsome appearance. All Components are of
the Best Quality. Mic-Met' Detector fitted with a genuine Dayzite Crystal. Best Quality
Varionneter, Plug in Socket for loading Coils, all metal work Nickel Plated.
Receiving Set Alone
L.I 15 0
too ft. 7122 Copper Aerial Wire, 4 -Insulators, 9 inch Ebonite lead in tube, to yards lead
"

in wire, One Book "Wireless at Home, " one Earth Clip, one Aerial to Earth Switch,

THE DAYZITE VARIOMETER

One Pair Brown's, Sterling, or Ericsson Head Phones

CRYSTAL RECEIVING OUTFIT

£2 0 0
£3 15 0
-

The entire outfit as above

Carriage Paid to your door 2/6 extra.

We have letters from North Walsham stating CHELMSFORD was received perfectly with
this outfit, considerably over 100 miles away.
riAKE NO MISTAKE IN YOUR SELECTION.I

Do not keep wasting money on crystals of unknown!
Irepute. GET A CRYSTAL THAT HAS STOODi

;THE NEW DAYZITE VARIABLE

DAYZITE REGD. I

CONDENSERS
'FITTED WITH ALUMINIUM END PLATES
IAND BOTH SETS OF VANES ADJUSTABLE

ivalve, and if the price was 5/- each it would be"

I 'oot , 7/9 each '0005, 5/8 each .0003, 5/1 each
'0002 4/7 each Vernier 3/11 each

1postage 3d. extra. Makes excellent contact with
Zincite for a Perikon Detector.

iAll fitted for Single Hole Panel Mounting

THE TEST OF TIME.

I

I As one delighted Customer writes

Send another!
IDayzite Crystal for my friend. It isas good as al
I cheap." Secure a Registered DAYZITE Crystal,
lsold only boxed with silver Cat's -whisker, 2/6 each,
I

T ANDCO BASKET COILS

(100 To /moo MET.)

Duplex Wound 25 gauge Enamelled Wire.
No. 1
No. 2
No. 3
No. 't

4d.

5d
6d.

7d.

No. 5 8d.
No. 6 9d.
No. 7 10d.
No. 8 1/C.

No.

9 1/2
No, 10 1/4,
No, u. 1/6
No. 12 1/8

Our own make Special Coil Holders with
Plug in Sockets, 1/6 each

Write for our new Money Saving Catalogue, Post Free.

WILL DAY, LTD., 19, Lisle Street, Leicester Square, LONDON, W.C. 2.
Regent 4577.

Telegrams: " Titles, Westrand, London."

This new 84 -strand aerial

costs 9/6 and is

every penny of it, whether
you are beginner or expert

50
To the

Trade :

Prompt sup-

plies can

now be given.

Please write

on your letter

heading for
trade terms.

Easiest

to fix.

%increase

wire)

over

7/22s

THE

worth

(regular -type

SET

" THE SET YOU CAN BE PROUD OF "

aerial

both for reception and transmission.

DISTANCE NO OBJECT
if you use a

Mars' Aerial. It is far better to have a good
aerial and a cheap set, than a
cheap aerial and a costly set.
Although the Mars' Aerial
costs 9/6, far more than any
' Popular Wireless' should other aerial, you have the
have used a Mars Aerial satisfaction of knowing that
and they would have got your money buys the most
Here are typical extracts from
letters of users:
Doubles the range of a
crystal set.-

Mars."
Makes a crystal set equal to
a valve set." The Mars Aerial makes
wireless reception a cer-

efficient aerial

yet

devised

which improves reception by
50

over 7/22s and trans-

over 7/22s.
mission by 90
Here is another testimonial
which indicates the wonderful
problematical."
qualities of the 84 strand air
Viewed
theoretically or insulated'Mars
Glasgow
practicably it leaves all others received in Bradford on a
at the starting point.'.
I0/- crystal set. -

tainty where formerly it was

The

4 -VALVE SET COMPLETE £96:11:9 NO EXTRAS

Also made in two and three valve models

MARS
AERIAL

SEE 7 HESE WONDERFUL SETS AT
THE ALL -BRITISH WIRELESS EXHIBITION

on STAND No. 117

Now obtainable from most wireless dealers, but
if you have any difficulty in getting a ' Stars'

locally please write, enclosing P.O. for 9/0, to
100

E. & W. G. MAKINSON LTD.

916

Wellington Works, Wellnold Rd Preston.

feet

No. 7

(Established over 40years).
Telvphone

Presbni 192

EP 3.

Full particulars Tres on request

THE

Lld

AGLE

ENGINEERING Co., Ltd.,

LONDON DEPOT

8, Great Russell Street, W.C,1. WARWICK

(
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Aisles of theAether
By-1_Arier

ra

Some of the artistes who have given you pleasure when listening -in.
THERE is no lack of good dramatic fare
all round the B.B.C. stations, opera,

too, being capitally represented by
the recent performance in the studio at

2 L 0 of Gounod's " Faust," under the
direction of Mr. Stanton Jefferies, while
comic

opera,

a

week later, took
the shape of that
success
famous
"My Lady Molly."

Much water has

flowed 'neath the
bridge of Time
since its first stage
at
production
Terry's Theatre
and
1903,
in

though the poor

theatre has
gone for all time,
yet the play
old

Mies Fame Beringer.

turns up as fresh as ever, without its
paint and gay furbelows. But it is
one that wants to be seen as well as

heard, though a very adequate cast enacted
it. The title -role was Miss Vera Lowe,

who took the part made famous by Sybil
Arundale, herself an ardent broadcaster in
the old days, we fancy, at Marconi House,
while Walter Hyde took his original part of
Lionel Bland, proving that for him the years
have certainly stood still.
A Well -Used Story.

To be used for story, opera, and play is

making good use of a plot, but W. W.

Jacob's stories are always worthy of honour
The Boatswain's
in every form. In

Mate," Dame Ethel Smyth used it for her
one -act opera, as a short story, and as a

play it has stood the acid test of public

opinion, and when broadcast recently,from
2 L 0, one of the best-known actresses on
the stage, Miss
Esme

Beringer

was persuaded to
take the feminine
part.
The eldest of a
clever and famous

family of writers
and
actresses,
:Miss Beringer has

acted in some of
the most famous

plays on 'Roth
sides of the world.

To quote but a

the Pinero
play " The Benefit
of the Doubt,"
few,

Mr. Gilbert Bailey.

"Rupert of Hautzau," Captain Kettle," " The Night of the
Party," while during the last few years she
has often taken part with her sister Vera in
the latter's own plays, written under the name

of Henry Seton. Miss Beringer's appearance
before the microphone may be regarded as
another triumph for wireless.

A Popular Singer.

A Famous Actor.

entertainers, and one of the best singers
" over the aether " is Mr. Gilbert Bailey.

An equally famous " star " was cap-

tured for " Pictures from the Past " in the
person of Mr. Fewlass Llewellyn. Few
actors have had wider experience, for he has_
been in the profession for over thirty years
as actor, stage -manager, producer, and
playwright. He has played in nearly every

town, though for the past twenty years

Though there has been a marked increase
in the popularity of instrumental music, the
vocalist will always be the most popular of
He

has

broad-

cast to advantage
from

London,

Bournemouth,

and Cardiff stations, and is still
progressing round.

principally in London's West End theatresplayed in twenty-six of them, and in over
eighty productions.

In a recent interview he said that

Veterans of Variety.

came an artiste,
and , strangely

Old age has sometimes been termed the

" unforgivable sin," but we think most
will agree that with some
artistes " age cannot wither nor custom

listeners -in

stale their infinite variety," and under such

a category must come the artistes who
revived the old-time variety favourites
again. Under the chairmanship of Mr.

Willy Rouse, we
heard again dear
old Dan Leno, as

he had been often
asked how he beenough, he admits

he owed this new
profession to the
war. Previous to

that his only ex-

Mr. Fewlass Llewellyn.

perience of singing

had been as a choir boy in Caius College,
Cambridge, but it evidently gave him good
training.

In '14 he joined Mobbs Corps,"
Northants Regt.; he was one of the first at
the front. Being wounded in 1916, he was

wonderfully
impersonated by
so

sent to King's Weston Hospital, Bristol,

Mr. Jaye Kaye ;

and the Commandant, Napier Miles, was an
enthusiastic musician.

found it hard to

Bournemouth.

indeed, the writer

that the
old Tivoli, where
realise

As is only to be expected, one of the

best classical concerts of the week was

" The Huntsman "

was heard on its

first performance,
was dead and gone
Mme. Anna Pavlova.
and the clever
little
comedian
himself with it. Ah well, as John Henry

we had

would say, still

Mr.

Charles

heard from Bournemouth, with the Wireless
Orchestra under the capable baton of
Captain Featherstone. The soloists were
May Blyth, of the B.N.O.C., and Mr. Evelyn
Howardanist

Jones, the well-known London

The programme included Mozart's " Jupi-

Costello, and altogether a jolly good " night

ter" Symphony (1st and 2nd movements),
part of the great
B
flat - minor

Terpsichorean Genius.

excellent

Coborn with his international " Two Lovely

Black Eyes," and Ray Wallace and Tom
in " instead of a

night out."

To look back over the last ten years or
so reveals very few great dancers, and the
three which do rise most readily to one's
mind are foreign, Mlle. Genee, Lydia

Kyasht, and Mme. Pavlova, and perhaps it
is the last named that is the best known of
the Russian type of dancer. Trained at the
Imperial School in Petrograd, she literally
danced herself into fame in a night. Over
here she has given generously, not only Of her

own art, but has introduced the best of

Russian ballets, and the first performance
of " Don Quixote " was awaited with much
interest, as the dancer went specially
to Spain in order to get the correct detail
and atmosphere.

pianoforte concerto of Tchaikowsky, and some
ex-

amples of Moussorgsky, Scriabin,
and Glazounov,
a
" highbrow "

night truly

enough, but one

that

appealed
none the less
widely.

Bournemouth
also heard one of
the most popular

Wes Elsie Cochrane.

sopranos last week in the person of Miss
Elsie Cochrane, whose voice has been compared by a big daily to " a string of pearls,
well over two octaves in length."
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onstructionN1

Noes

remove, the insulation of the wire along
the path of the slider. This, of course,
can easily be done by the simple process of
taking a piece of sand paper or emery paper
in the fingers and simply rubbing the coil.

the method whereby point 1 of the threepoint switch is disconnected from earth
when the arm rests on it. A spring connection puts point 1 in contact with point 4,

But the result by this process is anything

IcNOB OR

EBONITE
STRIP
rA

cr
ARAI

the accompanying figure.

SOLDERED
TO SCREW
BOLT

obtained) and secure them temporarily to

the " former " in the manner shown. A
small piece of wood or cork should be
wrapped round with sandpaper, and the
wood guides should be arranged sufficiently

far apart for the scraper to slide easily

between. When the path has been cleared
by rubbing a few times, the wood guides may

be removed. Care should be taken to
brush or blow away from the paper all the

loose particles of glass or emery which may
have lodged in the turns of the coil.
SANDPAPER

GUID/N6

WOOD STRIPS

Imirimr

tO*10004

from the drawing.
useful

WOOD OR CORK

little

FORMER
AD _TU,S TING SCREW

BRASS

Easily Made Crystal Holder.

The accompanying illustration hardly
requires any explanation. The device consists simply of two pieces of springy brass,
each secured by means of a single screw to

srAvPS

A third piece of brass, somewhat stouter, is
bent twice at right angles, and drilled with a
hole which easily clears the adjusting screw.
A nut is then soldered in position over this
hole, through which the adjusting screw is

Electrical connections are made

to the two pieces of brass mentioned above,
and the third brass strip may be secured by
a single screw. The chief merits of this

little design are the simplicity of its construction and the fact that the materials

required are such as are usually to be found

lying about the workshop.

STOUT SENT
BRASS
BASEBOARD

Tr

of

series -parallel

switch which is very easily conand includes a simple

structed

method -for avoiding the use of any considerable materials. It will be seen from

the figure that the arrangement is very

thickness, the soft centre of each can easily

be pushed out, and a number of carbon
" washers " are obtained. These can be
used for making a rheostat as shown. A
brass strip is used to regulate the pressure,

and is secured to a wood support behind
the panel at one end, and operated by
means of a screw at the other. A number
of the carbon washersare threaded upon
a piece of glass tubing, which is ,.itself held

soldered to a brass strip secured behind the
panel in the manner indicated. The
copper wire is to keep the glass -tube from
falling out, and the glass tube is simply an
insulating shaft (unaffected by heat :
ebonite will not do) upon which the
washers may slide. The rest of the drawing is probably self-explanatory. A cardboard washer may be affixed to the bent -up
end of the copper wire, so as to prevent the

springy strip from making cmtact with it
In order to get the carbon rings with true

and flat surfaces, they should be rubbed on
a sheet of fairly coarse sandpaper laid

on a flat surface.

EASILY ANGIE CRYSTAL. HOLDER
HARD

SPRINGY

is to take a piece of the inner tube tyre of

a cycle or motor -cycle, and use it as a

.8RA55 -sal.

SOFT

CARBON CORE

Nur SONLDERED

covering for the cell. In order to make the

rubber covering fit well, a piece of wood
should be cut of the same size and shape
as the bottom of the cell, a groove being
run round the edge of this wood disc, and
the rubber tube bound against the wood
by means of wire laid over the tube and in
the groove. The rubber tube can then be
trimmed off below the wood disc by means

sample

pose, the point is that if the carbon rod is
sawn, by means of a hacksaw, into a number of slices about an eighth of an inch in

when the latter is released as far as possible.
5/L ICON
CR ),-.5 AL

the baseboard and bent into the shape shown,

A Simple Switch.
HERE is a

practical

imagine, the larger cells which are used for
lighting the filaments of dull -emitter valves-

SOL DERED

passed.

and

tection of dry cells-more particularly, I

AIAKING A TON/N6 COIL

seen the carbon rods which are used for
electric arcs. Well, these generally consist of a hard carbon rod with a circular
tunnel along the, axis, this being filled
with soft carbon in order to make the arc

by a piece of stout brass or copper wire,

hint which is sent to me for the pro-

!Ill."1.11111.111111t*
HOLDER FITTING
BETWEEN GU/DES

which is to earth, until the contact -arm of
the switch is moved over to point 1, when
1 is then connected to 5; and 4 is entirely
disconnected. With this explanation, it
will now be seen that when the switch -arm
is on point 1, the condenser and coil and in
series, when on point 2, they are in parallel,
and when on point 3, the condenser is out
The chief details of the
of circuit.
connection between 1 and 4 will be seen

A -very

from coming off.

burn more steadily. For our presents pur-

A 5/IWPE SWITCH

Protecting Dry Cells.

label from, being soiled or smudged, and
will' keep out moisture and so prevent it

Here is a very simple way of making your
own carbon rheostat. You have probably

ance of the finished coil, is illustrated in
It is very simple.
You merely take two small wood strips (or
metal strips if these are more conveniently

easier to do the writing first and the cutting
afterwards. Simply stick these in position
with gum, and next day give a thin coating
over each with shellac. varnish or celluloid
varnish. The varnish will protect the..

Carbon Rheostat.

SPRING
LIRA sS STRIP

but neat in appearance, and the way to get a
nice straight and sharply defined path for the
slider, which will add greatly to the appear-

expense of buying properly engraved labels,

the strip containing the lettering. It is

simple, the point of particular interest being

IN making a tuning coil it is necessary to

'

The various terminals on a baseboard or
panel -should always be carefully labelled,
so as to avoid accidents as well as minor
troubles. If you do. not wish to go to the

you can easily make your own by writing
the abbreviations for the various terminals,
such as L.T., H.T., Phones, and so on, on a
sheet of white paper, and neatly cutting out

Conducted by Dr. J. E. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.
Making a Tuning Coil.

Lettering Panels.

of scissors. It is stated that a rubber cover

,of this kind helps to reduce evaporation
from the cell, and also prevents the zinc
container from coming into contact with
metal parts should the paper covering be
damaged.

CARDBOARD
WASHER

Siour

ARC
CARBON

COPPER

WIRE

GLASS TUBE

PANEL

CARBON

RINGS

BRASS OR
COPPER

STR/P

WOOD

CARBON RHEOSTAT
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D.E.3
DULL EMITTER
Three Reasons why you should use
the D.E.3 :
1. 3 D.E.3 Valves can be run from
3 dry cells.
2. 4 D.E. 3 Valves together take only
i amp. from your accumulator.
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3. D.E.3 Valves are equally efficient as

IN

1

LAMP WORKS )
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H.F., Detectors or L.F. Amplifiers.

ALL -BRITISH
WIRELESS
EXHIBITION.

FILAMENT VOLTS

ALBERT HALL

CURRENT ,,
PLATE VOLTS - - -

Sept. 27-Oct.8
VISIT STAND

21

5 I . AO

-

2.8 VOLTS
0'06 AMPS
20-80 VOLTS

FIT THE D.E.3 TO YOUR L.F. AMPLIFIER, USING
80 VOLTS ON THE PLATE AND 41, VOLTS NEG.
GRID BIAS.
Obtainable front all Leading It ireless
Dealers, Electrical Contractors, Stores, etc.
Man ufacturers and Wholecale only;

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., Ltd.,
MAGNET HOUSE, KINGSWAY, W.C.2.

4

GET THE VALVE IN THE PURPLE BOX I.
.

...---.4aums.-<mme,

4a=s,----
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SALE PRICES for Stock Lines.

L. --

Whilst it is obviously impossible to sell these E
E absolutely New Accessories at Sale Prices, a
E large range of Gamage Wireless Parts is being
E- offered during October only at GREATLY RE- E
DUCED SALE PRICES. Pay us an early visit and
E see for yourself the amazing values offered.
E

LE. SALE LIST

POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

You can see these Amazing Success at the Wireless
Our Stand-No. 70.
two interlinked at Exhibition !
Stand H. 62, Box 129
KEEN amateurs and experimenters visiting the Exhibition will surely make a beeThey
line for Ericsson Stands.
know they'll see good "stuff " there.
For long-distance work, whether on
3 -Valve Ericsson Receiver, range 250-300

the broadcast band or on lower or

Splendid

and 4 Valve Receivers excel in

miles (approx.).

higher wavelengths, Ericsson 2-, 3 -

Speaker Work.

strength and purity. As regards their
selectivity, one amateur in Glasgow,

for

Loud

MACES
NEW ACCESSORIES
It is offers like these that make Gamages so
essentially the Store for the Wireless Enthusiast.
New, improved Apparatus-for
the most part exclusive to Gamages-all
certain to improve results or make things
easier
them.

Try

for you.

four miles from the local station,
local broadcast and
cuts out
receives Bournemouth at loud-

speaker strength.

For loudspeaker work the " Super
It is
Tone " takes some beating.
the result

of drastic experiment,

" The Prince of Loud

and has been called " The Prince
Unsurpassed
of Loudspeakers."
in clarity and absence of "tin " and
blare-every note comes through

on wood base.

clear and undistorted.

The SUPER TONE
LOUD SPEAKER,

pure and clear in
articulation.
Called

Speakers." 1.8 -in. high,

Perfect
Fitting.

Aluminium
Throughout.

SUPER CRYSTAL DETECTOR VARIABLE
CONDENSERS.
Insulated Bushes. One hole onk
The striking points about this new detector (first required for fitting. Terminals prof
of its kind) are the revolving crystal, the Silver
vided for making connection.
Cat's Whisker, all brass parts lacquered. New 001 111/. .0005 C/. 0003 Cfe
Crystal easily fitted. Complete with Gamages Price 0
Price U U
Price U
Famous " PerPrice for
Vernier0I9

T able
Pa nel

manite Crystal.

Price for Panel
Mounting - -

t/

Mounting,

Post 4d. on each type.

" MULTIPHONE "

Price
0005 with Vernier 0003 with Vernier

Panel Mounting

CONNECTORS

- Price

7 c Panel Mount -7/
I U ing

-

Price

I

TERMINALS.

AND

As regards Ericsson Telephones,
one need only say that the Admiralty adopted them as standard
in 1909 and the R.A.F. in 1917.
Since then immense improvements

Ericsson Telephones,
acknowledged
the
world's proved best
telephones.

have been made in them, so that
to -day they stand at the head of
Made in 120, 2,000
their class.
and 4,000 ohms. To avoid Con-

THE " MULTIPHONE
CONNECTORS.

.For using several pairs of
headphones on your set,

4 -way Round Type,
illustrated on left,

tinental imitations look for " Ericsson, Beeston, Notts," stamped on
each earpiece.

as

and 4 -way long
type as above. Each

Post 2d.

" MULTIPHONE "
CONNECTORS 6 -way

round type as above..
Post 2d.

As illustrated
A well -made -and splenpart, complete with
nut and washer, 4 -way only. Price,
Post free Send for yours right away - the value will
" MULTIPHONE " TERMINALS.

SELLING AGENTS
MANCHESTER -19, Bridge
Street.
NOTTINGHAM-

W. J. Puree & Co. Traffic
Street.

COLCHESTER -

121, High Street.

SOOT-

LAND-Malcolm Breingan,
57, Robertson Street, Chiagow.
BIRMINGHAM 14 -15, Snow 1110.
N.E.
ENGLAND-Milburn Do.,

THE BRITISH L.M. ERICSSON
MANUFACTURING Co., Ltd.,

on right.

didly finished

- - each,

67/73, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

THE " CAMACE " UNDER

Newcastle -on -Tyne. LEEDS

-8, Excelsior Buildings,

PANEL VALVE SOCKET.

A. W. Doyle, Kelly and

Another new improved part that you want.
Striking Points : Anticapacity ; Positive
Contact with Valve Leg ; Neat appearance;
Protection from burning out valves by
incorrect fitting Low Price.
D.
In the usual high standard

Lands Lane IRISH FREE
STATE-Stocks carried by
Co.,

174,

Great Bruns

wick Street, Dublin. BEL
FAST-J. Robertson, Ltd.,

WIRELESS
APPARATUS

46, May Street.

1,

I

sl

b4.

of

Gamage

Quality.

Price

Post 2d.

GAMAGES, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.1.
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HOW TO BUILD

A FOUR -VALVE RECEIVER.
A STRAIGHTFORWARD SET FOR BROADCASTING.

X

By B. J. KYNASTON.
Although there is nothing very new about the circuit of this receiver, the instrument has several advantages which

should appeal to the general constructor.

00000000
The values of the various components are

ALTHOUGH the brealca,st receiver described in this article consists of an
ordinary four -valve circuit, and can-

as follows : The coil L consists of 60 turns
of No. 20 D.C.C. wire wound on a cardboard

not therefore be considered as anything
new, the instrument when constructed
possesses many advantages, inasmuch as

former three inches in diameter, tappings
being taken to the five studs as shown. The
capacity K consists of a variable condenser
of .001 mfd., while K1 and K2
are fixed capacities of .0003 or .0004 snfd.

The anode resistances R1 are
of about 70,000 ohms, and the
resistances or leaks shown as R2
are of about 2 megohms value.

It will' be noticed that a

of openwork construction with a
panel
inside. Thi4 is essential, as the loud speaker

contained behind the top of the panel,
and therefore there

is

must be no solid
obstruction-- between
the loud speaker and
the room. This panel

should be hinged to

the ebonite so that
it can be opened, as

shown in Fig. 4, when

access to the valves

separate filament resistance is
shown for each valve in the
diagram ; however,

in order

to simplify things the detector
and L.F. valve can be controlled by the same resistance.

/

there are no external aerial or earth, and
the batteries, loud speaker, valves, and
frame aerial are all contained within the
cabinet. The receiver has also, if carefully
constructed, a good appearance, and, besides

The first part to construct is the panel
which forms part of the front of the receiver.

The construction of this can be seen from
Fig. 2. It will be noticed that the battery

being simple to operate, is fairly portable.
If desired, an outside aerial can -of course

he used instead of the frame. as shown by
the dotted lines in Fig. 1. The frame aerial

must then be disconnected from the terminals A and B and the reaction coil R
can he short-circuited, if it is found to be
unnecessary.
The Panel and Lay -out.

The circuit used is shown in Fig. 1, and
consists of two high -frequency valves, a
detector, and one note magnifier. Resistance capacity coupling is employed to
couple the high -frequency valves together,
and the detector and low -frequency valve
arc coupled by means of a transformer.

The remote control switchboard in the contro. room of W 1Z, the New York broadcasting station.

connections are made by means of flexible
leads : this is necesshry because both the
high and low tension" batteries

are contained in a compart-

ment in the bottom of the
cabinet.
Ali

III

I

A strip - of ebonite

about two inches wide is
fastened to the top of the

Ill

panel, and the valve sockets

are mounted on this, as shown
in Fig. 3. The connections to

L.5

the valve sockets and other
parts of the instrument are
shown in Fig. 2. The reac-

tion coil is wound on a wooden

ball so that part of it revolves
inside the aerial inductance.
The reaction coil should consist of about 40 turns of No. 20
D.C.C. wire.
.

T

Size of Cabinet.

The cabinet should now be
constructed and the panel
FIG.2

+

fitted in the front. The top
portion of the front is made

is required.

As a 12 -inch loud speaker

is to be contained inside the cabinet, _it

will be necessary to make it at least 20 by
20 inches and about 12 inches deep. The
ebonite and openwork panel in the front
of the instrument will therefore both have
to be 20 by 10 inches.
Wiring Up.

A shelf should be fitted inside the cabinet,

as shown in the diagram, about 5 inches
.from the bottom. This shelf cannot go
-right'to the front of the cabinet because a

certain amount of space is taken up by the
coils and condenser. The loud speaker, is
. fixed. to this shelf, as shown, and both high
and low,tension batteries are housed underneath, it. If required, a drawer can easily be

fitted to. contain the batteries, as in Fig. 4.

After' connecting up the loud speaker
and. filament and high-tension batteries to

the flexible leads of the panel, shown in

2, the back of the cabinet can be fitted.

Holes are drilled in -this, as can be seen
(Continued on page 274.)
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minals of condensers, transformers, and

other components in use.

CONCERNING

A selection of flexible leads, ranging
from about 11 in. to 12 in. in length, is
then arranged, as shown at B, by soldering

TELEPHONE CONNECTIONS.

to each end a simple spring brass clip which

By 0. J. RANKIN.

will make good contact with the terminal

0 0 0 0 0 hi
MANY amateurs are under the impression that it makes no difference how
they connect their telephone tags to
the receiver telephone terminals. This is a
mistake where valve sets are concerned, for

both diagrams. In diagram C, T I represents the high resistance 'phones and T 2 the
low resistance 'phones. Alternatively, T I
may be placed in series with the plate lead.

unless they are connected the right way

Fixed Condenser Experiments.

round the permanent magnets soon become
depolarised, with the result that the
'phones are ultimately ruined.

In diagram D the high resistance 'phones,
T 1, are connected in parallel with the input
side of the transformer, this also being con-

The positive pole of the headphones
(which, of course, are connected in series)

nected in series with the plate and H.T.
positive

in

the usual way.

The

low

quadrant when pushed on to same in the
manner indicated at B and C. If the quadrants are cut out to the given dimensions,
each One will comfortably accommodate
four or five clips, providing each clip is not
more than is in. in width.

-277

O

0

<> <> 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

A SIMPLE METHOD OF
ATTACHING FIXED
CONDENSERS.
17:1 o o o 0 0000000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

T
<-0H.

H. T. 4.

should always be connected to the positive

H.T. terminal of the receiver or, in other

words, to the 'phone terminal which is

connected to the positive H.T. Where an
enthusiast is doubtful about these connections he should lift off the panel and mark
or memorise the one which is positive.

The

positive 'phone tag is easily distinguished
by small portions of red cotton interwoven
in the outside covering.
Protection Against H.T. Current.

The most usual, and certainly the best
arrangement is indicated in diagram A,
where the 'phones are in series with the
plate of the valve and the H.T. positive.

Here the positive 'phone tag would be
joined to the lower 'phone terminal.

Diagram B shows a more efficient and
reliable method of protecting the delicate
windings of high ' resistance headphones.
This consists of a simple filter circuit made
up from a 2 mfd. Mansbridge condenser, C,
and a 100,000 ohm fixed resistance, R, connected as shown. The idea is to block the
steady plate current with the condenser so
that it will pass through the resistance and
not through the 'phones. The fluctuating

currents pass through the condenser and
operate the 'phone magnets in the usual
way, providing the voltage of the H.T.
battery is suitably increased.

Diagrams C and D show two simple

methods of using high and low resistance
'phones together. -Obviously, a step-down
or telephone transformer, T, will be required,

the input side being shown on the left in

T.LF

resistance 'phones, T 2, are connected in
parallel with the output side of the transExperiments should be carried out
with small fixed condensers until maximum
results are obtained.
former.

o

This simple idea requires no tapping or

screws, is easily detaehible for inspection
and, moreover, there is no risk of breaking

noos.0000 O O 0 .0.
SIMPLE
CLIP CONNECTORS.
By 0. J. R.
oO000 o o o OO >o o o

SMALL fixed condensers of the moulded
type, or others with fixing lugs, may
be very easily attached to the underside of the panel by brass paper fasteners,
passing through both, as depicted in sketch.
Slip a small brass washer over legs of clip,
bend well over, and all will then be secure.

the rather brittle composition of which
most condensers are made.

CONDENSER pmno
PAPER
FASTENER

>

.11V

WHEN carrying out experiments with
different types of circuits it is an advantage to be able to make the connections, and effect any necessary alterations,
with the minimum of time and trouble. The
changing over of leads is no simple matter

when it necessitates perpetual soldering
or the slackening and tightening of nuts,

and therefore it is most convenient to adopt
some kind of plug-in or clip -on connecting
system which will obviate these difficulties.
Very Easily Made.

The idea outlined below will be found
quite satisfactory. A number of in. sheet
brass or copper discs, about 1 in. in diameter, are cut away and drilled as shown at
A, the curved edges being nicely rounded
off with a smooth file. These are then bent

in step fashion and clamped or soldered
permanently to the terminals of the
ceiver, as indicated at B, and to the ter-

PANEL

yvy

BEND OVER

WASHER

CONDENSER'i.
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The Name to now in Radio

Result

of i6

years' experience.

4,e

"Forewarned"Grandpa, taking heed of the fast -shortening evenings with their
foretaste of winter's dampening gloom, is overhauling the set-and
thoroughly, too-but he knows the " Matched Tone Headphones
Their
sturdy construction protects their super -sensitivity and withstands
time and hard knocks. Rugged strength preserves a natural beauty
of tone, and practical utility combines with finished appearance and
exceeding comfort. Soon he will be settling down to listen to the
strong, clear tones of the "Matched Tone receivers every eveningneed no adjustment, neither now nor possibly ten years hence.

25%
BRITISH MANUFACTURE.

(B.B.C. Stamped.) AI a ulac:urn:I at Slough, Bucks.

no worrying about his lengthening golf handicap.

Ask Your Dealer for Brandes

Ali Brandes Products are &dantable from say reputable Dealer,

and carry our official money -back
guarantee; enabling you to returnr
them within rodays if dissatisfied

cMatched
RadiorTieliphones.
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REAL THING - not an echo or

gramophone effect. With a

LOUD SPEAKER
'You hear theNusician himself
as though actually singing
or playing in your room

Until the advent of the C.A.V. Wireless Loud
Speaker, those ""listeners -in" who possessed a
critical musical ear were content to put up with
the inconvenience of headphones in order to
obtain purity of reproduction, the "loud speaker"
to such people being not good enough.
2,000 ohms. 5 Os. Od.

120 ohms. £4 15s. Od.

WIRELESS EXHIBITION
ALBERT HALL

STAND No.

'-lirariderv-el I, St,e;Lro;

83

ACTON VALE. LONDON W. 3

Stand 112 (Office)

Intending purchasers of

SQUARE LAW

Condensers are advised

to delay purchase until
their dealers can show
them the J.B.

JUDGMENT
To prove whether your tuning

is

really efficient, try receiving the very
weak signals of a distant station. It
is on
such work that inefficient
condensers " blind " your receiver.
Loud signals from local stations

mislead-if distant telephony, sharp
tuning and maximum signal strength

are not your lot, fit " J.B." and
;.gattlyntlittlItithoN\WW

4,000 ohms. £5 10s. Od.

Mite nom for Illustrated Loud Speaker Folder from

Profit-C-1-Th
Extracts from recent testi-

monials:-

by

the

"Our client is very pleased
with the panel. One of our

staff who has been associated

experience
of others

with the manufacture of ebonite

for nearly twenty years considers it the finest piece of
polished ebonite he has seen."

' We are immensely pleased
with the panels supplied, the

build efficient tuning into your sets.

good effect of which is already
felt."

Set builders cannot
be certain of build-

THE BRITISH

ing tuning efficiency

into their sets except they use con-

EBONITE Co.,Ltd. I

densers bearing our
Regd. Trade Mark.
It is indicative of

Look.

mark

for
on

this trade
all panels.

Hanwell, London, W.7. IL

precision and skilled
manufacture.

86

'oot
00075

87-

'0005
'0003
'00025
'000 r
Vernier

" J.B." STANDARD.
Universally Popular.

59
59

49
4-

Gct " J.B." Models from your dealer.
If he cannot supply we will send
instruments by return.
Post : One, 6d.; Two, 9d. ; Three, I

8. POLAND ST- OXFORD ST

LONDON - W.I.

OS
GERRARD

7414

Still 7/6, but

bristling with new and better features. Today 'the Brownie Wireless possesses features
usually only associated with sets costing five
or six times the price. Note the generally
improved lay -out, the protected crystal detector and the loading bridge for the addition
of longer wave -length coils.
From your
Dealer. Price 716.

THE J.W.Z.WIRELESS Co.,
310,312a, Euston Road, N.W .1
(Facing Warren St. Tube Station.)

A Money -Back

Telephone : Museum 3747.

An Phonite Base,
to fit any motel,
of substantial and
attractive design,
is now supplied at

an extra cost of
1/6. Just slide
the "Brownie"
into the hollow
centre a nd fix
with the th-ee
screws supplied.

Guarantee with Every Outfit
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condenser of .0003 mfd. capacity, is tuned
to the same frequency as the aerial circuit.
This coil may be a pl4-in honeycomb unit
coil as shown, a basket coil,,a plain cylindrical coil, a tapped coil, 'or a simple slide

COUPLING HIGH -FREQUENCY
VALVES.

instance, connected in shunt with the coil.

By OSWALD J. RANKIN%

The Resistance -Capacity Method.

Practical advice on various methods of coupling an H.F. valve to a detector or
another H.F. valve.

THE accompanying diagrams illustrate

Diagram C shows the resistance -capacity.
method of coupling which is, unfortunately,

tuning condenser, this transformer will
tune from 200 to 350 metres. Others may

-

the three most usual methods of
coupling H.F. valve to a detector
In
valve or to another H.F. valve.

be arranged as follows : 300 to 450 metres,
50 turns for primary and 65 for secondary,
and 400 to 600 metres, 75 turns for primary

diagram A a tightly -coupled air core transformer is shown, and this may either be of
the simple plug-in' type, as indicated below,

The condenser is, in either

inductance.

and 90 for secondary. Alternatively, the
' wire may be wound round the recessed

only effective on wave -lengths of 1,000
metres and upwards. The value of the

resistance should be somewhere in the

The letter
X in each of the lower diagrams marks the
position of the grid condenser.
For the broadcasting wave -lengths it
neighbourhood of 50,000 olims.

will be seen that either of the methods shown
at A and B should be adopted, and although

there is much to be said in favour of the
tightly -coupled H.F.transforiaer, the tuned

anode method is equally as efficient and
probably the most simple where an enthusiast undertakes the construction of his
apparatus. Now that the British broadcasting stations' are keeping most of us
regularly entertained, there is no actual

-

..

-

-

011141
I. 1

0111111

OA

1110011

4

0

necessity

to tune to the higher wave-

lengths of -the foreign stations, but should
this be desired then the method shown at
C will admirably meet the case.

NEXT WEEK'S " P.W."

.0
0

Al'
I

I,

.

free booklets - twenty-four pages,
with diagrams-the first of three to
be given away with " P.W." for the

.. P

(3f--

.

0

Do not fail to secure your copy of
next week's POPULAR WIRELESS.
It will contain another of our famous

L

Q

next three issues.
Next week's free booklet is entitled

-

" The Pocket Fault Finder,"
or it may be arranged to cover a more
selective range of wave -lengths by winding

a greater number of turns on a small

cylindrical former and taking tappings off

at intervals from both the primary and

periphery of the popular ebonite disc
formers now obtainable from any wireless
store.
Diagram B shows the tuned anode method
where a coil, in conjunction with a variable

and it will prove invaluable to every
wireless amateur.

Order your copy of "P.W." now,
and do not miss next week's special
number.

secondary windings.
A Basket -coil Transformer.

With either type it is usually necessary
to connect a -0002 mfd. variable condenser in shunt with the primary winding.
A very simple loosely coupled H.F. trans-

former can be made from two ordinary
basket coils, each wound with about 60

turns of No. 32 S.C.C. copper wire. These
are arranged to slide over an insulated rod,

or other support, to permit a variable degree of coupling between them. Both
coils are wound in the same direction, the
beginning of each winding being the " in "
and the end the " out " of the primary and
secondary respectively.
Tuned Anode Coupling.

A tightly coupled plug-in H.F. trans-

former can be easily made from a disc of
cardboard or sheet fibre, 3 in. in diameter,
which is provided with four valve pins and
thirteen slots. The valve pins are marked
I.P., 0.P., I.S., and O.S. No. 36 S.C.C.
wire may be used for the winding 40 turna
being wound on in basket fashion to form
the primary, and 55 turns for the Secondary.
few turns of coarse silk thread are,wound
on between the two windings. Using the

Military activities in Germany.

An army wireless field station in "
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A B ASKET COIL
CONVERSION.
By P. G. T.
0. 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0

Condcscrea ley
J.HTRoberrs,D.STInstP

Vilaror
Telephone as Aerial.
"

SOME bright

the
Americans say, has discovered that
individual,"

as

if a tinplate tray be placed under
the ordinary desk telephone instrument,
and the metal tray connected by a wire to
the aerial terminal of the receiving set,
good reception can often be obtained.

The

telephone line acts as the real aerial, and
the energy is passed to the set by the improvised condenser consisting of the telephone instrument and the metal tray.
The telephone service is not interfered
with in "any way, and consequently the

mt,

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 <>-10

1 N a basket -coil holder, with spring 1 loaded arms of the type represented in
Fig. 1, it is not the most convenient

of operations rapidly to change a coil,

says he has found that great improvement
was obtained by piercing boles through the
horn, one hole at the halfway point, another

at the quarter -point, and another at the

owing to the fact that not only have two

terminal connections to be broken, but t hese
terminals are not readily get -at -able when the
coil -holder is mounted on a panel.

eighth -point, the distances being measured
along the horn from the narrow end. The
idea of making holes in the horn in order to
reduce the effects of resonance is not new,

but I do not remember having heard of

holes pierced in just these positions being
exceptionally effective.

Horns have frequently been used with
holes pierced more or less indiscriminately,

and considerable improvement has been

/

-nor

ig6f/

1.

The Coil Clips.

To overcome these drawbacks of an otherThe " P.W." Super -Crystal, the " Combination," and the " Ultra," constructeI by Mr. W. E. Tuekey,
18, Backthorne Road, Crofton Park, S.E.4.

telephone people, to quote the American
account again, " have no come -back what-

soever," which means that they can have
no cause for complaint, inasmuch as no
tapping of wires or interfering with instruments has taken place. " A still brighter
individual," we read on, has lost no time in
bringing out a special form of metal tray,
with terminal all complete and special highsounding name, which works much better
than the ordinary cooking dish-psychologically, at any rate.
The Loud -speaker Horn.

It is well known that the horn or trumpet

of a loud speaker frequently accentuates
certain tones in the reproduced sound, with
the result that distortion is produced. The
effect is known as resonance, and various '
suggestions have been made from time to
time to overcome it. One well-known
method is to wind electrical insulating tape

around the outside of the horn here and
there.
Another ingenious suggestion comes from
an amateur in the south of France. He

observed. The holes may be quite small,
an eighth or a quarter of an inch in diameter.

Preserving the Filament.

In order to extend the useful life of the
filament of a valve, it is a good plan to

reverse the direction of the filament current
occasionally. It is probably not commonly
remembered that the current which enters

the filament at the negative end is greater

than that which leaves it at the positive
end (I am speaking of the current now in
terms of actual electron flow, where the
" direction " is, of course, opposite to that
as

conventionally

indicated).

comes electrically connected to its terminal.
The basket coil must now be adapted for
use with the holder, and to do this each coil
must be provided with two contacts
arranged diametrically opposite on the

inside of the coil.

These contact pieces

are simply small pieces of tin soldered to the

free ends of the coil, and held securely
within it by bending over and nipping with

a pair of pliers. A and B (Fig. 2) show
clearly how these contacts are made, and
the position they occupy when mounted.

This is

'because the electron stream which enters

the negative end of the filament has to
provide the current which flows right

through the filament, for heating purposes,
and also the space current, upon which the
operation of the valve depends.

It is a simple matter to reverse the

filament current in a single -valve set, and
in a multi -valve set where potentiometers
are employed. it will only be necessary to
(Continued cn page 286).

wise excellent component, the writer connected the coil clips permanently to their
respective terminals by a length of suitable
gauge wire wound round a pencil to give a
degree of flexibility. Thus each slip be-

NEXT WEEK.
ANOTHER
SPECIALLY ENLARGED NUMBER

Numerous Exclusive Articles.

A FREE BOOKLET.
YOU CANNOT AFFORD TO MISS
NEXT WEEK'S POPULAR WIRELESS
ORDER YOUR COPY NOW-

.
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Symbol with a Story

-

IT'S a symbol that has years passed before the
I become a common- broken line was added.

place . . you see it in it indicated the gridwireless articles . . two the third electrode
or three times in most which made broadcasting possible.
wiring diagrams. Everybody knows that it The original symbol had its
in the Ediswan
represents
a valve. beginnings
laboratories, where the

Ever thought how long

one didn't look like that;

world's first valve was made.
In every Ediswan Valve you
have an accumulated experience dating back to Fleming's
momentous discovery.

it was just like the picture

Ediswan Valves will bring the best

in the corner

out of your wireless set-get some

that symbol took to
evolve ?

The original

here. That
was 30 years
ago. Many

on the way home and enjoy a better
programme from to -night onwards.
All dealers sell them.
THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD,

QUEEN VICTORIA ST., LONDON, E.c4

VALVES
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"SUCCESS"
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COMPONENTS

E

_a
,

is not overlooked by the amateur-pure and undistorted
reception with a volume phenomenal in power is achieved
by using

E-_

=

M IS

=
E

f

a

loawcatv
. t ., ..
'

embodies

t'..

a

is not an expensive instrument, but it

tion ratio. The remarkably high value of both is. a
welcome surprise.
UNDOUBTEDLY THE TRANSFORMER FOR THE

SCIENTIFIC AMATEUR WHO IS ABLE TO TEST
AND APPRECIATE A TRULY EXTRAORDINARY
ACHIEVEMENT.

-i.

HAVE YOU A POWER VALVE ?

--E

_=

The "SUPER -SUCCESS" will eliminate many of those
little worries and troubles entailed in power amplification.
1,000 volts between windings, stout gauge wire and high
primary impedance will give you confidence in your

,

opportunity of procuring
will withstand any test.
Not an expensive transformer.

E-

-

:a

-...,

,'

researches.
For first stage amplification in experimental work,
reflex circuits, or the super -set, there yOu have the

:
4
4
a
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:

..

0

a

For 1st STAGE and POWER use the

:
i

' SUPER SUCCESS

:

a

-

..-z=

00

ae

.:

every feature contained by the most costly transformers
and has many new ones of its own.
Self -capacity is reduced to an absolute minimum. Dust
and damp-proof.
Test the primary impedance and then test the amplifies-

-..--

a

.,`''''

SUPER-SUCCESS''
L ,F. TRANSFORMER

THE NEW

--f-,

le.
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The IMPORTANCE of AMPLIFICATION
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( ALL \
\SLAW

L. F. TRANSFORMER
Retail 2 1 /-
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For inspection of "Success" Components the
public is cordially invited to inspect our stand,

a
aa
a

a superlative transformer which'

=

The price is 50 per

cent. below any competitive line.
,

.

i

No. J 24, at the All -British Wireless Exhibition
Royal Albert Hall.
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OBTAINABLE FROM ALL DEALERS

E. --

f

Advertisement of Messrs. Beard & Fitch, Ltd., London, E.C.

COIL HOLDERS &

traa Watle

COMPONENTS.

RADIO

____ 6//

LEGLESS VALVE.
HOLDER

------

fixed by a single screw in
centre, the holder itself acts as
a jig for drilling the holes for
is

panel wiring.

THE
FAMOUS

AWS.

For surface wiring theft

clamp the wires under the heads
of screws. Has safety insulated

CRYSTAL

W,R.NG

SET

plate socket.
(Prov. Protd.)
PRICE 1 /6 each, postage 2d

LOAD/NO PLUG
FOR PAR/S AND
CHELMSFORD
STATIONS.

CAM -VERNIER COIL HOLDER.
This is the last word in

ALL NICKEL

F/TT/NGS

accurate tuning devices.

Similar to our standard

:oil holder, but the usual

fixed socket has a very
slow movement giving

-r
DELIVERED

a micrometric adjust-

FREE.

ment in both directions
This is
through
effected by a cam operated by a separate knob.

SRITISII M.40E
YY/TH THE
PNES78R/TISH
COMPONENTS

PRICES. -2 -way, 9/. ; with Reverse Reaction Switch, 12%3
3 -way,
Postage
4d.

12/. ;

>,

Every

15,6

2 -way, on base, 1/- extra ; Nickel plating, 1 C. ,i'xtra.
3 -way, on base, 1/6 extra ; Nickel plating, 2 - (.7:fro.

set
tested

If your dealer cannot supply we send post free if you,nzent.,.
kis name and address.

GOS WELL ENGINEERING CO., LTD.
12a, PENTONVILLE ROAD, LONDON, N.1.

Liberal Trade Term,.

LIST FREE.

'Phone: North 3055

-2

%

a---_

ettalc

=

a

T,acie

suppherl

ASHCROFTS WIRELESS STORES.
GOODI SON ROAD, LIVER POOL
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HOW TO OBTAIN

CAPACITY MEASUREMENT OF SMALL
FIXED AND VARIABLE CONDENSERS.
FROM A CORRESPONDENT.

The advice given in this short article will prove of great assistance to the experimenter, although the possession
of a calibrated wave -meter is essential.
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .9 0 4
,>
ASIMPLE inelaborate system for measuring the capacity of a condenser,
whether it be fixed or variable, is
often a great asset to the experimenter. It

is proposed in this brief article to outline
a simple method of measuring the capacity
of a fixed condenser and also to outline the

111111111111r
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tune the wave -meter until resonance is
obtained-i.e. the buzzer is loudest in the
telephones. Note the dial reading of the

standard-in this case zero-and the ca-

1100

800

We will suppose the D.P.D.T. switch to
be in position 1, where it will be seen that,
as this is our standard condenser, the said
instrument is across the inductance. Set
the standard at zero dial reading, and then
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20 40

60 BO 100 120 140 160 180
SCALE READING.
F1G.1,

procedure when the calibration of a vari

able condenser is required. In the opinion
of the writer, evelly experimenter, providing
financial circumstances permit. should
possess a reliable wave -meter and at least
one calibrated variable condenser.
The well-known " Varicon " condenser
of the Dubilier Company is supplied with

a calibration curve if desired, arid be: it
said that it is necessary to possess a condenser with the said curve before the ca-

pacity at this particular setting from the
curve. Now change over to position 2,
and tune with the unknown capacity condenser until resonance is found.

If the switch is thrown back into position

1, the buzzer will be heard at the same
strength as that in position 2. This indicates that whichever condenser is in
circuit our valve receiver is in resonance
with the buzzer wave -meter.
Now, we know the capacity of our stan-

dard at any particular setting of the dial

by the curve, and all that is now necessary
to do is to make an observation of the scale
reading of the unknown condenser, and it
will be seen that, as the circuit is in reson-

ance with either condenser, the capacity
of the unknown condenser must at that
particular setting be the same as that of
the standard. A similar curve as that of
the standard can now be plotted for the unknown condenser. Perhaps an example
will facilitate the understanding of the
method more clearly.
Capacity of Fixed Condensers.

Suppose the standard dial reading

is

40° and the capacity at this setting is 300
m.mfd.

If the dial reading of the unknown

1000
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FiG.3.

500

400

C.)

300
500

SCALE READ/NG
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I

1

1

1
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20 40 60 80 100 120 14.0160 180

and tune with the standard condenser until
resonance is again indicated. Find the ca-

pacity of the standard by the curve. It
will be obvious that the capacity of the
unknown fixed condenser is then the same
as that of the variable standard. It is often
advisable to measure the capacity of !Iondeseript fixed condensers.
Inaccurate Capacities.

The writer purchased a condenser not
long ago sold to him as possessing a capacity of .0003 mfd. On measurement it

enough standard is procurable.

THREE FREE BOOKLETS
For P.W. Readers.

to plot the curve, or to find the capacity
at any particular dial reading of another
condenser of the same or of smaller capacity. Fig. 2. shows a three -electrode

meter.

1100

by the above method, providing a large

Let us suppose we possess a condenser
with a calibration curve, and it is desirous

diagram of a buzzer transmitting wave -

resonance. 'Now change over to position 1,

Quite large condensers may be calibrated

Calibrating the Condenser.

standard instrument with its resident curve,
C2 being a variable condenser of unknown
capacity. Shown near this circuit is the

Place the switch in position 2. and tune
with the condenser or variometer, as the
case may be, of the wave -meter until in

was found to be exactly -0000195 mfd.

dial. -

We have two condensers, C1 being our

method of procedure when a fixed condenser is in the place C2 is as follows :

800

Plotting the Curve.

pacity measurement _of a fixed condenser,
by the method to be described, can be conducted. Fig. 1 shows a typical calibration
curve of a good variable condenser with a
maximum capacity of 1,100 m.mfd. The
ordinates represent the capacity in m.mfd.
and the abscissae the reading of the scale or

valve connected in a circuit of conventional
variety. It Will be seen to possess a
D.P.D.T. switch across the inductance.

maximum capacity of the standard. The

'Commencing with next week's issue, the first
booklet will be given away with P.W. It is
entitled "The P.W. Fault -Finder." Booklets
will also be given away with the next two issues.

happens to be 35°, then the capacity of the
unknown condenser at 35° is 300 m.mfd.
Before the curve is plotted it is advantageous

The issue of P.W. on sale next Friday will
also contain many special features, including

to sketch out the numerals, etc., on the
vertical and horizontal axis, as shown in
Fig. 3. It will, of course, be seen that

an exclusive article by Captain Eckersley.

ard it cannot be measured beyond the

next week's special and enlarged number.

if the maximum capacity of the unknown
condenser is greater than that of the stand-

on

5 X X.

" Wireless

and a special article on
and the Police" by Ex -Chief

Detective Inspector E. Haigh. Order your
copy of P.W. NOW ! and do not miss

Popular Wireless Weekly, October 41h, 1924.
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WAVES AND STRAYS
BY HIGHAM BURLAC.

Vii. The Autobiography of .a Condenser.
->
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THIS is a bedtime story of my own.
It was conceived at the orders of a

precocious radio expert of some
thirteen summers, who knows all there is to
know about supersonic reception. It is

told, I believe, in the approved style.
" No," said the Old Condenser, " this
cheap broadcasting work is not at all the

sort 'of thing I've been used to, I assure
you. Time was when I would look at
nothing under the status of a high -power
transoceanic station-and then only C.W.,
mind you. I must say I am glad my

relations are ignorant of my hospitality
towards these common perturbations-I

first

drafted for duty. He entered the

establishment like a fretful porcupine and
asked for ' a pot of about 0.001 mick.

Such vulgarity!- Pots, my dear fellow!
Our assistant was much affected and

endeavoured to purify the atmosphere by
referring to .me in terms of jars, but the old
man bit his head off. Says he, ' Jars !
Jars I Pah 1 These Admiralty corruptions of honest scientific terms ! Show me
this pot's curve.' My credentials were
accepted, though not without another outburst, for, upon a. mild recommendation of
my, superlative qualities by our assistant,

" When Stuggs went to India, I was sold by

auction. I was one of Lot 805 and I blush to think

what a lot it was. My companions were thirty-four

Hicks' hydrometers ; wire, various ; several porcelain
cleats ; a broken barometer, and "The Last of the

Mohicans' I A prophetic touch, that book

on the downward road, and though my spirit was
not broken I began to realise that calibration does
not count so much as my parents fondly. imagined.
How I rejoiced that my hither als then deeply
embedded in a five -valve set de luxe at Balhain,
and could not witness my degradation ! I was
purchased by an individual named Jones, who was,
I found, trying to maintain a six -unit family and a
five -unit valve set on the profits from -his shop in
Peckham.
This shop I cannot define; it seerfied to cater
for every need except food, drink, and blast -furnaces.
I remember, however, that, when Jones sold out.,
the shop was advertised as Tob., conf., news.'
There was, too, a decided flavour of haberdashery
and drysalteries about the place, and Jones repaired
' boots and bicycles in his kitchen. I saw Mrs. Jones
only once. She poked her head into the attic where
_I and Jones used to pick up Nauen, and referred to
us as' clutter.' An unamiable Amazon ! Jones was a
real stayer, and did good work with me, despite my
slanting plate. But for his all -too -discursive preoccupations-he collected stamps, preached Ruskin ism, did fretwork, kept rabbits, and hazarded money

on racehorSesand his unflinching support of the
census, he would have made good.

" I was transferred by Amateur Jones to Percival
Smith, a plumber of New Cross, who received me in

can't call 'em waves-of the Great Aetheric
Base basMedium. Trpmbones, laddie
soons 1 Holy farads, they give me a pain
in my positive terminal ! ' He discharged
himself and settled down to " stand by ' on
365 metres.

His remarks were addressed to

a sprightly young condenser which was
clinging bravely to the aerial circuit and
doing its utmost to handle jazz as his schoolmaster had taught him.
A Chequered Copper.

" Now, until that infernal row begins

again we'll rest a bit and I will relate to you

a few of the incidents in my remarkable
career. Just slide yourself round to
maximum and let your dielectric case off ;
you'll learn the trick before long. There,
that's better, as the amateur said when he

disconnected the grid from the plate and

the earth.'
" I was born in the boom ' of 1922, iii the
little village of London. You have probably

heard these cheap -jacks say that a condenser is assembled, not made ; but don't
you believe 'em. Calibration is the test.
Indeed, my poor father used to say, Don't
forget you come of calibrated stock, my
boy, and that the best electrons flow in
your vanes.

Always remember, when you

are tempted to talk to cheap microfarads
with stamped -out plates and doubtful insulation, that you are a genuine Two Noughts
One, by Billson, bicycle maker, of Hammer-

smith High Street.'
" I was calibrated at a 'very early age,

and I flatter myself that I came through

' Uncle " Jerry. " Auntie " Ida and " Uncle " Leslie, entertaining the children from the Hull Relay Station.

the professor snapped, Lies, all lies, young
man. And what do you know about con-

densers, anyway?' And he grabbed me by
the collar and shoved me, without a paper

overcoat, into his bag, where I spent a

miserable hour in company with a spectacle
case, an old number of Complex Rendus, a
bread -and -cheese sandwich, and an unspeak-

able family of cheap fixed condensers who
seemed to find something extremely funny
in the sight of me sitting on that loathsome

part payment for repairs effected.. Smith, unused to

instruments of precision, was half afraid of me.
Thought I should administer an electric shock.
" Well, my friend; I could have shocked Percival
had he possessed an understanding ear. However, I

had a few months' rest in an outhouse, where I
contracted eborittis, due to damp, and ricked a

terminal rather badly on'a vile thing termed a box spanner. Percival used to pick me up occasionally
and inebriate me with his breath, and when he left me
I was-well, slightly bucked, -and used to exchange
repartees with a decent young LeclancMi which was

polarising on a bracket above me.

Gradually I

degenerated by the force of environment until I felt
no shame in my associations, I even bandied words

sandwich.

with a rusty file.

On the Down Grade.
" I. did myself justice with Stuggs. Yes,
I will say that. His diction was coarse, but
he knew his job, and I spent many a pleasant

owner, Mr. Fred Clark,. familiarly known as *lobby.
This man makes the electrons boil in My vanes, for
lie is -everlastingly twirling me round' he -imagines,
I believe, that the friction on my spindle will provide
the energy which his sulphated accumulator fails to
give his worn-out valve. A creature of straw I For

suffer to this day from a slant in my top

lecture evening with him and a lanternist,
greatly applauded by the gaping audience.

of the creature, when I tell you that Withhf the

You wouldn't think it to look at me,

Stuggs' Algebra of Audio -frequency Ampli-

the ordeal creditably. After receiving my
diploma from the National Physical Laboratory I went into retirement for a time before

embarking upon my professional career.

During this period I was frequently dusted
by a wet -nosed boy who was very careless
of my lacquer ; he never divulged the fact
that he once dropped me, and as a result I

plate which plays Old Harry with my fine
work.

but I believe old Professor Stuggs always
suspected I had a skeleton somewhere in

My dielectric, because he used to-ahrough-house me so brutally. Phew ! That

man's terminal twist could squeeze the
nether out of a vacuum.

" It was to this Stuggs person that I was

My photograph appears on page 97 of

fication,' and in the Transactions of the

Royal Society, August, 1923, I can. just be
seen in Plate IV. I have been twiddled by
Sir Oliphant Pamphass in a fit of abstraction
and Dr. Gronberg once used me as .a paperweight. I owe. these honours to my association with Striggst

Once Fasked a blow -lamp if he was

calibrated, and was told to--erI believe the phrase
was-' come off it.'
" Last March Percival sold me to may present

ever blown about by every wind from -Publishers'
Alley. Conceive, if you please, the menfal sfail lily
month I have been ..the pieee-de resiiihrne.0 in a Two Circuit Crystal Deteetor, an All -Wave Reflex Concert

Set, a Selective okirFolks' 2-Valve.lteeeivcr, and an

All -in -One Super -selective, Non-skid, No -Battery,

Self -filling, Greaseless, Pi a -fed, Broadesat Cabin( t

Set, complete with Envelope No. 4 and photo of

Enii a common drudge Without 'salary cr
legal remedy, Willi).
"But I live In hopes of settling down where I am
and slowlymccurnidating enough dust to short circiOr
even an Aigumented Orchestra. Hope I don't hors
you. Serer Shift round to 47 quick. Big Ben's
designer.

beginn Mg."
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4 -Valve

3 -Valve Portable Set £21 15 0
Wave -length range 300-4,000 metres.

Portable

S el

£26.

Wave -length range 30) - 4,000 metres.

Striding Ahead
in

1924
The keenness that has been shown for the achievement
of

perfect radio apparatus is for thorough technical

engineering rather than for commercial gain with those
firms, who have advanced to the forefront of the public
popularity.
R.I. stands to -day for the very best wireless productions
on the market. Prices may appear higher, but all R.I.

purchasers know that these prices cover a skilled

2 -Valve Portable Set £14 18 6
Wave -length range 300-4,000 metres.

workmanship superior to multitudes of cheaper
competitors.
Thousands of the New R.I. Transformers have already

been purchased and their owners are enthusiastic over
the wonderful difference they make. You can see

a giant sectional model of the NEW R.I.

at

Stands 11 and 13,
All British Wireless Exhibition.
There you will also see the other wonderful R.I. 1924
4 -Valve Lyrian Set complete with Loud Speaker, D.E.

£44 3 6
Without accessories £37 18 0
Valves and batteries

Wave -length range 300-4,000 metres.

Lyrianette 2 - Valve
complete £22 5s.
3 -Valve cornplete

£28 5s.

Wave - length range
300-500 metres, can be
increased by loading

creations.

The New R.I. Lyrian and Lyrianette are

the only complete loudspeaker broadcasting receivers
available at a .popular price.
R.I. Multi Valve Sets for all wave -lengths are the
highest standard wireless receivers that are made.
Each component gives maximum efficiency in these
neat, strong, portable valve sets, producing as a
result unique radio reception.

coils.

Telephone; Zegont 6214-56

Ask for the New R.I. catalogue.
Tol6grams "Instradio London"

Radio IRstr-(..imeRts Li -d.

12 fiyda "kraal.; OxFord Stre'et \M I.
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CHANGES FOR

5 X X.

How the Amateur Can Make Them.
By OSWALD J. RANKIN.
.>

<. <1 41 4/

IN consequence of the opening of the new
high -power broadcasting station, which
works on a wave -length of 1,600 metres,

many enthusiasts are asking how they
may adopt their present broadcast receivers
to this comparatively high wave -length
without scrapping the existing tuning
arrangements.

Obviously, our querists do not possess
interchangeable plug-in tuners, for in such
an instance it would only be necessary to
plug in a suitable coil and tune in with the

usual condenser.

000

BOOK

REVIEWS.

Two Books for the Children.

o

0 0 0 0 -0.

.0. 0 0 0 0 0

00000

1924.

mounted on a wooden disc, to which is
attached the two -pin plug, made up from
two -valve pins and a small piece of sheet
ebonite.

Inserting a "Long Wave Switch."

The ends of the winding are preferably
connected to the plugs inside the former.
Should a series tuning condenser be fitted
to the set, this will remain in the original
position, but if a parallel condenser is
used, then this should be connected between

THE kiddies who have had the pleasure
of listening -in to the Children's

Hour broadcast from 2 L 0 will be
delighted to hear that those fascinating
stories written by E. W. Lewis, and told
by that equally fascinating uncle Caractacus, may now be obtained in book form,
published by Hodder
price 3s. 6d. net.

and Stoughton,

I have just finishe'l reading both " The
Adventures of Sabo " and " More Sabo
Stories," _two delightful tales which, I

Our anxious friends are

evidently the possessors of tuning coils

which are more or less limited to a specific
band of wave -lengths, and it is here proposed to describe two simple methods of
loading such coils to cover the 1,600 -metre
wave -length.

Loading the A.T.1.
The most simple and inexpensive arrange-

ment is shown in Fig. 1, where a pair of
valve sockets, A. are inserted in series
with the aerial lead to form a socket for
(B) a plug-in loading coil, or (C) a shortcircuited plug. The existing coil, D, may
be of any type commonly used, and if this

the points marked X and Y, and not between

Y and 2, as formerly, so that it will now

FIG .2..

cover the

broadcasting

wave -lengths, then the loading coil, B,

arrangement shown in Fig. 1 consists of an
ordinary cylindrical cardboard former

feel sure, will appeal to boys and girls
These two books make an ideal
alike.
present for children. They are filled with
thrilling adventures of Sabo, a golliwog
of whom I need say little, for he is as well
known to the kiddies as Felix. Treacherous
Tiffany, the cat, is also included, to say nothing of an exciting fight with Red Indians.

a D.P.D.T. knife switch, B, and'any suitable
type of loading coil, C, preferably a basket
coil of about 200 turns. The setting shown
indicates that C is in series with the existing
coil, D. The opposite setting cuts C out of

bound book has many charming coloured
illustrations, contributed by that wellknown artist Nadia Benois, and its large,
clear printing helps even the tiniest child
to understand it.

circuit and

places the aerial in direct

contact with D.
Any form of aerial or tuned anode coils
may be loaded in either. of these two
methods.

should consist of about 200 turns of No. 26
D.C.C. wire on a 31 -inch diameter former.

The design of this coil is not very important providing the correct amount of
wire can be wound on the former. The

This station

embrace both coils.
It will be seen that whenever it is desired

to tune to the ordinary wave -lengths it is
only necessary to remove the loading coil
and replace it with the linking plug, C.
Fig. 2 shows an alternative arrangement,
'where the same effect is obtained by using

D

is designed to

The transmitting -room of W J Z, the well-known broadcasting station at New York.
transmits on 455 metres. with a power of 500 watts.

THE POCKET FAULT-FINDER.
This 24 -page Booklet will be given away with

every issue of P,W, on sale Next Friday.
Order YOUR Copy NOW !

I must also add that this delightfully

D. S.

BOOKS RECEIVED.

Ezi-Wiring Diagrams : Vol. 1. A Three Valve Portable Receiver. 2. A Three -Valve
Cabinet .Receiver. 3. A Two -Valve and
Crystal Reflex Receiver. Each volume 2s.
each. Published by The Wireless Press,
The Amateur's Book of Wireless Circuits.

By V. H. Haynes. Revised edition, 3s. 6d.
net. The Wireless Press.
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BROADCASTING is " catching " it
again. Professor J. W. MacBell, an

American meteorologist, has come
forward with the theory that the abnormally heavy rainfall this year has been

directly caused by radio waves. and other
electrical disturbances !

The professor believes that so long as
broadcasting is regularly maintained the
number of fine days will continue to

diminish and that the rainfall will continue
to increase in intensity. He suggests that
the only way to improve the weather is to

minimise the use of broadcasting and to
make a general reduction in the use of.
electricity !

It is curious to note, however, that in the
month of August, 1875, a record rainfall was
recorded in France. That record still holds
good, in spite of the bad August in 1924,

development in France is in connection
with the broadcasting of criminals' thumb
prints. The thumb, print system, as most
of my readers know, was invented by that
well-known Frenchman, M. Bertillon, but
his great work has now been followed up
by another well-known French inventor,
M. Belin, who has succeeded in wirelessing

the thumb print of a criminal, which,
together with his picture and general
description, has enabled the police of other
cities to obtain
identification.

a very rapid means of

Some Strong Views.

I receive so many letters from readers,
nowadays, concerning the B.B.C.'s programme, that it is quite impossible to
publish even a fraction of them in " P.W."
But I received one letter the other day from

which admittedly comes a good second. a reader, Mr. Geo. E. Holloway, of 71,
And in 1875 Hertz, Branly, Lodge and - Sydenham Road North, Croydon, who exMarconi were practically unheard of in the
radio world, and electtical work in general
was in its infancy.

presses some very strong views.

plays, operas and high -brow items, which

have the smallest general appeal to the
public."
My correspondent also says that " it was
generally hoped that the high -power station

5 X X would have provided an alternative
programme of popular items, but that the

cost And time spent in adapting sets for
the new station has been wasted in the
same way as costly multi -valve sets, which

were expected to provide a more varied
selection of programmes, but which object
has been defeated by excessive simultaneous
broadcasting."

Mr. Holloway further complains that

manufacturers, many of them presumably
members of the B.B.C., fail to realise the
injury to wireless that is being done by the
present class of programme and the manner
of its presentation,

and Mr. Holloway

wonders why manufacturers do not make

Progress Abroad.

emphatic protests.
Mr. Holloway's complaint about this ex-

The progress and growth of Continental
broadcasting stations becomes more rapid '
every week. Radio Madrid, the Spanish
Radio Co., which is at present operating a
big broadcasting station in Spain, has
recently. been reorganised, and it is an-

nounced that fresh endeavours are to be
made successfully to hurry along a wide-

spread development of broadcasting in that
country. The famous municipal band of
Madrid will soon be regularly, broadcasting
concerts. A definite schedule will shortly

be put in operation, and the concerts will

probably be held from 10 a.m. to 12.30 p.m.

Italy is also making great strides. The
high -power station at Rome, with call sign

I D 0, is now working on 100 to

Mr. Holloway complains of the excessive

amount of simultaneous broadcasting in
this country. He says that " with the
exception of the Savoy bands, the S.B.
programmes are generally composed of

The

aerial

of I

the well-known

York's
broadcasting !

New

station, W J Z,
eighteen

floors

i above 42nd St..
I

L..

New York.

cessive use of simultaneous broadcasting
is probably more or less justified, but his
general opinion of the class of programme
now broadcast from the various stations
cannot, I
taken as representative
of the opinionseof the three-quarters of a
million listeners in this country.
It
stands to reason that, if the majority
of listeners were dissatisfied with the
programmes, they would quickly be
altered, because public opinion would
inevitably force the B.B.C. to change
their methods. I know from personal
knowledge that any letter sent to the
B.B.C. containing criticisms of programmes is most carefully scrutinised
and considered by a responsible official,

120

and that some sort of a check is kept
on these letters, so that the wishes of

metres, and two very well-known amateurs
in Rome are also working on short waves ;
their call signs are I H T and I M T. Poldhu,
with a new call sign of 2 Y M, can also be
heard very frequently on a wave -length of
approximately -75 metres. Another broadcasting station in Italy, I C D of Rome, will

the majority may be ascertained.
And so it is obvious that the B.B.C.
are not receiving sufficient evidence

of the unpopularity of their programmes, or else many thous-

soon be

ands of listeners are too in-

modulating system ; the wave -length will
be 426 metres, while the well-known station

the B.B.C. to let them know
whether they are satisfied or

broadcasting on an increased
power with apparatus including a new

different or too lazy to write to

not.
If the former reason is

at Koenigswusterhausen, near Berlin, has
also been undergoing some radical changes.

the case, then listeners

When the new transmitter is ready it will
include a 50 kw. Poulsen arc transmitter, a
high -frequency alternator of 50 kw., and a

have only themselves to

thank ; but if, as I suspect, the majority of

20 kw. valve set.
France is also making some very interesting experiments with wired wireless. . The
Society of French Electricians are: at
present engaged on tests which may eventu-

listeners are generally

satisfied, and that the
B.B.C. only receive dis-

satisfied letters from a
minority, then that mi-

ally lead to the connecting of the great
power stations in France with each other

by radio over the power transmission lines
on practically the same system as was i
lugurated in the United States about
)welve months ago. Another interesting

nority cannot expect the

B.B.C. to radically
change their programmes
1

II

to please them.
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AN EASILY MADE POTENTIOMETER
By R. H. WATSON.
Here are concise details for the construction of a component of value to every
experimenter.
1><><><>

which holds the square brass rod in place,
should be countersunk on, the lower s:de,
the other two on the wiper side. Fix the
tod to the ebonite and, ;slake a small hollow
below the bolt head so that it cannot touch
the wood.- Then screw down the ebonite
strips, reducing if necessary the height of the
end -pieces until the slider makes very firm

0 .0-

a set. It is most commonly employed
to control high -frequency valves,

No account is taken of the wood required,
since this will always be found in the workshop.. The former is a stout cardboard tube

shown in Fig. 1. Here, by making the grid
of the high -frequency valve a little positive,

made from a piece of blind roller or old.

THE potentiometer has several. uses in,

regulating the grid potential in the way

11 inchea in diameter and 6,1- inches in.
length.' ,Into this is inserted a wooden core
curtain pole, which snakes the tube
thoroughly stiff and also provides an easy

means of attaching it to the end pieces.
If a screw is driven temporarily into the
centre of each face of the wood it is easy
to mount the tube in an improvised coil

frompl

AmillaglillanLy
/7

Al
a'
2.--3P-..

F16.3

winder made up from Meccano parts.
Winding the Coil.

The- windings consist of ounces of
No. 30 S.W.G. enamelled Eureka wire. Start

we can make use Of the damping effect of
grid current and so prevent the valve from
falling into self -oscillation. Fig. 2 shows
a way in which it can be employed upon the
low -frequency side of the set with great
advantage. In this ease a grid biasing

contact with the turns of wire upon the

tube. One end of the square rod is secured

half an inch from one end of the tube and

to the ebonite with a i-inch bolt, the other
with a bolt 11 inches long, upon which are

wind onas evenly and as tightly as possible,
with each turn touching those on either side
of it. Not' quite all the wire. will be used,

terminal.
Run the slider up and down once or twice

but the windings, 5i inches in length, will

placed the two round nuts of a 4.B.A.

so as to mark the path which it will take
along
Then

about
inch wide,
using fine glass-paper
for the purpose.

potentiometer is placed across it, the In

Useful Auxiliary
Rheostat.

terminal of the intervalve
transformer being connected to it. By
means of the potentiometer, we can obtain
exactly the right amount of negative bias
upon the gird to ensure that it is working.
(I.S.)

The small ebonite

block upon which the
two battery terminals

are mounted is made
on the same lines as

For_ Dull Emitters.

the strips to which the
square rod is fixed.
If care is taken to see

The potentiometer may also be used as
an amtiliary rheostat when one is working
with dull emitters. When this is done, the

that the heads of the

bolts :of the terminals
do not touch the

potentiometer is used merely for rough
adjustments ; fine adjustments are made
with the ordinary rheostat.

wood,
An interesting portable three -valve receiver using Myers valves.

contain sufficient wire to provide the 300 ohms resistance required. The wire which
is left over will come in handy for making
small fixed resistances.

These can be

worked out very easily if it is remembered
that No. 30 Eureka wire has a resistance of

The easiest and least expensive way of
constructing a 300 -ohm 'potentiometer is to

make it up on the lines of a single -slide
tuning inductance in the way shown in Fig.
3. If this method. is used, the total ontlay
will be as follows i
s

d.

Brass rod ..

4
4

Slider
.
Ebonite
Resistance wire..

Screws

3
I

..

Total Cost

approximately 5i ohms per yard. When
wound, the tube should lee given a coat of
shellac or enamel to bind the wire firmly
in place, and this should be allowed to set
quite hard.

3

As

1

3

0

No.

30

resis-

tance wire has a given
capacity of rather more than ampere, it

is perfectly safe to use cardboard tubing

for the former, since, even if the instrument

is used as an auxiliary rheostat for dull
emitter valves such as the M.O. D.E.3, the

B.T-If.B.5 and the Ediswan A.R.06, the
current passed will never be anything like

this amount, and there is therefore no danger
of its overheating. The resistance should
not be used for the type of valve taking .25
amp. at 2 volt however.

Mounting the Former.

Now cut out a baseboard, made from 1,
or 1 -inch wood 8 inches long by 3 inches
wide. Upon this fix, by means of screws
driven up from below, two end -pieces of
between their inside faces. Mount the tube
between them by driving screws through
the end -pieces into its wooden core. Cut out

'two pieces of 1 -inch ebonite 2 inches in
length and 1 inch wide, drilling in each
three 4.B.A. clearance holes, as showii,in
Fig. 4. That in the middle for the bolt,

perfect insu-

lation will be secured.

1;,i,rsch wood, each 3 inches high by2. inches
wide. These should be 61 inches apart

Three terminals
Cardboard tube

the windings.
remove
the.

enamel from a strip

'battery X has been provided and the
Secondary

1924.

r/G.4
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Mu
Ltd. have always endeavoure
to give the highest standard of

ULLARD SAFETY DISC
for Mullard Master Valves
7o prevent filament burn out
by H. T. Battery short circuit.

wireless enthusiasts to obtain
perfect reception.
The enclosed safety disc will
save all valve users time and
money. These discs can

Strip linen from back. Press
adhesive surface firmly to
the face of the Valve holder,
taking care that holes in disc
correspond with holes in

The Mullard Radio Valve Co

oduction accompanied by
a service that will enable all

only be obtained from The

-VALVE

Mullard Radio Valvc Co Ltd.

holder.

PATENT APPLIED FOR.

There is a Gift for You at Stand 52.
The Mullard Service for valve users has always endeavoured to ensure
perfect broadcasting reception not only by Master design and workmanship in their productions but also in reliable and useful information.
Here is a token of Mullard Service.
An envelope will be given to all visitors to Stand 52 at the Exhibition in
which will be found a Mullard SAFETY DISC. You will find out all
about this disc when you receive the gift envelope.
Come early. Only a limited number of this patented production are
available for distribution and these safety discs can be obtained only
from The Mullard Radio Valve Co., Ltd.
The s who are unable to attend the Exhibition should apply to

their Wireless Dealers to whom a supply of Mullard safety discs

will be given for distribution.

The Master Achievement of 1924 is undoubtedly the production of
Mullard H.F. and L.F. Master Valves. In the field of general purpose
bright filament valves, they stand alone for giant strength, giant results,
and giant life. You will be astounded by the tests they will undergo
at the Wireless Exhibition, and delighted with the splendid results these
valves will give you.

REMEMBER Stand 52.

Mullard

Mallard Weco, 1 volt ORA and D.F. ORA valves are now only 251- each.

THE MASTERVALVE
Advt.--:The Mullard Radio Valve Co., Ltd. (P.IV.) Nightingale Works, Nightingale Lane, Balham, S.IY.12.

BRITISH EMPIRE EXHIBITION. PALACE OF ENGINEERING-Avenue 14-Bay 13.

5F *4w:grwwinii7=.
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THE N.A.R.M. EXHIBITION.
A RAPID REVIEW OF THE EXHIBITS.

LOGGIA 111, STAND No. 32.
Dithilier Condenser Co., Ltd., Goldhawk Road, W.12.

Dubilier condensers are by common consent
standard, and probably find their way into more
high-class receivers than

any other make.

This year a slight
departure is made' from
the existing standard

By WARING S. SHOLL,

PART II.

t3pe of clip in the in-

0. O.o 0 0 0 00- 000 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 r<

:4;1 000 o 00000 00 -o 0 o 0 0 0

packing also is original and effective, giving an additional novelty to a most interesting proposition.

troduction of the ' 610 "
model, which is provided with terminals for
quick

every requirement of both the advanced worker and
the seeker after entertainment.

STAND No. 75.
L. McMichael Ltd., Strand, W.C.2.

One of the features of the present year has been
the appearance of a number of types of L.F. transformer, and; generally speaking, they have been a'
promising lot.

To particularise, we may mention that the M.H.
transformer has acquitted itself very well, and from
personal tests we can speak of the M.H. instrument
in the highest terms.
Another good line is the tapped tuning coil with

For the latter we note the " Lyrianette " table

cabinet receiver, which is of the upright box form
and is absolutely Self-contained, the whole of the
batteries, etc., being housed in the interior, into
which the loud speaker is built.
The

wave -length

includes

Chelmsford,

thus

enabling the user to receive the programmes almost
anywhere on two or three valves. The new loud

speaker is on show for the first time and bears
evidence of the greatest care' both in- design and

production.
That old favourite and much -parodied instrument,
the R.I low -frequency transformer, has taken a fresh
lease of life in the new "sectionally=wound model, in
which self -capacity has been reduced to the minimum.
.

.A large sectional model enables the visitor to get
an idea of the construction, and is naturally proving
an object of considerable interest. The standard
valve sets, from one to five valves, are among other
exhibits, not overlooking a series of splendidly made
i,coiLs, condensers: high -frequency units,. and other
components which well maintain the deserved
reputation of Radio Instruments, Ltd.
STANDS Nos. 85 and 88.
A. C. Cossor; Ltd., Highbury Grove, N.
Coss& valves need very little introduction to th2.
experienced wireless worker who is numbered in the
thousands of users of these excellent products.
The principles evolved and: adopted in these valves
are right both mechanically and electrically, conse-

A neat G.E.C. Exhibit.

-

a range from 25-100 turns, covering wave -lengths
of 250-1200 metres in the A type, ;while the B type
runs up. to 3,240 metres, thus covering the entire
range of telephony. Coming to 'ELF. transformers,
the plug-in pattern, which are guaranteed " matched-'

for several stages working, are a 'great assistance in
handling this rather critical element in the receiving

Another tuning device worthy of comment is the
" Reversine " coil holder ; a most ingenious device

which needs to be examined in detail to be appreciated.
Quick -change clip -in condensers also will find much

favour with the experimenter, as also will the D.E.3

quently the popularity of Cossors has he n phenomenal in the bnght-emitter class.
The great novelty for the coming season' is the,
" Wuncell " dull emitter, which is being made in
three types, viz., the 'Al, W2, and W3. The first named is a detector or L.F. amplifier; the second is a
D.E., counterpart of the well-known P2 valve for
H.F. work, and is distinguished by a red top in the
same way.
The W3.is a power type valve which will be placed

on the market a little later on when production in
quantities has been arranged for. The base of the
valve contains a resistance enabling the filament to
function either on a 2. I, or 0 -volt battery. The

rheostat, which screws straight on to the battery'

connection.

Another new line

is

the double -tuning variable condenser with
vernier,
another innovation

and still

appearg in the form of
the

" series -parallel "

variable condenser,
which may be introduced into the circuit,
either in series or paral-

A "Gecophone

Set.

without causing a
Low capacity has been carefully studied in the
design of the ' Minicap " key switch. This useful
'device enables a number of combinations to be produced at will without introducing capacity and its
contingent troubles. The " Ducon " adapter has
proved a very handy substitute for the aerial in flats
or Other places where the outside wire cannot be
installed.- The practical man will find the leaflets
lel,

gap in the tuning range.

most useful.

LOGGIA 117.

Eagle Engineering Co., Ltd., Warwick.
Two, three, and four -valve sets are to be seen here

of the Anierican box type and styled the " Chakophone." The four -valve receiver, 1-1-2' is without
reaction, the object being to go all out for quality
rather than volume of sound.
'The unit system coniptises a series of vertical

wedge-shaped panels which when assembled produce
a desk type of receiver.
The component crystal receiver is of ingenious
design. The variometer stator forms the body of the

instrument with detector on a circular panel at the
top.

-

STAND No. 81.

J. J. Eastich & Sons, 2, St. Dunstan's Hill, E.C.
This exhibit is in the nature of a trade display for

wholesale business only.
Those interested in gadgets will find a most interest-

ing display, among which may be noted the H.T.
battery box, a line in small switches, and a particularly nice series of variometers. Valves are a special
line with the firm, whose stock covers every British
maker of repute.
STAND No. 71.

terminal.
Mr. McMichael's long connection with the wireless

A. W. Damage, Ltd., Holborn, E.C.1.
Gamages have stood for wireless ever since telegraphy became popular among amal,eurs, and long
before telephony was anything but a dream.
We naturally find a firm with its roots so firmly
struck in the industry going strong on the lines that
the experimenter finds
indispensable both for
research and home construction.

movement has enabled him to gauge the, practical

man's requirements to a nicety, as, these very

excellent lines amply demonstrate. The well-known

M.H.B.R. receivers are also here in full force and
make up an exhibit that Cannot fail -to interest all
wireless enthusiasts.

"

STAND No. 52.
Mallard Radio -Valve Co., Ltd., Balham, S.W.12.

We can speak very
manite," one of the
Original " ites " which

Mallard valves make an attractive show, the

highly indeed of " Per-

variety of which is almost bewildering, as something
like seventy-two patterns are turned out by this firm.

All the old favourites are on view, from the tiny
" Wecovalve " up to the Titan silica transmitter
capable of dealing with 5 kw.
We find ourselves very much in agreement with
the firm's belief that the bright emitter is very far
from played out, even in face of the claims put
forward by the sponsors of the dull emitter. On
these premises Mallard's have gone " all out " on
a new bright emitter known as the Muilard Master
Valve, which embodies an arched filament, an oval
looped grid and a hood -shaped anode designed to
catch the electron stream " at the flood," to borrow
a term from the immortal bard.
Two distinct types are turned out ; one distin-

its appearance
when a crystal of any made

kind was hard to obtain, let alone a ready
good one.

Among .the

useful rheostats and grid

leaks of a dependable
nature which may be

used without any doubt

as to satisfactory

guished with a red ring for H.F. and detector work,

and the other marked by a green ring for L.F.

result.
A long experience of
the amateur's needs
places the firm in a

purposes.
The cap also has been improved, and is ii insulating

material with a view to reducing capacity.
Tests confirm the claim that the two valves possess

The Bijouphone Crystal
favourable position to
Receiver,
supply his wants ; the
excellence of the exhibit gives further proof of this by reason of its

distinct characteristics and are not merely labelled
and styled as separate types.
' If we are not greatly mistaken in our opinion, we
predict a great measure of popularity for this new
product in the coming season. The visitor will find
the exhibit as a whole most interesting and

eminently practiCal nature.

STAND No. 84.

instructive.

Gent- & Co., Ltd., Leicester and London.
An old -established firm of electrical engineers and
Instrument makers such as Gcnt...k. Co. are naturally
very iamb in their element in ivire3ess. The_organisalion and resources of a well-equipped factory have
been brought to bear, with excellent. results, on the

STANDS Nos.. 11 and 13.
Radio Instruments Ltd., 12, Hyde Street, W.0.2.
An attractive display awaits us here, and we find

ample opportunity for a prolonged stay

in

the

inspection of a fine range of instruments, covering

com-

ponents we find a nice
line in variable condensers, and some very

New type of Sterling Loud -Speaker.

(Continued on page 265).
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,A wonderful new. system

of simplified wireless
construction

WIRELESS PRESS

The W.P.1 EZI-WIRING
Series represents a definite and u el come innovation for the Constructor,
possessing little or no technical
knowledge, who wishes to build

As the Pioneer Publishers
of Wireless literature,

THE WIRELESS

PRESS can' claim an-

instruments of high efficiency, with

other noteworthy achieve-

trouble

minimum

ment in the publication

and

expense.

Apart from other aids to easy wireless construction the wiring diagrams are shown in four colours-a

of this splendid " EZIWIRING " series.

2 i" each
ON SALE
EVERYWHERE

POST FREE

212
A huge demand

is certain -obtain your
copy at once.

ec'

ves

N1-

Lo"

Ac

coe

40
-

71;e WP

EZIWIRING

2/

&ries

I. A 3 -Valve Portable Receiver - by HUGH S. POCOCK.
A 3 -Valve Receiver - - - - - by F. H. HAYNES.
No. 3. A 2 -Valve aid Crystal Reflex Receiver - by W. JAMES.
No.

No. 2.

156.'144

by

ITHE WIRELESS PRES S LTD..

unique feature which prevents any
unique
possibility of incorrect wiring by
rendering this frequent cause of
difficulty a matter of extreme
simplicity. In addition, there are
explanations, progressive diagrams
and plates showing the Set con-

cerned in various positions with the
disposition of the components-in
fact, every item is adequately dealt
with which can possibly facilitate
accurate, speedy and faultless con-

however
limited the
struction
Amateur's knowledge. There are
no loose sheets. Detailed measure-

ments are given, particulars as to
the size and use of vs.:lc:as parts,
as well as full instruction on the
timoperation of the complete Set.

i2 - 1 3 HENRILET-FA 5TIf E L. T
LONDON W C.2.
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Why pay more for valves that use three
times the "juice " ? Three Radion Valves
can be run at the same cost as one ordinary
valve. Amplification factor of 8'5. Filament current '25 amps. at 3.5 to 4 volts.

FIXED CONDENSERS
defy the Usage of a Century

Anode 30-90 volts. You can put almost any

anode voltage you like on Radion Valves and you
can't break them down, therefore for

FEATURES:
Reliability of
Capacity. Finest grade Mica

low -frequency work as well as high -

frequency and detecting you could
not have a better valve. From your
dealer or direct

Dielectric.
Highest possible quality

9

ADION

Copper Foil.
Adapted for
Terminal or
soldered connections.

LOW CONSUMPTION VALVES

and amplify enjoyment !

CAPACITIES :

'001 to 0005
1/ 3 each

Price

VALVE REPAIRS.

'002 to '006

(Most makes.) Valves repaired by us are guaran-

Price

To have the same amplification.

2/-

teed: (I) Not to consume more current.

each

the same radiation.

Post extra.

LIGHTING SUPPLIES Co.,

(3) To

Ordinary types. Price

(2)
give

6'6.

Ask for particulars of other types.

RADIONS LTD., BOLLINGTON, MACCLESFIELD

2, FINSBURY AVENUE, LONDON, E.C.2

SCIENTIFIC SQUARE LAW

55 272

One hole fixing.
Handsome nickel

VARIABLE CONDENSERS

dial.
Prop,
Pat.
12452.

Winding cannot be damaged
by ordinary use.
Size, r ins. diameter,

in. high.

Phosphor Bronze
contact arm.

FIXING.
4/0003 mfds.
0002 mfds. ... 3 /
0010 mfds. ... 719
5
.0005 mtda.
5 -Plate Vernier ... 218
Engraved Dial and Knob, 1 / - extra. Postage, etc.,

6 ohms
15 ohms
30 ohms

9d. on above prices.
N. & K. TYPE HEADPHONES

From all Wtreless Stores, or direct from:
THE BEDFORD ELECTRICAL & RADIO

Co., Ltd.,

Electrical Engineers

F,

Manufacturers,

These Condensers, the outcome of extensive experimenting and careful designing, represent the highest
value at else lowest possible prices.
Manufactured from best stout aluminium plates,
inaccurate washers, and end -plates possessing high
a true
sulation properties, these Condensers give and
are
raight-line wore -length Calibration Curve,
ONE
-HOLE
guaranteed FULL BATED CAPACITY.

rts\.(5-5t.)t

22, Campbell Road, Bedford.

'

ADJUSTABLE HEADPHONES

11 / 9 per pair.
1319

SCIENTIFIC SUPPLY STORES,

126, Newington Causeway, Elephant and Castle, S.E.1; 7. St.
George's Circus, S.E.1; 16, Manette Street, Charing
Cross Road,
Phone:' flop 4177.
W.1; 207, Edgware Road, W.2.

ONCE TRIED - ALWAYS USED
TR AD

CELCOUSE

MARK

REGD.

BRITAIN'S BEST CRYSTAL
Sold

in Envelopes

ONLY

With our Guarantee

f

Ask for CELCOUSE
and

insist on having IT.

PROVE FOR YOURSELF HOW GOOD IT IS
IV I, alc,sals
COLTS 5/5 I.E. 15R ®S.,
only

2, FAIRFIELD ROAD, KINGSTON -ON - THAMES,

FIX TIGHTLY ON TERMINALS AND INSERT WIRES.

SUITABLE FOR ONE OR SIX HEADPHONES.
A DISTINCT ORNAMENT TO YOUR INSTRUMENT. SATISFACTION CUARA)ITEED.

PRICE 5s, 6I. PER PAIR. POST FREE.
APPLY TO YOUR LOCAL DEALER, OR DIRECT TO PATENTEE

E. WALKER, ROTHLEY, near LEICESTER.
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As a result of increased demand and correspondingly greater production,

we are able to reduce the price of the B5 Valve from 301- to 25/-.
Needless to say, the characteristics which have made the B5 valve so
widely popular will be retained and, if possible, improved.
By reason of the exceedingly low current consumption of the B.T.H. B.5 valve, a

be worked on less than half the current taken by one "R"

4 -valve set can

It functions equally wel as a cie'ector, H.F. or L.F. amplifier, and better
thaI many valves designed for use in any one of these positions.
valve.

Filament Current
Filament Volts
Anode Vol s

... ...

.. ..

0.06 amps.
3

volts

2) -SO volts

New Price 25/ -

Obtainable from all Electricians and Radio Dealers.

The British Thomson -Houston Co. Ltd
Ii e,lt

Coventry

Offices:Cro, Is House, Aldwych, London, W.0 2

Branchet at : Belfast, Birmingham, Bristol, Cardiff;
Dublin, clasgow, Leeds, Liverpool, Middlesborough,
Manchester, Newcastle, Swansea, Sheffield.

All British
Wirel ss Exhibition

Alb rt Hall.

Stand 41.

2225A

a

The NEW
is instantly fitted to any panel
The New H.F. Teansfarmers and

Tuned Anode Coils are the result of
two years' concentrated experiment
and experience on H.F. Valve
Couplings.
The proportions of '

Hundreds of Listeners
In are now using this Super Crystal because
it is the BEST Crystal Discovered. Try it
and get louder signals.1
Each

SUPERZITE CRYSTAL.

SEBPHONE CRYSTAL SET (TyT?. A).
has our Super Crystal in it.

2 0

This set

We have
testimonials showing that it receives on low
wave -lengths up so 30 'miles, and on high
wave -lengths up to 150 miles. Complete
with Chelmsford Coil

1

0 6

This valve will work off
dry cells for about six months. It is the
Emitter
thousands in use
Dull

made.

Make Your H.F. Valves Efficient.

18 6

12 6
A:!justable

Magneto.

12 6

Good tone
FRAME AERIALS.

Job lot of 40 Aerials.

1

Designed as part of our Registered Reactance
'System, is a most convenient Tuned Anode unit
for 580-3,000 metres. It is perfectly made and
calibrated, while its neat dead-end switch brings
in the sections one at a time.

0e

Postage Extra.

Se E. BLAND, A.C.G.I., B.Sc.,
ELECTRICAL AND PHOTOGRAPHIC DEALER.

82a, Queen Street, London, E.C.4.

Probably no other method will enable coupling so close to oscillation point
without distortion or rcradiation. Height is instantly adjustable. With
one -hole fixing, perfect finish and guaranteed uniformity, suitable for
300-0,600 metres, the price is Co. Extra coils instantly interchangeable,

't1 eC

LAMPS.

Liberal Trade Terms.

with perfect control can be used on any transformer but in conjunction
With the RADIAX H.F. Transformers or Tuned Anode Coils, it makes an
average set into a " Super "--without the super's difficulties of control:

Tapped Anode Inductance

Only 40 left

In all voltages from 100 up to 250 volts,
Doz.
and all sizes from 20 to 6o watts.

The New Radiax Reaction Unit (Regd.) achieves .a remarkable efficiency ;

100-300, 3/3, 1,600-4,000 3;9.

Span

3 ft. Number of Turns, 12 Bare Copper
Solid Oak Base.
Wire on Insulators.
Rotary Fittings.

Tuned Anode Inductances same range and pricas as Transformers.
For two or more stages H.F. use Radiax Transformers on first stage up to
Soo metres, Timed Anode Coil over 500. For second and further stages
Radiax Semi-Aperiodle Anode Coll untuned. This gives a perfect system
which does amplify and doesn't self -oscillate. Prices (Id. each extra up to
900 metres. 1,13 each extra over 900 metres.

Many

AUTRIAN -07 VALVE

DR. NESPER PHONES.

-

000-1,600, 4 9 ; 1,500-2,600, 5/6; 2,600-4,000, 6/6.

F.T.H. 116 VALVE.

loudest

primary and secondary provide a
definite and effective' potential
Step-up, which is often talked of
but seldom obtained. Tuned with
a m0025 Variable Condenser the marked wave -length range is guaranteed.
Post Office quality ebonite with all surfaces machined prevents leakage
losses. For best reaction results use Anode Coils above 1,600 metres. H.F.
Transformers 95-18o, 3/6; 170-330, alt ; 300-500, 3 6; 500-900, 4,3;

CENTRAL 8521.

LISTS AND CATALOGUES.-Please send stamp for
sectional lists and descriptions of (i) Reactance and
H.R. Couplings; (2) Radiax Receiving Sets.

Complete or in parts, or 3d. stamps for pat Catalogue,

including Accessories and Components,
Obtalnable from all regular factors and dealers

RADIAX LIMITED,

10, RADIO HOUSE, PERCY ST., TOTTENHAMusIin490.

COURT ROAD, LONDON, W.I.
3 rains. front Tottenham Ct. Rd. or Goodge St.T44,C Stations
JrIreell!....ANITEMONOMMINM
--

RADIAX
WE SATISFY YOLI

Barclay's 119.
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the I,

Telephone Dis-

I largest Wireless Shop in London. '
I Have you visited it yet?

A solid moulded' ebonite panel with

I Oar new Holborn Shop is

tribu.tcor Panel.

connections concealed below. To
use, merely connect to the Set an)
all

insert telephones into terminals where
marked. Will take up to 4 pairs of

Interchangeable
Plug-in
Condensers.

Each condenser is of same standard size, and plugs
lists panel or into another one of different value.

Thus, two condensers each of the value of 0005
muftis. become 00I mfds. Very little room taken
up on the panel. Every condenser tested, gua:anPA, APP.

Build
up this spleridid.
1-Ara,lire Reflex rteceiirer.
Anyone can build up this splendid compact and efficient
one -valve reflex, which gives practically the equivalent of
3 valves (I H.F. crystal detector and I L.F.). The cheapest
Valve Set of repute on the market. Very favourably
reported on by the Editor of P.W.- Full working in-

structions for home assembly and every necessary component, including drilled and engraved panel, Max -Amp
Transformer, two variable condensers, Mic-met Detector,
Switch, etc., etc. (including Marconi royalties) £4 Os. Od.
Cabinet 4/6 extra
Instrument, aerial
Royalties £5 5s. Od.
Finished

tested, including

Marconi

77, CITY ROAD, E.G.

(For all Mail Orders).

The Superlamp Net Trade Price List No. 76 of Wireless
Parts, Sets and Accessories contains hundreds of special
Cut-price, Business -bringing, Custom e r -s at is f yin g,
Profit -making Lines.
This List acts as a complete Buyer's Guide, and shows

you just the lines you want at prices that will enable
you to meet and beat competition.
Write to -day for your copy, it will save you Pounds.

SUPERLAMP
LIMITED,
Radio Manufacturers and Factors.
Head Offices: 197, OLD ST., LONDON, E.C.2.
Denmark Street, W.C.2;
105,

257, Hammersmith Road, W.6;
Great Eastern Street, E.C.2, etc.

stiMIUM.

Supplied

snatched

holder.

Improved model with

Send a postcard

fine friction drive

for a copy of our

Solid
movement.
ebonite, hand pob
isherl, nape: ior finish.

large 48 -page

Catalogue, a copy
of t h e Dnettes

Folder and other
most interesting

10/6

litera-

ture-FREE.

Gilbert Ad. 1487

Straight from
the Heart of
Nature
The magic of Wireless is made more won-

derful by the introduction of a new crystal,
" URALIUM."
Each crystal is tested and guaranteed, is con-

sistently active, unaffected by atmosphere and
gives perfect reception over the maximum range.

rafium

NATURES

, WONDER CRYSTAL

Obtainable in boxes including silver catswhisker

1/3

of all

L
Improve your Set and ensure perfect reception to -day by

dealers.

1..1S.1.11g " Uralium."

THE BOWER ELECTRIC LTD.,
15, GRAPE ST., Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C.2,

Telephones: Regent 5182 and 5183,

THE ONLY EASY WAY TO SOLDER
YOUR WIRELESS SET IS TO USE

SOLATMeo

CLEANS-TINS-AND SOLDERS IN ONE OPERATION.
AFLUXES
CIDS

NO FILING

116

two

"Vernier
Two Coil

mommmmmmmmt

Wireless

for

stages of H.F. at same price.

:

MR. WIRELESS TRADER.

7,

recommended.
I

I ebonite and plates.
I .001 Inlets. 11'6; 0005 mfds ,10 6 ;
0002 mfds.,
I .0003 mfds.,
1 5'6,

Branches: London: 62, High Holborn; W.C.1. and 230, Wood Street,
Walthamstow. Cardiff: 94, Queen Street. Liverpool: 4, Manchester
Street. Plymouth: Near Derry's Clock.

Branches

former.

No. I. 300 to 600 metres 6/6
No 2. 500 to 900 metres, 7/ No. 3. 900 to 1,500 metres, 7'.
No, 4 1,200 to 2,300 metres, 7'.
No 5.2,200 to 4,800 metres,7/-

These Transformers
are of the highest
grade and are highly

New registered design with abso-

lutely straight carve on actual
test. Superior finish with solid

Long -Distance

Trans-

I Peto - Scott
Square Law
I Condensers.

PETO-SCOTT Co. Ltd.
Registered Offices.

teed and calibrated
Price: 00I to .0009 mfds. 2'- each
.001 to .004 mfds. 3l -leach
Sockets 2d. per pair.

a.

MAKES SOLDERING
CHILD'S PLAY

The SOLDO COMPANY, Sicilian House, Southampton Row, London, W.C.1.
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LOGGIA 125, STAND- No. 61.
Radio Communication Co., Ltd., Norfolk Street, W.C.2.

THE N.A.R.M.

ment is announced in the provision of a rustlers metal.
frame for Mounting the various sections.

Everyone knows the A.J.S. motors, and, as we might expect, the wireless goods are every bit as tip -to -date
as a progressive. concern can make them.
The cabinet receivers are a -good example of design

among which we found the Cam -Vernier knob and
dial, the Cam -Vernier coil holder with its perfectly
delightful motion, and another excellent tuner, the
universal two -coil holder, in which the. moving coil

the batteries, while the base is of the nature of a

Polar blok " units have made consistent headway shift their introduction, and a detail improve-

EXHIBITION.

-

(Continued from page 260.)

Polar " gadgets are proverbially handy ideas,

O 0 0 0 0 a> 0 0 0 a> -0- 0

production of the " Tangent" and " Discol " products

the component line, and the " Radiomatic "
receivers, comprising 2,3, and 4 valves.:
Taking the latter rst, we find these sets of the
in

panel type very well turned out and built on standard
straight" circuit lines. The four -valve set, 1-1-2,
with last stage a power stage, is a nice -looking instrument, the detail work being very good.

" Tangent " L.F. transformers have made good

es well -designed and pure -toned amplifiers, and the

works on a bell joint, almost as adjustable as a

erystardeteetor arm.
Coming to the sets, we liked the -two cabinet types
very much, the one being of the Chippendale period
type with 7 valves, 3-1-3, and remote control, and
t he other model being of the built-up bookcase form.
This instrument, also comprises 7 valves, this series
being among the largest and most powerful in the
show.

LOGGIA 119.
Rees Mace Manufacturing Co., Ltd., 50, Pall Mall, S.W.

A portable instrument in a compact mahogany
case with frame aerial attached, and therefore not

unsightly, as the hollow lid of the cabinet encloses the
frame.
One, two, and three valve receivers are the
standardised patterns, the general type being the
same throughout, the dimensions only , varying
according to capacity of instrument. Generally
speaking the set appPars to be an American' idea
" done into English.'
We learn with interest from the makers that the

SEALED EBONITE LID

CLASS RIEBED.IIISULATORS

British manufacturer does not know very much about
anode voltages and how to use them.

NO SEPARATORS

Our own impression is that tapped H.T. batteries
with wander -plugs originated on this able of the
herring -pond and not the other side.

,.,..--CLEAR SPACE BENEATH
THE PLATES

;_GLASS INSULATING FEET

LOGGIA 124, STANDS Nos. 54, 55 and 56.
Sterling Telephone and Electrical Co., Ltd., Tottenham
Court Road, W.1.
We next pause to inspect a typical exhibit,

" Sterling " in name and nature, and embracing a

wide field of activity, as might be expected from so

A Hart Accumulator Exhibit

H.F. " Disco!" transformer of the bobbin type

plus adaptability, particularly in the' Unit" cabinet.
Here 'we have the top section, very much on the
lines of a table gramophone, which contains a four valve 't straight " receiver; 1-1e2.
Under this may be placed a centre section to hold
plinth which houses an A.J.S. loud, speaker.

When .built up the whole set is indistinguishable
from- a solid. pedestal instrument, and the finish in
mahogany, light or dark oak, is a delight to the eye.
As an example of thoroughness, it may be remarkel

that ampere and volt meters are included in the
receivers in order to maintain efficiency in the
batteries. The 2, 3, and 4 desk type receivers are well
made, and really good value for money.
LOGGIA 112.

C. A. Vandervell & Co., Ltd., Acton, W.3.
C. A. V. products in the form of accumulators have
been known and approved for over thirty years.
With these facts in view we are not disappointed in
the fine show of secondary batteries of all types suitable for both filament and anode circuits: The latest

arrival comes in the form of the C. A. V. loud speaker,
which now makes its debut at a purely wireless show.

The instrument is, to all external appearances,
in view of the rather extravagant claims put forward by the makers, we prefer to make a trial before
giving a further opinion as to the merits, or othervery much like the generality of other instruments.
wise, of the instruments.

LOGGIA 123.
National Wireless and Electric Co., .Acton,

The - Gnat " crystal receiver is the trump card here'
and certainly no very modest claims are made on its
behalf by the producers.
A neat series of amplifiers are made to enable the

set to be increased in range by the use of a H.F.
unit, and the power augmented by a note magnifier.
One, two, and three valve receivers on the generally
accepted lines and the usual accessories make up a
well -staged exhibit.

Old -established a concern.
is

equally good for its special function.
The tuning coils are very robust, the winding being
interlaced with cord, which adds greatly to the
-mechanical strength.
There is an atmosphere of quality about the exhibit

which cannot fai to attract the practical man.
LOGGIA 103, STAND No. 21.

M. 0. Valve Co., Ltd., Brook Green, W.6.
H. 0. Valves comprise the usual types of R valves
for general use, and also a number of special pattern,
such as the L.S. 0, 2, and 3 for amplifying andlontb
speaker work. For work specially denIanding low
capacity, the Q. and Q.X. types can be recommended
as designed for this specific purpose.

Transmitting and rectifying valves 'also find a
place in the range of products turned out by the
tirm.
Dull emitters are naturally well to the fore, the
D.E.3 '06 type being a prominent feature of the
exhibit.

LOGGIA 116,

The Radio Society of Great Britain and Ireland,
43, Victoria Street, S.W.1.
Here will be found the officials and records of the
premier wireless society in the British Empire.

All seriously interested in wireless are invited to
pay a call, meet their friends, and discuss matters of
mutual interest. Country visitors are particularly
invited to make a call.
STAND No. 81.

Radian, Ltd., 4, Percy Street, W.I.
A number of handy units and components of a
plug-in nature are to be found here, chiefly in con-

nection with H.F. amplification and reaction.
The components are very well produced, and have
made an excellent, name for stability in operation in

connection with the rather delicate proposition of

multi -stage H.F. tuning.
A nice display and an eminently practical one was.

the impression we gathered from an all -too -short

visit.

Telephones naturally make a fine display, the turnout and finish being of a high order.
The new cabinet receivers are fine examples of both
the engineer's art and the craft of the cabinet-maker.
The lines are most beautifully 'interpreted in the

design, and a fine feature-electrically speaking-is
the provision of metal panels upon which are fitted
the various instruments. These panels, being matted
black, are nicedoOking, and naturally form aneffective
screen again.st body capacity.
The Anodion two -valve panel type set with
" straight " circuit 1-1-0 is good value at £0 Os.

Radiophones, Ltd., 4a;iiiglioy Street, W.C.2.

While on our tour of the boxes, or " loggias," as

the best people call them, we find our attention
distinctly drawn to the " Listoleon Cabinet de

LOGGIA 131.

The Radio Association, Sentinel House, W.C.2.

All nmembers of the above association will be

welcome at this stand, and are invited to bring their
friends and all intending members.
The handbook and all inforniation regarding the
activities of the association. may be obtained upon

Sit

application.

The Sterling interchangeable filament resistance
is a really bright idea, and is much easier appreciated
from actual inspection than mere description.
The " Primax " loud speaker is now being manufactured by the firm under Ltuniere patents.
As many of our readers are aware, the instrument is
of novel appearance, a large pleated paper diaphragm
taking the place of the customary horn.
STAND No. 33.
Wales Bros., Ltd Great Queen Street, Kingsway, W.C.2
A number of really practical ideas ,invite our
attention at this stand. The new- Model 2 " Bijou phone " actually has a. range from 250 to 1,050 metres,
thus being capable of receiving Chelmsford-if
-if within
crystal range, of course.

A soundly -made crystal receiver with this Inning
range is remarkable value at 10s. The " Wates "
H.F. transformer, of the groove -wound tapped type,
is a beautiful little instrument, and possesses a tiny variable condenser of its own in the base.
For the worker of moderate means, the " Supra "

L.F. transformer with' 5: 1 ratio is good value at
12s. 6d. Mention must also be made of the dry
batteries and accumulators, which have always been
a speciality of the firm.
STANDS N:s 15 and 16.

Western Electric Co., Ltd., Aldwych, W.C.2.

Visitors to Wembley will probably have noticed
the groups of " Western Electric" loud speakers at
various points, notably over the " cave " entrance to
the amusement park.
Public address and open-air loud speaker work
has been it Venial development of this firm, and, as
might be -expected, we find loud speakers and the
necessary amplifiers well to the fore.
The Weconomy " sets are very compact, and, -

LOGGIA 132.

".

STAND No, 82.

- A. J. Stevens and Co., Wolverhampton.

being served by dry batteries entirely, are highly
suitable for use in drawing -rooms and places where
the presence of acid is objectionable.
The various units of the receivers are shaped very
much like card index cabinets, and in the case of

,Luxe, a receiver of the 1-1-2, four -valve type housed
multi -valve sets the different stages are stacked
in a handsome cabinet of neat and tasteful design.
one above the other in most compact form.
The 3 T.A. set, in -a flat case looks a likely instruHeadphones, 'valves, and suitable dry batteries for
ment for portable work with 3 valves, 1-1-1,, epperatm,g
the latter make up a most interesting
the general lay -out being on practical lines.
exhibit.

A finely made two valve amplifier, by Metropolitan Vickers Co., Ltd.
STAND 24, LOGGIA

Beard and Fitch, Ltd., 34, 36, Aylesbury Street, E.C.1.

The lines here shown are manufactured by the

exhibitors under the proprietary brand of " Success."
The first of the series is the L.F. transformer, easily

distinguished, by its highly ornate appearance, the

case being lacquered brass with a conspicuous transfer
bearing the trade mark.
Another component is the anode capacity reaction
unit.

A solenoid -type tapped inductance is also turned
out by the firm, the switch and contact studs being
neatly housed in a recessed base.
Anode coils and vernier coil -holders for fine tuning

are two quite new lines, as are the aerial earthing -

switch and a more advanced type of I.E. transformer.

List of " Success " components shown at the
Exhibition-" Success " Standard L.F. transformer.
" Success " Super-Success .L.F. transformer. " Success " anode rapacity reactance. " Success " tuner.

Success " Ertharea! lead -in -switch.
" Success "
Vernier coil -holder. Specimens of gears and worms
applicable to wireless.

C
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"PAY AS YOU LISTEN"

This New " ARMAC MAJOR " is

GUARANTEED

the finest loud speaker ever produced.

AND THIS IS HOW WE SUBSTANTIATE

OUR CLAIM, WITH YOU AS THE FUDGE.

I 51.

Send us a
deposit of

We send you this Speaker
to test on your own set, in
your own home and at your
convenience

If you are quite satisfied you pay us 1 2/6

per month for 6 months, making £4 : 10 : 0
in all. If for any reason you think the speaker
is not satisfactory, send it back to us in the

same condition, within three days after receiving it, and we .will gladly refund your deposit.
That's fair, isn't it !
Height 20 in. Trumpet of cast aluminium and
compressed wood pulp. Takes 30-300 volts
on

the plate.

Cash
Price £4:0:0
PLUS 11- POST.II,E,
CALL OR SEND
" ARM AC " first with a
SQUARE LAW CONDENSER

at the right price.

'0003
000 5

..

001

..

9/6 With
10/1 1j-

Vernier '073
completean w t t h

Posta-ge

1.

43.

dials.
2
6d.

R. IVIcKELLEN & Co.,

Shaftesbury Avenue, LONDON, W.1.
Gerrard 8782.

Established 1913.

TO ABOLISH
HAND CAPACITY
The Naylor " Ful,top" Condenser is the only
Conderser which entirely eliminates hand
capacity effects. That irritating distortion you
Fear every time your hand approaches the
operating knob cannot e..ist if you have a
`Fulstop' Condenser.
The abolition of hand capacity effects is

guaranteed unconditionally by the makers
and money will he refunded if any instrument
does not give absolute satisfaction. Get the
best out of your set by -getting a

Tulstop' Square Law Principle Condenser
.0003
10/3
13/6
.001
Prices
9/6
.0002
11/3
.0005
Stocked by most Wireless Dealers, but if

you have any difficulty send direct to

J. IL NAYLOR, Ltd., Condenser Works, WIGAN

ionngt a i ns i

R!A
F. TRANSMITTINC SETS
mica 'dielectric condenser, tuning helix, spark gap, etc.

These

sets are all good, only cases are damaged and can be
repaired without cost and are the last batch of ex Government stock to be offered. Price, to clear .. each Post 1r3
MICROPHONESfmoriscstioysntoolf eapmzelihfying or.tr=1;

wound

MICROPHONE TRANSFORMERS to suit
each
..
..
..
Price

above microphones.

EARPHONESlow

.. each

resistance, 150 ohms

tit) Irl digne g oeord conditionon fore

CALVANOMETERS
testing work. Price, to clear ..

MORSE TELEGRAPH SOUNDERS Prreserg'near
large quantity

LEAD -IN WIRE
2 MF. CONDENSERS
for

at

yards
large stock for H.T.
.. each
k
buzzer or practise weoaert
perto doze
,

8'6
2'6
3'6
2,-

8'6

.. each Post 9d.

..

..

.

8' -

1'9
2' 2f.

MORSEKEYS

POTENTIOMETER WIRE

on cards, 34esiGsauge

Price

D.0 .C. R
tance
18 ohms to the yard. 2,500 ohms resistance on each card.

1'-

500 OHM. CHOKE COILS iron core.. each
by " Paul," ebonite ends,
POTENTIOMETERS laminated contact each
RECEIVING AND TRANSMITTING SETS

1' -

4' -

all complete and tested, long range on 4 volts, high-class 35, sets in mahogany case 15 x 11 x 12. Price, to clear Carr. 2,6
complete, in po. lished
each

M II. TELEPHONE SETS cases

SPARK CAPS

.

on ebonite, adjustable

.

..

each

TRANSMITTING HELIX

on ebonite

12'6

Carr. 11

2

a'6

MICA DIELECTRIC CONDENSERS

VARIABLE
EZ CONDENSER

1"Coil,

Post 9d.

each

216

Cash with order. All goods 3 days approval. Write for List

E. J. GALPIN,

16, Loampit Hill, Lewisham, London,
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Comfort

Clarity

the

S

VALVE
VAiTiveed
for
A valve of superlative excel-

lence at a really popular figure.

A valve with a wide sphere of
application and economical to
run. Adaptable as amplifier,
audion and detector. Suitable

for every kind of switch in high
or low frequency.

ECEPTE
3-3.5
06- '07

DE SIGNED with every care to
ensure the greatest comfort and
utmost efficiency, Ediswan headphones
are constructed with double head-

bands, aluminium cases and moulded
earcaps. They have a total resistance
of 4,000 ohms and are fitted with
6 ft..long cord a great advantage

allowing more freedom of movement.

DULL EMITTER VALVES
FILAMENT VOLTAGE
AMPS.

HEAD PHONES

Volts.

With "Ediswan"

Headphones you may
be sure of getting the
finest results, provided

the rest of your set is
efficient.

Price

51 -

1

POST
FREE

The cost 24/
is but

Valve consumes excurrent.
Excellently
adapted for working with pocket lamp

The " Recepter
tremely

little

batteries or dry cells in series connection.
The Filament is short, stout and

well supported. Mechanical breakage
is almost i m possi 61 e.
Smooth
detection and amplification

without valve distortion.

until you have tried the " Recepter "
you have not heard your set at its best.

Also BRIGHT EMITTER VALVES
716 Post

Free

Filament Voltage 3'0-3'S
Amps

-

-

-

THE TELEVOX LOUD SPEAKER
A perfectly made instrument of solid, rigid construction which eliminates resonance effects. The
amplifying horn has been very carefully designed
with a new device to simplify
a S.
the finest adjustment.

a0 e

'4

Post at ante to the Sole Agents:

F. J. BROWSE & CO.,

56, BROAD STREET, HOLBORN, W.C.

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO, LTD.,
123/5, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C.4.
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111111

II

i11111

11

.15
your money
V °°1.41511

1111-

by purchasing inferior components.

The disappointing and distorted results
laboriously obtained prove this very quickly. You
save money in the beginning and in the end by coming to
in in the first place and benefiting by our knowledge. our reputation, and

our service.

1111

II

1

Stay

enthusiasts have converted their sets to

the famous " UNIDYNE " principle, and
during the forthcoming winter many

CLASS APPARATUS AND COMPONENTS

hundreds more will follow suit. The K.4
(4 Electrode) VALVE was used by the
inventors of " UNIDYNE " throughout

We supply the complete set of components for any of the
well-known circuits.
Send for particulars' and advice.

SPECIMEN LIST OF
"Ira PARTS RECOMMENDED

their experiments, and'when used in conjunction with this Circuit results In
ABOLISHING H.T. BATTER/ES,

FOR TRANSATLANTIC V '111E

Bowyer Lowe Variable Condensers 0005
'0003 Dual
Dubilier fixed condensers. 0003
Mausbridge fixed condenqers '23
s. U. F.
2.

Burndcpt Dual rheostats
Igranic Pontentionieters

1

U. F.

OUT VALVES. GREAT REDUCTION
IN DISTORTION.

22 69
3
9
4
9
7
6
7 0
2 60
9
6
6 0
52 69
857 000
126
32 06
1

8o -15o

it
Igramc
coils from
VALVES Marconi, Cossor, and Mullard
Ever -ready roov. Batteries
Hellesens oov.

LESS RUNNING COST, PURER
TONE. LESS RISK OF BURNT.

17
9 00

Dubilicr 2 -grid leaks
Bowyer Lowe valve sockets set
Burne Jones Magnum 2 -coil holders
Utility switches, 4 pole D.T.
Dubilier 8o,000 Anode resistances
Connecticut on and off switch
McMichael H.F. transformers 300-600

WIRELESS

has come to
All over the country thousands of Wireless

We are

THE LEADING HOUSE IN LONDON FOR FIRST-

I

..

..

1

BUILD YOUR

OWN
"UNIDYNE"

for CASH or EASY PAYMENTS

THE SERVICE CO. LTD.

RECEIVING SET

THE 4 ELECTRODE VALVE

COMPLETE SET
OF PARTS.

Complete Set of Parts for

FROM THIS

) 273-274,
HIGH HOLBORN,
LONDON, W.C. 1.

No tools are required, no

It is
just a question of following

experience

needed.

simple directions. You could
do it though you knew
nothing whatever about

Wireless, and the result

is

a RECEIVING SET which,

for CLARITY of TONE

n invitation.

LONG - DISTANCE
WORK, has no equal.

and

zou are corbiallp inviteb to attend
an Exhibition of tabio equipment,
incItibing Celevisum apparatus in

Inc!usive Price :

£6 - 6-0

its present state of abrancement, to

be beta by the General 1Rabio Companp,
ILtb. at 235, 1Regent Street U1.1, from

Carriagc Paid lo onn oar'

2 -Valve

"UNIDYNE"

Receiving Set,
Polished Mahogany Cabinet,

11

in.

by

8

to

by 8 in.
Ebonite Panel, 10 in. by 7 In. by 1 In.. drilled

and engraved.
6 Terminals.
2 Miorostat Filament Resistances.
1 Variable Grid Leak.
.1 .Single -Pole Doable -Throw Switch.
1 -0005 Variable Condenser
1 Cam Vernier 2 -way Coil Holder.
Panel, 51 in. by If in. by I in., drilled to hold 2
5 -Pin Valve Holders.
2 5 -Pin Valve Holders.
1 Fixed Condenser, .001.
.0002.
1
1 Shrouded L.P. Transformer.
8 yds. No. 18 gauge Tinned Copper Wire.
Necessary Screws. Nuts and Washers.
14 Valves (4 Electrode).

of U.K

11111ebnesbap.September 24th. to litilcb,-

COMPLETE
CF PARTtt FORT

itesbap October Stb. (10 a.ni. to 10 p.m.
batty.)
you will be mabe most welcome.

ONE-VALVE SET, Z4-10-0
Of all Dealers or direct from

BOWER ELECTRIC LTD.,

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY

15, Grape Street, Shaftesbury Avenue. London. W.C.2

Radio House, 235, Regent St., London, W.1.

Sole Agents for Lancashire anti Cheshire: THE PALATINE WIRELESS EQUIPMENT C1.,
3, King Street West, Deansgate, Manchester.
Sole Agents for Scotland: ROBB BROS. (GLASGOW) LTD.. Radio House. 69, West Nil,
Street, Glasgow.

Telephone: Mayfair 7152.

Telephones : REGENT 5182 and 5183.

Telegrams: "clIgenrod. London."

By VIP the CHEAPEST and REST All -Station 2-1 ALVE SET
EVER OFFERED.

DOFICO MAGIC II.

AL:inane/Bred tinder

In handsome Oak

Cabinet as illustrated. Will work a
Loud Speaker 10
miles
from
any

Licence.

Twolve Maras Guoranice with comp one.
Accessories needed

to complete installation :
£ a. d.
2 Valves . 1 5 0
1 66 v. H.T.

B.B.C. Station.
Fries, set only,

E2 19

6

I

POST FREE, Pins

Battery
0 v. Amt.

7

6

(Inflator . 1
coil Aerial
Wire
.

5

9

2 Insulators

Blarcones Royalty,
£1 5 0

I

2

pair Headphones .
15

A REVOLUTION IN H.T. EFFICIENCY
H.T. Batteries made up of units are recognised as the ideal.
The HOVIMO screw connection solves the problem 01 jo.nin.: units
without soldering.
The HOVIMO ensures perfect " silent " working -13

everlasting-allows easy replacement of units --will take
the ordinary wander plug-makes it possible to keep -your
H.T. at an equal voltage. Is British made.
P. MOLBACK,
27, High Holborn.
W.C.1.

Ask
your PLUG HOLE
dealer
for Mesh

3
0

1/6

DIRECT FROM MANUFACTURER TO BUYER.

Pct U.O.

D9RCO ENGINEERING CO., LTD., 86, Granville Road,

dealers
or direct.

COMPLETE WITH ALL ACCESSORIES AS ABOVE, POST FREE,
£8. INCLUDING ROYALTIES.

Child's Hill, N.W.2 (nearest Tube Station, Golder's Green).
Telephone: Speedwell 3072.

tp

I

You waste

is4S

t

11

Fnmit

GRIP
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0 0 000 000

00000

SHUNT H.T. SUPPLY
IN RADIO RECEIVERS.
FROM A CORRESPONDENT.

1

For those amateurs who still utilise H.T. Batteries the information given in this article will prove of
real practical value.
00 0000000
LI,0 A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0. 0. 0 0 0 0 0 0

THE use of " series " high tension supply
to the plates of valves seems to be an
arrangement that is . universally
adopted in receiving sets, whilst the parallel

fed to, the plate of the valve through a

or

important that this should be well insulated,

" shunt " system of H.T. supply is

generally confined to transmitting circuits.
The use of shunt H.T. supply to some receiving circuits is, however, quite practicable

and has certain advantages over the series

choke, Ck.
Since the whole of the voltage of the H.T.

battery is across the condenser C, it

is

and the spacing between the fixed and
movable vanes should not. be too fine,

otherwise dust settling on the vanes may
cause intermittent leaks giving rise to
irritating noises in the 'phones.

The coupling of the reaction coil may

remain fixed for a considerable wave -length

range, and oscillation can be controlled by
adjustment of C. This has the advantage
that whereas adjusting the coupling of the
reaction coil alters the wave -length of the
set considerably, oscillation can be weakened
or strengthened by means of C with but very
little alteration in wave -length.

method.

Before, however, describing its

application to a receiver it might be well
to consider the main features of the two
methods.
The fundamental principles of series and

shunt H.T. supply are illustrated in Fig. 1
(a) and (b), which show a valve connected
in a circuit capable of producing oscillations.

In the case of series H.T. supply, Fig. I (a),

the anode of the valve is maintained at a
positive potential by the current drawn from
the H.T.B. through the inductance L ; when
the valve is generating oscillations the cur-

rent flowing in L is made up of two components-the direct thermionic current, and
the high -frequency current which is superimposed upon this.
Easier Reaction Control.

These two currents may be split up and
confined to separate paths, and the method
of accemplishing this is shown in Fig. 1 (b).
It will -be seen that the anode oscillatory

Bypass Condensers Unnecessary.

with a large condenser to smooth out any
irregularities in the current.
The absence of H.F. currents in the D.C.
circuit renders this part of the set entirely
immune from capacity effects which sometimes cause signals to entirely disappear, as,

for instance, when the 'phones are handed

from one person to another. Similarly,
any alteration in the impedance of the D.C.

circuit such as might be caused by the
switching in and out of a L.F. amplifier

has little effect upon the wave -length at
which the set may be oscillating or on the
strength of the oscillations.
The importance of this in very weak signal

work is obvious, for upon reception of a
weak signal on the detector valve the L.F.
amplifier can be instantly switched in with

little or no retuning having to be carried
out. This cannot be said of the single

The H.F. choke for short wave working
may consist of any standard plug-in coil
having about 300 turns or, alternatively, one
may easily be made by winding about 300
turns of No. 38 S.S.C. on a 3 -inch ebonite
former. This works well up to about 1,000

metres, but for the longer waves larger

chokes are to be preferred, although the set
will sometimes function quite well without

the choke, especially if some other impedance, such as the primary of an inter -

valve transformer, happens to be in the
plate circuit.
Since there is no H.F. current flowing in
the D.C. circuit it is unnecessary to shunt
the 'phones and inter -valve transformer

primary (if any) with the usual by-pass
condensers ; the use of these condensers,
however, may in some cases improve the

quality of the signals received. The H.T.
battery should, of course, always be shunted

valve set with series H.T. supply, where,
when the 'phones are switched out of the

plate circuit of the detector, valve into

that of the L.F. amplifier, a considerable
alteration of the strength at which the set
may be oscillating takes place and valuable

time may be lost in re -adjusting reaction
coupling.

circuit remains substantially the same as

before, but the H.T.B. is connected through

a large inductance or choke, Ck, directly
across the plate and filament of the valve.
Any oscillations now set up in L will be
confined to that circuit, the high impedance
offered by the choke to H.F. currents pre-

venting the direct current circuit from
". sharking " the oscillatory circuit, while

the blocking condenser C prevents any
current from the H.T.B. from passing
through L.

It will thus be seen that the direct and

H.F. currents have been confined to entirely

separate paths and do not interact with
each other.
Coming to the application of shunt H.T.

supply to a receiver, a circuit to which we
can most advantageously apply this principle
is the well-known single -Valve autodyne

circuit. This circuit, converted for shunt
feed, is illustrated in Fig. 2, and is in use at
the writer's own station. The reaction coil
is connected through a .0003 variable
condenser C to the filament, while the H.T. is

Wireless " Field Day " organised by several of the North London Radio Clubs.

r-
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Mr. E. Conomy says :

IS SUPER SENSITIVE
Price

Each piece is tested and guaranteed. Purity
and Tone unequalled. The Crystal of the age.

1 f6

Supplied in neat Tin Box with Sterling Silver Whisker
and full instructions for best results and long life.
Sole Distributors Jos United Kingdom and Ireland:iiiiyuttytimiuumufiuulguitit

V. ZEITLIN & SONS

(LetleIts)

144, THEOBALD'S ROAD, LONDON, W.C.1,
Trade Enquiries IFelrowc.!
Solely produced by Gil -Ray
Radio Co.,
Sicilian House
Sicilian Ave.,

" Use the Valve that

Ask your focal

dealer for
your Gil -Ray
Wireless

W.C.

Crystal.

costs you NOTHING ! "
If you buy a Penton Low Consumption Valve
now it will cost you
But more than this amount will be given back to

15/ -

you in twelve weeks by the saving in current
Let us work it out.

Using 30 Amp -hour Accumulator and an " R
with average current consumption of '75
Amps, one charge of the Accumulator lasts
And the cost of the charge is
Using Penton Low Consumption Valve '15 Amp
the charge will last
OOOOOO 4
And the cost is only
Every day you use your set, say
Valve

2/ 166 hrs.

Mik

In twelve

weeks

Wentlead4atetit
fetaa r a lave

333 hrs.

using an " R " Valve your

Accumulator requires charging ten times at cost of
But using Penton Low Consumption Valve your
Accumulator requires charging only twice in twelve
weeks at a cost of

Thus you clearly save the cost of eight chargesa saving of

diflaz outyot.0 ctialjeeetiai

2/-

azdputiii a

4 hrs.
20/ -

47-e/friiiuvrft.

#'11.0Zodetremthia421a,-...-.".Pae`(;z ac e-o(g(

4/16/-

azdNc ad Ooda.

For saving's sake buy

PENTON
LOW CONSUMPTION

VALVES
Type H.E.4. for 6 -volt. accumulators. Plate voltage 40.,
Filament current '15 amp.
Filament volts. 5.

BEWARE OF WORTHLESS IMITATIONS, SEE THE

TRADE MARK CrOat,A

WATMEL VARIABLE GRID LEAK
Continuously

PRICE

1 5/-

(Patent No. 506098).

GRID LEAK

Vari-

'5 to 5 megohms 2/6

able.

Postage 9d.

From all good dealers, or direct from

PENTON ENGINEERING CO.,
15, Cromer Street, London, W.C.1.
Telephone : Museum 4681.

ON EVERY GRID LEAK.

Telegrams : Erpentobal Kincross.

Silent in operation.
any
Constant in
temperature.
Dust and Damp
proof.
Each tested
and
guaranteed.
Neat and well made.
SEND P.C.

ANODE
RESISTANCE

50,0oo

to

(00,000

ohms 3/6.
Suitable
Circuit.

for ANY

FOR DESCRIPTIVE FOLDER.

Note New Address;
WATMEL WIRELESS Co.,332a,

Goswell990
Road, LONDON, E.C.1.

Tel.

7

Clerkenwell.
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THE GREAT DIFFERENCE

The Colvern is presented as a
really convenient, sound and
neat unit, suitable for easily
attaching to existing sets (one
hole fixing), and should be
Included in all sets in course'

Gentlemen, with your kind
attention may I present
comparison

of construction.

wiring.
Take

SELECTIVITY

s,,s4

,

kind of wiring you see in

.

plier-twisted join that looks

ugly and slipshod, but still

[

)

worse, a

Ti
47j--

we

home-made sets-a ragged,

y \
_....._
_ ae/ .

1,

in set

Here

have a really too flattering
attempt to illustrate the

®

-

No. 1.

))

,'"

trap and a

bin -

drance in the path of small
Owners of sets

currents.

r...31cx_u_
SWW.N.-WW_S

wired in

this manner are
fact-experience

missing the best in wireless

SOLUERNNG

it is a

has proved it I

Here we have the perfect soldered joint-the very essence of
neatness-neatness that is easily achieved by soldering with the aid of that
famous flux,-FLUXITE and above all, a clear, unobstructive path which means
Now Take No. 2.

.

a big improvement in reception."

Ask your ironmonger or Hardware Dealer to show you the neat little

FLUXITE
It is perfectly simple to use, and

COLVERN TUNING
CONDENSER.
The use of a vernier for final tuning

If your local dealer does

is strongly advised. Its use demonstrates
utmost tuning efficiency by giving

not stork the Colvern
T not n n

COMPLETE control of the set, with
greater selectivity and pure reception
entirely free from the extraneous
inaccurate
noises which follow the
tuning of large capacity condenhers.

kindly
and

order -

1' I.

find.

'ondenser,
name

26

-

COLLINSONS P.S. Co., Ltd.
Macdonald Road, Walthamstow, London, E. 17.
'PHONE : WALTHAMSTOW 532.

..will last for years in constant use.
It contains a special "small space"
Soldering Iron with non -heating

metal handle, a Pocket Blow -lamp,
FLU X1TE, solder, etc., and full in-

structions. Price 7/6. Write to us
should you be unable to obtain it.

FLUXITE

SIMPLIFIES SOLDERING
All Hardware and Ironmongery Stores sell

FLUXITE in tins, price 8d.. 1/4, & 2/8

Buy a Tin To-day.

FLUXITE, LTD., 324, Bevington St..
Bermondsey, England.

STEEL MASTS

ANOTHER USE FOR FLUXITE.
gardeningTools&Case Hardening
ASR FOR LEAFLET on improved methods

WIRELESS VALVES

For All Positions

REPAIRED

" Abbey" Masts satisfy every aerial need.
Light, strong, and easily, erected, they are
suitable for fixing to, roof, wall, or ground.

Complete with all accessories, in 10 ft. sec-'

616

tions, 30 ft., 50/-.' 40 ft., 65/-; 50 ft., 90/-,
60 ft., 105/-; 70 ft., 137 /-. All carriage paid.

When it is necessary to erect your Aerial
in a confined space, specify the " Abbey "
Directional Frame Aerial (Prov, Pat.) Fitted
complete with a 15 ft. Chimney Mast and
easily rotated, it gives far superior results
than when using a short aerial of the usual
" L " Type, 67/6 eardage paid.
Send

SOLDERING
SET

EACH

Postage
Paid.

ALL POST BREAKAGES REPLACED.
Have your Burnt -out Valves repaired by the pioneers of
the Renewal Industry. During the past two years we have

P.C. for Illustrated Lists.

Abbey Engineering Works, WATTON, NORFOLK.

renewed many thousands of Thermionic Valves of all makes

"UCANERE" COMPONENTS CALLIN

favourable Technical Press reports.
Valves after repair are guaranteed to be equal in all respects,

A BRAND OF GENUINE QUALITYCII,

SPECIAL WINDING
INDUCTANCE

Nos. 25 & 30 .. 1/3 each.
40, 1/6. 60 & 75, 119 each.
COIL HOLDERS, all Ebonite
2 -way, 3 / -; 5 -way
ea. 3 / 11
2 -way,

ea. 316

BASKET COIL HOLDERS ea. 111d.
.ea: 6d.
COIL PLUGS, Ebonite .
ea. 88.
Ditto, Wedge Shape

Ditto, Mounted on Base ea. 10Id

be repaired.

350 metres 2/9 each.

40 675

SPACING

FITTINGS,

Owing to Patent restrictions Dull Emitters cannot

CONDENSER

25

UNMOUNTED

2/8; 3 -way

to the original,

MAXIMUM WAVE -LENGTH
WHEN SHUNTED WITH..001

SELF -CAPACITY
MINAXIMUMIMUM
AXIMUM AIR

BRASS

and have received hundreds of testimonials and many

75 1199
BASKET COILS -

9

\

3/3/6

set 1/7
6 Waxed, 200 / 5,600
set 1/7
5 Waxless, 200 / 2,000
CHELMSFORD, 150 Turns, ea. 9d.
Ditto, Mounted on Std. Plug, ea. 2 / 2
TAPPED COILS (20 Tapea. 116
pings)
FILAMENT
RESISTANCE,
ea. 1/6
8 ohms
EBONITE VALVE HOLDERS.
each

ALL POST FREE. DIRECT FROM ACTUAL MANUFACTURER.
S ITISFACTION GUARANTEED,

101d .

W. EDWARDS, 21-27, Dorset Street, Brighton

\\\A

\

I. RA,

0
LLEN-

ELL

`NO O

WELL LANE WORKS, EARL ST.,
SHEFFIELD.
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holder in a second by means of the patent

APPARATUS

adhesive with which they are provided, and

form an efficient safeguard against accidental filament destruction. Readers visiting the exhibition should certainly not miss
paying a visit to the Mullard stand. " Something for nothing " is a rare possibility these

TESTED

days.
*

*

15, 9

The Technical Editor o "Popular Wireless" will be pleased to receive wireless sets and
component parts for test.

Reports will be published under this heading.

MESSRS. BEARD & FITCH, LTD.,
of 34-36, Aylesbury Street, London,
E.C. 1, have sent us a range of their
high-class wireless components for test.
" Success " tuner in the
aerial circuit, a " Success "

the " dual knob " tends to simplify tuning
and allows one hand to make two adjustments simultaneously, leaving the other
to accomplish further simultaneous knob twisting if necessary and-if pOssible.
The " Success " anode reactance bears

anode capacity reactance,

the appearance of a first-class well -finished

we made up a

As a primary " try out

three -valve I.V.I. straight circuit, using a

and a

Success " L.F.
transformer.
The combination proved

excellent, and really firstclass results were obtained,
both in respect of reception
from B.B.C. stations, all of

which were brought in-

several on the loud speaker

-and from the more distant Continental broadcasting stations, Konigs-

Anode

first consideration.

The "Success " L.F. transformer was
given a separate test both for -amplification
and tone, and, 'as on previous occasions when

we have reported on " Success " trans-

We then took out the

which sells at the attractive

21s. we have no doubt that its selling properties are not overrated by its name.

" Success " tuner, a well
made piece of apparatus

Capacity
Reactance.

instrument, and hr view of its undoubted
merits of performance we do not consider
50s. by any means an unreasonable price.
After all, quality' should always be given

formers in these columns, the instrument
came through with flying colours. It is a
nice, heavy, solid little job, and its clean polished exterior gives no indication of the
nature of its " innards." Not a wire is to
be seen. A squat but neat black cylinder
crowned with four neat and well -marked

wusterhausen down to the
School of P.T. being heard
with remarkable clearness.

The " Success

" tricky "-that is at least, if it is desired
to obtain optimum results-and therefore

price of 21s., and tested it
separately both in a simple

crystal circuit and an experimental valve
panel. Crystal results were good, and gave

terminals-that is the " Success," and at

It is claimed that a " Success " trans-

former can be immersed in water for long
periods without causing any damage what -

meter test, using a '75 ft. single wire aerial,
we were ,able to tune between 200 and well
over 4,000 metres, employing series parallel
switching for the A.T.C. The winding of
the " Success " tuner, we notice, is divided
up into sections, each being well separated
from the others. This is one of those little
technical finishes that gives us pleasure to
notice when testing and examining wireless

the tuner, and a clearly engraved scale is

the same depth as the tuner-some

in.
or so; ---but is only 2 in. in diameter, the tuner

being 34 in.

The anode reactance, similar

to the tuner, necessitates but one -hole
mounting in spite of its two controls-

wave-length tuning and reaction adjustment. As a matter of fact, we consider the
" double knob " method of control-that

is, having the one knob " super -imposed "
upon the other-is to be highly commended
in certain cases, the one under review being
more or less outstanding, in our opinion.
Tuning a set that embodies tuned anode

coupling and reaction

is

always rather

sets at the " modest " price of say £5 or
so ;

now, well,

we have the Fuller's

" Sparta," for instance. The sample sub.
mitted to us for test looked very nice in its
closed -up form-more like a small jewelcase than a wireless instrument. Raising
the lid revealed a

handsome little
Medley of nickeled
fittings,
moment

but for a
our

im-

pression was that
the little black
square
m ark e d
" Chelmsford " was
a plug-in coil minus
its coil ! Well, we
thought, this little
set may be O.K. for

2 L 0,

anyway.

Quickly

we

The

" w a ng 1 erl " the
ingenious collapsible

"Snots'"

Intervalve Transformer.

detector into position after raising the protecting crystal cover.
Our aerial is fairly lengthy, so we moved
the, also ingenious earth " plug terminal "
to " I..," fixing on the aerial and earth and
'phone lc -ads. 2 L 0 did come in, and quite
loudly, too. With resignation we removed
the shorting clip from the load coil plugs and
inserted the little black thing marked-

than we have ever heard him before on a
crystal, set in London. We were only convinced at the moment that it was 5 X X for
the simple reason that the signals were even
louder than those of 2 L O. Yes, the

must be employed, because on a wave -

provided for indication purposes.
The " Success " anode reactance we did
not trouble to give an individual test, as its
performance was so obviously satisfactory
in the above -mentioned circuit. The anode
reactance, by the way, is of approximately

rollers, represented the last word in crystal

" Chelmsford " and-we heard 5 X X better

clear proof of the efficiency of the winding of
the coil and the sensible -sized gauged wire.
Some sort of " dead end switching

components. It is only necessary to drill
one medium-sized hole in a panel to mount

Two years ago a huge cylinder of wire
securely riding on a large wooden baseboard, a cross between a ten -inch " spark
coil " and a small mangle minus one of its

" Sparta " does mark the passage of two

years' progress and bristles with novel little
ideas.

A view of the base of a "Success " Tuner.

ever to its windings. If this really is the

case-and looking at it as it stands before
us as we write we see no reason to doubt it

-then it should stand up where others
break down in this damp climate of ours !

The nice long list of instructions

permanently mounted inside the lid, too, is
worthy of special commendation. Readers
contemplating the purchase- of a crystal set
would be well advised to get their dealers to
show them a " Sparta " ; we have no hesitation in recommending it to their notice.
4,

It is claimed that Russell's " Chelmsford "
super -crystal is manufactured specially for
receiving signals from 5 X X. Two crystals
in a small transparent box retail at is.
At first sight it may appear a rather
extravagant claim that one particular

crystal should be more efficient for long
Messrs. Craik & Smith, well-known wire-

less manufacturers, inform us that owing
to a rapidly increasing demand for their
products they have been compelled to take
over another extensive factory at' 41, Allen
Street, E.C. 1. This is indeed healthy news.
*

*

The Mullard Radio Valve Co. have sent
us a sample of one of their Mullard Safety
Discs.

These they are giving away in

thousands from their stand (No. 52) at the

Royal Albert Hall Wireless Exhibition.
These safety discs can be affixed to a valve

wave -length signals ; but when the varying
effect of varying frequencies of alternating

current on liquid rectifiers is considered,
it must be admitted that there is no reason
why varying frequencies should not have
varying effects

on rectifying crystals-

that is, in respect of the quality-or should
it be quantity ?-of the resulting rectified
current. This is as it may be ; but, on test,
a sample of " Chelmsford " super -crystal
provided excellent results, both in tone
and loudness of signals. It proved to be
equally sensitive to both 5 X X and 2 L 0.
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SurEITE
HEADPHONES.
ALL-BR1T1SH

Unsurpassed for clearness and purity of tone.

W1RELES
EX11151T1
AT THE
I,

ROYAL ALBERT

SEPT 27"-OCT.8"
1924
LATEST RADIO
DEVELOPMENTS
PRICES

Halls ol the

appropriately in one of the famous the greatest
this Exhibition,
Housed
of
oa the path
Metropolis of the Empire,
another stage
marks
yet held,
progress.
" WIRELESS
of Radio Manufacreputation),
Organised by the National Association
Companies of World-wide
manufactures of
turers (including
mainly
the
are
and are thoroughly
the products shown
of
Radio " andddition
the Association,
Members of
department
of
representative of every
in that Industry.
decorative setting,
the latest developments
Hall, with itsExhibition.
the " lay -out " of the
character to the
gives a distinctive
Band will play
Exhibition the 2 L 0 Military
will be
its
performance
During the
evenings
part of the
daily, and on certain
the Royal Ale.bert Hall as

120 ohms
2,000
4,000

daily.
10.39 a.u' to 10.0 p.m.

£1
£1
£1

2
4

6
0

5

0

Also manufacturers of :

LOUD SPEAKERS, JACKS AND
PLUGS, LIGHTNING PROTECTORS, SWITCHES, CORD TABS,
EBONITE,

transmitted from
2 L 0 Broadcasting Programm
by the
of reception will be given
Daily demonstrations Company.
British Broadcasting

(including tax),
Admission 1/6

-

..

WIRELESS
Etc.

SETS,

Obtainable from all dealers.
SIEMENS BROTHERS & CO., LTD.,
WOOLWICH, LONDON, S.E.I8.

Organised by

THE

NATIONAL

ASSOCIATION

OF RADIO MANUFACTURERS
London, W.C.2.
Astor House, Aldwych,

,/,

j

..11./-170:174.:--

\s_

W
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A SIMPLE SUPER CIRCUIT.

I

By PHILIP MASON.

Easy to Construct-Easy to Handle and Excellent Results.
I a> G J

A> A> A> 0 O G 0 0 A> A> A> 0

0000+0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 A> .0.

THE following is a description of a single
valve super -circuit which gives
astonishingly good results, and is

0 -O.

0000000

All the British broadcasting stations are
received at very good strength, and Brussels,
School of Posts, Radiola, and several other

at the same time easy to construct and

Continental broadcasting stations can be

operate.
One of the special features of this circuit

obtained regularly.

tivity of the circuit will be appreciated

is that a coil is connected between the grid
and grid condenser. This coil is coupled
to the aerial coil, which is in turn coupled
to the anode -coil. If the coils are not

when it is understood that all these stations
are picked up while Birmingham (5 1 T),

coupled in this way the circuit will not
function. With regard to size, the anode

The remarkable selec-

which is only three miles away, is transmitting.

By hingeing the back of the cabinet so

A large number of amateurs have been
received, some being at .considerable dis-

Amateur stations as far away as
Croydon (130 miles) have been heard at
loud -speaker strength. Perhaps the most
remarkable achievement is the reception of

speech from French aeroplanes at a dis,2.4e,

7az
7'

tance of over 500 miles.

----

This circuit should prove invaluable to
the amateur, as it possesses the advantages
t

leads coming from the terminals A and B,
Fig. 2.

Hearing Distant Stations.

tances.

fs-ii-

end of it must be connected to flexible
that it can be swung through an arc of about

180°, good directional reception can be

obtained.
Fig. 5 shows what the finished set should

look like, but it must be understood that
with a small frame aerial the range for loudspeaker reception will be only about 30-40
miles, so that for greater distances an outside aerial should be used.

of a multi -valve receiver without the expense

and trouble.

Jrc,
111

00000

01,

HOW TO BUILD A
FOUR -VALVE RECEIVER.
(Continued from page 240.)

0000 000000

should be the largest, the grid coil
coil should
about half the size, and the aerial coil half
as large as the grid coil.
The value of each of the variable condensers Cl and C2 is .0005 mfd., and that
of C3 is .0003 mfd. Cl is the tuning con-

from the diagram, and 30 feet of No. 18
D.C.C. wire is threaded in and out so as to
form a large square coil having- an outside

measurement of about 18 by 18 inches.
This coil fcrms the frame aerial, and each

F.IC. 5.

denser, and C2, C3, are used to regulate the
reaction. A fixed condenser across the
'phones and H.T. battery is a considerable
improvement in this circuit. A good value
is -001 mfd., though the size is not critical.

The best valve for this circuit is one of
the hard Dutch type. Ordinary hard valves

have been tried but the results were unstable and not as good as with the Dutch
valve. The H.T. voltage may be from 30
to 80 volts, but the best results are generally obtained at slightly below 80 volts.
Tr-n41S-in.

The tuning of the circuit is fairly simple.

Carrier waves are recognised by a faint
howl. To obtain the telephony the reaction
condensers are first adjusted until the howl
is cut out and distorted telephony is heard.

The coupling between the coils is then
decreased until the distortion is cut out.
Finally, the condensers are re -adjusted,
when loud and clear telephony will be
obtained.

One gre'at advantage that this circuit
has over other super -circuits is that it
never oscillates except when a carrier wave

is being received, a fact which will be

appreciated by many suffering listeners.
Striking results are obtained by the
writer with the above circuit. The aerial

used is of the indoor type, consisting of a
length of wire rov,nd tbz walls of a room.

Capta:n Smith, of U.S.A., who broadcast a "talk " upon the sea-bed a few weeks ago,
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As supplied to the
This curiously named All -British Exhibition is not representative of all
British Manufactures, but has been organised by a Trade Association
and is restricted entirely to its own members. The use of such a title
has been condemned by wireless publications of standing and repute.

B.B.C.

BUT YOU MAY VISIT US AT THE

Paragon Radio -Quality Ebonite, manufactured to exclusive
specification, is the accepted standard of perfect electrical
and mechanical quality : non -hygroscopic, of maximum
resistance, and entirely free from all surface metal (ex-

tracted by special process), while the uniform quality of
material and process of manufacture guarantee a high
degree of machineability ; in fact, it is no idle claim that

CRYSTAL RECEIVER
richly

its

engraved

fittings
mounted on a
polished
aluminium casket, combines
the exclusive efficiency and

a Curtis Radio

elegance of

Instrument.

Price

machining speed can be increased by 25 per cent. without
the least fear of chipping or cracking.

plated

and

.

.

301-

.

ELEGANT

PARAGON

Radio Quality
Post Office
Specification.

jest
Made EBONITE PANELS
Uniform fine Grain, Dead Matt Finish, Ground Edges.
Genuine ONLY when supplied in SEALED CARTON --STAMPED "PARAGON."

STANDARD SIZES

If You

4 x4 X es

BUILD

-/9
1/-

8x 6 xk

2/-

101-x 81x}
12 x6 x}
12 x10 Xi

4 x4 x
6 x6

1/9

61 x 5iX

1/9

8 x6x:,

2/3

6 X6 xi

6§x5ixi

then build a Professional model
of professional finish and of

2/-

9 X6
9X6x

12 X 12 X}

210

10,-

1-1x 12 X

2,6
3/3
5/3
4/3
7/3
8/6

16 x12 Xi

116
96

18 x 12 xi
24 x 10 xi
24x 12 Xi

14/6
17,6

18x .9xi

13/-

Special Panels, similar quality and finish, CUt, Edges Ground

GUARANTEED Professional

and despatched same day 3d. per square inch, postage 6d. extra

But it must be in Paragon sealed Carton.

Efficiency.

Stocked by all reputable Stores

For perfect reception of all British American and Continental stati,ns.

UNWIRED .-----,

2 Valves ..
£6 0
£9 0
3 Valves ..
£11 0
4 Valves ..
2 Valves S.T. 100 £9 10

Co.)

TESTED, RECOMMENDED and USED by

The SILVER GHOST
panel

Broadcasting

all leading Electrical and Wireless Authorities.

WEMBLEY : AVENUE 14, BAY 12

With

British

(The

BRITISH EMPIRE EXHIBITION
PALACE OF ENGINEERING

0
0

0
0

JACKSON BROS.

& TESTED-. --

2 Valves ..
£7 10
3 Valves ..
£12 0
4 Valves ..
£14 0
2 Valves S.T. 100 £12 10

.....Latest models fitted in natural walnut finished Cabinet with plated
Wavelength 200-25,000 metres

0

0
0

Fittings.)

CONDENSERS

8/6
5/6

..

001

'0002

0003
0001

..

-

5,'3

..

'0003

6.9

SLOPING CABINETS

A CURTIS PRODUCTION

Removable
Best quality Seasoned Mahogany. French Polished.
As supplied with RAD1O-STRUCTA.
Panel Fillet.
Bottom.

The RADIONETTE

"POPULAR" 20' Latest models only with
plated fittings are
200:1850 metres.

SQUARE LAW

0

..
II x 12 ..
16 x 12 ..
101 x 81

PANEL

15/62 16xx 9
23/24/-

24 x 10

11111Z7E13.

.. 22/6
.. 30/-

121

x8
22 x I
16

18/ .

.. 22, -

.. 28'6

for

No extra coils required
for high-powered station.
For local broadcasting

The RADIONETTE

"JUNIOR "

.15f The Radionette Models
are the product of con-

AVIN4
U -CRAVING
PROCESS FOR PANEL MARKING.

Guaranteed will not chip nor perish after use.
May be kept in stock indefinitely.

is your on y
protection against spurious imitalons.

The name "Nugraving"

sidered design, selected
material
and
perfect

CURTIS VARIABLE
COIL HOLDERS.

craftsmanship which have
stood the test of time.

difference which denotes an

.

In radio efficiency they are guaran eed to yield the maximum
results obtainable, while in appearance they suggest a pleasing
effect of compact and elegant neatness.

With just that little bit

of

engineering job.

2 -way.. 6/.

3 -way .. 8/ For other models including
Vernier type see lists.

PETER CURTIS
LTD., 75, CAMDEN
ROAD, N.W.1.
'Phone!: North 866.
Telegrams : " Paracurtex."
MA \ CHESTER : 312, Deauslate (Centra: 5059).
BIRMINGHAM : 70, Newall Street (Central 7236).
In Conjunction with THE PARAGON RUBBER MANUFACTURING Co , L d., BUM .

Specify "PARAGON" -1

Specify "CURTIS"
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-HULLO EVERYBODY!!
POST PAGE No. 1.

LISSEN.
Variable Grid Leak 2/6
Anode Resistance
2/0
Lissen Minor .. 3/6
Lissenstat
7/6
Do. Universal .. 10/6
2 -way Switch .. 2/9
Series Parallel .. 3/9

Please Give Number.

Basket Coil Holder and
Every endeavour is made to despatch goods by return, but some- No. 1. Plug,
100.
2 for 1/7
times delays occur which are beyond our control and in which cases customers No. 2. Basket Coil Holder and
Plug, extra quality,
may rest assured that their orders will be executed in the very shortest period.
1'6
.. 2 for 2/8
They will therefore realise that it is not possible to have orders cancelled No. 3. Edison
Bell Shaped Coil
through above causes.
Plug, 1/2
.. 2 for 2/1

DELIVERY.

No. 4. " Raymond" Shaped
Coil Plug, 1/- .. 2 for 1/10
No, 5. Coil Plug with Brass
Clips, 10d.
.. 2 for 1/6
No. 6. Allen Variable Grid

Tl Transformers.. 30/T2, 25'- ; T3, 16/6 ; RHEOSTATS.
Coils : 25, 4110 ; 30, 35,
40, 4/10 ; 50, 5/- ; 60, Ormond
..
5/4: 75, 5,/4; 100. 6/0 Raymond
Do. with dial..
POST 3d. each.
Extra value do.

DUBILIER.
.001, .002, .003, 004,
.005, .006, Fixed, 3/.0001, .0002,
.0003,
2/6
.0004, .0005
Type 577, .61
.. 7/6
Grid Leaks each 2/6

Anode Resistance

50,000,
80,000,

70,000,
100,000,

2/1/6

2-

..
..
T.C.B. 6 ohms
..
Potentiometer T.C.B.
Burndept Dual
..

4/5/-

7/6

POST 3d. each.

Switch

(L.F.).

8/ -

IGRANIC.
Coils . 25, 5/-; 35, 5.1- ;
50, 5/2 ; 75, 5/6 ; 100,
7/-; 150, 7/10; 200,
300,
8/8 ; 250, 9/9/5 ; 400, 10/3;
' 500,
10/6

.. 21/Powquip, Shrouded .. 18;=
Formo, Shrouded .. 18/ General Radio 83 ..14/11
Brunet, Shrouded .. 11/9
.. 12/6
Formo, Open..
Powquip, 2-1 or 4-1.. 14/6
..

Raymond

POST 3d. each.

7/ -

Silvertown

211 -

..
..

..

H.T.C.

30/-

25/6
22/6
23 6

EDISON BELL.

5

Arm, with 12 Nickel
Studs, Nuts & Washer,
2/- the lot.

2

" RAYMOND "

7

POST

6d. each.

DETECTORS.

Enclosed glass. As Sketch.
Ebonite Base.

POST 2d.

Special valve holder above
panel
..
19
1
Ditto, for under panel

6x6
x5
8x6

ENGINEERING

9x 6

Patent Valve Holder 1/6
2 -Way Coil Stand.. 9/ - 12 x 6
(Cam Operated Vernier)

POST 3d. each.

12 x 12
14 x 10

3/16th in.

..

..

1/6
2/6

POST 6d. each.

LOUDSPEAKERS.

276
427551-

-

-

TWIN CONDENSER.

JUNIOR AMPLION
Newest Model
JUNIOR DE LUXE
Oak Trumpet
BABY STERLING
Splendid Value

1/6
1/6

I in.

1216

2/-

3/3
4/2
4/2

MANCHESTER

14111

7/8
7/6

STANDARD

Reflex. etc.)
(similar to R.I.)
SHROUDED

- 14'11
- 18f_

POSTFREE.

26
3,6

POST
CHELMSFORD
FREE.
LOADING PLUG AND SOCKET

BASKET COILS.
6 Waxed, 200 3,600 metres..
7 Waxed, 150 3,609 ..
5 Warless, 200'2,000 ..

111

. :

POST 3d. set.

MANSBRIDCE
FIXED

OPPOSITE

DALY'S E GALLERY

DOOR

BURNDEPT

226 L.F. Transformer
..
1 11 Dual Rheostats

25/-

2

7/6
5/6

..

Crystal Detector

MICROSTAT.
T.C.C.
(New.)

1

RIGHT

or .0003 infd.,
opera ted by
one Knob and
Dial, thereby
enabling you
to tune two
circuits by one
turn of the
dial. Can be
used in series
or
parallel.
Comrlete as
shown
with

aluminium ends. Knob end dial.
For Tuned Anode Circuits. 10/6.
POST FREE.

CONDENSERS
1 M. F.
.. 4'6 Various
IGRANIC ;
(Ebonite top) ..
TOWN ;
( Prdwe ) Tank°
M.F.
.. 51others
Coil 1300,'1750 .. 2/3 2
LISSEN; RADIO BRETWOOD
.25
.. 4/- Stocked.
Var.
Grid
Leak
..
..
3'
Coil and Adaptor (special
PRESS ENVELOPES; Anode Resistance ..
.U5
..
4/3/ foe use with 050 VARIODUBILIER ; EDISON
POST 2d. EACH.
METER)
Delivery very slow from makers.
..
2'9
BELL ; ETC.

..

of

units of .00025

" POWQUIP " L.F.
BUCKS. (for

2/3/-

.. 2/2
3/.. 3/3
.. 5'6
.. 5'6

BROS. ; R.I. ; BURN - WATMEL
GOSWELL Var. Grid Leak ..
DEPT:
ENG. CO. ; GRAFTON Anode Resistance

?..qinintlintinumnimiiimui1111111w

Composed

two equal

Ill 1

JACKSON

ELECTRIC; SILVER -

4

o

Post 3d. TRANSFORMERS.

Cut to Size, 3/16 in. at Id.
square inch.
Foreign Post extra.

WEST END
DEPOT FOR

1/4, 1/6,2/ 1/6, 2/ -

(With Zincite and Bornite.)
OUR WONDERFUL MICROPOST 6d.
METER ADJUSTMENT GLASS .001 var. Condenser .. 10/6 ENCLOSED DETECTOR. WHY
.0005
10/6 PAY MORE?

EBONITE.

GOSWELL

Brass
Nickel
Ebonite
Perikon

POLAR

.001
1/3 Cam Vernier 2 -way
Coil Holder..
.0003 with Grid Leak 2/6
11/ Variometer
.. 10/6
Twin Detector .. 5/ -

POST 2d. each.

11111141111
3

2/9

.0001 to .0005 Fixed 1/3 .0003
10/6
.002 to .000
,.. 2/- Micrometer Condenser 5/6

POLAR;

One Holz Fixing Switch

CRYSTAL

(H.F.).

'Raymond, 300/600 ..
Others Stocked.

CONDENSERS.
with Vernier.

ers. Each, 1/3.

McMichael, 300/600.. 7/ Ditto 1100/2000 .. 7/.. 3/11
Energo, 250/700
4/6
Ditto 900/2000

STERLING
SQUARE LAW
VARIABLE

.0005
.0003
.00025

Holder, C u t
from solid rod,
hand -turned, 8
nuts and wash-

10/ -

Eureka Concert Grand 30/ Ditto, 2nd Stage
.. 22/6

Fit. Rheostat .. 4/6 TRANSFORMERS
Potentiometer .. 7/ POST 3d.
Vernier Rheostat.. 7/6
30 -ohm Rheostat.

Ebonite Valve

NICKELLED

5/6 Igranic, Shrouded

POST 3d. each.

Arm,

with 12 Studs,
12 Nuts,
12
Washers. By
Post 1'6 set.

TRANSFORMERS

1/9

411

This first-class

Radio Instruments ..

on stand complete
Minicap Switch ..

.001

Leak, .5 to 5 meg.

No. 7. Grid Leak and Condenser 2/9
POST FREE.

2//6

K. RAYMOND

27, LISLE STREET,

LEICESTER SQUARE, W.C.2

No responsibility accepted on post orders unless cheques and postal orders
are crossed and made payable to the firm. Moneys sent must be registered

For D.E. and R. Valves

.

219

H.T. BATTERIES.
POST t/- each.

..

Ever ready 36 v.
Ever -ready 66 v.
Ever -ready 109 v.
B.B.C. 60 v.

..

8/ -

.. 13/6
20/.. 10 6

-11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111c

HOURS
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E SUNDAY -

10 to 1
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1:124.

TWO PAGES MORE OVERLEAF
POST PAGE No. 2

RAYMOND'S VARIABLE CONDENSERS. SUNDRIES
Post free
AS SHOWN, WITH

"DE LUXE" MODEL.

DIAL, KNOB'

and BUSH,
- 713
*001
*0005 - 511 1

-EXCLUSIVE DESIGN
-TRIANGULAR FIXED VANES
-PRESSED ALUMINIUM SPACERS
-FITS IN ANY CORNER
-TAKES UP TINIEST SPACE
-CAPACITY GUARANTEED
-EXTRA INSULATION

*0005 - 514
*0002 - 411 1
POST 6d. SET.
John Blair, Esq.,
Rexall Pharmacy.

-NEW ONE HOLE FIXING METHOD

says:-

-TERMINAL CONNECTIONS

REVELATION to me as a

-STOUT VANES
-PERFECT EFFICIENCY

Sept., 1924.

Dealer.

C. Walton, Esq., Andover.

-WONDERFUL FOR PORTABLES, ETC.

2 KNOBS and

0003

DIAL.

-

913

-

773

-

619

Post 6d. set.

Post 6d. set.

COSWELL

SUNDRIES

SUNDRIES

INSULATED

Post free

Post free

Lissen 5 point switch

Sterling Do.(13roadeast)12 -

Clix, with nut and insulators
6 for 2/3

Megger and got "INFINITY."

6 its., complete
9 in., complete
12 in., complete

SQUARE LAW
'0005
'0003
'0002

-

-

-

-

.

-

-

-

..
.

7/11

7,6
7/.

..

11
1,2

Do. Single
2000 Single

..

..

16 11
17.11
8 11
7.6

Post Free.

Voltmeters 0-6-0-15

LEAD-IN WIRE
Heavy Rubber,
APOLOGY.
I regret
EBONITE
3 mm., 6 yds. 1/6
delay in delivery of
RHEOSTAT
Cut to size Condensers, which has
Heavy Rubber,
5 mm., 6 yds. 2/- at id. sq. in., been unavoidable owing
Al QUALITY
sq. in., )d. to being snowed under
MULTIPHONE
TERPOST FREE 1 9
Miniature Ed. Res., 5
with orders.
Post 3d.
MINALS.
ohms
1,41
4 -screw, round type
Edison Bell " A "
.n4
Phillips
6 -screw, round type 1,3
valve holders.. .. 1
GENUINE MICMET
WATES
4-screw,oblong type
DULL
U
Lissen Aux Resistance 1 6
BOXES (POLISHED).
Lissen
Choke
..
10,6
EMITTERS
M1CROSTAT
6.- DETECTOR
6 x 6, with ebonite
5.'9
Tubular Dutch Detec.
17,11
FOR D.E. or R. II /9
x 6, with ebonite 6/11
POST 21.
Valves ..
5/11
(4 inches deep.)
L1.7
VALVES
Post 6d.
Phillips "R " Valves 8,'11
French " R " Valves 7/11 BASKET COILS.
Gamage's Permanite
1/6 waxed 200/3600
SPECIAL VALUE ACCUMULATORS
N. & K.
Gecosite (G.E.C.)
1/1
MAKES,
7
150/3600
2/6 TRANSFORMERS BEST
Neutron (very fine) .. 1/6
UNDER MY OWN
5
waxless
200/2000
2.6
Tungstalite
LOUD SPEAKER Blue
LABEL
2
S.T. 100
13 ORI'IOND L.F.
(447149)
116
17"6
4 v. 40
13
Unidyne
A LITTLE GEM 1000 ohm Bobbins, pair. 3/6 2
14 11
4 v. 60
.. 21,2000 ohm Bobbins, pair. 4/- EBONITE COIL STANDS.
6 v. 60
,. 28/6

ONE HOLE FIXING

each 5'3
Copper Tape Aerial,
100 ft. 3/L.E.S. 2 way coil holder
Micro Vernier 8/ -

21,' -

POST 1 -

C.R.C. "TEN -ONE"
COIL PLUGS
Single Coil Holder
mounted on ebonite base and fitted

TRANSFORMER

with terminals .. 1/4

Ditto, swivel move-

ment ..

Designed for use in H.T.less valve circuits, such as
the " tinidyne." Ratio -

1/8 in plated case.

POST FREE.

OPPOSITE

E

DALY'SE
GALLERY DOOR =

M11111111111111110111111111111111111111111111Ei

'Phone : GERRARD 4637.

Mounted
20/ -

POST FREE.

111111111111111111111111111h111111111111111ILE

RIGHT

24,000-

10 -1.
Turns
Spirella wound.

CONNECTICUT
46
2 -way, ex handles
.. 34/6 v. 80
5,6 L F. (Royal) 17 11 6 v. 100 .. 42/ 3 -way, ex handles
2 -way, good value
3,9
Post 6d. each
Carriage 1;'6 each.
3 -way, good value 4:11
Also at 4/3, 4/6 .. 5/11

2 -way for Basket

Coils ..

Universal
Franco, geared
2 -way.. ..
3 -way.

..

..

56
5/11

.

12,6

"BABY" COIL STANDS

Screw Spade Terminals
Pin Screw Terminals
Spade Tags
..

Empire Tape, I in. ..
Insulating Sleeving .. 6 yds. 2/ Ebonite Coil Plugs
2 for 1/6
Best quality ditto
2 for 1/10
Ebonite Knobs, 11 in. 2 B.A... 6d.
Moulded Knobs
in.
2 for 8d.
Knobs .1 in. 4 B.A.
2 for 8d.
Ditto 1 in. 2 B.A.
2 for 8d.
Ebonite ex -handles 6 in,
.. 9d.
D.C.C., I.R.C. Bell Wire 10 yds. 1/ 1/11
Double 'Phone Cords, 72 in.
Porcelain S.P.D.T. Switch ,. 1/11
Ditto D.P.D.T. Switch
.. 2/6
Battery Clips ..
doz. 10d.
Ebonite Valve Holders
1/3 and 1/ -

Lead -in Wire ..
Lead-in Wire

.. 10 yds. 2/6
.. 10 yds. 1/6
.. 12 yds. 1/11

(EBONITE)

3/9

Nugraving Titles or Scales .. 8d.
" R.I." Choke Coil ..
10/ Nickel Panel Switches, D.P.D.T. 1/5
Ditto, S.P.D.T.
1/2
Insulating Sleeving 3 yds. .. 1/4
Tinned copper sq., 16 gauge,15ft. 1/Spearpoint Whisker, gold
9d.
Gold Whisker ..
4d.
Set of 5 (one gold)
Variometer (250 650)
Ditto Ebonite
Ditto Ball Rotor

6d.

3,'3 and 2/6

..

..

Burndept Detector
..
Elwell Perikon Detector
..
Screw Wander Plugs .,
pair
Skinderviken Button, Alumin.
5-1 Transformer
..
Tapped Inductance Coil, 1,600

Ebonite Dials ..

4/11
6/11
5/6
5/6
66.

5/11/9
3/ 8/ -

Seven Twist Drills (H.S.)

.. 1/11

Neutron Crystal
..
Blue Tungstalite
Geeosite (G.E.C.)
Tumbler Switches (Ebonite)

..

Taps 0. 2, 4, 6 B.A. ..
set 2/" Soldo " and Soldering Iron., 2/6
.. pair 1/9
Sorbo Ear Pads

Valve Sockets, Plain (nut and
washer)

doz.

..

1/6
1/6
1/3
1/9
1/ -

Overseas League,

St. James's St., S.W.1.
ug '24.

A few lines to congratulate you
on the quality of your " too cheap
to be good " wireless stock.
I have no hesitation whatever in

advising prospective experimenters
3 -way 4 11
2 -way 3/6
and broadcasters to come to you
.. 11/. BRASS FITTINGS. KNOBTYPE. for " cheap-but good-compon-

POLAR 2 -way
(Cam Vernier).

17. 6

Post free.

K.
RAYMOND
27, LISLE STREET,

LEICESTER
SQUARE, W.C.2
responsibili,y accepted on post orders unless cheques and costal orders
f4

doz. 1/3
doz. 1/1
doz. 1/ doz. 10d.
doz. 5d.
12 yds 9d.

Small Pillar, 4BA

100 ft. 7/22 Aerial Wire with
four insulators
..
..

BRUNET (genuine)
Do. De Luxe ..

NV.O. type, 4BA

Twin Flex

Postage 6d. set.

4000 ohms 'Phones

4 3 LEADING -IN TUBES.

VALVE SOCKETS Sterling Variometer.. 21 -

Tested your Condensers on

UNSURPASSED FOR FINE TUNING,

NEW MODEL
*001
with VERNIER
COMPLETE with *0005

SET of 4 (1 red) with
Template 1,3

Millem.

Your Condensers are a

Terminals (complete with Nut
and Washer).
Pillar type, 4BA .. doz. 1/3
Telephone type, 4BA
1/1
Telephone type, Wood Screw
1/doz.

are crosscd and made payable to the lit-tn. Moneys sent must be registered

ents."

-

(Signed) F.R.S.

HOURS

OF BUSINESS :

E.-

DAILY . 9 to 7.45
E SUNDAY . I 0 to I fi
Tililiill11111111111111111i11111111111111111111t:,
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-POST PAGES CONTINUED
EXTRA POSTAGE ON FOREIGN ORDERS.

SEE OVERLEAF

The

The CREAM of the
4,000 ohms,

THE

25/ -

BROWN'S (Featherweight) 25/B.T.H. (Wonderful Tone) .. 25/BRANDES (Matched Tone) 25/ 20/ GENERAL RADIO ..

MASTER VALVE

FRENCH THOMSON.

H.F. RED RING for strong high -frequency
amplification and detection ..
12/6
L.F. GREEN RING for pure low -frequency
amplification, free from distortion ..
.. 12/6

HOUSTON

BEST BRIGHT FILAMENT VALVES EVER MADE,

HAVE YOU TRIED THEM?
You will never use any others.
POST FREE,

1 4/1 1
per pair

TELEFUNKEN 4,000 ohms
HEADPHONES
As light as a Feather .. 17/11

.005
-0003

GENUINE

Dr. NESPER
HEADPHONES

"N & K"

NesperGenuine
phone, 4,000 ohms.

HEADPHONES
Guard against in-

able diaphragm, de-

which are" clever-

double leather covered head-

ceive. Make sure of
the genuine article,

Fitted with adjust-

imitations

ferior

000.00025

.0001

..

..

5/9

..

4'9

..

..
..
..
..

S,6

..
..

7/-

4/Vernier
Post 4d. set.

springs, long flexible cords, nickel plated parts. Very

LOOK FOR THE
TRADE MARK.
4,000 ohms .. 12/6
Post 6d. pair.

" N & K "-and no

On 1,600 Metres
Aerial
Reaction
Coil No. 150
200
Tuned Anode 250 or 300

THE 4 -ELECTRODE VALVE
.

1 Cam Vernier 2 -way Coil Holder

Panel, 51 in. by 1$ in. by 77 in., drilled
to hold 2 5 -Pin Valve Holders for
each
2 5 -Pin Valve Holders
1 Fixed Condenser, -001 .. 1/2, 2/2
1
.0002 .. 1/2, 2/2

2/9
2/6

S.W.G.
18
20
22
24
26
28
30

..

..
..
..

per

lb.
9d.
9d.
10d.

1/-

1/1
1/3
1/6

8-

12'6

7//9

Post 6d. set.

TINNED

S.W.G... 13 ft.

Round ditto 15 ft.

1 lb. Reels 16 round

20
Post Free.

1/ -

10d.
2/6
313

5/6 each

Not sent otherwise.

POST 6d.

OPPOSITE g.

ITALY'S=

GALLERY DOOR=
'Phone: GERRARD 4837.

EDISWAN, ETC.

All

25' -

"lIsatlr es Stocked..

The finest Variometer on the market at any price. Inside winding,
suitable for broadcast reception on
any P.M.G. Aerial, extraordinary

FERRANTI

range. On a 30 ft. indoor aerial the

INTERVALVE

9.5 to 1. Metal feet can be adjusted
to four different positions.

1/6

CONDENSERS

.06 Type, B.T.H., MULLARD,

mum on a 30 ft. is 200 metres.
Inductance the highest possible -

2/-

MICROMETER

211-

COPPER

Square 16 or 18

1 lb.

D.E.R. Type, MARCONI, D.F , ORA,
EDISWAN.

metres, and the minimum on a 100
it. aerial is below 350 metres. The
maximum on a full-size outdoor
aerial is 700 metres, and the mini-

9/ -

POLAR

Post 6d. Reel.

RIGHT

.
.

maximum wave -length exceeds 420

7/3

1 Shrouded E.F. Transformer ..
20/8 yds. No. 18 Gauge Tinned Copper
Wire.. ..
.
1/2
Necessary Screws, Nuts and Washers, Free
if above lot purchased. Post Extra.

POST 6d. each.
B.T.H., MARCONI, MULLARD,
COSSOR, EDISWAN, ETC.

8/9
8/9

close coupling, ensuring large tuning

2/-

3/3/-

VALVES

VARIOMETERS

..each 17/6
.. for 10d.

2 lYficrostat Filament Resistances each
1 Variable Grid Leak
1 Single -Pole Double -Throw Switch
1/9 or
1 .0005 Variable Condenser, with
.
Vernier ..

Post 6d. each.

10/-

Post 6d. pair.

PARTS FOR 2 -VALVE
" GNU:SYNE" RECEIVING; SET.

D.C.C. WIRE

.6/9
5i6
5/3

..
..
..
..

Always in Stock.

GUIDE FOR
CHELMSFORD

other -are stamped.
4,000 ohms..12/11
6,000 ohms ..13/3

Dry Battery, volt, -25 amp. 911_
Plate voltage 2-300 volts. m,

,

the original " N &
K." and avoid dis-

satisfaction.
See
that the letters

comfortably fitting
to the head.

..

6/9

30/-

Universal, 4 volt, .6 amp. 12/6

Microdenser
11/6
111-

..

ly " got up to de-

tachable receivers,

Thorpe K4
6 Terminals

Super.
9/6

LOUD
SPEAKER

MYERS VALVES.

VARIABLE CONDENSERS
Standard

" DINKIE "

Beware of
Imitations.

MAKE SUREPOST
YOU
GET THEM.
6d.
.001

STIRLING

NEW
R.I.
25/-

WORLD'S HEADPHONES
STERLING 4,000 ohms
NEW MODEL
..

SEE OVERLEAF

RAYMOND FALLON
IGRANIC
8' 11 OR EDISON-BELL 1 WE'
POST 6d.

IMPORTANT.

Don't forget that

RAYMOND'S
have the goods.
Imitation is the Sincerest Form of Flattery !

"RAY MON D"

FIBRE

FIXED

STRIP

CONDENSERS.
Ebonite Base.
00000501 to

FOR COILS

..

01 and -02 ..

1/2
1/3
1/6
1/9

.05

313

-

.002 to -004..
-006

POST FREE.

K.
RAYMOND
27, LISLE STREET,
LEICESTER
SQUARE, W.C.2
No responsibility accepted on post orders unless cheques and postal orders
are crossed and made payable to the firm. Moneys sent must be registered.

5 length i a 1 /-

1/10 doz.
POST FREE.

fifillfillIfifillfill1111111111111111111111192
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THIS PACE IS FOR CALLERS ONLY

OPEN
WEEKDAYS

9 to 7A5

ALL POST ORDERS FROM THE OTHER THREE PACES

SUNDAYS

Prices subject to alteration without notice. Every endeavour made to keep
large stocks ; but am not responsible for manufacturers' non - deliveries.

10 to 1

NO POST ORDERS VFLOIVI THIS PAGE.

SWITCHES.

EBONITE PARTS.

SUNDRIES.

SUNDRIES.

Porcelain D.P.D.T.
1.7;
Porcelain S.P.D.T. .. 1 3
Ebonite D.P.D.T. .. 1 8
13
Ebonite S.P.D.T.
?din. Panel D.P.D.T... 1 Min. Panel S.P.D.T. ..10/d.

NO POST ORDERS.

Good Coil Plugs from 41(1.

'Phone Cords (6 feet)
1/5
Nugraving
716.
Similar Sets (Titles or

Tumbler Switches
.
1/4
(Ebonite)
Fibre Strip (for Coils)
per piece 11d.
D.C.C. Wire, per 1 lb. 13 g.
9d. 20 g.
9d
22 g.
104. 24 g.
1/26 g.
1/1 28 g.
1/3

BEST SWITCH
ARM.

Basket Adapters
.. 8141.
Also at 11- & 113
2 -way Coil Stands .. 2/6

With Extens. Handle 2/11
Also at 3/6, 4/-, 416

BATTERIES 45
Vulco English 4 5 ..

..
B.B.0 Red 4 5
Eveready London "

Edison Bell Shaped .. 1/ Raymond ditto
.. 101d.

4d.
5d.

Goswell Cam Vernier
Franco
Polar

Cd.
4.'6

One Hole Fixing
..
Ormond

Ditto, Swivel Movement 1/3
Coil Plug and Clips
616.

.. 7;6
.. 9 .. 13 6
.

22 6

.

3-

..

56
26

.. 1 9
.. 10 -

RHEOSTATS.
Small 5 ohms..

1'3

.

13
19

BRASS PARTS.
W.O. or Pillar Terminals LE
Small Pillar .. 4 for 31(1.
'Phone 4 B.A.
.. ld.
'Phone 2 B.A., 2 for.. 21d.
Valve Sockets
4 for 3d.
(Above with :Nut Washer)
Valve Pins and Nuts, 2 a Id.

Stop Pins and Nuts 2 a 1d.
Plug and Socket
pr. 1.d.
Spring Washers
4 a 1(1.
Spade Screws..
.. ld
Pin Screws .. 2 for 114.
Spade Tags
5a
ld
Spring Pillar Terminals 21d.
Nuts, 2, 4, 5, 6 B.A. doz. 2d.
Washers (Brass) 12 a ld.

1'6
Ebonite Former
.. 1;10
Ditto and Dial
Igraine, T.C.B., and all
known makes.

CRYSTAL

DETECTORS, &c.
Enclosed Brass, Large
Ditto, Nickel or Brass,

Large
Small Brass ..
Ebonite, Enclosed ..
Micrometer Adjustual
..
Mic. Met Type
..
Burndept
16. &
Easi-Fix Cups
Gold Spearpoint
..
Neutron Crystal

13

1'6

VARIO METERS.
Impregnated Board,

d.

11 11
28

Wound D.C.C. and
Clips, 200,600 metres 2,6

5

Very Good Value, Wound

3d.

D.C.C. and. Knob ..
Ebonite D.S. Wound,
with Ball Rotor and

16

Hertzite (Shaw's) Sd. 4: 1 -

..

Midite

64.

Dutch " R "..

Ebonite, 200 600 .. 3/11
Raymond Inside Wind-

Phillips " R "
French " Metal
Phillips 04
Metal .06

..

Radion (I amp.)

49

ing

8/11

5

TOOLS.

.. 1/4
Set of Spanners
Taps, 0, 2, 4, 6 B.A. set 2/ Small Soldering Irons 81d.
7 -Twist (H.S.) Drills.. 1/4
NO POST ORDERS
AT THESE PRICES.

doz.

Cd.

Switch Arms 8d. to I/ Copper Foil ..
ft. 2/d.
18g. Sq. Tin Copper
15 ft. 5d.
16g. Sq. Tin Copper
15 ft. 6d.
Round Tin Copper,various Sizes.
Insulated Staples 5 a 16.
Insulated Hooks 4 for 3d.
Rubber Lead in, 30 feet 1/3
7,22 Copper Aerial,
100 ft. 1/101
Extra Heavy Aerial
100 it. 2/- & 2/3
Good Valve Holders
H.T.C. in Stock
1/6,

H.F.Transformers,300/
600

8d.
1/9

Choke Coils ..

2/9
8/11

..

1d.

Empire Tape, I in.,
2 yds.

Ditto,1 in. .. 2 yds. 1.(1.
6 in. Ebonite Anticap

Handles
8d.
Battery Clips
2 a ld.
Skinderviken
Buttons (Aluminium)
4/6
Connecticut Switches
1/4
1,000 ohm Bobbins .. 1/3
2,000 ohm Bobbins .. 1/8
Sorbo Rubber Ear
Caps
pr. 1/4
Adhesive Tape Roll .. 21d.
Basket Coils ..
Warless ST100 (2) .
Warless (5) 200;'2,000,

1/ -

30 g.

1/6 Etc., etc.

Solder..
per stick 2d.
2 Color Flex .. yard 2:1(1.
Battery Box
4/6
(with clips for 36 v.)
Nickel Pillar Terminals 2d.
Nickel Contact Studs

Similar to the

BRASS FORMER
(DOUBLE)easde 23 spokes .3i_

Make your own coils.
CALLERS only.

3/1"

EXIDE.

SHAW'S HERTZITE.
BEATS ALL
OTHER
ITES."

D.T 9 Type. 2 Volts. (Glass).
(For '06) 5/ -

11 -

EBONITE 3/16 -in.

Impossible to Advertise

CALLERS' PRICES.

All the Goods Stocked.

8x6
9x6
10 x 8
12 x 6
12 x 9

N and K

Chelmsford, various, 1'6,1/9

SUNDRIES.
Twin Flex !.. 4 yds. 66.
D.C.C. Bell Wire, 10 yds. 5d.

(Indiarubber covered)
.. yd. 4d.
Wander Plugs
pr. 3d.

Sleeving

Coloured Plugs

Microstat

Ditto 4 v 40 amps.. 16/6
Ditto 4 v 60 amps.. 19/6

316

Ditto 4 v 80 amps.. 23/ Ditto 6 v 60 amps.. 2816
Ditto 6 v 80 amps.. 33/6
Ditto 6 v 100 amps 41/Intervalve Transformers 9/11

112/6

Fixed Condensers (Ebonite)
'001 to '0005, 106. '006 1,3

each

(All screw pattern)
Electron Aerial
...
Polished Boxes, 8 by 6
Tungstalite

(To use with variometer.)
Allen var. Gd. Lk. .. 1/3
Allen Anode Res. ..
1;3
Scales, 0-180, 2d., 3d., 4d.
Dial and Knob (Ed. Bell) 1/3
Dial (Ebonite)
.. 10(1.
Accumulator 2v40amps 9;6

1/4

Brunet Headphones .. 14 6

..

12 x12
14 x 10

-12/11

1,4
1/4
1/10
21-

3/-

..
..

4/3
5/8
5/6

CUT TO SIZE Id. sq.

0,000 oh. .. 13/3

WE STOCK 1 -in. EBONITE.

GENUINE STAMPED.

"POPULAR

WIRELESS."

Waxed (6), 200,3,600
set

1/8
Waxed (7), 150/3,600 1/11
Chelmsford
No.
8
Tandeo
1/6

..

6x6
7x5

'Ware Imitations.

4,000 ohms

ff./

1/ -

(one hole riving)
Loading Coil and plug 3d.
(with ebonite top)
Gamages Permanite
1/ Condenser Brushes .. 6d.
ASSEMBLY

0 /14

MIC MET.

2 for ltd.

EASY -FIX

101d.

CRYSTAL CALLERS
DETECTOR. only.

Shellac

Nickel Switch Arm ..

THE LOT

12 Studs
12 Nuts.
12 Washers.

FREE

TO
CALLERS.
(Limited number, of course.)

MYERS VALVES.

12/6

SPECIAL L.F.

1 Complete with Adapter 2/3

79
6 11

..17 11
..17 11

3d.

set 1/8

Knob, 200/700 metres 5/11

VALVES.
Dutch Detector

91 -

12/6
11/ -

Etc., etc.
Coin Plug on Stand .. 1/ -

H.T. BATTERIES.
Best Made 30 v.
Best Made 60 v.
Best Made 66 v.
Ever -ready 66 v.
Ever -ready 108 v.
Siemens' " Q " 15
Ever -ready ditto
B.B.C. 9 volts
B.B.C. 60 volts
B.B.C. 36 volts
B.B.C. 16 volts.

.. 4/3, 416, 5/-

3 -way

Scales)

Good Knobs
Small Knobs, 2014 B.A. 2d.
Studs, Nuts and Washers

Strong Valve Template

Egg Insulators
..
Reel ditto ..
Thick Rubber Lead-in

yd.

TRANSFORMERS.

4d.

10/6 & 8/11

ld.
id.
3d.

FRENCH METAL DULL

Ribbon Aerial
.. 1!10
Panels Drilled
Radio Press Envelopes.
Raymond Fixed Condensers
'001, '0001 to '0005, 10d.
'002, '003, '004
.. 1/'006
; '01 1/9 ; '021/9
Six Sixty Valves
.. 20/ Polar Micrometer
Condenser ..
5/6

EMITTERS '06
ZO4-8YlohlrH.T.

17/11

NO POST ORDERS
FROM THIS PAGE

NO POST ORDERS FROM THIS PAGE.
RIGHT

OPPOSITE

K.
RAYMOND
27, LISLE STREET,

GALLERY DOOR E

LEICESTER SQUARE, W.C.2

'Phone: GERRARD 4637.

No responsibility accented on post orders unless cheques and postal orders
are crossed and mode payable to the firm. Moneys sent rnust be registered.
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All Editorial Communications to be addressed The Editor, POPULAR
WIRELESS, The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.

GET A BETTER EARTH
simplicity of
earthing your wireless circuit
has robbed this necessary,
o2eration of due consideration
and attention.
The

apparent

t)A WATER PIPE is bad
BECAUSE
;t is never wher:e it is
wanted;
(

it means a
inefficient earth

long

Editor
NORMAN EDWARDS, A.M.1.13.E., F.R.S.A.,

rates, etc., to be addressed to the Sole Agents, Messrs.
John H. Life, Ltd., 4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4.

Technical Editor :
G. V. DOWDING, Grad.I.E.E.
Assistant Technical Editors :
K. D. ROGERS.
P. R. BIRD.
Scientific Adviser :
Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.

Queries Department, and must in all cases be accompanied by a stamped addressed .envelope. Not more
than three inquiries can be answered in one letter, and
telephone calls or personal calls at this office cannot be
dealt with. A copy of the questions must be kept as it
is not always possible to reproduce the query when
replying. Number the questions 1, 2, and 3, and
answers will be given under each number.

F.R.G.S.

Technical queries should be addressed to the Technical

Staff Consultant :

The Editor desires to direct the attention of his
readers to the fact that, as much of the information
given in the columns of this paper is of a technical
nature and concerns the most recent developments in

Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.
Foreign Correspondents :

L. S. LEES, Paris ; Dr. ALFRED GRADENWITZ, Berlin
R. YATES, New York ;
P. F. MARTIN, Italy ; W. PEETERS, Holland.

the Radio world, some of the arrangements and specialities described may be the subject of Letters Patent, and
the amateur and trader would be well advised to obtain

wire trailing about the
house

followed

by' a

poor.joint to a lead pipe

which in turn wanders all
over the premises. It in-.
volves interference" from

electric mains and very
often from sets earthed
to the same system.
A GAS PIPE EARTH
is worse
It has all the disadvantages of the water earth

with the addition of a
bad

electrical

contact

at each joint.

A DIRECT EARTH
CONNECTION is best

permission of the patentees to use the patents before
doing so.

The Editor will be pleased to Consider articles and
photographs dealing .with all subjects appertaining to
wireless work. The Editor cannot accept responsibility for mantacripts and photos. Every care will
be taken to return MSS. not accepted for publication.
A stamped and addressed envelope must be sent with
every 'article. All contributions to be -addressed to
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS AND;L WIRELESS
REVIEW, The Fleetway House: Farringdon Street,
London, E.C.4.All inquiries concerning advertising

-

to patent, or who desire advice on patent questions, to
our patent agent. Letters dealing with patent questions,
if sent to the Editor , will beforwarded to our own patent
advisers, where every facility and help wi(l be afforded
to readers.
denser is automatically connected across the L.F.
primary. In most sets the -value of- the 'phone con-

((best ony
and

denser is -001 mid., and this capacity is the one that
generally gives best results, when used across the
L -.F. primary.

ground.

THE CLIMAX EARTH

TUBE IS THE BEST
FORM OF DIRECT
EARTH because
it is ready for immediate
use.

It is quickly and

easily installed without
disturbance to - your
It occupies
garden.

minimum space and is
It
most unobtrusive.
penetrates well below the

dry earth surface. Being
dulled and Perforated, it
quickly conducts water
to adjoining earth. _

wery

Why not make sure of

a -short, straight, efficient
and ;convenient earth
connection by purchasing

THE CLIMAX
EARTH TUBE
Look for the.name

CLIMAX on the cap

45/11m

Postage
6d. extra.

Write for leaflets of all Climax component

CLIMAX PATENTS, Ltd.
182, Church St., W.S.
'Phone : Park 2023.

Visit Stand 66 at the
The Royal Albert Hall

ALL -BRITISH WIRELESS EXHIBITION

F.

(Cheshunt),

P.

" MEMO

(Leicester),

F. H. (New North Road,
N.1.), E. B. (Monks,

eaton), V. J. R. (Alexandria), H. G. M. H.

(Bury St. Edmunds), and S. V. B. (Ipswich).
In sending your queries unaccompanied by a

L.F. amplifier, or both (i.e. dual). What are
the different connections for these three

stamped addressed envelope you disregarded the

rules of the Query Department. As the questions are
not of sufficient general interest to answer through
these columns (or else have already been dealt with)
replies can only be sent through the post.. For this
purpose a stamped and addressed envelope should be

purposes, keeping the crystal set intact as far
as possible ?
The accompanying. diagram clearly shows how
different 'alterations to ,a crystal set can be made.
Fig. 1 is a single -slide tuning coil across which a pair
of 'phones and crystal are connected to form a crystal

enclosed.

Foreign readers-whose postage stamps cannot
be used for pre -payment of letters to be posted in
this country-can send " Reply Coupons," which

detector, and Figs. 2, 3, and 4 show additional connections that can be made. Any form of crystal
set can be adapted in this way, whether the tuning is
accomplished by means 'of
single slider, double slider,
variometer, basket coils, or

are obtainable at their 10Cal post -offices, and can be

'

18

In Figs. 2 and 4 the I P
-0
P and I S-0 S
terminals are not marked

....

because they vary according
to the particular trans-

former used.- The leads on
both sides of the transformer should be tried and
reversed until the best
position is found. When

crystal set is used as a
tuned -anode unit, as shown
in Figs. 3 and 4, the A.T.I.
should be larger than is

coil of 2S turns or so in

scr

AS re v Me
AWCVVES

".

CRY TM. 555

-

CRYSTAL AND L.A

n6./.

P10.2.

.A

.A

E

14Y8rA4Jer
ANDAILL

.

I

.....

1

the aerial.

When the 'phones are
and

the

E

CRYSTAL sEr

...

pioNES
Vtilk

orderito cover. the desired
wave -lengths, and to bring
this' circuit into' tune with
disconnected

ill

.;::

....

is
necessary when it
functioning as an aerial coil,

and it may be necessary to
load the crystal set inductance with, a small loading

CRySrAL

,

'001

1.

ILP

..LI
I-

- CRviriu.. AND NJ,.

priffiary of the L:F. trans-'

former_ replaces them, the_.
. fixed condenser, which- is
normally across the 'phones, will be Connected across
tht transforiner prifnary; and-generklly -this will be'
found. to_ give' perfectly satisfactory results. When
the 'phonei are disconnected and the primary of the

L.F. transformer takes their plaCe, the 'phone con-

4

-

E. S. (Leeds), H. M. C. (RiSca, Mon.), A. W.
(Altrincham), J. A. L. (Selby), 0. W. .F.
(Sidcup), W. R. A. (Caledon), B. D. P. (Tylorstmtvn), C. R. F. (Beeston, near Nottingham),

E. J. E. (Ilford).-I wish to add a valve to
my crystal set and am uncertain whether I
should prefer it to act as an H.F. amplifier,

and
coils,
honeycomb
whether direct or loose
coupling is employed.

.

*

*

J. J. R. (Withington), W. R. D. (Omagh),

because it means a short,

'freight earth load from
the receiving set to the

PATENT ADVICE FOR READERS.

The Editor will be very pleased to recommend
readers of POPULAR WIRELESS who have any inventions

'

..,14...I.

,c/c. 4-

REFLEX:

8

exchanged here for British stamps. The queries
should be repeated, and should in all cases be numbered. Replies to each question will then be given
under the appropriate numeral.`
(Continued on page 281.)
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RADIOTORIAL

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS.

Factory &Les No. 3

(Continued from page 280).
"TWO -CIRCUIT -CRYSTAL -SET-"

(Gorleston-

on-Sea, near Yarmouth).-I wish to build a
selective crystal set that can -be loosely
coupled so as to reduce interference from
shipping, which is very bad in this district.

I

have been informed that a crystal set of this
type was described in P.W. No. 38, but I
am unable to obtain this number now. Were
the particulars ever reprinted, or, if not, can a
summary of the main constructional details
be obtained ?
POPULAR WIRELESS No. 38, in which this set was
fully described, is now out of print. The accom-

panying diagram gives sufficient particulars to enable
the set to be constructed at home. You will see that

the set essentially consists of an open aerial tuning
circuit and a closed tuning circuit, arranged in the
usual manner. The inductances are of the spider -

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

Readers are requested to note that not
more than three queries can be answered

in one letter addressed to the Technical
Queries Department. Owing to the extraordinarily heavy pressure on this department, readers are asked only to send in

questions which they find they cannot
On no
possibly solve for themselves.

account will more than three roJestions be
answered in one letter, and telephone calls
and personal calls at this office cannot be
dealt with, owing to pressure of work on
the technical staff.
A stamped and addressed envelope must

accompany all queries.
questions asked should

A

copy

of

the

be kept by the
sender, as it is not always possible to repromiery
when replying.
original
duce the
Number your queries 1, 2 and 3, and answers
will be given to each item.

Adding fho Carbon granules
a stage in Crystavox construction

a eb form, and are wound over nine nails driven
it to a cylindrical piece of wood, 2} in. in diameter.
For the primary 60 turns of 24 S.W.G. should be
wound on, tappings being taken from the following

design and manufacture of the Crystavox-the

54th,
tares: Q, 10th, 20th, 30th, 40th,
50th, 58th, GOth. The " tapping " point is formed
by giving a single twist to the wire, thus forming a
small loop about t in. in diameter. The insulation
is then cleaned off, and a wire soldered to each loop
and taken to its stud. For the secondary the same
wire' may be used, and is wound on the same size
former, but only 40 turns are required, and no
tappings are taken.
Having completed the winding, the coils should
be given a thorough coating of shellac, when they
should be left for about 24 hours to set. After this
the nails should be withdrawn and the coils removed from their formers and wound with tape to

THEonly Loud Speaker in the world that can be
worked direct from a Crystal Set-was only possible
through the exceptional resources in machinery and
personnel possessed by S. G. Brown, Ltd.
In the illustration above, carbon granules are
being

added

to

the

extremely

sensitive

amplifier incorporated in the Crystavox.
simple

seemingly

prevent any tendency to unravel.
The next step is the construction of some coupling
novice, which must be left to the imagination of the

operation

involves

that

nicety of iudgment which can only come to
experienced workers. And so, from process
to process, the Crystavox goes on until eventually, in the final Testing Dept. it has to
pass a rigorous series of tests before it is
deemed worthy of being sold as a BROWIZ
Wireless product.

amateur, as space does not permit of a lengthy

The Crystavox is the ideal Loud Speaker for
use within the vicinity of a Broadcasting
Station. It gives all the volume of a large
Loud Speaker with the extreme economy and

simplicity of the Crystal Set-in addition its

tone, because valves are entirely eliminated
is wonderfully pure.
For use, the Crystavox is merely connected
to the two telephone terminals of the Receiving Set, a small 6 -volt dry battery (which will
last for months) is coupled to it and the
instrument is re.cly. But not every Set is
sufficiently sensitive to operate a Crystavox.
The safe test is to hold the 'phones 12 inches
from the ears and if signal's can still be heard

the Set will work a Crystavox perfectly.
Try this test to -night and then see your
Wireless Dealer. If he is within easy
Crystal Range of the nearest B.B.C. Station
he will probably be able to give you a demonstration.
The
of the Crystavox

price
16 15
is

0

S. G. BROWN, LTD.,
Victoria Road, N. Acton

W .3

Showrooms:

Illustrated Folder describ-

19, Mortimer Street, W.I.
15,
67,

Moorfields,

Liverpool.

High St., Southampton.

il,

ing the

74it ,

r

escription here.

The primary coil should, of course,

be fixed, and the secondary coil mounted on a rod
of some description which would then be controlled

by a knob above the panel. Any good loose coupling
device will be suitable for this purpose.
A two-way coil holder may be used, if desired,
and the coils plugged -in in the usual manner. This

Crystavox

free

cn application.

"". 4zr42v

2 =v.z cp.....ig1
...,..ki,,

kilL,Loud Speakers

1) at

Pttl kk

itah,,,,,,

1

would save the trouble of constructing the coupler,

(Continued on page 282.)

Gilbert Ad. 1511
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Malign

R. J. A. (Banbury).-What ratio L.F.
transformer is used in the different Unidyn,e

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS.

Aga/Minstrel?
TROUBLES
ISANISHEO

circuits .?

(Continued from page 281.)

or maintain your own, and, if you have only one

and Is equally efficient, if there is sufficient room
for the coils to be well separated. A variable condenser of .001 mfd. should be connected across tile
secondary coil, and a fixed one of the same capacity
across the 'phones. The maximum wave -length
is in the vicinity of 800 metres, which is reduced; to

while your own Is being re -charged.
A.M.C. ServiCo keeps you continuously supplied
with correctly -charged accumulators from ls. 2d.
per week by quarterly subscription.

compensate somewhat for this loss if the full wavelength range is desired using the 0005 condenser. The

A.M.C. Is a business devoted entirely to Wireless.
Accumulator HIRE or MAINTENANCE.
A.M.C. hire charged accumulators of suitable size

for any set, and deliver regularly every week,

accumulator, we lend you one alternate weeks

to 1 ratio is necessary.

Some confusion appears to remain with regard to
transformers in Unidyne ,sets owing to the different

types used at different stages of the inventor's
experiments. The matter will be perfectly clear if
the following facts are borne in mind.

In the early experiments a 10 to 1 rando transformer

was used, as described in " P.W." No..103. Subsequently improvements were made and Ahe circuit,
. was simplified, so that ,the necessity for this transformer completely disappeared.
' When Unidyne
arMilffication is used, the'
ordinary L.F. intervalve transformer is elnployedviz., ratio 4 or 5 to 1:

about 500 metres should a variable condenser' of
0005 mid. take the place of the .001 Mid. An
extra 10 turns on the secondary would, however,

_

range for really satisfactory signets is up to about
15 miles from an ordinary main broadcasting station,
but it is not at all unusual to exceed this, distances
of 40 miles or so being quite common, and in one case
400 miles was covered ; but this was admittedly a

A.M.C. Folder contains a useful chart showing
the various size accumulators we hire a the

hours they last per week for sets usingo 5
valves, and is post free.

If a -detector valve only is used we recommend the
simplified single -valve Unldyne described in" P.W.".
No. 112, in which no transformer is employed.
'

case of freak reception.

ACCUMULATOR MAINTENANCE COY.,

*

267, High Street, Camden Town, N.W.

MARVELLOUS EFFIC I E NCY

everywhere by use of the new improved

L. W. C. (Bourne End).-I am thinking of
building the two -valve H.F. and Detector
Unidyne Set that was
given in " P.W." Nos.

CATS EYE PirG

a loss to know how to
wire up, as no diagram

'Phone : Hampstead 2898.

panel connections
was given.
of

Listen in comfort at once.
No back -aching adjusting; no waiting. Order
from your dealer, or send
P.O. 2/6 &
stamp to

gram is given herewith, but

The

ETI111"
Ask your dealer for
WIRELESS MASTS
.

in " P.W." No. 103 (May 17th, -1924), using

panel -wiring

dia-

°43.3241

PROVES

omitted
by the
draughts man.
The !phone condenser may
be connected -if desired, but
has been omitted in the din grain tot the sake of clarity.
been

it.

You should' also note that
the H.F. transformer connections are shown on the

r

second condenser, only two
of the condenser connections
vanes).

PATENTED. Trade Marks and Designs Registered.
Par Oculars and consultations free.

'

BROWNE & CO., Patent Agents.
9, Warwick Court. Holborn, London, W.C.1.
-Telephone: Chancery 7547.

1

This. book gives more practical information
about building wireless instruments than
others at ten times the price.
HOW TO ERECT, CONNECT AND MAKE
all kinds of wireless apparat usinclud-

ing crystal and dual amplification
sets, one and two valve amplifiers.
also the latest two, three, and four
valve tuned anode receivers. 160
pages. including 28 diagram..

SAXON RADIO 00. ,DEPT 14). South Shore, BLACKPOOL.

AMAZING WIRELESS INVENTION.

THE "CELESTION" CABINET LOUD SPEAKER.
Scientifically designed ; Artistically finished ; Trumpetless Extraordinary unequalled Natural Tone.French. 14. Cotsford Avenue. New Malden. Surrey.

kJABINE.TS YOU WANT.
PICKETT'S CABINETS-they're good
value, from 1/8 each, highly polished.

Cabinet (P.W.) Works, Mien Road,
Bexley Heath, S.E.

Write fee List.

/ EX -GOVT. MATERIALS \

3/- per pair

DewarSwitch,DPST...2 03 Microphone Transfin , 2 / 6
D.POT...3/ 6 Microphones ... ......... ...2 / 6
1 '6
Tapping Keys
Tele - Transformers
2'Buzzers
5I(5-1 ratio)
Mansbridge Condensers, 2 & 1 tilt.. 2/6; 036 1 / Mansbridge Condensers can be used 3 values,

05, 1 & 2 mr.

Single Receivers, 2,000 ohm
Headphones, complete, 4,000 -ohm

each 2/8
4/-

-

pair 10/ -

ReeistanceCoils(ironeore)1,000,750,500 oh in, ea. 1 / Receivers (adjustable diaphram), make Loud
3/6
Speaker
Receiver Cords. 1 /6; Odd Receivers, 150 ohm,
316
' 3 / -; 2,000 'ohm
'
-each 3/6
Reeeiversi-Re-wouitd.,-,2,000 / ohm

Everything for Wireless by a Wireless Expect.
42, Bedmford Hill,
A. ROBERTS & COs, Ba lha, S.W.12.

'Phone: Streatham 3786.

L.7"

being shown-the top, right
hand (fixed vanes) and the
middle right hand (moving

--INVENTIONS-

PLUG and JACK,

built a one -valve Unidyne receiver as described

earth connection is shown
from E. to. L.T. This has

net hrei.73 nu& ,Socrn innya- 50/_
ft
to house. List 2d. Trade supplied. -Amateur
Wireless Service, 33m, Elms- ltd., Aldershot.

7.111

*

you should note that no

COMREX Co. (Dept. 3), 119, Fleet St. E.C.4.

Established 1840.

*

J. S. T. (Boveney, near Windsor):-I have

108 and 109, but am at

FIXED DETECTOR

50

I have seen a 10-1 transformer

marked " Unidyne," 'but the latest articles in
that I can trace say that only 4 or 5

"

J. F. F. (Tamworth.

Staffs). --I wish to build
a "Straight " three.
valve-:-eireuit; : capable
of receiving most of
the B.B.C. and some
Continental short-wave broadcasting stations.
1
understand that by employing
the H.F. Det. and L.F. circuit (1-V-1)

Ormond variable condenser (-0005), Mullard's
fixed condenser ('0002), Watmel variable grid
leak, Cam and Vernier two -coil holder, basket
and Lissenagon coils, Formo 10-1 transformer,
and Thorpe K-4 valve. All the components are

I should be able to get, probably, two or
three stations on the loud speaker and the

I should like
to use reaction controlled by a variometer, as
I have two of these instruments on hand, and
others in the headphones.

in good working order, and I have wired up

I hear that the variometer method is very

accumulator, but with a 6 -volt accumulator
it oscillated readily. I find that after about a
fortnight the filament burns out. Is this the

exactly according to diagram.
I could not get it to oscillate with a 4 -volt

popular in America.

The construction of a three -valve receiver of this
type was fully described and illustrated in " P.W."
Nos. 90, 102, and 104. Tuning and reaction are controlled by variometers, and with a good aerial -earth
system the results desired by you should be dbtalnable.
All back numbers of " P.W." that are still in print
can be obtained from The Amalgamated Press (1922),
I.td., Back Number Dept., Bear Alley, Farringdon
Street, London, E.C.4, price 4d. post free.

D. W. M. (Inverness).-I have a two -valve
set with tuned anode coupling and find that,
having tuned in to a station, pulling out the
H.F. valve makes little or no difference to the
signals. Madrid is readable on the one valve,
also German and French stations, whilst all
the B.B.C. (other than relays) are very clearstill on one valve. Should not disconnecting
the H.F. valve automatically break the circuit ?
The effect is not an uncommon one, and is due to

impulses
the capacity of the holder _passing the
like a small condenser. Tile fact, that signal strength
is not much improved shows- that the -firac valve is
working inefficiently, and you will probably find that
by experimenting with the tuning of its anode circuit
or with the value of its coupling condenser, you will
be able to improve the first stage H.F. results.

fault of the valve or of the filament resistance ?
In " P.W.," No. 112, a simplified one -valve

Unidyne is described which does away with
the transformer. Is -this circuit as good as the'
original one ?
The Unidyne one -valve receiver will oscillate very

,

easily with a 4 -volt accumulator, provided that all
spacing and contacts are correctly arranged, and that
suitable components are used. The causes of failure
to oscillate were dealt with in " P.W.," No. 121, in
reply to a question by " Unidyne " (Lowestoft), and
you should also see How to Operate Your Unidyne
Receiver,". in " P.W." No. 117.

You would find it advantageous to dispense with
the transformer altogether, and to rewire into the

straightforward and simple circuit shown in " P.W."
No. 112. In this connection it cannot be emphasised,
too clearly that good spacing and contacts, which are
important with an ordinary receiver, are vital with
more likely
the-Unidyne,-so the simplified circuit

to be successful than a more complicated circuit,

especially in the hands of a beginner.
-The-bur-ring out of the valve is due to keeping the
filament hurning,teo_hrightly, and there is no need
.to 'do this to obtain maximum signals. It will be

found that a good filament resistance adds a great
deal to the smooth operation of a Unidyne, and it will
certainly effect a saving if the valve is kept burning
as low as possible consistent with good signal strength.
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" P.Vi% " COMBINATION SET, SUPER CRYSTAL
CIRCUIT.
The Editor, PoRFTAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-I enclose herewith particulars by which
this set can, by a few 1ninor alterations; be turned
into a crystal Super.- The aerial' coil is used as the
primary and the anode as the secondary; both coils
being tuned by their respective variable condensers.

A two-way coil holder will be necessary to bring the

coils close to each other. As will be seen by the
diagram, the 'phones are connected across the transformers, a small S.T. switch being used to break the

transformer circuit. With this circuit I have received
2 L 0 on a loud speaker, faintly audible at a distance
cf twenty feet.

Hoping this will be of interest to you and your

readers.

Yours respectfully,

F. A. SHERATON.

25, St. Andrew's Road,
East Acton, London, W, 3.

the new and better
way to buy your Panel

'

THE UNIDYNE-" A GREAT SUCCESS."
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-I have just finished a one -valve Unidyne
set, which -is a great success. Within three seconds

of switching on the valve l had Matchester loud
and clear. Up to' now I have pinned -my faith to
valve -crystal sets, but a Unialyne can compare
with any crystal for purity of tone, and is well ahead
in other respects. I am sure Messrs. Dowding and

Rogers have every reason to be proud of their
invention.

Does it matter which 'phone tag is placed in the
battery terminals, seeing that there is no H.T. ?
Yours truly,
7, Blucher Street,
Waterloo, near Liverpool.

H. GRAFTON.

CIRCUIT.

Dear Sir,-Messrs. Dowding and Rogers (in No. 110)
.rather discourage readers attempting to ' Unidyne "
any stunt" circuits, but you may find the enclosed
very rough diagram interesting. (I am no draughtsman.) (Diagram has been rairaWn

It is an adaptation of the " One -Valve Loud Speaker Circuit" published in No. 91, and I find it
in some ways superior to the straight " Unidyne "

circuit as published.

so when it is

The only safe way of choosing a panel for your next Set is to select a
material you can readily identify and which is fully guaranteed-such
as Radion, the only insulation material from which the highly polished
surface need not be removed when used for Wireless.

It does not matter how the 'phones are connected in a
single-ealce Unidyne circuit, but if more than one rake
is used the plus tag should be connected to the battery
positive.-TFCH. ED.
A UNIDYNE " STUNT "
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

EVERYONE is beginning to realise the tremendous influence
exercised upon the working of a Set by the Panel. A man may
buy the finest components and build up a Receiver to the exact
instructions of the author and yet get poor results-his entire efforts
having been nullified by a leaky panel.
Ebonite varies tremendously in quality because the material from which
Whether sold with its
it is manufactured also varies considerably.
original polish or with a matt surface it is particularly difficult for the
ordinary wireless enthusiast to judge its qualities. Particularly is this

There is no howling, volume is

How Radion is Sold
RADION is sold

different sizes and each panel

in 21

in a thick protective envelope.

is packed
There is no waiting for your dealer to cut

your piece from the sheet-and perhaps damaging its surface in so
doing.

Each panel is cut dead square and its edges accurately ground.

Two Types of Radion

RAD ION is sold in a highly polished black, and also as a superb material

called " Mahoganite," which faithfully reproduces the delightful highlights and tints so valued in mahogany. Condenser and rheostat dials
and knobs can be obtained to match.

Radion Sizes and Prices :
Size

Black

pr',alail°e-

Size

Black

g.%1

h°e"

Black

Size

7.g.alanhot;

4/3
7" x 14"
rx26" 17621 3
8/- 10/3
9"x14" 10 6 12 9
7"x
10/6 12/9
6" x
5/3 6/6
nt"xx2" 1012 7" x21" 12/3 15/8/6
14/17/3
xr4" 13 3 16.7" X 24"
6"x ai" 10/6 12/9
24 3
12"X 21" 19 9
7' x 26" 15/- 18/6
5/3 6/6
7' x
14'><I8" 199
243
7" x 3o" 17/9 21/6
7" x le 5/9 7/3
48; 20' X 24" 39, 6
7° X 48' 28/- 34/6
7' x
7/- 8/6
Special Note :-All ,' in. thick-quite sufficient owing to Radion's
tremendous strength.

Look for the Name Radion
The safe way to buy your panel, therefore, is to choose a RADION
Panel-and look for the name RADION. It is a guarantee against
leakage-its beautifully polished surface will enhance the appearance
of your Set-its strength renders it ideal for drilling, tapping and engraving-and it will not crack when cut. Get it at your Dealer's to -day
-but be sure it is RADION (the name is on every panel).

greater, and tone quality equals any crystal set I have
heard. Transformer is home-made from scrap wire
and materials ; fixed condensers are " cheap rubbish."
I have only one valve (four electrode and very soft),
and no previous valve experience, so -cannot compare
results with the H.T. circuit. I have to thank you

for many good tips in your excellent journal, and
(Continued on page 284.)

ON
American Hard Rubber Co. (Britain), Ltd.,
13a, Fore Street, London, E.C.z

FOR

PANELS
Gilbert Ad. 5505
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THE AUCTION ROOMS

CORRESPONDENCE.

13, High Holborn, London, W.C.

pOssibly readers who, like myself, get crystal volume

from soft tetrodes bought in a hurry may care to
try this. Mine is a wire -puzzle hook-up on an oil
hoard, but it answers with water -pipe earth and

MESSRS. HENRY .W. FIGG & SON
are instructed . to sell by Auction at the
and lollovilug.'day, at 12 o'clock, the Stock
of New. Electrical and . Wireless Goods, including 300,000 yds. new V.I.R. Lighting
Cable 1/.036 to 61/.093, all by best English

14, Parfrey Street,
Hammersmith, W. 6.

article in a recent issue on the " P.W. Ultra " set
and also in the letter from Mr. H. James (Edinburgh)
on " a novel crystal circuit "-which circuit Is
similar to that given in Mr. Dowding's article

W. T. TAYLOR.

(Fig. -6),- the " earth," however, being supplied by a
" counterpoise."
I have conducted a few experiments myself with a
varionmter set which seem to throw a little light on

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-May I be permitted to make an emphatic

protest against the false, misleading theories advanced by Captain C. A. Lewis in his article on
" Poetry and Broadcasting." I have seldom read

Government Heterodyne Wave -meters. 5
Marconi 150 -watt Ship type Transmitters
and receivers. 100 pr. lightweight Head10 cwt. Black Enamelled Wire.
phones.

anything more self-contradictory. After pleading
for the broadcasting of poetry, which he describes as
the " focus of thought and feeling," Captain Lewis
goes on to say, and with considerable emphasis; that
to be acceptable to the listener, the poetry must be
rendered entirely without emotion.
Ye gods! If poetry is the focus of thought and
feeling, why must it be rendered entirely without
feeling? is not' emotion the very essence, the very
soul and body of all good poetry ? What is it but
the outward verbal expression of inward emotion ?
Then why in the name of Shakespeare should it be
rendered as if it were the multiplication table ?
What would Captain Lewis think if his butcher were_
to tell him that a sausage, to be palatable, must he
made entirely without meat ? What would he
think if listeners were to request "that the WireleSs
Orchestra should render the Soldiers' Chorus from

Aerial and lead-in wires.

Galvanometers.
Milliameters. Tele-

Wheatstone Bridges.
phone Cords and Receivers. 2.4 and 5 volt
Accumulators. 5.10 and 25 line Switchboards. 25 new Lash Tills, etc.

CATALOGUES OF THE AUCTIONEERS,

MESSRS. HENRY W. FIGG & SON,
20, BUDGE Row,' LONDON, E.C.4.
..-,.............,
..,..
SOMETHING DIFFERENT AT LAST IThe UNBREAKABLE CRYSTAL (Prov. Patent No.
18264). Loud as the loudest but clearer. Mann.
factored wholly of metal. 'With suitable eat's.
whisker, post tree, Large, 1/3; Small, 1/-. Trade
terms on application.
TB OUTCHER, 53, Summerley St., S.W.1B.

" Faust " entirely on the note of B flat minor ?

EMI

I

for ALL wave lengths provided you
use " G -W " Sliders. They 'make a

.

BROAD, FIRM contact on ONE wire,

and roll smoothly over them without

scraping -100 per cent. efficient. 1/- ea.
from all dealers, or 1/3 post free from
J. d J. LAKER CO., 457, Romford Rd., London, E.7

that Makes the listeners " squirm in their seats,"
but, wicked though it be to distort good poetry thu.s,
it is a minor crime compared with the sacrilege of
slaying it body and soul by speaking it as if it were a
proposition of Euclid or quotations from the Stock

FEIO IT NOW I

Exchange.
As a protest against bad elocution, Captain Lewis's
article is excellent, but to condemn all elocution
because some of it is bad is neither logical nor right.
Yours sincerely,
373, Norwood Rood,
CHAS. S. TriomSoN.
West Norwood, S.E.27.

Write a postcard to -day for our Radio Accessory
List. It is post free to you. DO IT NOW I
L. S. de SAVE, 67, Hammersmith Road, W.14.

ENGRAVING

Panels engraved, quickly and cheaply. Markings
filled white or gold. Send your Panel or Panels 'to

J. R. STEBEINGS, Expert Machine Engraver.

5 XX AND 2LO.

46, Warwick St., Piccadilly Circus, W:1.

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

' Phone : Regent- 1312.

Dear -Sir,-Is it not time that the B.B.C. gave us
the choice of programmes talked about when the
second studio was being prepared at 2.L.0 ? Now
that provincial " listeners in " have the choice between their own station and London, via 5 X X.
Why should not Chelmsford broadcast the other

-NEW
MARVEL CIRCUIT
The new two -valve "Marvel" Circuit without grid

leak or grid condenser, easily constructed, eradicates
all fizzing and outside noises. Diagrams with full
particulars, post free 1/3. Model and Wireless Coy.,
Palmerston Arcade, Sonthsea.

altered my connections to bring this about, and
got quite good reception with a -0005 ofd. fined

:

condenser, but had
to increase the
variometet induct-

once fairly considerably. I

then

increased the condenser to .003 ofd.

(fixed), and the

the n

inductance

came _back_to the

normal

.setting.

varioineter
.

By leaving the
-003 infd. aeross the

phones-this made

the two circuits by
simply putting the
earth
connection

less es the motion picture camera. It reveals every
defect. But when the emotion expressed is sincere
and heartfelt, it no more sounds affected than it does
on the stage or the rostrum.
Of course, emotional expression, like every other
good thing, can be overdone. Untrained, would-be
elocutionists, in.attempting to express that which is
beyond their powers, will rant and rave in a manner

There is no Tuning System so efficient

'itself- into a capacity coupling to earth. I therefore

It is ridiculous to say that a broadcast voice
it
does, of course, if the emotion be insincere and
affected. In this respect the microphone is as merci-

" G -W " SLIDER

on a Two -Slider Coil Inductance.

'

the -diagrams - by -Mr.--Dowding and_Mr.__Jarnes, it
seemed to me obvious that the counterpoise resolves

difference - to the
audibility on the
'normal connection

sounds affected directly it becomes emotional.

Get ALL Wave Lengths with the

.the situation-to me, at -any rate.
I have the usual variometer circuit. Considering

He'd whistle and think that wits were wandering.
Yet such things would be no more absurd than to
declare that Hamlet slaying his uncle, and Falstaff
roaring, out his bar -room jokes, should utter their
words in the same dead, monotonous, unemotional
manner.

T1FIEl Anakswiort CRYRTAL-

stations as well, and, incidentally, introduce a

MIKRO Ltd.,
The Proprietors and Patentees of the

SKINDERVIKEN BUTTON
and

LOUD SPEAKER CRYSTAL SYSTEM
are now in a position to supply parts to all experimenters who wish to make their own sets.

WRITE TO -DAY FOR PRICE LIST AND BOOKLET"The Marvels of the Microphone."

Post free 6)d. (P.O., not stamps).

32c, CRAVEN STREET, CHARING -CROSS, W.C.2.
SKINDERVIKEN MICROPHONE BUTTON, PRICE 51..

TRADERS
The public will have quality ! Get our List of
Branded Goods-they build up your reputation.

CFI AIM as SMITH,

Phone : Clerkenwell 7346.

41, Allen Street, London, E.C.1

W. J. WINTER.

EXPERIMENTS WITH THE " P.W. " ULTRA.
The ^Fglitor;- POPULAR. WIRELESS. rDear
have been Interested in Mr. Dowding's

POETRY AND BROADCASTING.

makers, 2,000 yds. Lead Cable, 30,000
various Elexibles. 50,000 Oa. Bell Wires.
Also New exDynamos, Motors, etc.
GovernMent Valve Sets, Mark III. Tuners.
50
New ex Amplifiers, Transmitters.

3rd Edition.

Kingston -on -Thames.

either outdoor or gas -bracket aerial.
Yours faithfully,

above address on Monday, October 6th, 1924,

Ille NM

friendly rivalry between them ? The only thing
5 X X has done for London is to jam the most convenient Continental stations, and the simultaneous
broadcasting compels those who do not care for plays
without action to ' close down."

(Continued from page 283.)

no perceptible
-I could compare

to

either the

or
crystal -phone
p h o n e-variometer

There

terminals.

waS nri difference,

either in volume or

.quality. What

seems to happen is that, the condenser reverses the
instantaneous polarity of the windings to earth, and
consequently the direction of flow of the current,
but the circuit is otherwise unchanged. The
capacity earth mentioned by Mr. Dowding is
probably considerably below the .003 mfd. which
I found necessary to produce full effectiveness at
normal . tuning, and the 1250 duo -lateral coil men-

tioned by him would possibly function by reinforcing
the low capacity. But I have been unable to get

any improved reception by these means. I can get
Radio Paris faintly at the 12.45 concert-enough to
pick up the rhythm of a dance, but not always to
pick out the melody definitely-and I have tried
both connections on this, and 'could get no difference in reception between one and the other. The
same with 2 L 0 and 5 X X.
It would seem that the normal connections pass
one-half of the wave-as rectified by the crystalto earth through the 'phones, and the alternative
method passes the one-half wave through the crystal
to earth, and the other half wave (obstructed by the
crystal) through the 'phones to earth, the results
being identical.
Yours faithfully,
HAROLD F. G. KINDER.

Taunton, Coulsdon, Surrey.

(Continued on page 285.)

WOOD POLE MASTS

Norwegian, strongest grown. Bark on, or 'painted
any colour. 6 feet to 50 feet. Straining wires.
sockets, finials. Lowest quotations.

TYLER & SWAN,

Timber Merchants, Leighton Burton...

-THE MASTER ONE -VALVE SET
Has received

all

B.B.C. and CONTINENTAL

STATIONS,
Loud Speaker results possible.
Simple to operate. Marvellous range and power.
including B.B.C. Coils, Plus Royalty.
(Genuinely worth £4.)
Buy the World's Best NOW. Numerous letters
of appreciation arriving from all parts of the country.

43/.

SATISFACTION ASSURED:

WORLD'S WIRELESS STORES WALLINGTON

RELIABLE
Every Bowyer -Lowe Component is guaranteed.
and will be exchanged if unsatisfactory. Make
successful sets by using these tested parts. which
are incuded in many famous designs.
LIST FREE. Complete list Iree on receipt
of postcard containing name and address.
Send it now,
l

BOWYER-LOWE CO., LTD.
LETCHWORTH
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CORRESPONDENCE.
(Continued from page 284.)
THE H.F. AND DET. IINIDYNE.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

-

Dear Sir,-We assembled the POPULAR WIRELESS

B.F. and Det. Unidyne Receiver and have received
from the address below Bournemouth, Newcastle,
London, Cardiff, Aberdeen, Plymouth, and a French
station.
The strength was equal to our crystal set in London when listening to Aberdeen, 500 miles away.
We built up the set exactly as described, with the

VALVES

exception of the coil holder, which was as used in the

Det. and L.F. Unidyne set.

We are, yours faithfully,
H. E. D. and A. W. BATE.
P.S.-The parts were from the Bower Electric Co.,

Ltd.-H. E. D. B.
" Hargrove,"

Cornwall.

Millpool,

Cardynham,

Bodmin,

A NEAT COIL HOLDER.

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-I enclose photos of a 3 -coil holder I
have constructed, fitted with plug-in basket coils.
The holder is made of

in. ebonite held together with

Saber Lear
Here is the Trade Mark by which

Louden Valves are knoWn. It was
chosen because it represents the
essential feature of Louden ValvesSilver Clear reproduction.
in. Whitworth brass screws, countersunk heads.

Coil formers, rs in. cardboard, waxed, 4 in. diameter,
2 in. centre, in. slots. The extended part of former

is fitted with I in. ebonite, valve socket, and pin.
Valve sockets and pins are also used on holder.
Yours truly,
P. L. POULTER.
12, Cecil Road, Croydon.
GERMAN RECEPTION.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Have any of your readers received the
new Zurich station on 650 metres 1 I get it very
well every evening from S.15 to 10.15 p.m. My set
is a home-made 3 -valve straight circuit, 1 H.F.
let., 1 L.F. I also get tile Frankfort station. May
I offer to enlighten Edward Tarples in your issue of
September 13th? The hymn tune is the Austrian
national anthem. The word Achtung which he heard
means Hallo! or Look out !

if you care to publish this letter you may do so
with pleasure.
yours faithfully,
C. GATTIKER.

Mon DSsir, Boreham Wood, Herts.

CRYSTAL RESULTS EXTRAORDINARY.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear

read in your paper dated August 30th

a report from one of your readers stating that he
receives five B.B.C. stations with a crystal set. My
own experience may be of interest. Two months
ago I constructed a simple variometer tuned crystal
set. With this I am able to receive nine B.B.C.

There are very good reasons why
the open spiral anode of the Louden

enables such clear reception to he
obtained, but the best of good proofs

is to buy one to -day and fit it to
your set.
From the moment you switch on you

will notice ...that your reception is

clearer than it was -before.
You may have become so accustomed

to the

breathing " noise of your
set that you do not notice it. When
you fit Louden Valves you will most
certainly notice its absence.

You will realise why we say that
Louden Valves are Silver Clear.

might also mention that several times I have beard
a Continental Station.

Yours faithfully,
.

G. II. A. Blackwood.

Lake Glen; Andersonstown, Belfait.

plain Louden

Amplification.
Anode

FELLLEsip6Ows

ARE

for

detecting and Low -Frequency Amplifying. The
Blue Louden itor H.F;

Filament
Filament

stations, i.e., Glasgow, Bournemouth, Aberdeen,
Newcastle, Manchester, London, Birmingham, Cardiff,

and Belfast, thus all the B.B.C. main stations.
Besides Belfast, Glasgow conies in comfortably loud
in the afternoon ; at night the remaining seven
stations come in nearly as. loud as Glasgow, except
Cardiff, which is very faint. Bournemouth and
Aberdeen usually come in louder than Glasgow. I

The

Volts 4.8-5:
Amps.
0.4.
Volts
40-80.

Manufactured throughout
in Great Britain.
All

Loudens are. Silver

and fret from
" mush."
The current consumption
Clear

.

is very low and the life
long.

ADVERTISEMENT OF THE FELLOWS MAGNETO CO., LTD., PARK ROYAL, 'LONDON,, N.W.10
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TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from page 250.)

operate the potentiometers from the opposite
end. In other types of multi -valve set other

alterations may become necessary, but in
all cases 'where the adjustment is not too
inconvenient to be practicable, it is a, good

plan, as stated, to reverse the filament
current, say every month or two.
Life of a Filament.

Talking about the life of a filament, it is
remarkable what great improvements have

now been made in the construction and
robustness of the wires used for this purpose.

In the Northern Electric factory at Montreal there is a testing panel aglow with

D'ao C rislocfut of.Xonsformors

peanut valves which are kept ,burning day
and night, exactly as in a wireless set.
Periodically these valves are taken out

of the life -test panel, and tested for operating
efficiency in the ordinary way, then replaced.

in the test panel. Among them is a valve

THERE can only be two reasons for the exceptional demand for Eureka Transformers.
First, that the general wireless public appre-

ciated truthful and frank explanations of the
superiority of their design, and secondly-that
they have absolutely lived up to their reputation.
Wireless enthusiasts are always quick to show their appreciation of a good component and to recommend it to
all their friends.

And well it might-for certainly no other Transformer has
such care lavished upon it during every stage of manufacture-no other Transformer has to undergo successfully
such relentless testing. In the Eureka works, a staff of
experts are actually paid to " find fault "-so zealous of its
reputation are its manufacturers.

The secret of its success lies in its unique construction.
For instance, its massive windings contain no less than 21
miles of fine copper wire. Its core is not of stampings, but
of a more expensive design which eliminates all possibility
of howling. And its coppered steel case offers such a pro-

tection against climatic conditions that a Eureka Transformer can be placed below the surface of water and yet
the insulation remains quite unaffected.

Obviously the
Eureka is built to an ideal and not to a price-for low priced
Transformers get volume by reducing the amount of wire

around the core, and by employing a high " step up
ratio between the primary and secondary windings.

For your next Set specify the Eureka-and get the finest
Transformer ever made in this country.

Scottish Agents :

FULLER, BLACKIE & RUSSELL

is still as strong as the day he started in

life, fourteen months ago.
Assuming that the average wireless set
operates about ten or twelve hours a week,
this would mean a working life for the valve
in question of about 16. years. Despite his

vigour, however, he may yet forfeit his
patriarchal standing, for there are several
promising youngsters with 5,000 hours to

their credit, and to date the average life
of the batch of valves on the panel is over
Simple Efficiency Test.

" A simple method of testing aerials,

earths, condensers, and other wireless parts

is to take advantage of the principle of

reaction. It is well known that the object

Transformer.

PORTABLE UTILITIES CO. LTD.,
7 & 8, Fisher Street, London, W.C.1

Methuselah among his fellows. For over
10,000 hours he has lived on the panel and

3,000 hours.

That is exactly what has happened with the Eureka. It
is such an exceptional Transformer-both for volume and
purity-that, in spite of its comparatively high price, it has
literally fought its way to the top as Britain's best L. F.

Sold by all Dealers and manufactured only by

whose longevity makes him a veritable

of using regeneration in a receiving set is
to overcome the resistance of the 'circuit.
To test various parts it is necessary to have
a three -circuit tuner and a constant filament

and plate supply.

" It would be preferable if one stage of L.F.

were used with the secondary of a second
transformer connected to a crystal detector
and a micro -ammeter, but this is expensive
and may be. eliminated. To test a new part,
say aerial or earth, against one which is at
present in use, tune the set to a station, and

bring it just below the oscillating point.
Record the variometer setting.

" Then substitute the new part for the old
one and again tune in the same station and
note the variometer setting. If the second

reading is higher than the first, the new

part is inferior to the old one ; if the second
reading is lower than the first, the new part
is better."

The foregoing is quoted from " Radio
Digest" (U.S.A.). Experienced experimenters will see certain objections to the
method, but for rough-and-ready purposes
it may be useful in certain cases.
Capacity Coils.

Made in two types

Concert Grand .. 30/ Eureka No. 2 .. 22/6
(For second stage.)

Ltd., 30, Gordon Street, Glasgow.
Gilbert Ad. 1516.

It is a common practice to use a binding
solution or varnish for coils, but the practice

is objectionable and the use of a binding
varnish should, if possible, be avoided.
Shellac, for example, greatly increases the
capacity of a coil, and the resultant losses.
(Continued on page 287.)
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TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from page 286.)

In most cases, with care and a reasonable
amount of skill, the coil can be so wound
that the use of a binding varnish becomes
unnecessary.
Bus -bar Wire.

In wiring up the connections behind the
panel, there is a fashion for using square section bus -bar, and many amateurs seem

to be under the impression that this

is

essential. Of course, any copper wire will

serve the purpose, provided it is of fairly

heavy gauge, so as to have a negligible
resistance. Square -section wire has the

advantage of offering a somewhat greater
surface for a given cross-sectional area, and
also it looks neat when properly manipulated.

But heavy gauge (say 14) ordinary round
copper wire is perfectly suitable.

A simple and useful hint for straightening

copper wire is to secure one end of the
length of wire to be straightened (say a foot
. or two) in the vice, which must be properly

bolted to a heavy bench, and taking - the

other end of the wire in a large pair of pliers,

to give two or three heavy tugs on the
As you do this, you will feel the wire
" give," or stretch, at each tug, and on then

wire.

THE Seconds tick by in the silent
chart room and down in the Southern
Pacific the navigator shapes his course by
the unfailing accuracy of his chronometer.

removing it from the vice, you will find
that it is dead straight. The stretching,

How would he fare if his shipowners had

incidentally, has the effect of hardening the
copper somewhat. You will need to hold
the near end of the wire close to the hinge
of the pliers, and will probably have to use

your whole weight in the pull before you

tried to economise by installing cheap alarm
clocks in place of chronometers ? And yet
frequently enough we find instances of people

feel the wire " flowing." Until this " flow "
is felt, the wire -will not be straightened.

getting inferior results from their wirele'ss

With care it should be possible to do all
the necessary drillings in an ebonite panel
without mishap, but sometimes a fracture

may occur and it is then useful to know
of a proper cement for making a repair.
The following recipe, from the

they have
economise on condensers.
sets

Cement for Ebonite.

Irish Radio

Journal," should be of value, and appears
to be easily made.
Dissolve a few pieces of shredded india-

rubber in naphtha, and then add to the
solution two parts by weight of best
quality shellac to one part of rubber. The

mixture should now be gently heated
(taking great care not to ignite the in-

flammable naphtha) and stirred until the
mixture and solution are complete. It
should then be poured out on to a metal
plate to cool.

When using the cement, re -melt it and
the edges of the ebonite
which it is desired to fasten together,
taking care that the ebonite itself is also
fairly warm. Press the edges of the ebonite
well together, and hold in position until

apply it hot

cool. Put the repaired sheet of ebonite
-away for at least twenty-four hours, and
the result will be an almost invisible joint

because

attempted

to

There is no economy in this really because

sooner or later they have to take out the
" just as good " and substitute an article
of sound manufacture.

We do not say that all cheap condensers are
necessarily bad ; you may be lucky and get a
good one, but if you buy a Dubilier you bet
on a certainty-you get a good one every lime.
Naturally, if we are to maintain such a high
standard, our products must be slightly more
expensive than those which carry no guarantee, but we are convinced that in the interests
of true economy you should specify Dubilier.

which will be able to withstand a fair

amount of stress. As the ingredients of
the cement are excellent insulators, there
no interference with the insulating
properties of the ebonite.
is

Swinging Aerial.

All kinds of queer effects and periodic
fading " of a mysterious character are
often traced to a loose aerial which sways
(Continued on page 288).

DIUBI LI ER
CONDENSER CO.(1921) LTD

Advt. of the Dubilier Condenser Co. (1921), Ltd., Ducon Works, Goldhawk Rd., London, W.I 2.
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TECHNICAL NOTES.

HERE'S A

(Continued from page 287.)

BATTERY
TESTER

in the wind. It is therefore very desirable
to have the aerial taut, and this can easily
be arranged, without any dang( r of snapping, by using a pulley on one of the masts
or supports, the tension on the aerial
being, maintained by a heavy weight
.hanging over ,the pulley.

that won't
break.

Everyone
who uses an

7/6

accumulator
needs a Battery
Tester, and it must
be a strong, accurate
instrument and not a toy.

The name " Wood's metal " seems to be
rather indefinite, but I believe it properly
relates to an alloy consisting of tin, lead,
cadmium, and bismuth, in the proportions
respectively of one, two, one, and four by

HYDROMETER

weight, the melting -point being something
over 60° Centigrade. It is quite easy to
make this alloy, and the metals necessary

is the ideal for all purposes, and is the

only practical instrument for carrying in the Tool Box without danger

can be obtained at the chemist's, or at a
wholesale or manufacturing cliZinist's.

of breakage.

one shilling to one -and -sixpence an ounce.

When the alloy has been proferly made,

LIBERAL TERMS TO THE TRADE;

S. GUITERMAN & Co. Ltd.,

point of water. The alloy may be made
by simply melting down the constituent

35/6, Aldermanbury, London, E.C.2.

or even a " tin can," taking care not to

metals mentioned above in a small crucible,

heat them any more than is necessary for

the melting. They should also be thoroughly
stirred together when melted. If it is

Advice Hand -book
and Cons. free.-B. T. King, Regd. Patent
Agent (G.B. & U.S.A.), 146a, Queen Victoria
St., E.C.4. Phone : Central 682. 36 yrs. refs.

"ANY COMPLAINTS ? NO 1. "

Ex-Gov.Microphone Buttons1/6 each post free. Hundreds
sold without any complaints. '" That's a good sign ! "

Limited number still left. EDWARD A. GRAY & CO.

256, COMMERCIAL ROAD. PECKHAM, S E.15,
THE NATURAL CRYSTAL

desired to make the alloy melt at a siill
lower temperature, a small quantity of
mercury should be added when melting.
Great care should be exercised in adding
the mercury, however, as the addition of

SECOND TO NONE.

1/-. post free, from A. J. CONWAY,.

86, Greenwood Road, London, E.8.

Free Sample

to the Trade." 'Phone: Dalstou 4936. (Sole Wholesale Agent for Props. Bright Co., London, N.8.).

=-,...E134:11Z4ITE 12./1.1.4EXAS
Every panel stamped
and guaranteed ... ...

a, thick, td. for 2 sq. inch

3d. ,
3d.
DULL EMITTER VALVES
Any circuit drilled, 9d. 3-16° ,,
I"
Post Free.

1

.

Wormald&Son.ManenaliSt.BradfordRd.Manchester

The finest on the market.

Splendid all round Service.
1'6-1.8v: -'06 amp. (Post Free) .. 14,6
4/11
R. Type (Detectors)
Tubular (Amplifiers)
4/9
All values sent at purchaser's risk.

EXPRESS RADIO SERVICES, 10, Featherstone Bldgs.,
High Holborn, LONDON, W.C.1. 'Phone: Chancery 7010.

HEADPHONES BY EASY PAYMENTS.
" SENSIFONE " 4,000 -ohm Double Headphones. The
all -British 'Phone. Price 22/6 pair. Posted to your
5/-

deposit.

Balance

/

Amplifiers, Valve Sets and Loud Speakers on similar terms.

Townshend's,

°to sour
'phone
arid you get results

rivalling a

5041 -LOUD SPEAKER
SOUND BRITISH
MAKE. Complete, strongly
packed.

"1/6

FOR
POST
ONLY
Fittedinasecond. SendP.O.8/6
at once and listen in comfort.

London Agents
Send for free pamphlet
237. WESTBOURNE
L. JONES & CO.
GROVE LONDON, W.11

.. 15' -

.. 12 9

Dutch R's (best general purpose valve) ..
Alto " 7 oz. 'Lightest 'Phones. 4,000 ohms
all Ebonite Earpieces, Laminated Poles ..
Powquip
L.F. Transformers
..

5:3

13'6

.. 146
9, 9
FOR "P.W." UNIDYNE
..

.. 12 6

ENGRAVING
PANELS IN LARGE OR SMALL
SUGDENS, 57, FARRINGDON ST., E.C.4.

FOR WIRELESS SETS, MOUNTING
and BOXMAKING USE

IRewound, re -magnetised and readjusted. Lowest
prices quoted on receipt of telephones. Delivery three

days.-THE VARLEY MAGNET CO., London,
S.E.18. 'Phone 888-9 Woolwich. Est. 26 years.

CESTUS

BLACK INSULATING PANELS

BRAIDED
AERIAL WIRE
Consisting of numerous strands of corrosion -resisting

(will stand 5,000 volts).
6x (1x,, iii. 1/9x9xilin. 1/8
12 x 12 xa. in. 2/6
9x9x,'.: in. 1/4

tinned copper wire scientifically woven in open
braided form exposing maximum surface for collection of wireless energy with low conductive resistance.
Each 100 ft. coil contains over 2,200 ft. of
stranded wire.
Free.
100 ft. Coil

All sizes kept in

stock. Full size sheet 21 x 36 in.
from t in. up to .1 in. thick.
All orders are despatched by return POST FREE.
231 232, Strand,

5/9 Post

Cash with order.

WIRELESS APPARATUS LTD.,

CROPLEY ENC.

35, PANTON ST., HAYMARKET, LONDON, S.W.1.

Advertisements

ill for these col-

umns are ac-

cepted up to five

for the following

Rate - 25/- per
inch ; minimum
space

accepted

half -inch at 12;'6.

Cash must ac-

company instructions and
be sent to the

All Components for Unidyne Stocked.
ANELOY PRODUCTS. Dept. P. 25,
Eton Works, Upland Road, London, S.E.22.

QUANTITIES ENGRAVED BY

--.HEADPHONE REPAIRS

week's issue.

of

tree.

the substance known as ±` tinplate." The
latter is not really tin at all, but iron sheet
tinned over' on its surface.

p.m. Thursdays

receipt

" ESTECO " 07 VALVES (2 volt fil.)
Loewe
D.E. Valves, 2 volt '15 amp.

Dutch 4 Electrode TESTED Valves

Ltd., Ernest St., Birmingham.

upon

TESTED COMPONENTS

securely packed and post

considerable influence on the melting -point
of the alloy. It may be worth mentioning

monthly. Money returned if not satisfied. Crystal Sets,

address

4,000 ohms, 4/6 per pair; 8,000 o ims. 11
extra. Postage, 6d. Remagnetizing, 1/- per pair.
Transformers rewound, any ratio. Lowest estimate
on receipt of Instrument.
The H.R.P., 40, St, Mary's Road, Leyton E.10.

A Guaranteed L.F. Transformer ..

only a small quantity of mercury has a

that " tin" means the pure metal, not
4.1.1: MARK

NAVY PATTERN
Sectional Steel Wireless Masts.

HAMILTON MAY (Late Lieut. R.N.V.R.),
Doone Cottage, Weybridge, Surrey.
PHONE REPAIR SERVICE'
ALL MAKES and Ex -Army 'Phones rewound.

it will melt considerably below the boiling -

Patents and Trade Marks,

2/10 ; 14" x 12", 4/-, rc" thick. Post free. Callers, panels
cut to any size. Exceptional terms to genuine traders
CROXSONIA COMPANY (Dept, A), 10, South St., E.C.2.

All orders in strict rotation.

Electrical Engineer.

WIRELESS INVENTORS

KENITE" PANELS.

RADIO

Black matt. finish. 1Rigid. Thoroughly insulated. 7" X 5",

1/-; 8" x 5", 1,1; 9" x 5", 1/5 ; 10" x 9", 2/4 ; 12'x9',

The LIGHTEST, STROIVGEST, and CHEAPEST in
the World. Complete with pulley, cleat, wire rope,
strainers, insulators, ground anchors, base plate
and full instructions. A man and boy car: erect a
40 -foot mast in an hour.
30 -ft., 40/-.
40 -ft., 55
52 -ft., 90/,

Lead and tin are, of course, very cheap,
but bismuth and cadmium will cost about

The " BREAK -NOT " is equally useful to
the Wireless Fan, the Motorist, and the

IS

7 e _co/lg.-Z/1e VaItery
219-229 SHAFTESBURY AVENUE,W.C2

Making Wood's Metal.

THE BREAK -NOT"

Sample tubes,

Stand 73-WirelessErhthil/on-Albert Hall

CO., London, W.C.2.

VALVE RENEWALS,
We repair, by our patent process (for which we
have National Physical Laboratory's report of
efficiency), all

standard types of valves at

6/6 carriage paid, and
v
GUARANTEE-I tonew
return

in

three days,

Sole Advertising

or refund your money without quibble.

John H. Lile, Ltd.,

THE ECLAT ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.,

Agents-

4, Ludgate Circus,
London, E.C.4.
Tel: 1080 Central

WIMBLEDON.

;PULAR WIREI ESS WEEKLY.

//

Britain's
Best

Broadcasting
Sets

(REGISTERED TRADE MARK)

NEW
rOPT!ONE Modeb

1971125

staft.ets

ding:. alve Se!s

Valve Sets

--OLCEL.r40 L.F.> irl

Table -and Cioinet
Models

Two Valve Sets

H.F.> in
Table and Cabinet
Models
Three Valve Sets
<Det.

in Table and

Cabinet Models
Four Valve
Cabinet Sets de Luxe

Five Valve
Cabinet Sets

For full range of GEC°.
PHONE Sets and part i.
culars, enquire of your

local- dea!er, and ask

for List No. B.C. 3425

1924/5
MODELS
NOW READY

In the construction of the new GECOPHONE Models it has been the aim to produce sets
which combine the finest results with simplicity of operation and handsome appearance.
The range of 1924 5 models has been considerably extended to meet every requirement.
They embody to the fullest extent the same superlative qualities which have given the
original GECOPHONE Model its unrivalled reputation.

If you desire

- A Crystal or a 5Valve Set

Long range, Maximum volume of spud
To use a Loud Speaker or Headphones
Cabinet or Table Models
To use Accumulator or Dry Batteries
To get the best value for money

and to ensure the maximum pleasure from broadcasting

THERE IS A GECOPHONE FOR YOU
Obtainable from GECOPHONE SERVICE DEPOTS, Electricf!I anc!
Wireless Dealers, Stores, &c.
ALL BRITISH WIRELESS EXHIBITION
Royal. Albert Hall, Lonaon, September 27 -October 8
CALL AT STANDS Nos. 51 and 53
where the new GECOPHONE Mode's will be displayed

Advertisement of The General Electric Co., Ltd. ( Manufacturers & Wholes le only).
Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.0 2.

.
y-.,992+
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LISSENIUM

LISSENSTAT

GIVE THE VALVE A CHANCE-after nightfall.
Once darkness has fallen, the conditions for distant reception are

most favourable-if you are

using

LISS ENST AT control.

With dark nights and this control you give the fine detecting characteristics of the
valve every chance to take you farther afield than ever you have been before. There
is a thrill in realising that you are on to an unknown station which will make yc
glad you fitted LISSENSTAT control. With it you can critically control electron
emission so as to get right on the very spot necessary for the finest detection so

1;

LISSENSTAT MINOR
(patent pending)-is replacing many 2

essential in long-distance telephony.

thousands
inefficient

disc rded
of
and
rheostats.
Provides

LISSENSTAT control at
a popular price ...

All types have LISSEN ONE HOLE FIXING, OF COL RSE.

RECEIVERS WHICH ARE FITTED WITH LISSENSTAT

9..

LISSSENTAT

:(patent pending)-gives the pftlie
most acute tuning possible I '

CONTROL ARE
EQUIPPED FOR THE FINEST DETECTION POSSIBLE.

316

LISSENSTAT TiNIVERSAL
(patent pending)- w.: I, its protective device for u ill -iota
emitters...

AUDIO FREQUENCY AMPLIFICATION

be

by means of a new LISSEN CHOKE.
There are three well-known methods of audio
frequency amplification, namely, the Trans-

THE CHOKE METHOD-USING
THE NEW LISSEN L.F. CHOKE

former Coupling, the Resistance Capacity

By means of these LISSEN CHOKES a high frequency potential is obtained between the ter-

Coupling, and the CHOKE.

The first makes provision for an intervalve
step-up in signal voltage as well as the
amplification obtained by the valve, but

oftentimes gives rise to serious distortion,

which, however, can frequently be traced
to the transformers used being resonant to
particular frequencies. The transformer
method is widely used, however.

i:i

0

En

minals of the CHOKE, and at the same time
there is comparatively a low resistance to the
steady H.T. current. Distortionless amplification is obtained without the disadvantage
of having to use a high H.T. supply.
Other Chokes previously on the market are

z
z0

ti

spoiled because they are resonant to one or more
frequencies. When one particular frequency

to which a Choke may be resonant is passing
through the valve, the impedance of the Choke
would immediately rise, and this frequency
would then be amplified out of all proportion to its natural inter

4.2

1+,,

The 4'2

impedance of an ill -designed Choke is CONSTANTLY VARYING'accordh.e,
to the frequency it is passing-it would have a natural high ...inpedance to only VI

a very narrow band of frequencies, and its impedance on either side of this
resonant peak would be low, and when being used for amplifying, telephony- 44
where the frequency of the notes is constantly altering would not deal evenly
i,f14

r.i.9

The Resistance Capacity method gives pure
amplification, but requires a very high H.T.
voltage to make up for the volt drop through
the resistance interposed. Not so widely
used as it might be, but an interesting

with the different frequencies corresponding to the various notes, and this
would result in very rough reproduction.

method.

LISSEN CHOKES WITH POWER VALVES.

,

THE SUCCESS OF THE NEW LISSEN CHOKE IS DUE TO THE ABSENCE 4t

OF ANY SUCH FAULTS. IT IS DUE, FOR ONE THING, TO THE FACT
THAT WHILE ITS IMPEDANCE TO ALL AUDIBLE FREQUENCIES IS a
COMPARATIVELY HIGH TO EACH BAND OF FREQUENCIES, IT IS 2
ALSO PERFECTLY CONSTANT OVER ITS WHOLE WORKING RANGE. -

It is interesting to see how many stages of LISSEN CHOKES

can be used in cascade INTERESTING ALSO TO USE

Price

1 01

44.

DON'T MIX YOUR PARTS-There is a LISSEN Part for every vital place.

PARTS iHAT PULL TOGETHER.-When you know that every vital part
in your receiver is pulling strongly with each other, you know that you have
a receiver which is the best you can ever get. With all LISSEN Parts you
will get results which would never be possible with mixed parts.

LISSEN LIMITED
8-16, Woodger Road, Goldhawk Road,

Shepherd's Bush, London, W.;^
Telephone;; Hammersmith 3380, 3381,,3352, 1071.
Telegrams: " Lissenium, London."

PARTS WITH A HIDDEN POWER-BUILD WITH THEM
IIIIMEINIM1===b4
Printed and published every Friday by the proprietors, The Amalgamated Press (1922), Ltd., The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4. AdvertiseMessrs. J. H. Life, Ltd., 4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4. Registered as a newspaper and for transmission by Canadian Magazine Post. Subscription
Inland and Abroad, 17/4 per annum, 8:42. for six months. Sole agents for South Africa : Central News Agency. Ltd.
Zealand : Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, Ltd.: and for Canada : The Imperial News Ca. (Canada), Ltd. Saturday, October 4th, 1024.Sole agents for Australia and New
ment Offices
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REGISTERED AT THE G.P.O. AS A NEWSPA

A 24 -PAGE BOOKLET WITH THIS ISSUE.

PopularWireless
PRICE 3d.
No. 124. Vol. VI.

or3ndWireless Review

EVERY FRIDAY..!

ISCIENTIFIC ADVISER : SIR OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S., D.Sc.]

October 11th, 1924.

Pages
68
and

24. -Page
Booklet.

Mr. Dowding (left) and
Mr. Rogers wiring up a
Four -valve Unidyne Set.

SPECIAL FEATURES IN THIS ISSUE:
A New "Inductive Earth."
Hints on Short -Wave Reception.
Wireless and the Police.
Secrets of the B.B.C.

Some Unidyne Troubles.
Methods of Switching.

etc., etc.

THE RECEPTION OF 5 X X. By Captain: Eckersley.
A 24 PAGE BOOKLET, " THE POCKET FAULT-FINDER."
and/ many other exclusive features.

POPULAR WIRELESS WEEKLY.

°doter li/h, 1924,

I UNCSTALITE S
TRIUMPH
REMARKABLE

TUNGS
SUF

RECEPTION.

TUNGSTALITE

CRY!

BLUE LABEL

Si

----BETTER THAN ANY OTHER
(COPY)
Messrs. Tungstalite. Ltd.,

47, Farringdon Road, E.C.

3 Madrid Road,
Barnes, S.W.
Sept. 14, 1924.

Dear Sirs,-I am using your crystal and
It seems that this is what crystal users
have been waiting for, louder reception, and
this is "it."
Yours faithfully,
can only say it is the finest I have used.

H. W. KING.

IT IS

Bristling with

16

good points !

post

47, FARRINGDON ROAD, LONDON, E.C. I

Head Office.
'Phone:
'Grams:
Tonesiamp Smith.
Holborn 2557.
LEEDS: 41. CALL LANE.
'Phone:
'Grams:

described as crystal recep-

tion at its best.

-

Ask your dealer for it, or

LONDON HEAD OFFICE send 116 do

you will quickly realize why the "Sparta's"
is

THE FINEST CRYSTAL
IN EXISTENCE.

TUNGSTALITE LTD.,

Just glance at these five special features and
performance

tree

ABSOLUTELY

Tuna:damp Leeds.

Leeds 21375.

The Crystal Holder is fitted with a special Spring
Plunger which allows instant interchangeability
of crystals. It is also fitted with a dust -proof cover
1.

,4 so

obtotnable at

MANCHESTER

Messrs. A. Franks.
Lt, ., Opticians and
Wi eless Equipment
Mfrs., 95 & 97.

Deanspate. Manch' r

NEWCASTLE

Messrs Payne and
Hornsby. Ltd., 6.
St. Andrew's Build.

inns,

Galloweato.

N ewcastle-on-Tyne_

GLASGOW

lIfessrs. Robb Bros.
Glasgow I. Ltd..68a
West Nile Street

LOOK FOR THE BLUE SEAL
ON EVERY TUBE.

laspow.

absolutely protecting the Crystal when not in use.
k.

Provision is made for inserting the special
Sparta Long Wave Coil when Stations other
than the B.B.C. are desired to be received.
2.

The Cats -whisker Arm is fitted with unique
Universal Swivel Joints, giving steady flexibility of

3.

movement, yet with

sufficient rigidity

to

FALLON'S SQUARE LAW

hold -

CONDENSERS

whisker in selected position.

Two Earth Terminals are fitted for use with
(a) 30 to 50 ft. aerials and (h) 50 to 100 ft. aerials

4.

with all the feature:
of their famous Mode'.
All here illustrated

This arrangement gives extreme flexibility of tuning.

and described are obtainable AT THE
SAME PRICES.

The Aerial Terminal is fitted with a removable
plug for connecting to the removable socket of
Earth Terminal. This feature affords complete
protection against lightning when shutting down
5.

WORLD
WIDE
REPUTE

the Set at the conclusion of an evening's concert.

"Sparta" Crystal Set
Price 211-

If your

0!itainable from all good Dealers. If you have any difficulty, write direct to us.

Cealer cannot
supply,

FULLER'S UNITED ELECTRIC WORKS LTD.,
Heath, Essex.
Woodland
Works, Chadwell
Telegrams: "Fuller, Chadwell Heath."
Telephone: Word 1200 (6 tine;).
London Depot

58, High Street, W.C.2..

Telephone: Gerrard 5070.

WE WILL.

FALLON
FEATURES
HOLE FIXING, TAG CONNECTIONS,
HEAVY ALUMINIUM TOP AND BOTTOM
ONF,

C Pr, 5'r

PLATES. Metal to metal adjustable bearings,
stout, well -cut aluminium vanes. Complete as illus-

tration.
Your condenser is not a " FALLON " unless the
name " FALLON " appears on same.

Pore

Plates

'oat

57

.0005

29

-oc.o3

19
15

00021
'0002
Vernier
Vernier

.

13

..

3

.

5

.
,

8/6/5/6
5/4;6
4/3;6

Write Direct for Trade Terms:

F A 1 I, 0 1N

CONDENSER CO., LTD.,

I he Condenser People.

Tottenham 1932.

WHITE RIBBON WORKS, BROAD LANE, TOTTENHAM, N.15.
All Correspondence and Post Orders to above address.
City Depot:
143, Farringdon Road, E.C.1.

Menchester Depots
3, Icing Street West, Deansgate

Glasgow DePo;
123, Wellington St.
Barclay'F,

12.5.
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POPULAR WIRELESS
AND WIRELESS REVIEW.

THE RADIO WEEKLY WITH THE LARGEST CIRCULATION. [Every Friday, Price 3d.

October llth, 1924]

Technical Editor :
G. V. DOWDING, Grad.I.E.E.

Scientific Adviser:

Editor :

Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S,

NORMAN EDWARDS, A.M.I.R.E., F.R.G.S.

RADIO NOTES AND NEWS OF THE WEEK.
Our Debt lo 'Radio.

early days I remember seeing a table giving
the exact number,with the names of different
ships, " RepUblic," " Titanic," " Volturno,"

(There were over 500 saved on the
latter alone.) Ten years ago the total
became unmanageable, and had to be
etc.

estimated ; and the full tale of wireless life-

saving in war time can never be guessed

except by those who saw behind the scenes.
*

THE news that 5 X N-or, at least, 'a

similar high -power station-is_ to be
permanently established by the
B.B.C., came just at the most opportune
moment of the season. I like, too, the
explicit way in which the announcement

stated that the site was to be " between
Gloucester and King's Lynn." Leafield
and Rugby are both established there or
thereabouts, so the Midlands will be quite
a home for harmonics soon.

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIL

*

WHAT THEY SAY..

" Complaints and Compliments."

SO many letters are sent by readers to
POPULAR

tested with a current of 50,000 alternations

5 X X's New Home.

I WONDER how many lives have been
saved by wireless during the short
life of the magic science ? In the

WIRELESS

in connection

with the B.B.C. programmes, that
it is quite impossible to find room for all
of them in the columns of " P.W." The
Editor, therefore, asks me to draw the

attention of readers- to a new feature entitled " Complaints and Compliments."

E-

r` Don't think that a two -valve set with E
t`
E reaction on the second valve will not interfere,
E Without special precautions it ivill."-Capt.

Eckersley, Chief Engineer of the B.B.C.
*

" Now that electric waves are so easy to E
= produce, and so absurdly easy to detect, it E
E

E is amazing to think how long it took to discover E
N them, and bow many times they hinted at their
= existence before they were properly recognised E

and appreciated."-Sir Oliver Lodge, F.R.S.,
D.Se.,, LL.D.

E

Send a P.C.

THIS feature

enable the representative opinions of many readers
will

to he published in " P. W."
If you have a complaint or a compliment
to make concerning the B.B.C.'s programmes, send in a poStcard _to the Editor,
briefly outlining the nature of the complaint
or

the compliment you wish to make.

Mark the postcard " Complaint " or " Com-

pliment," as the ease may be.

AN unfortunate error crept into " Artistes

of the Aether " of September 13th,

and on page 97 of that issue a

photograph of Mr. Tons Sherlock was
published under the name " Mr. Tom Case."
Mr. Tom Case is a singer of repute who
is, of course, well known to 2 Z Y 's audi-

ence, and who sings under his own name.
I am indebted to Mr. Tom Sherlock himself for courteously drawing attention to
the error in associating his name with Mr.
Tom Case.
*

Something Special.

IWONDER what special attraction the
B.B.C. are reserving for October 27th ?

Something quite out of the ordinary

is in the wind, but the secret is being well

kept, and at the time of writing my suspicions are too faint to be called readable.
*

" The B.B.C. are having a little of their own =

back on those British conductors or artists E-

E who have not facilitated their listening-in
E activities. At their new Symphony concert E
E season at Covent Garden the names of the E

*

*

Captain Round.

CAPTAIN ROUND-the famous re°,,,-;
search engineer of the Marconi Co.-

E four conductors are all foreign-not a British
= name anywhere to be seen."-" The Stage."

is notorious for his dislike of publicity, and on that account he became known

The thing that was wonderful yesterday E--= is mediocre to -day and stale to -morrow. There =
is neither satisfaction nor end to the labours of E
= the broadcaster in his endeavours to give

tain X-the wireless wizard." Somebody once said to bins, " Would you accept
a knighthood if it were offered, Round ? '

his listeners the best possible service which =
= experience and imagination can supply."- E

= Mr. J. C. W. Reith, Managing Director, B.B.C. E

" I did not meet a single man on the Conti- =
rent who looked at broadcasting as we in the E

*

ALL sorts of statistics have been quoted
to show how many people are being
converted to wireless, but the most
convincing demonstration that I know

is to listen -in near London or one of the
big cities, and to count the " birdies."
.

There appears to be an appalling number of
novices trying to get the hang of the

tuning controls, and, -as soon as one has
managed to master it, along comes another
and distracts the whole neighbourhood
again !
Capt. Eekersley's Leaflet.

T SUGGEST to all concerned that right

now, at; the -commencement of the

season, is the time for a special onslaught on the oscillators. Let us " tell

the world " once again that using too much
reaction spoils your own signals and other
people's.

A Correction.

during the War as the mysterious " Cap-

And he promptly replied, " No. I don't
want people calling me Cir-cumference ! "

-

" The Birdies."

I

per second,.at 20,000 volts.

If you are not quite sure what

reaction " is, send for the leaflet which

Captain Eckersley wrote specially to inform you. It is called Anti Oscillation, and

can be obtained from The R B.C.. 2. Savoy
Hill, W.C.2.

B.B.C. look at it-i.e., as a public service of =
= responsibility and importance-a trust .put
= into our hands to help every member of the =
= community."--Capt. C. A. Lewis, writing in E
= l' The Star."
=
a
a

More Relay Stations.

relay station will be

STOKE-ON-TRENT
L./
opened on Wednesday next (October

= --

15th) and will be followed by. Dundee and Swansea, to complete the B.B.C.'s
1924 relay programme. Opening dates for

E aerial to the top of an apple tree, joined it by E
E a " sausage " to a basket aerial on the roof, and =
7=.
taken his lead-in down the chimney'?

respectively.

a

---

-

THE WEEK'S QUERY.

What sort of results are Obtained by the =
E London amateur who has hauled a frame E

the latter stations are provisionally fixed
for November 12th and December 12th
*

=

71111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111Z

*

ABERDEEN station will celebrate its

The Belfast " Line."

DESPITE the fact of its long journey
over land and under the Irish Sea,

the line joining Belfast with London
is a good one, of which the Post Office may
well -be proud. After traversing the length
of England there are 100 miles or more of
Scotland to cross, and finally it has to go
30 or 40 miles under the sea in order to reach
the Ulster capital.
*

*

Aberdeen's Celebration.

*

*

Rugby's Masts.

1:UGI3Y'S new station is making good
progress, and two Of the masts are

now erected, whilst a third is nearing
completion. Each mast will stand on
porcelain blocks, the insulation of which is

birthday to -night (October 10th),

and an interesting programme has

been arranged for the occasion. Six scenes

depicting the history of the town will be

broadcast, representing different periods
from A.D. 570 doWn to the B.B.C.'s opening
of 2 B D.
*
t
Improving the " Talks."

INCREASED scope' and variety is going
to be a' feature of the talks arranged
by the B.B.C.- for the coming winter.
Foreign affairs' will be handled by the

British Institute of International Affairs,
and the first two talks will be given by
Lord Balfour and T.Ord Grey of Fallodon.
-

(Conthived on page 299.)
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" Fly Power."
ONE -BILLIONTH

NOTES AND _NEWS.

fly -power "

is the energy estimated to arrive
on a Neiv York 12 -inch frame
aerial, receiving from a station in San
"

(Continued from page 289.)
Big Ben's Chimes.

SEVERAL readers have asked me if
there is much difficulty in arranging
for the sudden change -Over to 'Big

Ben's Chimes in the middle of a studio

It is the simplest thing in the

programme.

of a

world, as a matter of fact-just a per-

manent microphone in the tower and a
switch at Savoy Hill to control it !

Francisco, 3,000 miles away.
Calculations showed that if the fly
climbed up a wall it would expend as much

energy as the frame aerial would receive
during a period of thirty-fiVf years' continuous reception.

" Tremendous Interest."
OF all the provincial cities, I think

Manchester is the one that has the

keenest wireless population. Tremendous interest is being
taken there in the
Wireless Exhibition,
which will be held in

panky from a plug-in coil !
*

-

41-

Too Much of a Good Thing.

AFEATURE of German broadcasting
which I think the B.B.C. might

copy with advantage is the con-

tinuous nature of the service. Commencing
before 7 a.m., the longest break of the

day is that from 8.30 to 10 a.m.: every
other half-hour or so seeing one of the
stations on " the air " with a weather report,

The Halle Concerts.

OCTOBER 16th is the date of the first
Halle

component that would stand no hanky-

to

Concert,

be

broadcast

from Manchester (and S.B. to all
stations), and others will follow at fortnightly intervals.
The original Halle Orchestra was founded
-

by the late Sir Charles Halle, and first

the Exhibition Hall,

time -signal, or -other transmission of use
or interest.
Captain Eckersley's Trip.

SPECULATION is rife regarding the object of Captain Eckersley's trip to the
U.S.A. He left England on October
1st on the "Homeric"
for the avowed purpose of securing experience in the latest
American' methods.

Deansgate, Man-

No doubt a num-

chester, from Oct.
14th to Oct. 25-th.

ber of matters in
which British and

probably -be

casteii are interested

American broad-

I hear that 2 Z -V

will

operating from the
new studio before
Armistice Day.

will -come Up foe disausSion. I wonder if

he will visit Niagara,
which the B.B.C.
have promised to
broadcast.

*

Some Novel Exhibits.

ONE of the attractions

at the

Manchester

Danish Broadcasting.
riANISH Broad-

Exhibition will be a

wireless -fitted aeroplane, lent by the

ing over more

frequently now,

Avro Company. Ford
cars

and railway

coaches similarly

but very few BritiSh
listeners are successful -in receiving it.
Copenhagen has been sending --an evening
programme on Sundays, Wednesdays, and
Thursdays, whilst Ryvang transmits on
Tuesday and Friday evenings, and at noon
on Thursdays.

Music-hall favourites at 2 L 0 broadcasting an old time variety programma.

equipped will also be
on show, and there will be a realistic ship's
cabin, fitted up with marine wireless transmitting and receiving apparatus.

appeared at the Art Treasures Exhibition in
Manchester in 1857, since when it has
achieved and held a World-wide reputation.
*

a

*

*

6 B M's Birthday.

A Mean Trick.

W_THER a nasty trick was recently

BOURNEMOUTH'S birthday is being

transmitter there, who announced

a very attractive programme has

played in America by an amateur

himself as " 2 L 0, the London station."
Naturally enough, letters from excited
Americans poured in upon the B.B:C., who -

had to reply as tactfully as possible, explaining that the London " Mike " was
silent at the hour mentioned.

celebrated

on

October

17th, and

been compiled, consisting of excerpts from
" First Nights." When possible the original
performers are appearing again, so 6 B M's
audience will vividly recall their first

" Popular Night," first " Symphony Concert,'' and other memorable programmes
which will be re-enacted.

*-

Another Exhibition.

NOTTINGHAM has taken to broadcasting

like a duck to water, and

is

already organising an Exhibition of
its own, which is more that some of the
" main" centres can boast. The Empress
Rink, Nottingham, has been chosen as
the site, and the Exhibition will last from
November 3rd till November 8th.
*

.

*

Colour by Radio.

A Berlin Qdery.

" jj THY is Berlin's wave -length some-

times given as - 430 metres and
sometimes as 500 metres " writes

an indignant long-distance enthusiast, who

is, determined to get' the German capital
on one valve. The answer is that Berlin has
two stations, one transmitting on 430 metres
and the other on 500 metres.

The Opening of 2 B E.
THE official opening

of

the Belfast

station, which will be S.B. to all
stations on the 24th inst., is going to

be an imposing affair.

It is particularly interesting in view of
Ulster's political importance, and people of

all classes and shades of opinion will be
eagerly listening -in to 2 B E. The speakers
will include the Duke of Abercorn, Sir James

Craig, Lord Gainford, the Lord Mayor of

Listening for W G Y.

THE best time to listen for W G Y, the
popular American station at Schenec-

tady, is 3.30 a.m. on Saturdays. At
this time W G Y is closing down ordinary
programmes (it is then 10.30 p.m. in
America), and] finishes up by some full power broadcasting
.D X enthusiasts.

casting is com-

-L./

for

the benefit of

Belfast, and
University.

the

Principal

of

Belfast

A Radio Lapse.

COLOUR by wireless is the interesting
invention of Captain G. A. Taylor, who
is President of the Association for
Developing Wireless in Australia. His
machine takes advantage of irregular contact
on metal plates, upon which the picture has
been etched in acid. The contact can make

or break wireless signals, which thus re,
produce the picture at the receiver, and so

bring us nearer to the day when we shall see
broadcasting, as well as hear it.
*

A Dublin Station ?

APPARENTLY Belfast is not going to
enjoy a monopoly of the Irish ether. I hear that before the end of 1924
there may be a station in Dublin, and that
an ambitious scheme of relays has been
proposed to cover the Irish Free State.
"

THE condenSer I used in these tests was
a
`Devicon, square-jaa)," says

" Rheostat," writing in a contem-

porary.

Evidently this is the sort of

ARIEL.
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WIRELESS AND THE POLICE.
HOW SCOTLAND YARD CAN UTILISE BROADCASTING
AN EXCLUSIVE ARTICLE FOR " P.W."
By EX -CHIEF DETECTIVE -INSPECTOR E. HAIGH.

In this very interesting article a former chief of the Criminal Investigation Department of Scotland Yard tells how
the police use wireless for the purpose of catching crooks, and how, by development, the science of broadcasting
could he more fully employed by the police in this country.
.0,
000 .0. 0 0 0 0 0
A 0 0 .0. O. 0 A 0 A O.
0 0 0.
mendous step forward in the way of progress.

" wireless " to police duties I at once re-

the application of

But those days have passed, and now at
the head of the controlling powers of the

only to find that the electric telegraph had
outstripped his speed and that detectives
were quietly awaiting his descent from the

called the introduction, some twenty years
ago, of the telephone into the stations and
offices of the Metropolitan Police Force.

_police service are men who are keenly alert
to take note of the march of science and to

train at the terminus, where he was arrested.
Wireless, too, has already been similarly
used, notably in the case of Crippen ; the

WHEN the Editor of POPULAR WIRE-

LESS asked me to write an article
dealing with

apply whenever possible new ideas and
inventions that may serve to aid the enforcement of

law and order in the

interests of the community as a whole.
To -day it is recognised and admitted
that many phases of police work have
ceased to be parochial, and the council

around the parish pump has had to

the new circumstances.
The new state has been brought about
by the simple fact that lawlessness,
paying no regard to district boundaries,
surrender to

soon

discovered

the value of

new

methods of locomotion that made it
possible for a serious crime tobe com-

mitted and the miscreant to be many
miles away before the rime itself had
been discovered, thus eluding any possibility of successful pursuit.
Helping Detectives.

The police had to meet this, and

electricity was invoked. I The very
earliest was when' a murderer, having
carried out his design, fled from Slough
to Paddington by the then new railway,

details, or at least the outstanding ones,
are known to all.

Now I propose to suggest a few ideas
that I have formulated in which wirelsss
may be utilised to further aid the ends of
justice and make it harder still for the wrong-

doer to escape the meshes of the net set for
his entrapment.
Wireless at Scotland Yard.

I do not for a moment suggest that the
application of my ideas will immediately
cause crime to disappear and criminals to
become industrious citizens. Such a mil-

lennium will, I fear, never be attained, either
by administrative or legislative means ; but
the way to successful roguery can be made

extremely difficult thereby, and so I ven-

ture to place on record the ideas I have

already referred to.
There is already installed at New Scotland
Yard a highly efficient wireless set, and in

the force there are a number of qualified
operators, and these are doubtless using
(Continued on, page 292 )

A glimpse of the interior of one of Scotland Yard's
"wireless vans."

In those remote days I fear that a "strong
form of conservatism held a high place in
the opinions of the officers then serving.
They believed that the internal affairs of

the service had attained to a degree of
perfection that could not be improved upon,
forgetting, I fear, that the system had

developed in every way from the original
crude establishment to the position it then
occupied by a process of continual evolution.

They dreaded the introduction of the
telephone because they feared that some
more or less excitable folk would forward
unnecessary messages and that the police
would be inundated with false alarms or
exaggerations of small affairs into important
doings.

The New State.

Happily, and in spite of such views, the
telephone was installed, proved its worth,
and is to -day fully utilised, having in the
interim displaceil the antiquated telegraphic

system that preceded it and which, in its
own day, had doubtless caused serious
misgivings ere it, too, proved to be a tre-

Two of the " wireless yang," showing the type of aerial employed.
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is -to make use of any and all information
received. For general circulation of de-

-0-

AN EXPERIMENT.

scriptions of stolen property of an important

kind wireless should not be used, because
it is highly desirable that the new system
should not be crowded with such material,

(NOT TO BE REPEATED.)
By HARRY TATE.
With the Assistance of " Ariel."
0 .0-

but that it should be reserved for all important circulations.
Each police station should be equipped
with receiving sets, so that directly a crime
of serious -character occurs, the desired particulars could be distributed from the cen-

0 0 .0.

that winter' iS -coming (so 2 L 0
enthusiasts will
be renovating their sets, and perhaps

arguments put forward by the B.B.C.-

theatre managers' objection to broadcasting

and its effects on the broadcasting of plays
and the theatres. Take for instance
at the King -Sway
Harry, who were
you calling ? Polly ? Polly ? Who is she ? '
Oh, my dear, it's the opera ! Papa, here's
your handkerchief ! ' Thank you, my boy.

NOW.
tells me), wireless

with the winter the old, old story of the
-Will be revived.

I was thinking of this debatable point
recently when I bumped into Harry Tate
outside the Alhambra, so I promptly asked
him what his opinion was on the matter.

" I have decided views on the matter,"
he said, " and I consider that ---7

Atishoo ! Sonny, fetch me a handkerchief.
Now, where was I ?-by the -13.B:C. One

tral office to all the surrounding districts
simultaneously, and thereby communicated
to each officer for conversion into action.

has only to reflect and surmise the past,

The police point duty boxes might also
profitably be included in this scheme.
say profitably, because any method that
secures the safety of life or property must

be worth its cost.
The idea which I have dealt with, perhaps
somewhat crudely, would of necessity need
a little elaboration, and also some technical
consideration.
So much for that. But, after all, London
is not everyWhere. To treat the metropolis
as I have suggested would be but enlarging
the principle of the parish pump. The idea

What an Idea !

" Excuse me," I interrupted, " would

you write your views down, so that I could
publish them in P.W.' ? "

" I haven't time to write ; to -morrow I
am going out of town, and, you see ---7
" Papa," chimed in the little man who
takes the part of Harry Tate's son in the
famous sketch ", Motoring," " can I go
and

I have includes the linking up of what I
might call the extra metropolitan areas,
districts beyond the limits of the metroIn such a circle might
be included Gravesend, Chatham, Maidpolitan police area.

"

" You see," continued Mr. Tate, taking
no notice of the interruption, ". I shall be
packing and doing all sorts' of things."
" Papa ! " again interrupted his agitated

stone, Sevenoaks, Reigate, Guildford, Windsor, Watford, St. Albans, Hatfield, Hertford,
Epping, Chelmsford and Southend-on-Sea.
Wireless at Scotland Yard.

companion.

" Yes, my boy, what is it ? " answered

the famous expert, somewhat testily.

" Why-why don't you try the new

dietaphone you bought off that chap who
called the other day and said he was hard
?"

" That's an idea ! Why, sure I will try
it. You know, I bought the confounded
thing to practise on before making gramOphone records, and the chap was hard up.
Well, if it works you will get an- article ;
if it doesn't-well, you don't ! I'll send the

record to you, and you can get a typist to
listen to it and type what she hears. Will
that do. ? ".
I thanked Mr. Tate for this offer, and left
him, doubtful of the suggestion materialising,

knowing that he did not know how to use
the dictaphone. But the other day the

record arrived, and, amid much excitement,
I have copied every word my typist heard.
The Result.

" Ah, that's it ! Now, do be a good boy,
and keep quiet
No, shut up, will you ?
Yes, I am .going to start my scientific
article on the wireless situation of to -day.
' Will you get out ?
Papa, papa
tell your mother ! Bang ! " (I presume
the door banged.)
" The position as regards the opposition
to broadcasting raised by the theatre

managers, agents, and even by some of
the professionals, is growing less in its effect,
and
Harry, did you post my letter.

to your mother ? ' Oh, do be quiet, my
dear ! I must finish this article.
All

right, Harry, I don't want a lecture, only say
yes or no, that's all I ask.' Y -es, my dear.
" Where was I ?
Ah, yes ! Less in

effect than what one may anticipate.
personally,

do not agree with

I,
all the

arguments advanced by the managersahem-er-er-and I do not agree with the

These points cover most of the principal
exits from London for criminals escaping
by road, and those leaving by rail could be

wirelet on a New York ",Taxi."

" Now I have lost myself. I don't agree
with the aggressive attitude of the managers.
I have read, and heard, that the box-office
receipts have greatly increased whenever
a play has been broadcast. I, of course,
can understand and agree with the comedian
who does a single turn, and depends on his

picked up similarly at points easily defined.

Perhaps one could term such a system

zonal, and it could be adapted and applied
in the case of all large centres of population. In any case, where the whole country

was to be combed, the police authorities

jokes for that turn, then, and only then,

could, of course, make use of the usual Radio
broadcasting stations with great effect,

I agree that broadcasting is dangerous, yes,
dangerous, because the audience of wireless
concerts is far too vast to be safe for a few

because in such an instance the details for
circulation would be spoken to multitudes
of law-abiding " listeners -in " who, in their
own interest, might be expected to help.

nights.

I mean it is far too big compared
to a week's audience at a theatre.
" Yes ? Oh, dash that 'phone ! Hallo !

Oh, is that you, `Ariel' ?
Yes, I have done the article. It's a good
Hallo !

Yes ?

I laid the law down. Sure, to -night.
Send it up at the office ? Yes. No, I didn't
make a law. I laid it down, so to speak.
Why, bother it, my boy, it's the only time
one.

I can say what I really think. Here's the
wife.
Sure, I'll give her your regards.

Good-bye. To -night ? Yes. Cheerio ! "
And that's that. If the reader can follow

Mr. Tate's views on the vital question of

broadcasting and the theatres, just as I

have copied it down from the dictaphonewell, it's more than I can !
0 -0 -O. 0 0 -0-

-0- 0 0 -0-

WIRELESS AND THE
POLICE.

00

(Continued from page 291.)
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0 0 0.0 0 0.

their knowledge for the good of the service,
which really means the good of all.
This wireless outfit can be used for broad-

casting, but in order to make such broad-

cast of the greatest use there must be

receivers who are able, and whose duty it

-

The Metropolitan Police have already
introduced the wireless car ; that is, a ear
in wireless

communication with " The
Yard." Such cars would be of 'untold
worth in certain cases. A decade or two

ago very serious riots resulted from the
incessant work of professional agitators,
and drafts of police were hurried from point
to point to deal .with riotous mobs.
A difficulty then experienced was that by the time

the police arrived at the place indicated in the

telegraphic order upon Which they had started, the
mob had disappeared,, only to again commence
pillage and destruction in some other district.
A frantic telegraphist at headquarters has no means
of notifying the change of -scene to the executive
body; and much valuable time was lost before means
could bd devised to -regain touch. under the system
by which Motor transports fitted With wireless were
in commission such a thing could not happen. The

new events would be thing on to the cars as they
happened, and the results would be of ininteasurable
value to the service and the community..
There is one form of crime still far too prevalent
that would, I. am convinced, yield folic -My to wireless
treatment. I refer to the thefts of motor -cars and
cycles.

-

If on the arterial roads there could be erected boxes

in wireless touch with the Yard and manned by

zealous officers, what chance, would a motor thief
have when, long before hi% -advent en Mute to his fair, the fact of his crime -WAS known and steps taken
to intercept him ? A few such lessons and the number

of valuable motor -cars stolen would be so small
as to be almost infinitesimal.
These are but a few ways in which wireless and
police could be engaged ; yea, and even wed
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Th
For Sixteen Years !
THE distinctive constructive and theoretical
advantages of Brandes Radio Products
have made their name a byword in wireless for the past i6 years. The "Matched Tone"
Superior Headphones have earpieces which are

matched to an exact tone degree by unique

testing apparatus, thus ensuring an equality of
volume and real sensitivity which is remarkable.

The " Table Talker" is a quality product at a
reasonable price. Its performance is equally
remarkable. The horn is matched to the unit so

that the air resistance produced will exactly
balance the mechanical power of the diaphragm.

This feature means surprising uniformity of
tone and beautiful sound balance.
All Brandes products are obtainable from
any reputable Dealer and carry our official
money -back guarantee enabling you to
return them within lo days if dissatisfied.

tAlatchresj 76neTRAD
RADIO HEADPHONES

frabk-Talker 42'
MIN

71ine withBrandesuNatched7O me
Radio Ile d dph e s

h 'Metz Listen with bran des
Table 'Talker
Brandes Limited, 296, Regent St., W.1

WORKS : Slough. Bucks.
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Britain's
Best

Broadcasting
Sets

(REGISTERED TRADE MARK)

1924/5
MODELS
NOW READY

NEW
GECOPHONE Models

for 1924/25
Crystal Sets

Single Valve Sets

in the construction of the new GECOPHONE Models it has been the aim to produce sets
which combine the finest results with simplicity of operation and handsome appearance.
The range of 1924 5 models has been considerably extended to meet every requirement.
They embody to the fullest extent the same superlative qualities which have given the

Two Valve Sets
(Det. O L.F.> in

Table and Cabinet
Models

Two Valve Sets

original GECOPHONE Model its unrivalled reputation.

If you desire - A Crystal or a 5Valve Set

H.F.> in
Table and Cabinet
Models
<Det.

Long range, Maximum volume of sound
To use a Loud Speaker or Headphones
Cabinet or Table Models
To use Accumulator or Dry Batteries
To get the best value for money

Three Valve Sets

in Table and

Cabinet Models
Four Valve
Cabinet Sets de Luxe

and to ensure the maximum pleasure from broadcasting

Five Valve

THERE IS A GECOPHONE FOR YOU

Cabinet Sets.

Obtainable from GECOPHONE SERVICE DEPOTS, Electrical and
Wireless Dealers, Stores, &c.

For full range of GECO,
PHONE Sets and parti.

culars, enquire of your

'

local dealer, and ask

for List No. B.C. 3425

Advertisement of The General Electric Co., Ltd. (Manufacturers
Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C.Z.

Wholesale on335).

V" 4
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C)1(7-e(1vosure 'ekes% of 1\filsic

and ifs
user what he
ASK:appreciates
any Cossor
most, and-if he is a

1CQL;

turn of the wire anchored in three distinct
places.

There's one reason for Cossor

will probably

superiority-an absolutely rigid and

emphasize the exceptional purity of its
Why should the Cossor
reception.

immovable Grid.
Now compare this with the Grid in the

real

music lover-he

design be responsible for a greater

mellowness of tone and the uncanny
absence of microphonic noises?

Out of mere curiosity we ask

you

to examine critically a Cossor Valve
and any ordinary valve with straight
filament and tubular Anode. Look at
the Grids. In the Cossor you'll see the
Grid band electrically welded on to a
stout support and the Grid itself wound
to the well-known hood shape-but each

P.1 For Detector and 1 914
L.F. amplification

Advertisement of A.C. Cossor, Ltd.-1-liglthury Grove, N.5

..

L./

ordinary valve and you will find

a

a spiral of wire anchored once only to
every turn (in some valves the spiral

Grid is only supported at each end).
Obviously Cossor construction permits
that perfect grid control which is

essential for the pure reproduction of
speech.

This simple little explanation should
make it quite clear why a Cossor Valve
gives better Loud -Speaker results.

P.2 (With red top). For 12/6
H.F. amplification
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THE R.S.G.B. AND THE POST OFFICE.
BY THE EDITOR.

It has been suggested that the Radio Society of Great Britain fight a test ease with the Post Office in connection with
certain grievances. If this policy of " fighting " the Post Office is carried out the R.S.G.B. will be making a very
undiplomatic move.
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DR. W. H. ECCLES, President of the
Radio Society
recently gave

of

Great

Britain,

an autumn address

The main theme of
this address was a complaint against the
British Post Office. I do not propose to

0
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It has been stated that a large number of
highly competent applicants for wireless
transmitting licences have had their appli-

before the R.S.G.B.

cations refused by the Post Office.
Dr. Eccles stated in his .address that the
Post Office refused transmitting licences to

deal at any length with Dr. Eccles' remarks,

a special list approved by the Council of
the Radio Society of Great Britain, and,
according to one quarter, this list included

but it is interesting to note that as a result
of his presidential speech there is a feeling
in many quarters that the R.S.G.B. should
fight a test case with the Post Office on the
question of amateur transmitting licences

and the rights of the amateur generally.
It would seem to be the opinion of Dr.
Eccles, and many others, that the Post
Office are not affording wireless amateurs
in

this country the privileges they are

entitled to.
The P.O.'s Attitude.
The chief reason for the agitation started

afresh by Dr. Eccles is that, in his opinion,
and in the opinion of the Radio Society of

Great Britain and others, the amateur
transmitter is unnecessarily tied down by
red tape regulations, and that, furthermore,

almost insuperable difficulties are placed in
the way of the amateur desiring to take out
a transmitting licence.
I have already referred in a previous issue
Of POPULAR WIRELESS to the stupidity of

some of the regulations made by the Post
Office in connection with amateur wireless
transmissions.

For instance, the regulation prohibiting

an amateur calling up another amateur
not residing in this country is both unwarranted and without any sense or reason.
But with regard to the question of granting
transmitting licences to amateurs the Post
Office cannot be blamed for exercising the

applicants of the very highest qualifications.
Undoubtedly in some cases the Post Office
are unduly cautious, and the G.P.O.
Wireless Department is, to a certain extent,
influenced by unnecessary red tape; but

on the whole the question of the General
Post Office's attitude towards the granting
of wireless transmitting licences is very
sane, and a suggestion which has been made

in certain quarters that the Radio Society
of Great Britain should fight a test case
with the Post Office can only be referred
to as most undiplomatic.
The Post Office hold all the cards.

On

one or two points they may be wrong at
law, but if the Radio Society of Great
Britain persist in arming themselves against
the authorities they will but do themselves
harm ; and not only themselves, but other
people interested in amateur wireless work.
After all, the Radio Society of Great Britain

has never really justified its title, and it

cannot -be said that this society is representative of the wireless amateur movement in
this country.
A Bad Policy.

The Radio Society of Great Britain,
although it has a junior section, does not

0000

encourage to the extent it should the spreal
of wireless among the younger generation.

And yet, althoUgh its membership is but
a fraction of the number of wireless
licencees in this country, it appears to be
seriously contemplating an action against
the Post Office on the question of amateur
wireless transmitting licences and other

questions.

While admitting that the Radio Society
of

Great Britain have many legitimate

grievances, the suggestion of taking a test
case to court is not the best way to secure a
complete understanding with the Post
Office. I have no doubt that if the Radio
Society of Great Britain were not influenced
in certain quarters by people spoiling for a

fight, and if they appointed a select committee of responsible people to inset a
committee from the Post Office, many of
the troubles of which the R.S.G.B. complain would doubtless be satisfactorily
settled to everybody's mutual advantage.

If they venture into a test case with the
Post Office they will not only be acting
inadvisably, but will probably live to regret
such an undiplomatic course.

The Post Office have the irikrest of the
majority of amateurs at heart. They have
to consider the thousands of listeners -in,
and, naturally enough, they are entitled to
restrict the number of amateur transmitters

if they think fit.

The R.S.G.B. are not

representative of the majority of amateurs,
and the policy of making an enemy of the
Post Office, if adopted by going to court,
will inevitably react on the general amateur
to his disadvantage.

utmost care. There are already many
hundreds of amateurs holding transmitting
licences who are not fully qualified to enjoy
this privilege.
Every owner of a wireless set is familiar
with the nature of transmissions from many

amateur stations. Admittedly, many of
them make better use of their privileges

and carry out bona -fide experiments. But,
on the other hand, there are many amateurs

with transmitting sets who never seem to

progress any further than making spasmodic
calls of this nature : " Hallo, 0.M., can you
get me clearly ? I will now put on another
record," etc.

One cannot wonder that the Post Office
authorities are chary of granting amateur
wireless transmitting licences unless they
are thoroughly convinced that the applicant
is entitled to the privilege. Every appli-

cant for a amateur transmitting licence
should be made to pass an examination,
and he should be made to state even more
explicitly and more definitely the nature
of the experiments he wishes to make than
is the rule at present.

Dozens of hospitals are now fitted up with wireless sets which give infinite pleasure to the patients.
Here is a typical London Hospital ward set.
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ing is complete. This wire may be easily
run off its reel by putting a length of brass

*-0- A> A> A> A>

HOW TO MAKE
A SIMPLE COIL WINDER.

rod through the hole so as to provide a
rough spindle which can be held in one hand

whilst the wire is guided on to the bobbin
with the other.
In conclusion, the writer has wound
several L.F. and telephone transformers on

From a CORRESPONDENT.
A> 0

WHEN one

.0.

a constructional
subject of winding

reads

article on the

intervalve transformers, the usual
instructions are either "Mount the trans-

former bobbin in the lathe and wind on
the requisite number of turns," or else
" Construct a winder as in sketch " ; thA

.0- -0

all will be well/ The pulley and balance
wheels are generally fitted by means of a
set screw to the spindle, and may thus easily
spindle.

',C'T2

ALT /

This spindle must be threaded for

411

about three inches of its length; so that
bobbins, etc.,

can be easily fitted into

position for winding, by means of nuts.

of wood for bearings.

For Unidyne Transformers.
The winding procedure is simplicity
itself ; all that one has to do is to mount

every amateur who possesseS a lathe, while
I venture to say that still fewer possess the
patience necessary to turn a crank handle,

SPINALE

be removed and transferred to the new

latter generally consists of a crank handle
turning a rod mounted between two checks

This all sounds very nice, but it is not

SAW DOWN HERE

PULLEY.

the bobbin on the spindle and fix it in
position by means of nuts, as in the sketch,

then revolve the spindle by means of the
treadle or small motor, as the case may he,
and allow the wire to run on until the wind -

00

.0.- 0- 0

BALANCE
AwEEL

BOBBIN

I

PART OE EACMEG

SEWING MACIONE CO/I- WINGER

the above machine, the average winding time
for each one being about forty-five minutes.
The machine will be of use to those amateurs, and there will soon he many of them,

who with to wind transformers for the new
Unidyne circuit.

0 0

A SINGLE -VALVE REGENERATOR.
By 0. J. R.
WHAT to do with a three -coil holder is

a problem which sometimes con:

the young experimenter.
There are, of course, many different ways
fronts

and then the other. Tuning will be a little
difficult

until the operator is acquainted

with the proper adjustments.

in which such a device may be used, but
where one's stock of components is limited
the method outlined in the accompanying
sketch should be of interest. This represents a simple and extremely efficient single -

valve regenerative circuit employing a 001
mfd. variable condenser, B ; three honeycomb coils, C, D, and GI ; a -0005 mfd.
variable condenser, F ; a .00025 mfd. mica
grid condenser, H ; a variable grid leak, I ;
a .001 mfd. telephone condenser, J ; and a
valve holder and rheostat.
It will be seen that the aerial tuning conA neat 3 -coil double reaction set constructed by
a reader of " P. W."

for about 10,000 revolutions. It was for
this reason that the author constructed the
accompanying device, with which he has
successfully surmounted the difficulty of
winding transformers of all types both
efficiently and quickly.
Only 7s. 6d.

The sketch is practically self-explanatory. An old sewing machine was pur-

chased-you can often pick up one quite
cheaply from your local draper or tailorthe author's cost is. &l. The machine is
altered as follows. The head which nor-

denser, B, is connected in series with the
primary tuning coil, C, and for the broadcasting wave -lengths, this coil should con-

sist of a No. 75 or 100. If, however, the
condenser is connected in parallel the value
of the coil may be much lower, say, No. 35
or 50.

The secondary coil, D, which occupies
the centre socket of the three -coil holder,
may he a No. 50 or 75. This is tuned by
means of the parallel condenser, F. The
reaction coil, GI, may be a No. 75 or 100, and

this should be tried first connected one way

mally contains the needle part of the machine

was cut off with a hacksaw along the line
marked in the sketch: the spindle which
normally transmitted the motion of the
pulley wheel to the needle was then removed,

and a longer one of the same diameter was
substituted.
It is of little use to give actual measurements here as the length of spindle required

will vary with different types of sewing
However, if the length is chosen
so as to allow about three inches to project
machine.

5 N 0 " Uncles." Left to right : Mr. Pratt (assistant -director); Dlr. Odhains (station director) ;
Col. Milligham, and Major Marsh.
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READ THESE LETTERS.
The following letters are typical

of

the

THE GIFT OF TONGUES.
Bq

thousands received from men and women

who have learnt French, Spanish or German
by the new Pelman method.
MONTHS EQUAL YEARS.
I have managed, during the past few months,

to obtain a better knowledge of colloquial
and idiomatic French than I acquired in three
(C. 146)
years at school.
EIGHT MONTHS EQUAL EIGHT YEARS.

This is the easiest and quickest way of
learning foreign languages. I was not able
to study very regularly, but in the space of
EIGHT MONTHS I have learnt as much
Spanish as I learnt French in EIGHT YEARS
(S.K. 119)
at school.
FOUR MONTHS EQUAL FOUR YEARS.

I am delighted with the progress I have
made.

I have learned more French this last FOUR
MONTHS than I did before in FOUR YEARS.
(W. 149)
I enjoyed the Course thoroughly.

ANTHONY SOMERS.
I have discovered a remarkable method
learning Foreign Languages, a method
for which I have been looking all my life.
of

I only wish I had known of it before ; what
toil, what drudgery, what disappointment I
should have been saved!
It has sometimes been said that the British
people do, not possess the " gift of tongues."

Certainly I never possessed that gift. At
school I was hopeless. When the subject
was French or German, Latin or Greek, I
was always somewhere near the bottom of

FRENCH LEARNT IN SIX MONTHS.

After several years' drudgery at school
I found myself with scarcely any knowledge
of the French language, and certainly without
any ability to use the language. I realise
now that the method was wrong.
After about SIX MONTHS' study by the

Pelman method I

find

mastered the language.

I have practically
(B. 143)

SPANISH IN SIX MONTHS.

I am very satisfied with the progress I

have made.

I can read and speak with

ease, though it is LESS THAN SIX MONTHS
since I

All the

began to study Spanish.

lessons have interested me very much.
(S.M. 181)

I am more than satisfied with the progress
It would
have taken me AS MANY YEARS to learn
by any ordinary system as much as I have
learnt in SIX MONTHS by yours. (P. 145)

I have made-I am astonished !

ONE THIRD THE USUAL TIME.

I have learnt more and better French in
the last FOUR MONTHS than previously I
had learnt in THRICE THAT PERIOD.
(M. 241)

Further letters describing the merits of the
new method will be found in the particulars
which will be sent free to everyone who uses
the Coupon printed on this page to -day.

in any of them. Even if you do not know
the meaning of a single Foreign word you can

study these Courses with ease, and read the

without a mistake, and without
" looking -up " any words in a French -English,
Spanish -English or German -English dictionary.

lessons

This statement seems an incredible one, yet

it is perfectly true, as you will see for yourself

when you take the first lesson.

quite well. I have now come to the conclusion

Grammatical Difficulties Overcome.

-my recent experience has convinced me of
this-that the reason I failed to learn languages
was that the method of teaching was wrong.

method is that it enables one to read, write,

Now, although I never could " get on "

and speak French, Spanish or German without

bothering one's head with complex gram-

to know them-especially French. I have
wanted to read the great French authors in
the original. I have wanted to read Racine
and Victor Hugo and Balzac, and that great

matical rules, or burdening one's memory with
the task of learning by heart long vocabularies
of Foreign words. And yet, when the student

with Foreign Languages, I have always wanted

critic whom Matthew Arnold so much admired,

Sainte Beuve, in French, and not merely
lation.

Besides,

I have wanted to spend

holidays abroad without being tied to a
phrase -book. And so I have often tried to

find a method which would really teach me a
Foreign Language. And at last I have found it.

Another important fact about this new

has completed one of the Courses, he or she
is able to read Foreign books and newspapers
and to write and speak the particular language
in question accurately and grammatically, an
without that hesitation which comes when a
Foreign Language is acquired through the
medium of English.
The Pelman method of learning French,
Spanish or German by correspondence is fully

explained in three little books (one for each
language), and I strongly advise those who are

How to Learn Languages.

Some time ago I saw an announcement

entitled " A New Method of Learning French?
Spanish and German." Of course, I read

interested to write for a free copy of one of
these books to -day.

it, and when I saw that this method was

being taught by the well-known Pelman
Institute, I wrote for their illustrated book,
" How to Learn Languages," and this so
interested me that I enrolled for the Course
in FRENCH. Frankly, it has amazed me.

,11
11111111
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Here is the method I have wanted all my life.

It is quite unlike anything I have seen or
heard of before, and its simplicity and effective-

ness are almost startling.
Consider, for example, this question with
which the book (which, by the way, can be
obtained free of charge) opens.

" Do you think you could pick up a

book of 400 pages, written in a language
of which you do not kriow a syllable-say,

Spanish or German or French-and not

containing a single English word, and read
it through correctly without referring to a
dictionary ? "

Most people will say that such a thing is

ASTONISHING PROGRESS.

language (French, Spanish or German)
concerned. There is not an English word

my form. And yet in other subjects-English
or History or Mathematics-I held my own

through the medium of a characterless transRESULT OF EIGHT WEEKS' STUDY.
I was invited lately to meet a Spanish lady
she was filled with genuine surprise
.
.
.
and admiration at the amount I had learnt in
EIGHT WEEKS. I do most of it in omni(S.H. 219)
buses and at meals.

their most striking features is the fact that
they are written entirely in the particular

impossible.
Yet
this is just what

the

method

of

lan-

enables one to do,
and so remarkable
is this method
that I shall be
greatly surprised

if it doesn't revolutionise the normal

COUPON

Pelman

guage instruction

method

of

teaching lan-

guages in this and
other countries.

To the PELMAN LANGUAGES INSTITUTE,

97, Bloomsbury Mansions, Hart Street, London, W.C.1.
Please send me a free copy of " HOW TO LEARN FRENCH "

-" HOW TO LEARN GERMAN " - " HOW TO LEARN
SPANISH " (cross out two of these), together with full particulars
of the New Pelman Method of learning languages.
NAME

The Pelman

Language Courses
are based upon an
original yet perfectly sound prin-

ciple, and ono of

Everyone who wishes to learn FRENCH,
SPANISH or GERMAN without difficulty or
drudgery should post this Coupon to -day to
the Pelman Languages Institute, 97, Bloomsbury Mansions, Hart Street, London-, W.C.1.
A copy of the particular book desired will be
forwarded by return, gratis and post-free.

ADDRESS
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A LOUD SPEAKER FOR 30/ Hullo everybody ! I know you will
forgive me if I indulge in a little bit of
trumpet blowing, but I simply can't
help feeling a shade pleased.
To begin with the dreaded slump
associated with the summer months
simply didn't " materialise-any more

FIXED CONDENSERS
is no stronger than its weakest
ACHAIN
link, and perhaps no component so
well deserves careful choice as

than the summer itself, and the sale

of every one of my products has, shown
a steady crescendo. I have to thank
my Production and Sales departments for
this, but most of all I have to thank you.
Now I want to do something for you in
return.
The Fellows Junior Loud Speaker, with
its adjustable diaphragm, pleasing lines,
and rich, mellow tone is too well knOwn
to need introduction. Perhaps you have
coveted one. Well, there is now no
need for you to deny yourself afiy longer.
From October ist its price is to be 30/-.

THE name ATLAS " on a fixed con-

denser is sure guarantee of sound
dependable performance. Made with strong
Bakelite casings and inserts. The carefully
selected copper foil and mica sheets are held

under firm pressure by countersunk brass
screws and nuts. Not only is the condenser
of the actual capacity named, hut the capacity
is kept absolutely constant. Strong soldering
tags are attached, and all the metal parts are

For the price of a second pair of tele-

phones you can enable everyone to

heavily nickel -plated.

listen in at once !-another illustration of

Quality Apparatus at Low Cost.

Each condenser is tested to 1,000 volts prior
to dispatch.

FELLOWS
4ARELEss

Say "ATLAS
.0001 to 0005
001 to .002

;rr

The Junior
Loud Speaker
A remarkably efficient
small loud speaker for
medium sized rooms

fitted with adjustable
diaphragm and o-ily

-0025 to .004
.005 to .007
.1-4A

and be safe
2/- each

.. 2/3
.. 2/6
.. 3/-

IP

If

Larger sizes quoted for specially.
SOLE MANUFACTURERS

H. CLARKE & Co. (Manchester) Ltd.
RADIO ENGINEERS

Atlas Works, Old Trafford, Manchester.
' Phones: 683 &793, TrailordParlt.

30r.

does the

fixed condenser. It may not make the set
but it certainly can mar it.

Gra f315: "Pa laid, Manchester. -

fp:
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SOME UNIDYNE TROUBLES.
CANDID ADVICE TO CONSTRUCTORS.

A FAULT-FINDING GUIDE FOR THE NOVICE.
By G. V. DOWDING,! Grad I.E.E.
(Technical Editor, " Popular Wireless.")

Many amateurs have reported excellent results with Unidyne sets, but also a good number of novices have built sets,
attracted no doubt by the absence of H.T., and have bitterly complained that they cannot get results. Dozens of sets
have been sent to the " P.W." offices, and in all cases careless or ignorant construction has accounted for the trouble.
Hence this candid article, which is primarily intended for the novice building a Unidyne receiver.

I

CANNOT do better than preface . this
article with the words of our scientific
adviser, Sir Oliver Lodge, F.R.S., who,

in a short " Memorandum to Those Concerned with the Unidyne," says :
" As I have reported favourably on

,,ww,ii,,,,,,.

of trouble in operation and maintainance are

I UNIDYNE TROUBLES.

tension battery, but all the rules and

imperative ; and I think that this could be
best accomplished by means of a micrometer
movement on the variable condenser. The

use of an independent vernier condenser
brings trouble and some confusion.

" (2) I think that the sale of parts for

(1) To ensure Successful Construction.Use first-class components throughout and E
adhere strictly to the details given, ,
particularly in respect of values. A

E 10 to 1 ratio L.E. transformer is useless
= in the Det. L.F. circuit.
a Pay attention to the spacing of components and wiring. Be as careful in
respect of insulation as you would be if
100 volts H.T. was to he used.
Ensure that all contacts and connections

making up the Unidyne is liable to spoil its
reputation. My assistant has had two sets

to test both of which were failures.
faults were dirty contacts due to the non The

removal of soldering flux.

that:

a

He reports also

run parallel to metallic rods of the coil holder, and only
of an inch away from
them. In fact every mistake possible had
been made (no really fundamental mistake

Two Important Points.

" In each case considerable trouble had
been taken to mount the variable condensers
upside down, and the scales were not set at
all-though the mounting had been done by
a so-called electrical engineer.' "

I earnestly request my readers to very

carefully read. the foregoing words written
by the greatest living wireless pioneer and

his assistant, for they carry a message of

the greatest of importance. Primarily, two
phrases stand out : " As I have reported
favourably on Unidyne sets," and " I hear
reports of difficulties found by amateurs."
We, too, have heard reports of difficulties,
and is it to be wondered at ? Hundreds of
amateurs whose previous experience of wireless work has been confined to the ubiquitous

crystal have made the Unidyne their first
experience of valve apparatus. Some obtained excellent results right away, and have
written us congratulatory letters reporting,

perhaps, most excellent results, the reception of distant continental stations, and all
our own B.B.C. stations on one valve.

The

P.S.'s " This is my first valve set," denotes
either a most commendable achievement
or collosal luck. We consider that in the
majority of cases it is the latter.
The Unidyne is a simplification of wireless
apparatus, but not the simplification of wireless practice generally. Many possibilities

-1

are perfectly clean and see that where a
such are soldered all traces of flux are a
removed.

(2) When a One -Valve Unidyne Fails

L.F. transformer, L.F. grid resistance of -E
unsuitable value (instead of pencil lines
an ordinary variable grid leak can be
used). The POSITION of the L.F. trans-

can be easily made because the wiring
-

former requires reversing. More L.T.
required. See also (2).
(4) Failure to Obtain Efficient H.F.

Amplification.-Possible Causes. " Crowding " of components. Parallel and badly
spaced wiring. H.F. transformer not as
per specification. H.F. transformer in too

close proximity to tuning coils or L.F.

transformer. See also (2) and (3).
(5) General Notes on the Operation of
Unidyne Receivers.-Careful tuning is
essential. Make primary adjustments of
with reaction loosely coupled.
When reaction coupling is being tightened
the vernier condenser adjustment
simultaneously. Use the variable grid
resistance freely when tuning -in, always
making this the final adjustment. Run the
filaments as low as possible-never
increase their brightness above actual requirements. Use the detector filament
control lightly for tuning purposes. If you
A.T.C.

use

are only a mile from a B.R.C. station
expect to be able to cut him right out
when you have mastered the tuning
controls.

When tuning has been carried out on
one valve only, it will be necessary to
slightly retune when the L.F. stage is
brought in. When an H.F. stage is
brought in it may be necessary to reverse =
the reaction coil connections. Series a
A.T.C. should be used for ordinary broad- E
cast wave -lengths, parallel for 5 X X and a
higher.
;:1111111111!1111111111111111111!Sirt.nSISI
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the existence of a high potential permits

certain small liberties which cannot be taken
when, such as in Unidyne circuits, it is not
present.

resistance. Unsuitable coils, Reaction a
coil connections reversed.
Valve pins E
making inefficient contact with their
sockets.
Grid connections reversed. a
Faulty grid condenser. Faulty contact or
connection in wiring. Error in wiring. E
(3) Inefficient Amplification on the E
L.F. Side.-Possible Causes. Unsuitable

place on the ebonite panel had been brought
into bare contact in numerous places on the
woodwork of the base. Also wires had been

does not remain much to " play about with "
as it were. In conventional valve circuits

A Comparison.

to Work, Possible Causes.-Faulty grid

" Wires carefully insulated in the first

diagram and the position of the parts are so
carefully set out.)

regulations concerning the construction of
a wireless receiver still exist, and in fact.
are a little emphasised, inasmuch as there

FIVE IMPORTANT RULES,

Unidyne sets submitted to me, and as I
hear of reports of difficulties found by
amateurs, I think it well to make the
following remarks : (1) Perfect tuning is

removed with the removal of the high-

1 9 T..

Attention to detail am! a certain amount
of experience is therefore essential to suc-

Compare the Unidyne to ordinary
circuits as you would a beautifully tuned
aeroplane engine to the engine of a motor
lorry-liberties can be taken with the latter,
cess.

both in respect of fuel and management, but

not with the former.

It is here that the words of Sir Oliver

assistant become most apt : " No
really fundamental mistake can be easily
made
" and yet he is dealing with
" failures." It is like making a cake ; the
ingredients can be exactly as laid down in
a recipe, the mixing up of ingredients can
be carried out as per the printed word, and

the baking can be exactly to order, but

unless the cook be experienced that cake

can be a " failure " ; likewise in the hands
of an experienced cook the self -same recipe
can produce masterpieces of gastronomic
temptation ! Do I need to emphasise the
point further
A flagrant Case.

I have handled some hundred or -more
Unidyne sets which have been sent me as
being " failures." One in, particular provides an instance of how some amateurs go
about things.

A reader who shall be name-

less and whose address shall remain as
" somewhere " wrote to me and reported
nothing doing." We gave him advice:

Caine back that he had followed our advice
in every detail and still there was " nothing
doing. - We gave him further advice, particularly referring him to a previous article
I wrote, and which- appeared in " P.W."
No. 117. Once -more he reported " nothing
doing." As it appeared to be a most

extraordinary case of absolute failure,

1

decided to ask him to send his set (a detector
and L.F.) along to us.

Gladly he did so. The moment I saw
the wiring of that receiver I spotted two

most flagrant errors-they stood out in

blazing relief. He had the grids connected
up the wrong way round, and he had taken
the grid resistance from the first valve's grid
to the battery negative. We soon had that
(Continued on page 302.)
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it up to earth and aerial and a battery.

SOME
UNIDYNE TROUBLES.
(Con!inued from page 301).

get so-and-so "-who might be perhaps 300.
miles away-" how can I improve results ?

cut out the L.F., and was rewarded with
signals of R I order-about 100th of what

Wireless Averages.

resolve into signals. I cut out the H.F.
and still all was silence. In desperation, I

is generally styled " crystal strength."

set working beautifully, and returned it to
the owner. Came back, not joyful thanks,
but a rather abusive letter embodying the
sentiments " If YOU can't get it to work,
how can we POOR AMATEURS do so " !

Asking Too Much.

A faulty grid leak was replaced and

signals increased in strength. I was able
to distinguish words. The reaction coil
was reversed, and the wiring put more into
order. Signals were then

loud and fully up to one valve standard. I brought
the L.F. in-signals vanished !
Well,

to cut a long story

short, I rectified most of the

A member of the " P. W."

errors on the L.F. side-and
it is surprising how many
can be made, even in such

staff at work on the lathe
in the " P.17." workshop,
where every set is tested
before being dealt with in
this iourral.

a simple circuit-and brought

it up to nearly two -valve
standard. It would have

necessitated complete reconstruction to get first-class
results. I then switched in
the H.F. Again signals disappeared.
Having
acquired
the
patience of a wireless Job
during my chequered career,
I set to work on that section.
I first of all removed the

H.F. transformer from its
position, which was in
literally a touching proximity

Words failed us and we did not reply. Came

to the L.F. transformer, and
again -endeavoured to bring order to au

amateur : " Splendid results-all the B.B.C.

oh !

another missive later from the self -same

-continental - loud -speaker - thundering in ! " and a significant P.S. : " And this is
My first valve set " !
What had happened to cause this reversal
of feelings ? We can but surrnises-Ahat
amateur knew no more about tuning a valve
set than he realises why a filament changes
colour,when it is heated. Sir Oliver Lodge
says : " Perfect tuning is imperative." Of
course it is. The Unidyne is the most
selective " straight " valve circuit yet
evolved.

With single circuit tuning and reaction
directly on the A.T.I. it can cut out inter-

mush " as easily as an electron can cut through a positive grid. Five miles
fering

from 2 L 0 I can cut that station out

completely, and bring in 5 I T, -and vice
versa, merely by turning the knob of the
detector valve filament (Det. L.F. circuit)
-when everything else is set " just. so."
Tracing a Fault.

Therefore my second main point is that
a set may be constructed perfectly, and be
tested even by myself and marked perfect,
but optimum results will not. be obtained
by anyone who aimlessly twiddles its con-

Before I go any farther I cannot

help snaking mention of another " failure "
I had brought to my notice. This. time it

Unidyne-H.F., dct.
and L.F. When it was placed before me
on my testing -Wile, I did not regard it
as an absolutely " nothing doing " set, for
was

a

three -valve

it was constructer" /ay one who is by way
of being " a wireless LI'L:'.or."

amazing disorder of wiring. To cut another

so long story short, I got that three -

valve set to function more or less as a three -

valve set should function, but in a report
sent to its owner, I

My set is a one -valve Unidyne." Comment
is, I think, entirely unnecessary.

Readers must not imagine that the foregoing is by any means an exaggeration, or
that the Unidyne is always the set that its
owner considers should be and can be improved.
I remember one letter in which

a

constructor of a " P.W." Ultra crystal set
expressed almost wrath because he could
only receive four B.B.C. stations with
Is it believable ? Truth is indeed
stranger than fiction.
There are times when local conditions,
clarity !
etc.,

are such that enormous ranges of

reception can be covered by the simplest of
apparatus, but please remember that there
are well-defined averages in wireless as in
everything else in this world of ours.

Apparatus constructed by an expert and
operated by an expert provides one of the
golden exceptions to the rule of wireless
averages, and all constructors of Unidyne
receivers should attempt to become experts
in every sense of the word in order that the
ever-increasing reputation of these special

" P.W." circuits may be uniformly main

tained.

'

Unidyne Queries.

In order that constructors may be able to

grasp the main points that they have to
watch in order to ensure " Unidyne success,"

I have drafted out a concise list. May I
ask them to be kind enough to read, mark,

learn and inwardly digest without accusing

me of any other motive than that
endeavouring to

help

them over

of

any

obstacle they may encounter. Finally, I
would like to add that in future all queries

advised him to scrap

Single Circuit Tuning.

trol&

D.X. fiend's mouth water-" but I cannot

Switched on the valves -2 L 0, some five
miles away, and in full operation failed to

I connected -

the whole job and
start

again

with

care and attention to detail if
he wanted a really
more

first-class Unidyne.
The owner in a letter
received some weeks
later announced
complete satisfaction

-he had followed
my advice TO THE
LETTER.

I have one more

point I wish to drive

home, and that

is

that one cannot expect three -valve results with a one valve set, whether
it be Unidyne or any
other " straight " re-

ceiver.
I have received letters from

readers who express
dissatisfaction because they cannot do
so. This is -not fair.

Two " P.W." staff men putting the finishing touches to a two and four valve Unidyne ie. the workshop, which is fitted up with all the necessary tools,
lathes, testers, etc. The " P.W." 24 -valve set was built in this workshop, and the
P.W." Combination and other popular sets therein first
saw the light of day.

Readers would be
astonished at the number of amateurs who
write to us in this vein. " My aerial is 20
feet long and 20 feet high.

I can get this

B.B.C. station and that B.B.C. station ! "
-here follows a string that would make a

concerning Unidyne receivers will receive
the personal attention of either Mr. Rogers
or myself. Letters should be addressed to

our Query department in the usual way,
but marked on the envelope " Unidyne."

POpZir:71' -Wireless "Feebly, October 11th,
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S a matter of fact,
it doesn't although
most people think
of it in that way. The
wireless valve is a valve
in the truest sense of the
word ; just as much as
the throttle on an engine.
It is there to regulate the

titry

which are audible

if
in

your loud speaker.
Ediswan valves perform
the delicate function of

current control with a
absence of
distortion, a complete
silence of operation and
notable

a marked economy in
supply of energy from filament consumption
your H.T. battery in and length of service.
obedience to impulses
Valves will bring the best
from the aerial. The Ediswan
out of your wireless set-get some

energy so regulated
transforms the feeble
current picked up from
the ether into sounds

on the way home and enjoy better
programmes from to -night onwards.

All dealers sell them.
THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD.
QUEEN VICTORIA ST. LONDON. E.C.41

VALVES
(-The

First ValVe
ever made Vas.

produced ir\

the EdisvOork

laborator

- 4-
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3 Additional models to the

1

AM MON

" Dragon " range.
Representing a most important advance in the
production of small and medium size Loud Speakers,

the three new AMPLION models illustrated and
briefly described will be found of exceptional interest
to the Technician, the Wireless Enthusiast and to the
Listener -in desirous of " Better Radio Reproduction."

I
I
I

Although all the advantageous constructional feature
distinguishing Standard AMPLION models are

I

provided in these designs, the prices are not merely
moderate but extraordinarily low, and possible only

I

by 'manufacture at the hands of specialists upon
the most approved lines experience can suggest.
THE NEW " DRAGONFLY."

I

Let the Pilot help

An Amplion Baby.
A perfect replica on a reduced scale of the
famous "Standard " Dragon model. For
a miniature Loud Speaker the " Dragonfly "
is outstanding in its efficiency --affording
considerable volume, coupled with extreme

You

The electroclarity and "full" tone.
magnetic unit incorporating the new "float-

WHEN a man decides to build a good Receiving

ing" diaphragm, and the non -resonating
conduit,
features.

are

sound

exclusive

Set he immediately comes up against the

Amplion

difficulty of a suitable cabinet and. the drilling

and engraving of the Panel. Cabinet making is

ARtor, 120 ohms; AR I 02, 2000 ohms;
diam. of trumpet, 5k"; over-all height, 9".

Price 25/ THE " NEW " JUNIOR.
the "New"

In performance

Junior

To eliminate most of the
difficulties in Set -building

we have instituted the PILOT
Panel Service. In future, all
Sets described in all the
principal Wireless Magazines
will -be available in sets of

is

actually a " Senior" Loud Speaker, and
' compares favourably with instruments

listed at twice and thrice the
the latest improvements are embodied in
figure.

Alt

the assembly, which reveals an efficiency

parts

model so reasonably priced.
ARI IO, 120 ohms; ARrir, 2000 ohms;
diarn. of trumpet, to"; over-all height, i5r.

Two types will be placed on
the market-Type A, follow-

not previously considered possible in

the author's literal
specification and using his
actual components, and Type
B, an adaptation using PetoScott guaranteed components.
Naturally, through standardisation of components and

10 : 0
The "NEW" JUNIOR -DE -LUXE
A Loud Speaker of high degree, the New"
Junior -de -Luxe can best be described as

an autocrat of Loud Speakers sold at a

particularly attractive appearance.
ARII3, 120 OMIIS ; AR I I4, 2.000 ohms;

diana of trumpet to"; over-all height 151".

Price £3 : 5 : 0
Mahogany Horn 3/6 extra.
Obla inable from all Wireless Dealers
of repute.

The Transatlantic V (a super

I

I

I
I

(E. A. GRAHAM)

LONDON, S.E.4.

Telephones :
Telegrams :

-

-

-

I

5 -Valve

long distance

Receiver).
The 3 -Valve Dual Receiver.
The Puriflex (4 Valve).
The All Concert -de -Luxe
(3 Valve),

to w e r

manufacturinl

costs due to large output,
Type B will often show a
large saving over Type A.
Remember that if o u r

instructions are followed we
positively guarantee that all
Type B Receivers are ,the
equal in every respect to the
more expensive Type A Sets.
Our Service Department is
available for all our customers
and will test and rectify errors

of construction at a nominal
charge.

We want

our

all

customers to have the utmost
confidence in every Set pro-

duced under the PILOT
Panel Service,

T h e Four -Valve Family
Receiver
and others.
All these Receiving Sets have

been designed by prominent
radio engineers and described

various Wireless

in
Magazines.

Get full particulars to -day free.

;

Send at once for lull particulars of the PILOT Panel Service
and see how cheaply you can build a really good Set. Remember
no technical knowledge is required, and the only tools necessary
are a screwdriver and a pair of pliers.
Registered Offices r

Peto-Scott Co., Ltd.,

77, City Road, E.C.1

London: 62, High
Holborn, W.C.1, and
230, Wood Street,

Cardi tf : 94, Queen Street

Branches :

I

Walthamstow.

Sydenham 2 gzo 1-2.

" Navalhada, Catgreen, London."

Our

All these splendid Sets :

ALFRED GRAHAM & CO.
St. Andrew's Works, Crofton Park,

the Home

ing

Price £2 :

In this horn the oak or mahogany panels,
as the case may be, are united by a series
of metal ribs, affording an assembly of

for

Constructor with panels ready
drilled, tapped and engraved.

a

decidedly democratic price.
Corresponding in proportions to the " New "
Junior type, the de luxe, edition is provided
with a wood trumpet of unique design.

a

skilled man's job, and many a perfectly good piece of
ebonite has been spoilt by a hole in the wrong position or because it has been incorrectly cut to size.

Po RN MP. =ME =I =I M1111

For All Mail Orders.

Liverpool: 4,Manchester

Street. Plymouth: Near
Derry's Clock.

AM NNW MN NM Mr IMMI MINN IP WWI

IMM

PM

Gilbert Ad. 1532.

Pupal
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METHODS OF

SWITCHING -IN WIRELESS CIRCUITS.
By P. T. BEARD.
This illustrated article, the first of a series of three, deals with a practical branch of wireless work which every constructor
will find invaluable. The questions and problems relating to switching have been exhaustively dealt with by our contributor,
whose first article is printed below.

PART I.
000

IT is never desirable to introduce elaborate switching arrangements into a
wireless receiver unless they are really
of use, and some constructors take a delight

in introducing useless switches into every

A

c

o

a

0

00

0

000

-

0 Good

0000000

-o-

The diagrams show several types of
change -over switch, all of which are suitable

tween its leaves, which makes it suitable

for the circuits about to be described, with

is

one exception. The exception is the ordinary

land -line telephony type of Dewar switch
as shown at Fig. I (a). This type of switch
should not be used in high -frequency
circuits, that is, it should not be used before
a valve or crystal detector. This switch
is, however, very useful for switching low frequency amplifiers, telephones and loud
speakers, etc.
The reason for advising against the use
of this switch for high -frequency circuits

for use in high -frequency circuits. Fig. 1(d)

another type of novel design. It will

be seen that the centre ebonite barrel

carries a wire hoop which is always

in

contact with the centre contact on the base

and also with either of the side contacts
according

to

which way the

handle

is

moved. Fig. 1
(e) is similar to
(d), except that
the movement
is controlled by
a handle in-

E

FIG 1(a)

stead

of

a

knob.

;ossible part of the circuit, and thereby
turn their receiver into a jumbled mass

Beneath each
switch will be
seen a sketch
of their connections, and
for wiring -up
purposes
the

of leads, which makes for instability, self oscillation clue to interaction between
leads, and other evils. In thiS article will

against each contact should be
compared with those against the contacts
letters

of the diagrammatical switch shown in Fig. 2.
Fig. 2 shows how the change -over switch
will be depicted
follow.

in the diagrams which

The Earthing Switch.
0

be given several of the more useful switching

arrangements, either of which will improve any receiver.

C

rwo suers OP

C ON

racrs

is that the leaves of the switch are so close

together that they act as condensers of

fairly large capacity, and it is well-known
that high -frequency currents pass with
ease across anything which acts as a condenser. Fig. 1 (b) is a very useful switch
of the orthodox type, which may be purchased in various sizes and on various kinds
of insulating bases. The larger sizes with
porcelain base
are very suitable

Fig. 3 shows the method of connecting
an earthing switch, preferably mounted
on the wall outside the window, in the
aerial circuit of the receiver. For this
purpose type (b) on a porcelain base is
recommended.
arm.

-

The upper right-hand contact is connected

to the aerial terminal of the receiver, and
the lower contact on the right -side goes to
(Continued on page 306.)

for earthing the
aerial when the

receiver is not
in use. Fig. I (c)
is a key switch of

the " Burndept "

Il

pattern, and
which is quite a

different p r o position from the
Dewar switch.
The " Burnde.,)t "

TrYO &WY OF CONZ4CTS

FIG.11.(c)

is

F16.4

con-

structed with
ample space be-

51M/.1. A

ro

It will be seen that the

aerial lead-in is taken to the upper arm of
the switch, and the earth lead to the lower
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METHODS OF SWITCHING
IN WIRELESS CIRCUITS.
(Continued from page 305.)

Conducted byfJ
JliTRsberrs,D3,Etr.1,1?

the earth terminal of the set. The two
contacts on the left of the switch are short-

circuited, which gives a direct path from

aerial to earth when the switch arm is
Useful Pliers.

IN wiling up a set, it is often necessary

to insert a small piece of buswire into

some almost inaccessible place and hold
it there whilst it is soldered in position; and,

in such cases, you generally find that the
pliers will not reach sufficiently far, and
you wonder how you can hold the piece
more conveniently. A reader sends me a
very simple hint for such cases. He says

he uses a pair of curling -tongs for the
purpose. As these are equivalent to a

long and narrow pair of pliers, I can readily

see how useful they would be in cases
such as that mentioned above.
A Novel Valve.
Here is a

An Aerial Hint.
An insulator

thrown over to the left. When the switch
on

the

outside aerial

obviously can only insulate so long as its
surface remains dry, and for this reason

insulators are usually made of material
upon which the moisture collects in separate

drops, rather than in a continuous film.

A coating of grease or vaseline Sometimes
helps in this direction, although it has,

on the other hand, the drawback that it

eollects dust which contains carbon from
smoke, and this in time forms a conducting
coating. A useful little trick for preventing
the deposition of direct rain on the insulator,

and also for -protecting it to some extent

new

idea for those who

are given to invention
in connection with
valve design. A glass
vessel contains the
filament, the vessel

arm is over to the right, the aerial and
earth are connected to their respective
terminals on the receiver, as shown.

Series Parallel Switch.
Fig. 4 shows the method of changing over

the aerial tuning condenser (c) from series
to parallel, and vice versa. This switch

is very necessary in cases where the receiver is not used solely for the reception of
British broadcasting. For these short

wave -lengths the condenser should be in
series with the aerial coil, but when it is
required to receive on higher wave -lengths,
some provision must be made for changing
over the connections of the condenser to put
it in parallel with the aerial coil.
Any of the switches, except type A, may
be -used for this purpose. The connections,
are as follow : The aerial terminal of the

set is connected to the upper right-hand
contact of the switch, and also to one side

of the aerial condenser (C), the other side of

being exhausted and
the filament raised to
incandescence in the

usual way by the

passage of an electric
Outside
current.
the vessel, and in
contact with the
glass, is a metal plate,

and the thermionic

current
passes
through the glass
from the internal

this condenser being joined to the lower arm
of the Awitch, which is also connected to the
tipper left-hand contact. The upper switch

filament to the ex-

arm is .connected to the upper side of the
aerial coil (L), and also to the crystal, or
grid of the first valve. The earth side of
the aerial coil is joined to the lower right-

ternal plate.
Under the heat of
the filament the
glass wall becomes a

hand switch contact and the lower left-

conductor, and so
allows the current to
pass.
A valve on

hand contact is left open.
If the circuit is traced through it will he

seen that with the switch arm to the right
the condenser is in parallel with the aerial
coil, and when to the left it is in series.

this principle, to be
used

as a

rectifier,
recently been

has
patented in America.
I recollect e o n -

sidering a

very
similar idea to this
some t i m e ago,

Fig. 5 shows another method of connecting
the condenser in series, or parallel by means

of an extra aerial terminal and a shorting
Part of the latest Telefunhen equipment on the s.s. "Columbus."

but I turned it, down without actually
trying out, as it seemed to me that
if the glass were made sufficiently hot to
be electrically conducting, there would
be a large evolution of gas from it,

sufficient to destroy the vacuum, not to
mention diffusion of gas through the glass
from outside, as well as difficulties due

to deformation of the glass owing to its

being softened with the heat.
I do not see any account of the American
patent having been tried out. At any rate,
here is the idea, in case it may be of interest

to any readers who have the

facilities

for experimenting with vacuum pumps.

from dust, is to make a cowl or shield out
of a tin canister, such as is used for coffee
and various other foodstuffs.
The lid should be removed altogether,
and a hole drilled through the bottom, of
the tin large enough to enable the supporting wire to be passed through it. When the
tin is in position, and placed centrally

so that it is clear of the insulator, it should
be soldered to the supporting wire, the hole
being completely soldered up. In this way

the tin forms the hood and protects the

insulator.
(Continued on page 354.)

strap. The two aerial terminals are shown
as A 1 and A 2, and the earth terminal as E.
The aerial condenser is connected between

A 1 'and A 2, and the aerial coil is joined
across A 1 and E. Connections are
taken from A 1 to the crystal, or to the
grid of a valve, and from E to one Side of
the telephones if a crystal is being used, or
to low-tension negative in the case of ' a
valve set.

It will be seen that if the aerial lead-in

is connected to A 2, as shown in Fig. 5 (a),

the aerial condenser is in series with the
aerial coil. In Fig. 5 (b), the lead-in is

to A 1 and a shorting -strap is
connected between A 2 and E. In this
case the condenser is in parallel with the
joined

aerial coil.

r Wireless Weekly, October 11th, 1921.
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The

decides

Ericsson(British) 'Phones

3u the lbigb Court of justice

the sixth day August 1924 between
THE BRITISH L. M. ERICSSON MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.
(Plaintiffs) and 'OTHERS (Defendants).

,,,,,,,

,,,,, 1

,

Important Notice

Beating
all
Records

received many complaints from
disappointed customers who have been
misled by the false description given to
'phones sold by some' dealers and described as
" Ericssons," we have been compelled to take
action in the High Court of Justice.
The following is an extract from the Court
A \TING

For record enjoyment insist on
the new departure in 'Phones

Order :-

" Chia Court Dotb OrDer anb 2lbjutve

giving

that the Defendants their servants and agents
be perpetually restrained from using the name

Sweetness and clarity with Valve Sets.
2. Loudness and clearness up to 30
miles with Crystal Sets.
1.

Ericsson as descriptive of or in connection with
the sale of Head 'Phones for Wireless Telephony
(other than Head 'Phones manufactured by the
Plaintiffs) without clearly distinguishing the Head
'Phones so sold from the Head 'Phones manufactured by the Plaintiffs and from selling or offering

manufactured by the Plaintiffs in such manner as

3. Comfort
4. Reliability

" RID it is OrOCI:CO that the Defendants do pay
to the Plaintiffs their costs of this action etc.

Send remittance at once for sample
departure.

or advertising for sale any Head 'Phones not
sa

OT"

on the head.
and

high - grade finish.
Cheap 'Phones are dear in the end.

to represent or lead to the belief that the Head
'Phones so sold or offered or advertised for sale
are of the Plaintiffs' manufacture.

of the

new

BLUE-SPOT
ALWAYS ask for Ericsson BRITISH Telephones.
They have Ericsson " stamped on each earpiece.

Frices :

120 ohms
2,000
4,000 ,,

-

-

-

HEADPHONE
19/6 ZT

24 6
25 6

2616

Trite to -day for lists or apply nearest agent regarding
Ericsson products.

Selling Agents :-

ANCHESTER: 19, Bridge Street,
NOrtINGHAM: W. J. Force & Co., Traffic Street.
col,CIIESTER. 121, High Street.
sctrfLAND: Malcolm Breingan, 57,'Robertson St
Glasgow.
BIRMINGHAM,: 14-15, Snow Hill.,
N.B. ENGLAND: Milburn Do., Newcastle -on -Tyne.
LEEDS North British Engineering Equipment Co.,
Excelsior Buildings, Lands Lane.
AI

PF

State whether in Black, Mahogany, or Green.

,

By general consent the best

MFG. CO.' LTD.,

terial, Laminated Magnets,

justable Head -band, 5 ft_
cord, fully guaranteed.

THE TRADE ARE INVITED TO ASK FOR DISCOUNT.

67.73, K ingsway, London, W.C.2.

You'll find us at Stand
H. 62, Box 129 at the
Exhibition.

thin diaphragm,
Double leather -covered ad-

and Cap of insulating ma-

Dublin.

RELFAST: S. Robertson, Ltd.,./46. May Street,.
THE BRITISH L. M. ERICSSON

specially

Case

Continental 'Phone.

IRISH FREE STATE: Stocks carried by A. W.
Doyle, Kelly & Co., 174, Great Brunswick St..

(British)

Telephones

I

LONDON : The Aku Company, 33, Orchard Street, W.I.
MANCHESTER : Ashworth & Smith, 27, Blackfriars Street.
DALMUIR near GLASGOW: P. Cameron, 7, Beatty Street.
NELSON near CARDIFF: F. P. Warren, 55, Shringrig Rd.
DUBLIN : W. A. Doyle -Kelly & Co., 174a, Pearse Street.
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SECRETS OF THE B.B.C.
THE STORY OF DAN GODFREY, JUNIOR.
By " ARIEL."

Mr. Dan Godfrey, Junior, late of the Manchester B.B.C. Station, and now a leading light at 2 L 0, is the subject of
" Aria's " latest investigations, and in the following article the reader may learn a few facts and fancies about a
very popular member of the B.B.C. staff.

IN the year 1815

Times " printed
a detailed report of -.the famous battle

of Waterloo and the great victory 'of

Special mention. was made
Wellington.
of the heroic deeds of a drummer -boy who,

it was said, " stood by the men-at-arms,
and did beat drums and give encourage-

ment to his comrades." More was destined
to be heard of the drummer, for he eventually became an officer in .the Guards and
the conductor of the Guards' band. This

was all the greater a distinction, since it

was the first time the War Office had
permitted a conductor to hold a com-

This drummer -boy was the first
Of a long line of musicians, and his name
was Dan Godfrey.
mission.

Mr. Godfrey is also passionately fond
of golf, and we recalled our golfing match
at Manchester last year, when we had
arranged for an expert to broadcast lessons
to me, for I knew nothing about the game.
We had fixed a wireless set, complete with

Mr. Dan Godfrey is no snob, but ho
can boast of having dined at the same

were delivered.

" That confounded cook had ruined

loud speaker, on to a wheel-barroW, so
that we might hear the directions as they

" It was not a bad stunt,"

laughed

Mr. Godfrey, " and, on the whole, I think
it worked remarkably well,. though it was

rather unfortunate that you should have
got a lesson in putting just when you had
landed yourself in a very bad bunker,"
Mr. Godfrey's only child is a little son
named, like himself, " D411," I suggested

table as the Prince of Wales.

" On this occasion," he remarked, in a

thoughtful voice,

"I may say that

digestion ! "

my

The Silent Cat.

In most matters, Mr, Godfrey is a very

easy-going person. Even in our famous
goat match my. ineptitudes only gave him

cause for mirth. But in musical matters
he takes himself most seriously, and will

A New CompoSition.

His son, also called " Dan," followed
the same profession and becanle equally
famous.,.;r;vii,' the- present Sir Dan
,is still well-known to the world
for his Masterly power with the baton,

and the citizens of Bournemouth are proud

to claim him as the musical conductor of
their town. Sir Dan also has a son, yet
another Dan Godfrey, who is walking in

his father's footsteps, and conducts the

orchestra at 2 L 0.
Thinking that my readers might be

interested to hear more about this recent
acquisition of Savoy Hill, I called on
Mr. Godfrey the other day and found him
playing the violin.

"1 You have caught me all alone," he

told me. " My wife and kiddie have gone

to Eastbourne for a holiday.
mind ;

But never

sit down and tell me what you

think of this tune."

He played it over to me, and I replied
that I thought it was very pretty, but I
had never heard it before.

" Quite likely," he said. " I am busy COM;

posing a suite, and this is an air out of it."
Mr. Dan Godfrey is, of course, very
fond of music.

His experience has also ex-

tended to military bands, for he served a
considerable number of years in the Guards,

and, like his great-grandfather, he wielded
his regimental baton. Later, he became
municipal conductor for the town of Hast-

ings. It
novice.

can- thus be seen that he is no

"A Great Stunt."

Mr. Dan Godfrey, junr., conducting the Wireless Orchestra at 2 L 0.

that it must at times be confusing., having

only the one name among all the male
members of the family.

" Not at all," he replied gravely. _" In
fact, my wife finds it a great convenience.
For, whenever she loses her temper with
either lily son or myself, and says rather

In my

more than she meant, she can always excuse
herself with, Well, I only said " Dan." ' "
I asked Mr. Godfrey how he liked being
in London. He said :

I took up the matter so seriously and

them is that you can at least get a good

" Do you know," Mr. Dan Godfrey

remarked, " I listen to all the musical

items broadcast from ,London in which I

myself am not taking a part.

opinion, broadcasting is going to do a very
fact, that is why
great deal for music.

eventually joined the B.B.C. I think,
like my father, that the only reason why
music is not more appreciated in this
country is that there are so few opportunities of hearing it ; and that, I take
it, is.where broadcasting steps in."

" Very much, indeed. It has many
advantages over -the provinces. One of

cobk in. London: I remember one cook I
had in Hastings ; she was a most unforgetable exPerience. I imagine she was a

person very given

to religious services,

for everything she sent me to eat was
either a sacrifice or a burnt offering !"

I

dined well, but very wisely."
I expressed myself incredulous
" Indeed, yes," he answered regretfully.

allow no foolery from anybody.

Any

approach to an attitude of ribaldry Ix ing3
clown his wrath.

" That,'' he said, " is why, unlike thi

other ' uncles,'

I have not got a dog.

1 have never succeeded in finding a dog
whose views on music coincided with my

own, but I have a very delightful and

silent eat called John Keats. It is a Striking
example of the truth of that poet's famous
lines, Heard melodies are sweet, but those
unheard are sweeter.' "
" Do- you not find," I asked, " that

he gives vent to his suppressed musical
enthusiasm on the roof at night ? "
Mr. Godfrey admitted that he did!

" But still," he added, " as he confines
himself to a fairly accurate rendering, of
the arias from .` Lucia di tammartnoo,
1 don't really mind !"
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Nores,.
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Conducted by Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.
Compact Rheostat.

Dustproof Crystal Detector.

HERE is an idea sent in fo me by a a ader
for a device which he says he has made
and used. Although not very "professional " looking on a finished set, it will serve
its purpose well enough in an experimental
one.

It is briefly a method of finding a

One of the common complaints with

regard to the ordinary wire rheostat is that
it takes up too much room behind the pan -el.
Here is a rheostat which takes up practically

no room at all behind the panel, the re-

sistance clement being contained in a groove

cut in the back of

glass dust -cover for the crystal without the

the dial. The dial;

necessity of cutting a glass tube of rather
large diameter, which many experimenters

of
which must
course be sufficiently

find somewhat troubleSome in the absence
of a diamond cutter.
As, will be seen from the illustration, any
small bottle about, an inch or two in length,
and with as wide a neck as possible, is used
for the glass cover. Some scraps of Wood's
metal are dropped into the bottle, and the

thick, is simply put

LEAD ro

CRYSTAL

CAT WH/SKER

aorrzE

cork, and may be
adjusted after the
cork is placed in
position.
caution
Great

must be exercised
in heating the bet -

'tom of the bottle
to avoid cracking.
If the fixing metal
is one which melts
at a lower tem-

perature than the
wows merAc

CRYSTAL

oasrmoor Derc-erw

.-

boiling

point

of

water, it is better

to melt the metal

by immersing the
end of the bottle in the hot water.

hole is a dead fit, or tight, the least deviation
of the shaft from the true will cause sticking,

and a great deal of trouble. Further, when
making several holes for an instrument, it
is difficult to get, them exactly to. register,
and a little play " makes the fitting of
the instrument much easier. There is
really no objection to the panel drillings
being a little on the large side, as the dials,

etc., cover them over when the work is

completed.
Automatic Battery Switch.

I referred elsewhere to the advisability
of using a filament -battery switch to cut out

the battery when the set was not in use.
There are several types of such switch on
the market, and they can be purchased
quite cheaply.

cut in the back, as

shown in the accompanying diagram.
resistance
The

" spring " is then
fitted

in

position,

one end being con-

nected

by

copper wire to the shaft. A piece

wooD BLOCK

a

BRASS

STRIP

NOOK FOR
TELEPHONE

of

springy copper or brass, secured to the front

of the panel by a bolt, makes contact with
the resistance element. The resistance
element holds itself in the groove by reason
of its own tension and the shape'' of the groove

A Soldering Hint.

When you have a good deal of soldering

to do, and you forget about the iron, you

generally find that you have to remove the
scale from it, .file the iron and re -tin it
before you can proceed with your work. I

mentioned a little hint for reducing this

trouble in some notes recently, and here is a
picture illustrating it.
-A piece of iron or brass tube is obtained,

about 3 or 4 inches long, and of sufficient
internal diameter to permit of the insertion
of the soldering -iron easily into the tube.

OPERATING

P/N

SIDE OR

SPRING

BACK OF
CABINET

CONTACTS -_.4

AuromA776 BATTERY SWITCH

But here is one which is easily made, and
which is automatic in action, if you cultivate

the habit of hanging the 'phones on the

hook when they are not in use. The action
is similar to that of the hook -switch on an
ordinary house telephone. The shape of
the hook for the 'phones will be seen in the
figure ; this hook may be made from brass
sheet, about ii14- or If of an inch thick, or a

piece of brass rod, bent into the required

shape, may be soldered -or bolted to a large
brass washer to form the hook. The hook
is secured to the inner surface of the side or
back of the cabinet, and projects through a

slot cut for the purpose. A small pin on
the hook operates one prong of a switch, as

L.T. Battery Switch.

shown.

Many experimenters appear to despise
the filament battery switch as being unnecessary. When they have finished using
the set, they turn down all the rheostats
or disconnect the battery.

it is often a good plan to make the holes
somewhat larger than the shafts. If the

the recessed groove

spirit -flame until the metal melts.

',LEAD ro

is a good plan to make

drillings as accurate as possible, but in the
case of drillings for shafts through the panel

in 'the lathe and

latter is then very carefully heated over a
The fragment of crystal is then dropped
in in the usual way, and at the same time a
wire is inserted into the molten Wood's
metal, to form one of the leads to the detector. The cat -whisker is attached to a
fairly stout wire
passed through the

Drilling Panels.
Generally it

raise the hook, and so make contact with

the other prong when the 'phones are
lifted.

The first method

is inconvenient, since the positions of the
rheostats have to be adjusted again next
time the set is used, and furthermore, if the
total resistance in the rheostat is high (for
example, with dull emitters), the current
may not be turned entirely off, even though

NEXT WEEK'S " P.W.

11111111111111111111111d

Another Free Booklet will be given
away

there is no perceptible glow in the filament.
A Good Investment.

If this is the case, there is obviously a
serious drain on the battery in the next
twenty-four hours. The plan of disconnecting the battery altogether from the set,
although safe, is inconvenient. The filament -

battery switch, however, overcomes all the
objections considered above, and is a good
investment.

The prong in question must, of

course, be springy and sufficiently strong to

The. tube is left in position in the flame,
and the iron, instead of being inserted
directly into the flame, is simply placed
within the tube and left until it is sufficiently heated. This prevents the soldering iron from becoming overheated, and. also

keeps the gases from contact with it to a
large extent. In this way the troublesome
scaling of
lns :med.

the

soldering -iron is

much

with

next

week's

issue

of

" POPULAR WIRELESS." It is entitled

"Five Special Crystal Sets."
Full constructional details are given
for the amateur desirous of building
a crystal set of proved efficiency and
reliability.
Order Next Week's Copy of P. W. Now.
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NO more unsatisfactory and perplexing hours of vain experimenting
for a perfect reproduction of the broadcasting programme !
The whole trouble lay in the valves-somehow the evening's
entertainment was always spoilt by distortion and microphonic noises-

Now it is all different.
You can sit back at your ease and enjoy the long evenings
with confidence that you will always get perfect reception
if you demand Mullard H.F. and L.F. Master Valves.
There is a Master Reason. These wonderful valves are designed and
produced in the largest valve factory in Europe by the foremost radio
valve engineers and carry the same reliability in work and life as those
upon which many broadcasting stations rely day after day.

Ask for Mullard H.F. Red Ring Valves for H.F. amplification and
detection, 12:6 each.
Ask for Mullard L.F. Green Ring Valves for L.F. amplification, 12:6 each.

Write for leaflet V.R. 18, for full technical information.

Weco, 1 volt ORA and D.F. ORA are now 25/- each,

Mullard.
THE MASTER -VALVE
Advt.-The Mullard Radio Valve Co., Ltd. (P.W.), Nightingale Works, Nightingale Lane, Balham, S.W.I2.

BRITISH EMPIRE EXHIBITION, PALACE OF ENGINEERING-Avenue 14-Bay 13

,,
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"SUCCESS"
COMPONENTS

46,Ce:7::-;013

0,004,

The IMPORTANCE of AMPLIFICATION

is not overlooked by the amateur-pure and undistorted
icception with a volume phenomenal in power is achieved
by using

*13

a

THE NEW " SUPER -SUCCESS"

L.F. TRANSFORMER

This is not an expensive instrument, but it embodies

every feature contained by the most costly -transformers
and has many new ones of its own.
Self -capacity is reduced to au absolute minimum. Dust
and damp-proof.
Test the primary impedance and then test the amplification ratio. The remarkably high value of both is, a

For 1st STAGE and POWER

welcome surprise.

use the

UNDOUBTEDLY THE TRANSFORMER FOR THE
SCIENTIFIC AMATEUR WHO IS ABLE TO TEST
AND APPRECIATE A TRULY EXTRAORDINARY
ACHIEVEMENT.

" SUPER- SUCCESS

HAVE YOU A POWER VALVE ?
The "SUPER -SUCCESS" will eliminate many of those
little worries and troubles entailed in power amplification.
1,000 volts between windings, stout gauge wire and high
primary impedance will give you confidence in your

(ALL BLACK)

researches.
For first stage

amplification in experimental work,
reflex circuits, or the super -set, there you have the
opportunity of procuring a superlative transformer which

will withstand any test.
Not an expensive transformer. The price is 50 per
cent, below any competitive line.

a

L.F. TRANSFORMER

Retail 2 1
each
060000 T000oseeseeeosolzee00 oeeacticee

OBTAINABLE FROM ALL DEALERS
1

Advertisement of Messrs. Beard &

London, E.C.

Always
sure of

the biggest

Reception

The secret of perfect reception is in the use of a natural Crystal.
" URALIUM is Nature's Own Wonder Crystal, and represents
her tribute to Wireless Progress.
Each Crystal is thoroughly tested and guaranteed, is consistently
active, unaffected by temperature, and will give a loud reception
over the maximum range.
Obtainable in boxes, including Silver Catswhisker, is.

3d., of

ralYum
IF UNABLE TO OBTAIN LOCALLY SEND P.O. WITH
THE NAME AND ADDRESS OF YOUR DEALER TO

BOWER
ELECTRIC LIMITED,
15, GRAPE STREET, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON, W.C.2.
Telephones: Regent 5183 and 5183.

all Dealers.
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HOW TO BUILD

A TWO -VALVE " UNIDYNE" SET.
A NEW DESIGN FOR THE CONSTRUCTOR.
By WARING S. SHOLL, A.M.I.E.E.
The numerous articles by Mr. Sholl which have appeared from time to time in " P.W." have earned him the reputation of being a

radio writer who never dashes into print with the description of a set until he has built it and tested it to his own high
standard of satisfaction. It need hardly be said that this article is no exception to his rule, and the set dealt with by Mr. Sholl in
this article is sound in all respects.
on the experiments with
the " Unidyne," in which standard
detector and L.F. panels were used
with the necessary adaptations, it was
FOLLOW 1 Nt

decided to build a two -valve set, detector
and one stage of L.F. amplification, on the

Condensers, fixed. Dubilier .0002, Edison
Bell .001.
Filament resistances. Microstat.

Switch, terminals, etc. Raymond.
L.F. transformer. H.C.W.
In order to save the polished surface of
the panel the work

was set out on a

paper

template,
which was pasted at
the corners to the
ebonite, and all holes
transferred to the

panel by means of

a scriber. The paper

4

.

was then removed
and all marks fol-

lowed up with a
centre -punch
and
drilled.

The six terminal

holes are 4.B.A. tap-

ping, the four holes
for the coil -holder
studs 4 B.A. clearing,

the three holes for
the S.P.D.T. switch
6.B.A. tapping, and
the two holes shown

a

in solid black are

Fig. 1.

usually accepted lines

favoured by the

British amateur, viz., the flat panel design
mounted on a mahogany cabinet.
Fig. 1 gives the lay -out of the panel,

which in this instance is 4 in. thick and was
specially prepared by the makers, the
British Ebonite Co., of Hanw-ell, being first

matted down and then polished up to a
high state
marble.

of

finish

resembling

black

The diagram should be compared with
the photograph, Fig. 2, in order to check

4.B.A., one tapping
and one clearing, as
marked. These hold
the transformer in position, beneath the
panel, of course.
-

The Cabinet.
-7f

four round -head screws. 'one at each corner,

from each outer edge

of

The cabinet is furnished with corner blocks
panel.

correct locatiOn on the panel.

screws.

Components Required.

enter the joints or the,,
will be forced apart and

In no case may the screws

A working. drawing containing all dimen-

taken in conjunction with a photegraph,

should -give no trouble to the worker even
of limited experience.

.

The dimensions are according to the

following components, which are used in the

construction of the instrument :
Panel,

10 in. by 8 in. by a in. British

Ebonite Co.

Coil holder. L.E.S. Raymond.

Valve holders. Bower Electric Co.
Valves. Thorpe K. 4. Bower Electric Co.
Grid leaks. -Watmel.
Condenser, variable "J.B." Mierodenser.

either a larger panel or the existing panel to
be mounted flush, thus giving rather more

room, as the arrangement shown is about
as compact as is practicable, and needs

really close workmanship throughout. All
holes should be tapped where shown, and
every terminal screwed home and fitted with
a washer and back nut.
Wiring Up.

The photograph, Fig. 3, shows the wiring
which is carried out in square section wire,

there being an absence of parallel wiring
which, while not particularly essential in the

Unidyne circuit, is recognised as sound
practice generally. A diagram of the actual
wiring is apt to be rather confusing unless
every component is mounted in the same
place, therefore the worker will do well to
have diagram Fig. 7 before him, and starting from the aerial end, work methodically
through to the last terminal.
In case the photograph, Fig. 2, does not
reproduce too well, it may he borne in mind
that the top left-hand terminal is the aerial.
the lower one the earth, the top right-hand
terminal the lead from the anode to 'phones,

the last but one terminal the battery positive and the lowest one of all the battery
No difficulty will be found in getting at
the whole of the connections if all terminal

shanks, etc., are brightened up and well

the holes being located at the angles of the tinned first. Have a camel -hair mop handy
instrument space as shown-Le. ;- in. back 410
(Continued on page 314.)

in. square, Which accommodate " the holditig-down

sions is not at all easy to follow if encumbered with any descriptiVe matter, but

but in this case the writer would advis

negative.

It will die observed that the panel overhangs
in. all round, and is secured by

off

the various components against the
working dimensions and to assure their

are 4 B.A. clearance. The variable condenser
requires a 1 -in. hole for the dial shaft and a
-i6--in. clearance fOr the vernier knob, whie'l
is shown below, being 18 in. radius from tha
shaft centre.
Other components may, of course, be used,

ruin the cabinet. The wood
used is
in. thick, which

therefore allows the .panel to
overlap 1, in. clear all round ;

the base, which

is champrovides an equal
overhang, adding a wellbalanced and attractive
finish to the general lines of

fered',

the instrument.
Ns!
The holes for the arid
leaks and filament resisances are bored b in., the
latter being for one hole fixing. The valve socket ends

'
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is done the contact will be severed from the
inside and the condenser rendered useless.
The writer has labelled all his terminals,
etc., with the transfers recently introduced

A TWO -VALVE
" UNIDYNE " SET.

for the purpoSe, and can
highly recommend
these

(Cotinual from page 313.)

00

0 .0. 0

00000

0 0 0 0 0 D/

In conclusion it must be emphasized
that, as with all Unidyne circuits, the
most innocent -looking fault will throw the
whole circuit out of order. Spacing is not

useful labels if care be taken
to attach them securely and
perfectly square.

and clean off any filings at once to avoid
leaks. Two small shaped brackets of in.

Tuning In.

to the right-hand filament resistance

hot cloth was not found
very satisfactory, but by
placing a double layer of

by air in. brass are used to support the
transformer, the lower one being seen next
in

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4 gives a side view of the completed

instrument, and. at the left-hand will be

The method

of

using a

cloth, folded sharply so as
to make a straight edge, over
the transfer,
and applying a

fairly hot sol,
dering-iron to
the cloth, it

was easy to
make a good
job of letter-

ing the panel,
which it is hoped will
come out well in the reproduction of the photo, Fig. 2.

The wiring having been

completed, the battery,
'phones, etc., should be

connected up in the usual

way, and a 75 coil placed in

merely important, it is

vital, and the

components used will be subjected to a far
greater test than if they were employed in
the usual H.T. set.
Leaks are very important in their effect
upon the circuit. Those clue to bad insulation or to fluxite which is left adhering to
the panel are sufficient to weaken reception

the A.T.I.-the right-hand
holder

;

it would be prefer-

able the other way about--

i.e. on the left-and a 100
coil in the reaction.

Turn
the filaments fairly
bright, tune in roughly, and
bring up the reaction coil to
just short of oscillation
up

. noted the grid condenser mounted vertically

point.

The two-way switch should be in

on the variable grid leak by means of the

the upper position i.e. detector only.

clips supplied with the Dubilier grid
condenser. This makes a very neat fixing

Final Advice.

for this type of condenser, and may well

be used for grid circuit work in any type of

The tuning may be sharpened by turning
the vernier knob in a clock -wise direction,

receiver.

which increases or decreases capacity by

The Clips.

switch may now be thrown over to the

Fig. 6,

means of a most ingenious cam motion. The

The larger fixed condenser, viz., the
.001 mfd. between the transformer and the
negative filament leg, naturally is not supplied with grid leak clips, so a connection

lower position, which brings in the stage of
L.F. amplification. Using a Life Tone loudspeaker on the two valves very good results

are obtained from the local station, the

quality of the reception being excellent.

The results from

the set are most
satisfactory, and with
the loud speaker used
gives good volume
of tone: Fig. 5 gives

Fig.

7.

a good general idea

the completed
instrument, the finish
of

of the panel being

well illustrated in the
reflected

image of

the coil holder which
actually appear s
double in the photo= graph.

Under

Fig. 6 gives a " close-up " of the set
complete with valves and coils ready for
connecting up. The woodwork has been
toned down, filled, and French polished,
while the brasswork, including the small
screws, etc., is lacquered old gold, the

no circumstances should the clips be taken
off the Dubilier pattern of condenser ; if this

whole being a typical example of the style
adopted by the British maker.

has to be soldered to the lug and a hooked
end taken round the grid leak screw.

The other end is soldered to one of the
screws which hold the grid leak flange to the

panel, the screw being about 1 in. over all

to provide an easy connection.

or to destroy signals altogether. Whilst
grid leaks and resistances which should
leak but fail to do so, will have a similar
effect, and equally disappointing results.
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-E is the title of next week's 24 -page
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7ite ermAath:oft
True judgement and appreciation require to be based on more
than outward appearance. Time after time the public are .pefsuaded to buy the " just as good " article on the strength of
similar outward appearances. The result is disappointment and
distrust.. Too late we rediscover the knowledge that it's the
heart of things that counts.

Just look at the internal construction of the New R.T. TransNote the careful symmetry of design and heavy insulation
between coils. The primary and secondary are wound in twelve
sections, the six sections of the primary being placed on the
outside of the secondary sections, giving the lowest self -capacity
(18 micro-microfarads) of a transformer in general use.
former.

The further security of one year's guarantee is given with every
New R.I. Transformer. Apart from these strong features of
real worth the monogram R.I. carries more confidence for you
of perfect workmanship in wireless componentS and 'sets than 'any

other trade mark.

Price 25/ -

Ask your friends, and then write

for the New R.I. Catalogue.
17_,phone: Regent 6214-5-6

1-gre,r-ns:"Instradiv Lor\doK'

Radio IRstrurneRts Ltd.
1? Hyde Street, OxFc*cl Street W. I.
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COIL HOLDERS &
COMPONENTS.

X...Z RADIOS

GUARANTEED

STANDARD

COIL HOLDERS
2 -way 66, base 6d.

Post 3d.

3 -way 7/0, base if Post 4d.
INSULATED

VALVE SOCKETS
Set_ of 4, including r red for Plate,
RADIO 6

Post 2d.

with drilling template, 1

nttlittt

LEGLESS VALVE
HOLDER
Post 2 d .

RArun

1 /6 each.

ottaiitii ANTI - CAPACITY

t

RADIO

6

HANDLES

Fits by suction on standard
condenser knob.

On and off

in a moment, stops all hand
capacity effects.
11.11,0

2/. each. Post 3d.

C
GO SWELL ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,

If your dealer cannot supply we send post free if you mention his name and address.

12a, PENTONVILLE ROAD, LONDON, N.1.

Liberal Trade Terms.

TO ABOLISH
HAND CAPACITY

'Phone: North 3051

Vic) drar7

WL-

The Naylor " Fulstop " Condenser is the only
Condenser which entirely eliminates hand
capacity effects. That irritating distortion you

hear every time your hand approaches the,
operating knob cannot exist if you have a
' Fulstop ' Condenser,

The abolition of hand capacity effects

LIST FREE.

is

guaranteed unconditionally by the makers
and money will be refunded if any instrument
does not give absolute satisfaction. Get the
best out of your set by getting a

Tulstop' Square Law Principle Condenser
13/6
.0003
10/3
.001
Prices .0005
9/6
11/3
.0002

TWO, THREE and FOUR VALVE

WIRELESS RECEIVERS
PANELS ONLY.

Two Valve ..£12 0 0
Three Valve ..£15 17 6
Four Valve .. £20 5 0

Three Valve..£22 5 0
Four Valve ..£27 5 0

This very handsome Ped-

estal Cabinet fitted with

drew Model A. J. S. Four Valve Receiver, H. and L.
Tension Batteries, and
A. J. S. Loud Speaker, the
horn of which matches
the wood, is supplied

Stocked by most Wireless Dealers, but if

complete with all accessories ready for use in
MAHOGANY OR OAK
each at

J. H. NAYLOR, Ltd,, Condenser Works, WIGAN

152 : 10 : 0

you have any difficulty send direct to

COMPLETE SETS.
Two Valve ..E17 10 0

See our Stand, E.4,

Palace of Engineering,

British Empire

Exhibition.
to secure this

tiONI WWI

Valuable Ageneywrite for

our Trade Terms amt
Uprise(' Prices.

WIRELESS BRANCH, WOLVERHAMPTON.
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SOME NEW EXPERIMENTS

WITH AN "INDUCTIVE EARTH."
By G. V. DOWDING, Grad.I.E.E.
(Technical Editor of " Popular Wireless.")

The experiments with a novel " earth " described in the following article by Mr. Dowding will repay the experimenter
if he copies them. Although nothing extraordinary is claimed in the way of results, the words " out of the ordinary "
may be truly used.

ONE always likes to try out those little
brain waves that flash across the mind
from time to time, and the following

is the account of one of those that struck
me during a search for louder signals and
yet louder signals still. Could I operate a
loud speaker with signals from America

tangible results of one's " labours." I would
insert a nice little moral here, were it not for
the fact that I do not intend to philosophise
in this article and hold up shining examples
of past and present scientific endeavour. If
I know my readers, and I have personally -

met many hundreds and received letters

only a
crystal set,
veritably believe
would still
to
endeavbur

from many thousands,

results.
My readers will

no doubt know

this, and offer sterling
testimony indeed of
enthusiastic amateur

the feeling.

achievements.

will call my " in-

to my subject.

using

with no earth connecting lead at all !),

results, according to known theory. should
be good.

The
correspondence
columns, of POPULAR
WIRELESS provide an

additional' proof

With what I

of

Well, to revert back

ductive earth "
a really notice-

I

next constructed a
crystal receiving set of
novel design. Choosing

able increase of used in several

was not greatly elated because, working. with
such a short earth lead (one could almost say

they need no. spur.

"improve"

signals has been
obtained when

2 L 0 corning in louder, I think, than I have
ever heard him on a simple crystal set. I

uNDER
EARTH

different ways
and with sever al
different types

of circuits, both crystal and valve.

a room with French

windows, so that I
could obtain minimum

PIECE OF
WIRE
SOLDERED

To My

COIL WITH END OF
.IRE TAKEN THQOUG

LID OF BC,

TIN CASING

WOOD BASE

THIS MUST BE. 0L/RIED DEED IN THE EARTH

lengths of lead to direct
Before

I go any further, I wish to make it clear
that I do not claim that this "-inductive
earth " system will prove successful in

every case-local conditions may have a lot
to do with my own good results, but I want
readers of POPULAR WIRELESS to try it out

and experiment, and perhaps, all working
together, we may involve something really
good. I am not going to discuss the theory
of the system at this stage except in very

earth, I buried an " earth plate," whicl consisted of a tin biscuit box provided with a
wooden base and lid. In this was placed a 75
turn coil, one end of which was connected to
the interior of the tin. A lead was connected
to the outside of the box, and a heavily insulated wire was taken through the lid of the
" tin " to the remaining end of the 75 turn
coil. The final connections were as indicated in Fig. 1. Results were excellent,

In passing,

I might mention that

believe this system may have the effect of
reducing atmospheric disturbances. That I
have not yet . ascertained-possibly, on
occasion, greater interference may be experienced ; this has yet to be proved.
Progressing with the idea, however, I
decided to experiment, further with " in-

ductive earths," owing to the fact that I
(Continued on page 318.)

brief. The idea originated whilst I was
engaged in researches mainly concerned with

aerial earth efficiency, and the fact that the

largest potential exists at the earthed end
of the aerial made me wOrider whether it
would -not be possible to control this in some
way by direct detector connection to the set.
Getting Results.

My first experiment, therefore, was to
disconnect that " end " of the detector
circuit of a crystal set which goes to the
earthed end of the tuning inductance and

take it direbt to earth by means of an

additional earth lead. This is by no means
an original arrangement, and, anyway,
results were not promising.
The " idea " arrived. when I sud-

denly wondered what would happen if
the tuning inditetance itself were buried
beneath the ground. Theorists may indulge
in a laugh at this point if they so

desire, but my experience haS led the to
believe that it is as well to assume vast
ignorance when experimenting, continually
mentally ejaculating, " I wonder what
' that ' would do," and trying it out' before

time is allowed to think of " it " iheoreti-

cally, and perhaps " reasonably," is really a
very excellent procedure for obtaining

Some of the "P.W." Staff. Left to right: Mr. Rogers, Mr. Edwards, Mr. Dowding, Mr. Bird, and Mr. Webb.
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PHASE DIFFERENCE IN
DIFFERENT KINDS OF COUPLING.
A' SHORT EXPLANATION.

24 -gauge wire wound round a small bobbin.
My first experiment with this, after having
buried it some 3 ft. deep in.moist earth, was

to connect up a twoLvalva," Unidyne," in
the manner shown in Fig., 2. The result

WA" a decided increase in signals strength,
as Was testified by two or Three interested
but independent witnesses. Pressure in

By SIR OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.

other directions prevents use from', going

(Scientific Adviser, "Popular Wireless.")
0 0 0-

meantime I would like some of my readers

TWO circuits may be coupled together
either magnetically, or electrostatically, or by direct conduction ; the

latter being much the same as electrostatic
connection through a condenser. Hence
either of these last may be called ,electric

coupling, while the other may be called

much further at the moment, but in the
to experiment with "InductiVe earths,"

When the charge or potential of one is at
maximum plus, the charge or potential Of
the other will be at maximum minus. That
is the effect of magnetic coupling.

But the effect of electric coupling is
different. In electric coupling the two condensers are virtually united, so that the

and let me know if they obtain anything in
the nature of interesting results. Possibly
their efforts will meet with failure, but anything novel in wireless is worth trying. It
is conceivable that " stunt " circuits of
startling sensitivity can be involved which

depend to some extent, upon some such
system.

magnetic coupling.
Taken separately, the different modes of

A' SIMPLE

coupling produce much the same effect,
transmitting the oscillations from an open
circuit, like an aerial, to a closed and
resonating circuit. But if the two modes

" THREE CHOICE
SWITCH.

of coupling are combined in one apparatus,

they tend to interfere and neutralise each
other's effect, as may be explained thus :-When a sinuous current is oscillating in
a primary circuit, the E.M.F. induced in a
secondary circuit, depending as it does not
on strength but on rate of variation, will
lag a quarter phase behind the inducing
current, being related to it as a cosine is 'to

0 0 0 .0-

M ANY receivers are

designed with a
multiplicity of
terminals to afford
choice of aerial tuning
or of value of variable

a sine.

condensers.

The

simple type of switch
described may, how-

Electric Coupling Effect.

The current excited in a secondary circuit, attuned by suitable inductance to the

ever, be used if pre-

ferred to give the same

primary, will lag another quarter phase
behind the induced E.M.F., being related

results with less ex-

penditure- of time and
trouble.. It consists
Merely of an ordinary

to it as a minus sine is to a cosine.
Consequently the current induced in an
attuned circuit of negligible resistance will
be exactly in opposite phase to the primary

S.P.D.T. switch with

A recent photograph of Mr. Marconi's steam yacht, the " Elettra."

phase of potential, or charge in one, will
correspond with the phase of potential or
charge in the other. Both reach their maximum plus and maximum minus together.

Hence if both couplings are employed
simultaneously, they tend to interfere or
neutralise each other's effect. Arid the

an extra arm mounted

in line with the other

three components.
For the alternatives of A.T.C. in parallel,
series,

or " constant aerial " tuning, the

arrangement is as Fig. l, where it will be

seen that with the arms joining A B and

couplings may be so adjusted as to produce
the effect zero.

,

The diagram may serve td illustrate

this still further.

NEW EXPERIMENTS

WITH AN
INDUCTIVE EARTH."
(Continued front page 317.)
The arrows show primary inducing and secondary
induced currents in a certain phase. The potential
at A is accordingly tailing, while the potential at
B is rising, and vice versa. Consequently, if the

points A and B are connected, as shown by the

dotted line, the two modes of coupling will interfere

and tend to neutralise each other.

or inducing current, being related to it as
a minus sine is to a sine. And the condenser
in this secondary circuit, being charged and
discharged by these induced currents, will
be always in opposite phase to the -condenser
or capacity area in the primary circuit.

cause to the conclusion, erroneously perhaps,
that inductance so placed beneath the earth's
surface might have some considerable
electrical, or, shall we say, " reception,"

effect, bearing in mind the normal difference in potential which exists between the
earth and atmosphere.
To this end I made another " inductive
earth " on exactly the same principle as the
above " earthed tuner," only I used a cocoa
tin and a smaller coil of some 50 turns of

C D we have, say, 0005 mid. in parallel
with A.T.I., with B C only joined we have
-0006 in series (the increase in maximum,
and minimum is of advantage here), and.
with C D only the " constant aerial " tuning of -0001 in series and .0005 in parallel.
Similarly, to combine a fixed and variable
condenser to give different maximum values,

as in Fig. 2, it will be seen that joining B C
gives -00025, A B .0005, and A B, C D .001.

The only precaution necessary is to see

that the handles on the switch arms are

not too long to fit down between adjacent
contacts, thus the handle on arm A must

be able to fit down between B and C,
and that on C between A and B.
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fiRELESS
ELEPHONY
*Pt man

\PLAN SCION

The ideal way
to progressive

CR YS TA L
FiECP

wireless

construction.
RADIO is essentially a progressive hobby.

Half the

attraction lies in the advancement from the chrysalis
stage of the Crystal Receiver to a " Five-Valver " or even a
full --blown transmitter. Yet your ultimate success depends
upon the books which guide your steps along the path of
wireless progress. You cannot do better than put your trust
in Wireless Press publications. With their aid it is a simple
matter for you to obtain a complete knowledge of the-sUbject

from A to Z.
" Crystal Receivers for Broadcast Reception."

By Percy W. Harris. Price 1:6. Postage
2d.

,r,ELESS KLE,

" Construction of Amateur Valve Stations."
By A. L. M. Douglas. 1,.'6. Postage 2d.
" Practical Wireless Sets for All -Home Construction Made Easy." By Percy IF.
Harris. 1/6. Postage 2d.
" The Wireless Press Ezi-Wiring Series ":2:- each. Postage ad.
s. A Three -Valve Portable Receiver. By
n. S. Pocock.
2. A Three -Valve Receiver (Cabinet).

The !Tireless Press are
the pioneers of autkorizireless literature,

cateringevery possible
need.

11.

F. H. Haynes.
3. A Two -Valve and Crystal Reflex Receiver.

By TV. James.

" The Amateur's Book of Wireless Circuits."
By F. H. Haynes. 3,'6. Postage 6ci.

it

The Home Constructor's Wireless Guide."
By TV. James. 3'6. Postage 3d.
ti Radio Experimenter's Handbook."
Two
Parts. 3:6 each. Postage 4d. each.
The Wireless Telephone: What It 'Is and
How It Works." By P. R. Coursed'. 2.'6.
Postage 3d.
" Wireless Telephony: A Simplified Explanation." By R. D. Bangay. 2,'6. Posiagc
3d.

The Elementary Principles of Wireless
Telephony."

By R. D. Bangay.

7:6.

Telephony."

By J. A. Fleming.

7,6.

Postage 6d.
Electrons, Electric Waves anti Wireless
Postage 6d.

Wireless Valve Transmitters: The Construction of Small Power Apparatus." By
IV. James. 9,'-. Postage 9d.

Issued by

THE WIRELESS PRESS, LIMITED,
12/13, Henrietta Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
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RADIO

C RYSTA L

liere

THE WORLD'S GREATEST.
Cheam.

" I feel I ought to tell you that a

Neutron Crystal I bought some time ago
has accomplished what many other
Crystals could not do. That is perfect
hearing on a Straight Crystal Set."

s ate
VA LVE
Wiled
for

P. W.

Price

116

NEUTRON LTD.
SICILIAN HOUSE, SOUTHAMPTON ROW,
LONDON, W.C.I. PHONE MUSEUM 2677

Sole distributors for London er Home Counties :-

V. ZEITLIN & SONS,

144,

Theobalds

Road. London, W.C.I.

A valve of superlative excellence at a really popular figure.

A valve with a wide sphere of
application and economical to
run.

r=q111111P111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111ffilliffillE1111111111111111111L'I

1 Famous DL. Headphones
4,000 OHMS TOTAL RESISTANCE
"MODEL DE LUXE"
Every Pair Carries Our Money -Back Gamantee

OVER A MILLION PAIRS IN USE TO -DAY
a"

= each
E

=

06 arantec Cl
highly efficient;

Leather bonnet
wire headbands
sliding head adjustment, and

4'..;

complete,

reit it

flexible cord &
ready for 11SC

receiver

THE

detachable in-

I

s
TOTAL WEIGHT
I I oz.

MOST

HEADPHONES

6/6 ir

Pair 12/6

DL., 2,000 ohms,

Post Free

5/6 P3T

E ..0.,
8,000 ohms, 14,'-

NOTE; We are the
sole distributors of

these farnouspbones

= TRADE HOUSE
=

.-=

T----

and luive been for

for
the past two years.
Everything Wireless ,=:e.. ------e.---2,,,,-,---,_____,.--=- No Bankrupt Stock

-New Goods.

Special Quotations to Trade for Qua:aides

Delivery from Stock.

WIRELESS DEPARTMENT

-,--

E

^

E.

&

CO.,SHIPTON

Ltd.

37, Tothill Street, Westminster, S.W. I
EI

Telephone: Victoria

And at

7.

Telegrams

ECEPTE

DULL EMITTER VALVES
FILAMENT VOLTAGE

..

AMPS.

COM-

DL., 4.000 ohms,

=

or low frequency.

PORTABLE 'PHONE
f>,: ON THE MARKET

SINGLE

Rentfones, Parl.

14, King Street, W.C. 2

Adaptable as amplifier,

audion and detector. Suitable
for every kind of switch in high

Price

3-3.5 Volts.
.06- 07

51

POST
FREE

The Eccepter Valve consumes extremely little current.
Excellently
adapted for working with pocket lamp
batteries or dry cells.
The Filament is short, stout and
well supported. Mechanical breakage
is almost impossible. Smooth
detection and amplification

without valve distortion.
Until yon have tried the Recepter "

you have not beard your set at its best.

Also BRIGHT EMITTER VALVES
Filament Voltage 3'0-n
Ifst' Post
Free Amps. '4
Post of once to the Sole Agents:

F. J. BROWSE & CO.,
56. BROAD STREET, HOLBORN. W. C.

4
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RUNNING A
PROVINCIAL BROADCASTING STATION
By BERTRAM FRYER (Station Director, the Bournemouth Broadcasting Station).
Mr. Bertram Fryer has had considerable experience of the difficulties and problems encountered by station
directors and provincial B.B.C. stations, and in this article, specially written for " P.W.," he tells readers the

inside story of how a station is controlled.

00000000000

0000006

IT has been my good fortune to direct the
running of two of the British BroadCompany's stations-Newcasting
castle and Bournemouth, and in looking
back on the events which seemed to have
passed so extraordinarily quickly since I
first joined the company, some seventeen
months ago, there is certainly cause for
serious thought. Giant strides have been
made' in broadcasting, not only from the
point of view of transmission, but also
from the programme point of view, both
in information and entertainment.

on7; that something is wrong, and it

No Light Matter.

viated from the title of this article,
and therefore I will endeavour to keep

-

There are others far more capable of

writing about these particulars of broadcasting than I. Those who have read

is

necessary to find out what that thing is that
is wrong.

I often wonder if there can be a more
interesting position than that of a station
director.

It -is, after all, so extraordinarily
human, and at the same time so businesslike.

Your listeners, at least so I have

found it, are usually prepared to meet you

half -way. and I have found that earnestness
in work is received with keen appreciation

by those Whom you are trying to please.
Naturally, just earnestness in work is not
sufficient. I even now feel that have demore severely to facts.
Supposing you have felt the pulse of your

listener a chance to gather more data-, fasts,

and detail, which would have been impossible in one talk of a quarter of an hour.
No Criterion.

So far I have not received any complaints
on this system, and thus I continue to keep
it going. This does not mean, however,
that it is necessarily satisfactory or successful. That is one of the strange things, and,

if I may say so, delights of a station director's position. He always has that
feeling that, although there have been no
complaints, it may not have been successful.
If he is a keen man he will try other things,

or watch very carefully for any subtle
changes that may come over the tone of the
letters he receives or the criticism]

that may reach him.

Captain Lewis's book,
" Broadcasting from

I inaugurated the
Scholars' Half .flour at
Newcastle. This was

Within," have got a
greater

insight

into

carried on with great

these matters than I
could possibly p u t
forward.

success by a committee
of Members of the
educational world, and

In these

lines, however, I have
been asked to write

on the running of
provincial

very ably guided by

thmehairman ,

a

ing station, and it

in Newcastle; to whom
I owe great thanks.

is

no light matter. There
seems to be no begin-

The Farmers' Corner.
Therefore I proposed
doing the same in
Bournemouth, and I

ning and no end, owing

to the multitudinous

points, each of which
have great value and
upon each of which

am glad to say that it
has proved successful, -

much could be written.

and here again I am
indebted to the coin-

It would be useless to
take, for instance, a
day in the office, and

mittee of education.

alists and the

enlarge upon each item

chairman, the Director
of Education. In both

that comes tinder my
control, because that

this was done
with the approval of

would only omit

cases

numbers of other items

of even greater value
that did not happen to

the

Director of Education

broadcast-

the Educational CornMr. Bertram Fryer (right), the director of the Bournemouth Broadcast ing Station.

come in the day in question, and all matters, of
course, come under a stationdirector's control
More Talks.

There is no doubt that one of the chief
features towards success in a station is
organisation. Good organisation enables
the director to keep his mind clear, and so
allow it to be used energetically and without
hindrance on any particular subject. Having
achieved that, the next study is essentially
the listener. It is my duty and my pleasure to
create programmes that will be well received.

It is encouraging and gratifying to feel
that a programme has proved successful ;
one should be able to hold all the reins and
feel an even pressure on each, that pressure
bringing the realisation that one is giving
satisfaction. An extra strain on one warns

mittee in each town.

listeners correctly, and know how to gauge
their tastes, and supply in consequence programmes fitted to bring them pleasure,
there are then many points to be considered
that are not necessarily connected with the
entertaining side. We will take, for in instance, Talks. I have listened very

The talks we have had have been varied ; in
fact there seems scarcely any limit to them.
I shall refer again to this particular matter.

B.B.C., and I may say in the great majority

Taking these papers together with the local
speakers who speak in the afternoon during
the afternoon concert, London guided, and
it was for the station director to obtain the
best that his town provided.
I am now forming a Farmers' Committee,

many times to talks, both from my own
station and from other stations of the

of cases I have always been left with the
impression that another talk or even two
other talks on the same subject would have
left me more satisfied.
I determined, therefore, to put into
practice the system that, providing the
subject was satisfactory, and providing my
speaker was a good speaker, his talks should

invariably number four. thus giving the

There is always, of course, to a station

director, a general guidance and assistance
from headquarters. Some of the papers

that we read from this station are sent us
from headquarters ; there is always matter
that strongly appeals to the listeners.

or, I should say, have formed a Farmers'
Committee. and intend to run a Farmers'
Corner. Every Friday in the afternoons
(Continued on page 350)
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THE RECEPTION
OF 5 X X.
(FIG. 1 FOR CAPTAIN
ECKERSLEY'S ARTICLE).
Each black dot represents a point
where 5 X X has been heard on a
crystal. This map is a copy of
one kept by Captain Eckersley at
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THE RECEPTION OF 5 X X.
SOME GENERAL OBSERVATIONS.
By CAPTAIN P. P. ECKERSLEY, M.I.E.E.
(Chief Engineer, the British Broadcasting Co., Ltd.)

The following article, specially written for " Popular Wireless " by the Chief Engineer of The British Broadcasting
Co., will prove of particular interest to many thousands of readers wlio have built crystal sets for the reception
of 5 X X and who have been puzzled by one or two seemingly inexplicable characteristics of the station's transmissions.
0- 0
0 0- 0
00- -0- .0 -0-0 0- -0 -0 -0- -O.
^- 00000
Oo 0 -0- 0 --<><><>.,..-<> -0 0- 0 0TN all broadcast work there is a tremendous
1 discrepancy between reports from- lis-

and generalise and explain theSe contradic-

conditions obtaining in different -localities
and with different apparatus make it diffi-

bad in those localities at present well served
by broadcasting. Is this a " wipe out !' ; do
the waves antagonise each other ; is there

teners, and one can only surmise that

cult to judge results in any but a general way.
Particularly has this come to my notice in
the matter of reports on 5 X X. our ChelmsLowir

some subtle reflection from harmonically

tuned aerials 1 In my mind such high -brow
ideas fail before a more human one.

Tom Jones lives 4 miles from a l -kw.
station. - He buys a set, slings up an aerial
any old how, and it works. 'He is satisfied
and, obvioUsly, so are we. 5 X X opens.
He expects with his set, which -just gets- a
4 -kw.. station at 4 miles, to get 5 X X at
40 or 100 miles by just adding a loading
coil. His expectations are obviously not
justified, because the range of - a station
doesn't vary by any means directly with the
power.

Pie.

NO BLAST/NC

ford experimental station.

If it takes 1 kW.. to signal -10 miles,

it requires a great deal more than 10 kw. to

It might interest

and amuse some of my readers to hear of
these differences.

I would like to thank all

those who have written in either praise or

criticism to me, and I would also like to pay

tribute to the enthusiasm and skill of so
many who have successfully received the
station-it is wonderful to think that while
broadcasting has only been going a year or
so, tens of thousands of people who up to

signal a hundred, because the energy is
" broadcast "-the figure is nearer 100 kw.

if you want the idea of the thing.
Bill Jones lives 50 miles from the nearest
station, and he has erected a really fine_ aerial;

he's had to, and he's paid a good deal of
a

L/51/7

C

AWRAGE.

It is, frankly, not so interesting to me to

they are in the minority (by all means let
them continue to write, their reports are
useful from another point of view) ; it is
rather more interesting to know how the
average person is impressed, broadcasting
being for the average person.

Now let us turn to 5 X X receptions. I
have a map (Fig. 1) which indicates crystal
reception in the British Isles. Each black
dot is' a point where 5 X X has been heard
on a crystal --there are not pins for every
report ; the map is ,only representative ;
had I put a pin for every crystal the map in
parts would have been black.

Of chief inter-

est are those outlying the 100 -mile radius.

5 X X has been heard in Algiers on a

crystal, but someone in Hampstead is very
annoyed he can't get it. Aberdeen and
Belfast return reports, and yet there was an

hotel in a remote Highland town that
scrapped a multi -valve set because it couldn't
hear. Poor results are reported generally

from Birmingham and Glasgow, and yet
outlying parts of the Midlands and the"
Industrial North get good results.
This leads me to my first point, and, to try

Particularly in towns does this matter

apply, where it is frequently very difficult
to rig adequate aerial and- earth systems,
but my advice, for what it is worth, to those
desiring to receive 5 X X is try and get an

aerial high and long (not more than 100

feet, I'm afraid ; ' see P.M.G.'s regulations),
well away from trees, and not too near the
house.

,

A last pctint before I close down.

-

Many

people have grumbled at the comparative
weakness of the station and have compared

it Unfavourably with others on the same
wave -length, using less power and working
farther away. Most observers have, how-

ever, notieed that its faults in this respect

are counterbalanced by its virtues in regard
to purity of tone or quality.
The Only Policy.

It is fundamental in the art that you

If you are to avoid blasting the tips of the
speech or music waves, and consequently
the faithfully reproduced electrical impulses

_

are very large -compared with the average
value of the disturbance, we have to limit
A B so that A C, the average modulation, is
Small, but -the quality good (see Fig. 2):

longer waves, and send in valuable observations to us at 2, Savoy Hill.
get the report of highly skilled persons, since

metre band, it is probable it would seriously
interfere with the present service-the
advantages of 1,600 metres are greater than
the disadvantages.

cannotget deep modulation and good quality.

that time looked upon wireless as almost
witchcraft are able to -day to convert sets
from 400 to 1,600 metres, adapt aerials to
Explaining Contradictions.

badly jammed for another, and if we put
the high -power station down on the 400 -

tions, one might safely say that 5 X X is

AllowAC to come up to the limit and let A B
BLAST/NG

attention to detail. To him 5 X X is pure jam
(not jamming), and We get a glowing report.
There is another point. Every aerial has
what is called a resistance. This means

go miles beyond it (see Fig. 3), as certain
Continental stat-ions do, and you get a fine
great signal, BUT-that's why Chelmsford
may sound weak. Isn't it a saying " Little
and good 1 " Our policy is to aim for perfect quality and I think it is the only policy.

that when the wireless waves come along
they want to set up- big disturbances in an
aerial, but the dead resistance of- the aerial
disposes of this desirable state of affairs.

0541:,
RESISTANCE

The greater the resistance the less the

USE,. RE-51.SrANCt

strength of signal if no reaction is used-if, in

fact, you have a crystal set.

000 $00 304 9 0 .700 0100 700 800 900 0000 700 1200 /SO 0 /NV
WAVELENGTH
FiG.

4

Why 1,600 Metres ?

Now, there is another quality of an aerial
which is the " useful resistance," and this is
a desirable quality and increases the
efficiency of an aerial. In Fig. 4 I show

curves for an average aerial as used for
300-500 metre reception. It will be seen

that the useful resistance falls off rapidly as
the wave -length increases, and what is
worse still, the dead resistance increases so
that an average aerial as used for broadcast
reception is far worse- in some cases for 1,600 -

metre reception.
Why use 1,600 metres

Because

it

carries farther for one thing, it is not so

-

May I ask readers to remember that

Chelmsford is designed for those areas which

were,_ before its advent, badly served by
broadcasting, so that the noisy minority

who are well served at present would be doing

a service to those less fortunate by backing
up the scheme and looking to their own installations in the light of the remarks above.
Once more I reiterate that the experimental
5 X X marks a great milestone on the road to

the ultiniate aim of a perfect broadcast
scheme, and it is to be sincerely -hoped
that formal permission for its permanent
erection will not be long forthcoming.

Popular Wireless Weekly, October 11th; 1924.
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Some of the artistes who have given you pleasure when listening -in.
THE art of

broadcasting is a difficult

one, although apparently this is 'a
point not always recognised. Many
artistes are under the impression that so

lona as they sing, play, or act, in their
accustomed manner, the quality and effect

are the same as
when their performance is given
in a hall. For

them might well

(mis)quoted,

be

" Ah wad some
power the

gif tic

gic us, to hear
Qursel' as ithers

hear -us." There
are many singers

and players, too,
that, no matter
how good their
Mr. Harry Burley.

work is in the
hall, " over the

aether " it loses in
quality by reason of their lack of knowledge
in the art of transmission.
When it comes to the instrumentalist, of

Frederic Collier, Kate Winter, Norman

Allin, in addition to the famous violinist,
Marjorie Hayward, and the 'cellist, Miss
Beatrice Harrison, atoned for much. We
wonder if listeners -in noted in the Five
Sweet
is one of the main
sources of inspiration in Dvorak's Symphony
Melodies,
Chariot," which

-Negro

The True Art of Vocalism.

After a prolonged course of concert

singing, one learns to dread the vocalist
who sings the notes of her song and not
the words. A recent sentimental song
heard " over the aether," by a well-known
singer, resolved itself into utter comicality
because the vocalist refused to articulate

clearly.
This is possibly where operatic experience

produCes such good results. The singer
instinctively acts, as well as sings, and the
result is to carry words and notes together.
Miss Felice Hyde, the young opera star

of the Carl Rosa and British National
CoMpanies is a striikng example of
this point.

though she were
again in the role

A Famous Flautist.

but with such artistes as Cedric Sharpe,

he has already become famous, though
but twenty-five years of age.

H e commenced
playing, however,
before he was
twelve, . and Ins

musical career
has

only

interrupted

been
by

the war, in
which he saw
active service.
-

Sunday Items.

These still pre-

sent many diffi-

culties, by reason
of the B.B.C.'s
predilection .for
dogma and propaganda. Still, the musical
Miss Wynne Ajello.

side at 2 L 0 is being better directed, and
the recent concerts, which engaged the
services of such artistes as Sybil Maden,

many people opportunity to hear the works

which otherwise would be but names to
them. The concerts at Central Hall last
year proved so
successful that the
B.B.C. have taken
Covent Garden for
a series

in each

month, starting
from December to
April next. Some
foreign
famous
and
conductors

artistes will be
heard,
Symphony concerts have been
held successfully
at Bournemouth,
Miss Mice Hyde.
Newcastle, Belfast
(with Maurice Cole as soloist), and Aberdeen.
A Promising Singer.

Broadcasting has certainly had one good
result,

it has opened the door to many

promising young artistes who might have

had to. wait "and work for years before
getting the opportunity to perform before
an Audience impossible to count. Whether
this is for the good of the musical profession
as a whole is, of course, open to question ;
but the blame for overcrowding an already
overcrowded profession must be laid at the

of elocution:

broadcast.
In some cases, of course, it has introduced
artistes of real talent, and who in the course

operatic work,
and of the concert
platform, a n d,
a most Captivating Delilah ' in

Mr. Joseph Slater.

made

Although these are not best suited
for broadcasting, they undoubtedly give

of her aria. Consequently there is
dramatic finish as.
well as sympathy,'
and this makes
her work of value.
She has had a
wide experience

Naturally, much depends on the player,

flautists, there is very little to fear.
The latter artiste has broadcast on
several occasions. On the concert platform

She

sings before the
as
microphone

best results are undoubtedly the violoncello
and the flute. The broad measured tones
of the former lose nothing in quality,
neither do they gain so much in harshness
or that mechanical " wound -up " flavour.

Almgill, and Joseph Slater, amongst the

Low,

" From the New World."

course, the nature and character 'of the instrument has to be taken into considera
tion. The two instruments that give the

E. B. Robinson, and Beatrice Harrison, all
famous 'cellists ; and Edith Penville, Frank

" Swing

Symphony Concerts.

Saint-Saens' famous opera when it was
performed recently.
" One of the Best."

The success of the small orchestra when
of picked artistes, and not

composed

merely players, was proved again on the
29th inst. when The J. H. Squire Celeste
Octet broadcast again from 2 L O. Mr.
Squire formed this Octet in 1913, and has

doors of the big agents, who, in their mistaken policy, have prevented what E might
call the real artistes from being allowed to

of time would have come just as prominently to the public ear. Under this

category may be placed Miss Wynne Ajello,
a Clever young singer who has been heard
at 2 Lo. She has
given abundant

proof of a sound
technical training,
coupled with a
fresh, pure -toned
voice
range,

of

wide

and this

had some of the finest artistes amongst his

should stand her

sequently leader' of the London String
.Quartet, and Arthur Beckwitch, of the
Queen's. Hall Oichestra, and now leAder
of the newly formed Cleveland String
Quartet (U.S A.) and at the moment on
its first visit to England.
The present leader is Gordon Mayer,
justly reckoned one of the finest violinists

for her
career.

members, including James Levey, sub-

in the country.

It is hard to realise that the player is

but twenty-two years of age, for he has the
experience of an artiste of double this span.

in excellent stead
musical

A favourite

singer at the provincial stations is

Mr. Harry Burley.
Mr. Gordon Mayer.
He is particularly
well-known in the
Leeds district, where he has done much ora
torio work, and at the Bournemouth Winter

Gardens, where he has armeared several
times.
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PRACTICAL HINTS
ON SHORT WAVE RECEPTION.
FROM A CORRESPONDENT.
With Poldhu, East Pittsburg, Paris, Nauen, and hosts of amateur stations working on Short wave -lengths, the
amateur will find it worth his while to study these hints on shortwave -reception.
00..0.0 0 0
00 0 0 00.
THERE still seems to be a large number

of amateurs who have difficulty in
receiving signals on wave -lengths of

be tuned down to, say, 100 metres. Also,
for wave -lengths round about 185 -metres,
more inductance may now be used than when

the writer may therefore be of some value

using the circuit shown in Fig. 1. This
results in greater differences of potential
across LI, and correspondingly louder

receivers to work efficiently on the short

signals.

200 metres and -below. The experiences of

to those persons who cannot get their
waves.

It is not proposed to deal with the detailed

construction of suitable tuning coils, etc.,
but rather to

describe the

Two Serious Faults.

length of about
170 metres. That

corresponding to a wave -length of about
170 metres.

With a valve receiver it is necessary to
have an inductance coil connected across
the grid and filament of the detector valve,
in order that differences of potential across
the ends of this coil, set tip by the passage
of the H.F. currents in the aerial system,
may be applied across the grid and filament.
Inductance Values.

A certain amount of inductance must

therefore' be included in the aerial circuit,
which will, of course, increase the wavelength of that circuit. Referring to Fig. 1,
if the aerial -earth system, without the

addition of LI and C 1 had a natural
wave -length of 170 metres, the introduction
of L I would increase the mini-

mum wavethe

system to, say,

183 metres. Cl,
the tuning con-

would

increase the
wave -length to,
say, 230 metres,

giving a tuning
range of 185 to
230 metres. The arrangement of Fig. 1 is
bad, however, since the inductance of LI
must of necessity be small in value. The
differences of potential applied to the de-

tector valve are therefore small, resulting in
weak signals.

This state of affairs may be improved
by connected Cl in series, and, as is well
known, the resultant capacity of two
capacities in series, is less than either of
the capacities alone. Thus, the effective

capacity of the aerial system has been

reduced, so that the aerial circuit may now

length of the aerialcircuit. It will be found
that if speech is being . tuned -in, a slight

tightening of reaction coupling results in
the wave -length of the aerial circuit in-

creasing with a bound, necessitating a
decrease of Cl. This will probably start
the set oscillating again (see reason " a "),
and the incoming speech must be retuned

set can be made to function either in an

usually has a
natural w a v e -

it will have a natural frequency of oscillation

denser,

reaction .coil must be provided, so that the

oscillating condition, or just off oscillation
point, according to whether C.W. or speech

is to say, that if
the aerial is connected direct to earth, without the addition of inductance or capacity,

length of

very far from perfect, one reason being
that to receive C.W., or strong speech, a

practical principles involved.
standard
A

P.M.G. aerial
/5y ,/

The arrangement of Fig. 2 is, however,

(b) When the reaction coupling is varied,

there is a very large change in the wave-

is being received.

Fig. 3 shows a circuit which fulfils these
requirements. The objection to this circuit,
however, is that great difficulty is experi-

enced in making the set oscillate, due to
the damping of the aerial circuit.

This damping is due to the radiation
from the aerial, and also to the latter's

which, with an amateur's
antenna system, using a water -pipe earth,

resistance,

or kindred arrangement, is usually high.
A great deal of regeneration is therefore
necessary to bring the set into oscillation.

all over again, The filament rheostat of
the detector valve plays an important girt

made the set oscillate with the greatest ease.
If this coil was increased or decreased
in value, it was impossible to make the set,

by this circuit it it is mishandled, and it is
very annoying when working two-way
communication with some distant station,

The writer has experimented considerably
with this circuit, and found hat the apparent
secret of success lies in the correct value of
the reaction coil. Various value coils were
tried, and a certain value was found which

oscillate. In the United States, amateurs
nearly always obtain . reaotiori, not by

coupling an anode coil to, the aerial, coil
magnetically but by- tuning the anode
circuit with the variometer. When the
plate circuit is in resonance with the aerial
circuit, oscillations are set up by coupling
between the aerial and plate circuits, due
to the internal capacity of the valve. It
would appear, therefore, that the size of
coil discovered by the writer was such that
when connected in the plate circuit, the

in getting a station tuned in well.
Yet another objection to the arrangement
of Fig. 3 is that it radiates, and the radiation
is much greater on the short wave -lengths
than on the longer wave -lengths. Hence,
considerable interferencec' may be caused

to have the latter's reply blotted out by
some enterprising local amateur.
A Practical Solution.

The real solution to the difficulty of short

wave ,reception lies in the use of a loose
coupled

aerial circuit.

(See

Fig. 4.)

Reception of wave -lengths down to about
85 metres is easily possible with this
arrangement.
It will be seen that the essential difference

between the circuits of Figs. 3 and 4 is

latter became resonant with the aerial
circuit. The internal capacity of the valve

provided the necessary coupling between
the circuits to produce. oscillations.
Although this arrangement will oscillate
readily if the right -sized reaction coil is,
used, it has two serious faults, which are ;

(a) In order to operate the set in a condition of maximum sensitiveness it must
be kept just oscillating.

With the arrangement of Fig. 3, it was

found that as Cl was increased or decreased

the reaction coupling had to be greatly

increased or decreased correspondingly to
keep the set just oscillating. This is extremely awkward when searching round the

that in the latter circuit the aerial and earth
are not Connected to the grid and filament

action coupling produces the undesirable

to the coil Ll , which is coupled magnetically

condenser, especially as variation of reeffect mentioned in

b.

of the detector Valve, but are connected
(Coy:tinned cn pa ye
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MEASURING
0 ccroocd 0 00

short wave -lengths.

0 000
advantages of this arrangement over the

:KA ANY amateurs are, no doubt, unaware
1'1 of any simple method of measuring
signal strength. This is very useful
for comparing reception of the same station
at different times, and thus collecting data
about fading. Here is a simple method -;
it is not absolutely accurate, but quite

direct coupled aerial circuit are tremendous,
and are as follows :
1. Since there is no initial capacity
across L2. its inductance for a given wave-

length may be much larger than if the

-

reliable for
amateur.

the wants

of

aerial and earth were connected across it.

the ordinary

losses must be low, since these hisses are

very important when dealing with very

SIGNAL STRENGTH.
0 -0

sers must be of good quality; and their

Single Layer Coils.

Special attention should be paid to the
method of making contact with the plates,
as a condenser which works quite silently
on; say, 600 Metres- upW-ard; may be quite
noisy -on 100 metres. Cl should be fairly
large, about -0007 to -0008 mfd.
C2

should not be too large ; it is best to use
a condenser of about -0003 mfd., and use
several plug-in coils for the band of wavelengths desired.

For short-wave work, single layer coils
are undoubtedly the
most efficient, owing

to t heir low

The materials required are a potentiometer, a double -pole double -throw knife
switch, and an
ammeter. These

may all be inin
the set, or
mounted on a

I

either way will

corporated

cause quite a large
change, in wave-

separate panel.
T h e potentiometer should be
of a non -inductive type, and

length in the circuits
in which
used.

sistance (about
400 ohms). Con-

nect these up as
in the diagram.
Now tune in the required signal with the

out at

his station.
The article is not

meant to be a theo-

switch open-i.e. with the switch arm

retical

making contact with neither side. When
the., maximum signal strength has been
obtained; switch the potentiometer in
circuit ; now commence to reduce the

Mr.

This results in its having a comparatively
large number of stops, and, since LI has

disappears.

Next switch the ammeter and L.T.

only a few turns, a step-up transformer effect

battery in, and read the ammeter. It is now
comparatively simple to determine the
value of the shunt by Ohm's law :
E

is produced, so that larger differences of
potential are set up across L2, resulting
in louder signals.
2. Since the aerial circuit is loosely coupled

(R=-)

to the closed, or

C

encountering the same difficulties as the
writer has done, and will enable them to
successfully
faults.

identify

and

correct their

a small reaction coil

will suffice to make the
set oscillate.
This

OhMs), we may obtain the number which
represents the signal strength.
It will be. obvious that this must be done

entire absence
of
faults (a) and (b) mentioned above.
3. Due to the loose coupling between the

results in an almost

in -a quiet room, or the threshold of the
sound is lost. In using Ohm's law, care

should be taken to see that the actual

current, due to discharge, is used. If preferred, a separate battery may be used for
this reading.

0,101

PRACTICAL HINTS
ON SHORT WAVE
(Continued from page 325.)

00000

-0- 0 0 0 -0

-

aerial and closed circuits, very little transfer of energy takes
place when the set is
oscillating, so that
there is much less
danger of interfering
With other receiving

is,

to another coil, L2, the ends of which
are connected across the detector valve.

-

stations.
4. The loose -coupled
aerial circuit results in
great selectivity. This

RECEPTION.
<><> 0

information will be of use to those who are

damping, hence quite

Si

-

The coil L2 is shunted by a variable

condenser, C2, which tunes the circuit to
resonance with the aerial circuit. The

of

course,

well

known, and need not
be gone into here.

With regard to the

actual variable condensers and coils used.
The variable conden-

on

detailed account of
results obtained by practical experience.
And, as such, it is hoped that the above

latter has very little

-

in which S = signal strength, Sr = shunt
(in ohms), and R = resistance of 'phones

00

the station

lecture

what should or
should not be done,
but is simply a

secondary, circuit, the

From this, by using the formula,

S=

P. H. Cook, Assistant Engineer of the Hull Relay Station, a
switchboard.

resistance in shunt until the signal just

.

they are

In conclusion, the
writer wishes to say
that the above is all
the result of experimental work carried

have a high re-

R -FS

self -

capacity. Their inductance values must
be accurate, as a
slight variation

The Amplifier Panel at W J Z, the well-known New York station.
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-THE CAMDEN-

Components of dependable
quality can only guarantee
dependable service. Such only
are included in our lb -pp.
fully illustrated Catalogue of
Essential Raw Materials and
Components for wireless --

TRANSFORMER

SHROUDED MODEL
This remarkable transformer
is thoroughly recommended
power

maximum

for

FREE ON REQUEST.

and

entire freedom from distortion. It is designed with a
substantial iron core, and a
ptimary of the correct im-

CAMDEN

5-1

.

.

1 216

;3.11x
Made."

STAMPED "PARAGON."

STANDARD SIZES

61x5x/I, 1/9 12x10x1
26 I2x I2x i
8 x 6 x,

ONE PIECE

10lix8ixt 5/3

GUARANTEED CONSTANT CAPACITY at ALL
TEMPERATURES and Linde, ALL conditions.

18x12x1 13'-

86 24x 10xf 146
16x12x1 11/6 12x 6x1

Special Panels, similar quality and

finish,

little

id. per square inch, postage

extra.

PETER CURTIS, LTD.

/..!.g.. -t I S

CURTIS VARIABLE COIL HOLDERS
2 -Way, 61. 3 -Way 8r-. With just that
bit of difference which denotes an
engineering job. For other models, including
Vernier type, see lists.

.-

PARAGON-CURTIS''

61
CONDENSE0-

-

75, Camden Road, N.W.1.

CAPACITY

Paracurtex." 'Phone North 866.
Te'egrams
BIRMINGHAM : 76. Newell St. Central 7236
MANCHESTER: 312, Deansgate. Central 5095
In conjunction with

NO WAX.

.007 to .25 .

7'3

8x6 xi 3/3 14x12 xi 10/- 24x12x1 17,6
4,6

MICA CONDENSER

'0008 to WS . . 2, 6

EBONITE PANELS

Uniform fine Grain, Dead Matt Finish, Ground Edges.
Genuine ONLY when supplied in SEALED CARTON-

CURTIS

Made in ONE piece.

Radio Quality
Post Office
Specification.

PARAGON

-PARAGON-

ALIARANTEE0

B.'BCa,

(The British Broadcasting Co.)
TESTED, RECOMMENDED and USED by
all leading Electrical and Wireless Authorities.
Paracon Radio -Quality Ebonite, manufactured to exclusive
specification, is the accepted standard of perfect electrical
and mechanical quality is non -hygroscopic, of maximum
resistance, and entirely free from all surface metal.

pedance to give perfect
results. Shrouded to prevent
any inter -action.

Price

supplied to the

. 2/9

The STANDARD of

Cut, Edges Ground and despatched same day

After you have read all the balderdash about
so-called rectifying cryslals and tried as Tarty
pieces as hours wastedspot-searching try

CURTIS-ITE

the name is a guarantee

°CtCRYS1

of its dependable quality.
The 100 per cent. supersensitive crystal as sup-

plied exclusively with
the famous Radionette
Price 1/- each.
Crystal Receivers.

THE PARAGON RUBBER

CONDENSER EFFICIENCY

6d,

But it must be in Paragon sealed Carton
-.---Stocked by all reputable Stores

MANUFACTURING Co., Ltd., HULL.

VARIABLE BRIDGE CONDENSER
(ACTUAL SIZE)

Ask to see the

TrueMusiC

JUNIOR

Loud Speaker.
Before you decide on the Loud- .

speaker for your Set, see, and
listen to a TrueMusiC Junior.

New Model A (Mica Die ectric) 14/6
The Variable Bridge condenser is the. Ultimate Radio Controller,
fundamental principle presents finality in
MODEL B (3-E.V.C.) Panel Mounting (Air Dielectric)
-Cabinet Mounted (Air Dielectric)
C

precision.

for its

-

-

.

.

.

.

Bridge Tuning and Rejecter Unit .
Bridge Tuning and Rejecter Coils

.
.

3776

. 45; -.

60;-

The introduction of this ingenious
Combination Plug Socket marks
the advent of a standardised

system of instantaneous wiring.
CLIX with Locknut
CLIX Insulators

3d,

clear,
revelation.

pure

tone

is

a

Reproduction of Broadcasting
is so faithful, because the metal

in the Horn is not stretched or
twisted. It is made in one piece
electrolytically deposited
of
copper.
Drop tic a Post Card for our Catalogue

TrueMusiC Junior

£2 : 17 :6

(6 Colcurs)_ ld. each.
CLIX Bushes (6 Colours) ld. per pair.

The Telephone Manufacturing
Co., Ltd.,

Obtainable from all Wireless Dealers
or direct from the Patentees and
Manufacturers,

Hollingsworth Works, West Dulwich,

futlftroli"k. AUTOVEYORS LTD.,
InvRadio

''ses

Its

Engineers & Contractors,

84, Victoria Street, LONDON, S.W.!.

London.
British Empire Exhibition, Wembley,
B.E,A.M.A.
Ertgineeri;sg,
of
Palace

Section, Stand Ct, Avenue II,
Days 6 and 7.

-

9.4
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A MUNDAY, Ltd

GREATEST FREE PRIZE

-

KNOWN

EVER

OFFER

=-=

*9

F-2;

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,

59, WATLING STREET, E.C.4
(One door from Queen Victoria Street & Queen Street)
And at 45, EASTCHEAP, E.C.3

A WEEK

We are Stockists of

II

E10FOR LIFE

Iiiii1,,i11111111111100"'

STERLING SQUARE LAW CONDENSERS g_

or £4,000 Cash

BOWYER-LOWE
SQUARE -LAW
CONDENSERS

Absolutely no Entrance Fee. This
Gigantic Prize-a Fortune in itself
--MUST BE WON. See the Record

Prize Picture Competition in this

POLAR CONDENSERS,
ORMOND and
FORMO CONDENSERS 1-3

week's

Accumulators in Stock charged

ANSWERS

6 volt 60 amp., 26/6
ALL MAKES OF EVERYTHING
FOR WIRELESS.

Now on Sale Everywhere, 2d.

WINDSOR HIGH GRADE

ERTE

Coil Holders and Fittings.

ERIAL

PATENT No. 216657

The Aerial is the prime source of wireless reception, no
matter what type of set is used, it is impossible to get the
best out of it unless the aerial is as near perfection as
possible.

Best Quality Vernier

Coil Plugs

Very accurate adjustment

6,'6 each.

each,
cPulraviend 89$a
each,

Basket Holders 1/3 each,

The patent " VERTEX " is the most efficient aerial yet devised,
and hundreds of users can testify that it increases range,
volume, purity, and selectivity of reception ; is non -directional ;
reduces or obviates interference from adjacent electric trams,
trains, power stations, etc., and has enabled broadcasting to be
received where previously it had been found impossible.

All ebonite Matt
finish

The compact form permits it to be installed at any location.

3 11 each,
3 -Way 5i -each,

2 -Way

Outdoor, Indoor and Portable, types,

Trade enquiries invited-

WIN DSOR WIRELESS WORKS,
413a,

Brighton Road,

£c5,

15. 0.

Can be oWained front all if ir.less dealers, or direct from the
Patentees and Illanafa(turers.

WIRELESS
APPARATUS, LTD.,
35, Panton Street. Haymarket, London, S.W.1,

S. CROYDON.

hi

"POPULAR WIRELESS" ADVERTISEMENT RATES
ALLspecting advertising

must be made to the
SOLE
ADVERTISEMENT

AGENTS-

JOHN H. LILT
LTD.

4 Ludgate Circus
London, E.C.4
Note New Telephone No.

1080 Central.

£30:0:0 QUARTER PAGE £7:10:0
HALF PAGE £15:0:0 EIGHTH PAGE E3 :15 : 0

WHOLE PAGE

I

Narrow Column Advts. (3 cols. to page) per inch 25/. half inch 12/6
Minimum Space accepted

SPECIAL POSITIONS BY

ARRANGEMENT, NO SERIES
ALL ADVERDISCOUNTS.

TISEMENT COPY SUBJECT
TO EDITORIAL APPROVAL.

Cover pages close for press
10 days prior to date of issue.
Inside pages close for press

8 days prior to date of issue.

COPY AND BLOCKS MUST BE IN HAND AT
LEAST 3 DAYS EARLIER TO ENSURE PROOFS.

"POPULAR

WIRELESS"

HAS THE

LARGEST

SALE OF ANY

WIRELESS

JOURNAL IN
GREAT ::

BRITAIN,
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ALL POST FREE AT

CALLERS' PRICES

Ebonite Panels COMPLETE
3/16
9" x 6" 2/2 1 /10
Matt

5"

-

AerialWire7/22

Enamld., Bright,
100' ... 3/6, 2/6
do. Electron 118
Lead-in 4d. a yard

Insulators

Shell, 21," x 21" 4d.

Reel 1d. Egg 15d.

Crystor type 9d.
Lead-in 4 /4" & 6° do. 9d.
9" 1/-, 12 & 15 113

Valve Holders

Type A 7d. Polar 1,3
Screwed 8 nuts 8d.
Ebonite

10d.

Do. Open Type 6d

Coil Plugs

GUARANTEED !-Mark the Word !
We have guaranteed this marvel of crystal reception
because the fact is almost unbelievable.
Yet here is the 32/6 crystal set that will give you
the pleasure of hearing programmes for which others
have spent pounds in elaborate, costly multi -valve
receivers.

THE

I
I

I

S

FREE

INVITED

Headphones

Basket Coil Sets,
6-1 / 9. 4-1 /-.

Condensers

Sullard,EdisonBell.
Dubilier,usual prices
Mansbridge 1 net.

1,000 ohms

.0005 Blade 51.000311
1/614/8
/ 13, 4 /
.0002 Extra' 3 / 8
Knobbed dial 1/. ex
Stock "Fallon " &
2.13." usual prices

Vernier, no dial 2/6

5 vane 3/3; 7 3/8
"Polar" tyges10/6

Jacks 4 -Contact

Xy 8/-

New Lines

Eureka Transformers, No. 2 22 / 6
Concert Grand 30/R.I. Chokes 10 /Shaw's Hertzlte 1/1/6
3"x2", 1/.. 2"xli". Tungstalite
4d. Mir -Met -Detector 61.
Orders 5 / 6 value, carriage paid.
packing, etc.
Under 5 / 6, 2(1. per 1

J. H. TAYLOR & CO.,

1/8: 2 m.f. 1/6; 4, Radio House,
Telephone:
1/36 m.f. 9d.
St., Huddersfield 341
IronCoreChokes Macaulay
Telegrams: " Thorough," Huddersfield
9d.

ABM,

Var. Condensers
.001 "Ormond" 7 /6/-

Transformers Dank
B.B.C.4,000ohrns
11L.FSilverTown21!- Bank of 2
Brown' s
B.T
1/6
(new)26/- Standard Plugs 1/3
Siemens, Brandes. RadioInst
Sterling, all 25/ Igranic 211- 201Potentiometer 300
General Radio 20/ - BuredePt (new)241- ohms ex -Govt. 416
Fellows ... .. 18 6 ReliabilitY
3/6
10 1.. 12/6 Hydrometers
Microphones
120ohms. double -ex 2/ Govt. Sullivans 5 /6 Ferranti ... 1716 Tapping keys 2 /
EUdphone Cords 11 1216 14'6 Alum. H'dbnds 2/6
M.T. Batteries Tangenttraordinar
261
With Wander Plugs Royal
Ali ' Ipronic,"Lle.
60v. 8/- 36e. 4 / 10 R. A .F. Modulation Ben," Burndept,'
30v. 4/- 15v. 21. Telephone, & 10-1r
Unidyne " 81- & 'Sterling' Go:A.3.
4v. F.L. Btry 6d.
66v. Ever-Rdy 13:6 H.F. Tangent 5 / 66
Coil Holders
7 r.
36v. 8/- 16v. 39 McMicbael's
Ashley fixed 2 / 6
Siemens same price °Man 900 in. 516
moving 3 / 6
600 & 300 m. 416
British Wires,
Igranic 3 Set 8 / 6
Formers
only
1
/
3
SSVO.
DC.
,SC DSC.
Ebonite 3 coil 3 / 6
18 1/11 2/11 3,5 Switches, Ebonite
2 coil 2/6
20 2/2 314 4/2 , Tumbler 11 1/3 Single Moving 1 / 7
22 216 319 4/7
Rd
Fixed
24 2/11 3/10 5/- S.C.O.
9d. Recessed do.
ed.
26 3/4 4/2 5/9 Dewar D.O.O. 3/3 Fil. Resistances
D.P.S.T.
2
/
9
,
28 3/9 4/9 616
116
Good
quality
30 4/10 514 7/6 Utility 2 -way 41- Igranic
32 5/6 6/- 8/9 3w 5/- 4w 6/. 6w 8/. Vernier Type.. 471/ 36 8/- 816 12/. Lever Type Stocked
2/- Ajax 4140 17/- 14/8 20! Miniature Turn 9d. Ormond
2 -war 2/9 Burndept ... 5 f/-Variable Leaks ,Ltssen
Series natl. 318 T.C.B., 4/- & 5219
Filtron 0-7 meg 31 Double -arm do. 21- Microstat
4d.
Wattnel 0-5 ,. 2/6 N.P. Panel 1/6 Spirals
Formers _ - 7d.
Lissen type ... 2/6

10d.
1/3
7d.
Resistances 2/6
11Moulded type 8d.
Ebonite Dials
Coil Formers 21d. Engraved
3"
Sd.
Basket type 11d Knobbed Type
Coil Mounts 4 d. 21" Fit. Type 15c1.'Athol' Ebonite 113
Do. Porcelain 1/ - Mica. .002 Doz.

Ebonite
Superior
Narrow _
Basket ...

FOR 5XX

0
U

C

518
83.
7"x5" 1/6 1/2
6" x 60 x Z" 10d.
Any Size Out
Sq. in. 1" id. //' Id
15"x12" 7 / 6
4° X 4" 8d.

Terminals

N

I

15" x 9' 5/6 4/9

MIII-Pol.Drass 2d.
41I.A. Standard ld.
2d.
Lacquered
Spade type,doz. 3d.
Telephone type ltd.
Multiphone 4w 9d
6 -way 1
Refty spring 3d.
2B.A. Small Id.
Contact Studs 53.
Spring Washers Id.

TRADE

P

12"x9" 416 3/9
12"x12° 5 / 9 5/-

-

Peerless Jnr. 216
Accessories
4d.
1 /Valve Sockets Id.
Gal. pulley
Alum.

Valve Windows 4d.

Crystal Cups 2d.
P. Wax block 6d.

Resin So'dcr oz 3d
Insulating tube
All sizes, yd. 3d.
Tape, yd. 1d.
ValveTemplate 4d.
Nu -Graving

71d.

N.P. Switch Sets
D.C.O 11-. 5.0.0

9d.

"NATIONAL"

EFFICIENT TUNING

CRYSTAL SET

SQUARE LAW

SUPER

costs 32/6 without accessories, or complete with one pair
Brown " F" phones, roo ft. 7/22 Aerial Wire and 4 insulators,

- --,3 0 0
This set is fitted with the National Super Crystal -the most senPrice - - - -

sitive crystal in the world -which can be purchased separately

for fitment to existing sets at 1/9 post free, complete with
special contact.

It need not be impressed here the
great advantages that accrue by using

CONDENSERS. They are already well known
The universal popularity of condensers emanating

from us makes the J.B. Square Law an already familiar product in the sets of all experimenters who pride
themselves on the efficiency of their tuning arrangements. J.B, are incomparably efficient.
Set builders cannot
be certain of building tuning efficiency

into their sets except they use con-

Post orders to be addressed :-

NATIONAL WIRELESS & ELECTRIC CO.

7a, Church Road, Acton, W. 3.
City Retail Showrooms: -79, CANNON STREET, E.C. 4.

densers bearing our
Regd. Trade Mark.
It is indicative of

precision and skilled
manufacture.
'OD I

-

'00075 '0005 '0003 '00025 '0002 'o001

-

Vernier

9/8/-

-

6/9
6/9

-

5/3

-

Gel " LB." Condensers from your
dealer or direct from in :

20 PAGE

Post

One, 6d. ; Two, 94.; Three.

CATALOGUE

FREE
Price

52/6

8, POLAND ST -OXFORD ST

LONDON - W.I.

Uefepfione:GERRARD 7414
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"BELLING -LEE 9/

INDICATING KNOBS

Neatly designed, well finished, of highclass moulded material. Permanent
engravings. Stocked in the following:-

A valve
for every
purpose
WHETHER you require " general

purpose " valves, or special
valves for high or low frequency amplification ; whether
you desire to use a 6- or 2 -volt
accumulator or dry batteries -one of the series of

MAREGAIN -..VALVES
OSRAM.
will exactly meet your par((MADE AT THE

LAMP WORKS

Variorneter,Filament,
Tuner, Aerial Tuner,

Tuner, Coarse Tuner,
Fine Tuner, Secondary Tuner, Reaction,
Coupler, Amplifier,
Control.

obsolete the old

1

1,

type of

shorting plug. By operating
the little switch it is possible

1

-

to receive from a local station

or 5XX without removing loading coil.

HilliNIVIIIIREtt,

Complete, with instructions
in an envelope. Brass. 6d.
N.P., 8d. per set.

A111111110

---z,

r

11-

CRYSTAL RECEIVERS
1.

Rotary Detectors.
Best Crystals.

3. Ball Rotor
Variometers.

I

Ter-

urinals.
5. Self -shorting Coil

/7/,////,

f

-

Sockets for long
wave stations.

6. Bar Terminal's to

""'".1

take four pairs of
phones.

'. .-.=,..'7,

,

qv jv

ti

7. Metal parts'plated
and polished.

Get the

IIIIIIII

A new line which renders

4. Indicating

DEALERS, STORES, ETC.

1 IIIIIII

SELF -SHORTING PLUG
Pat. No. 19423/24
AND SOCKET

assurance you have of perfect performance from a valve which bears

AND ELECTRICAL

'

111111II

IN
Price 4/2d. each

2.

SOLD BY WIRELESS

Ft 0 M E TEA)

-,imeiw---.

Switch, Rejec t o r,
Potentiometer, Tone

ticular need. Remember too the

the two names: MARCONI & OSRAM

--

Anode Tuner, H.F.

8. Mahogany Cabi-

Valve

nets.

9. Rubber feet on

in the
Purple

box bases.

Phones and Loading
d; Coil ertra if lequired.

Price 25/- each

Indicating Terminals, Brass 31d., N.P. 41d.
Rotating Crystal Detectors, N.P., 3/9 each.
Variometers, Ball Rotor, Cotton Wound, 4/- each.
Silk
4/6

Box

19

If your dealer can't supply, write to

BELLING & LEE, Ltd.
Queensway Works,
Announcement of, the M.O. Valve Co., Ltd.

Ponders End, Middlesex
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BROADCASTING AND THE THEATRES.
SOME VIEWS ON RADIO DRAMA.
By C. B. COCHRAN.

Mr. C. B. Cochran has been called the King of Showmen, and certainly there is not another man alive to -day
In this article, specially written for " P.W.," Mr. Cochran
who knows more about the entertainment world.
gives a very candid expression of his views with regard to the relationships between theatres and the B.B.C.
0- 0 00
00000
HAVE been asked to give my opinion
on the subject of the stage and
broadcasting. On this question I
have always held one view, and I still hold
it. I have never changed niy mind.
1

My views can be stated in a very few
words.' To my mind, broadcasting is yet
another oppoSition to the stage, and we
must deal with it as we have already dealt
with its predecesOne by
sors.
one, phonographs,

cinematographs,

bridge, and many
other indo'or pas-

times have made
their appearance
to challenge us,
and we theatriproducers
ca1

have had to face

The suggestion which has been made,
that the broadcasting of my productions

some years past I have been responsible for

many plays and other. productions in the
London theatres. Of course, I have had,
and shall probably continue to have, many
failures, so far as the actual production is
concerned, and on some of these I have
lost large sums of money. But it is only

honest to admit that in many cases the
failure has been partly compensated for
by the financial success derived from the
by-products. To make this clearer : in

the case of a musical play money is made on
the publication of songs, etc. ; in the case

of a play, if the plot is good, we can sell
rights to our greatest rival-the cinematograph. This, of course, applies rather to
America than to England, but even here it

is not unheard of. I see no reason why we
should not extend this principle to broadcasting.

People

No Monopoly.

As a matter of fact it does not seem to me

different matter with revues and musical
comedies, where the action, so far as it
eiists, is broken up by songs and humorous dialogues. And it is for this reason, I
suppose, that the broadcasting of opera
has met with such marked success, as I am
told it has. The plots are generally very
straightforward, and one's interest mainly
rests on the music and the voices.

by members of my profession, and the

result is that I have always been perfectly
satisfied "with what I have got out of life.

I do agree with the people who think

that broadcasting is detrimental to the
theatre box office, but theatre managers

My failures have been my own fault.

In the meantime I can promise that, if
ever I get an opportunity for co-operating
with the broadcasting company, and if we
can come to terms
which will prove satis-

cannot have a monopoly, of indoor amuse.
ments.

factory, not only to

myself but also to the
author, composer, and
all others interested in
the production, I shall
certainly make t h e

and they have almost
all agreed that a play

relayed from 'a theatre
is far more interesting

and entertaining than

be that the standard
of the artistes employed
in the theatres is higher

good hopes that some time in the near
future this aggressive attitude may be

able

modified.

sounds are strictly eliminated.

frained from joining any association formed

agreement which declares that this play

should not be broadcast. I have, however,

ex-

imagination of the listeners, and the man
who sits in a darkened room, and hears the
fall of the curtain and the applause of the
entranced audience, will derive more enjoyment from the performance than when
he listens to the bare words of the play,
broadcast from a room whence all other

have a broad mind. To maintain this
independent attitude I have always re-

the idea.
any of those actually
Theatre managers throughout the country - performed in the broadrefused to book any provincial theatres for casting studio.. It may

Kelly "unless I consented to a clause in the

those

from the words of the performers is too much
of an intellectual effort. It is quite a

I have discussed the
matter with many
enthusiasts,
wireless

my touring companies of " Little Nellie

the orchestra, all

and makes friends usually meets with more
success than those who adopt an aggressive
attitude. It comes to this, that anyone
who would make his way in life must keep
his eyes open to every possibility the world
may offer him. In other words one must

I was approached recently on the subject
of broadcasting " Little Nellie Kelly " from

the bargain we had struck. But I hit,
a stone wall, and was forced to abandon

any

that drama as a form of entertainment is
particularly suited to broadcasting. To
construct the whole action in one's mind

most of it.

for their part, were prepared to pay what I
aSked. In fact, I was quite satisfied with

make

It is a fact which has often struck me as

A Stone Wall.

the New Oxford Theatre. I was quite
willing to agree to this, and the B.B.C.,

to

One should not leave too much to the

cannot live only on publicity.
To illustrate my meaning : I may discover a talented actress, and put her on the
London stage. This is obviously good
advertisement for her, but she needs payment all the same. And so it is with broad-

remarkable that, in any walk of life, the
man who shakes hands with his opponent

not

traneous little sounds that find their way
to the microphone, add to the glamour of
the moment, and give the illusion that one
is almost, if not quite, in the theatre itself.

production. And, therefore, my view is
that, if their play is 'broadcast, the broadcasting company should pay them for it.
The argument that advertisement alone is

we could make of
them.

Mr. C. B. Cochran.
But let me explain more fully
what I mean. I need hardly say that for

applause,

The composer, the author, the producer,
and the manager-they must all live on the

sufficient does not hold water.

prefer

But my private opinion is that where the
theatre, has a pull over the studio is in the
peculiar atmosphere it radiates.
The

Where the Theatre Wins.

casting.

_

would
comment.

would prove a good advertisement for me
may be true. Even so, this does not mean
that I should not claim payment for broadcasting rights.

them, and, in fact,

to see what use

I

than that of the actors
who are usually availto the B.B.C.
But as regards this

Earl Haig at
2 L 0-a reant photograph taken
before ' the
microphone.

I

11

1
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opening of the Wireless Exhibition

THEorganised by the National Association
of Radio Manufacturers at the Albert

Hall, on September 27th, may also be
regarded as the official opening of the

Readers have but
to glance at the advertisements appearing
winter wireless season.

in this and recent issues to realise how very
healthy is the wireless trade in this country,

and, judging by the large crowds which

thronged to the Albert Hall on the opening

constructional and a theoretical nature, and
each issue will have a substantial increase
in the number of pages.

Has any reader of " P.W. " heard any of
the Soviet stations working ? I learn from
one of my foreign correspondents that most
of these stations are giving call signs
beginning with the letter " R." For
instance, R A N is Odborsk-R A P is Sara-

day, that wireless is still the paramount
hobby in Great Britain.

toff-R A T is Simferopol, and R A Z is

Great Progress.
Coinciding with the opening

if any amateur does happen to log them,

of

the

exhibition, the managing director of the
British Broadcasting

Company,

writing

Kharkof. I have no information regarding
the wave -length used by these stations, but

I hope he will take note of the time of
transmission and wave -length used, and let

assure you. What about the British radio
journals ? One thing, you do put out some
good dope at times."

Another extract reads:
"I just must mention one thing you can
do.

You can' put out a real live radio

paper, and that is a good deal more than

any of our publishers over here can do."
Ratio Patriotism.
Mr. Mayer seems to be quite discontented

with radio in this country, but it seems to
have escaped his notice that the particular
radio journal which accepted his letter for

publication is at present offering as its main

attraction the UnidYne articles by Mr.
Dowding and Mr. Rogers, which have

in the September 26th issue of the " Electrician," announced many interesting facts
concerning the progress of broadcasting in
And, having read Mr.
this country.

Reith's article, no one in his senses can
deny that broadcasting has come to stay.
According to Mr. °Reith, a year ago
wireless licences in this country numbered
158,171, while by the end of the year the

number had risen to 580,380, and at the
end of last month thefigure reached 930,000,
an increase which the editor of the
Electrician " rightly terms " stupendous."
$t*

This increase has also resulted in stimulating the B.B.C. to greater.activities.
'The permanency of 5 X X. can now also
be taken for granted. The station will be
erected on another site, and possibly
within six months' time the permanent 25
kw. station will be in operation.
.

.

a

With this issue of POPULAR WIRELESS

is given away a specially written 24 -page
booklet, entitled " The Pocket Fault
Finder," and I think every reader Of
POPULAR WIRELESS will agree that here is

something for nothing which is well worth
having. As a rure things which are given
away with periodicals arc more in the
nature of a compliment than a practical gift ;
but, in arranging for the three bOoklets to
be giVen away by POPULAR WIRELESS at

the, opening of the winter season, I have
endeavoured to provide gift> which will
be of real practical value to every owner, of
a wireless set.
Our Free Booklets.

" The Pocket Fault Finder " has been
specially compiled by the : technical staff of

" P.W.," and next week's booklet, entitled
." Five Special Crystal Sets," will give full
details for the construction of the "
Ultra set and other crystal sets which have

appeared from time to time in " P.W.,"

and which have proved enormously popular
with readers.

The third and last booklet, entitled "All

about the B.B.C.f" has been specially
written by " Ariel." It is not a technical
booklet, but it contains some very interesting
general information which every listener -in
will, I think, appreciate. Apart from these
booklets, future numbers of " P.W." will
contain some very special articles, both of a

Mr. Beveridge, engineer -in -charge of the Edinburgh wireless station, and part of the transmitting gear.

me publish his observations in " P.W.
the benefit of other readers.

for

A reader of POPULAR WIRELESS, who
wishes to remain anonymous, has sent me a
copy of a letter which he noticed in one of

the American magazines find which he
thought

worth while bringing

to

my

This letter is written by a British
amateur, Mr. F. A. Mayer, of Stileman's
Works, Wickford, Essex, who works with
the call sign 2 L Z. It is too long to renotice.

produce in full, but there are certain

extracts, which I can give, and which I
think 2 L Z would never have written if
he . knew anything about broadcasting in
this country. Here is one extract from his
letter :
" There is no

doubt about it, you
Americans are ahead of us every time with

amateur radio, and I think every British

ham will admit it ; but we soon catch_
you up, don't we ?

" 5 X Z (another correspondent of the

American paper) suggests that some of your
circuits are quite old ; admitted. Someone
is always bringing out a new circuit which,
when it is unscrambled, is some old standby.

You are not the only offenders, I can

already. .been published in this journal, and,

further, that one of their regular features
is contributed by the editor of another wellknown British wireless journal.

This American journal also makes a
habit of publishing articles by Sir Oliver
Lodge and Professor J. A. Fleming. True all these articles are published in the well,
known American style, and a .style which
probably appeals to Mr. Mayer better than

the style adopted by the British wireless
journals. But it is certainly amusing to
reflect that this gentleman, who holds the

British Amateur Transmitting licence,
should prefer an American journal, which is
«

at present engaged on boosting a series of
British articles, rather than the journal
which originated the boost and published

the articles exclusively in this country some
'Months ago ! Whether British " hams "_
will admit that. the Americans are ahead of
us every time il- doubtful, and whether they
will thank Mr. Mayer for taking the liberty
of suggesting that " every British ham' will

admit it " is very, very doubtful, and I
should not be surprised if he was the only
British amateur in this country who was
sufficiently unpatriotic to come out unblushingly in print in an American paper
with such a statement.
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EDUCTION IN PRICES
OF B.T.H. RADIO APPARATUS

Announcement
THE demand for B.T.H. Radio Apparatus is constantly increasing, and so also is the output
of our factories. Because of this, we are now able to announce the following substantial

reductions in the prices of " Bijou " Crystal Receivers, Loud Speakers, Amplifiers. and B. 5 Valves.

Radiola "Bijou" Crystal Receiver
headphones).

(withoLt

Type Cl Loud Speaker.
NEW PRICE £2:10:0.
Type C3 Loud Speaker.

A highly efficient e,sly

The ideal loud speaker for a small room.

tuned receiver.
Old Price L2 : 5: o.
NEW PRICE E2 :0 :0.

Old Price ./.3 : o : o.

A beautifully finished instrument for general use

A gramophone attachment having the same element
as the CI Loud Speaker.

-

Type C2 Loud Speaker.
in and out of doors.

Old Price

: 5 : o.

Single Valve Unit Amplifier.

Type D Loud Speaker.

Fitted with plugs and sockets for the inter -connection
of two or more units.

A super -sensitive electro-dynamic pattern suitable for
large halls or outdoor use.

NEW PRICE E2 :15 :0.
B. 5 Valve.
Filament volts. ..
3 volts_
Filament current
..
0.06 amps.
Anode volts.
..
20-80 volts.
Old Price E3

NEW PRICE £9:10:0.
Two Valve Power Amplifier.

Old Price ;612

: 10 : o.

An amplifier designed for use with loud speakers when
a large volume of sound is required.
Old Price 1.,f 6 : o : o.

NEW PRICE E2 :2 : 0.

Old Price L2 : 7 : 6.

NEW PRICE E5 : 0 : 0.

NEW PRICE £12:10:0.

o.

Old Price f.,f 10 : o.
Obtainable from all Electricians and Radio Dealers.
:

NEW PRICE £1 : 5 : 0.

TheCoventry.
British Thomson -Houston
Co., Ltd.,
Offices : Crown House, Aldwych, W.C.2.
Works :

all Large Towns.

Branches ;a

T -H
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=Hello! Hello!! "Uncle Tom" Calling

-

`Uncle Tom," Newcastle's First Station Director, Calling

" Uncle Tom," of PAYNE & HORNSBY, LTD.

The Pioneers of Cheap Prices in the North and the only Firm in Great Britain with actual Broadcasting Experience
DIAPHRAGMS, 2d. and 3d.
AERIAL WIRE. -7 / 22 Stranded Copper, 100 ft.
DIALS, 11..
1/11, 7/25 Stranded Copper, 100 ft., 1/6; 7/22
DIALS AND KNOBS, 1/3.
Stranded Copper, per 50 ft., 1/-; " Electron "
EAR CAPS for all makes of 'Phones, 6d. to 1/6.
Aerial Wire, per 100 ft. 1/8.
EMPIRE TAPE, per yd., Id.
ACCUMULATORS. -Fuller's 2 volt 40 amp., in
Ebonite, 9/6; 2 volt 60, 11/9; 4 volt 40, 18/6;
EARTH CLIPS, 41d. to 6d.
EBONITE. -Cot to any size, S to 1 in., per lb..
4 volt 60, 22!6; 6 volt 20, 27/6; 6 volt 60, 33/9.
BRASS RODS. -Screwed 2 B.A.., 12 in .lengths, 316.
EBONITE TUBE. -All sizes stocked.
24d., Serrwed 4 :B.A., 12 in. lengths, 2*d.
FILAMENT RHEOSTATS.- Velvet Perfects,
BRASS ROD, SQUARE. -Cut any length, per
1/6; Ormond, 2/.: Filostat, 2/6; Microstat, 2/9;
12 in., 3d.
Igranic (with Vernier),

BASE BOARDS. -6 in. by 6 in., 9d.; 9 in. by T.C.ft., 30 and 6 ohms, 4
7/6; Igranic (Plain), 4/6, Lissarstat Minor, 3/6;
6 in. 1/,
Lissarstat Major, 7/6; 30 ohm Special for 06
BUZZERS for testing, 2/-.
BUSHES for Condensers and Varionseters.-Con- Valves, 3/3.
FORMERS. -Cardboard, very stout, from 2 in. to
dmser top, hush, 11(1.; Condenser bottom bush,
4 in. diameter, Id. to 4d.
11(1.; Vanometer, screwed bush, 23d.

Yds., lid.; double.
BELL WIRE. -Single,
1 yd., 11d.
BOXES. -All sizes stocked or made to order.
CATWHISKERS.-Silver, 16.' Gold, 2d.' Spear
point (Silveri, 2d.; Gold Whiskers in tubes, 5d.

Experimenter's Envelopes of 4 & 5 Whiskers, 3d.
CONNECTORS (Brass), useful for many jobs

FORMERS, VARIOMETERS, in

Black Corn-

position, per pair, 3d.
FLEX. -For 'Phone Cords H.T. Leads to many
other jobs, per yd., 2d.; Red and Black Twisted,
per yd., 2d. Silk Covered, per yd., lid.

GRID LEAKS.-" Dubilier "

2

meg.,

2/6;

" Lissen " Variable, 2/6; " Watmel," 2/6; "Bret.
wood," 3/-.
HYDROMETERS (ACID TESTERS), 5/6,
to 2/6; 2 -way,
HEADPHONE CORDS, 1/6 and 2;3.
3/, 3/6, 3/8, 4/-, 4/6, 5/6; 3 -way, 4/-, 4/6
5/. 5/8. Cam Vernier, 2 Coil Holders, 91-, Polar HIGH FREQUENCY PLUG-IN TRANSCan; Vernier. 11/-; Polar Universal 2 Coil Holder M.A.L., S.D.H., 15 volts, 219, 30 volts, 5/8; 36
10/6; Coil Plugs for attaching Basket Coil to Plug volts, 6/6; 60 volts, 10/6; N volts, 16/6; 100
into ordinary 2 or 3 Coil Holder, 7d. 1/-, 1/3; Coi volts, 16;6; Siemens, Ever Ready, etc., in stork,
HIGH FREQUENCY PLUG-IN TRANS
Plugs for making own Coils, Plain Flat Type, 7d.
to 8,000

lid.
COIL HOLDERS. -Single, 9d.

Type, 9d., 10d., and 1/-; Fitted with FORMERS. -All wave -lengths from 150
Ebonite Wings, 1/3.
COILS. -Duplex Warless Coils, per set of 5, 2/6
Valves and High Tension Batteries sent through
Duplex Coil, wound to 1,600 Metres for Chelmsford
2/-: Tapped Coils, d.c.c., 20 Tappings, 1 / 11 post at purchaser's risk only and are not reEnamel Wound Coils, 6 by 21, 1/4; O'Keefe, Burn
turnable. Price Lists Free.
dept and lgranie Coils always in stock.
Business
Hours - - - 9 to 8 daily.
day.
Mail orders dispatched same
Wedge

Please send ample postage. Excess will
be returned.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

metres, prices from 3/9 to 5/6; Leslie McMichael
II.F. Transformers, 300 to 600 metres, 7/-; 1,000
to 3,000 metres, 7
INSULATORS. -Large Reel, Id.; Small Reel,
Id.; Egg Type,. 1c1.; Shell Type, 1d.; Hook (for
indoor use), Id.
CONDENSERS. -Fixed, All Capacities, -001 to
003 and .0001 to 0005. 8d. "Edison Bell:' Fixed
Condensers, All Capacities, 602 to 006. 2/-: All
Capacities, -001 to 0006, 1/3; " Dobilier " Fixed
Siondensers, 001 to .006, 3/-; -0001 to 0005,
2/6; " Mansbridge " Condensers, 006, 2/6; .25,
5, 3/3. 1 sof., 3/6; 2 mi., 4;-.
2/9;
CONDENSER SPINDLES. -All sizes, 156. to
4d.

CONDENSERS (Variable).-" Ormond," 001,
13/-; 00075, 7/-; /0005, 6,/,-; 0003, 5;6; 0002,
5/-; 0001, 4/-; "Vernier, 4/- Condensers, with
. Vernier," 001, 9/6; -0005, 7/6; .0003. 71.;

" Du -Anode " Condensers, 00025, 10/6.
CONTACT STUDS. -5d. per doz., complete with
nuts and washers: Nickel, per doz., 1/3.
CONTACT STOPS. -Two for a 1c1., complete
with not and washer.

CONDENSER VANES. -6d. per doz.
CRYSTALS. -Small Box Hertzite, 9d.: Large Box
Hertzite, 1/. ; Midite,' 1/-; Tungstalite (Bloc Label),
1/6; Gecosite, 1;3; Lapisite (Gold Whisker), 66.;
Carborundum, 4d.; Bornite, 6d.; Zincite, 9d.;
Crystal Cups, palest screw tops, 236.; 3 screw
tops, lid.
CRYSTAL SETS. -Excellent results are being
obtained on these Sets, which are all guaranteed.
square, set, 8/6; Oblong Set, 10/6; Slope. Panel,
Price,
12/6; "'Hawker's' Mark III Set, Maker'ssplendid
21/-; Our Price, 17/6; " Service Set,"
value, 301-, with Varionwter, Tuning Flog, 1,600
31/ tee St.

All Mail Orders to be sent to Head Office
and Stores:
GALLOWGATE, NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE.

Newcastle -on -Tyne
"UNCLE TOM
" PAYNE & HORNSBY, Ltd., Gallowgatey
Call Signs : 6 I R, 6 K W.
Telephone : 3804 CENTRAL

STREET, LEEDS.
10, QUEEN VICTORIA
Russell Street, & Ocean Road, South Shields.

Phone : 22267 Leeds.
Roker Avenue, Sunderland
Cilyinaxiairld at CASTLE ST., BELFAST .Sc STONEY ST., NOTTINGHAM.

66, Camden Street, North Shields.
S /1. e. rit 1 ar
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SECURITY
BEHIND BONTONES
SECURITY

.WIRELESS
IN VARIOUS DESIGNS, and WOODS

TO THE DEALER

Ma1t3gany. Satin Wateaut. White Wood polished PdhhogOtty

SECURITY

TO THE USER
BONTONE PHONES --

1416

Britain's best, backed by

Enquiries

Generous Guarantee.

Invited.

SENSITIVE, DURABLE, COMFORTABLE, & BEAUTIFULLY
FINISHED.
Manufactured entirely by

Catalogue

BRITISH LABOUR.
BONTONE
LIGHTWEIGHT

Delivetri

from
Stock.

Peat Free

Speclias
to Order

Makers:

CAXTON CABINET & WOOD TURNERY. MILLS

=

1 5/6

SONTONE ORIGINAL.

BONTONE PHONES ARE MANUFACTUREDUP to a high efficiency.

DOWN to a low and popular price.
we agree to replace any phone, not giving complete satisfaction, if returned to us within seven days of purchase undamaged.
We further agree to repair, adjust and re -test any Bontone Phone,
irrespective of the date of purchase, for the sum of 31-, plus 6d,

Postage, if returned to us, intact, with remittance.
This is our Bond. What does it mean? Why, an assurance for
all time to users of Bontone Phones.
Compare these advantages over other makes of phones, par.
ticularly the cheap, continental type.
Hare you recognised all the better qualifications whirls make BONTONE
the distinctive type?
Mainly. they are backed by a most generous guarantee.
'

-

-

Sensitive! why? Simply that the magnets are made in Our Own Works
under our own supervision, BONTONE will respond to the weakest
signals.
Durability? BONTONE aro made of the best materials procurable, and
their beautiful finish is highly creditable to skilled craftsmanship.
Comfort? Throughout exhaustive tests we have worn BONTONE and claim
a maximum success. BONTONL are easily adjusted. See you buy BONTONE.

Apply to pour local dealer or apt)!!! direct giving your dealer', name to:-

.

B. D. & Co. (EDWARD A. BOYNTON).
Works: GOSWELL ROAD and CITY ROAD. LONDON, E.C.I.
Offices: 167-173, GOSWELL ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1,

-

'

MARKET HARBOROUGH.

Telegrams & Telephone: Haddon, 59, Market Harborough

Admiralty, War Office and India Office Contractors.
\\MUM))

N

PHONE

//

\\N

prz,

D

LIR

,

PROV.
PATE.N1.

FIX TIGHTLY ON TERMINALS AND INSERT WIRES.

SUITABLE FOR ONE OR SIX HEADPHONES.

/;
;

t

I

1

/
I I

1I
11

I1
I

//,diii111111" \\\\

PRICE 5s, 15d. PER PAIR.

4

'tis

E.

a sad Heart-!

True, it is a sad heart that never rejoices, but your heart will
never be sad if you fit a Melway Coil -Holder to your set. Its
infinitely variable movement allows the finest possible adjustment
and every conceivable degree of coupling to be instantly obtained,

WALKER, ROTHLE Y, near LEICESTER.

"Scientific"

Distortionless.
large
24";
PRICE. 32/6. Poot. narking and crate, 1 l9.
Non -resonant, and gives full volume. Extra
chapliragm giving clear .. articulation.
Height,
Diameter iif dare, 12".

NON-METALLIC HORN only, 7/9. Post, packing

arid i rate, 1/9.
SPECIAL SHAPE NON-METALLIC
HORN, as shown, specialiy designed to

The sing'.e leg by which both these movements are obtained can be

obtained separately to afford the same facilities to those enthusiasts whose Sets are fitted with the ordinary type of Coil Holder
without the necessity of scraping all their existing fitments.
Obtainable from your usual Dealer.

its own base, 10/6 ;

Telephone;

Price complete :

2 -Coil,

Leg with one hole fitting,

7,6:

5,-.

TV'
E L.,ROAD
LTD
45-47 KINGS
CAMDEN TOWN.N.W.1

Single

North 2515.

Non -Metallic

SPEAKERS
and HORNS
Highly efficient adjustable Loudspeaker.

t

Not only does it allow the usual lateral movement, but radial
as well, while the Split Screw Bearing and Adjusting Nut
holds the moving Coil rigidly in any desired position, thus
preventing any inadvertent alteration of the adjustment.

3 -Coil on

POST FREE.

APPLY TO YOUR LOCAL DEALER, OR DIRECT TO PATENTEE'.

t

1

I

A DISTINCT ORNAMENT TO YOUR INSTRUMENT. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

5.3.5.241-

i

be acoustically correct. Impreve, results IK
front any Loudspeaker. Absolutely dia.
tortionless and free from resonance.
Wield, 24". Diameter of flare. 15".
PRICE, 109. Post, packing and crate, 2'...,5
SMALLER PATTERN. above flora.
Equally efficient, same shape, but 22" high
and 111' flare.
PRICE, 916. Post, packing and crate, 11 P.

N. & K. TYPE HEADPHONES, 11 / 9.
ADJUSTABLE HEADPHONES. 13 i 9.
SC I IIE itt.TTIF IC S. ILI 1. 13.1.. 'If

STORES ---'Phone : Hop 4177.

;

``.

tz
tZi

..e_r:-.-,. L2.1g..1,NrrgigtoeloargCesusceiwrcaly., npibrir.4. p4,1aulne8allte:
Charing Cross Road, W.1; 207, Edgware Road, './{r.l..
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YOU WANT THE BEST
WE HAVE THEM !
"SUPRA"

"BIJOUPHONE."

Stands for the finest results obtainable with ANY crystal set, RE-

TRANSFORMER
Cannot be surpassed for
clarity and volume, but
extremely low in- . cost.
Each layer of the wind-

GARDLESS OF PRICE! The
acquisition of a new factory and
modern production methods _enable

us to sell these instruments at the
following extraordinary prices :-

ings has six insulated sec-

Model 1 -

plification. Ratio 5 : r.

Model 2 -

7/6
10/-

83-5-Y PULL -PUSH

SWITCH

For local station and 5 X X (Chelmsford), 250-1600 metres.

SAVE CURRENT-don't ad-

SPECIAL NOTE.-This Model is entirely

just your valves every time you
use them-connect - this neat

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES :

switch on and off. Heavily 9/9

self-contained and requires no additional
loading coil.

switch in series, adjust your
valves once, and- then .just

nickelled. One hole fixing. Le

VARIOMETER TUNING.
MOULDED
UNBREAKABLE

WATES BROS., Ltd.,

TOP AND BASE.
ENCLOSED DE-

TECTOR WITH

12, 13, 14, Ct. Queen St., Kingsway, W.C.2.

POINT.
NICKEL PLATE D
FITTINGS.

'Phone : Gerrard 575
'Grams : " Zywateseng, Westcent."
SOUTHERN DEPOT (Wholesale), 101, Old Christchurch Road,
Bournemouth.
'Phone : Bournemouth 3573.
SOUTH-WESTERN DEPOT (Wholesale), Central Mill, Raleigh
'Phone: Plymouth 2481.
Street, Plymouth.

BEST QUALITY
CRYSTAL AND

FULLY
(ti*AltANTEED.

A NEW MODEL RADIO-STRUCTA

No. 6

UTILITY
DOUBLE -THROW

3 Valves. One Detector
and 2 Note Magnifiers
with full aerial reaction

NO -CAPACITY

£12 : 12 : 0

wired up and

For
further
particulars
write to the

tested ready for use.
Designed to appeal to those who, living adjacent to a Broadcasting Station, find H.F. amplification unnecessary.
GUARANTEED RESULTS

ifik)

under average conditions with P.M.G. Aerial for maximum loud -speaker

&V ,

strength

200 miles from High-powered Station
75 miles from Main Stations (London, etc.)
20 miles from Relay Stations (Plymouth, etc.)
Under favourable conditions the above distances may be considerably
increased.

The last valve on this model permits the use of Power Amplification if

desired.

Pending the issue of the Simplex Radio Chart No. 6 this model will only be supplied
wired up for the present.
For other Radio-Structa models see illustrated Catalogue
free on request.

PETER
CURTIS, LTD,
75, CAMDEN ROAD, LONDON, 144.1V,1.
Telegrams:

Paracurtex,"

MANCHESTER: 312, Deansgate.

1216

tions, cutting out distortion and giving great am-

For local station, 250-750 metres.

BIRMINGHAM: 76, Newhall Street.

335

Ate

Sole Manillas c-

turers and
Patentees
WILKINS &
WRIGHT, Ltd.
Kenyon St.,
BIRMINGHAM

'Phone: North 866.
Central 7 236 '

Central 5095'

In conjunction with

THE PARAGON RUBBER

MANUFACTURING CO., LTD., HULL.

SWITCHES
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A Remarkable New

ALL BRITISH

RADIO VALVE
4

has served others

satisfactorily-why not
YOU?
WEMBLEY
LOUD -SPEAKER

22/6

Do not judge the quality of
the Wembley Loud -speaker by
its low price. Consider its fine
finish and reproductive qualities.

A user writes :-" Wembley Loud -speaker is nothing
.
short of wonderful
clearer and sweeter in tone
than a very costly Loud -speaker " . . . . etc., etc.
Many other letters, unsolicited, claim equally perfect
.

.

SILliER TINTED

.

results.

Lists of other Stella Loud -speakers at 35/- and 70/ sent on receipt of post card.

Star H.F. and L,F, Valves :

RED STAR H.F. and DETECTOR
WHITE STAR L.F.
SPECIFICATION

Filament Amps.
Filament Volts
Anode Volts 67-k-

STELLA PHONES.

WEMBLEY PHONES.

These noted fight -weights are
tested and guaranteed to give
perfect and distortionless re-

Identical diaphrams to " Stella "
'Phones, but lighter construc-

cheaper than most other really
good 'phones.
Carriage paid,

or from local dealers 17/6

- 4 to 6.

30 to 100.

Price 1 Of -

rentmft)

ception, with maximum comfort.
Thousands sold to satisfied
customers.
Equal to any and

'4 ay.

ME

tion,

and so made that

only

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

the earpieces touch the head

LOW CONSUMPTION

LOW PRICE

at sides-a boon to lady
listeners, as the hair is not
disarranged. Carriage paid, or

PURE

RECEPTION

LONG LIFE

from all good dealers.

Per pair

Per pair

14/6

Buy at Wembley, or from any good Wireless Dealer.

If
unable to obtain from your local store, write direct to I

STELLA

WORKS,

31-37, Wybert Street,

LONDON, N.W.1.

Telephone : Museum 8390.

Obtainable of all Dealers or from the Sole
Distributors for Great Britain and Ireland :
THE
RADIO & ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.,
29, Paternoster Row, London, E.C.4,
'Phone : Central 7669.

4
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SIDELIGHTS ON WIRELESS
A NEW 0,E R11115 FOR THE AMAUELIR

GUIDING SHIPS AND AEROPLANES BY "BEAM" WIRELESS.
By G. H. DALY.
The " Beam " system, invented by Mr. Marconi and Mr. Franklin, has been described as " the most useful discovery

of the twentieth century," and in this article a well-known contributor to " Popular Wireless " deals with a few
of the advantages offered by the " Beam " system in connection with the guiding of ships and aeroplanes.
IT is an extremely unpleasant sensation
to be up in an aeroplane when a fog
comes along blotting out 'both earth

and sky. And whether you, arrive at your

destination whole, and in a normal condition, depends mainly on luck. It is
equally unpleasant to be on the bridge of
a ship in a fog, when in crowded waters
such as the English Channel-anxiously

Thus owing to the difference in wavelength between the two beams it will be
possible for any vessel to knoW whether
it is on the " up " or the " down " line or

THE

beam-to use a railway exnresSion. Thus
the risk of collision will be reduced to a
Minimum.
(Continued on page 340.)

BEAM " WIRELESS SYSTEM.

straining both eyes and ears for a sight or a
sound of some near -by ship or lighthouse
guarding a dangerous coastline.
In fact, fog is the greatest drawback
there is to present-day transport, especially
where the navigation of aircraft and shipping is concerned ; and any scientific discovery which tends to counteract this evil
is doubly welcome.
in this respect short wave beam wireless
is likely to be one of the most -useful discoveries of the 20th century, for owing to
the latest research work on the subject it is.
now possible to guide a ship or aeroplane

almost anywhere-even to the other side
of the world if required.
Radio " Railway " Lines.

Nor will it now be necessary for trans-

port to depend entirely upon the compass or sextant as hitherto, and this in

itself is a °Teat advantage, for the compass
is liable to''be put out of action by magnetic
storms, while the sextant is useless without
the sun or stars. As for finding the way by

that most uncertain method known as
" dead reckoning "-it is hoped that this

last resource of mariners will be relegated
to the scrap -heap ; and it may be said that
Leans wireless is likely to be to ships and

aircraft what the railway lines are to the
trains. For the wireless beam will guide
the ship or aeroplane just as the lines guide

the locomotive, but without the cost of
laying expensive roads, sleepers, and rails,
and consequent expense of upkeep.

If, for instance, we desire to open an

Anglo-American wireless " line " to guide
vessels from England to New York, all that

is necessary is to erect a beam wireless
station at some convenient point such as
London, and focus the beam on New York.

Aircraft from the terminal aerodrome at
Croydon would then follow the beam from
London, while shipping_ from, say, Liver-

pool or Southampton could pick up the

beam somewhere off Land's End, and both
aircraft and ships-by following the beamwill be guided straight- to New York.
In the case of traffic coming from New
York to England it will be neces,sary _to
have another beam station erected in, New
York, and this beam would run parallel to,

but some distance from, the other beam.
In this way ships going from England to

New York will follow the first beam, which

is tuned, say, to 10 metres, while ships in
the opposite direction would follow No. 2
beam, which is tuned to, say, 20 metres.

The Beam system kiwi been cuccessfull it used fir king-distwoce wireless communication to Australia
and South Ameriert. The reflectors consist of a large number of vertical wires arranged in a pi robotic
curve. The message from the transmitting aerial is projected on to the reflector and sent out in a direct
line. The first of the ships thus fitted is the " Royal Scot,': of the London and Edinburgh ST loping
.. Compaiiyiewhickaii.iisaceeklef voynges,tu and from, Londoitutut-Leithregularlyipusseathe rocky island
of InchkeitheintheFirth of Forth. The -messages are receiwit at a distance of nine or ten miles from
I nehkeith. On the base of the revolving reflector are placed in raised metal a number of Morse signals.

As these dots and dashes pass the contact -box, the transmitter operates and radiates that particular
signal. In the ship is a compass' card with pointers attached, called the Bearing Corrector. Around the
card at all points of the compass are Morse signals corresponding to those on the base of the projector.
Therefore when the ship's navigator hears a certain Morse signal come through his telephones, he sets

his pointer to the point of the compass indicated ; then, when he again hears, he sets the second pointer
in position: The Hearing indicator spaced between these two points will give him the correct bearing of
the transmitter. By adjusting the tuning -in handle at the side of the receiver, he can (with a little practice)
learn by the difference in the signals exactly how far he is away from the island. The aerials on the ship
are placed at either end .of the ship's bridge, and consist of stiff wire aerials (similar to the transmitting
aerials) fixed to outriggers.
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For safety and
efficiency fit

15t0"of

-,,,,;Ecath wire

Al-- to instrument,

Nu

lilt

yme.m.u,s....s
AT HOME

HEDGES PATENT
-

WIRELESS-

_TUBULAR EARTH
fe

z--G±bnd---4

Scientifically designed and mechanically'
assembled.

Watering
Hole.

Carbon.

Only needs driving in ground.

Improved reception.
Permanent conductivity maintained
even after tube has perished.

Tube

3' 0"

over

Comprises a 3 -ft. length of tube, 18 feet
in all of 7/22 copper earthing wire

electrically jointed, special carbon filling

and provision for SELF WATERING.

Manufactured under License by

R. C. CUTTING & CO.,

Write

Estabd. 1879.

Nt

expense of.
of being left with of curator?,
continual weekly
Cut out the Eliminate the annoyance most, and the trouble
want
them
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PATENT No. 212391
HOME CHARGER
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Chargers.

satisfaction.
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practically paid

or
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di little

THE D.C..

automatically
your batteries
electric
which charges have lights, radiators,
whenever you cleaner in use in any Part
any
,row or vacuum
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free of coat.
a your
house,
therefore
extra current, and
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PRICE,
PRICE
Cornfete with

simple

instruction -

Requires no attention"
wrong
cannot yo
-day or

56, Ludgate Hill, E.C.4.
'Phone : Central 8495.

Booklet and
Send 42' -'for
write for illustrated

Postage 6d. extra.

Price W6 each.

sill

COST ,,,.,,,:,:.,_.
FRE,E OF AIL having your accumulators_
accumulators

Lightning Conductor Specialists,

for
PornPh/et

um

NUN

GRAN.G01.0111AN
(Dept. P.21,

Tubular earths on this principle were selected and used on H.M.
Government Danger Buildings for earthing Lightning Conductor

SERVICE

E.G.4.
71, Fleet Street, London,

systems.
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SPRING CONTROL

"PAY AS YOU LISTEN"
Have the best Components
in your set NOW by paying
a small deposit and the rest
in easy monthly instalments.
WE CAN NOW SUPPLY:COMPLETE SETS, CRYSTAL OR VALVE.
PARTS. BATTERIES. ACCUMULATORS.

IS THE SECRET
It permanently holds the most sensitive " spot " found by
of the S.P.C. CRYSTAL DETECTOR.

the perfect micrometer -style adjustment. n The
" S.P.C." is a grand little example of fine engineering skill. So solid and substantial --a

pleasure to handle and a joy to work

4/6

PRICE
and worth every penny of it. Postage 3d: Satisfaction guaranteed of course. Send P.O. to -day, or ask your Dealer.
with.

SPEEDWELL PRESS CO., LTD.,
INCKNIELD WAY, LETCHWORTH, HERTS.

a.p.c. crfaYSTAL. X10

C 7C.

Et.

1111111111MIIIIIIIMMIIM

CONDENSERS. RESISTANCES. ALL IGRANIC

COMPONENTS, ETC,

e"-.BUY THE BEST FROM BLANDS^ov,

STAMP BRINGS COMPLETE CATALOGUES.

SEBPHONE TYPE A CRYSTAL SET.

" ARMAC " first with a
SQUARE LAW CONDENSER

at the right price.

'0003
'0005
001

..
..
..

9/6 With Vernier '073
10/- splacncascomlecUsith
1 1/-

Postage, t,

4d.; 2, 6d.

R. McKELLEN & Co.,

40,

Shaftesbury Avenue, LONDON, W.1.

Established 1918.

Gerrard 8782.

Complete with loading coil
For Chelmsford Range 100 miles -

-

-

-

28/6

Testimonials from all parts.

ASTONISHING RESULTS.
Complete with Phones, Aerial,
Earth, etc.

E2/10/0

S. E. BLAND, A.C.G.I., B.Sc.,

ELECTRICAL AND PHOTOGRAPHIC

DEALER,

82a, Queen Street, LONDON, E.C.4.
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bronze wire-a special

Mars Aerial Facts

and DURABILITY.

consists of 84
strands of fine,
harcbwIrawn phosphor -

alloy of great streng1.5

REMARKABLE PRICES

Crystal Set Owners, Listen -in

TO INTRODUCE ENTIRELY

SPIRALLY - wound
so that each is AIR-

What the ' Mars' will do for you!

NEW PROPRIETORSHIP

haustive

The

Mars Aerial is some--and it gives the rething entirely new and quite string
different to other aerials-a sults-every time.
special alloy-much finer wire

YOU CANNOT BEAT THESE PRICES.

strands

These

are

INSULATED.Extests

prove

that it has the LOW-

EST OHMIC RE-

SISTANCE yet

Figures for

-spirally wound. It costs
9,9-possibly more than the

cttained.
Provides
80% greater SUR-

cost of your present aerial and
crystal set combined. But pay
9'6 and fix it Immediately
you will get 50% louder,
clearer reception. You will
recapture the first listening -in
thrill. You will cease to covet

FACE AREA over

7i22's. Gives 50%
greeter efficiency otter

l

7,22's when used for

receiving; 90% greater
efficiency over 7,22's
when used for trans-

the clarity

mitting.

Experts.

Surface areas:

7/22's,
The Mars,' I
Tensile
strength, 70 lbs.
Weight,
9 ozs. Can be obtained in
100, to 600' lengths in multiples of 50'.

of your friend's

To the Trade.

valve set, for valve set volume
will be yours !
Please write to your wholesaler
Study the details printed in for terms, but if he will not
italics and you will understand supply write to us. Get soar
why. Here is another impor- share of the big business
tant point : 100 feet of 'Mars' created by the' Mars' merits.

Aerial wire gives you a 120'
aerial, 'without infringing the
P.M.G.'s regulations. It's a Please get your' Mars ' Aerial
peculiarity of the
Mars locally - leading dealers in

To the Public.

Aerial - exclusive
Mars

Aerial.

to the most towns now stock. In case
Fix your of difficulty send P.O. for

GUARANTEED BEST BRITISH

VARIABLE CONDENSERS.
ABSOLUTELY BEST VALUE OBTAINABLE.

SENT ON 24 HOURS' APPROVAL.
Aluminium End Plates, Plated Fittings, accurate
Narrow Spacing, Precision Make, Perfect Workmanship and Finish.

NOTE :-KNOBS AND DIALS INCLUDED.

Mars' this week -end -its 9; 6 to us, and we will supply

easy to

handle-flexible

as

as quickly at possible.

MARS
AERIAL
E. & W. G. MAKINSON LTD.
(Established

Wellinzion Works, Wendt! Rd., Preston,
Telephone

1,le.,1oo

Teleororos: "Gold, l're,ton."

N O MORE CATW.HISKERS
N O MORE ADJUSTMENTS
3'6

Permanent
Detector which
A

Cannot

Wrong.

go

The " Hovimo " Crystal Valve must.

not be confused with the ordinary
Permanent" Detector, neither is it to be
compared with the Silicon-boruite and other

similar combinations.

"HOVIMO 9,
is an entirely new invention.

CRYSTAL

VALVE

Can be simply adjusted to
suit the individual set, and once right always right. Is equally

excellent for crystal sets and for circuits employing crystal

rectification, as well as for crystal loud speaker systems. Always
producing a remarkably pure tone. Ask your dealer for it.

P. MOLBACK, 27, High Holborn, London, W.C. I.

BUY "F. A. R." THE BEST
" F.A.R."

"F. A. R.

Transforrw3r.
Achnoteledgen to

L.F.

11w Market.

Transformer

be the finest on
Ratio 1-1,
13s. 3d. each.

151-

Ratio 3-1,

14s. 3d. each.

Ratio 5-1.

Ratio 10-1,
16s. each.

Of All Dealers.

Sole Agent :

M. BOBIN, 21, Warwick Lane, London, E.C.4.
Telephone : Central 4872.

41041".00%0WiteireientilWeitgo.swwwwwheaso

ORDINARY

'001

'00075
'0005
'0003
'0002
'0001
.00005

7/4
6/6
5/4
5/1
4/5
4/2

With 3 -PLATE
VERNIER.

SQUARE
LAW.

9/8/7/66
5/6
5/-

1/6
Extra.

'X 11 H

VERNIER

131.8

12/9
12/-

1 1 /6

10/6

4/6

3/1

POSTAGE 6d. EXTRA.

VARIOMETERS.-Wonderful Value. Special All -Ebonite 'Moulded 13a11 Rotor,
Double Silk Wound. extremely close coupling, one hole fixing. -A superior
article, only 6l6.
- As above, but Tubular Ebonite Rotor, 416,
All Black, Double Bottom, wound one hole fixing, 1/6 to 4/- each.
All are the best value obtainable.
Igranic and Edison Bell Varicmeters, 10/6, post paid.
HEADPHONES.-We are Sole Distributors of the famous AKMA 'Phone, a real
light -weight, second to none for efficiency and comfort. Special Exhibition
Prier. of 10,6, post free, for _POPULAR WIRELESS readers.
N ani K pattern, 11/6. Dr. Nesper Adjustable, 13/6. Brown F. 25/ -

All snakes in stork at lowest prices possible.
LOUD SPEAKERS.-Radio Stocks' Classic, 2,000 ohms, full, clear tone, specially
suitable for hisit power sets, £1.
Sterling's Dinkie, 301Amplion
Luxe, £2 5/-. All makes in stock.

Junior, 27/6

Amplion

Junior

de

MANSBRIDGE TYPE CONDENSERS.-New, fully guaranteed, hest made, with
two fixing plugs. '25,
;
4/- ; 1 mid., 4/- ; 2 mid.,
COIL HOLDERS.-All Ebonite, really fine, 2 way, 2/6 ;better finish, 2 way, plated,
3'6 ; ditto, 3 way, 4/6 ; vernier movement, 2 way, 4'0,
; 3 way, 6'-, 9 6.
Many other makes in stock. State- your wants ; we will assist you.
BASKET COIL HOLDERS.-Best quality, with plug, 1/2 each ; ditto, no plug, 93.
VALVE HOLDERS.-Solid hand polished Ebonite, 103. each, Special al!hcapacity legless sunken socket taps to prevent valves burning out, 1/3 each
(sold elsewhere at 1/9).
Another type, equally efficient, with simple fitting, showing only 3 inch above
panel, 1/3 each. Highly recommended.

COILS.-Finest flaplex Basket, warless, suitable for any circuit and any position.
Set of 5, Nos. 25 to 100, 2/- ; ditto, for Chelmsford, No. 150, 1/3 ;
No. 200, 1/6. As above, but extra large air spaces, coils inch wide, sets of 3,
Nos. 25 to 100, 3!Igranic, O'Keefe, Energo, Lissen Coils, etc., all in stock.
R. Type, 51- ; French It, 7/6. Metal Dull
_Emitters, finest on market for efficiency and low consumption, 17/6.

VALVES.-Dutch Tubular, 4/6 ;

All makes in stock-Cossor, Mullard, Marconi, B.T.H., etc.-lowest list prices.
FILAMENT RHEOSTATS.-Microstats, 2/9 ; Lissenstats, 3/6 ; Ormond, 2/- ;
Our own Extra Special Solid Ebonite of a superior type. 2/6 ; for Dull Emitters,
3/-, fully guaranteed. Cheapest type, efficient and strong, 116 each.
CONSTRUCTOR'S SETS OF PARTS-We specialise in quoting for complete- sets

of parts. No matter how small or how large your reqUirements we will be
pleased to (mote you our best terms, and also give technical advice.

CRYSTAL AND VALVE SETS.-Special prices.

Everything Wireless at lowest prices. SEND FOR FREE
LIST. All goods on 24 hours' approval. Send ample postage,
surplus refunded.

RADIO STOCKS

II.IIXII, Sole

and New Proprietor.)

RADIO HOUSE, NEWMAN STREET,
OXFORD STREEET, LONDON, W.1.
Plume : Museum 3205
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It is also likely that the ships and aero-

planes will be able to send and receive
their messages along this beam-thus
avoiding wireless interference with vessels

on other routes, and owing to the inex-

Another method is to equip the vessel
with two crAned wireless receivers con-

guiding ships and aircraft along these wireless beams. The most simple arrangement
is to equip the vessel with an ordinary short
wave wireless receiver which picks up the
continuous wireless waves which constitute
the wireless beam. A pair of telephones
are connected - to this Wireless receiver
and these are worn by the navigator.

,Thus when the ship

is

nected to two short-wave aerials (which, by

the way, are only a few feet in length).
One aerial is mounted on the port side
of the vessel and tte other on the
starboard side.

As before, the navigator wears a pair of

in the beam the

'phones, but in this case the ear 'phone
over his left ear is
connected to the port

LONG-DISTANCE SHORT-WAVE WIRELESS.

radio telegrams can be
considerably reduced.

Senator Maroons diL-zpvezro(

daring his ergerinafnits

There are also a
number of other ad-

Telephontnq

wave

Pay on. Short'

aerial via one of the
tec.eivee
r.enw.te,

realke-hsi rc

with beam wireless.
For instance, where
the channel leading

wireless
receivers,
while the earpiece

over his right ear is
connected

waves, that the strength of the
signals wined arecediar,
ettifunc of
son- the sqlrtnnq

connected

vantages

fOcused.

There are a number of methods for

GC 0 0 A 0 vo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0- 0 0

rather high cost of

arrive at the port on which the beam is

the present.

(Continued from page 337).

pensiveness of such a
system the present

tinuously, and in due time the vessel will

greatly simplified by the wireless beam ; but

this subject is more of the future than of

SIDELIGHTS ON
WIRELESS.

to

the

starboard aerial via
the other receiver.

nultt,,tio,n^er,zy

chew signals
Meat ralliehser

Thus if the whistle
or carrier wave in the
left earpiece equals
the whistle in his
right earpiece the
navigator then knows

into a port is com-

paratively straight,
the beam can be used
for guiding the vessel

that the ship is in
the dead centre of

Mound out of the port
during foggy weather.

In this respect it has
a great advantage

the beans.

previously employed
in some ports, where
an electrified cable

piece is louder than
the whistle in the

If, however, the
whistle in the left ear-

over the method

right earpiece

was laid along the

this

a sign that the

is

bed of the channel,

ship is too much to the right hand of the

and the ship followed
the cable into the

port through the.

beam ; for the left
aerial, being nearer

ming sound which
was radiated from

beam, is picking up

the cable and picked

the right aerial, which

medium of a hum-

the

snore current

up by a receiver on

P.E9tared of too

tca.pt-

cable will be required,

er
field

and a ship requiring
guidance into port
will

8 Wave,

merely send a mes-

aperture
reflector

to the land
wireless station asksage

125

reflector
500.

on the beam, which
can be switched off

coproduce
equal signals
using reflectors

2 wave aperture

ing them to switch

-both ends

(55

be

equipment of ships
themselves with a
low power, cheap

sion.

In place of the two

wireless beam appa-

ear telephones two

ratus, which can be

the position of one
ship with regard to
another in a fog; for
at present being un-

aware of the direction
of another ship during

fog (even when
one can hear its
fog -horn) is one of
a

tramps, to keep, say,

ships to the left edge,
thus reducing the
possibility of coili

the

used for ascertaining

By this method it
will be possible for
slow Ships, such as
the beam, and faster

A further advanwill

area of maximum
signal intensity.
The reverse will, of
course, apply if the
whistle is stronger in
the right earpiece.

to the right edge of

when not required.
tage

than

the beam centre or

.1ri

With the wireless
beam no expensive

a fog

the

is farther away from

the ship.

during

centre of

The shortww-,.. ;,sal tests received at Sydney from Poldhu were so successful that Mr. Marred

was tempted tn try rt ivireless telephone test to Australia, and on May 25th intelligible speech was trans-

mitted for the first time from nugland to Sydney. The total power applied was about 23 kw., the
wave seas 92 metres, and no reflectors were used. The result of Mr. Marconi's experiments has
your to prove that adequately designed reflectors will enormously increase the effective strength of the
signals. The picture reproduced here gives a comparison of the different amount of energy required for
reflected and free signals. Very high speeds of working appear to be possible only when very short waves
we employed. This will give the short wave a powerful advantage over the high-powered long wave for
commercial work. Another advantage is that when desired, only stations :situated within a certain
restricted angle of the beam are able ter receive, and thileondition ensures a comparative secrecy of
communication. The economy of power effected by the new direetionar Method is shown in the lower
circle. Where 10,000 units of power were required without reflectors, only 123 are now necessary.

the principal causes of collision and delay
at sea to -day.
The wireless control of crewless ships and

aircraft-in particular the steering of the
craft from one place to another-is also

electric lamps may
be used.

In this case the
received signal has to
be amplified considerably, to operate a

relay, for bringing
into operation a local.

supply of electricity
for lighting the lamps.,.

continuous wave signal (which is exactly
the same as the whistle of the carrier wave
in telephony) is heard in the 'phoneS, and
all the navigator has to do is to steer the

vessel so that this whistle is heard con-

Thus when each lamp is glowing at equal.
brightness the ship is in the centre of the
beam, but if one lamp is less bright than the
other, this shows that the ship is too much
to one side-and so. on.
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GOLTONE "<:
WAVE TRAP

" GOLTONE 99 (Regd.) L O w
FREQUENCY TRANSFORMER

44

Unsurpassed for silence, efficiency and
reliability. Provides remarkable ampli-

fication with freedom from noise and

distortion. Equally suitable with every
type of valve:, No make of Tiansformer
gives better results.
Price 17/6
We can also supply at same price ratio
so to r Transformers recommended with
" Unidyne " High Tensionless Circuit.
Broughton, Lanes, -4 nm veal
pleased with the results from using W.
0. Low Frequency Transformers. I have
built many sets with them, and have
always found them to be free from distortion though great in volume. They
give much better results than any other
snake I have tried.

" GOLTONE "

Micrometer Regulating

An extremely effective instrument for
eliminating signal interference up to
600 metres wave -length. Can be easily
attached to any set without any

alteration to the actual wiring.

Price 12/6
It

SAMPSON "

ACCUMULATOR

Patent No. 214037/23.

Light, strong and exceedingly useful.
The inconvenience of handling
weighty cumbersome accumulators is entirely ob-

COIL HOLDER

High grade finish. Enables the finest possible

tuning and adds con-

viated.

siderably to the efficiency and selectivity of
the Receiving Set,
Two Coil Type, as

illustrated ..

S u itable
for any
size accumulator.
Folds flat

91 -

Three Coil Type

to fit the

12/6

RADIO WIRES
each. Warn- of every description,
pocket. 3/..,

ing. Rigorous including Silk, Cotton
p r o c eedings and Enamelled Wires,
will be taken Aerial Wires, Leading against
in- in wires, Telephone
fringements Receiver and Loud
of this patent. Speaker Cords etc.

W. & G. " EASIFIX "

RADIO-HICH AND LOW
TENSION ASSEMBLY.

Eliminates all ugly loose wiring and
minimises the risk of burning out
valves.
Each conductor is distinctively coloured and enclosed
within an outer braiding. Complete with Wander
Packed in attractive carton.
Plugs. Price 3/.

64 ins. long
over all

Large fully illustrated 32 pp.

OPEird

NDLETON.

CARRIER

Gold
t,.
iN

Radio Catalogue No. R/rto
post free on request. Enclose

C11E5TiREo

to Hod Office
works: PENDLETON, MANCHESTER.
Address ail eonostunications

Stocks also held at Glasgow Depot -

Business

Card

Trade Terms.

for

Prompt Deliveries.
KEEN PRICES.

CRYSTAL
DETECTOR

w&t

Improved Type Vertical

Dust -proof Detector,

-CP c

mounted on Ebonite Base
flitted with Glass Shield.

0

No. R4/12
1/9 each
These lines errs stocked by all Parts only for Panel
High Class Radio and Electrical
Mounting.
Stores.
Write direct if unobtainable. No. R4/to .. 1/6 each

stvilDECNASER3):°)
Jz

TYPI- 6701

0,

Each Condenser Laboratory Tested
before despatch. Supplied in all
standard capacities. Price 1 /3 each.

95, PITT STREET.

A RHEOSTAT OF QUALITY.

VALVE RENEWALS
We repair, by our patent process (for which we
have National Physical Laboratory's report of
efficiency), all

standard types of valves at

OHO carriage paid, and

EB());ITE

I at least equal efficiency to

GUARANTEE-:

new valves.

PRICE

'FIFE

1/6

B Of

ONE -HOLE

DOBBIN,
FIRST-CLASS

SUPERB

WORKMANSHIP.

I, to return in three days,
or 'refund your money without quibble.

THE ECLAT ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.,
JD 0 lq".

These: Cleikenwell, 7346.

CRAW & SMITH,
Allen St.. London, E.C.1.

SOLDER EXPERTS ARE AMAZED!!

Because Soldering by Ordinary Methods

SOLD°
EVEN FOR THEM

MAKES SOLDERING CHILD'S PLAY.

An Amateur can solder more easily with " Soldo " than an
expert by old methods. CLEANS TINS AND SOLDERS
IN ONE OPERATION. No Acids-No Fluxes-No Filing

V6

The SOLDO COMPANY, Sicilian House, Southampton Row, London, W.C.1.

-,...rlirm$1.01

is

Difficult
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neat little fitment ample space

1924.
is

pro-

vided to accommodate even the more bulky
" R " type of valve. In view of the growing
popularity among amateurs of the American

type of set with its concealed valves, the
" Aermonic " valve holder should :be ensured of a brisk market.

Messrs. The Bower Electric Co., of

15,

Grape Street, London, W.C., have sent us -a-

The Technical Editor of " Popular Wireless " will be pleased to receive wireless sets and
component parts for test. Reports will be published under this heading.

CRYSTAL SET users always welcome
anything in the nature of detector improvements, for, no matter how
good reception may be, there is always the
feeling when listening -in that something
will give that extra little bit of signal
strength that seems to be available somewhere. Having tested a " Ribbonspring "

indeed, and when grid bias up to some

cat's -whisker, as retailed at 6d. by Messrs.
E. Hunt, of 27, Belgrave Road, St. John's

submitted-and there is no reason why they

Wood, N.W.8, up against silver and gold
cat's -whisker in conjunction with a synthetic
galena crystal, we have come to the conclu-

sion that, although signal strength is not
increased noticeably above that registered
using the gold cat's -whisker, the " Ribbon spring " is better than a silver cat's -whisker
in that respect. Where " Ribbonspring "
scores, however, is that it provides a more
stable contact, and

this is all that the

makers claim. At
the price mentioned it can be
recommended to
our readers as well
worth purchasing.
*

,*

Ruben; Ltd., of
189, New King's
Road,
Fulham,
London,
S.W.6,
Caamos0

have sent us two

The " Dragon " Amplion is of their " Pura to be supplied in varying tone " valves for
styles of Oriental decoration.
test.
One type
only is supplied, and that for general

purposes, requiring 4 volts L.T. and from
30-100 volts H.T. Filament consumption
is 1 amp. approximately in the case of the
samples submitted. They are priced at
8s. 6d., which, for an English -made valve,
is remarkably cheap. An original note is
struck in the design, inasmuch -as a wire
gauze anode is employed. It is styled a
filter anode," but we fail to see what it
filters.

However, that is quite beside the point,
for the " Puratone " valves -Jan test functioned remarkably well; better, indeed,
than we expected them to in view of the
fact that there were noticeable several little
peculiarities in the disposition of the
electrodes. In the case of one valve nearly
a quarter of an inch -of filament protruded
'beybild the area enclosed by the grid and
plate. One point we notice with pleasure,
however, is that a very ingenious springing
device is incorporated in one of the filament

supports for the purpose of preventing the
filament from sagging. This, perhaps, may
necessitate a lengthening of the filament.
We tested both the valves in H.F., Detecting, and L.F. capacities. As detectors they
are excellent-as good as any valve we have
tried. As L F. amplifiers they are very good

3 v. is employed when they are used in a second stage, very clear distortionless magnification results. Lastly, for H.F. work,
their performance was good, although grid

bias was necessary even in a two -valve
circuit. If all the " Puratones " Ruben's
manufacture are as good as the samples

should net be-then we should imagine
they will find a ready market.
*

*

Messrs. N. Heywood, whose new address,
it should be noted, is 27, MoOremeade Road,
Twickenham, Middlesex, the proprietors of
Galenel, and other well-known synthetic crys-

specimen of their new crystal, " Uralium,"
for test. This crystal- is being sold subject
to a most liberal guarantee of replacement,
a commendable step indeed on the part of
the proprietors, who -appear to have considerable confidence in their new prodrict.
We gave the sample of "Uralium " sent
us a very careful test; and discovered it to be
well up to the
standard. We can-

not with honesty
say that it is better
than any other yet
brought

t o our

notice, but we certainly consider it to
be worthy of inclusion in the A.1.
category. Slightly

more stable in re-

The unique feature in respect of these

flex circuits than
number o f the
galena types o f
crystal, it is vet Another :leLroaragtoinve,tkiranion
very sensitive in
straight -forward crystal circuits. "Uralium"
is therefore quite a- Jirood, all-round crystal
detector whivh should'- - not fail to give
satisfaction to all its purchasers.

with bright green headbands, cords, and

Messrs. C. A. Vandervell & Co., Ltd., inform us that their new but now very well-

tals; have sent us a pair of their new "Blue

Spot " telephone receivers for test. We
found them to be quite sensitive, as sensitive, in fact, as any of the more expensive
types we have had brought to our notice,
with, moreover, a tone quality even better
than some.

" Blue Spots " is that they are coloured
throughout, the pair sent us being provided

earpieces. This is an ornamental wireless
innovation well worth encouraging. They are

also extremely light, and fit the head most
comfortably. We strongly advise readers
contemplating the purchase of telephone
receivers to write to Messrs. Heywood for
full particulars of their " Blue Spots," as
we understand they have in stock several
interesting models in various colours at
very competitive prices.

The Gil -Ray Radio. Campany have appointed Messrs. Victor Zeitlin, of 144,-Theobald's Road, London, W.C.I, sole distributors

for the United Kingdom and Ire'and of
their well - known
Gil -Pay CryStal.
*

the panel will be

interested in the
" Aermonic " valve
holder Which has
been placed on the
market by- Messrs.
V. R. Pleasance, of
60, Fargate, Sheffield. It is so de-

that

-

known " C.A.V." loud speaker is the subject of a very large order recently received
from a French firm. This is indeed a compli-

ment to the English trade, who must be

rather tired of our large imports of foreign
wireless goods, and this news should stimulate other manufacturers in respect of
possible foreign markets for our own radio
products. It will be remembered that the
C.A.V." loud speaker was favourably commented upon on this page some few. weeks ago.
*

*

*

Autoveyors, Ltd., of 8244, Victoria
Street, London, have sent us samples of their

new " Kentax " combination pin and fork
tags. They are most ingenious little fittings,

*

Readers
who
prefer to mount
their valves behind

signed

''*

n 0 A new Amplion "Junior."

brackets or angle
pieces are necessary, two countersunk screws
through the panel being all that is' required
in the-case of each holder. Four widely
spaced and easily accessible screws are proVided for connecting purposes to the sockets.
The valve sockets are also sunk well into the

insulating material to prevent accidental

filament destruction. Although it is quite a

almost, but not quite, as ingenious as the
well-known " Clix " Electra Links, As a
matter of fact, they can be used in conjunc-

tion with " Clix " if desired. The " Ken tax " are really spade terminals so made
( hat they can be used as pin terminals when
necessary. At 6d. a dozen they should

achieve great popularity among amateur
constructors.
*

We have just received two variable

condensers from Jackson Brothers, makers
of the famous " <LB." Condensers. The
first condenser is of the square law type, of
.001 mfd. maximum and the second is of

the ordinary .0005 mfd. type. Both are
exceedingly well made and in the case of
the second the end plates have been improved and are of ebonite, hand -matted and
polished. The square law condenser will

be discussed at further- length later on as
we intend to use it for tuning a wavemeter
which we have under construction.

Popular Wireless Weekly, October 11th,

1924.
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The Components Illustrated are
i

EFESCA HIGH FREQUENCY TRANSFORMER. Can be employed immediately

1

preceding a reactance coupling to form two High
Frequency stages or any number of separate transformers may be used in combination. Can also be
used as a Tuned Anode Transformer by shunting
the primary with a '0003 mfd. variable condenser
in any number of stages. Wavelength range,
150-2600 metres. Complete as illustration, wound
on Ebonite former, 21'-. Ditto embodying Grid
Leak and ('0003) condenser for use as Transformer

iF

You can build a
better set with

IMMIIIMIIIINIIMI

6F6sea
THERE .is hardly a wireless enthusiast

laminations of the core are extra carefully insulated
from each other to localise eddy currents and thus

prevent distortion. Ratio 2-1 one hole fixing, 25',
/ EFESCA ANTI -CAPACITY SWITCH
(Pat, applied for). A double pole, double throw
-'
switch specially designed to minimise the capacity

which exists in most change -over switches. The
contact brushes are of phosphor bronze and present
only their edges to each other with a comparatively
wide air gap-thus practically eliminating all
capacity effects.
Specially suitable for High
Frequency and aerial circuits and for all intervalve change -over combinations. Price 8 - each.

Learn more of Efesca parts by 1
sending for Catalogue 522 which
contains the full range. It's Free!

who is entirely satisfied with his set.

He wants still l-s-etter results-and they
can be had by building with Efesca parts.
Each is designed to give the maximum
efficiency. A combination of Efesca
components, therefore, leaves nothing to
be desired.
Each part is the outcome of much carer-

ful study-a real scientific instrument of
unique design and first-class workmanship.
They are stocked by wireless dealers, ironmongers, and electricians.

..

.-3a.,

4

0
..v

0
0

3'

1
I''

'''
4,

4
;/.i

i71

FALK, STADELMANN & Co., Ltd.,
Efesca Electrical Works,
83-85-87, Farringdon Road, London, E.C..
and

4..

044

Wholesale only.

For those eel interested in the constructional side
there is a wide range of complete Efeseaphone Sets,
from the simple crystal set to the multi-Palve
receiver for loud speaker and long-range work,
c.4.4

''4

4

One -Hole Fixing Wireless Components.

give the amplification of a power
Transformer without the loss in purity of
reproduction generally experienced with power
amplification. The coil is wound in a special
manner. to neutralise resonant effect, while the

,,(4

P4

') EFESCA SPEECH AMPLIFYING TRANS". FORMER, TYPE - C." This Transformer is
to

,

444-1

connected to Detector Valve, 25',
designed

n-.4

at

Glasgow,

Manchester

Birmingham.

and

!iJ

44

0
4
;#
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The last word
in VALVE HOLDERS is

" MURRAY "

GEN

the

15426.24..)

Sensitive to .00000000011

of an ampere. Matched
tone earpieces. Special
sound chambers. Weight
7 ozs.

It fills a long -felt want

Ask your dealer about them.

Absolute Safety.
Exceptionally Neat

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY

Appearance.
Easily Fixed.

Radio House, 235,Regent St., London, W.I.
TtlephOne: Mayfair 7152.

Ebonite Cap Serves as

High Finish with Low

THE FORMO-DENSOR

WITH

Self -Capacity.

PRICE 1 /3 each.

atia__,........

--)--

Each one is mounted on card, with the very simple

usefulness.

001 mfd. 10/g
00075 mfd.1.0!.
0005 mfd. 5,6
1)00u0a21.1,0i/d6.

From all dealers, or in case of difficulty, from the Patentees:

Phone: Tottenham 178.

Sell at Sight.

" Murray" Valve Holders

6s.."..wwwwwwwwww.".04,0~.. 4

'60003 m f d . 8! it/

3 -plate Vernier 5/6

UNIDYNE.

1.) NILDIGY. NE

One Price

18 ,'.

Open model

i2/P.

Dual, with Vernier 12/6
THE FORMO HOME -CONSTRUCTORS SET. 3 -VALVE.
This set comprises -Standard guaranteed Formo Components. The

419

387a, High Road, Tottenham, N.17.

for the
of precision, and it is not A.Ideal
Ratio 1-2.
H. Ratio 1-3.
C. Ratio 1-1.
excellence of d
Ratio 1-5.
sign, workmanship and D. oRra

by any other
ar-'..,-_
low-priced condenser for
---- aPProached

instructions necessary for fixing.

MURRAY,
SON & CO
Manufacturers of Wireless Accessories,

THE
TRANSFORMER

FORMO L.F. SHROUDED

is the ackuowledged standard of
INTEGRAL VERNIER
nas advantages ever every excellence. No effort is spared to
other condenser. It is make it the finest obtainable, and
..r.....s... essentially an instrument its price places it above all others.
--------''''.-"id.":
...

.

(Postage on 1 or 2, 2d. 3 or more, post free.)

Dealers should write for Trade Terms.

Telegrams: "Algenrad, London. -

THE FAMOUS
F 0 Fe. WI 0
RADIO COMPONENTS

-Drilling. Template.

vi

11,-,

ULPERAtoNES

/Troy. Pat.

THE FORMO COY. panel 14" x.10" is drilled and tapped,
(Arthur Preen & Co Ltd.) and everything necessary to assemHead Offices & Works:
Cricklewood Lane, N.W.2.
'Phone Hampstead 1787.

ble this first-class set is included,

and packed in well -made cabinet.

Ecottish Branch:

£4 12s. (plus Marconi Royalty) 22. York Place, Edinburgh
Contractors to the Admiralty, War office, -Air Ministry, Post Olkce and India Office,
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HULLO EVERYBODY!!
POST PAGE No. 1.

LISSEN.
Variable Grid Leak
Anode Resistance
Lisscn Minor ..
Lissenstat
Da. Universal ..
2 -way Switch
Series Parallel ..

2/6
2/0
3/6
7/6
10/6
2/9
3/9

Please Give Number.

Coil Holder and
Every endeavour is made to despatch goods by return, but some- No. 1. Basket
Plug, lOd.
.. 2 for 1/7
times delays occur which are beyond our control and in which cases customers No. 2. Basket Coil Holder and
Plug,
extra
quality,
may rest assured that their orders will be executed in the very shortest period.
2 for 2/8
116
They will therefore realise that it is not possible to have orders cancelled No. 3. Edison
Bell Shaped Coil
through above causes.
2 for 2/1
Plug, 1/2

DELIVERY.

No. 4. " Raymond " Shaped
Coil Plug, 1/- .. 2 for 1/10
No. 5. Coil Plug with Brass
2 for 1/6
Clips, 104. , .
No. 6. Allen Variable Grid
Leak, .5 to 5 meg.
1/9
No. 7. Grid Leak and Condenser 2/9
POST FREE.

T1 Transformers.. 30/T2, 25/-; T3, 16/6; RHEOSTATS.

Coils : 25, 4/10 ; 30, 35,
40, 4/10 ; 50, 6/-; 60, Ormond
514 : 75, 5/4 ; 100, 6; 9 Raymond
Do. with dial..
..
POST 3d. each.
Extra value do.
..
Q.C.B. 6 ohms
..
DUBILIER.
Potentiometer T.C.B.
..
.0311 .002, .003, 004, Burndept Dual
POST 3d. each.
.005, .006, Fixed, 3/.0001,

Type 577, .01

..

Grid Leaks each
Anode Resistance
50,000;
80,010,

70,003,
100,000,

on stand complete
Minicap Switch ..

POST 3d. each.

2'6
7;6
2/6

915 ;

10/6

250, 9/300,
400, 111'3' ; 500,

Potentiometer

..

4/6
7/ -

Vernier Rheostat.. 7/6

30 -ohm Rheostat.

POST 3d. each.

7/ -

Arm,

Nuts, 12
Washers. By

TRANSFORMERS

12

(L.F.).

Post 1'6 set.

..

12/6

..

Raymond

Ebonite Valve

Holder, c u t
from solid rod,
hand -turned, 8
nuts and wash-

ers. Each, 1/3.

NICKELLED

One Hole Fixing Switch

-5

.. 18' - Arm, with 12 Nickel
-1411 Studs, Nuts & Washer,
.. 11/9

2/- the lot.

2

10,' -

Eureka Concert Grand 30, -

..

Ditto, 2nd Stage
Silvertown

22 6

21 -

POST
6t1

each.

DETECTORS.

ePaOcShT 3d.

(H.F.).

7

"RAYMOND "
CRYSTAL

TRANSFORMERS
McMichael, 300'600..
Ditto 1100'2000
..
Energo. 250 700
..
Ditto 900,2000
Raymond, 300/600 ..
Others Stocked.

STERLING
SQUARE LAW
VARIABLE
CONDENSERS.

This first-class
Switch

Powquip, 2-1 or 4-1.. 14/6

25, 5/-; 35, 5/-

Fil. Rheostat

7/6

with 12 Studs,

Formo, Shrouded
General Radio 83
Bennet, Shrouded
Formo, Open..

50, 5/2 ; 75, 516 ; 100,
7/- ; 150, 7/10 ; 200,
8/8 ;

2/2/6
4/5/-

Radio Instruments .. 25/5/6 dgranic, Shrouded .. 21'S/ - Powquip, Shrouded .. 18 -

IGRANIC.
Coils

1/6

.0003,

.0002,

.0004, .0005

2/-

7/ -

311

3

4:6
2/9

Enclosed glass. As Sketch.
Ebonite Base.

Brass
..
1/4, 1/6. 2/ POST zit.
H.T.C.
Nickel
I/6, 2/ Special valve holder above
Ebonite
1/6
with Vernier.
panel
..
.
1'9 Perikon
.001
2/6
30/1, 6
.0005
..
25/6 Ditto, for under panel
(With Zincite and Bornite.)
.0000
23/6
OUR WONDERFUL MICRO.00025 ..
.. 23 6 POLAR POST 6d.
METER ADJUSTMENT GLASS .001
var.
Condenser
..
10
6
ENCLOSED DETECTOR. WHY
EDISON BELL.
.0005
.. 10 6 PAY MORE?
.0001 to .0005 Fixed 113 .0003
10 6
POST 6d: each.
.002 to .003
.. 2/- Micrometer Condenser 5 6
.001
..
1/3 Cam Vernier 2 -way
.0003 with Grid Leak 2/6
Coil Holder..
.. 11,' Variometer
10/6
" POWQUIP " L.F.

6

TWIN CONDENSER.

LOUD SPEAKERS.

2716

55'-

JUNIOR ASIPLION

Composed

-

JUNIOR DE LUXE
Oak Trumpet

unite of .00025

-

BABY STERLING
Splendid Value

or .0003 mfd..
operated by
one Knob and
Dial, thereby
enabling yoU
to tune two
circuits by one
turn of tile
dial. Can be
used in series
or
Complete as
shown
with

111

Twin Detector ..

POST 2d. each:

5/ -

Post 3d. TRANSFORMERS.

EBONITE.

3/16th-in. 4, in.

6x6
7x5
8x6
ENGINEERING
9x6
Patent Valve Holder 1/6 10 x 8
2 -Way Coil Stand.. 9/ - 12 x 6
(Cam Operated Vernier) 12 x 9
POST 3d. each.
12 x 12
14 x 10

GOSWELL

JACKSON
POLAR;
BROS. ; R.I. BURN GOS
'
WELL
DEPT
ENG. CO. ; GRAFTON
ELECTRIC ; SILVER IGRANIC ;
TOWN ;

LISSEN: RADIO

PRESS ENVELOPES;

DUBILIER ; EDISON
BELL ; ETC.

RIGHT

.

21--

2/3/3,'3
412

4/2

56
76
76

BUCKS. (for

12/6

MANCHESTER

1411
14/1

Reflex. etc.)

(similar to R.I.)
STANDARD
SHROUDED

18/ -

POST FREE.

WATMEL

aluminium ends. Knob and dial.
For Tuned Anode Circuits. 10/6.
POST FREE.

BASKET COILS.
6 Waxed, 200 3,600 metres..
7 Waxed, 150'3,600 ..
5 Warless, 200,'2,000

..

POST 3d. set.

MANSBRIDCE
FIXED

!DALY'S:
DOOR Fa -

....
T.C.C.

26

K. RAYMOND

27, LISLE STREET,

LEICESTER
SQUARE, W.C.2
No responsibility accepted on post orders unless cheques and postal orders
are crossed and made payable to the firm.

BURNDEPT

1'11
2:3 226 L.F. Transformer
..
1.11 Dual Rheostats

(New.)
POST
.. 3, 6 CHELMSFORD. FREE. CONDENSERS
LOADING PLUG AND SOCKET 1 M. F.
'VP 1, Various
(Ebonite top) ..
1/- 2 M.F.
BRETWOOD ( Zedwel )
others
Tandeo Coil 1300:1750 .
Var. Grid Leak.. .. 3 - Coil and Adaptor (special 2/3 .25
11/: J Stocked.
.05
3, Anode Resistance ..
foe use with 650 VARIOPOST 2d. EACH.
Delivery very slow from makers.
METER)
2/9

Var. Grid Leak ..
Anode Resistance

OPPOSITE

GALLERY

,

Cut to Size, 3.16 in. at
square inch.
Foreign Post extra.

WEST END
DEPOT FOR

F.:

.. 1/6
.. 1/6
.. 2/.. 22
.. 3'.. 33
4'3
.. 56
.. 56

of

t wo equal

Newest Model

Moneys sent must be registered

25/7/6

..

Crystal Detector

MICROSTAT.
For D.E. and R. Valves

..

2,9

H.T. BATTERIES.
POST 11- each.

..

Ever -ready 36 v.
Ever -ready 66 v.
Ever -ready 109 v

..

B.B.C. 60 v.

8/ -

13/6

22/10/6

dill Iilllllllil1111hhTilllllllillllilllllillL

HOURS

OF BUSINESS
DAILY

- 9 to 7.45

,71 SUNDAY -

10 to

1

'Phone: GERRAIM 4637.
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TWO PAGES MORE OVERLEAF
POST PAGE No. 2

RAYMOND'S VARIABLE CONDENSERS. SUNDRIES
Post free
AS SHOWN, WITH

"DE LUXE" MODEL.

DIAL, KNOB

and BUSH,

-EXCLUSIVE DESIGN
-TRIANGULAR FIXED VANES
-PRESSED ALUMINIUM SPACERS
-FITS IN ANY CORNER
-TAKES UP TINIEST SPACE
-CAPACITY GUARANTEED
-EXTRA INSULATION

'001

-NEW ONE HOLE FIXING METHOD

says:-

-TERMINAL CONNECTIONS

REVELATION to me as a

- 713
.0005 - 511 1

*0003 - 514
'0002 r 411 1
POST 6d. SET.

John Blair, Esq.,
Rexall Pharmacy,

Millom.

Your Condensers are a

-STOUT VANES
-PERFECT EFFICIENCY
-WONDERFUL FOR PORTABLES, ETC.

Sept., 1924.

Dealer.

C. Walton, Esq., Andover.

Tested your Condensers on

Megger and got "INFINITY."

UNSURPASSED FOR

Terminals (complete with Nut
and Washer).
Pillar type, 413A .. doz. 1/3
Telephone type, 4BA
1/1
Telephone type, Wood Screw
doz.
1/W.O. type, 4BA
doz. 1/3
Small Pillar, 4BA
doz.
1/1
Screw Spade Terminals
doz. 1/ Pin Screw Terminals
doz. 103.
Spade Tags
.. doz. 5d.
Empire Tape, in. .. 12 yds 93.
Insulating Sleeving .. 6 yds. 2/ Ebonite Coil Plugs
2 for 1/6
Best quality ditto
2 for 1/10
Ebonite Knobs, 1)- in. 2 B.A... 63.
Moulded Knobs 11 in.
2 for 8d.
Knobs I in, 4 B.A.
2 for 8d.
Ditto 1 in. 2 B.A.
2 for 8d.
Ebonite ex -handles 6 in.
9d.
D.C.C., I.R.C. Bell Wire 10 yde. I/ -

Double 'Phone Cords,72 in, .. 1/11

NEW MODEL
.001
with VERNIER

-

913

COMPLETE with '0005

-

713

.0003

2 KNDIABL.S and

Post 6d. set.

Post 6d. set.
COSWELL

SUNDRIES

INSULATED

Post free

VALVE SOCKETS
SET of 4 (1 red) with
Template 1/3

ONE HOLE FIXING
RHEOSTAT

Al QUALITY
POST FREE 1'9
GENUINE MICMET

6/- DETECTOR
POST

2d.

N. & K.
LOUD SPEAKER

A LITTLE GEM
21/ POST 1/ -

COIL PLUGS

- 619

Post free

each 5/3

Aerial.
100 ft. 3/L.E.S. 2 way coil holder
Micro Vernier 8/ -

Miniature Fil. Res., 5
ohms
Edison Bell

"A"

Lissen Choke

..

.

1111

valve holders.. .. 1/6
Lissen Aux Resistance 1/6

Tubular Dutch letec.
Valves

..

10/8

-

-

Coils ..
..
Designed for use in ET. ..
Universal
less valve circuits, such as
Franco, geared
the " Unidyne." Ratio 2 -way..
with terminals' .. 1/4 10 -1.
Turns
24,0003 -way..
Spirella wound. Mounted
Ditto, swivel move1/8 in plated case. 20/ ment ..
..
POLAR 2 -way
POST FREE.
POST FREE.
(Cam Vernier).

OPPOSITE 177

GALLERY DOOR E
Tominimi1111111111111111111111111111iiiiii-g

'Phone: GERRARD 4637.

5,11

12/8
17/6

11/

16,11
17/11
8/11
7/6

Post Free.
APOLOGY. I regret
delay in delivery of

Condensers, which has
been unavoidable owing

to being snowed under
with orders.

WATES
ftIICROSTAT
FOR D.E. or R. 0/9
VALVES

Post 6d.

5 '6

Twin Flex
.. 12 yds. 1/11
100 ft. 7,22 Aerial Wire with
four insulators
..
3/9

(genuine)
..
..

Do. Single
2000 Single

4 -screw, round type 1/6 -screw, round type 1/3 Phillips '04
4-screw,oblong type 1/ - DULL
BOXES (POLISHED).
EMITTERS
6 x 6, with ebonite
5/9
17/11
8 x 6, with ebonite 6/11

2 -way for Basket

7/.

-

4000 ohms 'Phones ..
Do. De Luxe ..

2/2 SPECIAL VALUE
216 TRANSFORMERS
2/6
1/3
ORMOND L.F.
2
Unidyne
113
14,11
1000 ohm Bobbins, pair. 3/6
2000 ohm Bobbins, pair. 4:- EBONITE COIL STANDS.
CONNECTICUT
2 -way, ex handles
4/6
5/6 L.F. (Royal) 17;11
3 -way, ex handles
2 -way, good value
3/9
Post 6d, each
C. R. C. " TEN -ONE "
3 -way, good value 4/11
Also at 4/3, 4/6 .. 5/11

TRANSFORMER

-

Postage 6d. set.

MINALS.

5/11
(4 inches deep.)
8/11
7/11 BASKET COILS.
1/6 waxed 20013600
Gecosite (G.E.C.)
1:2
7
150/3600
Neutron (very fine) .. 1/6
5 waidess 200/2000
Blue Tungstalite
2
S.T. 100
(447149)
1/6

7/11
7/6

-

-

Heavy Rubber,
EBONITE
3 mm., 6 yds. 1/6
Cut to size
Heavy Rubber,
5 mm., 6 yds. 2/- at Id. sq. in.,
sq. in., Id.
MULTIPHONE
TERPost 3d.

Phillips "R " Valves
French " R " Valves
Gamage's Permanite

Single Coil Holder
mounted °Reboilite base and fitted

RIGHT

'0005
'0003
'0002

BRUNET

SUNDRIES

Lissen 5 point switch
4/3 LEADING -IN TUBES.
Sterling Variometer.. 21/ 6 in., complete .. 1/Sterling Do.(Broadcast)12/9 in., complete .. 1/1
Clix, with nut and in12 in., complete .. 1/2
sulators ..
6 for 2/3
LEAD-IN WIRE
Voltmeters 0-6-0-15
Copper Tape

SQUARE LAW

,L/

ACCUMULATORS
MAKES,
BEST

UNDER MY OWN
LABEL
.. 17'6
4 v. 40
21/4 v. 60
.. 286
6 v. 60
34
6 v. 80
6 v. 100 .. 42 -

Nugraving Titles or Scales .. 83.
" R.I." Choke Coil ..
10/ Nickel Panel Switches, D.P.D.T. 1/5
Ditto, S.P.D.T.
1/2
1/4
Insulating Sleeving 3 yds.
Tinned copper sq., 16 gauge,15ft. 1/Spearpoint Whisker, gold
9d.
Gold Whisker ..
43.
Set of 5 (one gold)
..
6d.
Variometer (250/650)
3/3 and 2/6
4/11
Ditto Ebonite
Ditto Ball Rotor
.. 6/11
Burndept Detector ..
5/6
Elwell Perikon Detector
.. 516
Screw Wander Plugs ..
pair 6d.
Skinderviken Button, Alumin. 5/5-1 Transformer
..
1119
Tapped Inductance Coil, 1,600 3/ 8/ Ebonite Dials . ,
Seven Twist Drills (H.S.)
.. 1/11
Taps 0, 2, 4. 6 B.A. ..
set 2/" Soldo " and Soldering Iron.. 216
pair 1/9
Sorbo Ear Pads
..
1/6
Neutron Crystal
1/6
Blue Tungstalite
Gecosite (G.E.C.)
.
1/3
Tumbler Switches (Ebonite) .. 1/9
Valve Sockets, Plain (nut and
washer)

Carriage 1/6 each.

doz.

1/ -

Overseas League,

St. James's St., S.W.1.
Aug/25:

"BABY" COIL STANDS
(EBONITE)

2 -way 3/6

Porcelain S.P.D.T. Switch .. 1/11
Ditto D.P.D.T. Switch
.. 2/6
Battery Clips ..
doz. 103,
Ebonite Valve Holders
1/3 and 1/ Lead -in Wire
.. 10 yds. 2/6
Lead-in Wire
.. 10 yds. 1/6

3 -way 4/11

'

A few lines to congratulate you
on the quality of your " too cheap
to be good " wireless stock.
I have no hesitation whatever in
advising prospective experimenters

and broadcasters to come to you
" cheap-but good-compon(Signed) F.R.S.
ents."

BRASS FITTINGS. KNOB TYPE. for
Post free.

K.
RAYMOND
27, LISLE STREET,

LEICESTER
SQUARE, W.C.2
No responsibility accepted cn post orders unless cheques and postal orders
are crossed and ma.ie payable to the firm. Moneys sent must be registered

HOURS

OF BUSINESS

72- DAILY . 9 to 7.45
E-.7 SUNDAY . 10 to 1
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POST PAGES CONTINUED

-

SEE OVERLEAF EXTRA POSTAGE ON FOREIGN ORDERS. SEE OVERLEAF
The CREAM of the
WORLD'S HEADPHONES
4,000 ohms,
STERLING 4,000 ohms
..
NEW MODEL
25/BROWN'S (Featherweight) 25/B.T.H. (Wonderful Tone) .. 25/BRANDES (Matched Tone) 25/GENERAL RADIO ..
20/ -

MULLARD
THE

MASTER VALVE

FRENCH THOMSON.

H.F. RED RING for strong high -frequency
amplification and detection ..
.. 12/6
L.F. GREEN RING for pure low -frequency
amplification, free from distortion ..
.. 12/6

HOUSTON

BEST BRIGHT FILAMENT VALVES EVER MADE.

1

HAVE YOU TRIED THEM P 4 A /
You will never use any others.

per pair

POST FREE.

TELEFUNKEN 4,000 ohms
HEADPHONES
As light as a Feather .. 17/11
Dr. NESPER
HEADPHONES

Genuine

Nesper-

phone, 4,000 ohms.

Fitted with adjust-

able diaphragm, detachable receivers,

double leehercovered head-

springs, long flex-

ible cords, nickel plated parts. Very

comfortably fitting
to the head.

LOOK FOR THE
TRADE MARK.
4,000 ohms .. 126
Post 6d. pair.

GENUINE

"N & K"

HEADPHONES
Guard against inferior

imitations
which are " clever-

" J.B."
.001

00075
.005
-0003
.00025
.0002
.0001

Standard
8/6' ..

:

8/-

:

5/9
5/9

:

..

.. .. 4/9
Vernier .. ..
4/Post 4d. set.

the original "N &
K," and avoid dis-

satisfaction.
See
that the letters

"N & K "-and no

other -are stamped.
4,000 ohms ..12 11
6,000 ohms ..13 3
Post 6d. pair.

On 1,600 Metres
Aerial

Reaction
Coil No. 150
200
Tuned Anode 250 or 300

1/9 or
2/1 .0005 Variable Condenser, with
Vernier ..
7/3
1 Cam Vernier 2 -way Coil Holder 9/Panel, 51 in. by 1/ in. by in., drilled
to hold 2 5 -Pin Valve Holders for 2/2 5 -Pin Valve Holders .. .. each 1/6
1 Fixed Condenser, .001 .. 1/2, 2/2 3/0002
112, 2/2 3/1
1 Shrouded L.F. Transformer ..
20/ -

8 yds. No. 18 Gauge Tinned Copper

Necessary Screws, Nuts and Washers, Free
if above lot purchased. Post Extra.

24
26
28
30

..

..
..

per 1 lb.
9d.
9d.
10d.

1/1/1
1/3
1/6

POLAR
MICROMETER
CONDENSERS

5/6 each

Post 6d. Reel.

Not sent otherwise.

POST 6d.

uniama111111111unammanalitanE

RIGHT

OPPOSITE

DALY'S1

-7-1 GALLERY DOOR
7711111111M111111111111111111111111111iiiIIIHT:

I

..

4/6

11/-

8/9
8/9

'Phone: GERRARD 4637.
AMBIENIMMOMMEIMISIMMIW

.6 amp. 1216

Universal, 4 volt,

Dry Battery, 21 volt, 25 amp.
Plate voltage 2-300 volts.

Post 6d. each.

VALVES
POST 6d. each.
B.T.H., MARCONI, MULLARD,
COSSOR, EDISWAN, ETC.

7/9

1216

Post 6d. set.

D.E.R. Type, MARCONI, D.F., ORA,
EDISWAN.

TINNED

21 /10

COPPER

Square 16 or 18

S.W.G. .. 15 ft.
Round ditto 15 ft.

1 lb. Reels 16 round
1 lb.
18
11b.
20

Post Free.

1/ -

-06 Type, B.T.H., MULLARD,

10d.
2/6

EDISWAN, ETC.

25/-

3/3/3

111.11

ir.ot sres Stocked..

The finest Variometer on the Market at any price. Inside winding,
suitable for broadcast reception on
any P.M.G. Aerial, extraordinary

..each 17/6
Thorpe K4
6 Terminals
.. for 10d.
2 Microstat Filament Resistances each 2/9
..
1 Variable Grid Leak
2/6
1 Single -Pole Double -Throw Switch

18
20
22

Microdenser
11/6

30/.

VARIOMETERS

PARTS FOR 2 -VALVE
" UNIDYNE " RECEIVING, SET.

S.W.G.

..
..

Super.

.. 9/6 .. ..
.. 9/- .. ..
.. 6/9 .. ..
.. 6/9 .. ..
.. 5/3 .. ..

Always in Stock.

GUIDE FOR
CHELMSFORD

THE 4 -ELECTRODE VALVE

D.G.C. WIRE

..
..
..

LOUD
SPEAKER

MYERS VALVES.

VARIABLE CONDENSERS

..
:
..
..
..

STIRLING

" DINKIE "

Beware of
Imitations.

MAKE SURE POST
YOU
GET THEM.
6d.

ly " got up to deceive. Make sure of
the genuine article,

The

NEW
R.I.
25/.

close coupling, ensuring large tuning

range. On, a 30 ft. indoor aerial the
maximum wave -length exceeds 420
metres,,and the minimum on a 100
ft. aerial is below 350 metres. The
maximum on a full-size outdoor
aerial is 700 metres, and the mini-

INTERVALYE

0.5 to 1. Metal feet can be adjusted
to four different positions.

FORMER

TRANS-

mum on a 30 ft. is 200 metres.
Inductance the highest possible -

RAYMOND FALLON
IGRANIC

811 OR

EDISON-BELL
POST 6d.

10I'm

IMPORTANT.

Don't forget that

RAYMOND'S
have the goods.
Imitation is the Sincerest Form of Flattery !

"RAYMOND"
FIXED

FIBRE

STRIP

CONDENSERS.
Ebonite Base.
.001, -0001 to
.0005

..

.002 to .004..
-006

.01 and .02 ..
.05

POST FREE,

K.
RAYMOND
27, LISLE STREET,

LEICESTER
SQUARE, W.C.2
No responsibility accepted on post orders unless cheques and postal orders
are crossed and made payable to the firm. Moneys sent must be registered.

FOR COILS
1/2
1/3
1/6
1/9
3/3

5 lengths a 1/-

1/1 0 doz.
POST FREE.

imunnunnifinnunnunnunnum
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.
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THIS PACE IS FOR CALLERS ONLY

OPEN
WEEKDAYS

ALL POST ORDERS FROM THE OTHER THREE PACES

9 to 7.45

Prices subject to alteration without notice. Every endeavour made to keep
large stocks; but am not responsible for manufacturers' non - deliveries.
!1O POW"' ORDERS 7PIRO1VL PEAS JP.ink1G7E.

10 to 1

SWITCHES.
Porcelain D.P.D.T. .. 1;71
Porcelain S.P.D.T.
Ebonite D.P.D.T.
..
Ebonite S.P.D.T.
Min. Panel D.P.D.T...
Min. Panel S.P.D.T.

1/3
1/8
1/3
1/ --

BATTERIES 4'5
..

Vulco English 4 5
B.B.0 Red 4.5

44.
5d.

..

Eveready " London " CA.
Best Made 30 v.
Best Made 60 v.
Best Made 66 v.
Ever -ready 66 v.
Ever -ready 108 v.

.,

Ever -ready ditto
B.B.C. 9 volts
B.B.C. 60 volts
B.B.C. 36 volts
B.B.C. 16 volts.

..

4'6

76

..
.. 13;'6
.. 22 6

Siemens' " Q " 1.5 ..

3 '19

3'-

.. 10'..
..

EBONITE PARTS.

SUNDRIES.

SUNDRIES.

NO POST ORDERS.

Good Coil Plugs from Col.

'Phone Cords (6 feet)
1;5
Nugraving
7id.
Similar Sets (Titles or

Tumbler Switches
1/4
(Ebonite) ..
Fibre Strip (for Coils)
Per piece 1)4.
D.C.C. Wire, per 1 lb. -13 g... 93. 20 g.
9d

BEST SWITCH
ARM.

Edison Bell Shaped ..
Raymond ditto
Basket Adapters

.. 10,1d.

2 -way Coil Stands

..

..

Scales)

Also at 1/- & 1;3
2/6
2/11

With Extens. Handle
Also at 3/6, 4/-, 4/6
3 -way
.. 4/3, 4/6, 5/-

Goswell Cam Vernier
9/ Franco
.. 12/6
,,
Polar
11/-

Etc., etc.

H.T. BATTERIES.

56
26

Coin Plug on Stand .. 1/ Ditto, Swivel Movement 1/3
Coil Plug and Clips ..

1'3

Small 5 ohms..

13
One Hole Fixing
19
Ormond
..
16
Ebonite Former
.. 1 10
Ditto and Dial
Igranic, T.C.B., and all
known makes.

CRYSTAL

DETECTORS, &c.

BRASS PARTS.
W.O. or Pillar Terminals ld.
Small Pillar .. 4 for 31(1.
'Phone 4 B.A.
.. ld.
'Phone 2 B.A., 2 for..

4 for 3d.
(Above with Nut Washer)
Valve Pins and Nuts, 2 a ld.
Stop Pins and Nuts 2 a ld.
Plug and Socket
pr. 1d.
Spring Washers
4 a ld.
Spade Screws..
ld

Large

16

9;d.

Small Brass ..

Pin Screws
2 for Rd.
Spade Tags
5a
14
Spring Pillar Terminals 21d.
Nuts, 2, 4, 5, 6 B.A. doz. 2d.
Washers (Brass) 12 a id.

13

Enclosed Brass, Large
Ditto, Nickel or Brass,
Ebonite, Encloqed

1 --

Micrometer Adjustual 1 11

.. 2 8
Mic. Met Type
.. 5 Burndept
ld. '& 4.
Easi-Fix Cups
9d.
Gold Spearpoint
.. 1 6
Neutron Crystal
)

Hertzite (Shaw's) 8d. & 1 6d.

Midite

Impregnated Board,
Wound D.C.C. and
Clips, 200 600 metres 2/6

Phillips " R "
French " Metal "
Phillips .04
Metal .06
Radion (1) amp.)

ing

8/11

SUNDRIES.
Twin Flex F.. 4 yds. 6d.
D.C.C. Bell Wire, 10 yds. 5d.

(Indiarubber covered)

TOOLS.

Sleeving

.. 1!4
Set of Spanners
Taps, 0, 2, 4, 6 B.A. set 2/ Small Soldering Irons 8;4.
7 -Twist (H.S.) Drills.. 1/4

..

Wander Plugs
Coloured Plugs

NO POST ORDERS
AT THESE PRICES,

ft.

Tin Copper
15 it.
16g. Sq. Tin Copper
15 it.

yd. 4d.
pr. 3d.
each
4.

(All screw pattern)
Electron Aerial
..
Polished Boxes, 8 by 6
Tungstalite

1/4
3/6

..

2/6

lidicrostat

4,14.

1/ -

2)d.

18g. Sq.

51.
64.

Round Tin Copper,various Sizes.
Insulated Staples 5 a 14.
3d.
Rubber Lead in, 30 feet 1/3
7/22 Copper Aerial,

100 ft. 11101

1/--

22 g.
26 g.

1/-

10d. 24 g.
1/1 28 g.

30 g... 1/6 Etc., etc.

1/3

Solder..
per stick 2d.
2 Color Flex .. yard 2)d.
Shellac

Battery Box ..

4, 6

(with clips for 36 v.)
Nickel Pillar Terminals 2d.
Nickel Contact Studs
2 Inc 1)4.
Nickel Switch Arm .. 1/ (one hole fixing)
Loading Coil and plug Sd.
(with ebonite top)

Damages Permanite ..
Condenser Brushes
EASI-FIX
ASSEMBLY "

1/ -

..

6d.

3/-

Extra Heavy Aerial
100 ft. 2/- & 2/3
Good Valve Holders
H.T.C. in Stock
1/6,

H.F.Transformers,300/
600

Choke Coils

..

..

Empire Tape, I in.,
2 yds.

8d.
1/9

Handles ..
Battery Clips
2a
Skinderviken
Buttons (Aluminium)
Connecticut Switches

SHAW'S HERTZITE.
BEATS ALL
OTHER ' ITES."

11 -

8,11
14.

Ditto, t in. .. 2 yds. 1I 4.
6 in. Ebonite Anticap

8d.
14.

4/6
1/4
1/3
1/8

Ear
pr. 1/4
Adhesiv3 Tape Roll .. Sid.
Sorbo Rubber
Caps

Basket Coils ..

Waxed (6), 200;3,600
set

79
6 11

..1711
..17 11
.. 10 -

84. to

..

Knob, 200; 700 metres 5/11

5-

..

Copper Foil

Waxless ST100 (2) ..
Waxless (5) 200'2,000,

D.C.C. and Knob ..
Ebonite D.S. Wound,
with Ball Rotor and

4'9

Dutch " R "..

Switch Arms

1/6

Very Good Value, Wound

Ebonite, 200600 .. 3/11
Raymond Inside Wind-

Dutch Detector

doz.

1,000 ohm Bobbins ..
2,000 ohm Bobbins ..

YAM METERS.

VALVES.

Good Knobs
Small Knobs, 2014 B.A. 2d.
Studs, Nuts and Washers

Insulated Hooks 4 for

Valve Sockets

RHEOSTATS.

SUNDAYS

1/-

(To use with variouleter.)
Allen var. Gd. Lk. ..
1/3
Allen Anode Res. ..
1/3
Scales, 0-180, 2d., 3d., 44.
Dial and Knob (Ed. Bell) 1/3
Dial (Ebonite)
104.
Accumulator 2v40amps 9/8
Ditto 4 v 40 amps.. 18I6
Ditto 4 v 60 amps.. 19/6
Ditto 4 v 80 amps.. 23/ Ditto 6 v 60 amps.. 28'6
Ditto 6 v 80 amps.. 33.6
Ditto 6 v 100 amps 41,Intervalve Transformers 9 11

Brunet Headphones .. 14 6
Fixed Condensers (Ebonite)
'001 to '0005, 10d. '006 1,3

10.1d.

CRYSTAL CALLERS
DETECTOR. only.
to the

Similar

2/4

MIC MET.

BRASS FORMER

..u//..

(DOUBLE) 23 spokes

each side ..
Make your own roils,

-

CALLERS only.

EXIDE.
D.T 9 Type. 2 Volts. (Glass).
(For '06) 5/ -

EBONITE 3/16 -in.

Impossible to Advertise
All the Goods Stocked.

'Ware imitations.

N and K
4,000 ohms .. 1 2/1 1
6,000 ohms ..

13/3

CALLERS' PRICES.
8x6
7 x 5 ..
8 x 6 ..
9 x 6 ..
10 x 8
12 x 6
12 x 9
12 x 12
14 x 10

..
..

GENUINE STAMPED.

MYERS VALVES.

12/6

1/4
1/4
1/10

..

2/3/3/516

CUT TO SIZE )d. sq. in.
WE STOCK

set 1/8

1/8
Waxed (7), 150/3,600
1/11
Chelmsford
No.
8
Tandeo
'1/6
Chelmsford, various, 1/6, 1/9
1 Complete *ith Adapter 223

THE LOT

12 Studs
12 Nuts.
12 Washers.

EBONITE.

"POPULAR
WIRELESS."
FREE

TO
CALLERS.
(Limited number, of course.)

SPECIAL L.F.

Strong Valve Template

Egg Insulators
..
Reel ditto ..
Thick Rubber Lead-in

yd.

4d.
14.
14.
3d.

Ribbon Aerial
.. 110
Panels Drilled
Radio Press Envelopes.
Raymond Fixed Condensers
*001, '0001 to '0005, 10d.

'002, '003, '004
.. 1/-'006 1/3 ; '01 1/9 ; '02 1/9
Six Sixty Valves
.. 20/ Polar Micrometer
.. 5;6
Condenser ..

TRANSFORMERS.

10/6 & 8/11
FRENCH METAL DULL

EMITTERS '06
L4-ZolVOILII.T.

17/11

NO POST ORDERS
FROM THIS PAGE

NO POST ORDERS FROM THIS PAGE.
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K. RAYMOND

27, LISLE STREET,

LEICESTER SQUARE, W.C.2

No responsibility accepted on post orders unless cheques and postal orders
are crossed and made payable to the firm. Moneys sent must be registered.
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All. Editorial Communications to be addressed The Editor, POPULAR

_
cP

.

WIRELESS, The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.

CET A BETTER EARTH
A bad earth connection gives
weak,

results.

unsatisfactory

Have you given your set the
best earth possible?

Editor :
NORMAN EDWARDS, A.M.I.R.E., F.R.S.A.,

rates, etc., to be addressed to the Sole Agents, Messrs.
John H. Life, Ltd., 4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4.

Technical Editor
G. V. DOWDING, Grad.I.E.E.
Assistant Technical Editors :
K. D. ROGERS.
P. R. BIRD.
Scientific Adviser :
Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.

Queries Department, and must in all cases be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope. Not snore
than three enquiries can be answered in one letter, and
telephone calls or personal calls at this office cannot be
dealt with. A copy of the questions must be kept as it
is not always possible to reproduce the query when
replying. Number the questions 1, 2, and 3, and
answers will be given under each number.
The Editor desires to direct the attention of his
readers to the fact that, as much of the information

F.R.G.S.

Staff Consultant :

A WATER PIPE is bad
BECAUSE

Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.

it is never where it is
wanted; it means a
long inefficient earth

L. S. LEES, Paris ; Dr. ALFRED GRADENWITZ, Berlin; R. YATES, New York;
P. F. MARTIN, Italy W. PEETERS, Holland.

Foreign Correspondents :
;

wire trailing about the
followed

house

by

a

poor joint to a lead pipe
which in turn wanders all

over the premises. It involves interference from
electric mains and very
often from sets earthed
to the same system.

A GAS PIPE EARTH
is worse
It has all the disadvantages of the water earth
with the addition of a
bad

electrical

contact

at each joint.

A DIRECT EARTH
CONNECTION is best

Technical queries should be addressed to the Technical

given in the columns of this paper is of a technical
nature and concerns the most recent developments in
the Radio world, some of the arrangements and specialities described may be the subject of Letters Patent, and
the amateur and trader would be well advised to obtain

permission of the patentees to use the patents before
The Ed. itor will be pleased to consider articles and
photographs dealing with all subjects appertaining to
wireless work. -The Editor cannot accept responsitqlity for manuscripts and photos. Every care will
Ct: taken to return -MSS. not accepted for publication.
A stamped and addressed envelope must be sent with
every article. All contributions to be addressed to

doing so.

PATENT ADVICE FOR READERS.

The Editor will be very pleased to recommend
readers of POPULAR WIRELESS who have any inventions

to patent, or who desire advice on patent questions, to

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS
REVIEW, The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street,

our patent agent. Letters dealing with patent questions,
if sent to the Editor, will be forwarded to our own patent
advisers, where every facility and help will be afforded
to readers.

(Questiony

The type of crystal set used for long-distance working is less important than the other factors governing
reception. For instance, any well -designed set will
occasionally receive at very long ranges, whilst the
best crystal set obtainable cannot be -guaranteed to
receive from a relay station over the distance separating you from Nottingham.

London, E.C.4.

All inquiries concerning advertising

\\qidAbiswers

R. G. A. (Reading), D. S. R. (Dewsbury),

also C. S. C. (Henley-on-Thames), and others.

because it means a short,

-How can I obtain full instructions for

ground.

I have destroyed all the back numbers of
" P.W." dealing with this circuit, and now

straight earth lead from
the receiving set to the
THE CLIMAX EARTH

TUBE IS THE BEST

FORM OF DIRECT
EARTH because
it is ready for immediate
use.

It is quickly and

easily installed without
disturbance to your

It occupies
minimum space and is
It
most unobtrusive.
garden.

penetrates well below the

dry earth surface. Being
dulled and perforated, it
quickly conducts water
to adjoining earth.

Why not make sure of

a short, straight, efficient
and convenient earth
connection by purchasing

THE CLIMAX
EARTH TUBE
Look for the name

CLIMAX on the cap

age
6P Postage

extra.
Write for leaflets of all Climax components.

building

" Two-tiALvE " (Altrincham).-I have made
the two -valve " Unidyne " receiver and am
desirous of making the
two -valve L.F. amplifier
described in " P.W."
No. 109. Unfortunately,
no panel wiring diagram

182, Church St., W.8.
'Phone : Park 2023.

" P.W."

Combination

Set ?

wish to build it for a friend.

was given, so I should
be glad if you could let
me have one as soon as

possible.
The required diagram is
shown herewith.

The view

from the back of the
panel, the panel and the
is

base -board being flattened
out into one plane to

simplify the diagram. Be
careful over the connections, as so many amateurs
fail because their connections are weak and .dirty,
more often the latter being
caused by using too much
flux when soldering.

. R. A. (Narenby, Lin-

coln).-Is it possible to
fi.x up a crystal -set to

pick up the Nottingham
Relay Station 'from
here ?

We are approxi-

mately 30 miles from
Nottingham, so if possible will you'give details

of the kind of set to
construct ?

CLIMAX PATENTS, LTD.

the

It is impossible to estimate:accurately the results
"obtainable, -owing to the wide variations in signal
strength under varying conditions. You should note,
however, that the B.B.C. themselves estimate the
crystal range of a relay station as being only 4 or S
miles. No -doubt this distance can be greatly exceeded under specially favourable conditions, but
nevertheless it is a good guide, and we should certainly

not recommend you to expect regular signals from
Nottingham at a distance of 30 miles.

As announced recently -in IRC, Radio Note);

)11»1

N ews- columns, the last -free -booklet dealing with I 1,i,

circuit has been given away. The stocks of the bark
numbers of " P.W." in which it originally appeared,

and all the reprinted particulars in book form have
now been exhausted; they cannot be re -issued, so
we are afraid that those who failed to secure a copy
during the past year will now be unable to do so.

(Continued on page 349.)
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RADIOTORIAL

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS.
(Continued from page 348.)

B. M. (Radlett).-What is the easiest way

of calculating (roughly) the wave -length of a
coil and aerial system ?
There is no really easy way of calculating the wave-

length of a coil and aerial system, but the following
will probably be the quickest.
First calculate the coil's inductance in microhenries
and add this to the inductance of the aerial, taking the
capacity of the aerial in microfarads and applying the
formula :

Wave -length= 1,885 .J.11 (refits.) x L (mhys.)

As the result will only be approximate the capacity
of the average aerial used for broadcast - reception
can be taken as 0002, or .0003 mfd., while the inductance will be about 15 mhys. This latter can be

checked roughly by multiplying the length of the
aerial in feet (plus lead-in) by 1.5, the result being in
metres wave -length. Then, if we call this W and
apply the formula below we shall have the inductance
in mhys.

W = K (K = 0002).

(1885)
This then gives us K and L for the aerial as nearly
accurate as is necessary, and we can now. calculate the
inductance of the coil alone by means of the formula

L = 9.8 D' N" L K, mhys., where D = diameter
1,000

of coil in ems. ; N = number of turns per cm. ;
L = length of coil in ems. ; 'K = correction factor,
based on the ratio of the length of coil to the diaMeter. This can be found from coil tables, or else
roughly calculated for the following data. The

factor varies from 96 (where the diameter is 1 of the
length) to 2 (where the length is 1 of the diameter).
If diameter = length the factor is .69. If L - 2D,

'K = -82, and if L = 5D, K = -92.
The answer in mhys. from the above is now added
to the inductance of the aerial,' and the capacity of
the latter is taken and the first formula is applied, i.e.,

/KL, which gives the total wave -length of
coil and aerial. Any parallel capacity across the
1885

coil can be added before the final equation is worked
out.

*

*

H. J. (Orpington, Kent). ---I wish to construct one or two "Unidyne " sets, and -shall
be glad if you can tell me what back numbers
I require, and where they can be obtained.

As you do not 'state what type of sets you wish

to make we are publishing the full list of the numbers

of " P.W." in which articles on the "Unidyne "

These copies can be obtained from The
Amalgamated Press (1922), Ltd. (Back Number
Dept.), Bear Alley, Farringdon. Street, E.C.4.
The following list shows the various articles and the
numbers of POPULAR WIRELESS in which they
appeared.

appeared.

No. OF "P.W."

SUBJECT.

101 and 102 ..
103 ..
104 ..
105 and 106 ..
107 and 108 ..

The Unidyne Principle.

How to Make a One -Valve Unidyne
(See also No. 112.)
"

How to Make a Unidyne

Amplifier.
How to make a UnidyncTwo-Valve

Set (Detector and L.F.).

How to Make a Unidyne Two -Valve

Set (H.F. and Detector).

-from the tiniest nut

the finished Loud Speaker
THE non -technical visitor to the works of S. G. Brown
Ltd., will be amazed at the large number of processes
and the magnitude of the equipment necessary to
produce 36ro1Vn Loud Speakers and Headphones.

To Many, a pair of headphones consists merely of a couple
of coils in each ear -piece, together with a circular magnet
But see even the simplest type of
and a diaphragm.

109 ..
110 ..

Hew to Mate a Two-ValveUnidyne
L.F. Amplifier.

..

How to Convert H.F. and L.F.

frown headphones-the famous featherweight F. Type-

Unidyne Set (MK, Detector,
and L.F.).
HOW to Slake a One -Valve Portable Unidyne Set.
America and the Unidyne.
Developing the Unidyne.

And it

111

How to Convert. Your Set to the
Unidyne Principle.

Units.
A Simplified One -Valve Unidyne
Receiver.
How to Make a Three -Valve

112
113

114

115
116
117

.

1 t7

Experiments with the Unidyne.
Construction of Two -Valve Uni-

118
119
120

How to Make a Two -Valve Reflex
Unidyne.
How to Operate your Unidyne Set.
dyne.

-

Further details of " The Two Valve Reflex Unidyne Circe it."

121

Possibilities of the Unidyne.

to

manufactured under ideal conditions and you will appreciate
that parts ground to 1,1000 part of an inch must obviously
give infinitely better results.
is

Typ's and P:iels :
120 ohms £5 5
2,000 ohms £5 8
4,000 ohms £5 10
H.2. 120 ohms £2 5
2,000 ohms £2 8
4,000 ohms £2 10
£15 15 0 in all
Q.

the same with 1.3r0 Wit Loud Speakers.

H.1.

Not only has their design-based on the world-famous

A. Type Headphones-been proved superior for sensitiveness and tonal purity-but their success is due in no small
degree to the wonderful accuracy of the many manufacturing processes.

years of service.

0

0

From all Dealers or can be deI

hearing really true-to-life reproduction and by the knowledge

that you own an Instrument capable of giving you many

0

resistanc3S.

Remember that your Loud Speaker should be an investment
-the few shillings necessary to obtain a .16t4DWIt will be

more than repaid to you by the increased enjoyment of

0
0
0

I

monstrated at the following
Showrooms:
19, Mortimer Street, W.1.
15, Moorfields, Liverpool.

A. T. (Weymouth) has a three -valve set and

127, High Street, Southampton.

stations other than those on the broadcast

S. G. BROWN. LTD. 7- Victoria Road, N. Acton, W. 3.

wishes to know what coils to use to pick up
wave -lengths.
(Continued on page 350.)

Gilbert Ad, 5558

I

1

I

I
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS.
(Continued from page 349.)
A series of plug-in coils of from 35 to 250 turns will

cover most stations-at any rate up to 5 X X, but for

the sake of those readers who desire full details
we would refer them to POPULAR WIRELESS No. 117

(August 23rd. 1924),' page 918, where a detailed list
of coils and their wave -length ranges was given.
*

*

*

E. P. R. (Dulwich Village, S.E.).-What are
the connections -for a stage of H.F. amplifica-

tion to be added to an existing wireless
receiver 0 I have a crystal
and a two -

valve set (detector and L.F. amplifier), and I
should like to increase the range of both these

receivers by a valve amplifying at radio -

A

FAIRYCYCLE
Regd. Trade Mark
(do exhibited at the British Empire Exhibition)

It

brings Health and Happiness.

gives the children
necessary for building

beneficial
up their

exercise

health

frequency on the tuned -anode system. If a
single H.F. valVe is added to a Valve detector,
can another H.F. stage be placed in front of
this later, so as to make the set two H.F. and
detector, without material alteration to the
wiring ?

so

and

strength, and enables them to enjoy hours of

innocent amusement.

The diagram reproduced herewith shows; at the top,

the connections for adding a tuned -anode H.F.
amplifier to an existing valve set. The aerial is
shown directly coupled, but, of course, loose coupling

Be sure the word '' Fairycycle " and Triangle Trade Mark are on the frame. None
genuine without. British Made.
EACH

59/6

The low centre of gravity makes the
Fairycycle' safe an t easy to riZe.
Specification: Adjustable
plated handle -bar, cycle saddle
- bearing
12 -in. wheels

(adjustable),
rubber pedals,

may be used, if desired, although the extra control
is apt to make the tuning rather complicated.
Connected as shown, a 35 coil for the aerial may
be used : but if the venial condenser is connected
heseries to sharpen tuning, a larger coil is necessary,

about 70 turns generally giving best results.
ONE .5TACE OF H F.
FOR ADDITION TO

with 5/8 -in. wired -on tyres,
frame of solid drawn weld
less steel cycle tube, brake,

Er5rfivc,

and free -wheel.

.0003

VALVE

See the Famous Triangle Trade Mark on all Good
Toys and avoid spurious imitations

Togr+
7-0

-0003

Mictrs.: LINES BROS., Ltd.,
9, Fore Street, London, E.C.2.

FoLLOW.1`

VALVE

GRID

Stocked by all good Toy Shops and Stores
throughout Britain.

AZ

2me

PICKETT'S CABINETS-they're good
value, from 1/6 each, highly polished.
Cabinet (P.W.) Works, Albion Road,
Write for List.
Bexley Heath, S.E.

To Lid- and
79 L.T23.2

LOUD SPEAKERS

ro H

Any Leading Make. T.M.C., Fellows,
Amplion, Sterling, Brown, etc. Junior
or Standard models. Quarter with order.

T+

Great Portland Street, W.1.

Rluecum 1414

----EASY PAYMENTS
FREE.

'Phone Chancery 7381. EONS WIRELESS
SUPPLY CO., 7, Featherstone Bldgs., High Holborn, W.C.1

5rAc4

OP

N.F.

rb L.Z.

foR CRYSTAL DETECTOR.

EBONITE

Sheet rod and tubing in all sizes kept in stock and
cut to any -required size while you wait. or sent by
post on receipt of cash.
We can turn anything in Ebonite.

BURGE, WARREN & RIDGLEY, Ltd.,
91/92, Great Saffron Hill, London, E.C.1.
'Phone .

Holborn 50.

000400

for half an hour there is a talk delivered by
an excellent authority purely for the benefit

of the schools. There are simultaneous
broadcasts from London. There are out.
side broadcasts locally, besides the thousand

and one inquiries that have to be attended
to and that are all worthy of consideration.
I mention these because a station

Director actually should never be, so to

speak, still, inasmuch as he may be putting

out very excellent concerts and using his

brains and efforts on these, but let him

beware of allowing his mind to rest on these
and these only. He will find in the interim

that the Scholars' Half Hour standard is

not so good, or the speakers have not been
quite so satisfactory.
The Children's Hour.
Therefore he will turn his attention

immediately towards putting that right.
He will watch that carefully until he sees
it running again as it should run, and in
the meantime he will then find that his
evening talks are not so good. He will
then switch his mind on to those and get
those put right. Whilst doing that, there

is something else which needs his shoulder
to the wheel, so to speak, and all the time
he must listen to the public, to the listeners,
catering..
Now, there are two other points on which
I could speak at length, but space forbids.

One is the Children's Hour.

Here the

policy that I endeavour to adopt is founded

upon a thought, this thought being " That
the child of to -day is the man and woman

The other point is the Sunday addresses.

I am firmly convinced that these talks in
actually is, not only brings gladness to the

and the other valises are as indicated.
The H.F. crystal arrangement shown in the lower

WIRELESS INVENTORS
Advice, Handbook and Cons. tree.-B. T. KING,
Regd. Patent Agent (G.B. & U.S.A. & Canada),
146a, Queen 'Victoria St., E.C.4. 'Phone Central
ssa. 38 yrs. refs.

0 0 O 0 0<

the evening, or the little service that it
For the anode circuit a 75 coil is used to tune to
the wave -lengths of the main broadcasting stations,

COMREX CO. (Dept; 3), 119,. Fleet St., E.0.4.

0 .0-

Sunday Evening " Talks."
OIVE

FIXED DETECTOR

and DA. stamp to-

(Continued. from page 321.)

handling, and is a source of great' interest
and responsibility. The " Uncles " have a
power in their hands which, if rightly used,
can be of enormous help for good.

goods supplied.

once. No waiting; no ad.
lusting. -Users are delighted. Order from your
dealer, or send P.O. 216

BROADCASTING
STATION.

they are not even apparent at first, but
this, to me, wants gentle and careful

Goods values'. sent free with every order amounting to £1
if you mention Dept. P. Every description of wireless

comfort at

RUNNING A PROVINCIAL

of the policies of the countries," and in that
thought one must surely realise how carefully it requires guiding. Changes will be
made, and are made gradually, very likely

HOLMES, 29, FOLEY STREET,

Listen -in in

.o. o

of to -morrow, the voter, and supporter

Balance 6 monthly payments, or for cash.

CAT S EYE

.o. -0.

for they are the people for whom he is

OABINitTS YOU WANT.

SIMPLE
AND CLEAR
Wonderful results from using the new & improved

o

part of the diagram is obviously very similar, but
the 'phones and crystal are connected in 'series
across the tuned -anode circuit. It will be seen that the
filament rheostat is placed in the negative lead,
but the connections should be tried in the reverse
position also, as occasionally this is an improvement

sick and bedridden, but is of good inasmuch

as it is getting home and continues to get
home to those who before may have forgotten, or possibly ignored, the religious
side of life. I may say here that we are
very carefully guided from headquarters,

and that I personally would take little

with valves which do not require a slight bias

credit to myself on this account. I can only

existing. stage, the alteration is made at the points
Al. BI.
The aerial circuit is disconnected at Al, 131, and
another .valve is connected to these points by its
L.T. - lead and the output to grid, which are marked
in the top of the diagram as B2 and A2 respectively.
The 2 megohni leak is a good standard value for the
fixed type, but for critical working a variable leak

It may show in it a little of the thought
that is required through the innumerable

on the grid,
If it is desired to add a second stage of A.F. to an

gives best results.
The value of the 'phone condenser (shown in the

lower figure) is not at all critical, and generally a
'001 fixed capacity will he found quite satisfactory.

show my keenness to build this up and to
make it of real value to all concerned.
On reading this through, I realise how
inadequately I have expressed myself.

points and branches of a programme that
need attention, and if it has done that,
then it has done something.

(Continued on page 351.)
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RUNNING A PROVINCIAL
BROADCASTING
STATION.
(Continued from page 350.)

000

00000

I am sure that no station director could
be really successful without the co-operation

of the listener, and I should like in this
article to thank the Bournemouth listeners
for the helpful criticisms and suggestions
that they have always put forward, and for
the splendid way in which they have sup-

it

ported the station. The listeners of the

Bournemouth Station seem to have a pride

in their station-at least, that is how it
strikes me as I endeavour to read between

the lines-and if they have that, then I
can only say that I personally am grateful

57 -58 -59 -up/

that I have been allowed to have the control
of the station.

THE Seconds tick by in the silent
chart

room

and

down in the

Southern Pacific the navigator shapes
his course by the unfailing accuracy
of his chronometer.
CAN YOU BEAT THIS ?
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-I am writing to let you know the

results I have obtained with the simplified one -valve
Unidyne. I have heard a large number of stations, but
have not been able to identify them all. A list of the
ones whose call -sign I got follows : Manchester,

How would he fare if his shipowners
had tried to economise by installing cheap

Bournemouth, Newcastle (local station
Glasgow,

alarm clocks in place of chronometers ?
And yet frequently enough we find instances of people getting inferior results

Berlin IL (500 metres), Hilversum (1,050 metres),
Kbley (1,150 metres), Chelmsford (1,600 metres),

from their wireless sets because they have
attempted to economise on condensers.

Birmingham, Aberdeen, Brussels (260
metres), Hamburg (392 metres), Madrid (392 metres),
Berlin I. (430metres), Stuttgart 437metres), Stockholm
(440 metres), School of Posts (450 metres), Konigsberg
(460 metres), Frankfort -on -gain (467 metres:,

Radio Paris (1,780 metres).
My aerial is a fairly good one, 50 feet high, long, and
not screened by houses or trees.
Wishing " P.W." and the inventors of the Unidyne
every success.
Yours faithfully,
G. ANDREWS.

44, Grosvenor Place,

7Newcastle-on-Tyne.

FURTHER RESULTS WITH A UNIDYNE.

There is no economy in this really because sooner or later they have to take
out the " just as good - and substitute
an article of sound manufacture.

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Further to my letter which appeared

P. W." a few weeks ago, I should like to let you
know the results I hays obtained with the Unidyne.

in

With the detector valve alone, I have received
2 Z Y, 5 S C, Radio -Paris. Madrid (Radio Iberica), and
a French station which I believe is " Le Petit
Parisien."
Chelmsford comes in at about the same strength

as 2 L 0 ; the latter works a small loud speaker, which
is audible all over the room.

I was recently lent a new type of Dutch valve

which gives excellent results.

I have found that a .001 mid. variable condenser
gives far better results than a .0005, but I attribute
the success of my receiver to the Bretwood Variable
Grid Leak.
Wishing " P. W." success.

I am,

Yours faithfully,

112, Bedford Road,
Clapham, S.W.4.

E. G. BARRATT.

We do not say that all cheap condensers
are necessarily bad ; you may be lucky

and get a good one, but if you buy a
Dubilier you bet on a certainty-you get
a good one every time. Naturally, if we
are to maintain such a high standard, our
products must be slightly more expensive
than those which carry no guarantee, but

we are convinced that in the interests of
true economy you should specify Dubilier.

SETTLING INTERFERENCE TROUBLES.
Pile Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Could you find space in your publication

(or the inclusion of this letter which will, I think, be
helpful to Air. G. E. Holloway and others who are
troubled with interference from their local station
and from an apparent loss of range during the past
few months ? Until June, I was using a very well
known 2 -valve reflex] broadcast set, and during
last winter was able to receive all the B.B.C. stations
on a loud speaker, but Cardiff could always be heard
when listening to Bournemouth. However, when
Cardiff was closed, all B.B.C. stations came in well,
even in the daylight. Purity of sound, however, was
not very noticeable, and in June I built a 3 -valve set,

(Continued on page 352.)

DUBILIER
CONDENSER CO LTD

Advt. of the Dubilier Condenser Co., Ltd., Ducon Works, Goldhawk

Rd., London, W.12.
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This is the first set I ever made and had no directions
beyond those contained in POPULAR WIRELESS.

CORRESPONDENCE.

ELECTRADIX
RADIO GEMS
Wave
Steel Masts, 20 ft., 101. 30 ft., 14

Distance as crow flies about 300 miles, very stormy
night, with 100 ft. aerial swaying rapidly.
Found two critical factors to be grid -leak and earth,
both must be of the best.

-

Sets,
meters, 50.; Recorders, £35/-; TransmittingRemote

15/6;

£2;

(Continued from page 351.)

Cabinets,
Control Panels. REDUCED PRICES. Bigger Stocks.
Amplifiers,

Valve

withV

C" Type
Ediswan Valves, R.A.E.
6/e (as illustrated/. The
fiande.g4i-r4u/O
English Valve.
Osram " C R," with 4 legs. 8/6.

using 1 H.F., 1 det., and 1 L.F. valve, with intervalve
reaction. Now, upon testing the set, all stations came

Alternators, 200 watts, 70/- 500 watts,
£8110. Accumulators irons 4 / 6. Hydrometers, 2/-. Milli -ammeters, 6 nUa, 30/..;
50 ni / a, 351-. Wire, all types, wholesale;
tons stocked. Amplifiers, 3 -valve, £3;; 5valve, £6; 6 -valve, £7; 7 -valve, £8.
Buzzers, 116, 3 / 6. Valve Boxes and Coil

in after it was dark, but during the daylight only

Cardiff, Bournemouth, Birmingham, and, in Cardiff's
closed periods, Manchester, were audible. I was using
Ediswan A.R.D.E. valves with 45 volts on the plates.
I had in view two objects, viz., long range and super selectivity. I increased my H.T. voltage to 70 volts,

1 / 6. Cabinets, 10/ -.Condenser.;
60/-, HIT
6-v. and 12-v.,
I ,000-v. Hand, £8.A1.11. 12 to 1,200-v.,
£22. Earth
6d. Mats, 15/, Spikes,
1/3. Ebonite Panels, 3 / 6 lb. Instruments and
Meters, fine selection, all sizes from millivolts to
2,000-v., low prices. H.A.F. Insulators, 13d. Loud
Speaker Units, 7/6. Microphones, 1 / -. 'Phones, 2/ to 32/6. Plugs, 3d. Potentiometers, 3 / 6. Receiver
complete : Crystal, 51'; 2 -valve, £2; 3 -valve, £3,15;
5 -valve, R5/5. Switches, all sizes, Dewars to 200
amps. Special bargain 2 -valve C.W. Transmitters,
£3/10. Ammeter Panel for do. 17/6. 1 -Valve
TreLds Transmitters, £5.
Spark Sets, 100/600
metres, 15 / 6. Large 52R 100 watts do., 35/-. Telephony Sets, No. 34, £5. Tuners, R.A.F., 8/- to
40/-. Valves, all types Dull Emit., 17/6; Marconi
Rounds, .3 /6. Variometers, 3/-. Sq: Panol Wire,
2d. per 24 -inch rod. Wire. Rubber Flex, 10. per
yard. Thunderstorm Lightning Arresters, 3/, Prompt
delivery by mail all over the world. Send 3d. stamp
for Illustrated Catalogue of Radio Bargains,
LESLIE DIXON & CO. 9' IrtiVilt!s,T1'.'".

Boxes,

up to 24 sold., all types, 001, 6d. Dyna-

and I at once attained my first object-i.e. range.

mos,

Madrid came in at loud -speaker strength, using only a
frame aerial with eleven inch sides. I now aimed at

obtaining selectivity, .and, as I am only eight miles
from Cardiff, this promised to be a rather difficult
problem. The first thing which I did was to check
my tuning apparatus. My condensers could not be
improved upon, aa they were precision instruments,
with separate vetkliers, and a verifier was also connected across the reaction coil which, of course, gave
Cardiff could be
extremely critical adjustment.
completely cut out when listening to Bournemouth,
but jammed Manchester and Plymouth very badly.
London, of course, being quite inaudible. Hitherto, I
had been using the following coils-aerial 35, anode 50,

reaction 50, .0005 condenser in parallel with aerial
coil. These coils gave me all stations up to 400 metres,

and for stations abOve that wave -length, but below
530 metres, I used aerial 50, anode 75, reaction 50.
I now found that this last -arrangement of the coils
would also give me Bournemouth, Manchester, and

Telegrams: Electradix, Ald.,

'Phone : Avenue 4166.

O.P.

London.

1

PANELITE.
Will withstand 5000 volts. Black finish. Win not
fracture. 6 x 6x 3/16, 1j-; 7 x 5, 1 / 1 /3 x 5, 1/2;

London, but not Cardiff, so by using these coils I
can completely cut out Cardiff. In addition, I
would like to emphasise the fact that a variable grid
leak is a most valuable tuning asset. You may be

NOTE OUR PRICES.

point that the music is " rough," and the speaker's
voice* blurred. Decrease the resistance of the leak'
until the music and speech becomes clear, and you
will be getting the last ounce out of -your set.
Another aid to selectivity and range is a T

9 x 5, 1/4; 9 x 6, 1/6; 10 x 9, 2/2; '12x 10,2/0;
14x 12, 4 isonst paid. Other sizes and thickness pro rata.
RADIO PANEL CO. (Dept. " P ").
143, Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.
THIS CONCERNS YOU.

Ar A Z. ThE JE S.

FRENCH
DUTCH

..
..

..

B. Type.

6/9
4/9

..

PHILIPS
7,'3
Post Free in lots of three and over.

listening to 'a station with the set so near to oscillation

Dull Emitters.

Once tried it will be found an improvement undreamt
of. as it facilitates sharp tuning.
I sincerely hope that these remarks may be a help
to those troubled by interference.
Wishing yoUr paper every possible success.

17/6
10/6 & 13/6
1816

Trade enquiries

solicited. WriteTHE DUTCH VALVE AGENCY,

(Gerrard 8606)

-

I am,

Yours faithfully,

(G. R. THOMAS.)

19, Craven Street, Strand, W.C.2.

2, Glencoe Villas,
Upper Worle,

'PHONE REPAIR SERVICE
Ex -Army 'Phones rewound.
4.000 ohms, 4/6 per pair; 8,000 ohms, 1/ALL MAKES and
extra. Postage, 6d.

Westbn-super-Mare.

Remagnetizing, 1I. per pair.

any ratio. Lowest estimate
on receipt of Instrument.
The H.R.P. 46, St, Mary's Road, Layton, E.10.

-KINDLY ASSISTANCE.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.
Dear Sir,-In a recent issue, you were kind
enough' to publish a letter headed " Inter-

Get ALL Wave Lengths with the
" G -W " SLIDER

ferdffee," re the difficulties I have experienced in
cutting out 2 L 0 and receiving other B.B.C. stations.
Within 48 hours I was surprised to receive four

on a Two -Slider Coil Inductance.
There is no Tuning System so efficient

letters from readers of " PAT.," two in London district,

for ALL wave lengths provided you
use "G -W" Sliders. They make a

one from Manchester, and another from Salisbury,
volunteering in the most friendly and disinterested
way to give me practical help in getting over, the

BROAD, FIRM contact on ONE wire,

and roll smoothly over them without

problem.

scraping -100 per cent. efficient, 1/- ea.
from all dealers, or 1/3 post free from
J. & J. LAKER CO., 457, Romford Rd., London, E.7

I am, of course, individually thanking my kindly

correspondents, and also availing myself of their help.

I think this result is a tribute both to the circuand interest taken in " P.W." by its
readers, and to the fraternal spirit which wireless
lation

25/- FOR 17/6.

engenders amongst its devotees.

This is what you get when purchasing our British 'Phones
at .17/6. 2 -way coil holders, 416; 3 -way 5/6. Send for
Bargain List P. to EONS WIRELESS SUPPLY CO., II,
Featherstone Bldgs High Holborn, W.C.I.

Yours -faith f ully,

71, Sydenham Road North,
Croydon.

Here is something different. Loud as the loudest,
but clearer.

IN PRAISE OF THE UNIDYNE.

THE UNBREAKABLE
CRYSTAL
(Pray. l'al. No. 18264)

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Manufactured wholly of metal, partly precious, it
is permanent grease -proof, and may be handled
with impunity. POST FREE, with eatWhisker.
Large, 1 / 3;

THE UNBREAKABLE

GEORGE li. HOLLOWAY.

Wilbury,

-THE VARIETY OF "ITES " IS TIRING!".."

Dear Sir,-Poor old Mr. High Tension. Shed a tear

for the passing of an old and faithful servant. With full
respect, I have read his burial service and committed
his body to the deep.
My first reception on 2 -valve Unidyne-detector and

1/..

CRYSTAL

CO.,
Dept. P.2, 53, Summerley St.. London. S.W.18.

L.F.-2 L 0 a revelation, speech and music of bell -

THE DIFFERENT CRYSTAL

like clearness, atmospherics practically nil.

MIKRO
Ltd.,
SKINDERVIKEN BUTTON
The Proprietors and Patentees of the
and

LOUD SPEAKER CRYSTAL SYSTEM

are now in a position to supply parts to all experimenters who wish to make their own sets.

WRITE TO -DAY FOR PRICE LIST AND BOOKLET"The Marvels of the Microphone."
3rd Edition.

Post free Cold. (P.O., not stomps).

32c, CRAVEN STREET, CHARING CROSS, W.C.2.
SKINDERVIKEN MICROPHONE BUTTON, PRICE 5/-

7

-

CHAS. W. NEWSOME MARTIN.

Give the inventors the thanks and congrats. of a
Yours truly,

now very radiant radio fan.

J. B. WV.

Montgomery House,
Carlow,

Ireland.

THE CONVERSION OF A SCEPTIC.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

. Dear Sir,-As a wireless engineer of 18 years'
experience in radio, please allow me to tender my
congratulations to Messrs. Dowding and Rogers on

their production of an H.T.-less circuit which amplifies.

Certainly, I was at first sceptical regarding their

claims, not so much in substance as in their method
of presentation to the public via POPULAR WIRELESS.

Do not think I was antagonistic to the claims.

I am,

as you may understand, a disciple of Sir Oliver
Lodge's, and naturally considered the favourable
comments given by him were merited.
However, last Wednesday I obtained the necessary
components for a two -valve set from Messrs. Bower

Electric, Ltd., and had the set assembled in a short
time after arriving home, and can only describe the
results obtained as WONDERFUL

It is to be noted that I cannot trace reradiatioet

from any part of the circuit or aerial when the set is
oscillating beyond two to three feet, and this on an
aerial which is designed for transmission, and naturally has a comparatively low resistance.
You are at liberty to use any part of this letter for
publication providing my name does not appear, as I
am a civil servant, and communication with the Press
is forbidden, even though it be on matters conducted
privately, such as this.

I am, dear sir,

Yours faithfully,
) A.M.1.E.E., M.I.R.E.

SHREWSBURY AND DISTRICT RADIO SOCIETY.
The MAGI', POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-The committee of the above society have

been asked by several members to arrange, during
the coming session, for a lecture and demonstration
illustrative of the Unidyne system of H.T.-less
reception for the inception of which we are indebted
to yourself and your technical staff.
I am, unfortunately, not in a position to meet the

demands that have been voiced, from among the local
experimenters of whom I have made enquiries in this
direction. I am not sure whether the matter comes
within your purview, but in my extremity I am moved
ti ask whether, perchance, you have any arrangements
in hand for the loan of the necessary apparatus, etc.,
for such a demonstration. Failing this, can you put
me in touch with a source from which I might obtain
the necessary requirements ?
No doubt you have already had much proof of the
efficacy of demonstration before the local societies in

such matters as this, for the increase of their popularity, etc. Speaking purely locally, this was emphasised considerably as a result of our examination
of the " P.W. " Super last year, which .justifies use
in the pursuit of satisfaction for the demand regarding
the Ifnidyne.
Your reply will be touch appreciated.
Yours faithfully,
J. C. WELLS.
Local Secretary.
The Mount, Shrewsbury.

THE " P.W." ULTRA.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-I made up the " .P.W." Ultra set for
1,600 metres, and would like to let you know the
results obtained. I am 42 miles from 2 L 0 and
60 miles from Bournemouth, but both these stations
can be heard quite well after dark. Music, however,can
be heard any time when either of these stations
are working. I did not include a separate loading
coil for 5 X X in the box, but took the 60th and 61st

turns of the main coil direct to the loading plugs. Using

a 150 turn home-made basket coil, 5 X X comes in

with great volume, in fact it was so good on Saturday
night that I put on my T.M.C. Junior loud speaker and
could hear the Savoy bands quite well. Chelmsford
is about 80 miles from here. The set was made for a
friend who lives in London, but I am so pleased -with
it that I doubt think he will see it for quite a long time
yet.
With reference to the " Novel Circuit " published

in your excellent paper some time ago, I made this
up as a three valve, using the " Novel Circuit " as
detector and two L.F. amplifiers connected in the
conventional manner. I found the filament current
very critical, and shall fit a microstat later. I used
a fixed grid leak (Dubilier 1.5 megoluns), and altered
the order of the condensers, using the .0003 variable
for grid and the .0005 for aerial tuning. This I did
after trial of the method shown in the circuit as
published, and found it worked beter. With the

.0003 condenser I was able to get Bournemouth,
Cardiff, and London, but with the .0005 in the aerial
circuit I was able to receive all the B.B.C. main
stations (at loud speaker strength), also some continental stations.
Thanking you for these and other excellent circuits.
Yours faithfully,
IL E. &WITHERS.
Horsley,
Hook, Hants.
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NEWCASTLE
WIRELESS NOTES.
From Our Own Correspondent.

THE local station seems to be as far

away as ever from getting the much.
Arrangements
were fairly well advanced for taking over
premises in Grey Street, but now I understand that there has been a hitch, and that
matters have received a serious set -back.
Interest in radio matters is quickening
discussed new studio.

with the advent

of

longer nights, and

there- is an optimistic feeling among wire-

less traders that another good winter lies
ahead.
The Retirement of Mr. Crosse.

A continuous association with 5 N 0 has
been broken - with the retirement of Mr.
W. A. Crosse, the director of music to the
studio. Mr. Crosse has been indefatigable
in his services to Newcastle station, which

dates back to the opening concert

ijoubloon s If

in

December, 1922. In addition to conducting
the station orchestra, he has acted as solo
pianist, solo clarinet, and as accompanist.
The cause of his retirement is severe nerve
strain. As director of music he had the
task of compiling programmes, and booking
artistes, in addition to his orchestral work,.

10%

nine hours labour at the studio, in premises
that could be only described as inadequate.
Mr. Crosse was a very well-known figure
in north country musical circles before the
B.B.C.'s activities commenced. For twenty
years he was deputy conductor of Amers'
Band. He hopes still to give an occasional

solo turn at 5 N O after he has had a

One hopes that he will soon be
quite fit again.
holiday.

ThelLocal Society.
l'he Newcastle

Radio Society, at their
annual general meeting, decided to extend

-the sphere of their activities and provide
a separate service for listeners -in, and to
this end lectures, debates and denionstrations, in addition to the experimental
programme,

them assistance, so that Newcastle may show

a lead in amateur radio organisation.
A local society of amateur transmitters
has been formed under the name of Newcastle, Amateur Transmitters' Society, with
Mr. H. S. Nicholls, 11, Queen Street, as
.hon. secretary. All interested are cordially
invited to communicate with the secretary.

=-=

101- Louden Valve, and this takes no account of the

Silver Clear reproduction which alone makes the
LaudEn' Valve worth twice what is asked for it,

VALVES
The Editor of " Popular
welcomes photoWireless

graphs of amateur sets from
readers, or - anything else of
,- particular wireless interest.

Buy Louden Valves for your set to -day and
prove the matter for yourself.
The plain Louden for
detecting and Low
Frequency Amplify ins.
The Sloe Louden for
H.F. Amplification.
Filament Volts 1'1.5.
Filament Amps. 0'81.

-'==
--E.--

Anode

l Os. 6d. will be paid for each
photograph used.

Volts

4 0.0,
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Or eat Bri tain.
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All Louden s are
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Ste

s nver clear and f ree
from
"mush."
The current eon gumption is very low
and. the life long

frouben Untm.
Advertisement
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so we have to fall back on the adage
`` A penny saved is a penny gained," and amass
our treasure by not spending it.
The two chief sources of expense. in Wireless
are the recharging of acumulators and the
replacement of valves.
The Louden Valve reduces these to such an
extent that, reckoned by the money it saves, it is a
fortune in itself.
To begin with the Louden Valve casts only 1.0f-.
it takes only 04 ampere in the filament, enabling
your accumulators to last twice as long on one
charge as with the ordinary bright filament valve
taking 0.75 amp. You have in fact very nearly the
It gives its maximum volume at aboutl'9 volts
on the filament. Increasing the brilliance of the
filament beyond this point causes a slight drop in
the volume. Thus there is no temptation to run
the valve - all out " and- a long life results.
All these adantages are yOurs when you buy a

menters and broadcast listeners to give

-

Unfortunately most of the treasure has now been

advantage of a dull emitter valve at a cost of 10, -

The
all local experi-

are beim-, arranged.

society issue an appeal

of the recognised methods of acquiring wealth. found,

and this sometimes necessitated eight or

.

The search for hidden treasure was formerly one

of the

Fellows

lifagi7eto

Co.,

Ltd.,

Park

Royal, London,

NAVA°.
E.P .S.3.
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TECHNICAL NOTES.

READY FOR USE

(Continued from page 30G.)

The New " 101 Job " Soldering Set
comprising

LARGE COPPER SOLDERING
IRON, SOLDER, TIN OF SOL-

It is better to secure the " tin " to the
supporting wire than to the aerial wire,
as in the fernier case it .is in a position

DERING PASTE & full instructions

"HOW
TO SOLDER"
Novices become experts in a few minutes

slightly slanting downwards ; whilst if

attached to the aerial wire, it might collect
water. -Of course, if the aerial is high at

IS WAITING FOR YOU !

desirable to fasten one cowl to the support-

A
Friend to Wireless
Well soldered joints mean excellent reception

and the other one to the aerial wire itself

Sole Mailers: FRANK N. BATE & Co.

one end and low at the other, it may be

Write for Free Lists of (A) Complete Sets, Home
Construction Sets and Unit Sets.
(B) H.F. Valve couplings and reaction, or send Id.
stamps to include also complete Catalogue of Acces.
aeries and Components for every wireless purpose.
Visit Stand No. 81 _Royal Albert Hall.

ing wire at the high end .of the aerial

Price Per Set 2/- Post Free

at the low end Of the aerial. The principle

RADIAX, Ltd., 10, Radio_Houge, Percy St.,
Tottenham Court Road, London, W.I.

9

Platts Works, Stourbridge
Dealers Supplied

to be observed, in any case, is to arrange
the cowl so that the water runs off it, and
not into it.

PATENTED.

Making Holes in Glass Panels.

BROWNE & CO., Patent Agents,
9, Warwick Court, Holborn. London, W.C.T.

-INVENTIONS
Trade lYiarks and Designs Registered.

-

Have you seen the only Automatic 'Phone Board, 816. All
fittings Nickel Plated. No special adapters necessary,
Leaflets from EONS WIRELESS SUPPLY CO.,7, Featherstone
Bhigs., High Holborn; W.C.I. 'Phone Chancery 73/1.

Particulars and consultations free.

Telephone: Chanter,, 7547.

Established 1840

The following method of making holes
through glass sheet was sent to me some
time ago. Take some sand, moisten it
slightly, and place about a teaspoonful of
it about the place where the hole is to be
made. Then take a lead pencil, or other
.

CABINETS,
CRYSVCSETS
AS ILLUSTRATION
SUITABLE rOR

..-EXBONITE PANE LS',
ASHCROFTS. SOODISON ROUVERPOOL.

............
'PHONES REWOUND
Resistance and Signal Tested before despatch.

I

RARR/SON, 289, Weston Street. Southwark, London.

ACCUMULATORS.

Fullers, etc. Guaranteed brand new and
fact, but slightly soiled. We refund cash with carriage
both ways if returned within 7 days.
17/ 6v -40a ..
iv -40a
25/32/6
21 (9 6v -60a
4v -60a
..
4v -80a
27/6 6v -80a
40 3216 6v -100a
4716
4r -100a.
...
Special Line:Beat English Make, 6-v. 60 -amp. hour, 22;9 each.
C.A . V .,

.

.

.

.

MAUDE RUBBER CO., 58, PRAED ST., LONDON, W.2.

CRYSTALS

TRADE in sealed tubes.
ONLY.
SHAW'S HERTZITE, TALITE, PERMANITE,
and all proprietary crystals.
Send for List.

FRANK WASS, 25, POLAND ST., LONDON, W.1.

to have much success.

may care to see whether there is anything
in the idea. If there is, I should be glad to
know snore about it.

unrolls from the bobbin without twisting
about its own axis.

-HEADPHONE REPAIRS
Rewound. re -magnetised and readjusted. Lowest
prices Quoted on receipt of telephones. Delivery three

days.-THE
VARLET MAGNET CO., London,
S.E.18. 'Phone 888-9 Woolwich. Est 26 years.
FOR PANEL MOUNTINC
AS ILLUSTRATED

FOR ALL

BROADCAST
WAVELENGTHS

IDEAL

Tarte Broadcast

The Coils are specially
wound and contain no

3/6

Tuner

wax.

ANODE

Use them in your next

set and their merits will
appeal to you.

Reactance

4'3

riikireict TUNER with Reactance 5 9

A.T.I. with Reactance

-

-

-

Post and packing 6c1. extra

-

4;3

W. H. AGAR 19, Whitacre.
Plate,
s Wilson St., London, E.C.2

I

/-

Send for free pamphlet
237. WESTBOURNE

GROVE LONDON. W.11

Worma,c13:;en,ManulailSt. Bradford Rd. Manchester

POPULAR WIRELESS HAS
THE LARGEST SALE OF ANY WIRELESS
JOURNAL IN GREAT BRITAIN !
REMEMBER !

!

PENCE v. SHILLINGS
THE HOMCHARGER will charge your Battery
for pence where a service station charges
shillings.

And think of the trouble you save.

Connects to any lamp socket or wall
plug-A.C. and D.C. types available.

AT ALL DEALERS,

THE CARPAX CO., LTD., "ZiADLAHNEVTRE.

ENGRAVING
IPANELS IN LARGE OR SMALL

QUANTITIES ENGRAVED BY
SUODENS. 57. FARRINGDON ST., E.C.4.

(Continued on page 355.)

...

Send Postcard for Catalogue.
J. & J. Laker Co., 457, Romlord Rd., London, E.7.

17/6 POST

and guaranteed ... ... +. thick, id. for 2 SC1. Inch
Any circuit drilled, 9d. 0-10' " Id .. ..
Post Free.
I"
Ili. .. 1
..

Coil -Winding Hint.

When winding coils, using the conventional small -gauge cotton- or silk -covered
wire, it is often a matter of some difficulty

ONLY

Fittedinasecond. SendP.0.8/1
at once and listen in comfort.

P.L ME La Sm....'
='-EBONITE
Every panel stamped

Perhaps, however,

some of my readers with time to spare

spoil the work altogether. In order to avoid
this, it is necessary to arrange that the wire

BUILT FOR SERVICE.
Best
Tubing, 2' dia., In 10' sections. 25',
35/-;Steel
30', 45/-; 35', 52/6; 40', 63/; 45'.
75/.; 50'. 95/-. Complete with all Accessories.

London Agents
L. JONES & CO.

he was able to give to it, he didn't seem

wire from getting into kinks, and also to
maintain a uniform tension on it. The
kinking is particularly annoying, and may

STRONC, LICHT, DURABLE.

plete, strongly
packed.

After this, the

little circle of glass is supposed to fallout,
leaving a clean hole. I had one of my
assistants try this, but, in the limited time

FOR

SOUND BRITISH
MAKE. Com-

into the sand, thus making a sort of mould.
Now melt some lead and pour carefully

-at any rate, -to beginners-to keep the

STEEL"LAKER" MASTS

50P LOUD SPEAKER

round object about the size of the hole
which it is desired to make, and press it

there is no " spitting."

'phone
Icietresults

and

into the hole in the sand, taking care that

2,000 w., 3/6; 4,000 w. 41- (Ex -Army, same).

Postage extra. 'Packing -free.
Remagnetising, 11-. New 'Phone Leads, 1/6 & 2;6.
Transformers Repaired nt A of Original Cost.

'to your

,-1-11Y OUR FAMOUS
00000o000

00000

THE HOME DOCTOR.
O

I DULL
EMITTERS
You will be delighted.

rOr 0 0

00.0000000000

TUESDAY, October 14th, is to see the
publication of an 'important new
fortnightly part work, which should
find a place in every home. It is to be
called " Harmsworth's Home Doctor," and
will form a complete encyclopedia of good
health.
It has been written by a group of general

practitioners and specialists, and will be
fully illustrated, mainly by photographs

taken specially for the work under the
supervision of physicians and surgeons. It
will represent the very last word of medical
knowledge, and will be of great usefulness
in every home, and invaluable where there
are children. The price will be I/3 per part,
and it is to be completed in about 36 parts.

THE FINEST, CHEAPEST and MOST RELIABLE
'06 amp. (Post Free) 14/6.
y.
R. Type - 4/11. ---------- Tubular - 4/9.
EXPRESS RADIO SERVICES, 10, Featherstone Bldgs.,
Hi

h Holborn, LONDON, W.C.1 'Phone: Chancery 7010.

PLEASE

_e
I,

to

sure

mention POPULAR

WIRELESS when
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::

Advertisers
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TECHNICAL. NOTES.
(Continued from page 354.)

A correspondent writes to " Radio News "

(New York) giving a description of a very
simple device which he says aids considerably in overcoming the difficulties referred
to. His device consists of six bobbins, such

as cotton reels, or porcelain insulators,
mounted on a baseboard by means of a

nail passed down the centre of each. These
otibbins are free to turn easily on the nails,

and are arranged in two rows, 6 inches

apart, the three bobbins in each row being
also

6 inches apart from one another.

ailing the bobbins in the two rows 1, 2, 3,
and 4, 5, 6 respectively, the wire from the
spool (which is also held by means of a nail

down its centre and at about six inches

from numbers 1 and 4) passes around bobbin

number 1, then around 4, then 2, 5, 3, 6,
and finally on to the coil which is being
made.

This will all be much clearer if you make
a little sketch from the foregoing directions.
When the wire is now drawn past all these

bobbins there is just a nice tension on it
to permit of proper winding, and any
irregularities are straightened out as the
wire passes the various bobbins. if eou

find that the wire pulls past too freely, one
or more of the bobbins may be prevented
from turning by driving the nail down until
the head of the nail just locks the bobbin.
Fusible Alloys.

The references I made recently to the
manufacture of fusible alloys, such as

Wood's metal, have brought me a number
of inquiries as to the composition of other

low -melting -point alloys. In reply to all
these, I would say that a very full and useful

paper on the making and properties of
fusible alloys is published in the Journal of

the Society of Chemical Industry, XLIII,
pp. 200-203, by Dr. N. F. Bugden, of the
Metallurgy Department of the University
of Birmingham. This contains far more
information than I could possibly reproduce

here, and will be found most valuable to
those who are desirous of conducting experiments in the making of these different
alloys.

-and what is
the water

the use of
test, anyway ?

IS there any other L.F. Transformer in the world that can be
placed in water for fourteen

days, taken out and dried, and immediately put to work in a Receiving
Set ? We doubt whether there is.

But what use is such a test? you
may ask. Obviously no one, will
ever want to put his transformer in

Concentrating Electron Stream.

In a recent number. of " Radio " (Berlin)
is an account of an ingenious method, due

to the well-known German scientist, Dr.

Siegmund Loewe, .for utilising the principle
of the Tesla; transformer for concentrating
an electron stream so as to obtain an intense

and comparatively pure beam of X-rays
A full
description will also be found, by those

froin a vacuum discharge -tube.

interested, in German patent No. 395,822,
together with diagrams showing the very
ingenious constructional methods adopted
in the manufacture of the discharge -tubes.
New Loud -Speaker Principles.

Since the advent of broadcasting a great

water, but the mere fact that the
Eureka will withstand such a drastic

test is a very definite proof of its

superb insulation qualities.
Here's a new point of view. During
this exceptionally wet summer the
air has -been heavily charged with
moisture, with the result that many
wireless enthusiasts have complained
of breakdowns in their L.F. Trans -

Concert Grand

-

30/ -

(For first stage.)

formers.

Without a doubt this

trouble has been due to dampness,

which has broken down inferior
insulation. This cannot possibly
happen with the Eureka, for its

hermetically sealed interior is utterly

impervious to atmospheric conditions. But this is only one Eureka
feature-and perhapsits leastimportaut. Any user will tell you about
its wonderful amplification, unsurpassed for purity of tone, obtained
solely by means of its special non laminated core and low step-up ratio.
Examine one at your Dealer's to -day;

instinctively you'll feel that it

is

the Aristocrat of Transformers.
Guaranteed indefinitely provided
sealing screws are intact.

Eureka No. 2

(For second stage.)

22/6

Portable Utilities Co., Ltd.
Eureka House, Fisher Street, London, W.C.L
Scottish Agents : Fuller, 131achie 6 Russell, Ltd., 30, fcrdon Street, Glasgow.

deal of attention has been given to the

subject of loud -speaker design, and some
more or less revolutionary changes have
been made from the designs formerly in
vogue. A loud speaker of some novelty has
been produced by the well-known German
firm of Siemens & Halske, and is the result

of the work of two of that company's
engineers, Wagner and Luschen. It has
(Continued on page 356.)

ransfarrnor
D o Luxo
Gilbert .4d, 1,',6o
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AT LAST ! !
A Real Mail Order Firm
FREE.

POST
Send for List.
A few Extracts :EVERYTHING

2/ Crystal Detectors, enclosed
1/ Condensers, fixed ..
Condensers, Variable, .001 8/-, '0005 6/-,
'0003 5/6

'Phones, N. K. New Pattern ..
Coil Holders, 2 - way 3/9,
..
Valves, '06 amp,

Valve Holders ..
Variometers

Syphon Hydrometers
Terminals

..

-

-

-17/6

3- way 5/ -

.18/6

. ..10d.
3/6 and 4/6
.

5/6

.. {tom ld. each.

POST ORDERS ONLY, NO CALLERS.

H. HARDING,
22, Arran Street, Roath, CARDIFF.
:mum&

ICJECEINTAll

descriptions for wireless and electrical trade
LOWEST PR ICES
HIGHEST VALUE.
Trade

eenquiriesenquiries

Gateshead.
H. H. BELL, Coronation
--THE MASTER ONE -VALVE SET
Hasreceived all B.B.C. and CONTINENTAL
Loud Speaker results possible.
STATIONS.
Simple to operate. Marvellous range and power.
including B.B.C. Coils, Plus Royalty.
(Genuinely worth £4.)
Buy the World's Best NOW. Numerous letters
of appreciation arriving from all parts of the country.

43/.

SATISFACTION ASSURED!
WORLD'S WIRELESS STORES WALLINGTON

WastelessCondensers
The new Bowyer -Lowe Square Law Condensers \
have a wavelength scale which is equally useful
throughout its length. No crowding at the lower
end. Capacity ratio 150 to in the -0005 Type.
Will increase the wavelength range of any act by
I

50A.

Write now for full particulars.

nOWYER-LOWE CO. LTD., LETCHWORTH

TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from page 355.)

been shown by mathematical analysis that

for maximum efficiency the mass of the
diaphragm must not exceed the mass of
the air which is set in motion by it ; if
possible, the mass of the diaphragm should
be less than this.

Owing to this theoretical condition, a
search has been made for some fern's of

diaphragm which shall be sufficiently robust
to be manufactured with reasonable facility,

and which shall nevertheless be as light in
weight as possible. Instead of applying
the varying speech -currents to the electromagnetic ,field, as in the conventional type
of loud speaker, the speech -currents are

HOW TO ERECT, CONNECT AND MAKE

all kinds of wirelessapparatusinclud-

ing crystal and dual amplification
sets. one and two valve amplifiers,
also the latest two, three, and four
valve tuned anode receivers. 160
pages, including 28 diagrams.

CO. (DEPT 14), South Shore, BLACKPOOL.

NAVY PATTERN
Sectional Steel Wireless Masts.

The LIGHTEST, STRONGEST, and CHEAPEST in
the World. Complete with pulley, cleat, wire rope,
strainers, insulators, ground 'anchors, base plate
and full instructions,. A man and boy can eruct a
40 -foot mast in an hour.

30 -ft., 40/, 40 -ft., 551, 150 -ft., 90/-.
All orders in strict rotation and carriage paid.
HAMILTON MAY (Late Lieut. R.N.V.R.),

Doone Cottage, Weybridge, Surrey.

Charge Your.

CCUMUIC.ITQR
at JE1Liname with. the
TUNGAR BATTERY CHARGER.

latter consisting of a strip of extremely thin
aluminium foil, made into a pleated or wavy
formation.
This becomes thus a conductor carrying
a current and placed in a magnetic field and,
in accordance with Well-known laws, it is
deflected by the magnetic field to an extent

one hand and the cable in the other, and

the severed piece of insulation pulled away.

If the insulation adheres too firmly to the
wire, the work should be done in two or
three operations, smaller segments of thcr
insulation being stripped off each time.

SEE THE NAME CORDESIA'
ON EVERY H.T. BATTERY

ENSURES PERFECT RECEPTION
Unbreakable Pitch-Long Life
Silent Working-Best Results

50,000 persons.

.The same device can also be used con-.
versely as a microphone, and is stated to
be so satisfactory when used in this way
that it is proposed to instal it for this purpose in all the German broadcasting stations.
Recording Possible Mars Signals.

In order to enable a more complete investigation to be made of the mysterious
sounds heard when listening -in on Mars
recently, Mr. C. F. Jenkins (well known for
his television experiments) and Prof. David
Todd, Professor of Astronomy at Amherst,
and organiser of the international listening -

permanent record of the sounds received
upon a photographic film. This film was
30 feet long and 6 inches in width, and after
completion it " disclosed in black on white

a fairly regular arrangement of dots and
dashes at one edge ; whilst at the other
edge, at almost evenly spaced intervals,

were curiously jumbled groups, each taking

form of a crudely drawn face." The
Thethe
latter occur at intervals of about half an
hour on the film.
Mr. Jenkins does not consider that these
markings have anything to do with Mars,

but at the same time he is unable to offer

any satisfactory explanation of them. The
films have been sent to the cipher experts
of the United States 'Navy Department to
see whether they can discover any meaning
for the mysterious markings.-" Radio
Digest" (N.Y.).

with heavier wire, particularly_ rubber -

Mazda House, 77, Upper Thames St., E.C)4.

round the insulation:
The stripping tool is then held firmly in

been used in Germany for reproducing
'speech in the open air to an audience of

Descriptive Booklet free on application. The Tungar Battery
Charger is suitable for use on
AlternatingCurrentsupplyonly.

THE BRITISH THOMSON-HOUSTON CO., LTD.,

between the angles of the two V's, and
the stripping tool rotated so as to cut all

accordance with the speech -current variations. A loud speaker on this principle has

Removing Insulation from Win.

Obtainable from your Garage or Electririan,

the jaw, and the edges of the jaws are then
sharpened by Means of the file. When it is
desired to strip a piece of cable, the latter is
inserted between the jaws and gripped there

which depends upon the strength of the
current in it. It therefore vibrates in

Simple, Safe, and Economical.
No moving parts. Requires
No
Garage,
no attention.
Owner -Driver or Wireless Enthusiast should be without

one. Will charge from I to
10, 6-12 volt batteries at a
time. Deliveries from stock.

a large V, extending across the width of

passed through the diaphragm itself, the

in for Mars signals, arranged to have a
This book gives more practical information
about building wireless instruments than
others at ten times the price.

This is first bent double, after the fashion
of a large pair of tweezers, and the ends are
their turned in again, to form teeth cr jaws.
Each of these jaws is then filed out to make

When employing insulated wire it is
necessary to bare an inch or two at each
end. If the wire is of fairly fine gauge
cotton or silk covered, this operation is
readily done by means of a penknife ; but

covered cable, it is not so easy. A very
handy " skinner " may be made from a

strip of steel or brass about a foot long, one
sixteenth inch thickness and, sav, one inch
broad.

Ask -Your Dealer to write to:-

J. H. STEWART & Co., 1 Featherstone
Buildings, High Holborn, London, W.C.1.

DO IT NOW

!
Write a postcard to -day for our Radio Accessory
List.. Enclose Stamp.
L. rS. de SAVE, 67, Hammersmith Road, W.14.

_TESTEDC®MB.®NENTS.

securely packed and post free.
volt hi.) .. 15!-

" ESTECO" '07 VALVES (2

" Loewe " D.E. Valves, 2 volt "15 amp.
Dutch R's (best general purpose valve)

.. 12!9

" Alto " 7 OZ. Lightest 'Phones. 4,000 ohms
all Ebonite Earpieces, Laminated Poles

" Powquip " L.F. Transformers
A Guaranteed L.F. Transformer
60 -volt H.T. Battery and plugs

5/3

.. 13/6
14,,6
9'9

..
..
..

8!6

FOR "P.W." UNIDYNE
Dutch 4 Electrode TESTED Valves .. .. 12/6
Eton

ANELOY PRODUCTS, Dept. P. 25,
Works, Upland Road, London, S.E.22,

Be sure to mention POPULAR WIRELESS

. . when replying to Advertisements .

.

/ EX -GOVT. MATERIALS
PLUG and JACK, 3/- per pair
lifierophoneTransfmr 2 ' E
2)6
DPDT...3; 6 Microphones
1'6
Tapping Keys ..,...
Tele - Transformers
2,
5/- Buzzers
(5-1 ratio)
Manshridge Condensers, 2 & 1 inf., 2)6; 030 1 / Mansbridge Condensers can be used 3 values,
each 2 / 6
05, 1 & .2 nit.
4; Single Receivers, 2,000 ohm
pair 10 1Hea.dphones, complete, -4,000 ohm
ResistanceCoils (ironcore)1,000,750,500olnmea. 1 / Receivers' (adjustable - diaphram), make Loud
3) 6
Speaker
Receiver Cords. 1 / 6; Odd Receivers, 150 ohm,
3/6
3/-; 2,000 ohin
each
Receivers Re -wound, 2,000 ohm
Everything for Wireless by it Wireless Expert.
Dewar Switch,DPST...2 / 6

42, Bedford Hill,

A. ROBERTS & CO.1 Balham,

S.W.12.

'Phone: Streatham 3786.

FOR THESE
ADVERTISEMENTS
COLUMNS ARE ACCEPTED UP TO
THEFIVE P.M. THURSDAYS FOR
FOLLOWING WEEK'S ISSUE. RATE
25 ( - PER INCH; 1YIINIMTJM SPACE
ACCEPTED HALF -INCH AT 12/ 6. CASH
MUST ACCOMPANY INSTRUCTIONS
SOLE
SENT TO THE
HE
AND
ADVERTISING AGENTS.
JOHN H. LILE, LTD.,
4. LUDGATE CIRCUS,
LONDON, E.C.4.
'Phrme.' 1080 Central.

,,....V..N.,1,,,-^".,,
R

-
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HOUSE LIGHTING

The LONG -LIFE BATTERY
"Exide " Batteries enable you

Some Types and Prices

to get the very best results
from your set, because they
maintain uniform current over
a long period of discharge.
Made up in 2 -volt, 4 -volt and
6 -volt units, there is an "Exide"

available for every type of
valve.

The prices are low, and there
is no better battery made.
Use an "Exide" with your set
this Autumn and secure clearness in reception.

C Z TYPE. 4 -Volt Sets
TYPE

IGNITION ACTUAL
CAPACITY CAPACITY

Amp.-Hrs. Amp,-Hrs.

2-C Z 3
2-C Z 4
2 -CZ 5
2-C Z 6

60

PRICE
PRICE
In Crate
Cells
Only
,
£
d
£
I

1

7

0

1

14

0

1

12

0

1

19

0

1

17

0

2

5

0

2

2

0

2 10

0

30
40

80

50
60

100
120

C Z TYPE. 6 -Volt Sets
3-C Z 4
3-C Z 5
3 -CZ 6

30

2

0

6

80

40

2

8

0

100

50

2 15

6

3

120

60

3

0

3 12 6

3

BUILT BY THE LARGEST
BATTERY WORKS IN THE

75

318 6

3-C X6

90

4

BRITISH EMPIRE

3-C X 7

105

4 19 0

3-C X8

120

5

Look for this
sign.

8

9

2 16 6
4

0

C X TYPE. 6 -Volt Sets
3-C X 5

Exide Batteries can be obtained from your usual
dealer or the nearest Exide Service Station.

2
j

0

9

9

0

7

4

9

4 19 0
5

9

3

5 19 6

H Z TYPE. 2 -Volt Cell
1-11Z 2
1-H Z 3
1 -HZ 4

80

40

0 17

6

1

120

60

1

1

0

1

160

80

1

4

6

1

3

6

8

0

12

6

D T G TYPE. 2 -Volt Cell

'Ext6e
NATTERIE s

TYPE

INTERMITTENT

DIG

20 amp.-hrs.

DISCHARGE

PRICE

5,- per cell

SERVICE STATION

450 Service Agents.
Depots at Birmingham, Bristol and Manchester.
Manufactured by
ELECTRICAL STO.RAGF

44

COMPANY LIMITED

at CLIFTON JUNCTION, NR. MANCHESTER.
London Depot : 219,229, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, W.C.2.

ISLAND STAND No. 5
WIRELESS EXHIBITiON. MANCHEiTZR, OCT. 14!6.

October 11th, 1924.
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L1SSENIUM

COAXING THE VALVE -AT NIGHT TIME

8111=11111151111111WIRMINE114111=1111MISS

YOUR LEAK

IS

RE-

SISTANCE RIGHT ?-

SIGNALS THAT PASS IN THE NIGHT !-You get them stronger and from farther
away if ycu are using LISSENSTAT control. After you have tuned in as far as you can go

with every other control on your receiver you can still do a great deal more-IF YOU
ARE USING LISSENSTAT control. When at last you realise that you are on to an unknown

station there is a thrill in the thought that it has been brought in to you by nursing the
valve with the turn of a knob that stands out so simply above your panel.
You can put a resistance in circuit whose
value will be so inaccurate and fluctuating
that the leak is useless. Though some
circuits and valves are not so susceptible

1011

The secret is in the structure of the LISSENSTAT and
its composition-so critically is it possible to control
electron emission of the valve that you can get right
on to the very spot necessary for the finest detection
of long distance telephony.
LISSENSTAT (patent ending)-gives the most 716
acute tuning possible..
..
LISSENSTAT MINOR (patent pending)-is replacing

LISSENSTAT

variable grid control as others, it is
reassuring to know that one has the
to

means to control grid potential so that the
correct value is obtained for any circuit or
valve, or -the. particular conditions under

which a valve may be working. With

the LISSEN VARIABLE GRID LEAK
fitted, the receiver will yield the utmost
sensitivity which

grid potential

correct

under all conditions implies.
LISSEN

ONE - HOLE FIXING.

OF COURSE

.

many thousands of discarded and inefficient rheostats,
Provides ' LISSENSTAT controls at a 316
popular price ..

216

LISSEN VARIABLE ANODE RESISTANCE, 20.000 to 250,000 ohms, same
outwards.e appearanceriea

as

LISSENSTal
UNIVERSAL -a

.L.ISSEN 216

TO SMOOTH OUT LOUD
LEAK ACROSS THE SECOND-

ARY OF THE LAST TRANSFORMER, OR ACROSS THE
LOUD SPEAKER ITSELF. FIRST

POSITION IS BEST. THE

DIFFERENCE WILL BE VERY
NOTICEABLE.

PARTS THAT PULL
TOGETHER.
Use LISSENAGON COILS for sharp
tuning-for strong toni.ig.
and
Use LISSEN TRANSFORMERS
LISSEN CHOKE for fine tone and
p!easing volume.

Use LISSEN H.F. Parts for extending
range.

Use LISSEN TUNER for conveniently

You

can feel for fine detection-if you use 1ASSENSTAT Contra!

USE A RADIO SWITCH
Many switches sold are undesirable for radio work --they have been designed from the
purely electrical point of view, which is not good enough for radio.
LISSEN SWITCHES, on the contrary, have been designed primarily for radio, but 0
they are useful also for other switching purposes. You just gently pull or push 0

them, and you hear them make with a reassuring " click "-and you know they
are free from capacity effect.

WHAT LISSEN 5 -POINT SWITCH DOES
a.

covering a wide wave -length,

DON'T MIX YOUR
PARTS

LISSEN

LIMITED

8-16, Woodger Rd., Goldhawk Rd.,

Shepherd's Bush, London, W.12.
Telephones

b.

3380, 3381, 3382, 1072

Hammersmith.
Telegrams: "Lissenium, London."

a separate, switch for each stage.
Connects the telephones to the plate of whichever valVe it is desired to
use, and at the same time switcheS off the L.T. current from the unused

Cuts out a stage of H.F. in the same way as it does L.F. (we do not

recommend any switching in H.F. circuits where it Can be avoided, but
where it is decided to use a switch, this, is the switch to use).
d. Will also disconnect both the H.T. and L.T. batteries, and short the aerial

to earth so that the receiver can be left adjusted toady for switching
With diagram.

"

Price 4

LISSEN REVERSING SWITCH
Particularly useful when the LISSEN 5 -point switch is used for cutting. out one stage
of H.F. When a H.F. stage is cut out, and .reaction is being taken off the aerial
circuit, it is necessary to reverse the reaction coil connections for each H.F. stage cut
Out, and this new LISSEN switch.conveniently does it. Can also be used anywhere
when it is. necessary to reverse the connections of a battery, a coil, or a condenser, A
for instance. VERY USEFUL FOR COMPARATIVE TESTS. With diagram 11""

TWO OTHER LITTLE SWITCHES.

PARTS WITH HIDDEN POWER

-BUILD WITH THEM.

Switches off ona stage of L.F. without touching the filament control=

instantly into commission next time.

LISSEN 2 -way switch

2/9

os

xu

0

valve.
c.

A Receiver built with all LISSEN parts
will give results which would never be
Possible if you used mixed parts.

1016

All types have LISSEN ONE -HOLE FIXING, OF COURSE.

SPEAKER DISTORTION - PUT

A LISSEN VARIABLE GRID

LISSENSTAT UNIVERSAL (patent pending) with its protective device for dull emitters

3,9

LISSEN Series -parallel switch

Printed and published every Friday by the proprietors, The Amalgamated Press (1922), Ltd., The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4. AdvertiseRegistered as a newspaper and for transmission by Canadian Magazine Post. Subscription
rates : Inland and Abroad, 17/4 per unborn, 8/S for six months. Sole agents for South Africa : Central News Agency, Ltd. Sole agents for Australia
and New
Zealand Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, Ltd. ; and for Canada The Imperial News Co. (Canada), Ltd. Saturday, October 11th, 1924.
ment Offices : Messrs. J. H. Lile, Ltd., 4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.1.
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FREE BOOK ON CRYSTAL SETS THIS WEEK.

PRICE -3d.

cind\V reless Review

EVERY FRIDAY.

No. 125. Vol. VI.

SCIENTIFIC ADVISER : SIR OLIVER LODCE, F.R.S., D.Sc.'

Cctober 18th, 1924.

The Transmitting Plant

at 6K H, the B.B.C's.

Hull Relay Station.

SPECIAL FEATURES IN THIS ISSUE.
Building a One -Valve Super.
The Real Thing v. Broadcast.
Remote Filament Control.
A Crystal Set for 5 X X.
Making Card Inductances.
Sidelights on Wireless.
etc., etc., etc.

And a Special

TWO -P AGE MAP OF BROADCASTING STATIONS.

POPULAR WIRELESS WEEKLY.

------\14ne

(Mart 181i, 1224.

reasons

why it hays to use
PMC9.1.11,11M-Y5
They have behind them the
greatest name in the history of
Wireless -- Marconi -- and all
that name implies.
1.

2.

They are made at the factory

with the greatest experience of

lamp and valve manufacture
in the British Empire-The
Osram Lamp Works.
Because their manufacture
is directed from the Research
Laboratories of The Marconi
Co., Ltd. -- the most important in the science of
wireless --and the Research
3.

5.

Each valve is subjected to

no fewer than eight tests before
leaving the factory.
6.

Freak design plays no part

in the arrangement of the

electrode system which has
proved itself
practice.
7.

the

best in

The characteristics of each

type are chosen by scientists

who are not only Valve Experts,

but also experts in the design
of Wireless Sets.

They are sold in sealed
containers-- a guarantee that

Laboratories of The G.E.C.

8.

at
Ltd.,
largest in

the valve you buy is new.

Wembley the
the electrical

industry of this
country.
They meet
every require4.

ment-" a valve
for every purpose."

Get the

Valve

in the

Purple
Box !

They

are
manufactured
from raw ma9.

terial to finished

product by the

same
British
organisation.

irommimismossitaC
Announcement of the
M.O. Valve Co., Ltd
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TUNGSTALITE'S TRIUMPH
AMAZING UNSOLICITED TESTIMONY
tuNcsi
LABEL
(Regd.
No.
447149)
TUNGSTALITE BLUE
sto

EASILY TIE BEST

CRY:

23, Nutgrove Avenue,
Victoria Park,
Bedminster,
BRISTOL.
October 4th, 1924.

1

Dear Sirs,

Please send to me at the above address another

Blue Label Crystal for which find 1/6 Postal Order enclosed.
Tungstalite Crystals are easily the best for clarity and volume.
Yours faithfully,
(Signed) W E. BURNETT.

POST
FREE

IT

IS ABSOLUTELY THE

FINEST CRYSTAL

IN EXISTENCE.

LONDON-HEAD OFFICE

LEEDS-ffi

Electric Lamp House,
47, Farringdon Road, London, E.C.1

41, CALL LANE, LEEDS

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR .IT OR SEND 1/6 TO
TUNGSTALITE Ltd.,

'Phone-Holborn 2557 'Grams-Tungslamp Smith

I

TUNGSTALITE Ltd. ,

Phone-Leeds 21375.

Also obtainable at

NEWCASTLE

',a30,171.8zwgliaoteria, are,,,Itsdt.i,e14DetA.ndrew's

MANCHESTER

I
I

;

'Grams-Tungslamp Leeds.

Messrs. A. Franks, Ltd., Opticians and Wireless

Equipment Mfrs., 95 & 97, Deansgare, Manchester.
GLASGOW: Messrs. Robb Bros. (Glasgow), Ltd..

69a. West Nile Street, Glasgow.

LOOK OUT FOR THE BLUE SEAL (447149) ON EVERY TUBE

BEWARE OF FRAUDULENT IMITATIONS

CONDENSERS
YOUR SETS DESERVE

evjAr---7 4,74

TWO, THREE and FOUR VALVE

WIRELESS RECEIVERS
PRICES:
REVISED

PANELS ONLY.

Two Valve ..£12 0 0
Four Valve ..£20 5 0

Three Valve .. £15 17 6

COMPLETE SETS.

Two Valve ..£17 10 0

Three Valve ..£22 5 0
Four Valve ..£27 5 0

This very handsome Ped-

The
Here is a new consideration for every set builder.
infinite patience, time and labour which every home constructor
deserves
something
more
efficient
than
the
puts into his set,

ordinary run of condensers.
Incomparable -tuning efficiency is a definite achievement which

J.B. Condensers yield to every set builder.

estal Cabinet fitted with

New Model A. J. S. Four Valve Receiver, H. and L.
Tension Batteries, and
A. J. S. Loud Speaker, the
horn of which matches
the wood, is supplied

In practice the

SQUARE LAW
should always be employed. And for
reasons of electrical efficiency, and of

precise engineering, combined with the very
important -consideration of price-see you
get the J.B. Square Law.

complete with all accessories ready for use in
MAHOGANY OR OAK
each at

J.B. Instruments are popularly pricedjust a few pence more than the inefficient
condensers.

Double the cost. will purchase

an instrument only an equal to J.B.

Good

buying and good reception therefore indicate
that your sets deserve J.B.
-

152 : 10 : 0

'001
'00075

See our Stand, E.4,
Palace of Engineering,
British Empire

'0003

Exhibition.
N,6,-n limo wish to secure this

-

9/6

-

91-

-

6/9

'00025
0003

-

'0001

-

Veinier

6/9
5/6
5/3

4/6

J.B. models for every tuning purpose-the J.B. Microdenser, Super All Metal,

Standard and Twin with and -without Vernier-are obtainable from every

dealer or direct from the manufacturers. Poet: One, 6d. ; Two, 9d.; Three, 1/-.

Valuable Agency HP/ I ejor

Mir Trade 7'ertns and
Devised Prices.

WIRELESS BRANCH,

WOLVERHAMPTON.

-/7

8. POLAND ST -OXFORD

LONDON - W.I.
(First Floor)

ST

Uelephone:
GERRARD 7414
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GUARANTEED

" the nearest to

PERFECTION

5Y

-says a user.
His letter reads :"The Loud -speaker received
the nearest to perfection I
have ever heard. On Tuesday
is

TO ABOLISH
HAND CAPACITY

I did my best to make it

dis-

tort

and

the speaker's

voice

also the music, but found this
impossible. I have used various
other makes, but can assure
you that yours is the nearest

WEM BLEY

to perfection yet placed before
the public."

22/6

LOUD -SPEAKER
Portable Miniature, giving
perfect

results and guaranteed at

Write for Lists of other Stella Loud -speakers at .35/- and 70:-.

The Naylor " Fulstop" Condenser is the only
Condenser which entirely eliminates hand
capacity effects. That irritating distortion you
hear every time your hand approaches the
operating knob cannot exist if you have a
' Fulstop' Condenser.
The abolition of hand capacity effects is

guaranteed unconditionally by the makers

and money will be refunded if any instrument
does not give absolute satisfaction. Get the
best out of your set by getting a

Tulstop' Square Law Principle Condenser
10,3
13/6
.0003
.Coi
Prices
.0002
9/6
11/3
.0005
Stocked by most Wireless Dealers, but if

you have any difficulty send direct to

J. H. NAYLOR, Ltd., Condenser Works, WIGAN

STELLA 'PHONES.

WEMBLEY 'PHONES..

These noted light -weights are
tested and guaranteed to give

Identical diaphragms to "Stella"
'Phones, but lighter construc-

perfect and distortionless reception, with maximum comfort.
Thousands sold to satisfied
customers. Equal to any and

tion, and so made that only
the earpieces touch the head
at sides-a
boon to lady
listeners, as the hair is not
disarranged. Carriage paid, or

or from local dealers, 17/6

from all good dealers.

cheaper than most other really
good 'phones. Carriage paid,
Per pair

Per pair

14/6

Buy at Wembley, or from any good Wireless Dealer. If
unable to obtain from your local store, write direct to :

VARIABLE
CONDENSER
102116.11&

4111MIIR

STELLA

WORKS

31-37, Wybert Street,

LONDON, NAVA.

Telephone : Museum 8390.

359
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The Spirit of Pioneering
THE spirit

of

Pioneering-that

driving force which compelled
such men as Cook, Livingstone, Stanley, Scott, and others
to write their names boldly in the
pages of our national history-has
also its counterpart in industry.

There is not one invention that has
not been seized upon and improved
almost out of recognition because
some keen -witted scientist realised
that following in the beaten track
meant an end to progress.
Take Wireless Valves as an example.

For a considerable period it seemed
obvious that the most practical
design for the three components

of the valve was a long, straight
filament operating within a spiral
Grid-the whole surrounded by a
tubular Anode.

That such a design has the disadvantage of permitting a certain pro-

portion of the electron stream to
leak out of each end of the Anode
without doing any work is quite
apparent.

Yet not until the Cossor

Valve-with its

arched

filament

and hood -shaped Grid and Anode-

was placed on the market that any
serious attempt was made to effect
an improvement.

And the same spirit of pioneering
is apparent in the clever method of
packing Cossor Valves, now being
introduced. In future all Cossor
Valves will be sold in sealed cartons,
and by means of an electrical device

the dealer can demonstrate that the
filament is intact without breaking
the seal. This patented method is
an exclusive Cossor feature and a
definite guarantee that the valve

you buy is new and unused.
Types:

ligThe new Cossor Dull Emitter-

p.i. For Detector and 0 /6

the Wuncell-is fully described
comprehensive Folder
in a
which will be sent post free to
any,experimenter on recetpt of
a postcard. Don't invest in a

Low -Frequency use 1G/

n
For H.F. use only 14/U

P.2. (with red top)

Dull Emitter Valve until you
have read about the Wuncell.

From all Dearer;

A. C CO S SOR_, L -Ed., HI G HB U R.Y" GROVE, LONDON, N. 5.

`" Valve s

filbert Ad. 1568

en.
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Pilot Panel Service
The Pilot Panel Service explained :
WHEN a man decides to build
a good Receiving Set he immediately comes up against
the difficulty of a suitable cabinet

and the drilling and the engraving
of

the

Panel.

Cabinet-making is
and many a
of ebonite has

a skilled man's jab
perfectly good piece

been spoilt by a hole in the wrong
position or because it has been incorrectly cut to size.
To eliminate most of the difficulties
in Set -building we have instituted
In
the PILOT Panel Service.
future ALL Sets described in all, the
principal Wireless Magazines, will be
available in sets of parts for the

Home Constructor with panels ready
drilled, tapped and engraved. Two
types will be placed on the market -

author's
Type A, following the
literal specification and using his

actual components, and Type B, an
adaptation using Peto-Scott guaranteed components. Naturally through
standardisation of components and
our lower manufacturing costs due
to large output, Type B will often
show a large saving over Type A.
Remember that if our instructions
are followed we positively guarantee
that all Type B Receivers are the
equal in every respect to the more
Expensive Type A Sets. Our Service Dept. is available for all our
customers and will test and rectify
errors of construction at a nominal
charge. We want all our customers
to have the utmost confidence in
every Set produced under the PILOT
Panel Service.

Five exclusive
Pilot advantages:
1

Absolutely no previous Wireless skill

required-the only tools necessary
are a screwdriver and a pair of
pliers.

2
3

4

Every Set when completed is quite

I

Provides a high-grade Instrument at
the cost only of the components.
Success guaranteed-failure quite
impossible if instructions are fol-

II

I
11.

depends for its efficiency I

upon the panel.

Lore

I grade ebonite will prevent

any Set from function- I
' ing properly.
Every
I PILOT panel is menu- I
from the highest
grade Post Office ebonite I
cast accurately to size,
matt finished on both I
sides, and with edges
squarely ground. We I
guarantee every panel to

factored

I
I

I
I

be leak -proof and non- I
warping.
Each panel
engraved
with
word I

" PILOT," and sup-

plied carefully packed I
in sealed wrapper. I
I

Every Instrument designed by a recognised expert.

----

Pilot Panels

IEvery Wireless Receiver

the equal in efficiency of the original.

lowed.

5

r--

Standard Fin. thickness
throughout.

All these splendid
Sets now available

The Transatlantic V (a super 5 -valve long
distance Receiver).
The S.T. ioo (2 -valve).
The 5 -valve Dual Receiver.
The Purifiex (4 -valve),
The All Concert -de -luxe (3 -valve).

The 4 -valve Family Receiver, and others.
All these Receiving Sets have been designed
by prominent radio engineers and described
in various issues of " Modern Wireless."

Write to -day :
Before building a new Set, be
sure you get particulars of
the wide range available
under the PILOT Scheme.
Our literature (free on application) will show you exactly
the Components you need for
any. Set and their price.
Register your name for a free
copy of a large illustrated

Folder to be issued immediately,

PETO-SCOTT CO. LTD.
Registered Offices :

77, CITY ROAD, E.C.

The

(For all tIail Orders).

Transatlantic V

An illustration of
Note
Type B.
that valves are be-

LONDON :

from risk of damage. Two stages
of high frequency.
amplification ensure a long range

Walthamstow.
CARDIFF : 94, Queen Street.
LIVERPOOL:
4. Manchester
Street.
PLYMOUTH :
Near Derry's

hind

panel,

of operation.

free

Branches:

62, High Holborn,
W.C.1, and 230, Wood Street,

Clock.

GILBERT AD 1580.
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POPULAR WIRELESS
AND WIRELESS REVIEW.
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THE RADIO WEEKLY WITH THE LARGEST CIRCULATION. [Every Friday, Price 3d.
Editor :
NORMAN EDWARDS,

Technical Editor :
G. V. DOWDING, Grad.l.E.E.

Scientific Adviser:
Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S,

F.R.O.S,

RADIO NOTES AND NEWS OF THE WEEK.
Next Week's Free Booklet.

YET another booklet will be given away
with next week's POPULAR WIRELESS.

It is entitled " All About the B.B.C.,"

and your humble servant is the authoror shall I say " the guilty party " ? This
is not a technical booklet ; it is just a
" potted

story of some of the anecdotes,

stories, etc., I have collected about the

B.B.C. during the last two years, and I
hope you will write and tell me whether

interesting to see if listeners in the Midlands
can receive the Swiss station, which, on the

coast, will be hopelessly jammed by shipping.

Nantucket, and the approaches to New

U.S.A. to S.A.

AFTER experimenting for eight months
two wireless amateurs in Johannesburg have received broadcasting
direct from Pittsburg, U.S.A. A five -valve

" Broadcasting is the good fairy of the

=

Wave -length, 422- metres.

gest that. multivalve sets are responsible to a
= greater extent for jamming than are more =
= simple sets. . . .
" The most serious offender is undoubtedly a

months caused the winter wireless
season to come in with a rush this year.
Listeners who had been hovering on the
brink of uncertainty immediately " fell "
for the new 5 X X, which will be the backbone of the B.B.C.'s organisation, and the
last word in high -power broadcasting.
*

Imagine what it must mean to E
E: East London when the Queen's Hall Orchestra =
E floods its foul courts and dark alleys with the =
= majestic strains of the Fifth Symphony. .
E
E. -Harold Begbie, writing in the " Radio =
.

.

.

=

Et Times."
".

.

It is just a little misleading to sug-

.

E the man who uses a single -valve receiver with E
S reaction on to the aerial. .
. '-Frank
S Phillips,
hi a letter to the " Even- E
ing News."
Those who prefer a jazz band to a a
E. classical orchestra, or a learned lecture to a vocal S
.

.

.

= solo, must bear In mind that the programme has S
S been drawn to interest people of diverse tastes. E

S and to appeal to the largest possible number E
E of hearers.
."-Mr. R. F. Palmer (Uncle E
S Rex), director of the London Station.
1.

Tall as a village spire,
A slender fir -tree set upon the hill

*

Along the fine-drawn wire.
Aerial and telephone,
Batteries, valves (so little for so much).
And half of Europe answers to your touch,

on far more ambitious lines than the present
5 X X. During the time that there was no

certainty regarding a site, power or wavelength, the B.B.C. were hampered by all
sorts of experimental considerations ; but
the forthcoming installation will not suffer
from these limitations, and I hear that the
British super -station will embody every

latest broadcasting improvement, in an
effort to " tell the world."
*

*

The Smallest Loud Speaker.

ONE of the exhibits at the Radio World's

Fair, New York, was the world's
This tiny
smallest loud speaker.

instrument could easily be concealed in one
hand, and when placed upon a large coin it
appeared lost in comparison ! Nevertheless,

it worked quite well, and could be heard
distinctly at a distance of ten feet.

=

Whispers to you alone.
E
" Wireless at Night," from " Punch."
" . . . If you are oscillating, listeners for E
= five miles north, south, east, and west of you =
= can hear you, and their reception Is affected. F_= This represents an area of approximately E
= seventy-five square miles! .
. I
just E
= leave it to you now." --Uncle Jack Frost in
= " Wireless Yarns."
THE WEEK'S QUERY.
.

=

I want a good 3 -valve set suitable for

= strength and distance, combined with cheap- E
= ness, economy in cost of running, and E
= freedom from interference. It must be easy to E
= handle, and I should like all the valves to act as E
= dual amplifiers, with switches to cut out the E
E reflex action when desired. Also switches to use E
= 1, 2, 3, or 4 valves, and double reaction is S
= essential. Can you let me have the pictorial E
= diagram by return ?
5111111111111111111111111111111111101111111111111111111ifili111111111111a

set was in use at the time, and the baseball
results were almost as clear as speech froth
the local station. The distance covered
was about 7,200 miles.

Another Continental Station.'

TO the new stations that are helping to

make the European ether a happy
hunting ground must now be added

Zurich, which has just started broadcasting
on 650 metres. Concerts are being trans-

mitted at 8.30 p.m. daily, and it will be

Brixton is bad, and Enfield has not been
exactly free from trouble, but. I think that
the most constant and apparently deliberate
offender is in the Chadwell Heath area. He

generally starts operations about 8 p.m.,

and when in form he succeeds in absolutely
spoiling reception for the rest of the evening.
A Soldier's Farewell.

WHEN General Pershing said farewell
to the United States army the other

day his speech was broadcast by

seventeen different stations to millions of
listeners. The object was to ensure that all
retired soldiers who wished to hear their
chief's good-bye should have a chance of
listening -in to the ceremony.
The New Relays.

Carries the news-or Chopin --at your will. E

CHELMSFORD has proved tremendously

*

slums

.

A Great Effort.

successful, but the proposed station
to be erected in the Midlands will be

OSCILLATIONS are breaking out again
in some districts listening -in has been

THE Marconi broadcasting station at
Rome, which has been engaged on
tests for some week's up to now, has
commenced a regular broadcasting of programmes. Concerts will be given nightly
between 7.30 and 9.30 (Greenwich time).

NEWS that a permanent high power
station will be erected within six

The Worst Offender ?

a nightmare for the past week or two.

WHAT THEY SAY.

5 X X Certain.

York, will soon be available over the world's
most crowded waterway.

very badly in 'the London area, and

you like them.
Rome Calling.

contemplated, to assist navigators to find
their position during foggy weather ; and
the excellent services rendered to shipping
by similar installations at Fire Island,

Assi3tIng Mariners.

THE new wireless directional station at
Niton, Isle of Wight, is being completed with all possible speed, and
will probably commence operations before
the end. of October. Other stations are

sTOKE-ON-TRENT relay

station

due to commence operations
Tuesday, October 21st, and

is
on

the

opening ceremony at the King's Hall will
be S.B. to all stations. Three days later
Belfast will be officially opened, and before
Christmas Dundee and Swansea will follow
suit. Then, comes the Midland's high-powar

station, and the B.B.C. will be able to rest
upon their laurels --perhaps !

Captain Eckersley's Tour.
WASHINGTON, Pittsburg, Philadelphia

and Montreal will all be visited by
Captain Eckersley during his stay in
America, whither he has gone to investigate
American and Canadian methods of broad-

casting. In view of his unique position as
chief engineer of the world's biggest broad-

casting company, he is sure of a cordial
welcome, for up to date a pleasing feature
of broadcasting is the fact that the methods
used in different

countries are freely
published and compared.
New Services.

THE Austrian Broadcasting Company
has formally commenced its services,
and elaborate musical programmes

are being arranged for the winter.
(Continued on page 362.)
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NOTES AND NEWS.
(Continued from page 361.)

official opening of the Vienna station on
October 1st was conducted on lines similar

to the British ceremony, and was marked

by speeches from the Burgomaster and
Chancellor Seipel.
The A.B.C. ?

LONDONERS are already asking if the
Austrian Broadcasting Company will
call themselves the A.B.C. ?

And, if

so, what the French high -power station
at Lyons is going to do about it
*

*

A Reminder.

HAVE you had your " reminder " from
the Post Office ?

About a fortnight before your

licence is*due for renewal you will receive a
printed notice from the
G.P.O. jogging your
memory and asking for
payment at the nearest
post -office.
*

Carruthers will be left free to devote himself to the programmes more completely
than has been possible of late.

for, and the various components and
different interesting " gadgets " to be

displayed will not only be an eye-opener,
but, I am afraid, a pocket -opener as well.

Australia Calling?

AHERNE BAY amateur, Mr. R. W.
to have received
signals from an amateur in Australia
which would be the first time on record ofGalpin,

claims

such a feat. Using a two -valve set, he copied
the call " C Q de A 2 A D J." " The signals

were weak -but easily readable," he said,
" despite interference from atmospherics."
*

*

5 N G's " Great Effort."

staff at Nottingham relay station
THEare to be congratulated over the
B.B.C.'s Zoo stunt, which was successfully broadcast from 5 N G, although

at the last minute it was found that 2 L O's
S.B. to " all stations " did not include the
Nottingham relay in that term. The station

What's in the Wind ?

INOTICE that ever

since Captain
America the
B.B.C. have been concentrating on
transatlantic reception, and there is

Eckersley

for

sailed

evidently something in the wind in this
direction. As far as the reception goes,
results have been excellent on this side,
and as I hear that Captain Eckersley is

making good progress in America, I can't
help thinking that the B.B.C. are preparing
a transatlantic treat for listeners.
*
*
*
Twenty-one Transmitters.

ANOTHER transmitter has just been

installed
at Kfinigswusterhausen
(L P), and this brings the total

number of sets at the
German station up to
twenty-one ! Included
in this are a 20 -kilowatt

valve transmitter and
two 50 -kilowatt setsone a Poulsen Arc and

*

The New Arrangements.

the other an H.F. alternator.

LICENCES are now

available

for
twelve months,
reckoning from the

More Crystal Wonders.

first day of the month

AGRAHAMS -

of issue.

TOWN (South

Formerly any licence

Africa) correspondent, Mr. Laurence

taken out in either of
the four quarters of
the year expired at
the beginning of that
quarter the following

Krummeck, has sent

me some very interesting particulars of good
long - distance crystal
year. The new arreception in the Union
rangement has been
of South Africa. On a
reached by agreement
home-made crystal set
between the B.B.C. and
he
distinctly hears
the Post Office, and it
Johannesburg's prois certainly a great
grammes at a distance
improvement from the
of 500 miles ; and, as
listeners'
point
of
might be expected, his
view.
circuit is not some
*
*
*
tricky affair which noAlbert
Hall.
A
panoramic
view
of
the
recent
N.A.R.M.
Wireless
Exhibition
held
at
the
An Apology.
body else ever thought
WE wish to inform readers of an un- director, Mr. E. Liveing, was determined not
of, but just a good old-fashioned single -slider
fortunate faux pas which occurred
to disappoint his keen young audience in this
coil, with 'phones and crystal in series
in the October 4th issue of -POPULAR way, SQ. he arranged with his chief engineer,
across it !
WIRELESS. On Page 234 there appeared a Mr. A. Fielder, to pick up 2 L 0's broadcast
The Mystery Services.
diagram of a double dual circuit, and we
direct by wireless and to re -broadcast the
DOZENS of people wrote to ask me
should like to point out that in this case signals. The result was a huge success, and
about the " mystery " church ser-

the circuit is the copyright of Mr. John

I am glad to add my congratulations to
those which poured in to 5 N G.

Scott -Taggart. -

Taggart for the very unfortunate error in

Another Exhibition.

reproducing this circuit without acknowledgment to him. Owing to the very numerous

T HEAR that Radio Exhibitions and
1 Wireless Conventions, of 46, Cannon

circuits sent in to us, it sometimes happens
that certain circuits are used for publication
in POPULAR WIRELESS which are subject to

letters copyright and letters patent.

In the case referred to above we were
unaware at the time that the circuit was
subject to these reservations, and we wish

to take this opportunity of paying full
credit to Mr. John Scott -Taggart.
*

*

GLASGOW'S removal to new premises

being marked by an increase in
the staff, as lately the general administrative work of the station has been
is

When

The firms which recently exhibited at the
Albert Hall were all members of the
Association

of

Radio

Manu-

5 S C's new

official has had time to settle down, Mr.

down, and which " came over " without
announcement or call -sign. All sorts of
ingenious explanations

were

suggested,

and many of my correspondents pointed
out that clergymen are ardent radio
enthusiasts as a class, and one of them
might conceive it a duty to broadcast in
this way ! But people down Cardiff way

facturers (N.A.R.M.), but the new show

smiled ; they knew that 5 W A's aerial was
the steeple of the church in question.

regardless of associations.

5 X X.

will be open to the entire British industry,
*

*

*

Success Assured.

5S C's New Staff.

steadily increasing.

Street, are organising a big and really

representative Radio Exhibition for London.
National

vices which were recently heard all

over the country after the B.B.C. had closed

We should like to apologise to Mr. Scott -

THE Exhibition will be held from
November 15th to November 29th
at the White City, and Mr. Arthur
B. Dale, the organising director, tells me
that entries are beyond his utmost expectations, and that success is already assured.
The home constructor is specially catered

THERE

is

every

probability that

5 X X will continue broadcasting
until the new high -power station

" takes the air." The site of the latter has
not been decided definitely at the time of
writing, but will probably be announced
before these notes are in print. I shall be
very surprised if it is not within five miles
of Northampton.

ARIEL.
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THE " REAL THING"v. BROADCAST.
THE ART OF REPRODUCTION.
By A. C. SHAW.
(Engineer -in -Charge of 2 L 0.)

This informative article by Mr. Shaw will give the reader a good idea of the acoustic problems tackled by the
0

0 0 0 0 0- 0

B.B.C. and explains how many broadcasting difficulties have been overcome.
0 0000 00000
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4-00 0000000000
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HAVE you ever realised when speaking

over the ordinary telephone that it
is not always possible to recognise
who- is speaking, although you may have
heard the speaker's voice before, and you
may know him quite well ?
This simply means that the reproduction
is not faithful.

In time you would recognise

a voice over the 'phone, but it is a doubtful

point whether you could tell who was
speaking on receiving a first call, even
though it be your oldest friend. How does
matter broadcast compare in this con-

-O.

who had never heard my voice by wireless
before, and'certainly did not know I was to

speak, as I did not know myself until the
evening in question. It was certainly a
case of " recognised when first heard."
Perfect, Moderate, or Bad ?

were placed too near the microphone, will('
others less blatant were placed farther away.
At all events, the resultant effect after the

necessary dispositions have been made is
very good indeed, although the reproduction

is not quite s4 good as in the case of the
human voice.

So it can safely be asserted that the reproduction of a speaker is always the same,

that no difference would be noticed in a

person's voice if he spoke to -day and again
in a month's time, unless of course he was

Consider what is being asked of the
microphone --to pass on all the different
frequencies capable of being given out by
musical instruments, and to carry out this
duty so well that the difference between the

nection ?

I have heard it said, " Oh, that is nothing

like it ! " meaning, of course, that the re-

production by the microphone of the studio

item was bad. Is this an actual fact ?
Does the transmission by wireless of the
liuman voice, the orchestra, any particular
instrument, noises required in dramatic
efforts, so alter the production that what is
actually received bears no resemblance to
that taking place in the studio ? Is there
any difference between a person's voice in
the studio and that heard in- a pair of telephones.? Does the reception by wireless of
the orchestra playing in the studio sound,
similar to that heard by ear direct ? What
of noises ? Can you easily imagine the
street scenes, the seashore or a garden scene
simply by noises conveyed to you through
xi
the ether ?
The Great Test.

Let us look into the matter. Take first
the human voice. Imagine a person giving
a lecture before the microphone. H he had

previously spoken there is no doubt his

voice would be recognised. If you did not
recognise the voice it would not be because
of bad reproduction, but because you had not
heard the voice before. I remember on one

occasion a talk was being given from the
London station, and the speaker's daughter

listened to his speech in the Control Room.

She listened on headphones, and when
questioned as to the likeness to her father's
voice, replied that it was " absolutely dad's
voice."

The studio at 6 K H. the B.B.C's. Hull relay station.

suffering from the effects of our inclement
weather. So that, as far as the voice is
concerned, reproduction can be regarded as
almost perfect.

Do we get a faithful rendering by the

microphone of selections given

real thing and the reproduction is hardly
noticeable. There are few things in this
world that will not respond to one frequency

more than to another, so that when we ask

a microphone to render equally well all

by an frequencies, we are. asking it to perform a

But this young lady knew her father's
voice well, and also knew that he was

orchestra in the studio ? Is the repro-

hard task.

To obtain the best results certain stringent
dispositions of the orchestra are always

B.B.C. Microphones.

it without preciously being aware that

necessary, which would seem to suggest

heard the voice " over the wireless " before.
Naturally there is a vast difference between

dispositions are necessary, because the

person to say, " Why, that is So-and-so
speaking," and know for a certainty that

impossible for all instruments to be at

talking. So the great test would 'appear to
be, if you recognise the voice and was sure
of

the person was to speak and not having
thinking you recognise a voice and being
sure of it. Would it be possible for a
it is that person speaking ?

An experience of my own shows this
to be possible. I am not often before the
microphone except for test purposes, but
on one occasion I was required to interrupt
the announcer and say ,about 20 words in
disjointed sentences. I said sufficient to
be recognised by several, friends of mine

duction perfect, moderate, or bad ?

that the resultant effect is similar to what

The extreme range of frequencies for an
ordinary piano is between 27-3,500, and if
the microphone can be made so that it will
not respond to any of these frequencies more
than to others, then we shall be very near
perfection. The present-day microphones
in use by the B.B.C. are considered to be of
a very high order, but even these are subject
to extreme temperature changes; and- this
being so it can hardly he expected to maintain a non -resonant state of efficiency for

is heard before passing through the -micro-

ever.

that results are not " true to life." The
whole volume of sound from all the instru-

ments should be concentrated to the face
of the microphone, and as it is obviously

the same distance from the front of the
microphone, the whole must be,so arranged

phone, or technically speaking, that the
" balance " of the orchestra is perfect.
There are some instruments that are far
more blatant than others, and it would be
a very bad rendering if these instruments

Now to consider the reproduction of single
instruments. There is no doubt that -ore can easily
recognise instruments when played singly. but there
is a difficulty here to overcome before perfect reproduction can be attained. Again, it is a question of
frequency.

(Confirmed en- page 364.)
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Ey OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.
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popular programmes
PARTICULARLY
have been the interesting series of
broadcasts which are being carried
out from Cannon Hill Park, Birmingham.

The objection to Chelmsford, it is
declared, is that its rangeis not an effective
range on all sideS, because it serves a large
area of sea. Moreover it is far more likely

is a local concert by the City of Birmingham
Police Band, one of the best military bands

to be troubled by harmonies and spark
transmissions than any station in the
Midlands would be. The advantage of a
Midland station would be that it would

microphone in the bandstand has enabled

be practically central for the whole country,
and comparatively near densely -populated

with the Birmingham Watch Committee,
the vocal items of the concert have been

would be welcomed.

Here, on every Saturday evening, there

in the country, and the installation of a

the open-air concert to be broadcast to
By arrangement
Midland listeners -in.
provided by the station, with the result
that several of the local station artistes
have appeared at the park, and also two
or three, or more, B.B.C. and B.N.O.C.
artistes from London. The park audiences

have been very large, and on more than
one occasion of such an extent that the

areas in which the joys of crystal set use

Although there has been no views on
the matter expressed by the B.B.C., it is
appreciated that the expense of maintaining a land-line-or, rather, an overhead
line-from London to Birmingham in order
that national events and the best London
programmes might be broadcasted, were

duration of the concert has had to be
curtailed in order that the park may be

of the Birmingham suburban theatresand a suburb in which there was a fair
number of listeners-in-a well-known travelling repertory theatrical company, and
within a few days of their arrival they were

inundated with letters of request for a

particular play.
odd letters,

There were five hundred

and every request was for

" Under Two Flags," and the reason given

was that they had heard the play over
radio, and now they wished to see it staged.
It played for a week to crowded houses.

000000000000 00000
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THE "REAL THING" v.
-

BROADCASTING.
(Continued from page 363.)
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If the microphone is more sensitive to one par-

ticular note than to any other, then it Ls obvious that
that note will be reproduced louder than others. If

the microphone has been adjusted correctly in all
details (this being a very delicate operation), then it
will respond to all frequencies equally well, and the

reproduction will be almost perfect. A piano is a very

useful instrument for testing for reproduction, for it

is perhaps the most difficult of all instruments to
reproduce perfectly, and if, when on test, no note
sounds more heavy than another, then there should
not be much wrong with the reproduction of other
items.

A Radio Romance.

Radio " Props."
What of the reproduction of noises? They have
been broadcast from time to time with considerable
success, and no doubt some of you may think more

The 5 I T Radio Circle has still found it
possible to continue its good work in

announcement is not always made informing listeners
what the noises are intended to represent. It is left,
to the imagination of the listener, which I think justi-

emptied by official closing -time.

noise has been put over than anything else.

regard to the supplying of listening apparatus to various of the local hospitals.

fies my assertion that noises made are a very good
reproduction of what they are intended to convey.

But are the noises made by an actual representation
of what they are supposed to be ? Is the rattle of a
cup and saucer produced by these articles ? I have
heard it said that when the above -mentioned things
were used in a studio, they sounded more like pieces
of metal being thrown at a blacksmith's anvil.
Therefore, the actual reproduction in this ease was
an absolute failure. Is it so in others ?

The latest to benefit has been the Birmingham and Midland Ear and Throat Hospital,

which now possesses a crystal set with

power amplification for two loud speakers,

practically the whole of which apparatus

was provided by the profits on the sale

It is in the majority of cases where noises are
required, and an attempt
lade to put the noise.

of Radio Circle badges and the photographs
of the various Uncles and Aunts.
The wireless sets in the various Birming-

over by an exact represen
But in .most cases
.
P props " are used. It is obv ously impossible to have
an actual representation of what is required in every
.

ham institutions, supplied by the 5 I T
RadiolCircle, are maintained in working
order by the services of a voluntary com-

mittee of wireless experts, of which Uncle
Felix (Commander Alan Pelham, joint
assistant station director at 5 I T) is
chairman, who pay periodical visits to see
that all is well.
Mr. Nigel Dallaway, the solo pianist at
5 I T. recently figured in one of the romances

of radio which now and again are made
public. Some time ago, after he had
played for broadcast a Grieg study, he was

asked whether he would play two other

special numbers. The request came from a
young woman patient at the Wolverhampton.

General Hospital, and a date was fixed
on which he should play. His holidays
intervened, but, despite this, he turned up

at the studio in Birmingham at the appointed day and played two numbers from
Beethoven and Chopin which went over.
Midland listeners -in heard them, but few

knew that those two items were really

intended for an audience of one lying in a
hospital bed at Wolverhampton.
Ab6ut 5 X X.

There has been considerable discussion
in Midland wireless circles of late concerning

the merits or demerits of the suggestion
that When a site for the permanent 5 X X

high -power station is sought, the Midlands
should be advanced as a far better position
than Chelmsford.

An.

case.

It would surprise many to see how studio

noises are produced, and the weird contraptions used

A very popular "star "-Mr. Willie Rouse.

such a high -power station set up in the
Midlands,

would be very considerable,

for this purpose.
I well remember how, nearly twelve months ago,
the difficulty found in obtaining the requisite " works"
for the operation of a lift. The first trial was carried
out with the aid of a tin can with a hole in the base

while the distance from London to Birmingham would result in far greater
distortion than is at present the case with
the thirty -mile line between London and

sliding clown the rough surface of a heavily -armoured
cable and falling with a crash on to some loose shackles.

Chelmsford.

The "Noisy " Department.

Progress at 5 I T.

make the reproduction as perfect as possible, for it is
obviously impossible to do otherwise. Nowadays the

The opinion of the enthusiasts upon
these probable difficulties is that the rapid
advance of broadcast science will see
them overcome, while it would not be too

The result was good, but not quite the thing. No
doubt the majority of listeners have heard the final
result with regard to the lift, and will admit that it was
not bad.

In the case of noises we really have " faked " to

" noisy department " of the B.B.C. is a specialist's
affair, and well may it be, for the reproduction of
noises made by actual representations would in a considerable number of cases be disastrous to any play
requiring them.

absurd to see the development of the B.B.C.
programmes in the future necessitating

There is another aspect of reproduction that I have
not yet touched upon, and that is your receiver, and in
particular your telephones.

at some of the provincial stations, and

certain frequencies more than to others ? If they do,
then it is fairly obvious that you will have conveyed

the maintenance of companies of artistes

especially at a central high -power station.
Birmingham has contributed some valu-

able evidence to the discussion which has
been waging so long upon the effect upon
the prosperity of the theatres and music halls of broadcasting. Recently, at 5 1 T.
a repertory company of players was formed
under an old actor -manager, Mr. William
Macready. Among the early radio plays

Are they at all resonant? Do they respond to

to your ears during an orchestral item some notes more

loud than others.
To show exactly what is meant : the fundamental
voice frequency is somewhere about 700, but also
carrying with it a number of complex frequencies of a
much higher frequency. The average " good " telephone has a resonant period at about 1,000, which
means that transmissions which include items wills
frequencies varying from, say, 200 to 3,500 would not
be heard as transmitted, because the higher and lower
frequencies would not come out at all well.

The same thing applies to the reproduction of the

produced was Ouida's ever -popular " Under
Two Flags." This was put over towards

voice, the hindamental frequency being received
quite well, but the niceties of the voice-that is, the
complex frequencies-being practically all lost. It

reached Mr. Percy Edgar, the 5 I T station

in their coned relationship with each other, and this

the end of June, and within the next few
days over a hundred appreciatory letters

perfect reproduction is to be obtained at the receiving
end, then it is essential that all the different frequencies
transmitted should be reproduced by your telephones

A week ago there visited one

cannot be until we have a telephone on the market that
is non -resonant.

director.
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CRYSTAL RECEIVER
FOR 5 X X.
By OSWALD J. RANKIN.

This article deals with the construction of a straightforward crystal set of low cost and
proved efficiency. The set is easy to make and easy to handle.
000

00 0 0 0 0 0

THE receiver to be described was de- The set was then built up, as shown in the
signed by the writer to be used on accompanying photographs, and results
the 1,600 metre wave -length of 5 X X,

with a single wire aerial about 70 ft. long
and 20 ft. high. The most important considerations were: (1) that the receiver
would be used on the existing aerial which
was very badly screened with trees;
(2) that the geographical position of this
aerial was roughly 90 miles from Chelms-

ford, and it was not directional to that

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

O `,";

The receiver is

ing, but this would not be necessary where a
plain cabinet was used.
The panel is preferably inlaid and screwed

now working regularly with two pairs of

to two wooden fillets secured to the inside

left nothing to be desired.

" N and K "

headphones,

suitable wiring being run
round rooms, across ceilings,
and even to an upstairs room,

small terminal blocks being
mounted on the walls so that
the 'phones can be transferred
from one room to another as
desired.
'The Panel and Cabinet.
The conditions under which

this receiver is working is a
testimony to its efficiency,

and as there are probably
many hundreds of country

readers anticipating making
something really good in the
way of a crystal set, it is
thought that a brief description of its construction will
be of general interest.
Having already described
the coil we will now proceed

with the panel and 'cabinet.
The panel is cut from in.

Fig. 2.
_

matted ebonite, and is 7.1 in. long by 6 in.

wide.

This is drilled_ to take four small

walls of the cabinet. Given dimensions of
each a cabinet are often confusing, and so it

wood screws, the aerial and earth terminals,
three telephOne terminals, the crystal
detector, and the variable condenser bush,
the approximate setting of the holes being

is suggested that the reader should build
it up in proportion with the panel, allowing a depth of about 6 in. at the back, this

components and fittings in the photographs.
There being no room on the panel for an
aerial to earth change -over switch, a simple

The Crystal.

as shown by the position of the mounted

lightning arrester is fitted between the A
and E terminals on the under side of the
panel, as shown. This consists of two
strips of sheet brass about I in. wide by
in. in thickness, the gap between them

sloping flown to 3 s in. at the front.

The coil is made a tight push -in fit inside

the cabinet, the tube being accurately cut
after completing the winding. Having
placed this in position the two fillets should

116-

Fig. 1.

station ; (3) the receiver must be cheap,
compact, simple, and reliable ; (4) it must
operate two pairs of headphones effectively
which (5) must'be so arranged to permit the

owner to listen -in in either room on the
ground floor.
A Problem.

What a problem ! And who -wouldn't

hesitate about tackling the job ? Who

wouldn't meekly suggest a stage of high frequency valve amplification ? But the
prospective owner must have a crystal set
or nothing, and so, after carrying out a few
simple experiments it was decide to select
the simple straight circuit shown in Fig. 1,

where a 3 in. diameter cardboard tube is
wound with 250 turns of No. 30 D.C.C.
wire and shunted with a .0005 mfd. variable condenser to effect the tuning

being shaped in any way desired, providing
it is accurately equal and does not exceed
in. in width.
A fixed condenser of .002 mfd. capacity is

connected across the two outer 'phone
terminals, but this is not essential. The

centre 'phone terminal is provided merely
to form a metallic connection between the

tags of the 'phones when same are connected in series, the fixed condenser (if used)
being clamped to its shank under the paneL

When wiring up the panel it will indeed

be difficult to make mistakes if the two
diagrams are well perused beforehand. If
the readers' experience in cabinet making is
limited, I would suggest a simple box -like
cabinet with the panel mounted on the top,
rather than the sloping type of cabinet. In
the present arrangement it was necessary

Fig. 8.

be fitted and the ends of the winding

soldered to the A and E terminals. The
panel may then be screwed down, after
carrying out a test to ascertain if everything is O.K.
The crystal to be recommended is a good

to press the coil slightly oval in order to avoid

specimen of " Hertzite," with a fine gold

making undesirable contact with the wind -

should have a total resistance of 4,000 ohms.

the projecting condenser terminals from

wire tentacle, and each pair of 'phones
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onstrliCtional
Notes

of a length which of course depends upon
the length of the windings. The simplest
way to make the slots is to cut along the
former in the positions the slots are to take

Conducted by Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.
Au Ingenious Detector.

ONE of the simplest and most ingenious
forms of crystal detector which I have
seen is that illustrated in the accompanying diagram. It consists essentially, as
will be seen, of a discarded pair of compasses

sometimes desirable to employ even a
second vernier on the first. The accompanying figure shows a reader's method by
which this can readily be done. It amounts
to a system of step-down gears, engaging
frictionally. The first dial is directly
attached to the condenser shaft in the usual
way. The second dial is mounted with its
shaft just clear of the edge of the first dial,
the large dial overlaying the first dial.
Beneath the second

dial is a small rubber disc, which engages

which are provided with an adjusting screw.
The latter makes an excellent vernier

adjuster for the leg of the compass which
carries the cat -whisker. In order to adapt
the compass for the purpose, one leg should

be shortened and a hole drilled through in
a direction parallel to the plane of the compasses. The compasses are then secured

to a suitable base -board by means of a
wood screw passed through this hole. By

using a single screw the compass can be

and, using a finch drill, to drill three or four
holes, breaking into each other, for the com-

mencement of the slot.

Take now three

or four hack -saw blades (sufficient to make
up to the width of the slot), and after insert-

ing into the slot as already commenced,

bolt them together at the two ends by means

of nuts and bolts ; the result will be what
is equivalent to a hack -saw blade of the
same width as the slot. With this simply
proceed to saw along the line until the slot
is made the required length, repeating the
same method for the other slots.
Start the coil by putting the end of wire
in through slot A, putting through 4 or 6
inches of wire so as to leave enough for
the top, and then bring back out through

the edge of

the first dial, so that
the second knob
acts as the first

vernier in the

ordinary way. The
third knob then

controls a small
rubber wheel engaging with the edge of
the second dial, and
so acting as a second

CO/L TAPPINGS

slot B, and in through slot C, and out through

slot B again. This should be done a short

3,.PA9voe

fenf

awa?)

distance from the end of the slot, so that
when the wire is put through the slot B

RUBBER

vernier on the first

WHEEL.
.SC/PER veRIAER

the last time it can be put through between

the other wire and the end of the slot.

vernier.

Pull this up tight and proceed to wind.
Wind on the amount of turns desired to

rotated slightly so as to bring the cat -

Connections to Contact Studs.

such as a section cut from the end of a

studs behind the panel, some care is necessary in order not to overheat the ebonite.
The use of solder can be obviated entirely,

3 or 4 inches for the tap, and put it in through
slot C, and out through slot B. This com-

ploying studs which

are either tubular

slot A and out through slot B, allowing
about 2 inches for twisting, then proceed

or which are drilled
axially and pro-

operation.

over different parts of the crystal.
For the crystal cup any small metal container may be used, or even a metal ring
piece of brass tube about inch in diameter.

The other details will easily be seen from
the drawing.
A New Aerial.

The aerial shown herewith, which is the
invention of A. W. Vincent (Br. Pat.
216981), consists of 100 small -gauge copper
wires, 8 inches long; leading from a holder,

E, through the in -

COPPER RIO.

A

sulator, D, to which
a bracket for fixing
is connected. The
wires are then'

spread out in conical formation, as

however, by em-

screw for securing

the connecting

A Panel Shelf.

wire.

When building a multi -valve set it

The simplest

necessary components on the under side of
the panel. Transformers, fixed condensers,
etc., are then often mounted on the inside

a cheesehead screw
for the stud, in-

serted through the
panel

from

the

ring, A, about

The terminal G is
fitted at the bottom
of the holder E,

and to this is connected a cone -shaped member, C. A small
nut, F, acts to pull the cone -shaped
piece C, hard down against the insulator D,
and so secures the wires tightly. The
leading -in wire is taken from the terminal G.
Super Vernier.

For fine tuning, a vernier is absolutely
essential on the variometer or condenser
control, and for extremely fine tuning it is

connector for securing the wire to the back
end of the stud. This method, although of
soldering, is useful in certain 'cases where

the heat of the iron might cause damage.
Further, it permits of the studs being
readily removed if required.
Coil Tappings.
The figure

walls of the cabinet, but a much better
method of procedure is to attach one or

two small wooden shelves to the underside

of the panel and mount the components
on the faces and
around the edges
of

same,

shown in
sketch.

as

the

Two lifairly long

wood screws

herewith

(from

" Radio

Digest," U.S.A.) illustrates a simple and
very neat method of taking tappings from
a coil.

is

not always convenient to mount all the

method is to use

course not so convenient or compact as

inches in diameter.

pletes one tap. To start the next turns,
put the end of the remaining wire through

The end of the coil is fastened
in the same manner as the start.

vided with a set-

front, and to employ an ordinary tubular

7

the 'first tap and cut the wire, allowing

to the next tap and repeat the entire

shown,and the ends
are secured to a

circular copper

A New AER,A4

In soldering the connections to contact

If tappings are to be taken every few

turns three slots may be used, but if more
frequent tappings are to be made four slots
should be made, and the tappings should
emerge alternately from the two middle
slots. The slots may be 1- inch wide, and

support the

shelf, their heads

being neatly

countersunk into

the upper face

of the panel. In
order to avoid
undue strain the heavier components, such,
as L.F. transformers, should be mounted as
near up to the panel as possible.

41,
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SIDELIGHTS ON WIRELESS.
A HEW SEEMS FOR THE AMATEUR.
THE QUANTati THEORY CLEARLY EXPLAINED.
By SIR OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S., D.Sc., LL.D.
(Scientific Adviser to " Popular W eless.")

For the amateur who wishes to obtain more than an elementary knowledge of wireless, and who is interested in theory, the
Following article on the Quantum theory-a, theory which every serious student of wireless is bound to meet with-will
provide a concise and non -technical explanation by one of the world's greatest physicists.
PEOPLE in general have not yet realised

how much more important and in-

telligible the recently introduced
physical constant, the Quantum, is than the
mathematical method of deduction called
" Relativity." Relativity in skilled hands

is able to yield surprising and interesting
results it is true. But then the quantum is
able to yield interesting results,
too, and in a more
simple manner.
Whatever may
ultimately turn
out to be true
about relativity

thing that remains being the regularity.
Everything is perfectly regular and lawabiding. Not that the steps are all equal.
They constitute a graduated series, but they
are perfectly regular and obedient to law.

They are represented by whole numbers,

and not by fractions.
There is, after all, nothing foreign to our
ordinary notions in this recognition of
discontinuity-that is to say of units which
must be taken as a whole and of which no
fractions are permissible. We are familiar
with it in coins of the lowest denomination.

We are equally familiar with it in a staircase, instead of a slope or inclined plane ;

we must ascend or descend a step or several -

philosophy, there

steps at a time ; we only stumble if we try
to take half a step.

the introduction

A Strawberry and Golf Analogy.

into physics represents a real

The whole elementary operation of counting involves a recognition of some obvious
kind of discontinuity: We can count
apples Or cherries ; and though it is true

considered

as a

is no doubt that
of the quantum
t hough not ultimate fact. That
is to say, experi-

Professor Max Planck.

ence shows that the fact is there; although

we can divide them, that is not the way in

which they present themselves to our
notice : they naturally occur in quanta.

we have at present no explanation of it. \ So do seeds. And this illustrates different
And the elucidation of the structure of the kinds of units. We may count atoms, or
atom, to which the quantum has led, is we may count the electrons in an atom.
one of the most extraordinary and illu- So we may count strawberries, or we may
minating and momentous discoveries in count the little yellow seeds upon a strawtwentieth century physics.
Some Easy Examples.

By aid of the quantum we now know a
large amount about what is going on in the
interior of an atom, and many details about
its vast store of energy.
What, then, is a quantum ? It originated
in a discovery by Professor Max Planck, of
Berlin (beginning in the year 1900, and becoming established more and more strongly
during the next twenty years), that radiated
energy, in the form of light or X-rays, went

berry.

Both units, can be dissected, if we

want to, or know how, but both present
themselves as natural units.
Again, in games, a discontinuity is fami-

liar. In golf you either make a stroke or
you don't. There is no half stroke. And

what is called " giving a half " merely means
cancelling an opponent's stroke at alternate
holes.

So again the ball is either in the

hole, or not. Its path is continuous up to
the end, and then it drops -Tor else it doesn't.

It would be possible to follow the path
continuously to the bottom of the hole ;
the discontinuity is never ultimate ; but
the end is discontinuous for all practical
purposes, and the definiteness is satisfactory.
Quanta in Games.

In games on deck, shuffleboard and other.,
where something slides over chalk -marked

boundaries into numbered squares, some
convention has to be employed to determine

whether the slider is or is not within a
certain area ; and there may be disputes.
In bowls, also, the distances from the jack

vary continuously; and may have to be
carefully measured. The fall of the bails
at cricket gives the required definiteness,
and so does an ordinary " catch " ; but
" leg before " and " stumped " and " run
out " are less satisfactory, for they depend
on relative positions of a continuously

varying and therefore less clearly determinate kind. Most games aim at qUanta
which can be counted. One cannot gain

half a trick at whist. And the net in
lawn tennis is intended to introduce an
[(Continued on page 368.)

about in packets or indivisible units-like
cartridges, any one of which represents a
store of energy, and any one of which can
liberate that energy and produce an effect
-but of which no fractions were possible.

Why the radiation emitted by atoms

should thus be distributed in packets is not

yet known, but we are pretty certain that
it has something to do with the internal
structure of every atom.- And we are now
prepared to admit that an unexpected discontinuity running through the whole of
atomic science, and therefore essentially
through the whole theory of matter, has
been discovered.

In regions where continuity had been
thought to reign-everything smooth and
flowing and continuous and regular-an
abrupt discontinuity has made its appearance, replacing the smoothness by a jerk,
the flow by a precipitous jump, the continuity by a succession of steps; the only

.
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WIRELESS.
(Continued from page 367.)
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hand, if bodies are much more massive
than the sun, then tend to break up. They
are pot stable.; they easily separate into
two ; and any number of double and even
multiple stars are known. When divided,
the two components will tend gradually to
separate, by reason of tidal action, in a way
which is understood, though by no means
obvious.

unmistakable discontinuity, the failure of
which is allowed for by an uncounted " let."
The difficulty of exact counting in many

Thomson's Momentous Announcement.

So gravitation does not pull everything

but indirectly tends to drive

cases turns mainly upon what shall be

together,

reckoned a unit. To count the pebbles on a
gravel walk would be sure to raise a question

instance, are believed, on good evidence, to

as to what constitutes a pebble. And a
flight of irregular, worn-out steps arc not
easy to count, for the same reason. But

fortunately the atoms of negative electricity
are all, so far as we know, exactly alike, and
therefore can be counted with accuracy.

things apart. The earth and moon, for
have once been a single body. But the
moon, having budded off, from a now
nearly filled -up scar in which the water that
has accumulated is called the Pacific Ocean,
has gradually receded, in an age -long spiral
path ; and is still very slowly receding,

work, announced to a joint meeting of the
Physics Section of the British Association
at Dover. in the presence of a contingent of
the corresponding French Association,
simultaneously meeting at Boulogne, his
isolation or individual detection, in a

Crookes* stream of cathode rays, of apparently indivisible corpuscles much smaller
than the atoms of matter ; or, in other words,
he described his experimental realisation
of the " atoms of electricity," the existence
of which Faraday and Maxwell had more

than half suspected, and which had been

named in advance " Electrons " by Dr.
Johnstone Stoney.

The discovery of these natural electric

units has revolutionised the treatment of all
departments of electrical science.
A few years before (in 1896), Zeeman of
Amsterdam had ascertained that electrons

of small mass were the particles which

Content with Evidence.

Whenever we come across things that can
be counted, in the unseen and ultra -microscopic region of Nature, it is a sign that we
are on something 'important and intensely
interesting. Hence the electron and the
quantum, however they may be ultimately

analysed and, resolved into entities still

more fundamental, dominate inodern twen-

tieth century physics. The " quantum "

itself is not to be understood as a mere vague
disCOntinuity, like the examples employed

to 'illustrate one of its features ;

it is a

definite and precise natural constant capable
of being measured with precision, and it is

associated with the angular momentum,
also called moment of momentum-a term
specially applicable to and suggestive of

some kind of fly-wheelof an electron

revOlving inside an atom.
Why the angular momentum of a revolving electron inside an atom should hive this

singular- discontinuous numerable quality
no one has as yet succeeded in eiplaining.
The fact, discovered by Professor Niels
Bohr, of Copenhagen, -has to be accepted
unexplained.
But then no one has succeeded in explain-

ing why electricity itself, instead of being
continuous as used to be thought, should
exist in little indivisible particles. And,
indeed, it hardly occurs to most physicists

that an explanation is wanted ;, they are

usually content to accept the fact on
thoroughly substantial evidence.
A Wonderful Speculation.

So it is with the world in general when
people contemplate the stars.. It probably
does not occur to many to consider why
matter should be distributed in spherical
masses scattered about with immense

spaces between them, instead of being
aggregated into one great lump under the
influence of gravitation. Certainly it is far

more interesting to find all these myriads of,
separate bodies, most of them of the same
order of magnitude as the sun, with smaller
attendants, on the surface of which we and
other discontinuous creatures can live ; but
only recently has it occurred to Eddington

and other astronomers to speculate on the
reason for this discontinuity in large scale

matter, which may be said roughly to

imitate in a gross manner the atomic discontinuities of every visible and microscopic
speck.
Bodies may be much smaller than the sun,

but then they will sot be permanently hot
enough to emit much light. On the other

Another view of the Hull Station-the Control and Amplifier Room.

because of the reaction upon it of the terrestrial tides which it helps to generate.

(Briefly, we may explain that the pull of
the tidal wave on the moon, as the vast,

aqueous protuberance is carried
forward by the rotation of the earth, tends
to accelerate the moon tangentially ; and
that has the effect, of making ,it go farther
low,

Retardation, on the other hand,
would tend to bring it nearer ; for if it
were stopped altogether it would merely
away.

drop in.)
A dropping towards the centre, in the case
of

a revolving electron,,

is

actually ex-

perienced, and is the chief source of emitted
radiation and of bright line spectra,
Conversely, absorption of radiation can be
the means of removing an electron frolic an
inner to an outer orbit, or even of flinging it
away altogether. Radiation is emitted,

and seems also to be absorbed, only in

quanta.
All photo -electric phenomena (which are
rather extraordinary) are regulated by the
quantum, and without it are inexplicable.
An explanation of photographic activity,

and probably of retinal vision, is to be
sought along these lines. The sciences,
physics, chemistry, and physiology, here
meet and interlock.

On September 16th, 1899, Sir J. J.
summarising in a masterly
manner the results of two years previous
Thomson,

radiated energy from an atom ; and H. A.
Lorentz, the very eminent ex -professor of

physics at Leyden, had showed mathematically that assuming the radiating
particles to move in an orbit which could
be perturbed in a calculable manner by a
magnetic field, in accordance with the
theory of Larmor and himself about
radiation, he -was able to predict thereby

many detailed phenomena concerning the
observed magnetic subdivision of spectral

lines and their polarisation ; a set

of

predicted phenomena which Zeeman forthwith confirmed experimentally.
A Revolutionary Theory.

On December 14th, 1900, Professor Max
Planck, professor and sometime rector of the

University of Berlin, announced to the

German Physical Society his revolutionary
theory of black -body radiation, which
carried with it the discovery of an
apparently indivisible unit of radiation
energy, strictly proportional to the frequency
or vibration period of that radiation ;

and thus introduced his new universal
constant-the ratio of radiation energy to
radiation frequency-known as the
quantum.
This incipient discovery was consolidated

and extended, and made more credible,

subsequently, by the finding of Einstein in
(Continued on page 412.)
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The ?Vamp to now
Sweet bell - like notes
which gather intensity and beautifully balanced
volume. Not a suspicion of dull tonelessness in the

reception given by the "Matched Tone " Headphones.
They are guarded from tone -deafness and distortion by
the matched receivers. Both are carefully tested with

special apparatus for sensitivity and volume so that
they are as nearly identical as possible and you hear
the same sound in both ears-which means everything.
Now take the " Table Talker." It has the same
beautiful tone qualities. The horn is carefully -matched

to the unit to ensure a delightful uniformity of tone
with sufficient volume to fill the largest room.
Pleasantly simple lines and 'a neutral brown finish
which blends harmoniously with any decorative scheme
completes a tasteful and effective addition to your set.
All Brandes products are obtainable from
any reputable Dealer and carry our official

money -back guarantee enabling you to
return them within io days if dissatisfied.

(Matched Tone
MARH

RADIO HEADPHONES

45'

ablyeogAer 42/
one withBrandes"7'lalched7ones

Radio Headphones
J nen Listen withi3ran_des
Table Talker

r)-

Brandes Limited, 296, Regent St., W.I.

WORKS , Slough Bucks.
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HULLO!! C.Q.,WILL DAY CALLINC
T'ANDCO BASKET COILS
No. 31.

Size 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

THE PRE-EMINENT CONDENSER

8.
9.

(100 to 4,500 metres:.
Duplex wound, 25 gauge D.C.C. wire, sewn supports unwaxed, very
firm and strong, recognised as the finest type Coils yet made.
Enamelled.
2 in., approximately 150 to 300 metres 5d. each. No. 1 4d, each
250
to
400
6d.
21 in.,
2. 5d.
7d.
3. (id.
21 in.,
350 to 550
8,d.
4. 7d.
,
3 in.,
450 to 650
"
lOd.
31 in.,
600 to 750
5. 81.
6.
9d.
4 in.,
700 to 1,000 ,, 1/2
7. 10d.
41 in.,
950 to 1,359
1/41 ,,
,
1,300 to 1,759 ,, 1/8
8. 1/5 in.,
2/9. 1/2 ,,
51 in.,
1,700 to 2,660

,

10.
11.
12.

Finston's Fixed Condensers are a Fixture

for ALL TIME in ALL SETS.

minium End Plates, and both sets of Vanes adjustable.

.0301, 7/9 ea.; .0005, 5/8 ea.; '0003, 5/1 ea.; .0002, 417 ea.;

Vernier, 3/11 ea. Postage 6d. each extra.

of

Capacity. Finest grade Mica

Ask to see the new " Dayzite " Automatic Shorting
Plug and Coil end, 2/- each.

Dielectric.
Highest possible quality

.............m.

Copper Foil.
Adapted for
Terminal or

Write for new
Catalogue sent
Post f ree on,
mentioning this
Paper. ::
and
Postage

soldered connections.

CAPACITIES :

'0001 to '001
1 /3

Price

each

'002 to '006

I

Price

,

The new "Dayzite " Variable Condensers fitted with Alu-

FEATURES:
Reliability

1/4
1/6
1/8

Carriage on all

2/- each

Goods extra.

MAKE NO MISTAKE IN YOUR SELECTION
o not keep wasting money on
repute. GET A CRYSTAL THAT

of unknown

HAScrystals STOOD THE

TEST OF TIME.

As

DAYZITE

REGD.

one delighted Customer writes :-" Send another

Dayzite Crystal for my friend. It is as good as a
valve, and if the price was 5/ each it would be

Secure. a Registered DAYZITE Crystal, sold only
boxed with silver Cat's -whisker, 2/6 each, postage
3d. extra. Makes excellent contact with Zincite for

a Derikon Detector.

LIGHTING SUPPLIES Co.,

WILL DAY,LTD.,

2, FINSBURY AVENUE, LONDON, E.C.2

19, LISLESTREET, LEICESTER SQUARE, LONDON,W.C.2.
'Phone: Regent 4577.

Telegrams : " Titles. Westrand London."

Barclays 133

The LAST WORD of Medical Knowledge
An entirely original work written by a Group of
General Practitioners and Specialists and embodying

all the discoveries, new methods, etc., which have
resulted from the great advances in Medical and Surgical Knowledge made during and since the Great War.

OVER 4,000 ILLUSTRATIONS
Mainly photographs, each prepared under
the supervision of a physician or surgeon.
Alphabetically arranged for Quick Reference.
The following list of a few from
among the hundreds of subjects
treated gives an idea of the

scope and value of the work.
HUMAN BODY AND ITS FUNCTIONS.
PREVENTIVE MEDICINE.
SIMPLE REMEDIES,
DISEASES AND TREATMENT,

FIRST AID IN THE HOME,
CORRECT DIET, HOME NURSING.
MATERNITY AND MOTHERCRAFT.
An Entirely New and Original Work that may bring
the Priceless Boon of a New and Hemmer Life to YOU

1

-

PHYSICAL CULTURE.
BEAUTY CULTURE.
SANITATION AND HYGIENE.
SEX HYGIENE.

CARE OF THE TEETH AND SIGHT.
COOKERY FOR THE SICK, etc., ete.

Containing a

FREE

FIRST AID

CARD for
the Home
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THE GREAT DIFFERENCE New Accessories from
Gentlemen, with your kind
attention may I present
you a comparison in set
wiring.
Take

No. 1.

Here

AGES

we

have a really too flattering
attempt to illustrate the

kind of wiring you see in
home-made sets-a ragged,
plier-twisted join that looks
ugly and slipshod, but still
worse, a

ivs1-0:1/4ta
Slta?..WW..S

j)

Inn-

It is offers like these that make Camages so
essentially the Store for the Wireless Enthusiast.

a fact-experience

New improved apparatus for the most part EXCLUSIVE
TO CAMACES-all certain to improve results, or make
things easier for you. Try them

trap and a

drance in the path of small
currents. Owners of sets
wired in this manner are
the best in wireless

-it

is

has proved it!

Here we have the perfect soldered joint-the very essence of
neatness-neatness that is easily achieved by soldering with the aid of that
famous flux,-FLUXITE and above all, a clear, unobstructive path which means
low Take No. 2.

a big improvement in reception."

Ask your Ironmonger or Hardware Dealer to show you the neat little

FLUXITE

SOLDERING
SET
VALVE HOLDER

It is perfectly simple to use, and

will last for years- in constant use.
It contains a special "small space"
Soldering Iron with non -heating
metal handle, a Pocket Blow -lamp,
FLUXITE, solder, etc., and full instructions. Price 7/6. Write to us
should you be unable to obtain it.

Latest type for Flush Mounting. Reduced height makes

SUPER CRYSTAL DETECTOR

for

The striking points about this new detector (the first

Mounting

FLUXITE

for protection of value. Easy
to mount. Brass
finish. Price per
NI
set of 4
Post Free.

Table Pane! 516
Mounting

" MULTIPHONE "

reduced

dielectric for efficiency. Flush

crystal easily fitted. Complete with Gamages famous
Permanite Crystal. Post 4d. on each type.

Pricene for 416

compactness,

capacity and reduced solid

of its kind) are the revolving crystal, the silver
cat's whisker. all brass parts lacquered. New

CONNECTORS

AND

TERMINALS,

jl

SIMPLIFIES SOLDERING
All Hardware and Ironmongery Stores sell

FLUXITE in tins, price 8d.. 1/4. & 2/8

Buy a Tin.To.-day.
FLUXITE, LTD.,324, Bevington St.,
Bermondsey, England.

ANOTHER USE FOR FLUXITE.
Hardening Tools & Case Hardening
ASK FOB LE 41LET on improved methods

11111=0
THE " MULTIPHONE "
CONNECTORS.

natal/ COIL HOLDERS &
COMPONENTS.

RADIO 0

STANDARD

COIL HOLDERS
Post 4d.

INSULATED

VALVE SOCKETS
Set of 4, including I red for Plate,
RADIO 0

with drilling template,

1 /.

Post 2d.
RED

nnitietti LEGLESS VALVE
4

R

HOLDERA010

Post 2d.

1/6 each.

ottalitt)

Multiphone

for
using
several pairs of headphones on your set, 4 way Round
Type, as

illustrated on left,
and 4 -way long
type as above. Each
Post 2d.

pe as above.
lir
round. Vos, 2d.
Order by post if unable to call.

Money refunded if not satisfied.

CRYSTAL SET
FULLY
LICENSED

WITH ALL

by

LATEST

stamped
B.B.C.
Regd. No. 226,

Postmaster -

General and

Improvements

oft

INSULATION

SW_

HANDLES

Fits by suction on standard
condenser knob. On and off
in a moment, stops all hand

This Broadcast Crystal Receiving Set is undoubtedly the neatest and most efficient of
its kind obtainable. The construction throughout is perfect and every detail has been
carefully considered to obtain the best results. The detector fitted is our NEW Super
Type with REVOLVING CRYSTAL and Silver Cat's Whisker. Provision is made for
adding loading coil to receive the new Chelmsford
Station. All brass parts are lacquered and all
II
components are the best. Price of cabinet only

.

capacity effects.

with lid.
Do., Complete with 1 pair of Brown's, Sterling,

2/. each. Post 3d.

or Gecophone Phones, Aerial Wire
If your dealer cannot supply we send post free if you mention his name and address. Siemen's,
Insulators and Earth Wire.
Post free
Loading Coil for Chelmsford 6/- extra.

GOSWELL ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,
12a, PENTONVILLE ROAD, LONDON, N.1.

Liberal Trade Terms.

D,

" MULTIPHONE
CONNECTORS 6 -way 111

BLACK

ANTI - CAPACITY

RADIO

Connectors

THE
CAIVIACE
COMPLETE -

2 -way 5/6, base 6d. Post 3d.
-3-way 7/6, base

The new

LIST FREE.

'Phone: North 3ost

II

13:16:6

GAMAGES, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.1
Also at Benetfinks, Cheapside, E.C.2.
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aHdelitiollkol Noddy
theAmpLioN'ar(eigoR Aiinge
REPRESEN'FING a most important advance

in the production of small and: medium
size Loud Speakers, the three new AMPLION

models illustrated and briefly described will be
found of exceptional interest to the Technician,
the Wireless Enthusiast and to the Listener -in
desirous of " Better Radio Reproduction."

The AMPLION

" DRAGONFLY."
AR. ror - 120 ohms.
AR. roz - 2000 ohms.

Although all the advantageous constructional
features distinguishing Standard AMPLION
models are provided in these designs, the prices

Diam. of Trumpet 5i -in.
Over-all Height - g -in.

Price

-

25/ -

are not merely moderate but extraordinarily low,

and possible only by manufacture at the hands

of specialists upon the most approved lines
experience can suggest.

77 NEW Dragonfly On gmplion Baby)
A perfect replica on a reduced scale of the famous " Standard"
Dragon model. For a miniature Loud Speaker the " Dragonfly "
is outstanding in its efficiency --affording considerable volume,
coupled with extreme clarity and " full " tone. The electromagnetic unit incorporating the new " floating " diaphragm, and
the non -resonating sound conduit, are exclusive Amplion features.

The " NEW "
AMPLION JUNIOR.
I

120 ohms.
AR I I 0
AR. III - 2000 OhalS.
Diam. of Trumpet So -in,
Over-all Height r51 -in,

Price

-

50/ -

711EN EW' J UNIOR,
In performance the ".New " Junior is actually a " Senior " Loud
Speaker, and compares favourably with instruments listed at twice
and thrice the figure. All the latest improvements are embodied
in the assembly, which reveals an efficiency not previously cc r sidered possible in a model so reasonably priced.

7heNEVYJUN 10R, De Luxe
A Loud Speaker of high degree, the " New " junior -de -Luxe can

best be described as an autocrat of Loud Speakers sold at a

decidedly democratic price. Corresponding in proportions to the
" New " Junior type, the de luxe edition is provided with a wood

trumpet of unique design. In this horn the oak or mahogany
panels, as the case may be, are united by a series of metal ribs,
affording

an

assembly of particularly attractive appearance.

The

NIWireless

World's

Standard

PLI

Loud
Speaker

Obtainable front all Wireless Dealers of repute.

ALFRED GRAHAM & COMPANY,
Telephone:
Sydenham 2820-1-2
Telegrams :
" Navalhada,
Catgreen, London."

(E. A. GRAHAM)

St. Andrew's Works, Crofton Park,
LONDON, S.E.4.

Showrooms:
Savile Row,

25-6,

W:1, and 82, High

St., Clapham, S.W.4

The "NEW"

AMPLION
Junior -de -Luxe.
AR. 553
AR. 114

120 ohms

-

WOO ohms

Diam. of Trumpet ro-in.
Over-all Height 15i -in.

Price

-

65/ -

Mahogany Horn,
3/6 extra.
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METHODS OF

SWITCHING IN WIRELESS CIRCUITS.
By P. T. BEARD.
This is the second of a series of three articles dealing with a practical branch of wireless work which every constructor will
find of value.

000

0000 0

PART II.
0

0 -0 0 0

Tune Stand-by Switch.

WHERE much jamming from unwanted
stations is experienced, and a selective
circuit is required, the loose -coupled
circuit shown in Fig. 6 (a) is usually employed.

This consists of a pair of coils, Ll and L2,
mounted either in a two -coil holder, or
constructed to slide one within the other.

0000
afterwards change over to bring both coils
in circuit and make final adjustments -on
the closed circuit condenser, C2.

It is an easy matter to tune the closed
circuit after the aerial circuit has been tuned
separately. Fig. 6 (b) shows how the tune -

stand -by switch (S2) is connected in the
circuit. The upper contact on the righthand side of the switch is connected to the
upper side of the aerial coil, LI, the lower
contact on this side being connected to the
earth side of LI. The left-hand switch contacts are connected to the upper and lower

have both crystals accurately set ready for
use in the .event of one becoming out of
adjustment.
Adding Single Valve Note Magnifier.

When a low -frequency amplifier, or note
magnifier, as it is often called, is added to a
crystal receiver, a double -pole change -over
switch will enable the crystal alone, or the

ends of the closed circuit coil, L2 as shown.
The upper switch arm is joined to one side

of the crystal, and the lower arm to one

side of the telephones.

In the case of a valve receiver the
points X and Y in the diagram would be
joined to grid of the valve and to low-tension negative respectively. With the switch
arms over to the right, the aerial coil LI is

The coil LI is the aerial coil, with its condenser Cl controlled by its series -parallel
switch, and coil L2, with its condenser C2,
is the closed circuit coil.

connected directly across the crystal and
telephones, making a single circuit crystal
receiver. The station required is tuned in
with the aerial condenser, Cl. It will be

noticed that with the switch in this position
the closed circuit. L2 and C2, is not in use.
With the switch arms over

to. the left, the closed cif-(nit coil, L2, is joined across

the crystal and telephones,
and the only connection be-

tween the two coils is by
magnetic induction.

St

The

The diagram (Fig. 8) shows one method ()doing this, but it will be noted that no prof
vision is made in the change -over switch for

switching off the valve filament current

This will have to be clone by means of the
filament resistance.

Fig. 8 shows that the earth, one end of
the transformer primary, one end of the

station is now tuned in by
adjusting the closed circuit

secondary and low-tension negative are all

condenser C2.

upper centre connection of the change -over
switch marked S. The two left-hand switch
contacts are connected together, and a lead

Changing -over Crystals.

It is always advisable 10
use two crystal detectors in

F/6. 6 al

crystal plus amplifier, to be used at wil

connected together, while the telephones
are connected between this lead and the

case one should give out

It is not always an easy matter to pick
up a transmitting station with this two coil arrangement; owing to the mcessity
for tuning both circuits to the wave -length of

the station it is desired to receive. Conse-

quently it is an advantage to tune in the
station on the aerial coil, LI, alone, and

during reception. Two crystals and a simple switch enable a new crystal to be switched into circuit very quickly.
Fig. 7 shows two methods of connecting the

switches. Fig 7 (a) makes use of a simple
" on " and " off " switch, and Fig. 7 (b)
makes use of a double -pole change -over
switch.

In both cases the switch arm
to the right brings in the

right-hand crystal, and when
over to the left the left-hand
crystal is in circuit.. In eases

where two detectors of the
and

cat's -whisker

unnecessary.

All that is re-

crystal

type are usecL a switch is

quired is to raise the eat's-

whisker from the crystal
which is not in use ; but
this, of course, would only
be useful in cases where it
was required to test different
crystals, and not merely to

is taken from the crystal to the lower centre
switch contact.

The upper and lower right-hand switch
contacts are taken to high-tension negative
(Continued on page 376.)

.
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thus giving a simple crystal circuit. If the
switch is thrown over to the right, the tele-

phones are connected in circuit between

high-tension negative and low-tension
negative, and the crystal is connected to the
primary winding of the low -frequency transformer, thus making a crystal circuit followed

by a single valve amplifier.
11911M111111111

VA'aCa_.4txtwinumuw,

Uses of Potentiometer.

THE three main uses of th) potentiometer
are discussed in an interesting article in
the " Radio News of Canada." The
position in which the potentiometer is most

and one of the terminals to the aerial terminal of the receiver, the other terminal of
the potentiometer being idle. The resistance of the average potentiometer is from
100 to 500 ohms, about 400 ohms being a
common value.
Dry Battery Connectors.

In cases where it is
necessary to connect
together small dry
batteries, either for the
anode potential, or for

the grid bias, some

difficulty is often experienced in finding a
connector which will
fit on to the brass tab
which frequently
forms one of the termi-

nals of the small dry
battery. A connector
suitable for this purcan,

pose

however,

readily be made by
taking

one

of

the

ordinary tubular or

barrel connectors and
making, by means of
a saw -cut, two slots at
opposite sides and

parallel to the axis,
these two slots extending one-half of the
length of the connector. The plane of
the saw, when making
the cut, should be perpendicular to the shaft
of the clamping screw
at that end of the con-

nector. With the conExperimenters testing apparatus on a wireless field day.

frequently employed is in H.F. amplifiers,
where it is used to prevent oscillations by

nector altered in this
way it is easy to
(Continued on page 415.)

To Use Optional Crystal or Valve Detector.

To enable this to be done, it is hardly
necessary to use a switch, although one
could be incorporated in circuit if required,

as shown in Fig. 9 at S. To use the
valve as detector the switch S must be
opened, but, of course, the same result
would be obtained by raising the cat's -

whisker from the crystal, in which case the
switch could be dispensed with.
Fig. 10 shows another method of using

either crystal or valve as required, but
this necessitates changing over the tele-

phones from one pair of terminals to another.

With the telephones on the terminals TI,
the crystal only is in circuit, and if they
are connected to terminals, T2, the valve is
in use as detector.
Changing Tuners.

It is often necessary to change over from
long to short wave reception or vice versa,
and when plug-in coils are used the opera-

tion is very simple and does not require
switches. But in cases where cylindrical
coils-either simple aerial coils or loosecouplers-are used, some means of changing over by switching is necessary. Fig. 11

shows a method of doing this, and in the
diagram an aerial coil and a closed circuit
coil are used in both tuners.

P1 and SI are the aerial and closed cir-

cuit coil respectively of the short-wave tuner,

and P2, S2 the coils of the long -wave
f> I> 0 0 0. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0. A> 0 o 4>

controlling the grid voltage of the H.F.
valves. When used in this way, the two

METHODS OF SWITCHING

nected to the two terminals of the filament battery, and the slider is connected

(Continued from page 375.)

IN WIRELESS.

end terminals of the potentiometer are con-

tuner. S is the change -over switch. It will
be seen that the lower ends of both primary

coils are connected together and also to
earth, and that the aerial is connected to

A third use for the potentiometer is to

the upper centre switch contact. The aerial
tuning condenser, CI, is connected between
the aerial and earth. The lower ends of the
closed circuit coils, Si and S2, are joined
together and taken to the lower side of the
detector circuit, which is shown as a
crystal circuit in the diagram.
If a valve is used, this connection would
be taken to negative of the low-tension battery. The upper ends of the aerial coils,
PI and P2, are taken to the upper left and
right-hand switch contacts, and the upper
ends of the closed circuit coils, Si and S2,
are taken to the lower left and right-hand

rheostat rather than as a potentiometer,
for t ),e slider is connected to the aerial,

this connection would be taken to the grid
leak. The variable condenser, C2, which
is -required across the closed circuit coil, is
joined across the detector circuit as shown.

<>

A, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, X

to the grid return of the H.F. valves.
A second use for the potentiometer is to

and to the primary winding of the trans-

This is accomplished by connecting

former respectively. With the switch over
to the left, the telephones are connected in

vary the plate voltage of soft detector
valves.

the negative H.T. to the slider of the

potentiometer, and then connecting the

the circuit between the crystal and earth,

resistance coil of the potentiometer across
the filament battery. With the potentiometer connected in this way, it is possible
to vary the H.T. by 6 volts, assuming the
filament battery is a 6 -volt battery.

contacts, the lower centre contact being
taken to the crystal. If a valve is used,

increase the resistance of the aerial, and so
to reduce the _radiation from regenerative
circuits, When the potentiometer is used
for this purpose, it is really connected as a
FIG 10.
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IN last week's issue of POPULAR WIRELESS

I drew the reader's attention to a pro-

posal recently made that the Radio
Society of Great Britain should fight a
test case with the Post Office on questions

relating to the latter's treatment of the
wireless amateur, with particular reference

to the transmitting amateur.

It appears that the Post Office restrictions

have become so stringent that, according
to the Radio Society of Great Britain, the
rights of the amateur are seriously endangered.

The position, in the eyes of the

Society, is so serious that the suggestion of
fighting a test case has arisen as a natural
result. There is no doubt, as I mentioned
in last week's POPULAR WIRELESS, that the

strictions placed on the present holders of
transmitting. licences. I am one of the
first to admit that some of these restrictions

are frankly stupid, especially the restriction forbidding amateurs to call up other
amateurs not residing in this country. One

has many sympathies with the R.S.G.B.,
and one certainly appreciates their very
good work.

When looking at the whole question,
from the point of view of the ultimate
benefit for the general amateur, it must be
said that the proposed policy of fighting a

test case is to be most emphatically deplored and discouraged, as it would ultimately do no good to the position of the
wireless amateur in this country.

,

success may be the first stage towards a
regular interchange of messages between
British and' Australian amateurs.

I am sure every reader

of POPULAR

WIRELESS will eagerly await the confirma-

tion of Mr. Galpin's reception, and, if it

proves satisfactory, will extend to him
their most hearty congratulations.
Broadcasting the Zoo.

Recent experiments of broadcasting the
Zoo proved so very successful and so very

entertaining that the B.B.C. are likely to
make much greater use in the near future
of their novel " wireless pram."
This
" wireless pram," I understand, was originally suggested to the B.B.C. by Mr. Leslie

Post Office restrictions are most, irritating
and in many cases most uncalled for, but

that does not mean that the best way to

alleviate the amateur's lot is to fight a test
case with the Post Office.
Does the- Radio Society of Great Britain
realise that, when an amateur makes application for a transmitting licence and asks
permission to use more than 10 watts, the
Post Office have to refer this application to
the Admiralty, the War Office and the Air

Force, and that in many cases the Post
Office's refusal to grant a licence is due to
some objection raised by one of the fighting
forces ?

The R.S.G.B. and the P.O.

Although these official restrictions em-

anate from the Post Office, they are in

many cases inspired by the Admiralty, the
War Office, and the Air Force, and if a test
case was fought the Radio Society of Great

Britain would not very much improve
things, because the three forces I have
mentioned would have something to say in

the matter, and naturally their point of
view would -receive most serious consideration. A much better plan would, be for
the Radio Society of Great Britain to strenu-

One of the B.B.C. staff and the " wireless pram,{' used recently in connection with broadcasting the Zoo.

Australia Heard ?

G. Mainland, the well-known " L. G. M."
of the " Daily Mail " and the popular
writer on Zoo topics. It is, I believe, the
first wireless pram ever built, and should
enable the B.B.C. to indulge in a variety of

tions.

It was reported recently in the " Daily
Mail " that a wireless amateur living in
Herne Bay had picked up the call -sign of
an Australian amateur on a two -valve set
early pne morning, and also that he had
logged over forty American stations in the
brief space of one hour.

interesting stunts which will greatly enliven
broadcasting this winter. This small portable transmitter can be wheeled aboilt with

the very excellent work he has accom-

confirmation of this claim has been given,

'sidered inaccessible to wireless transmitters,

ously fight for a round table conference
with all those concerned and by hook or
by crook come to some understanding, but

an understanding based on friendly rela-

A test case would practically mean
a declaration of war.
It is a great pity that the amateur should
receive such unsatisfactory treatment after
plished.

I am quite sure that the Post

Office and the fighting forces realise how
much they owe to the amateur transmitter
and the experiments he has made in connection with shcirt-wave work and longdistance transmissions on low power, and I
am equally convinced that the authorities
will do all they can to assist the R.S.G.B:
in obtaining more freedom and ra better
status for the amateur, but test cases will
not help matters at all, especially if they
are subsidised from outside sources.

The R.S.G.B. stated that applications

At the time of writing these notes no

but if it should prove true the success of
Mr. Galpin-that is the name of the Herne
Bay amateur-must be a tremendous incentive to other amateurs in this country.
If Mr. Galpin did receive this Australian

and the B.B.C. are to he congratulated on
the great success of their efforts and on the
very successful results they have obtained
with their new " baby."

call it certainly constitutes a world's record
which will be very hard to beat. At first

E.

two -valve set should pick up a signal from
such a great distance, and, even if the signal

F._

clined to think it a most extraordinary

E

sight it seems, almost incredible that -a

is confirmed, one would naturally be infreak case.

But nevertheless, in these days of rapid

progress

Council. Furthermore, the R.S.G.B. make
strong objection to the many onerous re-

feat may be repeated, and Mr. Galpin's

it never pays to treat such in-

cidents with scepticism or to accept them
off -hand ass, mere freak of nature. The

ANOTHER FREE BOOKLET.

" All about the B.B.C." is the title

of another booklet to be given away
with next week's " P. W." A special

article by Mr. J. C. W. Reith, and
several

-

for transmitting licences are often refused,
even in the cases of experts, whose applica-

tions have been proved by the R.S.G.B.

comparative ease to places generally con-

=

features

for

the

new E

amateur will be included in next
week's enlarged issue.

= ORDER YOUR COPY NOW.
:7d11111111111i11111r11111111111111111111111111111L111111111111111111111i1110
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The frame itself consists of two pieces of

BROADCASTING FROM THE ZOO.
By " ARIEL."
1-`A O 000 0000 A A o o .0 0- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
THE animals and birds who are resident
in the Zoological Gardens were
quite surprised and mystified re-

cently when Captain West and his staff
made, an unexpected visit to their estate.
Not only were they mystified, but they *ere
thoroughly annoyed with the intruders for
delaying their evening repast, and I noticed

that while passing the Mappin Terrace,

the home of the white bears, " Sam "

showed his annoyance by speaking in a

0 0 A 0 0 0 0 1:1

walrus pool. This, however, did not please

the residents, who were at the moment
entertaining " Mike," and they therefore
gave chase. I noticed one photographer in

a very bad plight, for he was compelled to
climb the mountain " with his camera
as quickly as he possibly could, and it was
not until the keeper produced a. bucket of
fish that he was able to descend-much to
the amusement of the spectators.

wood 6 ft. by 11 in. by 1 in., each piece
having a slot cut out in its middle 1 in.
wide by in. deep, to accommodate the
other. When thus fitted together, angle
pieces cut from the wood 2 in. by 11 in.
are then fitted into the four corners thus
formed, and held in place by, the 2 in. by
8 wood screws. The eight combs are then

drilled, two holes each, 2 in. apart, and
fixed two on each frame arm near to the end.

Next, wind on one side of your frame
eight turns of the line wire equally spaced

over the width of the comb teeth ; this
will mean that the turns will be about
1 in. apart. Then, on the other side of the
frame, wind on six turns of line wire. In this
winding the turns will be about in. apart.

very high tone to his new wife.
This was hardly to be wondered at, con-

sidering the weird appearance of Captain
West's " wireless pram," which contained
little " Mike," the B.B.C.'s new baby,
which has been christened by Captain
P. P. Eckersley 2 B.B.C.
The pram contained two bamboo poles-

about 8 feet apart-the aerial being connected to a small transmitting set of 12
valves. The, power of this set was 200

watts, and working on a 100 metre wave-

length, the concert given by the chosen
artistes was transmitted to another station
in the Zoo, from whence it was relayed to
2 L O.

The Wireless Pram.
When the pram was wheeled outside the
house of Mrs. Hyena, the keeper produced a
bone of rather large dimension, which

The Aerial System of the Brussels Broadcasting Station.

naturally made her laugh heartily at the
prospect of a West -end dinner.

The laugh

proved so infectious that the engineers
could not refrain from joining in too !

After wishing Mrs. Hyena a pleasant

afternoon,

the pram proceeded to the

abode of the Laughing Jackasses, who did

not appear to be quite so interested with
the callers, but satisfied their request by
exercising their vocal cords.

But probably the most exciting part

of the programme was that performed by
the 15 -month -old baby walrus, and her
colleagues-the sea -lions. I was warned
by Uncle Leslie, who was responsible for

this tour, that if by chance the baby's

voice broke, while " Mike " was silently
looking on, not only would " Mike " pass
away, but also anybody who may have been -

At the conclusion of " Mike's " visit to
the Zoo, she was wheeled to Uncle Leslie's
little hut, where he had been broadcasting
interesting stories on the lives of the animals'
that had graciously responded to the request
of

the B.B.C. in giving an afternoon's

entertainment, and finally taken home to
the quietude of 2, Savoy Hill.

AERIAL.
0 -0 0.

old Mr. Walrus was alive, he was able to
hear the monster's call for breakfast. My.
friend also stated that when Mr. Walrus's
voice was audible, it was an indication to
him that the wind was
and that the
weather was likely to be bad.
The B.B.C. have decided that when the

proceeding further, to write down a list of
the materials required. They are as follows :

baby walrus grows up, they will engage her

8 § in. x 6 in. size wood screws ..

During the broadcasting of the sea -lions'

concert and the baby walrus, many Press
photographers had assembled themselves
at the foot of the imitation mountain in the

to be suspended horizontally from the

(From -a Correspondent.)

a friend who lives at Hampstead, that when

But it so happened that " Mike," was
spared on this occasion because baby
Walrus proclaimed her juvenile voice.

When the frame is wound, screw one of the

insulated hooks into each arm, 2 ft. from
the centre; these are to enable the frame

A NOVEL FRAME

THE aerial described in this article
is well worth the trouble and time

forecast.

obtained from any electrical contractors.

ceiling.

at 2 L 0 ; yet some listeners would have
heard, without the aid of 'phones or loud
speakers, because she can broadcast her
voice over 21 miles ! In fact I was told by

as The Clerk of the Weather, and will
probably consult her as to the weather

The line wire, it may be mentioned, is
of soft copper, not tinned, and may be

spent on its construction.

It would perhaps be as

well,

2 6 -ft. lengths, of 11 in. x 1 in.
planed wood, cost. .
. .
1 11 -ft. length of 2 in. x 11 in.
planed wood, cost
8 2 in. x 8 in. size wood screws ..

before

£ s. d.
1

0
4
4

each 41 in. long, at 5d. each ..
3 lb. of 16 S.W.G. line wire at
ls. 6d. per lb.
..
..
8 insulated hooks at 11d. each ..

3

4

4

6

1

0

4d. per yard
2 tie -clips at 3d. each

1

4

..

12

hooks may now

be

frame.
0 0 0-

0000:

" ALL ABOUT THE B.B.C."
Is the title of next week's booklet

given away with every copy of " P.W."
This issue also contains several

6

features for the new amateur, and a
special article by Mr. J. C. W. Reith,
the Managing Director of the B.B.C.

6

00000000

4 yards of electric lighting flex at

..

remaining

2

8 broad -toothed celluloid combs,

Total cost

The

screwed into the beams supporting the
ceiling of the wireless room, in positions
corresponding to those of the hooks in the

0 -0 0 0 0 0
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"THE EFFICIENT MIND"
Free Book Which Everyone Should Read,
A Most interesting book has been published

which everyone who wishes to " get on " in
life should read.

It is entitled " The Efficient Mind," and

contains a full description of the New
Pelmanism which is enabling so many thousands of people to increase their Earning Power, to win Promotion to higher positions,
and to double their Efficiency.
Pelmanism rapidly removes such defects
as

Forgetfulness
Brain -Fag
Inertia
Weakness of Will

Lack of Ideas

Mind Wandering
Timidity
Lack of System
Procrastination
Indecision

Indefiniteness

Shyness

-

which diminish the working power of the

brain, and it develops such valuable qualities

as :

-Concentration
-Observation
-Perception

-Resourcefulness
-Organising Power
-Directive Ability

-Judgment
-Initiative

-Self -Confidence
-Self -Control

-Will -Power
-Decision

-Tact

-Reliability
-Ideation
-Salesmanship
and a Reliable Memory

all qualities of the utmost practical use in

life.

day letters

'THIS has nothing to do with Engineering..
It has to do with LIFE
your
life, my life, everybody's life. It
has to do with your Business, your Trade,
your Profession. It has to do with your
Personality.
DON'T BE A SLAVE OF THE MACHINE.

I have also had an increase

in my salary. I am quite sure that if
it had not been for Pelmanism I should
never have got on so well."
Writes a SHORTHAND TYPIST.

" The Pelman Course has been of the

It may be the_ unchanging routine, the
drab monotony, the mechanical regularity

greatest value.

Sooner or later that is the machine which
threatens all of us. The months and years
roll on ; the vision fades ; the ambition that

one of responsibility and trust, as against
one of subserviency."

to Routine ; we have lost our Initiative, our
Freedom of Choice ; we have become the
slaves of a soulless machine.

cogs ; our Individuality has been surrendered

How to Develop Personality.

A Manager reports that he has, doubled
to

This tyranny of the machine is a danger
which the Pelman Institute is giving

I can directly ascribe

to its influence the fact that my salary
is now 300% greater and my position

of your daily work and habits.

doubled their earning -powers and won other

his income.

" I have been promoted twice in six

months.

It may- be the customs,' traditions, and

ism of our Business has clutched us in its

valuable advantages as the result of taking
a Course of Pelmanism. Here are a few
typical examples :-

bilities.

conventions of your profession.

Pelman

reach the

Institute from men and women who have

of 50 per cent, 100 per cent, even of 209

per cent and over, and promotion to positions giving greater scope and wider possi-

It may be a typewriter, an office desk, or
a shop counter.

once fired us and drove us forward disappears.
A network of Habit entangles us ; the mechan-

Doubled.

Every

Don't be a Slave of the Machine !

Writes a CASHIER.

Practise Pelmanism for 15 minutes or

'30 minutes a day and you will be astounded

at the results. No hard study is required.
The " Little Grey Books " are the most
fascinating and handy publications imaginable.You can. carry them in your pocket
and study them at odd moments.

Pelmanism

gives you just that light, pleasant, scientific
mental training which fits in so well with
evening work (after business hours), when
more arduous studies are apt to be distasteful,
a training which will bring you in rich rewards
in the months to come.
Write for a copy of " The Efficient Mind."

Engineer states that he has secured
a better position.
A Cashier states " I have had two substantial additions to my salary."

great attention. It is employing every means
to strengthen PERSONALITY, so that

A Salesman reports " My salary is double

shall become the MASTER and not the
Slave of the Machine. In this work it is
achieving remarkable success. The popularity of the New Pelmanism proves this

Send for it to the Pelman Institute, 97, Pelman
House, Bloomsbury Street, London, W.C.1.

Institute has been studying the " human

POST THIS FREE COUPON TO -DAY.

An.

what it was."

A Dental Surgeon writes " My income has
doubled itself."

An Accountant states " I have been promoted twice in twelve months."
A Lieut.-Colonel reports " Promotion has
certainly been accelerated."

Many more examples will be found in
" The Efficient Mind." Every reader who
wishes to make the fullest use of his or her
mental powers should get a
copy of this book to -day.
This book shows you how,

ay devoting a few minutes
daily to a simple course of
scientific Mind -Training, you

can develop just those quali-

ties which will enable you
to succeed in life.

Just write to -day to the

Pelman Institute, 97, Pelman

House, Bloomsbury Street,

London, W.C.1 (using ,the coupon printed

on this page), and a copy of " The Efficient
Mind " will be sent to you by return, gratis
and post free,

the worker in any Profession or Business
shall retain his Individuality despite the
soul -deadening influence of Routine, and

beyond a doubt. For 25 years the. Pelman

factor " and enabling thousands of men and
women to strengthen their Personalities, to
develop the undeveloped powers of their
minds, to increase their Efficiency (and thus

their Earning Power), and to become the
capable masters of the machine instead of
its habit -enchained slaves.

" I feel and know that I am no longer a
unit in the crowd but a man of Personality."

This extract from a letter received from
a Pelman Student is typical of thousands of

It tells you all about the New Pelmanism.

It will be posted you by return, GRATIS
AND POST FREE. Use this Coupon Today.

To THE PELMAN INSTITUTE,
97, Pelman House, Bloomsbury Street,
London, W.C.1

Sir,-Please send me, gratis -and post

free, a copy of " THE EFFICIENT
MIND," with full particulars of the
New Pelman Conrse.

similar communications from men and women

Name

CENTRATION, OBSERVATION, ORIGINALITY, SELF-CONFIDENCE, JUDGMENT, DECISIVENESS, ORGANISING

Address . ,

who have, developed INITIATIVE, CON-

POWER, PERSONALITY, and other invaluable qualities of mind and character,
by means of Pelmanism. And side by side
with the development of these qualities

have come increases of income to the extent

If coupon is sent in an OPEN envelope it only needs
-W. stamp. All correspondence is confidential.
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has come t®
Stan

Vy-our

RADIO SET

All over the country thousands of Wireless

enthusiasts have converted their sets to
the famous " UNIDYNE " principle, and
during the forthcoming winter many
hundreds more will follow suit. The K.4
(4 Electrode) VALVE was used t y the
inventors of " UNIDYNE " throvzhout

their experiments, and when used in conjunction with this Circuit results in
ABOLISHING H.T. BATTERIES,

LESS RUNNING COST, PURER
TONE, LESS RISK OF BURNTOETT VALVES. GREAT REDUCTION

IN DISTORTION.

GECoPHOW
( REGISTERED TRADE MARK)

WIRELESS COMPONENTS
are made in the same factory and of identically
the same design and quality as the parts used in
the world-famous GECOPHONE receiving sets.

BUILD YOUR

They are tested and guaranteed to give

OWN
"UNIDYNE"

complete satisfaction and positively
ensure

uniformly

reliable results.

There is a GECOPHONE component for every
requirement-from a simple crystal set to the most
elaborate multi -valve receiver.

THE

COMPLETE SET
OF PARTS.

Complete Set of Parts for

No tools are required, no
experience needed. It is

Receiving Set.

FROM THIS

just a question of following
simple directions. You could

Build your set entirely with
GECOPHONE Components

though you knew
nothing whatever about
Wireless, and the result is
a RECEIVING SET which,
for CLARITY of TONE
it

do

and have Complete Satisfaction.

LONG - DISTANCE
WORK, has no equal.

and

Mete

slew

Alillot AO,

Inclusive Price :

£6-6-0

hgliur,

4 ELECTRODE VALVE

RECEIVING SET

Carriage Paid to any part
of U.K.

COMPLETE SET
OF PARTS FOR

2 -Valve

"UNIDYNE"

Polished Mahogany Cabinet, 11 in. by

8

tn.

by 8 in.
Ebonite Panel, 10 in. by 7 in. by 1 is. drilled
and engraved.
6 Terminals.
2 Microstat Filament Resistances.
1 Variable Grid Leak.
1 Single -Pole Double -Throw Switch.
1 (0005 Variable Condenser.
1 Cam Vernier 2 -way Coil Holder.
Panel, 51 in. by 11 in. by 1 in., drilled to hold 2
5 -Pin Valve Holders.
2 5 -Pin Valve Holders.
I Fixed Condenser. .001.

0002.
,.
1 Shrouded t.F. Transformer.
8 yds. No. 18 gauge Tinned Copper Wire.
Necessary Screws. Nuts and Washers.
2 K4 Valves (4 Electrode).
1

ONE -VALVE SET, £4-10-0
Of all Dealers or direct from

BOWER ELECTRIC LTD.,

GECOPHONE

GECOPHONE

Variable
Condensers.
.00r
20/.0005
14/.0003
12/.0002

15, Grape Street, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.Z.

Variometers

Telephones : REGENT 5182 and 5183.

3cm-750

Sole Agents for Lancashire and Cheshire: THE PALATINE WIRELESS EQIIIPMENT CO.,
3. King Street West, Deansgate, Manchester.
Sole Agents for Scotland: ROBB BROS. (GLASGOW) LTD.. Radio House, 69, West NA. Street, Glasgow.

mhtres,

unmounted
10/8

In polished
Mahogany

111 -

Cabinet 25111

IMPORTANT NOTICE !
Messrs. The Fallon Condenser Co., Ltd., wish 1:o
GECOPHONE Intervalve
Transformers.
25/4 to r Ratio
a to a Ratio 22/6

(71LLUUL
jade&
41716ft' 11'6 WI RELES°S ECCOMPONPH ENT5ECATALOGU E

FREE. 20 page's of illustrations, technical descripLions and prices.
GECOPHONE COMPONENTS are sold by all lead'

ing Electrical Wireless Dealers and Stores.

Advert cement of The General Electric Co., Ltd. (Manufacturers- & Wholesale only),
Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

notify all London Retailers that a considerable
time -saving and economy can be effected by
obtaining

ALL FALLON SPECIALITIES
at their NEW LONDON DEPOT,
143, FARRINGDON RD., E.C:.
where prompt attention and keenest wholesale
prices are always yours to command.
Catalogue free on request.

Illustrated

FALLON CONDENSER CO., LTD.
Barclays 137.
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HOW TO MAKE
EFFICIENT CARD INDUCTANCES.
By R. H. COWTAN.
Basket Coils can admittedly be bought cheaply, but they can also be made cheaply. This article will clearly explain how.
00
00000000000

THOSE who make their own parts are
either experimenters or constructors.
The man with the B.B.C. licence is the

man who is satisfied with the results to be
secured from the sets especially made for
the purpose of receiving the B.B.C. programmes ; and there is but little doubt that
he is well provided for. If his pocket be

of the plug-in type-and really I cannot

think that for general purposes any other
type fits the bill so well-there are so many
reasonably priced and most efficiently
working commercial coils that I would not
take the responsibility of recommending any
particular make.
For Larger Coils.

However, I am concerned with the
making of our own. For best results we
believe our experiments teach us, and very
few will differ, that the basket type of coil
is not easily to be beaten, particularly for
the low wave -lengths.

Basket coils may be

bought cheaply and they
may be made cheaply.
So far as actual aerial
tuning is concerned, let us
have small resistance and

may buy parts and arrange them, but

generally, especially if he can obtain good
data, he will choose to build many of his
parts.
Best for Aerial Tuning.

The experimenter pure and simple may

only desire to put his experiments to certain
definite objects,

but I imagine, if

he is anything
like myself, to

FIG2

arrive at certain

conclusions from
such experiments

(Cardboard boxes favoured by dress-

makers are just the thing for card formers
and holders, but be careful how you remove
the wife's best dress.)
These strips should be well shellacked, and

while they are becoming " tacky " cut
some small pieces of scrap ebonite, or
gramophone record, into oblongs 1 inch long
and inch wide, clean up and bevel with a
file and drill two holes, t,7,- inch centres to

take plug and socket to fit standard oil
Some terminals of the -plug-in variety (A
Fig. 3) should be procured ; one terminal,

tune with smaller con-

i.e. two halves, is required for each coil

densers, for
purposes.

mounting.
Important Incidentals.

ordinary

experience has proved
small bell flex (10 by 36)
ideal. 350 to 600 metre
wave -lengths are catered

for by winding 55 turns

of this wire on a cardboard, or fibre, former
12 inches centre, nine slots ; the condenser

( 001) being in series with the earth for

It may be permitted to digress a little
here to describe more fully these apparently

little-known terminals, which, when their
two halves are pulled apart, become plug
and socket of standard size with threads

ready cut that they may be secured by
nuts to the small oblongs of ebonite we
have fitted to our coil holder. First, how-

in parallel beyond this. If cardboard is
used for the former it should be cut in the
form of a circle with a radius of 21 inches

ever, the plug shOuld be lengthened by
taking the under half nut (C, Fig. 3) and
screwing it on to the thread (D, Fig. 3)
before the plug is fitted to the ebonite

(Fig. 1), the slots being a inch wide, and the

The two half terminals should now be

wave -lengths up to about 400 metres, and

former well shellacked and dried before

(A, Fig. 4).

winding is commenced.

Winding, of course, commences at the

centre of the former, and in the case of the
smaller coils, as the one we are now concerned with, the wire is wound in and out
of each slot. For larger coils, say up to 150

turns, the wire should be wound through
every other slot-i.e. commencing at No. 1
(Fig. 1), the wire is taken underneath and
brought up through slot No. 3, down through
No. 5, up through No. 7, down through No. 2,
up through No. 4, and so on, until complete.

he will build his
own parts; from

Still larger coils up to 350 turns may be
wound in triple spacings, so 1, 4, 7, 3, 6,
2, 5, I, etc. In this case, however, there
should be but seven slots in the former.
When the necessary number of turns are

data,
from experience,
technical

or from the ex-

perience of others
who voice their
results and views
through the media
of these essential

strip 6 inches long and 1 inch wide (A, Fig. 2)
for each coil holder.

reaction, more capacity,
if we are to satisfactorily

For aerial tuning my

person who, desiring to secure good results
from one, or all, stations, prefers the
honour and satisfaction of getting his
results from his own individual effort. He

board," I think, is the correct description
of the best class for our purpose. Cut a

condenser. For anode and

with a large, say -001,'

The constructor may be said to be the

The writer has solved the problem by
using the following method.
First procure some cardboard, anything
but the soft, spongy variety-" coated

holders (B, Fig. 2). Two similar holes
must be drilled in the cardboard strip at C,
and the ebonite filed with a- little shellac.

low capacity in the coils

deep enough he may receive every station,
transmitting on a wave -length of from 350
to 500 metres, on a loud speaker.

,,

CAD

wound, bore a small hole through the card

former and thread the wire end through,
securing with a dab of varnish.
The next process is to mount the coil and,

fixed with a nut in the holes drilled in our

is

as the writer has already suggested, if coil
holders and formers are to be purchased in

plug and socket either by soldering or between nuts and washers. The card holder

to encourage and

addition to the wire one has to spend almost

journals whose
him certainly

PLUG UV /(
TERM/NAL

FIG.3

assist.

Inductances are, perhaps, the first thought
of every constructor and experimenter ; if

as much as would purchase a good commercial coil. Therefore we must devise a
cheap. and satisfactory method.

mount, and the ends of the coil fixed to

is now carefully bent, having been well
soaked with shellac and now in a " tacky "

condition, as shown in Fig. 4 ; and if a round
(cantillued on page 382.)
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HOW TO- MAKE

A TIME SWITCH FOR YOUR SEE
By B. F. SHORTT.
In connection with the charging of accumulators the simple time switch described in this article will prove of value to
many amateurs. An old alarm clock, an old bell, and one or two ".odds and ends " are all the components needed.
r'g A> A> 0 A, 41 A> A> 4, A, 4> A, 0 A, 0
grA

0000

AS a great number of broadcatchers
have acquired the habit of listening in at night in bed, the accumulator -

000000000000000000

armature is slightly bevelled in order to
maintain

to the clock may be made at any con-

venient part of the metal, such as one of
the legs. This device has several advan-

tages which can be summed up as follows.

It in no way interferes with the ordinary

NEXT WEEK'S "P.W."

working of the clock, no separate batteries
are required, the low-tension battery

will contain another Free
Booklet, " All About the
B.B.C," by " Ariel," and
many excellent featyres for

giving the necessary current to work the

switch at' he right moment, and an impulse

of current lasting only a fraction of a
second is used.

71:

to study wireless in theory
and practice.

E

handy, but with the usual small tools

the amateur should experience no difficulty
in rigging up this useful piece of apparatus.

Order your next week's copy
NOW.

All connections must be clean, including
the tinfoil and also the point on the hour
hand where the copper wire is attached.

7T1111111111111111111111911111111111111i1111111111111111111111111111111111111F-.

The rachet, R, can be cut out of a small

two purposes-to make contact
with the tinfoil when the disc is in any
serves

piece of et- in. brass sheet.

position, and also to hold it when set.

spring contact, D, is mounted.

A>

A> 0 0

O.

0 oc

used to bend the card holder. If good compressed cardboard is used and well soaked

and coated with shellac varnish, it will not
crack when bending ; it should be bent
before it hardens, and it will wear like
leather. If only soft cardboard is available

CARD INDUCTANCES.
(Continued from page 381.)

0000

it may be well soaked in molten paraffin wax
and bent while hot, but this method is rather

o00A0

inclined to be messy and the writer prefers
the former method.
The anode and reaction coils, except for
very low wave -lengths, are, in the writer's

stick, as a piece of dowelling, is used to bend

The action

wireless enthusiast possesses.
of the switch is as follows.

A movable cardboard disc, A, having
gummed to it a piece of tinfoil shaped as

shown at the shaded portion, is fitted
behind the hands of the clock in such a
way as to allow of its being turned round.

The disc can be set so that the small
projecting strip of tinfoil is opposite the
hour it is required for the set to be switched
off at.

A small piece of springy copper wire is
attached to the hour hand so that it makes

contact with the projecting strip of tinfoil when it passes over it.

_

When it does so, a circuit is completed
through the electro-magnets, E and F. The
armature, C, is attracted, and the rachet,
R, slips in and holds it, thus breaking
the filament circuit at G. At the same
time the wire connection, D, springs clear on

account of its tendency to press outward
in the direction of the arrow -head. This
manner of connecting is necessary, as any
other method will result in the armature
merely buzzing instead of breaking the
filament circuit.

It will be noticed that the end of the

them on, the two halves will come round

easily and neatly, tfie coil, of course, being
put between the two halves. The holder
should now be pressed close to the coil and
sewn tight with waxed thread as shown at
A B and C D, Fig. 5.
The writer prefers to shellac varnish the
whole of the finished coil and holder, and

opinion, best wound with 28 S.W.G. D.C.C.,
in preference to heavier gauge wire, unless a

large variety of coils are going to be used
with large capacity condensers in series.

The following is a tabulation of the coils
made and regularly used by the writer with
great success ; in fact, most commercial coils
have been compared, with little or no better
results.

readers are recommended to varnish at

least the card holder. When finished, the
coil and holder has a neat and workmanlike
appearance, and will stand any amount of
rough usage. Fig. 5 shows the coil and
holder complete.
Where large coils are to be mounted, as,

Readers should note that 10/36 flex -is

sold double, so that for coil winding the two

wires must be unwound into singls. Two

say, one with 350 turns, triple spaced, a
round ruler, or walking stick, should be
Wave -length

in metros.

Under 200

Over 200

Aerial Coil.
Turns.
25

Size.

10/36 flex
2 2

Parallel.

S

-

-'
S

-

900
1050
1780
2600

125

19

S

150'

2$ D.G.C.c.c.

-

250

on the card former described.

.001 Condenser.

55

..

ounces of No. 28 D.C.C. gives just 180 turns

Series.

350-420
420-600

21

The diagram

shows the manner in which it and the

HOW TO MAKE

a few odds and ends that nearly every

'

The method of fixing the disc and the
brass strip to, the clock will depend on
the kind of clock which happens to come

the amateur just commencing

will show that it is almost self-explanatory.

clock, an old electric bell movement, and

000oo0000000

This connection must be insulated from
the clock frame, while the other connection

right

the

On the clock, the thin strip of brass, H,

Therefore a description of a time switch,
which the writer has used successfully for
some time, to automatically switch off the
filaments at any desired time may interest
those amateur experimenters who like

The only apparatus needed is an alarm

this contact until

moment.

charging business has made great strides
lately. This is due to the fact that most
people fall asleep unknowingly, and forget
to switch off the filaments, if they are
using a valve set. When they wake up
next morning, it is to find the low-tension
battery run down.

to dabble about with various " gadgets."
A glance at the accompanying diagram

A> 0 0 A> A> A> A> A> A, A> A> 0 A> A> 0

-

-

P

Anode.

Parallel.
Size.
Turns.
40

10/36

75

28 B.C.C.

P
P
P
e

Reaetili.

0003.

91

125'

"

150
200

,,

200'

Turns.
45
"50
75
100
1007151)

200

Size.
10/36

28 D.C.0
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Yes, the lowest self -capacity of any general purpose Transformer,
and all because of its unique design.
The great feature is that the primary and secondary are wound in

twelve sections, the six sections of the primary being wound on
the outside of the secondary.

The Radio public are beginning to appreciate how far the
problem of 'distortion is dependent on the low self -capacity of
the transformer.
No matter what kind of receiving circuit you are using, the process
of transformation must guarantee an accurate magnification of
every detail, and the R.I. transformer to -day is acknowledged to
give the finest purity in
BROADCASTING RECEPTION.
Write for the New R.L Catalogue.
Telephone: Regent 6214-5-6

Talgr=s instradio Lor\dor\

Radio h\strunToRts Ltd
12 Flycla .5trat, c)xFvrci Street. W. I.
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AT HOME

COST
FREE OF ALL having your occur:sifters

ors

Lit
expense of
left with accu
of being the trouble of carrots.;
weekly
annoyance
Cut out the continual
most, and
Eliminate the
re -charged.just when you want them
at
for re-Fttarging.
run clown
nearest
garage
your own accumulators
them to the
NOW by charging
with all this
in y our
Do away absolutely without cost.
of any voltage your ON.
home, and
to chargs
supply of electricity
all you need

USED

NIGHTLY
IN A

Direct Currentheating purposes,
If you have afor
lighting or

MILLION

Electrical
Engineer says:-

An

an" Please forward
other of your '
The last one
binstalled gives. envoy
I

has

practical/1
1.1p

rAmi

v

Paid

an I

lit

.1

!el ;a,.

extra

free

therefore

CARR.
FREE

-0
PRICE i.2 .2

simple instructions.

ULINK.IN to -clay

GRAN.GOLDMAN
(Dept. P.2),

43r

SERVICE

71, Fleet Street, London,

E.C.4.

THE ALLOID

phone distributor
To enable others to listen in

Electrical Supplies

ACCOMMODATES

4 PAIRS OF PHONES

3 GUARANTEE 3
DAYS

of your
house,
current, and

Send 42!. for a
Booklet and
illustrated
write forfuller
particulars.

Clerkenwell 5848,9

"luminaxL-111

electric
your batteries
which charges have
part
lights, radiators,
whenever you cleaner in use in any any
consuming
irons or vacuum
without
of cost.

ReqUirCS no attention
wrong
Cannot go

BRITISH CENTRAL ELECTRICAL CO., LTD.,
Telephone

PATENT No. 212391
CHARGER
THE D.C. HOME
automat'cally

Complete with

MR. EVERYBODY.-Didn't you ought to buy "Britezite,"
the Crystal which "Popular Wireless" says is one of the
most efficient brought to their notice; a crystal which has
brought congratulations from users everywhere; a crystal
which is standard in many leading Makers' Sets? Send 11 for a sample and test "BRITEZITE" yourself.
6-8, Rosebery Avenue, London, E.C.

or

A splen-

did little instrument.

lit'

II

UL1NKIN

house, either
home ..h the
accumulators at

HOMES

Efficiency and Delivery DAYS
of

BEAUTIFULLY POLISHED NICKEL -PLATED TERMINALS

AN ORNAMENT OF USE
SPECIALLY DESIGNED to mount on panel or cabinet.

Can be

REPAIRED
J. E. HANSON (Actual Makers),
WIRELESS VALVES
6/6
:-BABA PHONESkft,
laid on table or screwed to wall. Price 3/9, postage 3d. ALL
BRITISH. MADE IN BLACK OR JAZZ.
WIRELESS ACCESSORY MANUFACTURERS,

1, KINGSLEY ROAD. HOUNSLOW, MIDDLESEX.

Equal to,
if not better
than, a new
Valve.
Every Valve
Guaranteed.

POWER AND
SPECIAL
PURPOSE

EACH

VALVES.

CARRIAGE PAID

Prices upon
request.

TRADE TERMS UPON APPLICATION.

Genuine PHILIPS Valves.
SPHERICAL

TUBULAR ..

.. 8/6 DULL EMITTERS 17.6

8/6

4 -ELECTRODE . . 1 2/6
Fil, Volts 4. Consumption
5 Amp.

4 - ELECTRODE 1

DULL EMITTER 125
Fit. Volts 1'3. C.onsu mpti on '16-'18 Amps.

553, MANSION HOUSE,
CHAMBERS,
Tel.:
Tel.:
CITY 5903. Queen Victoria Street, E.C.4. CITY 5903.

An entirely new phone. We test it by rubbing the connections on a small piece of metal. Each one gives a loud

grating sound which proves it to be super -sensitive.
Packed separately in boxes and guaranteed by us,
See name stamped on back of phones.

PRICE

-

17 /6 (041:0Z)

Stocked by all leading dealers or direct from

S. E. BLAND, A.C.G.I.,
WIRELESS AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEER,

82a, Queen Street, LONDON, E.C.4.
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ArTisles of the_Aether

.'

.

Some of the artistes who have given you pleasure when listening -in.
IT has long been said that " humour is
the salt of life," and though a bad cook

may often " over -salt " a dish, yet
many a bad B.B.C. programme has been
saved by this " saltiness."

The query night
was another success, and though I
didn't aim for that
five guineas, I know

I spotted some of

the stars. There has
been, also, a marked

improvement in the
concert parties. We

are losing the kind
of song that some-

one-wasn't it Pett

Miss Vera Beringer.

Ridge
described
as " having three

verses with no meaning, and one verse with

authors and composers,

Mr.

in the week, gave us an old favourite in
" The Belle of Brittany," produced for
broadcasting purposes and conducted by
Mr. L. Stanton Jefferies.
Nature Music.
Cardiff probably forgot the

weather
report, but gave us fine tone pictures of the
forests, the valleys, the heights and lanes.
Delius, Debussy, Elgar, Beethoven, and

two." A new clever little sextet
was found in " The Londoners."

Under the direction

of

fame. We can - count on Dame Ethel

and Mrs.

Oscar Beringer, Miss Vera Made her first
appearance as a child in her mother's play
" Tares," and she was the original Little
Lord Fb,untleroy in Mrs. Frances Hodgson
Burnett's own dramatisation of her book.
Of course, the palm goes to John. Henry
for his opera, and with such coadjutors as
Helena Millais, Gladys Newth, and Robert
Chignell, to say nothing of " Blossom," the
result was inevitable. 2 L 0, also, later

Smyth, thougk to get first performance of
her fainous oPera, "*The Wreckers," she
had to look to Germany, Madanie-Lisa

Lehmann, and now
for classical work a

very young corn-

po-ser indeed in Miss.
.

Dorothy

pianist, too.
Born in Birming-

ham, she
soon
showed
musical

talent, and subsequently studied at
the Royal Academy,

under John

and Tobias Matthay for piano. Her
first orchestral work, Lamia,"
was performed at one of the

Promenade Concerts under the

direction of Sir Henry Wood
in 1919, 'at which the writer

was present. I remember very
distinctly the uproar of real
enthusiasm which followed, and
the work won the rare distinction

concert -hall experience himself,
gaining a big repertoire. He

believes, also, in giving the best

of a repeat performance within

of art, and has gathered round

the week.

him two good vocalists in Miss
Josephine Lamb (soprano) and

Up in the North.

Mr. Reginald Johnson (baritone),

Why the northern stations
should produce such excellent
singers is not always easy to understand ; perhaps their " weather
reports"are different. One of the

both of Queen's Hall, a brilliant
violiniste in Miss Marjorie Bose

(London Coliseum), Miss Iris Jay
(Palladium), and another capable
accompanist in Miss Olive Peake
(Queen's Hall).

best heard anywhere is the Scottish tenor, Mr. Anderson Nicol.
With a repertoire of over eighty
works, a reputation for fine work
that ranges from the Italian and

Yireless Drama.
The "Londoners" Concert Party which performed recently at 2 L 0.

as if drama is appreciated, despite
the natural depreciation by the kiss of action and scenic effects.

L 0 did very

well with A. Neil

Cockney
Lyons'
study, " A Penny
Bunch," because it
had the services of

two of the finest

character - study
actresses on the
stage, in the persons
of the Misses Esme
and Vera Beringer.

Miss

Mr. Anderson Nicol.

principal, for composition, and with Percy Waller

Charles Harris, this clever little
band of West -End artistes contrived to give a bill of clean
humour, well sung songs and
solos. Mr. Harris has had wide

Miss Dorothy Howell.

B.

MeEwen, now its

Mr.

Judging by the increase of plays
in the B.B.C. programmes, it seems

Howell,

composer and

Esme

Beringer followed
up her triumph before the microphone from
the week previous, while Miss Vera Beringer

was a new -comer to this particular branch
of histrionic art. Daughter of two famous

Schubert were some

of

the composers

whose works lent themselves to the scheme,
and Miss Astra Desmond the singer. The
Manchester programme obtained their
" foliage " from the Russians, Tchaikowsky
and Glazounov, with Vaughan Williams

and Edward German as English represen-

German opera houses, the London
Symphony concerts,
oratorio societies

and his, tours
throughout South
Africa, Australia,

United States, and
Canada, it must be

tatives, amongst others, and delicious
'valses of Joyce (The English Waltz King),
and Godin.

extremely difficult

The British Composer.

Aberdeen.

Hard and uphill has been the task of
many pioneers in music to combat the

brow " music give

prejudice against native talent. Sir Henry
Wood, Sir Dan Godfrey, Isidore de Lara,
Granville Bantock, all have waged war on
behalf of the " home-made supply." The
fate of the woman composer is harder still,
and but few have achieved real and lasting

to make a choice
of his songs.

For real " high-

me Aberdeen every

time. Many of
the programmes are

Mr. Laurence Macaulay.

not things to be undertaken lightly, or
listened to in fits and starts, but 2 B D
certainly takes its work very seriously.

.
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The " P. W."

LASGOV/

BROADCASTING MAP.
:
Amsterdam -

..
..
..

Berlin ..

Roden .. Breslau
Brussels
Buda Pest
Cartagena
Eberswalde

Frankfurt

..

2,500
415

1,100, 265

1,050
1,200
2,930
467
1,100
700
1,100

..

Geneva

.

Haeren

BRADFORD

.. 500, 430

..

Gothenburg

NEWCASTLE

Wave Length in Metres
.. 2,000, 1,050

..

SHEFFIEI
NOTTING
CARDIFF
BOURNE
BELFAST

1,050, 1,070

The Hague
Hamburg
Hilversum
Kbely
..
Komarov

392
1,050
1,150
1,800
460

Konigsberg ..

1,000, 780

Lausanne

..

Leipzig
Lyngby

.

452
2,400

15,500, 8,100, 1,500
1,800, 392

Lyons

Madrid

5,100
485

Moscow

Munich

- - ..
Paris (Four Station-) 2,60D, 1,780, 450, 340 (.iiiiirox.)
Nice

..

.

Rome

..

Stuttgart

..

Stockholm ..
Vienna
Ymuiden

..

..
..

..
..

..

Zurich

.

..
::
-

-

3,200, 1,800

..

440

437

600, 400

.. 1,050
650

.

BRITISH BROADCASTING STATIONS.
Aberdeen

Birmingham

495
475
435
385
31u

.

Belfast
Bournemouth

..
Bradford
Cardiff
Chelmsford ..
Edinburgh ..
Glasgow
..
Hull
Leeds
Liverpool

London
Manchester

351

.

1,600

325
420
320
346
315
365
375
340
335

.
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I
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in use. The escape wheel, it may be
mentioned, is the last wheel of the train,
and has saw -like teeth. The only other

REMOTE FILAMENT CONTROL.

wheel that requires handling is the " seconds
hand " wheel marked 3- in the diagram.

By SEXTON O'CONNOR.

00 0 00 0 00000 0 000 000
ONCE a valve set has been installed at
to be simple and reliable in action. It can
home the demand soon arises for be constructed at small cost, and calls for
no more skill than that required to build a
some method of wiring -up the various
rooms of the house in such a way that the, simple receiving set. The only tools re-

10 0 0

Oa>

0 AO. AO. -O. AO. AO. AO.

telephones or loud speaker can be quickly

Four holes are drilled out at equal dis-

'

tances around its rim, and are then plugged

with pins, 2, which are left projecting for
about an eighth of an inch on the outer side
of the wheel. The pins should preferably

quired for the job are a drill, a `saw, a

be of steel, and may with advantage be
soldered in order to ensure a tight fit. A

components are such as

moderate -sized needle will do nicely for the
job. The wheels are now replaced in their

soldering iron and a file, whilst the actual

transferred to whatever room is for the

can be picked up at

ruL4ER

original order, and the clock frame is then
screwed down on to a baseboard, 5.

any time for a couple
of shillings or so on a
market stall or in a

MACK

ACCUMULATOR:

The Relay. '
A small piece of ebonite fibre shaped as an

junk shop.
The principle of the

oval or " cam," as shown, is now drilled
centrally so as to fit tightly on to the projecting spindle, 6. Beneath the cam are
arranged two strips which are insulated
from one another, and are connected to
leads in circuit with the filament accumu-

idea is to arrange the
main filament switch

DIY

in the apparatus room,
near the actual set, and
to control it by means

CELL

TYPE

of a " brush contact"
located in each room,
utilising for this pur-

A
PENNY

lator. These form the main filament
switch. Normally the contact points at the

free ends of the strips do not touch, but as
the spindle, 6, turns, the long edge of the
cam moves them into contact, and so lights
up the valves.
All that remains to be done is to control
the cam by some device which will allow
the wheel, 3, to turn just one -quarter of a
revolution at a time. This is effected by
means of the drop indicator, or relay, 10.

pose only a momentary

current derived from
VANE

CAM

.

I
11A1INI

DROP
'RELAY pLA

SWITCH

moment being occupied. For instance, it
is generally convenient to instal the actual
set and batteries permanently in one room-

more or less out of harm's way-and wire
up, say, to the dining and sitting rooms,
perhaps also to a bedroom, and in some
instances to the kitchen in an optimistic

effort to solve the " domestic help "
problem.
Such a wiring presents very little difficulty

in itself, except for the fact that it is always

one extra dry cell.
The first requirement
is an old alarm clock or
other clock motor. Of
this only the main-

Loo5E

SWITCH

spring and the train of
wheels down to that carrying the seconds
hand are really, necessary. The balance
wheel and lever should be removed, if they
are not already missing when the article is
obtained.

The

requested to " stand by for five minutes,
please." The careful man, if he is suffi-

essential is

This is, however, very undesirable for many

In the first place it is a waste of
good current, and will probably entail the
use of an extra cell in order to make up for
reasons.

stops, the cam is adjusted and firmly fixed on its
spindle so that the contact strips are pressed together,

thus completing the low-tension circuit.
The next time the relay is operated the plate, 13,
is attracted and "dropped,"
and

OPERATING SWITCH
RACK

FRONT

arm,

11,

is

oncoming pin, 2, and so on.
A momentary current is all

STOP

BROS!,

that

CONTACT

iiI

CAM

VANE

8
TO
I

OLO CLOCK TRAM/

work of actually making
and breaking the circuit.
One winding of the clock
mainspring is sufficient to
turn the juice on and off a

6 STMES

fr4-

I

II

OR RELAY

CA

ih

DRY
EEG'

ORDA,NO/CATOR

SHOWN

1)Tifl

FILAMENT
EMMERT'

MAIN SW/TCH

subscriber has rung up. The only essential
here is that there must be an iron core, 10,
and a pivoted drop -plate, 13. The actual
wiring, as bought, is of no consequence,

\

required to pass

The clock motor does the

ESCAPE WHEEL

TO 1

is

through the relay, 10.

OP

RAM,':

the

momentarily raised to release the caught pin, 2.
Immediately afterwards,
the arm, 11,, drops ready
to catch and stop the next

TELEPHONE TRANSFORMER IN
PLATE CIRCUIT OP LAST CALVE

lb

penalty being subsequently paid on the
bill for accumulator " juice.'

the length . of the connecting wires and
inserting a control switch in each room.

then be bent until the catch takes hold of one of the
pins, 2, and -prevents further rotation. As the wheel

room an electric bell has been ringing, or
to indicate to a telephone operator what

Reliable at Small Cost.

There is, of course, the obvious solution
of running the accumulator current through

on to the base board, 5. The brass arm, 11, can

tor or relay such as is used to show in which

ciently energetic, will rise up and walk out to
the rheostat handle on these occasions.

Frequently, however, this proves too
heavy a strain after a hard day's work and
a good dinner, and then the valves are kept
alight until " closing -down " time, the

some

mechanism that can be wound up to make
a wheel go round.
The second requirement is a drop indica-

necessary to turn on the filament current.
in order to receive, and that it is highly
desirable (for economical and other reasons)
to turn it off ,again when stocks and
shares," or " loCal weather " comes through,
or during the frequent intervals when one is

real

Upon the end of the arm, 11, secured to the plate
or armature, 13, is soldered a catch, 12, which normally falls into position to hold one of the pins, 2, on
the wheel,- 3. To do this the electro-magnet is first
soldered on to a piece of brass which is then screwed

-

thousand times, and a
single dry cell or Leclanche
cell will outlast many re windings of the clock.
In wiring -up, three wires

are led from the apparatus
room to convenient plates
as required throughout the

house, a switch panel being
placed in each room. The
local switch is a very
simple affair, being merely
1
in. square ebonite,
in. thick. It comprises

sockets, 15, to take the loud speaker or telephone

leads, X, Y, from the secondary of -the 'phone transformer, as shown, and a knob, 10, connected electrically at the back of the panel to the third lead, Z.
The knob carries a metal finger, 17, moving between

two end " stop " screws, and brushing over an intermediate screw, which is connected at the back of' the

the voltage drop along the leads.

as it is invariably too fine and must be
stripped off and the core re -wound with

risk of " shorting ' the accumulator, which

wire of 24-28 gauge.
Commencing with the clock -work train,

turned from one stop to the other, it momentarily completes a circuit through the dry cell, S, to the electromagnet, 10. This is sufficient to raise the catch, 12,
break the circuit
and allow the clock motor to in
of the accumulator.

to its spindle, as shown in the diagram.
This is done for the purpose of damping

main leads for the pilot circuit, nor is there any

or slowing -down the speed of rotation when

cally immune from ..,_
" capacity, losses."-

In the second place there is a distinct

is certainly not° good for it, quite apart
from the possibility of fire starting from

the overheated wires.
The arrangement about to be described
provides a remote control for the filament
which has been proved by actual experience

the escape wheel must be taken off and a
vane of sheet tin or copper foil soldered on

panel to one of the leads, X.

When the knob is

No disadvantage can arise from using one of the

objection to running three wires in parallel as these
only carry low -frequency currents, which are practi-
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WIRELESS ACCESSORIES.

Quality guaranteed by over 50 years' electrical manufacturing experience.

FIXED MICA CONDENSERS.

Built up with copper foil and best
ruby mica di -electric. High insulation and capacity adjusted to within
5 per cent. Stocked in capacities

from mono' to o'ut mfd.
3/6 each.

2/- to

EBONITE TRANSFORMER FORMERS.

No. 3. Complete with metal legs,
1/3 each. Made in other sizes.

FILAMENT RHEOSTATS.

With finished and lacquered brass
bush for panel mounting. Resistance wire wound on insulating rod,
thereby giving perfectly smooth adjustment.
2 or 5 ohms resistance, 3/- each;

TESTING BUZZERS.

Complete with Switch.

Mounted on ebonite base with terminals and shunt, or mounted with
terminals, shunt and switch, 7/- and
8,- each.

Supplied unmounted,
each.

34

3o

Guaranteed for 12 months.

,,

313

This Transformer has been adopted by leading
manufacturers of Wireless

Sets and

Receiving

discriminating amateurs in all parts of the world.
High amplification without distortion and complete

freedom from internal noises.

Correct design,

high-class finish.
Single -Valve Type.
MOUNTED VALVE SOCKETS.

Single, double and triple. Suitably
engraved for use with valves or for
plug-in type high -frequency transformers. Ws, Hi- and 13/6 each.

" FEATHER-

Excellent results have been obtained

on

tests

carried out by the National Physical Laboratory.
Copy of the curve can be had on application.

WEICHT

AND

"EVERDRY"
INSULATORS.

The best and most

effective ever devised,
combining perfect insulat on
with lightness and strength.
Price 2/- and 3/- each.

Makers :-THE SILVERTOWN COMPANY,
106,

Cannon Street, London, E.C.4,
Works : Silvertown, London, E.16.

BELFAST : 75, Ann Street.
BIRMINGHAM : 15, Martineau Street.
BRISTOL : 4, Victoria Street.
-

CARDIFF: Pier Head Chambers, Bute Docks.
DUBLIN : 15, St. Andrew Street.
GLASGOW: 15, Royal Exchange Square.
LEEDS: 1, New York Road.

LIVERPOOL: 54, Castle Street.
LONDON: too and 102:, Cannon Street.
MANCHESTER: x6, John Dalton Street.
NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE: 59, Westgate Road.
PORTSMOUTH: 49, High Street.

SHEFFIELD: 88-9o, Queen Street.
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ulfEmitterslf:te'ed
Good News j " D.E.'s" repaired for 10'6, with Z.- volt
25 amp. filaments. As good as new. Prompt Service.
Can't repair ' WECO-type ' or kind having electrodes
brought out at opposite ends of tube (i.e. low capacity type>.

New Radion 1 Q16
Cool Valves 1 Of
Fil. 2 volts '25 amp. For H.F. & a
Fil. 2 volts
amp. For L.F.

C.2.

Anode 20-80, and amplification about 9 in
both types.

We return your valve same as new.

RADIONS LTD., BOLLINGTON.

'SCOUT" CRYSTAL RECEIVER 3/9
An efficient fool proof Crystal Set with
a range of 20-25 miles. Easily portable,
only one knob to adjust. Fitted with
Sensitone Crystal and fully tested.

421,

Price

Post 6d.
IA

stf

Post
6d.

ADJUSTABLE HEADPHONES
As shown. The 'phone 13/9 Post
with

the human tone

SCIENTIFIC

SUPPLY

Cut-price, Business -bringing, Customer -satisfying;
This List acts as a complete Buyer's Guide, and shows
you just the lines you want at prices that will enable
you to meet and beat competition.
Write to -day for your copy, it will sore you Pounds.

N. & K. TYPE HEADPHONES
1 1 /a

The Superlamp Net Trade Price List No. 76 of Wireless
Parts, Sets and Accessories contains hundreds of special
Profit -making Line's.

3/9
Adjustable Headbands.
Super Sensitive

WIRELESS TRADER.

SUPERLAMP
LIMITED
Radio Manufacturers and Factors.

6d.

Head Offices: 197, OLD ST., LONDON, E.C.2.

STORES,

126, Newington Causeway, Elephant and Castle. S.E.1
7,St.George's Cir.,S.E 1. 16,Manette St.,Charing Cross
Rd.,W 1. 207,Edgware Rd.,W.2. 'Phone Hop 4177

Branches

tigi

-Irish

Experimenters and Constructors can obtain all components at
lowest London prices from us. If you have not already had
one of our price lists, please send for one immediately. You
will be surprised and delighted at our prices. Here are a
few examples :-

7.

Denmark Street, W.C.2
257, Hammersmith
105, Great Eastern Street, E.C.2, etc.

AGNORA
30. NO. 440545.

wonderful to hear. And no distortion.

Holders, 1/- each. " Square Tinned Rod, 1/3 per dozen 2 ft. lengths.
Flush Mounting Valve Sockets 2/- per doz. Variable Condensers, '001 8/-,
'0005 6/-.'0003 51-, Polar Condensers, All Capacities, 10/6. Valves.-

Speaker, purchase a " Magnora." You
can carry this instrument in the pocket
for use at any time, anywhere. It is a

9/-.

Filament Rheostats,

2/-, 2/6 and 4/6 each.

Marconi, Ediswan, Cossor, Mullard and Myers,

Valve

12/6. L.F. Transformers.

-Magic, 12/6, Cosmos, 15/-, Igranic, 211-, Pye, 22/6, R.I. 25/-.
Loud Speakers.-Sterlinu Dinkie, 30/-. Dyna, 18/-. Amplion Junior,
27/6. Pillar Terminals, 1 /3 and 2/-. 'Phone Terminals, 2/3. Valve
Sockets, 1/- doz. Spade Tags, 3d. Spade Terminals, 1/3 per doz.
Wander Plugs,

4d.

per pair.

Start on your new set now, but
be sure you yet your parts from

Phone
iewsley, Middlesex.

No larger than a wineglass, but

Pival Single
F.T.H. 4,000 ohm 'Phones (two years guarantee), 17/6.
'Phones, 6/-. Polar (Junior) Cam Vernier 2 -Coil Holder, 6/-. Goswell
2 -Coil Holder,

Road, W.6

Even if YOU have an ordinary Loud
practical ornament in the drawing -room,
looking like a small tortoise -shell vase.

E. PACK

(Sole Manufacturer)

YIEWSLEY, MIDDLESEX.
London Depot

.-

WOOLLDRIDGE WIRELESS, 39, LISLE ST.

LONDON, W.C.2.

THE IRISH RADIO STOCKISTS, 3, Crow St., DUBLIN.

'Phone Gerrard 7486.

Fost F,ee

Demonstrations daily.

"10

ALL

communications. respecting aduertising

"POPULAR WIRELESS" ADVERTISEMENT RATES

must be made to the

WHOLE PAGE 30:0:0 1 QUARTER PAGE E7: 10: 0

SOLE
ADVERTISEMENT

HALF PAGE

AGENTS-

JOHN H. LILE
LTD.

4 Ludgate Circus
London, E.C.4
Note New Telephone No.

15: 0: 0 1 EIGHTH PAGE E3 :15 : 0

Narrow Column Advts. (3 cols. to page) per inch 25/- half inch 12/6
Minimum Space accepted

SPECIAL POSITIONS BY

ARRANGEMENT. NO SERIES
ALL ADVERDISCOUNTS.

TISEMENT COPY SUBJECT
TO EDITORIAL APPROVAL.

1080 Central.

Cover pages close for press
10 days prior to date of issue.
Inside pages close for press

8 days prior to date of issue.

"POPULAR

WIRELESS"

H AS THE
L ARGEST

SALE OF ANY

WIRELESS
JOURNAL IN
:: GREAT :

B RITAIN.

COPY AND BLOCKS MUST BE IN HAND AT
LEAST 3 DAYS EARLIER TO ENSURE PROOFS.

-11"Xtr

"4'1:

11,744%1W44^ 4.1%.;

41' W4,:' 'WC"'
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-) The SILVER GHOST

-}A New Model RADIO-STRUCTA"-No. 6a.

CRYSTAL RECEIVER
9

2 Valves, 1 Detector and 1 Note
Magnifier (wired up for Power
Amplification).

£8:10:0

Wired up and Tested Ready for Use.

Designed to appeal to those who,
living adjacent to a Broadcasting
Station, find H.F. Amplification unnecessary.
GUARANTEED RESULTS under
average conditions with P.M.G.
Aerial for MAXIMUM LOUD
SPEAKER STRENGTH.

ELEGANT REFINEMENT.
With its richly engraved panel and plated fittings mounted

These distances may be considerably
increased under favourable conditions.
Pending the issue of the Simplex Radio
Chart this Set will only be supplied

100 Miles from high-powered Station.

on a polished aluminium casket combines the exclusive
efficiency and eleganca of a Curtis
..
Radio Instrument

35 Miles from Main Station(London,etc.)
10 Miles from Relay Station (Plymouth.
Leeds, etc.)

Price 30f

wired -up and ready for use.

u nsummassamincsummammesumussussammemssommulimusummammsommossmummummlimusmsa
As Supp!ied to the

B

The British Broadcasting Co., Ltd.

a TESTED and RECOMMENDED by "POPULAR WIRELESS" and all other Wireless Journals.
SPECIAL PANELS
Not only its now universally
Radio Quality
accepted standard of per feet quality, but also the
uniform fine grain, dead

a

matt surface gives an appearante of quality exclusive to

4x4X
61x 51x?
8X6X
8 x 6 X1

PARAGON Post Office Specification
_

" The Best
Made."

*10Ix 7 x
*12 X 6 x 1
*22 xil x
..
*16 x 9 X 1
*12 X II x
*18 x 6 x
..
*12 x 8 X I
*10 x 8 x I
10/ 11/65 7 x 5 X
-/9

101X 8IX I

*12 X 10 X
*12 x 12 X

14 x12 X I
16 x12 X I
18 X12 x

*24 X10 X
24 X12 x .1

0519

17:6

x 951).<1

=10 x 5 x

92lx 91x

quality

and

finish,

Cut, Edges Ground

and

EBONITE PANELS despatched same day, id. per
square inch, postage 6d. extra.

STANDARD SIZES
1/9
2/6
3/3
5/3
7/3
8/6

similar

_

..
..
..
...
..

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

EXTRA PRICE FOR DRILLING AND ENGRAVING
THE FOLLOWING PANELS
To Specification only.
Delivery from Stock.
Efficient Single Valve
.. 3,6 Double Reaction ..
.. 4/6

417

4/6
15/8
8/3

Transatlantic
..
De Luxe Amplifier
Single Valve All Wave
Experimenter's Tuner

6/9
6/6/9
2f3
5/8

8/3

..
..
..

5/6/3/6

..

Crystal Set (Harris)
All Britain ..
V 2 Portable
3 Valve Dual
..

..

3/6

7/ -

5'6

8.6

STOCKED BY ALL REPUTABLE STORES.

But it must be in Paragon sealed Carton.

SLOPING CABINETS.-Best quality Seasoned Mahogany, French Polished, Removable Bottom. Panel Fillet. As supplied with Radiostructa.
18/-; 14 x 12, 23/'-; 16 x 9, 22,6; 16 x 8, 22,1-; 16 X 12, 24/-; 24 X 10, 30;-; 22 x 11, 28,6.
Panel Sizes: l0 x81,15/6; 12 x 10, 17,'6; 12?, x

PARAGON POLISHED MAHOGANY EBONITE
Is NOT a Composition, but GUARANTEED POST OFFICE QUALITY EBONITE
and is of similar specification to the now universally used PARAGON EBONITE.

PANELS CUT TO SIZE, Squared, edges ground, ld. per sq. inch.

imainumasssamasmssammassNasasamommum
The CAMDEN
PARAGONCURTIS

(Shrouded)

TRANSFORMER

ONE-PIECE
MICA CONDENSER
Made in ONE piece.

'0008 to '006

'007 to 25

..

This remarkabie Transformer

NO WAX.

..

GUARANTEED CONSTANT
2/6 CAPACITY AT ALL TEMPERA2/9 TURES and under ALL conditions.

thoroughly recommended
maximum power with
entire freedom from distortion.
is

for

PETER CURTIS, LTD.

Built with a substantial iron
core and a primary of the
correct impedance to give
perfect results. Ratio 5 to 1.

75, CAMDEN ROAD, N.W.1.
'Phone. North 866
Paracurtex."
Telegrams
Central 7238
BIRMINGHAM : 76, Newell St.
MANCHESTER: 312, Deansgate. Central 5095
In conjunction with

\THE PARAGON RUBBER MANUFACTURING CO., LTD., HULL(

.4.\

Price

1216r

1M
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SQUARE LAW CONDENSERS

at the price of Ordinary
Fallon's,

in

accordance with

their usual custom, are giving
the public the benefit of the
improvements they have effected

in their new model Square Law
Condensers wi,thout increasing
the price.
The New Fallon Square
Law Condenser. which
embodies all the features which have made
the Fallon A.11 model
world-famous, are absolutely the last word in
perfect condenser construction :
handsome
Extremely
appearance, all parts
being heavily plated;
(the
.068
spacing
closest possible).
In the new model
the overall length
of the 001 condenser is only
43' as against
510 ire" the old
model, and by a
new idea in spacing washers,
rigidity of construction, never
before achieved in any
make of condenser, has
been obtained.

The Law decides

for Ericsson (British) 'Phones
iii the 'Ibigb Court of austice

the sixth day August 1924 between
THE BRITISH L. M. ERICSSON MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.
(Plaintiffs) and OTHERS (Defendants).

.

.....

..

Plates

Important Notice

'001
'0005
'0003

AVING received many complaints from
disappointed customers who have been
misled by the false description given to
'phones sold by some dealers and described as

Vern i

Price
.

,

..

fp-

6/5/6

.. 5/-

'00025
'0002
Vernier

4/6

.. 4/-

3

..

3/6

Features /nolude

ONE HOLE FIXING, TAG CONNECTIONS, HEAVY
ALUMINIUM TOP AND BOTTOM PLATES. Metal to
metal adjustable bearings, stout, well -cut aluminium
vanes. Complete as illustration.
Reputation. A condenser with the name Fallon imprinted indicates the finest obtainable.

Write Direct fir Trade Perms ;
FALLON CONDENSER
CO., LTD.,
The Condenser People. Tottenham 5932

"Ericsson," we have been compelled to take
action in the High Court of Justice.
The following is an extract from the Court
Order :-

WHITE RIBBON WORKS, BROAD LANE, TOTTENHAM, N.15.
All Correspondence and Post Orders to above address.

City Depot :
143, Farringdon Road, E.C.1.

"Obis Court Elotb Orber anb 2tblubge

Manchester Depot
3, King Street West, Deansgate.

that the Defendants their servants and agents
be perpetually restrained from using the name

Barclay's 532.

[Ericsson as descriptive of or in connection with
the sale of Head 'Phones for Wireless Telephony
(other than Head 'Phones manufactured by the
b.

Glasgow Depot ;
123, Wellington St.

IT'S QUALITY

Plaintiffs) without clearly distinguishing the Head
'Phones so sold from the Head 'Phones manufactured by the Plaintiffs and from selling or offering

DOES

or advertisinab for sale any Head 'Phones not

manufactured by the Plaintiffs in such manner as

I' to represent or lead to the belief that the Head
'Phones so sold or offered or advertised for sale
are of the Plaintiffs' manufacture.
"MO f119 Orbera that the Defendants do pay
to the Plaintiffs their costs of this action " etc.

ALWAYS ask for Ericsson BRITISH Telephones.
They have " Ericsson " stamped on each earpiece.

Prices : 120 ohms
2,000
4,000

-

-

-

-

-

24;6
25:6
26/6

CAT. NO.

PRICE

208

2/9

THL MOST EFFICIENT H.F. TRANSFORMER ON THE MARKET.

Write to -day for lists or apply nearest agent regarding

'ONLY D.S.C. WIRE USED, BEST EBONITE BOBBIN. A FLAT

Selling Agents:1 MANCHESTER
,3 King Street West, Deansgate,
NOTTINGHAM: W. J. Purse & Co., Prattle tweet.
COLCHESTER . 121, High Street.

NO. 203 B.C. THE ONE HOLE FIXING RHEOSTAT
WITH THE EBONITE BOBBIN. SUPERB FINISH

Ericsson products.

PRICE FOR ALL WAVELENGTHS UP TO 5,000 MS.

SCOTLAND: Malcolm Breingan, 57, Robertson St.,
Glasgow.
BIRMINGHAM : 14-15, Snow Hill.
N.E. ENGLAND Milburn Ho., Newcastle -on -Tyne.
LEEDS : North British Engineering Equipment Co.,
Excelsior Buildings. Lands Lane.
IRISH FREE STATE : Stocks carried by A. W.

BASKET COILS, SET OF SEVEN

THE BRITISH L. M. ERICSSON
MFG. CO., LTD.,
57/73, Kingsway, London,
w.C.2

2/- PER SET

SET OF SIX ..

Doyle, Kelly & CO., 174, Great Brunswick St..
Dublin.
BELFAST: R. Robertson, Ltd., 46. May Street.

1/8 EACH

1/9

l/

/1

CHELMSFORD COIL, "STRONG AS A HOUSE" 10d. EACH
BASKET COIL MOUNT, EBONITE
C. & S. SMOOTH ACTION SWITCH ARM
(ONE HOLE FIXING)

British

Telephones

I

1/2
7d.

CRAIK & SMITH,
'Phone: CLERK E2VWELL 7346

ALLEN STREET,
LONDON, E.C.'I.
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WAVES AND STRAYS.
THE MOOR THE MERRIER.
00000

0. 0

By HIGHAM BURLAC.
Here is another whimsical article from the pen of a very popular contributor to " P.W.'Y
00
o 0 oo o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ALL too long ago-it seems-because
the world and wireless were too much

with me, I fled to Yorkshire and

flung my suitcase into the raftered guest chamber of an inn set on a moor. On the
way north I slept till we had left Huntingdon behind, because I knew the aerials in
the backyards would have thinned out by
that time. The food at luncheon was
ere
wireless. But it was not hairless.
T
was no wireless set at my inn, thoughttere
was a peat fire burning there which they
said had burned for over a century. Li
Oh, well, of such pleasant fictions are Love,
Life and Letters composed-specially letters
from crystal -users.

sixpenny electron -bottle. I looked suspiciously at Lady Shorthorn, but she

selected another cud, with a nonchalant
air-she wore the nonchalant air, not the
cud-and began to chew it like a Cincinnati
stenographer chews gum-anti-clockwise.
What the Ancient Thought.

I picked up the wretched thing-the
valve, not the cud. It was not much

weathered and the filament was intact. I
am not going to make my Editor use his
blue pencil by putting down the name of

the maker of that valve, but-it was the

best on the market. I know that because

What a rotter he must have
been to bring his lash-up into this un-

sullied-"

" Dawn't naw'm. Happen he coom fra'
But this mun, what ahm telling,
he shooted off fast, pretty near as he coom.
Mad he were. Wunnerful thing-this
Bradford.
wireless.

all.

(1) He went mad

because, having brought a portable set to
the moors, he found no tree whereon to

hang his aerial, or (2) the bog took him

while he was tuning it, and only the spare
valve escaped.

sword -swallower when the time comes for
his passing the hat. And no hint or
suggestion of wireless ; I was alone with
the unspoiled peat -bog and a slightly

" Well," I reflected, " that's some con-

The immemorial bog rejects
and defeats the modern innovator. I can
go back and brood on the immortality of
solation.

spoiled cow.

the " Little People of the Heather." So
I brooded for three weeks, during which
time, I can guarantee, the peat -fire never

" Now, the Little People of the Heather,
as the wise Roger of Lindisfarne saith, ' were

wont to make honey ' " I began to myself-

went out.

as Madonnas are said to croon to their

dashed out of camp and wildly discovered'
a new waterfall, just to show 'em the sort
of man he was. So you can imagine my
feelings when I lamped that twelve -and -

Ah ! "

Then I saw it

This lady and I shared a solitude like
unto that experienced by the itinerant

gizzard and he was so desperate that he

"

thoughts.'

salmon in a hop -garden.

imagined was virgin African jungle, came
upon a modern silver fork. It stuck in his

Wunnerful warm, he were.

Said he were gawn to pitch out on bog an'
hear t' moosic. Coom back all doompy

says, ' Mean souls do naturally breed sad

for she seemed as out of place there as a

within the intricacies of what he fondly

were a booket.

" Ah ! " I said. " You will no doubt
recall that the genial Don Francisco de
Quevado Villegas, in his Second Vision,

and unbroken as a razor's edge ; not a tree,
not a bush or projection of any kind broke
the smoothness of the moor's purple carpet,
save a cow near by, who looked as if she
must have been dropped from an airship,

It is related that Livingstone, when deep

machines what you carry with you, like it

A Wunnerful Thing.

Presently I went out across the moors
and sat me down to smoke. The heather
ran in all directions to a skyline as severe

A Sudden Shock.

here coom six months, wi' one of these

a maumblin'

of a crowing cock, and I awoke to a sparkling, rain -washed world of sky and heather.

honest -to -goodness, thermionic valve.

Over the bar was

an elegant engraving of the " Marriage of
Queen Victoria and Prince Albert." I
thought, " What a ripping frame aerial a
crinoline would make." To the ancient
I grunted :
" Y -yes ! What do you know of it ? "
" Nowt ! But there were a young man

'ceptin' for that there box affair'n his'n.
Reet mad, he were an' arl, a mutterin' an'

In fact, .I felt that I had found oblivion,
and with howls of derision growing ever
fainter, the " beam " system, the message
from Mars, the echoes of Hyperprism,
Captain Eckersley's views, Imperial wireless and the range of 5 X X, all receded to
the horizon, where they coalesced into a
black dot, which exploded with the noise

not expect you to believe me, but, if you
please, we will take it for granted for the
sake of the yarn. Not a yard distant, all
four legs in the air-no, not another cow !
Do you think I am writing about a ranch ?
Again !-all four legs in the air-was a real

tarries not far behind us.

an' owerset, he done. Reckon t' bog
sooked oop t'music. Arl alone, her were,

The Lonely Valve.

babes-and was exactly 186,200 miles away
from wireless when I saw IT. Now, I do

Yea, though we take the wings of a third-

class ticket and fly to the uttermost parts
of the moor, wireless is either with us or

Mr. Rogers (left) and Mr. Dowding (at switchboard
in a corner of the " P.W." workshop.

I. am a student of advertisements. Well,
there it was. I felt like a lover of Nature
when he sees the relics of a Cockney picnic -

party in his favourite sylvan nook, and I

removed myself from the unhallowed spot.
Ma Shorthorn must have sensed my
anguish, for she arose in sections and ambled

off, seeking self-expression in a fictitious
milking -time.

Back at my inn, I slunk on to a seat in
the smoky taproom and comradioed with
an ancient bogman with white whiskers
round its rim. A quart of ale lubricated
his vocal machinery and he uttered. He
said :

" Wunnerful thing-this wireless ! "

Sic Transit.

One evening, shortly after my return to
London, Quilby dropped in and asked me
to return a valve I had borrowed from him.
"You slipped it into
raincoat," he said.

the pocket of your

And, b'gosh, I had never taken it out,
It had fallen out, when I spread

either.

the coat out upon the Moor, for the heather
was wet. Sic transit, another fine theory.

TECHNICAL QUERIES.
Readers are requested to turn to the
Radiotoriai page and read the
important announcement concerning
the P.W. Free Technical Queries
Service.
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AND BROADCASTING.
By " ARIEL."
O

confiscated.

0. 0 0 0 O.

NOW that the autumn season is in full
swing, it may interest readers to know
what many eminent artistes think
about that much-discussed problem, broadcasting and the stage.
When Television Comes !

It will be remembered that about this

time last year, I interviewed Mme. Pavlova
on a subject which seems very alien to her
profession, and which she had never before
discussed with any journalist. She told me

that the music of some of her ballets had
already been broadcast, and, she believed,
very much enjoyed. But when I spoke to
her (in my very had French) of the possi-

bility of television, and asked- her how this
would affect the future of dancing, she did
not seem to be. very much impressed. She

The Only Terms

I tried to point out that if she did no'.
pay up her instalments the set would be

WHAT THE " STARS " THINK.
0 .0. 0 0 O.

earliest possible opportunity to invest in a.
wireless set. Provided I can purchase it on
the convenient system of my friend, Mr.
Drage, for he supplies the insurance policy
free. Payment ? Oh, dear no ! he doesn't
want any payment-Mr.' Everyman ! "

0 .0.

00

0000

appoint a committee which would represent
the interests of both parties -concerned. It
might consist, for instance, of three or four
theatrical managers and producers, possibly
an electrical engineer, and some members
of the programme staff of the B.B.C. The
committee would decide what shows were
suitable for broadcasting, and the terms in
each case. For, like Mr. COchran, I think
that broadcasting rights should be paid for by
the B.B.C. ; but this, of course, is a small
point, and I understand that the B.B.C. are
perfectly willing to pay for what they have."
Fortified by these sound judgments, I took

a taxi round to the Palladium, to find out
what Miss Nellie Wallace thought of the
matter. She was sure, I knew, to offer
some original solution of the problem.

" Oh, dear no, Mr. Everyman ! As you
are a Seotchman, and naturally rather close,
let me. hasten to add that we will make you

a present of it if you cannot pay. And
these," continued Miss Wallace with an arch

look, " are the only terms I could possibly
consider at the moment."
" Would you like to have the ' Whirl of
the World' broadcast ? " I inquired.
" I .dunno," she replied indifferently.

" But if it were broadcast, I insisted,
" do you think you would draw such lai go
audiencei to the theatre ? "
" Oh, yes, probably larger ! They have
only to hear Billy's celebrated top notes, and
they will come round in shoals ! '

Then," I interrupted, "your opinion is

that it would have a good effect on the
theatre 1"

" My good man," said Miss Wallace with

some irritation, hastily donning a jumper,

replied that it was too far off to be taken

seriously, and, in any case, the transmission
by such a means of a complete ballet would

be very difficult to accomplish with any
measure of success.

Remembering this, I went round to
Covent Garden last week, where I found
Mme. Pavlova rehearsing. I reminded her
of my previous visit, and was agreeably
surprised to find that she had not forgotten
it. She smiled at me, and remarked
humorously, " I see you have not yet
discovered television !

'

Broadcasting Better Music.

I asked Mme. Pavlova if she had any

intention of broadcasting the music of her
ballets again next season. She answered

that she had not -thought of doing so.

" But," she continued, one never knows
these days what may happen next. It is
possible that I may. I do not disapprove
of broadcasting-I think it is a very wonderful discovery. Surely, it must do a lot to
keep happy the very poor people "

A Good Intention.

What effect do you think it has upon the
theatres ? " I inquired.
" It is difficult for me to say," she replied.

yet another success, judging by the roars of
applause that followed her to her dressing -

" Of course, as far as I am concerned, if it
his any effect, it is a good one.

People only

get the music of my ballets, and they may
want to know what the dancing is like. In

the other branches of dramatic art much
will depend on how the programmes are

handled. As long as the play is not spoilt
by being transmitted, there is no reason why

the theatre should suffer. As far as I can
see, it is only necessary for the managers
and the broadcasting company to come to
some amiable agreement."

From Covent Garden I made my way to

the Adelphi Theatre to see Mr. Owen Nares.

I put the same debatable question to him,
and; he told me that on most points he was
in agreement with the other eminent people
of his profession.

" I think it would be a good idea," he

said. " if the broadcasting company were to

The Staff at the Hull Station-Mr. Bulov, Mr. Lyne, Mr. Carver, Mr. Howie, and Mr. Page (Station Director .

I sought her out between two acts of the
revue, and was fortunate in securing a few

minutes' talk with this most comical of
comediennes. She had apparently scored
room.
being

I'protest that I had no intention of

anything but serious with Miss
Wallace, but it is utterly impossible to
keep one's countenance when talking to her.

" Good evening, Miss Wallace," I said,
boldly taking the plunge, " what is your
opinion of the effects on broadcasting on
the theatres 1"
" Indeed," she replied with great solemnity, " I have not yet had an opportunity
to consider at any length, this weighty and
momentous question. Perhaps you could
enlighten me."
I replied that it was her opinion I needed,
and that my own would hardly carry sufficient weight. But as she continued to look
entirely vague, I asked her whether she had
ever listened -in.

" Yes, of course I have," she replied with

dignity, " and it is my intention at the

" if you think you ha.ve come round here to

get anything serious, you are vastly mistaken. Go along; like a good boy, and sit
in the front row and watch my next scene.
It will be a welcome relief from your brain splitting problem ! "

I wandered rather disconsolately out of
the theatre, and the first person I ran into
was Mr. Talbot O'Farrell. the famous Irish
entertainer. I told him how I had been

trying to get serious views upon what I

a very important question.
" Some will not be serious," I complained,
" and the rest cannot see that any problem
exists."
considered

" But you have gone to the wrong people,"
he said. " We artistes are the most easy-

going people under the sun. We will do

anything we are asked to do, and we leave
it to the managers to decide the momentous
questions connected with the theatre. If
they tell us that broadcasting is opposed to
our interests, well and good, but if somebody

else- asks us to broadcast, we are equally
willing to comply.

If you want a considered

judgment, go to some of the managers and
producers who take these things to heart."

I.
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TO have a knowledge of the whys and wherefores of Wireless is to increase the

pleasures obtained from your Receiver a hundredfold. From the books
issued by The Wireless Press-pioneer publishers of authoritative Wireless
literature-you can gain a complete grasp of the whole subject in an easy, interesting way. You will find a Wireless Press book to satisfy your every need.

Written in a clear, lucid fashion and plentifully illustrated with photographs
and sketches, they guide your steps along the path of Wireless Progress, explaining every difficulty and showing how to get the best possible results. Get one

of the three shown here-and judge for yourself I

Captain Eckersley

Amateur's Book of Wireless

Explains.

Circuits.

Written in his own inimitable manner,
Captain Eckersley's natural humour
creeps in, ;flaking this insight- into

Broadcasting a highly entertaining as

Mr, F. H. Hayne's popular book gives
the fullest possible details for wiring
up no leSs than 117 circuits. Contain,.
ing many additional features, it is the

well as interesting book. It constitutes
a reply to his numerous correspondents.

most complete and easily understood
circuit book available to -day.

2f. Postage 24.

3r6 Postage tid.

.

.

Obtainable from all Booksellers or

Uncle Jack Frost's Wireless
Yarns on Good Reception.
Written
a

book

advantage

in a breezy fashion it is
which can be
react
to

by a raw beginner or

the

Radioist with a fair knowledge of the
It gives the fundamental
principles of Wireless.
subject.

21. Postage 2d.

Railway Bookstalls or send direct,

12 -13 HENRIETTA S T, LOND ONNC 2

W IRELESS PRESS
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REMARKABLE PRICES
AND IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
TO INTRODUCE ENTIRELY

uncement

NEW PROPRIETORSHIP
YOU CANNOT BEAT THESE PRICES.

So great has the demanit been for

Claritone Loud Speakers and Head-

phones that we fear considerable
disappointment

GUARANTEED BEST BRITISH

VARIABLE CONDENSERS.

than doubled their output. You

can now get supplies at your nearest dealer. If not, a postcard to us
is all that is necessary.

Aluminium End Plates, Plated Fittings, accurate Narrow Spacing, Precision Make, Perfect
Workmanship and Finish.
NOTE :-KNOBS AND DIALS INCLUDED.
ORDINARY

'001

'00075
'0005
'0003
'0002
'0001
.00005

7/3
6/6
5/4
5/1
4/5
4/2

With 3 -PLATE
VERNIER.

1/6

9/8/7/-

13/6
12/9

Extra.

3/1

6/6
5/6
5/4/6

PRICES :
Large Model Claritone, 2,000 ohms )
Junior Model Claritone, 2,000 ohms '
120

12.15:0

1

Claritone Head Gear 25!-.

12/ -

THE ASHLEY WIRELESS
TELEPHONE COMPANY

1 1 /6

10/6

69, Renshaw Street, LIVERPOOL.

Distributing Agents for The Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
London and Southern Agents :

PETTIGREW & MERRIMAN, 122 Tooley Street, London

VARIO1tIETERS.-Wonderful Value. Special All -Ebonite Moulded Ball
Rotor, Double Silk Wound, extremely close coupling, one hole fixing,
a superior article; only' 6/6.
As above; but Tubular Ebonite Rotor, 41.
All Black, Double Cotton wound, one hole fixing, 1/6 to 4/- each.
All are the best value obtainable.
Igranic and Edison Bell Variometers, 10/6, post paid.

QD

i

HEADPHONES.-Weare Sole Distributors of the famous AKMA 'Phone,

I

a real light-weight,.second to none for efficiency and comfort.

Special
Exhibition Price of 10;6, poet free, for POPULAR WIRELESS readers.
N & K pattern, 11!6. Dr. Nesper Adjustable, 13/6. Brown's F. 25/ -

1

All makes in stock at lowest prices possible.

LOUD SPEAKERS.-Radio Stocks' Classic. 2,000 ohms, full clear tone,
slim:111v tuitable for low power sets, £1.
Amplion Junior. 27/6 ; Amplion new
Sterling's Dinkie, 30/- ;
models and all makes in stock.
MANSBRIDGE TYPE CONDENSERS.-New, fully guaranteed, best made,
Ith two fixing plugs. '25, 4/- 05, 4/- ; 1 mfd.4/- ; 2 mfd., 4 9

'

i
:
I

COIL HOLDERS.-All Ebonite, really fine, 2 way, 216 ; better finish, '2 way,

plated, 313 ; ditto, 3 way, 4/6 ; vernier movement, 2 way, 4/6. 6/- ; 3
way. 6'-, 9/6. Many other makes in stock. State your wants ; we will
assist you.
BASKET COIL HOLDERS.-Best quality. with plug, 1/2 each ; ditto, no
plug, 9d. " Universal " 2 way, 5/8 ; 3 way, 7/6.
VALVE HOLDERS.-Solid hand polished Ebonite, 10d. each. Special
anti -capacity legless sunken socket tans to prevent valves burning out,
1/3 each (sold elsewhere at 1/9). MURRAYS, very efficient, with simple
fitting, showing only 1 inch above panel, 1/3 each. Highly recommended.
COILS.-Finest Duplex Basket, waxless, most efficient for any circuit and any
position. Set of 5, Nos. 25 to 100, 2/- ; ditto, for ('helmsford,
No. 150, 1/3 ; No. 200, 1/6. As above. but extra large air spaces, coils
1 inch wide, sets of 5, Nos. 25 to 100, 3/Igranic, O'Keefe, Energo, Lissen Coils, etc., all in stock.
VALVES.-Dutch Tubular, 4/6 ; R. Type, 5/- ; French R, 7/6. " Metal "
Dull Emitters, finest on market for efficiency and low .consumption, 17/6.

All makes in stock-Cossor, Mullard, Marconi, B.T.H., etc.-lowest list
prices.

FILAMENT RHEOSTATS.-Microstats, 2/9 ; Lissenstats, 3/6 ; Ormond, 2/Our own Extra Special Solid Ebonite of a superior type, 2/6 ; for Dull
Emitters, 3/--, fully guaranteed. Cheapest type, efficient and strong, 1/6
each.

CONSTRUCTOR'S SETS OF PARTS.-We specialise in quoting for complete
sets of parts. No matter how small or how large your requirements we
will be pleased to quote you our best terms, and also give technical advice.
CRYSTAL AND VALVE SETS.-Special prices.

Everything Wireless at lowest prices. SEND
FOR FREE LIST. All goods on 24 hours' approval. Send ample postage, surplus refunded.
HAINE,
Sole and New
Proprietor)
(B.

RADIO HOUSE, NEWMAN STREET,
OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W.1.
'Phone: MUSEUM 3205

115 : 15 : 0

120

POSTAGE 6d. EXTRA.

RADIO STOCKS

felt

Messrs. The Automatic Telephone
Manufacturing Co. have just completed an extension to their plant,
and, in consequence, have more

SENT ON 24 HOURS' APPROVAL.

WITH
VERNIER

been

commands.

ABSOLUTELY BEST VALUE OBTAINABLE

SQUARE
LAW.

has

throughout the trade owing to
our inability to meet your valued

I
i
1

I

ORIGINAL PRICE 1216 :

OUR PRICE 4/-t
each.

Postage 3d.

,,

WIRELESS
SWITCHES
Government Surplus

BRAND NEW
high class

Made

for

s

Wireless
to Receiving Sets on Aeroplanes
can be used as Single or Double Ihrow,
and can be recessed intopanels.S 31 ee ifications . Nickel plated solid brass
mechanical parts, quick make and break
.

and fitted with 4. terminals. Can be used with or without flush plate.
Neat in appearance. Size a by 2. inches.

SMITH & HAMMOND, Ltd., Electrical Contracting Engnrs.,

5, Savoy Street, Strand, LONDON, W.C.2.

Barclay, 144.

VALVE RENEWALS
We repair, by our patent process (for which we
have National Physical Laboratory's report of
efficiency), all

standard types of valves at

616 carriage paid, and
at least equal efficiency to

GUARANTEE'

valves

tonew
return in

three days,
or refund your money without quibble.

THE ECLAT ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.,

"WIMBLEDON.
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PRICE

216
The

use

of

con-

densers with large
capacities, to a large

degree, is the cause
of unstable sets. Set
builders
troubled

who are
with oscillation

should remember that the

"COLVERN"

\t,

actually

that large
tuning condensers ARE the
demonstrates

unstable components.

PREVENTION of OSCILLATION
A large capacity condenser moved to a fraction of a degree either
side of accuracy heterodynes the incoming signal-the set is conse-

qu'ently beyond control with nothing but screechinz and howling. Fit the

"COLVERN

Tuning Condenser

and you will experience what control really is. You will be enabled to tightly
couple tuning inductances, employ the fullest reaction, and your set will give its
fullest power with selectivity and clearness.

COLVERN " should be incorporated in every new set and, most
decidedly, fitted to every existing set. Remember, for accurate
balancing of tuned circuits the Vernier should not be an attachment to
a large condenser-it should be the " COLVERN."
The

All the
components
readily

Obtainable from your dealer. When sending direct
kindly give your dealer's name and address.

COLLINSON'S PRECISION SCREW Co., Ltd.
Provost Works, Macdonald Rd., Walthanistow, London, E.17
Telephone: WALTHAMSTOW 532.

Snapped together
for any experimental circuit. It is only
necessary to fit the Newey Snap Terminal
Studs in place of the ordinary terminals
and the connecting flex with Newey Snap

Make up your own

Connectors.

HIGH-TENSION

The Newey Snap Terminals are designed
to secure positive connection, the phosphor bronze spring in the connector socket grips

with POCKET LAMP BATTERIES

the stud dome, this in turn being shaped
to exert a downward pull which ensures
constant pressure of the flat surfaces of
stud and connector, one against the other.
FOOL -PROOF BATTERY TERMINALS AND

and C. W. BATTERY LINKS-ask

for and see that you get the
Genuine Article-each Link is
stamped as under:-

CONNECTIONS IN COLOURS

are provided as an efficient safe -guard against the
accidental burning out of valves. Complete set (in

THE "C.W' LINK

box) of the Newey Snap Terminals and connectors can
be obtained through your local wireless dealer.
Contents of Box :
6 Terminal Studs. 6 Multi -connectors. 4 coloured
connectors. 8 Discs (Black, Red and Blue) printed as
follows :

PHONES +
HIGH TENSION +

(PATENT No. 217141)

WE beg to inform the Public that the
vy " C.W." Battery Link is now a fully

PHONES -.

patented article, and will in future be

HIGH TENSION LOW TENSION AERIAL
WITH INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE, PRICE 2/P. & M. Ltd., 124, Tooley Street, London, S.E. 1.
LOW TENSION
EARTH

supplied bearing the. Patent No. 217141,
instead of the Provisional Patent
Number 30923/23.

Price

1Is"

per(PostDozen
Free.)

Refuse all nameless imitations.

Agents everywhere but if you cannot obtain, send direct
e;,4 *11

FOR

AND

WIRELESS ""*"'"'
PliONE

CONNECT ION

to :-

THE JEB
TRADING CO.
Patentees and Manufacturers
49, AVENUE ROAD, ACTON, LONDON, W.3

PATENT APPLIED FOR
MADE IN ENGLAND

Telephone :

Chiswick 1464
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in a dual and L.F. circuit, in place of
another make of transformer which had been
selected for that position. Results with the

" Concert Grand Eureka " were excellent.

. the amplification of weak signals,
its performance was equal to the transformer

which it replaced, and in the reproduction
of very strong signals it was, if anything,
slightly superior. Those who prefer an
actual circuit comparison to a laboratory

test, will agree that the first stage of a
The Technical Editor of " Popular Wireless " will be pleased to receive wireless sets and
component parts for test.

Reports will be published under this heading.

AVERY compact and ingenious crystal

Intervalve

'

set,: which involves a method of
tuning that will be new to many.

T r a nsformers,"
one of which has

Portable Utilities Co., Ltd.
Enclosed in a
cylindrical steel
case (mounted
on four feet, and
carrying its four

value of the coil is then varied by two

metal vanes, which are arranged to slide
across the faces of the coil, and controlled
by a knob mounted on the same shaft.

terminals on an
end plate covering a sealed in -

On the instrument tested tuning was

found to be rather flat,. although this was

t eriorj,the design

is such that

not so noticeable as might have been

-

Amateurs who have experienced the
peculiar and elusive fault developed by
moisture in L.F. transformers, will be
interested in the " Eureka Concert Grand

ERTE

(Continued on page 400.1

for test by the

which are mounted all the necessary detector fittings, and a socket to take any
Lissenagon plug-in coil. The inductance

*

The " Murray " valve holder, which is

been submitted

amateurs, .hiUs been placed on the market
by Lissen Ltd.
It consists of a one-piece moulded baseboard, measuring -only 4 :by -3 inches, on

expected from the extreme simplicity of the
set. It is only supplied complete with the
appropriate Lissenagon coil or coils to cover
the wave -lengths desired.

dual and L.F. circuit affords a good test of an
L.F. transformer. In this position the Eureka
Concert Grand was found to function
admirably.

The "Uncle Tom" crystal set

dampness

can-

not penetrate to

the windings of the instrument, and this
covering also serves to effectively screen
the magnetic field. The total weight is
not excessive, the instrument turning the
scale at about a pound: and a quarter.
A comparative test was made by using
the, Eureka as the first L.F. transformer

ERIAL PATENT No. 216657

The Aerial is the prime source of wireless reception, no
matter what type of set is used, it is impossible to get the

best out of it unless the aerial is as near perfection as

possible.

The patent " VERTEX " is the most efficient aerial yet devised,

and hundreds of users can testify that it increases range,
volume, purity, and selectivity of reception ; is non -directional ;

This coil holder, by Goswell Engineering Co., is
fitted with a reaction reversing switch.

Qe cieca, a.3

a ,642tei

PIELTRai\

reduces or obviates interference from adjacent electric trams,
trains, power stations, etc., and has enabled broadcasting to be
received where previously it had been found impossible.

RADIO

The compact form permits it to be installed at any location.

Outdoor, Indoor, and Portable types,

£3. 15. 0.

Can be obtained from all Wireless dealers, or direct from the
Patentees and Manufacturers.

WIRELESS
APPARATUS, LTD.,
35. Panton Street. Haymarket, London. S.W.1,

C RYSTAL
THE WORLD'S GREATEST.
Cheam.

HERE'S REAL RADIO SERVICE
VARIABLE CONDENSERS

Guaranteed Capacities, 3/22 Spacing, Single Hole Fixing, Best Quality Ebonite
Tops and Bottoms.
Capacity.

oor

Without Vernier.

129, Waterloo Rd., London, S.E.1
r minute Waterloo Station. (Hop. 5649).

HOURS OF BUSINESS :
9-8 p.m. Thurs. 9-r p.m.
9-8 p.m.
Tues. 9-8 p.m. Fri.
Wed. 9-8 p.m. Sat. 9-9 p.m.
Mon.

Neutron Crystal I bought some time ago
has accomplished what many other
Crystals could not do. That is perfect
hearing on a Straight Crystal Set.'

P. W.

With 3 -plate Vernier.

616 Dial 9d. extra
9/6 with Dial
0003
5/6
'0003
4/6
' 9d. ,
6/6
.,
Postage 6d. 'extra.
POCKET LAMP BATTERIES, guaranteed 4'3 v., 4/- doz., post 5/-.
CLIPS for connecting above, with hole for wander plug, 9d. doz., post. 1/-.
RADIO MICRO Dull Emitter Valves; 'oh. An all-purpose valve. Fil. current
3 to 4 v. Consumption 'O. Anode 3o to 8o, 15/-, post 15/6.
SOFT DUTCH VALVES. Fil. 4 v Anode 9 to 36 v., 5/6, post 6/-.
FRENCH R. VALVES. Fil. 4 v-Anode 3o to ISO V., 7/6, post 8/-.
NEW IYIULLARDS, OSRAM, EDISWAN, COSSOR, ETC., 12/6, post 13/-.
COIL HOLDERS, two-way 3/9 ; three-way, 5/6, post extra 6d.
BRUNET HEADPHONES, 4,000 ohms. 14/11. post 1516.

Waterloo Electric Co.,

I feel I ought to tell you that a

Price

1,6

NEUTRON LTD.
SICILIAN HOUSE. SOUTHAMPTON ROW,

LONDON, W.C.1. PHONE MUSEUM 2677

Sole distributors for London & Home Counties

V. ZEITLIN & SONS,

144.

Theobalds

Road. London, W.C.L

_
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NECATIVE CRID BIAS.
Ideal for the experimenter.
FOR

SEE THAT THEY BEAR

REG. TRADE MARK.
Size No. 990

THIS TRADE MARK.
Intermediate
No. of cells.
E.M.F.connections.

Size No.

Nominal

990

41 volts

991

9

332

15

929

24

Dimensions overall appror.
not including covers.

Price, exclusive
of plugs.

3 volts

2 16 x -a X 3 iris. high

ls. 3d.

4L-6-71

.

3

3 -volt steps

41 x i X 3
x3
91- X

2s. 3d.

11

16

3

0, x 11 x 3

5s. 6d.

6

3s. 6d.

I

Removable plug terminals, 9d. extra per pair.

=

Manufadurci

Obtainable from all leading dealers.

:

SIEMENS BROTHERS & CO., LTD., WOOLWICH, LONDON, S.E.1 8

LF:

NEW

We/A-al/An 'wail-if/di
tfr r a

.41e -c4

ju. iz/n outyottiecia<iaz

azdput41 a

1:ik.

A better "Brownie" at
the
same low price?
Possessing all the best features of the old "Brownie"
Crystal Set-and something more-this splendid little
Receiver is giving surprising reception results. Note

the protected Crystal Detector permitting the finest

.2Z-Je irel/nriitati,74ehA

L.Paff;it

azd-

4f
dvu

An Pbonite Base.
to fit any model,
of substantial and
attractive design,
is now supplied at
long -wave Stations.
an extra cost or
1/B. Just slide
the " Brownie "
into the hollow
centre and fix
with the three
Facing Warren St. Tube Station.
Telephone : Muieum 3747. screws supplied.

adjustments to be made and the Loading Bridge
enabling you to adapt the set for 5 X X and other

THE J.W.B.WIRELESS Co.,
510,312, Euston Road, N.W.1

A Money -Back

Guarantee with Every Out/it

IT'S SO MARVELLOUS AND SO SIMPLE I
that experts and engineers won't believe it-

TILL THEY TEST IT.

SOLO

a-

MAKES SOLDERING CHILD'S PLAY.

An Amateur can solder more easily with " Soldo " than an
expert by old methods. CLEANS TINS AND SOLDERS
IN ONE OPERATION. No Acids-No Fluxes-No Filing

\-Iligall'

1'6

The SOLDO _COMPANY, Sicilian House, Southampton Row, London, W.C.1.
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detector can be clearly located. The " Uncle

APPARATUS TESTED.
(Continued from page 398.)

shortly to come on the market at 1/3, is
one of the most interesting little " gadgets "
it has been our pleasure to review. The
advantages claimed for it are that no tem-

plate, nuts, or soldering are required for
mounting it on a panel, while it projects
from the latter's surface but a matter of

Tom " is a very suitable ornament for a
wireless." den,". but it functions really well

as a receiver, and should prove popular.
*

*

Messrs. Eric J. Lever, of 38, Clerkenwell
Green, London, have sent us a range of handy

little terminal gadgets,. among which are
terminals with engraved heads indicating
" aerial," " earth;" etc. "Trix " Quick L rip

them examine a " Murray " valve holder.
*

*

*

If it is not too early to do so we predict
that the " Uncle Tom " crystal set, which
is photographically illustrated on page 398,

will be in great demand as a Christmas
present this year. It is a speciality of

interesting to note the increase of signal
strength that followed when the "Helicoid "

A useful reaction unit, as sold by Messrs. Radiax Ltd.

terminals, and Lico " terminal clips, which
sell at 2d., 4d., and 9d. each respectively.
All are items of distinct utility and should
appeal to amateurs desirous of employing
neat and adaptable connecting points.
*

*

A very interesting piece of apparatus has

reached us in the shape of a " Helicoid "
aerial,' a speciality of ' the Bristol Motor
Co., which retails at 12s. 6d. It consists

covered it gave results quite equal to those
of any medium-priced receiver of conventional design. It is made of a good quality

and length.

lent insulator. As will be guessed, the hat
forms the tuning coil, while the crystal

stretched to well over five times this length.
Such is the springy nature of the hardened
copper that, after having been stretched in
this manner, it returns to its original shape

A new "Gecophone" Two -valve receiver.

- at each end, so that it can be fixed to hooks.
It certainly provided us with an interesting
hour's experimenting. In the ordinary way,

frame was enlarged by stretching, although,
as may be imagined, it was necessary to alter
the tuning simultaneously.

It is provided with eyes

2-115;474,1V,44,-,

.{

Wt4*

indoor aerial, pulled out to some 16 ft.
and stretched in the form of a V across
a room, with a lead to the set from the

signals were obtainable than with a large 4 ft.
frame of conventional type. It was decidedly

of a copper spring, normally 3 ft. long
and 1 in. in diameter, but it can be

coloured china which is, of course, an excel-

our ordinary twin aerial, but then we have
ample space at our disposal. As an outdoor
aerial for people with limited garden space, it should prove quite useful. As an

ends being connected to the set, louder

Messrs. J. P. Gowland, of 18, Ellison Place,
Newcastle -on -Tyne, and sells at 17/6. We

recently had a' sample of this interesting
novelty submitted to us for test, and dis-

similar -manner, quite good results are obtainable. We did not discover that it equalled

wire running around the room. We tried it
as a frame aerial, and in this capacity, both

valve through an accidental contact between

be well advised to ask their dealers to let

suspended between a pole on the roof of a
house and a lead-in point, and, erected in a

apex, excellent results are obtained, results
far better than those obtained with a straight

in. or so. When in position no brass is
visible, and it is impossible to burn out a

the plate and filament points. We have
carefully examined the sample sent us, and
cannot find any reasons why it should not
prove as satisfactory in use as the makers
claim. It certainly forms an advance over
the use of ugly projecting sockets and even
over the usual type of valve holder, which
is not a very handsome fitment at the best
of times. Prospective constructors would

the makers recommend that it should be

4;t'r

it.1 4 -

thL 410*

What Others Say
AMATEUR WIRELESS, Angara 1d

"Simplicity has been the keynote of
the C.A.V Loud Speaker-even when
the Loud Speaker is reproducing broad
cast with sufficient volume to fill a

large ball, there is no trace of

mechanical noise, the notes being per..
fectly mellow."
ILIOADCASTER, September 1921.
Under the test, and a very severe test.

we have given the Loud Speaker, it

came out with flying colours. Specially
recommended."

%AA'.

-

POPULAR WIRELESS, August 2nd.

"The workmanship is solid and sound
-no displeasing distortion was notice-

able. We can recommend this Loud
Speaker to our readers.'
WIRELESS AND ALLIED TRADES
REVIEW.

**Takes its place in the front rank of
really good loud speakers and is, if we
may suggest anything, a decided advance on many of the instruments we
have come across to date."

What more do you want?
WRITE FOR A COPY OF THE
CAN LOUD SPEAKER FOLDER

'Vskts4,1P 45?>4%

._IPt\\tfitt'

cawandervell
&Gar.
ACTON VALE. LoNooN W. a

rtyks*4`
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.T. H. RADIO VALVE

CU

-4"

1.11

B3 Valve

Price 211 -

2 volts.
Filament Volts
Filament Current..0.35 amps.
20-80 volts.
Anode Volts.
Price 36/.
B4 Valve
6 volts,
Filament Volts.
Filament Current 0.25 amps.
40-100 volts.
Anode Volts
Price 25/.
B5 Valve
3 volts.
Filiment Volts
Filament Current..0.06 amps.
00-80 volts.
Anode Volts.
Price 35/ B6 Valve
3 volts.
Filament Volts
Filament Current..0.12 amps.
60-120 volts.
Anode Volts
Price. 12'6
R Valve
4 volts.
Filament Volts
Filament Current...0.63 amps.
Anode Volts
20-80 volts.

A FIRST CLASS

LATHE FOR-

These five B.T.H. Valves meet every possible requirement of the
ordinary listener -in and the serious experimenter.

The 1-13, B5 and

R Valves can be used in any position, for detection or high or low
frequency amplification, while the B4 and B6 Valves are intended
primarily for low frequency power amplification.

Look for the initials
Be sure your next valve is a B.T.H. Valve.
" B.T.H. which are the sign of high quality, and for the silvered bulb
which denotes a perfect vacuum.

Obtainable from all Electricians and Wireless Dealers.

The British Thomson -Houston Co., Ltd.
Offices : Crown House, Aldwych, W.C. 2.

Works ; Coventry-.

5

MAKE YOUR OWN WIRELESS SET.
IT COVERS THE WHOLE OF WIRELESS WORK.
This is a self-contained turning lathe which can be set
up anywhere, clamped to the edge of a bench, a table,

or to a strip of wood wherever it is wanted. Swings
6 in. in diameter by 12 in. in length and 12 in. in gap.

No foot' power or motor required. Complete with

chuck as illustrated. Price £5. Post in Great Britain,
3/3. Weighs only 23 lbs. A real money-maker. Write
for descriptive booklet, or send remittance with order to

G. ADAMS

Profitby the experience of others

THE BRITISH

EBONITE Co.,Ltd.
Hanwell, London, W.7.

Dept. P., 255, High Holborn,
London, W.C.1.

BEWARE OF WORTHLESS IMITATIONS, SEE THE
Extracts from recent testimonials :-

TRADE MARK ajatir4 ON EVERY GRID LEAK.

" Our client is very pleased
with the panel. One of our
staff who has been associated

WATMEL VARIABLE GRID LEAK

rot nearly twenty years con-

Continuously

" We are immensely pleased
with the panels supplied, the

Constant in an
temperature.
Dust and
Damp

wUh the manufactut e of ebonite

Van
able.
Silent in operation.

siders it the finest piere of
polished ebonite he has seen."

proof.
Each

good effect of which is already
felt."

tested and
guaranteed.
Neat and well made.

Exhibiting at the Manchester

WIRELESS EXHIBITION,

City Hall, Deansgate, Manchester,
Oct. 25th.
Oct. 14th
,211111111111111

Look

mark for

Patent No. 2o6o981

GRID LEAK

'5 tog megohms 2/8
ANODE
RESISTANCE
to roo,000

5o,000

ohms 3/8
Suitable
Circuit.

tor ANY

SEND P.C, FOR DESCRIPTIVE FOLDER.
BECOL

atIllispatirlealdse

1

Note Nets, Address:
RoadClerk, LONDON, Eel
WATMEL WIRELESS Co,, 332a, Goawell990
1 el. 7entoell.
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or 0 -volt accumulator, 1 filament. resistance, 2
Lissenagon coils (75 A.T.L, and 100 for reaction), and
'phones. A pictorial diagram of the connections was
given in Radiotorial last week (No. 122).

S. R. (no address) inquires whether a patent

All Editorial Communications to be addressed The Editor, POPULAR
WIRELESS, The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.
Editor :
NORMAN EDWARDS, A.M.I.R.E., F.R.S.A.,

given in the columns of this paper is of a technical

nature and concerns the most recent developments in

F.R.G.S.

Technical Editor :
G. V. DOWDING, Grad.I.E.E.
Assistant Technical Editors
P. R. BIRD.
K. D. ROGERS.
Scientific Adviser :
Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.
Staff Consultant:
Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.
Foreign Correspondents:
L. S. LEES, Paris; Dr. ALFRED GRADENWITY, Berlin R. YATES, New York;
P. F. MARTIN, Italy ; W. PEETERS, Holland.
The Editor will be pleased to consider articles and
photographs dealing with all subjects appertaining to
wireless work.. The Editor cannot accept responsibility for manuscripts and photos. Every care will
be taken to return MSS. not accepted for publication.
A stamped and addressed envelope must be sent with
every article. All contributions to be addressed to
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS

REVIEW, The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street,

London, E.C.4. AU inquiries concerning advertising
rates, etc., to be addressed to the Sele Agents, Messrs.
John H. Lite, Ltd., 4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4.
Technical queries should be addressed to the Technical
Queries Department, and must in all cases be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope. Not more
than two enquiries can be answered in one letter, and
telephone calls or personal calls at this offi,ce cannot be
dealt with. A copy of the questiods must be kept as it

the Radio world, some of the arrangements and specialities described may be the subject of Letters Patent, and
the amateur and trader would be well advised to obtain

permission of the patentees to use the patents before
doing so.

PATENT ADVICE FOR READERS.

The Editor will be very pleased to recommend
readers of POPULAR WIRELESS who have any inventions

to patent, or who desire advice on patent questions, to
our patent agent. Letters dealing with patent questions,
if sent to the Editor, will be forwarded to our own patent
advisers, where every facility and help will be afforded
to readers.

tuner now on the market is suitable for the
Unidyne 2 -valve set.

The tuner is quite, efficient, but we do not like to
guarantee that you will obtain good results in the
Unidyne with it, as it does not appear to have any
proyision tor reaction coupling. We should therefore recommend you to keep- to the specification
given in the articles describing the set, though we
wish it to be understood that we are not its any way
belittling the particular instrument that you mention.
We find that in Unidyne sets even the smallest
deviation from the methods of tuning and reaction
sometimes results in apparently the most disproportionate variation in results, and so in order to be
able to guarantee that the Unidyne will operate
successfully provided care is taken in its handling
and construction, we advise readers to keep to the
directions given. Those who desire to experiment
with other components, etc., will find it very interesting, but the average reader and listener should keep
to the instructions as nearly as possible.
*
*.
*

T. H. L. (Brighton).-With regard to the

diagram of the Unidyne Reflex Circuit pub-

lished in POPULAR WIRELESS of September
13th on page 83, Fig. 2, the L.T. positive does
not seem to be connected correctly. Should
no-t the
grid leak be connected to it ?
--

uos
riciAlowery

Yes; unfortunately the 'connections front the L.T.

positive lead were omitted by the draughtsman.

The L.T. positive should be connected to one side of
the grid leak and also to both the filament rheostats.
*

*

*

SET."

L W. S. (E.13)-With reference to your publication of a booklet on how to build a valve

quired to build a one -valve " Unidyne " re-

obliged if you could let me have a copy of same,

" SINGLE -VALVE

SINGLE -BATTERY

(Turnham Green).-What are the parts re-

set using the `" P.W." circuit, I shall feel

is not always possible to reproduce the query when

ceiver ?
The following is a complete list of the parts required:

or, if this is not -possible, perhaps you could
let me know the size of the two basket -Coils,
and whether D.E.R. valves are suitable for

The Editor desires to direct 'the attention of his
readers to the fact that, as much of the information

1 grid condenser (-0005), 1 variable grid leak (-5 to

Number the questions 1 and 2; and answers
wilt be given under each number.
replying.

1 two-way coil holder, 1 variable condenser (.0005),

5 megohms), 1 five -pin, four -electrode valve, 14 -volt,

Nittismegnimumgmr

of 84

"PAY AS YOU LISTEN"

jrcOnsisfi
strands of fine.
hard -drawn phosphor bronze wire-a special
alloy of great strength

and DURABILITY.
These

Resistance

strands

are

SPIRALLY - wound
so that each is AIR -

THE FAMOUS

INSULATED. Ex-

2000 or 4000
ohms.

same price.

SPARTA
.- LOUD SPEAKER

haustive

Sent you
receipt of

7/22's. Gives 50%
greater efficiency over

2

imnaediately

on

prove

SISTANCE get

attained.

Provides

80% greater SURFACE AREA over
7/22's when ysed for

deposit and

I - your

receiving; 90% greater
efficiency over 7/22's

when used for trans -

agree-

ment to pay

Mars Aerial Faits
"If you want the very best get the new 'Mars'
This will give you 35% more power."

Aerial.

This is not our headline. It month of its introduction -is a word for word quotation September. Not one corn from an article by "Radiostat," plaint has been received, but
the " Sunday Chronicle " we have had hundreds of very
wireless expert.
cordial testimonials.

But we claim that if the It is not our policy to print
Mars is rigged up accord- any
testimonials
without
ing to instructions you will thorough investigation,- but
secure not merely 35% but all the evidence received
50% greater efficiency over suggests that not only radio
7/22's-or 90Te if you use beginners but advanced exyour aerial for transmission. perts also will find that the
Don t confine the Mars
Mars represents a very
with any other aerial cable. considerable contribution to

It is, essentially different be- wireless progress.
cause it is SPIRALLY wound Each aerial contains 84,000
and this method of winding feet of fine drawn phosphor AIR -INSULATES each of bronze wire. The Mars is
the 84 strands of fine quality not a cheap aerial bin it is
phosphor -bronze wire from abundantly well worth buying.
which it is made.
The ` Mars gives the lowest
ohmic resistance yet attained.
It has 80% more surface area Please order the
Mars'

To the Trade.

10/- per month for 8 months if
satisfied.

than 7/22's.

guaranteed for one year.

The

We also supply Igranic Components, Accumulators, H.T. Batteries,
Condensers etc., charging only 5% interest for Easy Payments.

for

or call

Gerrard 8782

saler, but if he cannot supply
write direct to us for terms on
yourletterheading. At present
we are 7 days' behind with de-

MARS
AERIAL

9,'6 from leading wireless dealers or send P.O.

send 20/- TO -DAY, plus 2/6; for Packing and Postage,

40, Shaftesbury Avenue, LONDON, VV.1.

through your usual whole-

liveries, but every effort is
Nearly 10,000'Mars' aerials being made to get abreast of
were sold during the first the demand.

The rash price being £4115/11 we- only charge
5°'d extra for easy payments. The Speaker is

R. McKELLEN & Co.,

It greatly in-

creases selectivity and at the
same time simplifies tuning.
This may sound at variance
with theory. but it will be
found O.K. in practice.

This Speaker is manufactured by Fullers
United Electric Works and its reputation is
second to none.

Established 1918.

tests

that it has the LOW-

EST OHMIC RE-

this circuit ?
(Continued On page 408.)

9/6

to the sole manufacturers and patentees:

E. & W. G. MAKINSON LTD.

916
100 ft.

Wellington Works, Wellfield Rd., Preston.
Established over 40 years.
Telephone No.: Preston 122.
Telegrams " Gold," Preston.

EP

1
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our\ ; serVice
month after moixt-k.
HE right kind of as ever. Undoubtedly
valve is like any worth the money.
other good friend The long life of Ediswan

-it stands the test of

Valves results from the care

a long acquaintance. Its taken in every detail of their

service is not one
of its
virtues.

superficial

You only

discover it as
time passes ; later
on you take it for granted ; finally you forget
it. And still your valve
Carries on. Ediswan is
this kind of valve. Night

after night, week after
week,month after month

-and still the quality of
its reception is as good

'76

First Valvle

ever madevas

produced its
the EdisvOatx

labor:fy.

Thirty years'
experience lies behind every
Ediswan Valve-and a reputation that has made its way
into every corner of the
wireless world.
assembling.

Ediswan Valves will bring the best

out of your wireless set-get soma
on the way home and enjoy better
programmes from to -night onwards.

All dealers sell them.
You will be interested in our booklet

"Vhe VbermionicValoe." It's free
-send for a copy.
THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD.
QUEEN VICTORIA ST.. LONDON. E.C.4

DISW
VALVES
An interesting study of early wireless history may be made at
the Science Museum, South Kensington, London, where the complete
series of Dr. Fleming's experimental valves can be inspected.
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HULLO EVERYBODY!!
POST PAGE No. 1.

POST FREE OFFER.

LISSEN.
Variable Grid Leak
Anode Resistance
Lissen Minor ..
Lissenstat
..
Do. Universal ..
2 -way Switch ..
Series Parallel ..

2/6
2/6
3/6
7/6
10/6
2/9

3'9

T1 Transformers.. 30/T2, 25,-; TI, 16/6;

RHEOSTATS.

514; 75, 5/4; 100, 6/9

Do. with dial..
..
Extra value do.
..
T.C.B. 6 ohms
..
Potentiometer T.C.B.
Burndept Dual

Coils : 25, 4/10 ; 30, 35,
40, 4/10 ; 50, 5/- ; 60,

POST 3d. each.

Ormond
Raymond

1/6

DUBILIER.

2-

FOR D.E. or R.

4/-

Post Free.

VAL ES

2//6

St -

7/0 This first -else,
Switch Arm,

with 12 Studs,

Powquip, 2-1 or 4-1.. 14/6

..

Raymond

Silvertown

Reflex. etc.)

21/ -

MANCHESTER
(similar to R.I.)
STANDARD

IGRANIC.
Coils

: 25, 51; 35, 5!- ;

50, 5/2 ; 75, 5/6 ; 100,

7/-; 150, 7/10;

8/8';

250,
400,

200,
9/- ; 300,
10/3 ; 500,

12'6

10/ -

Eureka Concert Grand 30/ Ditto, 2nd Stage
.. 22/8

TRANSFORMERS

18' -

SHROUDED

ePa(lcSiT 3d.

(H.F.).

1411
1411

McMichael, 300;600- 7/ Ditto 1100/2000
.. 7/COIL PLUGS.
Energo, 250/700
3/11
Fil. Rheostat .. 4/6 Ditto 900/2000
4/6 Single Coil Holder mounted
Potentiometer .. 7/ - Raymond, 300/600
2/9
on ebonite base and fitted
Vernier Rheostat.. 7/6
with terminals ..
1'4
Others Stocked, 30 -ohm Rheostat. 7/ Ditto, swivel movement .. 1 8
POST 3d. each.
Post Free.
POST 2d.
9/5 ;
10/6

" BUCKS "

IEBONITE

1416
" ORMOND"

2 for 1'2
2 for 1 4
2 for 1 8

LE TRANSFORMER

STERLING
SQUARE LAW
CONDENSERS.

POLAR

POST 6d.
.001 var. Condenser .. 10/6

with Vernier.
.001
.0005
.00025

..

30/-

..
..

.0005
.0003

Micrometer Condenser

25/8 Cam Vernier

23'6

EDISON BELL.
.0001 to .0005 Fixed 1/3
.002 to .006
.. 2/.001
1/3
.0003 with Grid Leak 2/6
Variometer
.. 10/6
Twin Detector .. 5/ -

Coil Holder..

WEST END
DEPOT FOR
JACKSON

10/6
10/6
5/6

2 -way

<1100MID
GRID LEAK.

BATTERIES (H.T.)

2 for 2

EVER -READY

0

1/6, 2/ 1/6
2/3

FIBRE STRIP
RAYMOND

10 -'-

Edison Bell
1/6FREE
POST

ENCLOSED DETECTOR. WHY
PAY MORE?

Anode Resistance ..
POST 2d. EACH.

..
..

POST 6d. each.

milliminiBillum1111111=111111111p,

OPPOSITE :77j

iDALY7S1
DOOR=

3/ -

1 inch wide.

12;6

Post Free.

12 feet 1
Post Free.

EDISON BELL

By Post 1 6
FINE VARIOMETERS
DOUBLE
SILK
WOUND.

ONE HOLE

ENGINEERING

FIXING

Patent Valve Holder

1/6

13

2 -Way Cam Vernier
Coil Stand

By Post 1'6

9/3 -Way Cam Vernier
Coil Stand

ling. One

111

(EBONITE)
GRAND VALUE

2 -Way, 2 6 ; by Post, 3 3 -Way, 4 3 ; by Post, 4 9

Brass Fittings, Knob Type, on

12/6

EBONITE -

3 -Way Ordinary

4/11 and 5/11

7/6

Post 6d. each.

0-6
0-15

ALL POST FREE

416

CU 1 TO SIZE

" BABY" COIL STANDS DUPLEX -WAXLESS

Base.

GOSW ELL

By Post, 1,'3

Hole Fixing,

METER ADJUSTMENT GLASS -

2/6
3/6

FOR COILS
3 FEET lengths

FORMO

Close Coup-

NOTE!

DUBILIER ; EDISON
BELL ; ETC.

fi GALLERY

.

OUR WONDERFUL MICRO-

( Model
Ne w )
LISSEN; RADIO BRETWOOD
PRESS ENVELOPES; Var. Grid Leak.. ..

:2- RIGHT

Enclosed glass. As Sketch.
Ebonite Base.
Brass
.. 1 -, 1/4,1/6, 2/ -

1/6

Var. Grid Leak
Anode Resistance

13/6

P 1ST FREE

By post 10'6.

1,-

McMichael

BROS. ; R.I. ; BURN DEPT;
GOSWELL
ENG. CO. ; SILVER IGRANIC ;
TOWN ;

-

18;' -

1/11

(With Zincite and Bornite.)

WATMEL

60v.

180v. - 22/6

FORMO
SHROUDED

By Post, 2:3

Also with Base, 1 3

Ebonite
Perikon

26

-

2 for 28

2 Qualities.

Shaped Plug

Nickel

Dubilier

POST 2d. each.

POLAR;

CRYSTAL
Post
DETECTORS 4d. each

All 4 B, A.

(Ebonite Former)
KNOB,
AND DIAL

POST FREE

BASKET
HOLDERS

RHEOSTAT
EUREKA
WIRE,

TERMINALS
WITH NUT &WASHEI
No. 8 per dozen 11 1/3
No. 9
1/1
No. 10
No. 12
1/8
No. 13
1/1

3 Qualities.

H.T.C.

Special valve holder above
panel
..
.
1,9
Ditto, for under panel
1/6

12J6

Reflex

Ebonite Valve
Holder, c u t
from solid rod,
hand -turned, 8
nuts and washers. Each, 1/3.

12 Nuts, 12
.031, .002, .003, .004, TRANSFORMERS
Washers. By
.005, .006, Fixed, 3/Post
1'6 set.
.0001, .0002,
.0003, (L.F.).
2,6 Radio Instruments- .. 25/.0004, .0005
Type 577,.01 .. 7i6 1granic. Shrouded .. 21/Grid Leaks ea 1l 2/6 -Powquip, Shrouded ....A/7_ " POWQUIP " L.F.
Anode Resistance
Formo, Shrouded
.. 18/ 50,000,
70,000,
General Radio S3 ..14/11 TRANSFORMERS.
80,000, 100,000,
Brunet,
Shrouded
.. 131
POST FREE
on stand complete 5/6 Formo, Open..
.. 12/6 BUCKS. (for
Minicap Switch .. 8/ -

9

/9

.. L./

12

10

WATES
MICROSTAT

2/-

..

POST 3d. each.

POST 3d. each.

Not Applicable to Foreign Orders.

Every endeavour is made to despatch goods by return, but sometimes delays occur which are beyond our control and in which cases customers
may rest assured that their orders will be executed in the very shortest period.
They will therefore realise that it is not possible to have orders cancelled
through above causes. All orders over 20/- post free.

DELIVERY.

BASKET COILS
:VIM. Self -Capacity

Set of 5

By Post 2

1/8
Set

EBONITE

(Highgrade)

each
Post 3d. each.

K. RAYMOND

27, LISLE STREET,

LEICESTER SQUARE, W.C.2

No responsibility accepted on post orders unless cheques and postal orders
are crossed and made payable to the firm. Moneys sent must be registered

3/16 in. Id. per sq. inch

I in. Id. per sq. inch

HOURS

=OF BUSINESS : =
7;7. DAILY

- 9 to 7.45 E:

SUNDAY -

10 to /

.11111111111110111001101111111111111111110

'Phone: GERRARD 4637
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TWO PAGES MORE OVERLEAF
N

ALL

HAVE

E
Cga E T; sTRE

TS; BRITISH MADE

AND RECOMMENDED BY LEAD -

ING JOURNALS

UNSOLICITED. / SPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR (

NEW MODEL

RAYMOND'S

'DE LUXE' MODEL

VARIABLE CONDENSERS

AS SHOWN, WITH DIAL.
KNOB AND BUSH.

WITH VERNIER
.001
- - 93
.0005 - 73

WITHOUT VERNIER
.001
- - 6:6
0005 - - 5;6

.0003

-Exclusive design
4,'8 -Triangular fixed vanes
Vernier,00005 3 9

-

69

-

2 Knobs

1 Dial

Post 6d. Set.

ALL

-

-

*001

0002

-

-

*0005 - 511 1
*0003 - 514

-Pressed aluminium spacers

-Fits in any corner
-Takes up tiniest space
SQUARE LAW -Capacity guaranteed
Complete with Knob -Extra insulation
Post 6d. Set.

and Dial

'0003 - 7/6
'0002 - 7/-

9/- TWIN CONDENSER
POST FREE.
of

Composed

two equal
units of X10025

or .0003 mfd.,
operated by
one Knob arm
Dial, thereby
enabling you
to tune two
circuits by one
turn of the
dial. Can he
used in midi,'
or
parallel.
Complete as
shown - with

aluminium ends. Knob and dial.
For Tuned Anode Circuits.

CONDENSERS
.. 4 /6

2 M.F.
25
05

5/-

..

4//'
4/6

Delivery very slow from makers.

" RAYMOND" FIXED
CONDENSERS.
Ebonite Base. -001,0001 to
.0005

.002 to .004
.006

-01 and .02

The set used by

Miss Evelyn Laye
in her dressing -room at Daly's
is made of Raymond parts.

LOUD SPEAKERS

30r.

27'6

STERLING

" DINKIE "
-

42f-

-

551-

-

JUNIOR AMPLION
Newest Model

JUNIOR DE LUXE
Oak Trumpet
BABY STERLING
Splendid Value

VARIGF1ETERS

..

..

densers are splendid. and superior to
any I have ever seen. Please find repeat order. W. Hale, Esq., 3, Gaye St.,
Walsall 30th April, 1924. The last 4
Condensers gave every possible satisfaction -highest quality at extremely
low prices. Kindly despatch enclosed
further order. E. Shepherd, Esq.,
23, Warden Street, Dunedin, 12th May,
1924
Everything came to hand in
splendid condition, the quality
exceeding my expectations.

far

i."111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111112

RIGHT OPPOSITE

DALY'Si

GALLERY DOOR
771111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

'Phone GERRARD 4637.

SUNDRIES

From S. H. COULTER, Esq.,

55, Court Road,
Barry Dock.
Condenser to hand this-a.m. No wonder you Screw Spade Terminals
are snowed under with orders ! IT IS AN Pin Screw Terminals ..
EXCELLENT COMPONENT. Please find repeat Spade Tags _
..
order.

Post free

.30 9/24.

JACKSON EROS.
"J.B." VARIABLE CONDENSERS
001
-00075
.005

..

0003
00025

Standard
86

8,7,-

..
..
..

519

-..

4/9'
4/-

..
..

5/9

..

5/-

Super.
9,6
9/-

8/-

..
..
..
..
..

Microdenser
11/6

11/10/-

8/9
6/9
5/6 ' ..
5/3 ..

819
-

8/9

8/-

7/9

4/8

Post, 2(1. each.
No. 1. 150-450
. .
316
No. 2. 250-700
.. .. 3/11
No. 3. 450-1200
4/3
No. 4. 900-2000
4/6

No. 6. 2200-5000

..

4/9
4,11

BRUNET (genuine
4000 ohm Double
4000 ohm Single
2000 oliM Single

-

POST FREE.

-

16/6
8,3
7(6

.amimamssli

I in.
2/2/-

.. 6 yds.

2/ -

Ebonite Knobs, 11 in. 2 B.A...

6d.

2 for 8d.
Moulded Knobs 1.1 in.
Ditto 1 in. 2 B.A.
.. 2 for 8(1.
Ebonite ex -handles 6 in.
.. 9d.
D.C.C., I.R.C. Bell Wire 10 yds. 1/ -

Double 'Phone Cords, 72 in... 1/11
Porcelain S.P.D.T. Switch .. 1/11
Ditto D.P.D.T. Switch
- 2/6
Battery Clips . ,
...
doz. 10d,
1/3 and 1/ -

Lead -in Wire 4 fd/M.. 10 yds. 2/6
Lead-in Wire
.. 10 yds. 1/6

..

Twin Flex

12 yds. 1/11

100 ft. 7/22 Aerial Wire with
four insulators

3/6
Nugraving Titles or Scales .. 8(1.
10/ " R.I." Choke Coil ..
3/3
9
Nickel Panel Switches, D.P.D.T. 1/5
4/2
3/-/2
10 x 8 Ditto, S.P,D.T.
1/2
4/2
3/3
12 x 6
1/4
4/8
12 x 9 ..
5/6
Insulating Sleeving 3 yds.
7/6
5/6
12 x 12 ..
Tinned copper sq., 16 gauge,l5ft. l/.. 7/6
14 x 10
5/6
., 4d.
Spearpoint Whisker, gold
Cut to Size, 3/16 in. at Id. square inch.
Foreign Post extra.
9d.
Gold Whisker ..
Set of 6 (one gold)
..
6d.
POST PRICES Variometer (260/650) .. 3/3 and 2/6
4/11
Ditto Ebonite
..
6/11
16 D.C.C. 3 lb. - 2/- 20 D.C.C. 1 lb. - 1/3 Ditto Ball Rotor ..
1/4
1
lb.
3/6
22
16
1 lb.
.. 5/6
Burndept Detector
1 lb. - 1/6 Screw Wander Plugs
18
.,
1 lb. - 2/3 24
pair 6d.
/lb. 1/8
1 lb. - 3/9 26
18

..

1/6
1/6

..

28 D.C.C. /lb. - 1'10

CALLERS' PRICES ELSEWHERE
FRENCH THOMSON-HOUSTON
4000 ohm 'Phones
100 pairs at 12/11
POST 6(1.

K.
RAYMOND
27, LISLE STREET,

LEICESTER
SQUARE, W.C.2
responsibility accepted on post orders unless cheques and postal orders
No

..

Empire Tape, in.
Insulating Sleeving

D.C.C. WIRE

ENERCO

No. 5. 1600-3030 ..

3/16 in.'

1/ doz.
doz. 10d.
doz. 5d.
12 yds 9d.

Ebonite Valve Holders

Post 3d. s?.t.

83/-

H.F. Plug-in Transformers

W Kennard, Sig. -Telegraphist, H.M.S.
Leamington. 2nd July, 1921. The Con-

Tested your Condensers on

6x6
7x5

Post free 1 Of ^"

Sept., 1924.

UNSURPASSED FOR FINE TUNING Megger and got "INFINITY

POST PRICES

FALLON
IGRANIC
EDISON-BELL

Millorn.
are a

C. Walton, Esq., Andover.

HIGH GRADE EBONITE

Post 3d. each

Condensers

Dealer.

Vernier

I8f11

1/2
1/3
1/8
1/9

POST FREE.

Your

REVELATION to me as a

.0002
'0001

MOND

Various
threiouss
Stocked.

says:-

-Wonderful for Portables

RAYT.C.C.
(New.)

POST 6d. SET.
John Blair, Esq,
Read! Pharmacy.

10/6 -Stout vanes
9/6 -Perfect efficiency

Postage 3d. Set.

4/1 I

*0002 -

-New one hole fixing method
-Terminal connections

ith Vernier
1 1 /6

.0005 - 7, 11

MANSBRIDCE
FIXED

715

0003

With the knob X: dial

ago

LEADING
CIRCUITS

are crossed and made payable to the lietn. Moneys sent must be registered

Skinderviken Button. Alumin. 5i Seven Twist Drills (H.S.)

..

Taps 0. 2, 4, 6 B.A.
Sorbo Ear Pads

..

..

..
Neutron Crystal
Blue Tungstalite
Gecosite (G.E.C.)
Tumbler Switches (Ebonite)

Valve Sockets, Plain (nut and
washer)

doz.

Sets of Spanners

..
,

.

1/11

set 2/pair 119
1/6
1/6
1/3
1/9

1/ -

2/-

L11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111,

HOURS

OF BUSINESS :
9 to 7.45E,
.
SUNDAY . 10 to 1 .2:
DAILY

-
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POST PAGES CONTINUED

SEE OVERLEAF EXTRA POSTAGE ON FOREIGN ORDERS. SEE OVERLEAF
The CREAM of the

BROWN'S (Featherweight)
B.T.H. (Wonderful Tone) ..
BRANDES (Matched Tone)
GENERAL RADIO ..

VALVES

COILS

Cossor P.1 and P.2 12/6

DOUBLE, 23 spokes each side.
POST FREE 3/11

Mullard L.F. & H.F. 12/6
Mullard D.
ra 21/B.T.H. R.4 - - - 12/8
B.T.H. P.5 -06 - - 25/Ediswan A.R. - - 12/6
Ediswan A.R.D.E.
21/Ediswan A.R. -OS
25/ Marconi R. and II.5 12/6
Marconi D.E.R. - 21 Marconi D.E.3
25/ POST FREE

BRASS FORMER

WORLD'S HEADPHONES
4,000 ohms.
STERLING 4,000 ohms
NEW MODEL
..

TO MAKE YOUR OWN

25/ -

25/25/25/ -

POST PRICE

20/-

TINNED COPPER
..

18 Round 1 lb. ..

Dr. NESPER

GENUINE

HEADPHONES

"N & K"

Genuine

Nesper-

phone, 4,000 ohms.

Fitted with adjust-

able diaphragm, detachable receivers,

double leather covered head-

springs, long flexible cords, nickel plated parts. Very

comfortably fitting
to the head.

LOOK FOR THE

TRADE MARK.
4,000 ohms .. 12'6
Post 6d. pair.

..
..

20 Round, 4 lb...

TELEFUNKEN 4,000 ohms
HEADPHONES
As light as a Feather .. 17/11

16 Square, 12 ft.
18 Square, 12 ft.

..

2/6
2/8
10d.
9d.

GUIDE FOR
CHELMSFORD

HEADPHONES

N. & K.

Reaction

Aerial

Coil No. 150
200
Tuned Anode 250 or 300

ly " got up to de-

ceive. Make sure of
the genuine article,

French "R"
Phillips "R" -

6/11
7/6

-

French -06- - - 15,11
Post 6d. each

the original " N &
K," and avoid dissatisfaction.
See
that the letters

TRANSFORMER

other -are stamped.
4,000 ohms ..12/11
6,000 ohms ..13/3
Post 6d. pair.

AIL VALVES ON

21,-

(Prov. Pat.)
VALVE HOLDERS

ACCUMULATORS

High finish.

MADE BY WELL-KNOWN

Absolutely Safe.

Low Capacity.

FIRM FOR ME.
2 v. 40 amps. 9/6. By post 10/6
4 v. 40 amps. 16/6. By post 17/6
4 v. 60 amps. 19/6. By post 20/6
4 v. 80 amps. 23/6. By post 24'6
6 v. 60 amps. 27/6. By post 29'-

RADIO PRESS

DALY'Si

f. GALLERY DOOR=
TalM111111111111111111111111111111111111111IT:

'Phone: GERRARD 4637.

12;6

Fitting s

Nickel

3,'3
By Post 3 9

POLAR (2 -way)

21/ -

11, -

POST FREE

GOSWELL
(see elsewhere)
VALVES
4 Type 1T to 1T
..
0 each

Post 6d. each.

...
n
1 04

" R.I."

6d.

NEW MODEL

THORPE K4 VALVES

POST FREE 5'9

OPPOSITE g.

Extension Handles

By Post 8d.

POST PRICES

FRANCO, 2 -way (plug-in)
12/6
Ditto
3 -way
1716
The only GEARED COILHOLDER on the
market.

RIGHT

COIL STANDS

PHILLIPS D.E.

UNIVERSAL (FRANCO)
Basket Coil Stand, 2 -way

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110

MYERS VALVES
UNIVERSAL DULL EMITTER

1,'3 POST FREE.

TRANSFERS

D.C.C. COIL for 5 X X, 1'6. By post 1/9

1,'6

POST FREE 7, 6

EASILY FIXED.
Exceptionally neat appearance

By post 346
By post 40/6

Basket Coil, complete with
adapter, specially made to use with
650 variometer, 2/6.
By post 2/9
LOADING PLUG and Socket
.. 9d.

at

CAM -VERNIER

"iMURRAY"

OFFERED CHEAPLY

D.C.C.

1

2, 3, 4 at 2 6

(2 -way)

BEWARE OF "PATTERN"

CHELMSFORD (5X X)

No.

By Post 5.3

POST SENT AT
PURCHASER'S RISK.

6 v. 80 amps. 33/-.
6 v. 105 amps. 38/6.

RADIO PRESS
ENVELOPES

Ditto 3 -way
4/'9

" SUCCESS " L.F.

"N&K"-and no

21 /POST 1/ -

Ebonite 2 -way with

On 1,600 Metres

Guard against inferior
imitations
which are " clever-

LOUD SPEAKER
A LITTLE OEM

VARIOMLTER 250:600

2/6

Ditto with fixing clips
4

(5 -pin) for UNIDYNE

17/6

THORPE K 1 ..
POST FREE

10/ -

5 -Pin Valve -holder

-

1/8

3/ EBONITE BALL ROTOR

NEW LISSEN LINES

6/11
Leave the selection to me and
you won't be disappointed

5 Point Switch - 4 -

44 00JAH "

ALL KINDS STOCKED

at 2/11 3,'6 3/9 4/- 4/6

IN SEALED BOX

Don't Buy Otherwise
Post 25/- Free

Auxiliary Res. - -

GRAPHITE
Pile

Rheostat

or R Valves

for D.E.
.

At

,

K.
RAYMOND
27, LISLE STREET,

LEICESTER
SQUARE, W.C.2
No responsibility accepted on post orders unless cheques and postal orders
are crossed and made payable to the firm. Moneys sent must be registered.

-

1, 3

Lissen Choke - 10/ Post Free
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.THIS PACE IS FOR CALLERS ONLY

OPEN

WEEKDAYS

ALL POST ORDERS FROM THE OTHER THREE PACES

9 to 7.45

Prices subject to alteration without notice. Every endeavour made to keep
large stocks ; but am not responsible for manufacturers' non - deliveries.

10 to 1

INTO POST ORDERS FROM/

PAGE.

SWITCHES ON

EBONITE PARTS.

SUNDRIES.

Porcelain D.P.D.T.
1 7)
13
Porcelain S.P.D.T.
18
Ebonite D.P.D.T.
.. 1 3
Ebonite S.P.D.T.
MM. Panel D.P.D.T... 1
Min. Panel S.P.D.T. ..101d.

Good Coil Plugs from 41d.

'Phone Cords (6 feet)
Nugraving

BATTERIES 4.5
Vulco English 4 5

..

4d.

H.T. BATTERIES.
Best Made 30 v.
Best Made 60 v.
Best Made 66 v.
Ever -ready 66 v.
Ever -ready 108 v.

..
..

416

7/6
9/ -

.. 13i6
.. 22,6
Siemens' " Q " 1 5 .. 3, .. 119
Ever -ready ditto

B.B.C. 9 volts
B.B.C. 60 volts
B.B.C. 36 volts
B.B.C. 16 volts

..
..
..

9,6
5,6
26

RHEOSTATS.
Small 5 ohms..

13
13

..
One Hole Fixing
19
..
Ormond
.. 1 6
Ebonite Former
.. 1 10
Ditto and Dial
Igranic, T.C.B., and all
known makes.
CRYSTAL

DETECTORS, &c.
Enclosed Brass, Large
Ditto, Nickel or Brass,
Large

..

13
1, 6

91d.
Small Brass
Ebonite, Enclosed ..
28
Mic. Met Type
.. 5 Burndept
14.
1)d.
Easi-Fix Cups
.. 3d.
Gold Spearpoint
.. 1 6
Neutron Crystal

Hertzite (Shaw's) 8d. & 1 -

Edison Bell Shaped .. 1/ Raymond ditto
.. 101d.

.. 81d.
Basket Adapters
Also at 1/- cC 1:3
2 -way Coil Stands .. 2;6
With Extens. Handle 2/11
Also at 3/6, 4/-, 4/6
3 -way
.. 4/3, 4/6, 5/9/ Goswell Cam Vernier
'12;6
Franco
Polar
.. 11/-

Coil Plug on Stand .. 11 Ditto, Swivel Movement 1/3
Coil Plug and Clips .. 614.

BRASS PARTS.
W.O. or Pillar Terminals 14.
Small Pillar .. 4 for 31d.
.. ld.
'Phone 4 B.A.
'Phone 2 B.A., 2 for.. 2)4.
4 for 3d.
Valve Sockets

(Above with Nut Washer)
Valve Pins and Nuts, 2 a ld.
Stop Pins and Nuts 2 a ld.
Plug and Socket
pr. 1d.
4 a ld.
Spring Washers
.. ld
Spade Screws..
Pin Screws .. 2 for 1.14.
Spade Tags ..
5 a ld
Spring Pillar Terminals 2)d.
Nuts, 2, 4, 5, 6 B.A. doz. 2d.
Washers (Brass) 12 a 1d.

VALVES.
Phillips " R "
French " Metal "

.. 76
.. 6,11

Very Good Value, Wound

D.C.C. and Knob ..
Ebonite D.S. Wound,
with Ball Rotor and

1,'6

.. 1/4
Set of Spanners
Taps, 0, 2, 4, 6 B.A. set 2 Small Soldering Irons 8)d.
7 -Twist (H.S.) Drills.. 1 4

Raymond Inside Wind-

MURRAY VALVE
HOLDER (Patent) 1

41d.
8d. to 1/ ft. 2)d.

Switch Arms
Copper Foil ..
18g. Sq. Tin Copper
15 ft. 5d.
16g. Sq. Tin Copper
12 feet 5d.
Round Tin Copper,various Sizes.
Insulated Staples 5 a 1d.
Insulated Hooks 4 for 3d.
Rubber Lead in, 30 feet 1/3
7,22 Copper Aerial,
100 ft. 1/101

Extra Heavy Aerial

/3

Legless .Valve Holder,
.. 1,' Solid Ebonite

ing

Empire Tape,
2 yds.

8/11

..

1

in.,
1d.

Ditto,) in. .. 2 yds. 11d.
6 in. Ebonite Anticap

Handles
Battery Clips
2a
Skinderviken
Buttons (Aluminium)
Connecticut Switches
1,000 ohm Bobbins ..
2,000 ohm Bobbins ..
Sorbo
Rubber Ear

8d.
1d.

4/6
1/4
1/3
1/8

pr.

Adhesive Tape Roll ..

1;4
21d.

Waxless ST100 (2)
Waxless (5) 200/2,000,

1/-

Caps

Basket Coils.,

set 1/8

Waxed (6), 200/3,600
set

1/8
Waxed (7), 150/3,600 1/11
Chelmsford No.
8
Tandeo
1/- 1/8
Chelmsford, D.C.0 .. 1/3
1 Complete with Adapter 2/3

(To use with variometer.)
Allen var. Gd. Lk. .. 1/3
Allen Anode Res. ..
1/3
Scales, 0-180, 24., 3d., 4d.
Dial and Knob (Ed. Bell) 1/3
Dial (Ebonite)
.. 10d.

Brunet Headphones .. 14/6
Twin Flex .. 4 yds. 6d.
D.C.C. Bell Wire, 10 yds. 5d.

(Indiarubber covered)

Sleeving

Knob, 200/700 metres 5/11
.. 3/11
Ebonite, 200,'600

TOOLS.

doz.

600

Impregnated Board,
Wound D.C.C. and
Clips, 200;600 metres 2 6

4,'9

3d.

Good Knobs
.. 11d.
Small Knobs, 2014 B.A. 2d.
Studs, Nuts and Washers

21- & 2/3
Good Valve Holders
8d.
H.T.C. in Stock
1/6, 1/9
H.F.Transformers.300/

VARIO METERS.

Dutch " R "..

..

1:5
71d.

100 ft.

Midite

Dutch Detector

Similar Sets (Titles or
Scales)

..

Wander Plugs

Coloured Plugs

SUNDAYS

yd. 4d.

pr. 8d.
each 11d.

(All screw pattern)
Electron Aerial
.. 1,3)
Polished Boxes, 8 by 8 3/6

SUNDRIES.

NO POST ORDERS.

Tungstalite
11Microstat
2/6
Tumbler Switches
.. 1/4
(Ebonite) ..
Fibre Strip (for Coils)
3 feet 21d.

12 Studs
12 Nuts.
12 Washers.

BEST SWITCH ARM.

D.C.C. Wire, per) lb. 13 g... 9d. 20 g.
9d
22 g.
10d. 24 g.
1/26 g.
1/1 28 g.
1/3

ITIE LOT

10-A.

CRYSTAL CALLERS
DETECTOR.

30 g... 1/6 Etc., etc.
Solder.,
per stick 24.
2 Color Flex .. yard 21d.
Shellac
Battery Box ..
.. 4,6

only.

Glass enclosed. Mi-

crometer adjustment.

1 ia
/

BRASS FORMER

(with clips for 36 v.)
Nickel Pillar Terminals 2d.
Nickel Contact Studs
2 for 11d.
Nickel Switch Arm .. 1/ (one hole fixing)
Loading Coil and plug 8d.
Gamages Permanite
1/ Condenser Brushes .. 6d.

'DOUBLE) 23 spokes2 /11
..
each side..
Make your own coils
CALLER'S PRICE ONLY.

EXIDE.
D.T 9 Type. 2 Volts. (Glass).
(For "06) 5/ -

SHAW'S HERTZITE.
BEATS ALL
OTHER " ITES."

EBONITE 3/16 -in.

Impossible to Advertise

6x6

CALLERS' PRICES.

All the Goods Stocked.

'Ware Imitations.

N and K
4,000 ohms

.

..
..
..

7 x 5 ..
8 x 6 ..
9 x 6 ..
10 x 8
12 x 6
12 x 9
12 x 12
14 x 10

,.
..

1/4
1/4
1/10
2/-

3/.
I V-

413

5/6
5/8
CUT TO SIZE 1c1. sq. in.
WE STOCK 1 -in. EBONITE.

12/11

GENUINE STAMPED.

"POPULAR

WIRELESS."

MYERS VALVES.
UNIVERSAL.

D.E.

12/6

21/ -

Strong Valve Template

FREE

TO
CALLERS.
(Limited number, of course.)

"METAL"

4d.

.. ld.
Egg Insulators
ld.
Reel ditto ..
Thick Rubber Lead-in
per yd. 2d., 3d.
Ribbon Aerial 100 ft. 1/10
Panels Drilled
Radio Press Envelopes.
Raymond Fixed Condensers

(FRENCH) .06
VALVES,

15/11

DR. NESPER

'001, '0001 to '0005, 10d.
.. 1/'002, '003, '004
'006 1,3 ; '01 1/9 ; '02 1'9
Polar Micrometer
.. 5 6
Condenser ..

(SEE TRADE MARK)
4,000 OHM 'PHONES

12/6

IMPORTANT.

(NOT DR."ANYTHINC n

Don't forget that

RAYMOND'S
have the goods.

KO POST ORDERS
FROM THIS PAGE
LOWEST PRICES.

Imitation is the Sincerest Form of Flattery !

NO POST ORDERS FROM THIS PAGE.
H il111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111a
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'Phone: GERRARD 4637,

K.
RAYMOND
27, LISLE STREET,
LEICESTER SQUARE, W.C.2

No responsibility accepted on post orders unless cheques and postal orders
are crossed and made payable to the firm. Moneys sent must be registered.
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To WIRELESS TRADERS, DEALERS,
ELECTRICIANS, and others.
THE AUCTION ROOMS,
13, HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.I.

HENRY BUTCHER & CO.

will SELL by AUCTION, on the PREMISES, on
THURSDAY, November 6th, 1924, at 10.30 *a.m.,

RADIOTORIAL

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS.
(Continued from page 402.)

large quantities of ex -Government Surplus

WIRELESS and ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES
and STORES, comprising:

50,000 gross BRASS TERMINALS and SCREWS.
200 Drs. HEADPHONES, 500 HEADBANDS, 2,000
SINGLE EAR PHONES.
2,000 SINGLE MICROPHONES, 1,000 2-m.f. CONDENSERS.

6,000 Crystal Cups, 3,500 Crystals in Cups, 4,000

Gramophone Variolettes.

1,000 PLUGS and JACKS, 50 VOLT METERS, 150

e

cannot be reprinted.
The basket coils for aerial and anode circuits were
of 45 and 70 turns respectively.
The valves named are quite suitable.

GALVANOMETERS.

LARGE QUANTITY of VALVE and CRYSTAL SETS.
30 MILES ELECTRIC CABLE.
100 10 -LINE EXCHANGE SWITCHBOARDS, Etc., Etc.

On view NOVEMBER 5th AND MORNING OF SALE.
Catalogues may be obtained from
Messrs Henry Butcher & Co., Auctioneers, Valuers &
Surveyors, 63 & 64, Chancery Lane, W.C.2.

HELMET POOL

The New Empire Ball and Disc Game.
Price 1 / 1 1. British Made. Post 4d.
FORGE & CO., EASTHAM FERRY, CHESHIRE.

IZTI11T

1111AST RR CRYSTAL.
Get ALL Wave Lengths with the

H. B. T. (Llandebie, Carmarthen). -I am
living in the country about 17 miles from

There is no Tuning System so efficient

for ALL wave lengths provided you

use " G -W " Sliders. They make a
BROAD, FIRM contact on ONE wire,

and roll smoothly over them without

scraping -100 per cent. efficient.. 1/- ea.
from all dealers, or 1/3 post free from
J. & J. LAKER CO., 457, Romford Rd., London, E.7

NAVY PATTERN

Sectional Steel Wireless Masts.

The LIGHTEST, STRONGEST, and CHEAPEST in
the World. Complete with pulley, cleat, wire rope,
strainers, insulatora, ground anchors, base plate
and full instructions. A man and boy can erect a
40 -foot mast in an hour.

30-ft.,.40/-. 40 -ft., 55/..

50 -ft., 90/,

All orders in strict rotation and carriage paid
HAMILTON MAY (Late Lieut. RrN.V.R.),

Doone Cottage, Weybridge, Surrey.

rWIRELESS MASTS
cik 4 WithIronFittings. Sentany- GA/

UV it where. 13f t. Masts for fixing OUr.
to house. List 2d. Trade supplied. -Amateur

HOW TO ERECT, CONNECT AND MAKE

all kinds of wirelessapparatusinclud-

ing crystal and dual amplification
sets, one and two valve amplifiers,
also the latest two, three, and four
valve tuned anode receivers. 160
Pages, Including 28 diagrams.

SAXON RADIO CO. (DEPT 14). South Shore, BLACKPOOL.

GABINETS YOU WANT.

- PICKETT'S CABINETS -they're good
value, from 1/6 each, highly polished.

Cabinet (P.W.) Works, Albion Road,
Writs for List.
Bexley Heath, S.E.

INVENTIONS
,.,=
PATEN110 Trade Marks and Designs Registered.
Particulars and consultations free.

BROWNE & CO., Patent Agents,
9. Warwick Court, Holborn, London. W.0.1.
Established 1840.

Telephone: Chancery 7547.

P.W. UNIDYNEWITH DULL EMITTER VALVES

Will you be so kind as to advise me of a good
It may be that it is too far for a crystal
set to wollc when Swansea commences, and it
may be wise to have a set which is convertible

phones from 15/6; Loud Speakers, 29,V; Crystal
Sets from 19/6; Amplifiers from 42/-; Valve Sets

stand very much about it yet.

TOWNSHENDS, Ltd., Ernest St., Birmingham.

one ?

to a valve set. I am afraid I do not under-

We are afraid that at 17 miles a crystal set will

not be of much use without valve amplification. We

J. R. H. (Nottingham), " Revlex " (Wigan),
W. H. W. (Salford), J. G. N. (Kidderminster),
A. E. C. (Tywardreath), W. H. (Romney),
G. J. B. (Dublin), R. Y. (Middleton St. George),
7. L. (Dublin), E. L. (Eastville, Bristol), J. A.
(Runcorn), F. C. P. (Olton), W. L. A. ('Wolverhampton),- W. E. S. R. (Kandy), F. S.
(Ardwick), A. C. N. T. (Newport, Mon.), L. W.
(Wigston), H. S. (Blackrod, near Chorley).
In sending your queries unaccompanied by a

stamped, addressed envelope you disregarded the
rules of the Query Department. As the questions
are net of sufficient general interest to answer through
these columns (or else have already been dealt with)
replies can only be sent through the post. For this

FOR WIRELESS SETS, MOUNTING

ani

BOX MAKING USE

CESTUS

BLACK INSULATING PANELS
(will stand 5,000 volts).
12x 9 Xikin. 1/8

6 x 6 x,1,111. 1/-

9x9xtin. 1/4

12 x12 x in. 2/8
All sizes kept in stock. Full size sheet 24 x 38 in.
from 1 in. up to lin. thick.

All orders are despatched by return POST FREE.

CROPLEY ENC. CO., t3.12,1,,slatirirt
Trade Enquiries Invited.

-01 VALVES FOR 12/6 This genuine offer of TESTED Dutch -06 valves,

1.6 to 2 volts ifi., 30-100 volts anode, is open
for a short time only. Postage and packing free.

purpose a stamped and addressed envelope should be

24 HOURS' APPROVAL

Foreign readers -whose postage stamps cannot
be used for pre -payment of letters to be posted in
this. country -can send " Reply Coupons," which
are 'obtainable at their local post -offices, and can be
exchanged here for British stamps. The queries

4 Electrode TESTED Valves for P.W. Unidyne,12/6
ANELOY PRODUCTS (Dept. P25), Eton Works,
Upland Road, London, S.E. 22.

enclosed.

should be repeated, and should in all cases be numbered. Replies to each question will then be given
under the appropriate numeral.
*

A. R. (Nairobi). -I am using a receiver with
two high -frequency valves, followed by
crystal rectification and a stage of low -frequency amplification. The two high -frequency
circuits are the two tuned anodes, consisting of

Will

PANELITE.
withstand 5000 volts. Black finish.

Will no

racture. 6 x 6x 3/16, 1/-; 7 x 5, 1 /1; 8 x 5, 1/2
5, 1/4; 9 x 6, 1/6: 10 z 9, 2/2; 12 z 10, 2/9
9
14z12,4/ -,post paid. Other sizes and thickness pro rata.

RA1)10 PANEL CO. (Dept. " P "1,

143, Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.

A- Book Bargain The Home Radio. How to make and use it.
$y Verrill. For those interested in im-

home -wound cylindrical coils with '001 condensers across theth. With this apparatus

proving their sets or installing more
efficient ones. Published 3/6. Offered,
new, for 1/9, post free. Quote offer 120.

signals, which I believe are sent out either by
Government wireless stations at Mombasa,

FOYLES, 121, CHARINC CROSS ROAD, LONDON.

I can, practically every night, hear Morse

Zanzibar, etc., .or ships in or about those

harbours. The distance from here to Mombaia is about 325 miles. My principal trouble
is atmospherics. On some days these are so

noisy and continuously persistent that the
regular signals are drowned absolutely, and I
can hear nothing but loud rumbling noises as
if something was tumbling down. Rarely,
however, when these are at their minimum
strength, I can hear the signals very loud in
the 'phones. Is there any way you can suggest for tie elimination of these noises ? I am

pretty sure that these are not due to any

PHILIPS' 4 electrode dull emitter valves,

coupling between the high -frequency valves,

thein.

Formerly I was using transformer

but the atmospherics were there.
'
2. When I am 'using rectification by means
of a valve and grid condenser I find I can
hear the signals even without the use of a grid

leak and that the addition of the grid leak

Each calve is tested before dispatch and Is
guaranteed to give satisfaction. Address: -

makes no difference whatever in the strength of
the received signals.

GEORGE, 112, Bedford Road,
Clapham
LONDON, S.W.4.

3. Is it not possible to increase the range of
my receiver with the present apparatus, as I
(Continued on page 410.)

E.

from 77/6. Direct from actual manufacturers.

set- as advertised in our columns by various firms.

Build a Set which requires only ONE Dry
Battery to operate it.

PHILIPS' 4 eleptrode bright emitter valves,
Post free, 12/6'eich
3.5 volts,

EVERYTHING FOR WIRELESS

Send for new bargain list of all components. Head-

should suggea you build or buy a one -valve reflex
receiver as described in our issue No. 103, or else a

fault in the receiver, as, as soon as I sever the
aerial connection to the receiver, the noises
automatically stop and I can find no trace of

1.6-1.8 volts, :15 amp. Post free, 30/- each

Va /le ry

My intention was to put up a crystal set.

Wireless Service, 33p., Elms Rd., Aldershot.

This book gives more practical Information
about building wireless instruments than
others at ten times the price.

e

219-229 SHAFTESBURY AVENUE.W.C2

Swansea as the crow flies, and have thought I
would like to put up a wireless set this winter.

"G -W" SLIDER

on a Two -Slider Coil Inductance.

Stand No. 40 & 51 -Manchester Wireless Exhibition

We regret that no more booklets describing the
set are available for distribution. The last one wa
aiven away several weeks ago, and particulars

'PHONES ' REWOUND

Resistance and Signal Tested before despatch.
Postage extra. backing free.
Remagnetising, 1 / -. New 'Phone Leads, 1/6 & 2/6,
Transformers Repaired at h of Original Cost.
HARRISON, M. Weston Street. Southwark. London.

2,000 w., 3/6; 4,000 w. 4/. (Ex -Army, same'.

MAS TS !

MASTS!!

MASTS !!'!

You must have good ones for distance! SO ONLY
Ex-R.A.F. 27 -feet Canadian spliced hollow Maple in
2 jointed sections. These masts cost R3-15.0 each
to make. Carriage paid anywhere U.K., 22/6 completo; London areaT, 21/, Ono man can erect.
DON' MISS THESE :
Steel hollow section masts, socketed and Jointed
2, 6' sections, 1/. each, carr. paid 50 feet or over,
Add 1 /6 for less. LIMITED QUANTITY ONLY.
Money returned if not approved
MILNE, 2, STAFFORD ST., OLD BOND
'Phone: Regent 6487,
ST., LONDON, W.1.
STALLOY DIAPHRAGMS from 11' to 4' by 16ths.
For 'Phones and Loud Speakers from 6d. to 2/- each.
Ear Caps, all sizes, from 1/- to 1/9; Choke Coils,

500-1,000 ohms, 2/3; G.P.O. Transformers, 2/3;

G.P.O. Transmitters, 4/- Mark 3 Buzzers, 5/6 each ;

Spark Gaps, 3/-; 5- and 7 -way Ebonite Terminal
Boards. 1/- and 1/3; Hot Wire tamp. Meters from
'0 to 2 amps., 7/6 each; Milliamp. Meters, '0 to
50 milliamps. and '0 to 500 from 15/- to 30/- each;
Single Ear 'Phones, 2,000 ohms W.D., 6/6 each ;
'Phone Units for making up Loud Speakers, 4/8.

(All goods Post Free.)

J. JARVIS,

29, New Kent Road, London, S.E.1.
'Phone: Hop 4382 and StreathaM 2431.
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-Hello! Hello!! "Uncle Torn', Calling_
"Uncle Tom," Newcastle's First Station Director, Calling

" Uncle Tom,99 of PAYNE & HORNSBY, LTD.

The Pioneers of Cheap Priees in the North and the only Firm in Great Britain with actual Broadcasting Experience
AERIAL WIRE. -7/22 Stranded Copper, 100 ft..

DIAPHRAGMS, 2d. and 3d.

DIALS, 11,
DIALS AND KNOBS, 1/3.
EAR CAPS for all makes of 'Phones, 6d. to 1/6.
Aerial Wire, per 100 ft., 1/8.
EMPIRE TAPE, per yd., 16.
ACCUMULATORS. -Fuller's 2 volt 40 amp. in
EARTH CLIPS, 456, to 6d.
Ebonite, 9/6; 2 volt 60. 11/9; 4 volt 40, 1S/6; EBONITE.
-Cut to any size, I to I in., per lb..
4 volt 60. 22/6; 6 volt 20. 27/8; 6 volt 601, 33/9.
BRASS RODS. -Screwed 2 B.A., 12 in. lengths. 3/6.
EBONITE TUBE. All sizes stocked.
1 /11

ed Copper
Strandper
50 ft, .,

101/ -0 f;

aud, ed 7/ Co25 pper.

1Electron
/6: 7/22

"

"

2Irl.; Screwed 4 13 A., 12 in. lengths. 256.

BRASS ROD, SQUARE. -Cot any length,

per

12
In.,3d.
BAE
BOARDS. -6 In. by 6 in., 94.; 9 tn. by
6 in,

FILAMENT RHEOSTATS. - Velvet Perfecta,
1.16, Ormond, 2/-; Eilostat, 2/6; Microstat, 2/9;
T.C.B. 30 and 6 ohms, 4/- Igranic (with Vernier),
7/6; Igranie (Plain), 4/6;'Lissarstat Minor, 3/6,
Lussarstat Major, 7/6; 30 ohm Special for 06

BUZZERS for testing, 2/-.
3/3.
BUSHES for Condensers and Varlometers.-Con- Valves,
FORMERS. -Cardboard, very stout. from 2 in. to
denser top bush, ltd.; Condenser bottom bush.
4 in. diameter, id. to 46;
156.; Variometer, screwed bush, 256.
FORMERS, VARIOMETERS, in Black Com.
BELL WIRE. -Single, 2 yds., lid.; double position,
per pair, 3d.
1BORES.
yd., ltd.-All Sin, stocked or made to order.
FLEX. -For 'Phone Corgs H.T. Leads to many
CATWHISKERS.-Silcer, 16.' Gold, 2d.; Spear other jobs, per yd., 2d.; Red and Black Twisted,
tubes,
5d.
per
yd.,
2d.,
Silk Covered, per yd., 15d.
point (Silver), 2d.; Gold Whiskers in
GRIT LEAKS.-"Dubilier" 2 meg., 2/6;
Experimenter's Envelopes of 4 & 5 Whiskers, 3d.
CONNECTORS (Brass), useful for many jobs " Lissen " Variable, 2/6; " Watmel," 2/6; "Bretwood," 31,
ltd.
HYDROMETERS (ACID TESTERS), 5/6.
COIL HOLDERS. -Single, 9d. to 2/6; 2 -way,
HEADPHONE CORDS. 1/6 and 213.
3/-,
3/6,
3/8,
4/-,
4/6,
5/6;
3
-way,
4/-,
4/6
HIGH TENSION BATTERIES.--" Phcenix,"
51-, 5/8. Cam Vernier, 2 Coil holders, 9/-; Polar
Cam6 Vernier, 11/-; Polar Universal 2 Coil Holder M.A.L., S.D.H., 15 volts, 2/9; 30 volts. 5/6; 36
10/6; Coil Plugs for attaching Basket Coil to Plug volts, 6/6; 60 volts, 10/6; 90 volts, 16/6; 100
into ordinary 2 or 3 Coil Holder, 76. 11-, 1/3; Coi volts. 16/6; Siemens, Ever Ready, etc., in stork.
HIGH FREQUENCY PLUG-IN TRANSPlugs for making own Coils, Plain Flat Type, 7d,
to 8,000
Wedge Type, 96.. 106., and if-; Fitted with
Ebonite Wings, 1/3,
COILS. -Duplex Warless Coils, per set of 5, 2/6
Duplex Coil, wound to 1,600 metres for Chelmsford
2/-; Tapped Coils, d.c.c., 20 Tappings, 1/i1
Enamel Wound Coils, 6 by 21), 1/4; O'Keefe, Burn
dept and %rani° Coils always in stock.

dispatched_ same day.
Please orders
send ample postage. Excess will
be returned.
Mail

FORMERS. -All wave -lengths from 150

Valves and High Tension Batteries sent through
at purchaser's
turnable.

post

Business Hours

risk only and are not rePrice Lists Free.
- - - 9 to 3

metres, prices from 3/9 to 5/6; Leslie McMichael
H.F. Transformers, 300 to 600 metres, 7 / -; 1,000
t o 3,000 metres, 7/-,
INSULATORS. -Large Reel, 1(1., Small Reel,
16.; Egg Type, 16.; Shell Type, Id.; hook (for
indoor use), 16.
CONDENSERS. -Fixed, All, Capacities, 001 to
003 and -0001 to .0005, fid.,"' Edison Bell" Fixed

Condensers, All Capacities, 002 to -006. 2/; All
Capacities, 001 to 0006, 1/3; " Dubilier " Fixed
Jondensers, 001 to 006, 3/-; 0001 to 0005,

2/6; Hansbridge " Condensers, 006, 2/6; 25,
2/9; -5, 3/3; 1 inf., 3/6; 2 nit., 4/-.
'

CONDENSER SPINDLES. -All sizes. 116. to

4d.

CONDENSERS (Variable).-" Ormond," 001.
8/-; -00075, 7/-; 0005, 6,/-; 0003, 5/6: 0002,
5/-; 0001, 4/-, "Vernier, ' 4/-; Condensers, wills
" Vernier," .001, 9/6; -0005. 7/6; -0003, 7/-;

" Du -Anode" Condensers, 00025, 10/6.
CONTACT STUDS. -5d, per doz., complete with
nuts and washers; Nickel, per doe., 1/3.
CONTACT STOPS. -Two for a ld., complete
wills nut and washer.
CONDENSER VANES. -6d. per doz.
CRYSTALS. -Small Box Hertzite, 9d Large Box
Hertzite, 1./; Midite, 1/-; Tungstalite (Blue Label).
1/6; Gecosite, 1/3; Lapisite (Gold Whisker), 66.;
Carborundum, 4d.; Bornite, 6d.; Zincite, 94.;
Crystal Cups, patent screw tops, 24d.; 3 screw
tops, 116.
CRYSTAL SETS. -Excellent results are being
obtained on these Sets, which are all guaranteed.
Xqulre set, 8/6; Oblong Set 10/6; Slope Panel,

12/6; " Hawker's " Mark III Set, Maker's Price,
214.; Our1..,Price, 17/6; "Service Set,' splendid
Meter St.

daily.

with Varioneter. Tuning Plug, 1,600

All Mail Orders to be sent to Head Office

and Stores:
TRADE SUPPLIED.
GALLOWGATE, NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE.
Newcastle -on -Tyne
" UNCLE TOM"
PAYNE & HORNSBY, Ltd.., Gallovvgate,
Call Signs ; 6I R, 6 K W.
Telephone-: 3804 CENTRAL

STREET, LEEDS.
10, QUEEN Irxc,rortr.n.
Russell Street, & Ocean Road, South Shields.

66, Camden Street, North Shields.

Roker Avenue, Sunderland.

BELFAST 86 STONEY srr., NOTTINGHAM,

Shortly Opening at CASTLE

Solder all your connections
Where you can't use CLIX

-

CLIX Popularity
The Secret !
You can't have efficiency in Radio
anywhere

Phone : 22267 Leeds.

unless you have efficient

contact everywhere.

" A fact is a great thing,'
GENERAL

IABIOPHUNES
Super - sensitive
Headphones.

Plymouth.

"The results obtained
with a pair of General
Radiophones, compared
with that of two other

well-known, more expensive makes, so surprised
me that felt compelled
to write and express my
appreciation and satisfaction. W. BIGGS."
Per Pair.
Ask your dealer to demonstrate them.

20-

I

You can't use solder everywhere -but
you can use CLIX.

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY'

By virtue of the tapered threaded

Radio House, 235, Regent St., London, W.I.

design of its plug -socket CLIX ensures

perfect contact -an obvious improve-

Telephone: Mayfair 7152

OTIS

Telegrams: Algenrad, London."

ment on various forms of split -pin
CLIX may be wired at
points A, B, C, D, or E.
F affords an ideal point
for

soldering

plugs, which, however accurately
machined, can only permit of a

" two -point " contact. Think it out !

when

Concert Tested and Guaranteed Loud

and clear over the maximum range

Obtainable in Boxes, including Silver Catswhisker, 1/6 of all Dealers.

permanent connections
are required.
Retail PricesCLIX with Locknut 3d.
CLIX Insulators
(6 colours) ld. each
CLIX Bushes

' KIM

(6 colours) 3.d. pair

Obtainable from all
Wireless Dealers or direct

from the Patentees and
Manufacturers :

Thr
Electra -Link

With

159 Uses

AUTOVEYORS LTD
Radio Engineers and Contractors,

84 VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.1.

If unable to obtain Locally send P.O. with name of Dealer to

THE BOWER ELECTRIC LTD.,
15, GRAPE STREET, Shaftesbury Avenue,
London, W.C.2.

Telephones:
Regent 5182 and 5183.
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS.

Have you Any Ambition

(Continued from page 408.)

fo learn a Trade or Profession or go higher in your present vocation ?
Hue you a son ? Does he, or do you wish to pass any qualifying
Remember every man is the Architect of his own fortune,
Exams.?
and I can show you how to study in your spare time (by post) and thus
reach the highest positions. As my advice is Free, write to me and let
help you

me

as

I

have often read of amateurs beirg able to

receive over very long distances with the use
of just one valve. I am using a wooden baseboard for The receiver. Can this in any way
affect the range of the receiver ? The Morse
signals I have mentioned above are sent out
on a wave -length of about 300 metres, which
shoirld go to prove that the wooden baseboard
does not allow the radio -frequency currents to
leak away across its surface.

helped

have

thousands of others.
" i nave had

15 Years' Experience."

We .specialise in all Exams.
Expert Tutors for every Department.
TECHNICAL
COMMERCIAL

WE TEACH
BY POST
Most Modera'e Charges
Payable Monthly

ENGINEERING

DICTIONARY
PART ONE FREE.
To extend the name of
the BENNETT COL-

LEGE we are publishing
an Illustrated Bury-

clopxdic Dictionary of

Engineering, Civil.

Motor, Elec., Mech., etc.

You may have Part 1
FREE. Send for Part

1 to -day ; you are under
no obligation.

TECHNICAL (Con.)

Architectural Drawing
Building Construction
Clerk of Works' Duties )
Aviation
Boiler Engineering
Boiler Making
Chemistry
Civil Engineering
Concrete and Steel
Costing
Draughtsmanship
Economics
Electricity
English and French
Engineering
Executorship Law
Foundry Work
Foreign Exchange
Internal
Combustion
ModernBusinessMethods
Engines
Secretaryship
Workshop Organisation Marine Engineering
Accountancy
Advertising and.
Salesmanship
Auditing
Banking
Book-keeping
Commercial Arithmetic
Commercial Law
Company Law

1. The atmospherics are incurable, but they can

Mathematics
Matriculation
Metallurgy

be minimised by the use of a frame aerial, such as was
described in " P.W." No. 106.
2. Rectification without a grid leak is possible, brit

Mining
Mine Surveying
Motor Engineering
Naval Architecture

inefficient, and you are apparently using a grid leak
which is faulty and which does not leak at all. Try
the effect of a new leak, which may be of 2 megohms
resistance, or, better still, variable between 5 and 5

Pattern Making
Sanitation

megohms.

3. The wooden baseboard is decidedly inefficient,
and we recommend ebonite. Very long distance

Shipbuilding

Structural Engineering
Surveying and Levelling
Telegraphy and

reception is only possible under good conditions, and

we do not advise the attempt until you have minimised the effect of atmospherics.

Telephony
Wireless Telegraphy
Works Managers'

*

WRITE FIR FREE BOOKIE

to the Bennett College, Dept.
106, Sheffield, naming the
subject you are interested in.
Please state your age.Parents
should seek our advice for
their sons. Courses specially
combined to meet all require-

(Battersea), G. M. (Paignton), H., W. (Lr.
-

EX -GOVT. MATERIALS
BUY GUARANTEED 'PHONES

REGAL

Duralinum
Headbands.
Aluminium
Cases.

Long Cords.

Pin Ends.

PLUG and JACK, 3/- per pair

4,000 ohmi

13,

Double

Microphone Transfmr 2,8
DEDT...316 Microphones
2/6
Ttansformers
Tel's;
Tapping Keys
1'6
(5-1 ratio) ...... ......51- Buzzers

Comfortable

Dewar Swi let ,DPST...2 / 6

Lightweight

Mansbridge Condensers, 2 & 1 mf., 2/6; 036 1/
1Sfansbridge Condensers can be used 3 values,
05, 1 & 2 mf.
- each 2/6
Single Receivers, 2,000 ohm
4/
Headphones, complete, 4,000 ohm
pair 10/.

Elegant

Post 6d.

BRITISH MADE

ResistanceCoils (iron core)l, 000,750,500 ohtn,ea. 1 /

(adjustable diaphram), make- Loud
3/6
Receiver Cords. 1/6; Odd Receivers, 150 ohm,
3/6
3/-; 2,000 ohm
Receivers Re -wound, 2,000 ohm
each 3/6
Everything for Wireless by a Wireless Expert.
Receivers
Speaker

GUARANTEE. Any 'phone replaced if returned within 7 days, undamaged, or cash
returned.

TRADE SUPPLIED

F. HOWE

A ROBERTS &

67, Little Heath, Charlton, S.E.7.

42,

Bedford Hill,

CO 9 Balham,

S.W.12.

'Phone: Streatham'3786.

NM NM

FREE,

110

Goods value 2/- sent free with every order amounting to El
if you mention Dept. P. Every description of wireless
goods supplied. 'Phone: Chancery 7381. EONS WIRELESS
SUPPLY CO., 7, Featherstone Bldgs., High Holborn, W.C.1

I

I I

The foremost expenmentc use an.
at every one.

volume, range and selectivity.

Test before despatch is

your protection. No set is better than
its components. Order a make you

" IT ADES A VALVE" 10/6i

can trust. List free.
BOWYER.LOWE CO. LTD.

vs=
Post free:
Porta-Radio, Ltd.,61, StJames St., LontleW,IIIW.I

LETCHWORTH.

-"KDKA HOPEFUL " (Ilfracombe)

and

B. MILLER (Radlett).-What coils are 'neces-

sary for aerial and reaction in order to tune
down to about 100 metres, for the short-wave
American broadcasting stations ?

the aerial coil about 15 turns are necessary. The
value of the reaction coil varies greatly according
to the H.T. valve used, etc., and it may be anything
between 10 turns and 100 turns, so that various
values must be tried until best results are obtained.
In series with the aerial a .0002 condenser is connected, and by using these components connected
up in an ordinary straight detector -valve circuit
KDK A has been received in this country many
It must be clearly understood that such results are
yet there will not be the slightest sign of American
stations upon subsequent occasions.
In addition to trying different reaction coils, it may
be necessary to vary the size of the aerial coil con-

freakish, and signaks may be quite good one night, and
`WRITE

FORTH'S

Now

MIKRO Ltd.,
The Proprietors and Patentees of the

SKINDERVIKEN BUTTON.
and

LOUD SPEAKER CRYSTAL SYSTEM
are now in a position to supply parts to all experimenters who wish to make their own sets.

WRITE TO -DAY FOR PRICE LIST AND BOOKLET" The Marvels of the Microphone."
3rd Edition.

enclosed.

Foreign readers-whose postage stamps cannot
be used for prepayment of letters to be posted in
this country-can send " Reply Coupons,"- which
are obtainable at their local post -offices, and can be
exchanged here for British stamps. The queries
should be repeated, and should in all cases be numbered. Replies to each question will then be given
tinder the appropriate numeral.

times.

ran 7e-11-°7on the `27.77<,
i=rnmusiicieyBr

will improve it, giving it for certain, greater

purpose a stamped and addressed envelope should be

Basket coils are best for the purpose, and these

eshmiroinin

Whatever your aerial, the

Kersal).
In sending- your queries unaccompanied by a
stamped addressed envelope you disregarded the
rules of the Query,Department. As the questions are
not of sufficient general interest to answer through
these columns (or else have already been dealt with)
replies can only be .sent through the post. For this

may be specially wound upon formers of about 1 in.
centre diameter, having eleven slots.
Number 22 gauge D.C.C. should be used, and for

NMI

Stop Scratching- Get the ALL -Sensitive Crystal.

BOOST YOUR AERIAL I
PORTA AERIAL BOOSTER

*

(Milnrow ?), B. F. (Sligo), F. B. (Dalston,
E.8), S. ,W. C. (Harlesden, N.W.10), F. C.

ments. Why stay in the rut?

HEADPHONES

*

W. E. F. (Middlesbrough), D. S. (Northwood), E. A. B. (Swansea), C. D. H. (Lanchester), J. H. B. (Willesden Lane, N.W.6),
E. W. (Highbury New Park, N.5), .J. S. T.

Course

Post free 6ld. (P.O., not stamps).

32c CRAVEN STREET, CHARING CROSS, W.C.2.
SK!NDERVIKEN MICROPHONE BUTTON, PRICE 5/-

siderably, to allow for aerials of different size and for
the inequalities in the methods of winding and spacing

the basket coils

J. G. (Radlett).-Where can I obtain a

copy of " P. W." Nos. 105 and 106, as I am
very interested in the Unidyne, and propose
constructing a two -valve set on that system ?
Back numbers of POPULAR WIRELESS can be
obtained for 4d. (post free) upon application to the
Amalgamated Press (1922) Ltd., Back Number Dept.,
Bear Alley, Farringdon Street; E.C.4.
*
*
*

F. L. P. (Clapham Road, S.W.).-What is

the cause of a knocking " noise in my two valve set ? It has developed recently, and is
not like a howl or oscillation, but consists of
a series of slow and regular knocks, which appear

to be unaffected by tuning.
IZ'ontinued on page 411.)
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RADIOTORIAL

Spacial Activation Pr-ocess

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS.
(Continued from page 410.)
Your grid leak is at fault, and should be replaced

in order to cure the trouble. If a fixed leak is' desired
it should have a resistance of about 2 megohms, but
we advise you to fit a good variable leak, which is of

L TRS

great assistance in accurate work on king -distance
and weak signals.

J. J. A. (Erdington, Birmingham). --I wish

London Depot:
Gt. ChapetSt., Oxford St., Vi.I

to. add a condenser in series with my one -valve

set, but am uncertain whether it should be
connected

between the

aerial and aerial

terminal, or between the earth and earth

Would this make any difference to
signals and does it matter which way round

terminal.

the condenser is connected ? i.e., moving
plates or fixed plates next to the set itself.
Very often a difference is noticeable on a valve set
when the condenser position is reversed, and sometimes one position is decidedly better than the other.
In certain cases, and especially on the tonger wavelengths, there is a noticeable difference in the signals

11111111111111

n

of a crystal set when the condenser position is altered.

With a valve set it should be noticed that when
the series condenser is in the earth lead the set is
insulated from earth, and hand capacity effects are
consequently more marked.
The actual condenser connections are also found to

lump

a

.

11111111111.11111111111111111$111

affect body capacity, and where fixed metal endplates are used, it is generally preferable to connect these to earth. If ebonite fixed end -plates are

111111111111111111111111111111111

Ii

1111111111111111MUMBIRM
1111111W1111111111111111111111111111111

111111$N11.1.111Milllie

illierINHITrairus

Lumiummittninimmin11111111mmninumin111111wirimn

rani 1

READERS' QUERIES.
Write for
full details of the
Oldham proposition
---you are missing a
valuable amount of

4gDealers:

=

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT.

= Owing to the continoed heavy pressure upon the E

E Technical Queries Department a revision

business if you arc

of

not stocking Oldham
A2cumulators.

= the Rules has become necessary.
= Commencing forthwith the number of queries E which can be submitted in one letter is reduced
= from three to two. These two queries should be L--

= stated briefly and concisely, and they must Fr:
= relate to genuine technical difficulties.
FE The Query Department cannot undertake the =_
= design of switching arrangements such as can _=
-E be solved by reference to any good book of
= circuits ; nor can they enter into long theoretical -E= explanations, which can be found by readers =
= in any textbook on wireless.
= Diagrams and layout of comconents should =
= NOT be submitted for wiring -up, but, of course, =
any particular difficulty which arises can be E= accompanied by a sketch to illustrate it.
E' Remember(1)

Hold this new Portable

Oldham upside down and
the acid cannot

.

DO' NOT ASK UNNECESSARY QUES- E

= TIONS.

= (The queries you raise may be dealt with FT --on the next page, and by raising them again F= (2) Two questions only are allowed, which =

AT last here is a non -spillable accumulator that

can be carried in the pocket without fear of
the acid falling out and spoiling the clothes.
Just the accumulator for Dull Emitter Valves; Of
small size and light weight it is easily the most
economical method of lighting Wecos, Wuncells,
i-volt Oras, and, two of them in series are absolutely ideal for the .o6 amp. type of Valve.

E you axe only delaying answers to other queries.) E

= should be numbered, and stated as briefly and =-7.
= concisely as possible.

TI.111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111Tt

used the usual connection for reducing unwanted
capacity effects is when the moving plates are on the
" aerial " side, and the condenser itself between
aerial and coil.

*

*

*

R. M. B. (Roehampton).-Using a single -

valve " straight " set (detector, with reaction),

what is the correct number of turns for the

reaction coil in order to get best results ?
No particular number of turns can be stated as
the best value, because results vary under different

If reaction is obtained only when the
coils are very closely coupled a rather larger coil
should be used for the reaction ; and, of course a
conditions.

smaller coil would be necessary where it is difficult
to handle reaction, and where the smallest movement
of the coil results in oscillation.

T. D. (Clapton, E. 5).-How can I straighten

out a sheet of ebonite which ha4 become
warped through being stowed away care.

lessly ?
Procure two flat boards of suitable size and warm
them thoroughly. Also warm the ebonite-it may
he immersed in hot water-and place it between the
twoboards. Heavy weights should be placed on the
top bdard, and allowed to remain until the ebonite
is quite cold.

spill-

For Dull
Emitters
2 volts
10 amp. hrs.
(actual)

12/-

Built from seamless cellu-

loid of the highest grade
with substantial terminal

knobs, it is a typical
Oldham product. Actually

it is very similar to the
accumulator used in the
Oldham Miner's Electric
Lamp-the most popular
lamp in the country. -

Its plates are manufac-

tured under the same
special activation process,
which has the property of
ensuring a longer life and

a greater ability to hold

the charge when the
accumulator is not in use.

Remember that it costs
only a few pence to charge

it-that the charging can
be done in a few hours-

and that

its absolutely
is pre-

constant output

ferable to any type of dry
battery. Bearing these

points in mind you will
realise that the new
Oldham Non -spill Accumulator is just the one
for your
Valves.

Dull Emitter

Oldham & Son Ltd.-Detiton Manchester
Gilbert Ad. 1608
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SIDELIGHTS ON
WIRELESS.
(Continued from page 36S).

o
1907, and of Debye in 1912, that the same -

unit occurred in many apparently diverse
phenomena connected with atoms, such as
" atomic heat," and could be applied to the

vibration of atoms in general, even in a

solid-a

discovery which

bids fair to

revolutionise the treatment of molecular
physics generally.

Thus the twentieth century was heralded
by theSe two momentous discoveries-the

electron and the quantum-and by the
consequent intrusion of an element of
discontinuity into all its problems.

It should not be supposed that the idea

Doubloons !!

10%

The search for hidden treasure was formerly one
of the recognised methods of acquiring wealth.

Unfortunately most of the treasure has now been

so we have to

back on the adage
- A penny saved is a penny gained," and amass
our treasure by not spending it.
The two chief sources of expense in Wireless
found,

are

the

fall

recharging of

accumulators and the

such as the minutest visible drop must

contain, the ultra -microscopic discontinuity
does not matter. Gases- can be dealt with
in either way. Pneumatics considers them
in the gross. The kinetic theory deals with
the particles individually or statistically.
This Marvellous Universe..

As soon as we study the phenomena
of radio -activity, and begin to penetrate into

replacement of valves.

The Louden Valve reduces these to such an
extent that, reckoned by the money it saves, it is a
fortune in itself.

To begin with the Louden Valve casts only
It takes only 0'4 ampere in the filament,

101-.

of ultimate continuity is thereby interfered
With or discarded, but it is relegated to an
ultimate and not a proximate position. In
dealing with masses of matter, as in the old
dynamics, continuity reigned and still
reigns. For instance, the science of
hydrodynamics treats water as a continuous
fluid, though we have long known that it
had an atomic and therefore discontinuous
constitution. But so long as we are dealing
with groups of millions of billions of atoms,

atomic interstices and consider the atoms
individually-especially if we analyse the
atom into the almost infinitesimally small
electrons which compose it, and deal with
these atoms of electricity-the older
methods of dynamics, though still applicable
to a large extent, show signs of incompleteness. They reqUire to be supplemented by

a recognition of certain clear evidence of

enabling your accumulators to last twice as long discontinuities-in the form of jumps or
steps-which whether or not they are
on one charge as with the ordinary bright filament untimately resolvable into continuous
valve taking 0'75 amp. You have in fact very nearly
the advantage of a dull emitter valve at a cost of 10/-

Finally, the filament enjoys great length of life

processes, must for a time be dealt with as

what they appear to be, and must be

recognised as corresponding to some real
and genuine property characteristic of such
atomic phenomena as we are able to
observe. For these atomic phenomena

because the harmful charges which otherwise
no obvious sign of continuity with the
would continuously bombard it are forced through show
rest of physics, and prove themselves
the spiral anode out of harm's way.
experimentally to be almost independent of

All these advantages are yours when you buy a

all ordinary physical conditions, such as
we summarise under the heads of " tempera-

101- Louden Valve, and this takes no account of the , ture " and "pressure," which are statistical

rOUtiell
VALVES

only suitable for dealing with matter
Silver Clear reproduction which alone makes the terms,
in the gross. It is when dealing with inLouden Valve worth twice what is asked for it. dividual atoms that we encounter disBuy Louden Valves for your set to -day and continuity.
Gradually we are beginning to understand

prove the matter for yourself.

Manufactured
throughout
in
Or eat Britain.

The plain Louden for

detecting and Low

ELL

Frequency Amplify ing.

The Blue Louden for
H.F. Amplification.

Ft,

Filament Volts 4q3-.5.

Filament Amps.
Anode

Advertisement

of the

Volts

04.

40-80.

.ift

(13 y

lout eft VolvoPark

Fellows Magneto

Co.,

Ltd.,

All Loudens are
SilverOlear and free

s S ®andfro

m

"mush
mu

currento,,

sTuhme

cyooon
nw--

the life long

to find the same law and order ruling
everywhere-inside the atom and in the
remotest depths of space. In so far as there
are differences in the region of the infinitely

small-in so far as phenomena are found
there which are not found in the region of the infinitely

Clear
Royal,

more and more about the mechanism of this
marvellous universe ; and it is instructive

London,

N.W.io.

great-those differences, of which so far the quantum
is chief, are bound to become highly instructive, and
are already of exceeding interest. They, and other
peculiarities connected with the excessive speeds with
which radio:activity has familiarised us, are beginning to dominate twentieth-century phy:*.3

M
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UBILIE

A UNIDYNE-DE-LUXE.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Having constructed several

of

PRODUCTS

the

Unidyne sets described by Messrs. Rogers and
Dowding in POPULAR WIRELESS to their original lay-

out, I thought that I would have a " de luxe " model

and, having decided on 2 valves, 1 det., 1 L.F., I
thought I would try what a different layout would do,

with the result seen in the photographs. I had fine
TYPE 600
MICA CONDENSER

DUBILIER

DUSILIER
MIGG

CONDENSER 091921 IP

r,INHENSER
PATENTS N0 I343.) .97596.

PATE. N

134517

,z./.,54

THE EFFICIENT WORKING OF YOUR SET
is dependent almost entirely on its components.
The saving of a few pence on a small and

apparently unimportant condenser may easily
results with the original layout, but with the new
arrangement results were 100 per cent. better. The
first night I tried it out when our local station was
quiet, and during intervals I logged the following
stations: Glasgow, Newcastle, Manchester, Birmingham, Cardiff, School of Posts, Paris.
Since then I have had Madrid, Breslau, London,
and can tune these stations with ease. My aerial is a
twin wire 50 ft. long, 6 ft. spreaders, 22 ft. high.

The cabinet is of canary wood (well seasoned) 9 ins.
deep by 12 ins, by 12 ins., inside dimensions, stained

with dark oak stain eggshell finish. The panel is
12 ins. by 12 ins., and fitted with a tray to slide in
and out of cabinet. The four valve legs seen in the
centre of panel, and the two switches, are to enable
one,to convert the set to 1 H.F. and 1 det., if required
without any further drilling. The components used
are as follows : Vay. condensers, Fallon and Service ;
fixed condensers, Edison Bell and Dubilier ; grid'
leak, Lissen ;
filament rheostats, " Filo,stat " ;
valves, Thorpe K4 ; coils, " Tandio " basket ;
ebonite, Silvertown transformer, Maxim.
I have incorporated a vernier condenser, which
gives finer tuning, and I also have a spare .0003,
which fits into the place of the vernier when it is
desired to convert the set to H.F.
The results from this set are splendid, and leave
nothing to be desired. It gives one the feeling that

prevent an otherwise efficient set from giving its
best results. You yourself have no means of
testing the capacity of condensers you buy or of
knowing whether their capacity remains co,nstant
when in use. Your only safeguard lies in purchasing products which carry the guarantee
of a firm with a reputation to maintain.
All Dubilier fixed condensers are guaranteed to be
within 15 per cent. of their stated capacity and,

where desired; they can be manufactured and
guaranteed within still closer limits. The types
600 and 600a, illustrated here, are practically
universal among manufacturers of complete sets,
whilst experienced home constructors continually
assure us that they can feel complete confidence

in the working of their sets when-and only
when-they have fitted Dubilier Condensers.
See that they are in your set as well.
Type 600 :

For all purposes in connection with receiving
apparatus. With or without clips for grid leak.
.0001-.0009 mfd., 2/6 each. ooi-oo6 mfd., 3/- each.
Type .600a.

As Type 600 but for vertical panel mounting.
'owl-. 0009 mfd., 2/6 each. ooi-oo6 mfd., 31- each.

The back of the 2 -Valve Unidyne.

t will bring in anything that is being transmitted,
and Mr. Rogers. and. Mr. Dowding are to be congratulated on their great invention. It will pay any
amateur to make this set up, and he will never go
back to H.T..
I am, yours faithfully, I. P. PHILLIPS.

Dueon

Telephone .

Works,

Riverside,

Goldhawk

Telegrams :

1084.

- Road, Londo n,

CONDENSER
CONDENSER CO.LTD

W.12.

43, Robert Avenue, Harehills Lane, Leeds.

(Continued on page 414.)

E.P.S. 77

A
rq

Hivolteon,
Phone,
London.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
(Continued from page 413.)
ADVENTURES WITH A UNIDYNE REFLEX.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-In the " P.W." of August 23rd, 1924,

there is a- brief account, of a special reflex set constructed by the writer for portable work. The
extraordinary sensitivity of this little set-for it only
measures 12 in. by 6 in. by ,4 in.-is chiefly due to the
elimination of all self -capacity and instability by
means of the Neutrodyne system and carefully spaced
coils. It was designed and built to withstand a good

deal of rough handling, and during the four months
been in constant use it has given every

orsoit ta

satisfaction.

When the " Unidyne " principle was invented the

set was rewired and four -electrode valve§ permanently

fitted in order to do away with the troublesome H.T.

battery, which' is generally a great burden when
taking the set into the country.
As soon as the alterations were complete it was
decided to find out at once whether the set, now

H.T. less, had lost anything of its old efficiency through

D710

Ciristocrot of .'ransforrncys

the absence of the plate battery.
Accordingly we set out for the open country to give
the receiver a fair trial. The first place of call was a
wood on Epsom Downs, near the famous racecourse ;
a few yards of thin flex were slung from the car to a

neighbouring tree and a short metal rod thrust into

THERE can only be two reasons for the ex-,

.

ceptional demand for Eureka Transformers.
First, that the general wireless public appre-

ciated truthful and frank explanations of the
superiority of their design, and secondly-that

they have absolutely lived up to their reputation.
Wireless enthusiasts are always quick to show their
preciation of a good component and to recommend it
all their friends.

to

A slight turn of the anode condenser brought in

Cardiff, also very loud. Radio -Belgique (Brussels),
which was about two hundred and thirty miles away,
was nearly as strong as 2 L 0.

After this we moved on to Box Hill, which is, owing
to its height and unscrcened position, an excellent spot
for wireless reception.
Radio -Paris (our old friend Radiola in a new guise)

could be heard comfortably on the 'phones with no
aerial at all ; the aerial was simply disconnected -and
the earth wire attached to the aerial terminal. Ten
feet of flex brought in Bournemouth without any
interference from 2 L 0. Aberdeen, over 400 miles
distant, was even louder than Bournemouth, though
slightly jammed by Newhaven Coast station. After
listening for a few minutes to some guttural talk from

That is exactly what has happened with the Eureka. It

is such an exceptional Transformer-both for volume and
)::unity-that, in spite of its comparatively high price, it has
literally fought its way to the top as Britain's best L. F.
Transformer.

Vox Haus and Hamburg. we started for home,
thoroughly satisfied that the elimination of the H.T.
battery had not impaired the efficiency of the set
in any way. Indeed, by cutting out scratching noises
and other interruptions on the part of the plate
battery, it had decidedly improved the quality of our
reception. It is well worth the trouble to adapt
any kind of portable set to the Unidyne principle,
thereby saving the expense, bother and space of the
Cow obsolete high-tension battery.
Yours faithfully,

And well it might-for certainly no other Transformer has
such care lavished upon it during every stage of manufacture-no other Transformer has to undergo successfully
such relentless testing. In the Eureka works, a staff of
experts are actually paid to " find fault"-so zealous of it:
reputation are its manufacturers.

The secret of its success lies in its unique construction.
For instance, its massive windings contain no less than 2i
miles of fine copper wire. Its core is not of stampings, but
of a more expensive design which eliminates all possibility
of howling. And its coppered steel case offers such a pro-

tection against climatic conditions that a Eureka Transformer can be placed below the surface of water, and yet
the insulation remains quite unaffected. Obviously the
Eureka is built to an ideal and not to a price-for low priced
Transformers get volume by reducing the amount of wire

around the core, and by employing a high " step - up
ratio between the primary and secondary windings.

G. J. Manua.

nee,

Langley Park Road,
Sutton, Surrey.

B.B.C. PROGRAMMES.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Regarding views on programmes. I wrote

the B.B.C. recently, suggesting that to split up an
evening performance-particularly when an entire
musical comedy, say, is being broadcast-with the
9.30 News Bulletin and a talk on Bee Keeping, for
instance, is incongruous.
The last act, to my mind, is spoiled by this destruction of atmosphere, and makes it impossible for one
to settle down and really enjoy an evening concert.
Have the talk by all means, but place it before the

concert proper, and leave the news until the conclusion.
The B.B.C. in reply, say that some people " are
not able to listen absolutely continuously for a protracted period, and these welcome a short break in a
transmission such as the Dogs of Devon' (this wai
just mentioned by me as an example), moreover, the
artists themselves appreciate a rest.
" It should be remembered that there are many owners
of sets listening whose chief interest is the News Bulletin,

and it would hardly be fair to keep them waiting untie
an unreasonably late hour."
The portions in italics are from the B.B.C.'s reply.

Your readers' views on this subject might be of

For your next Set specify the Eureka-and get the finest
Transformer ever made in this country.
Sold by all Dealers and manufactured only by

some damp mud for an earth connection.
When the valves were switched on the local station
(2 L 0) was transmitting the afternoon concert, which
came through at very strong loud -speaker strength.
On the 'phones, of course, the music was deafening.

interest, as it undoubtedly needs airing.
By the way, in case you receive complaints regarding 2 Z Y's noisy background (due to his microphone
circuit). I wrote them about this also, and am told

everything will be all right when the Manchester
Made in two types

PORTABLE UTILITIES CO. LTD.,
7 & 8, Fisher Street, London, W.C.1

Concert Grand .. 30/ Eureka No. 2 .. 22/6

Scottish Agents : FULLER, BLACKIE & RUSSELL
Ltd., 30, Gordon Street. Glasgow.

(For second stage.)

-

Gilbert Ad. 1585.

station moves to new quarters in October, when new
apparatus will be installed.
I was agreeably impressed by the obviously
individual and careful attention paid to letters by the

B.B.C., no less than by their courtesy in replying
practically by return.
Westholme,
Moseley,

NearManchester.

Yours,

E.03ILEY.
et4

.4
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TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from page 376.)

insert the brass tab of the battery into

the slots, securing it there by means of the
clamping screw of the connector, the wire
lead being secured into the other end of the
connector in the usual way.

This map shows

the

effective working areas
of the Crystavox-the
only Loud Speaker . irc
the

world

capable

of

operating direct from a

:11-AbERD'EN

Crystal Receiver. 7f you

live within any of the
circles-and if your

Vertical Aerials.

question is discussed

in

" Radio Digest " (U.S.A.) and two main
advantages pointed out are firstly, its

e'l

CISSGOW,

Crystal Set will respond

What are the advantages of the vertical
aerial ? This

ci

the simple. test described below-you can
use a Cry4tavov Loud
to

EX,NC.I.UKO,\

Speaker.

NENICAS

sensitivity, and secondly, its small inductance

as compared with that of a long horizontal
aerial.
" With the vertical aerial, this inductance,

and consequent tendency to choked reception, is practically overcome. This can be

noticed in connection with the grid leak,
which may frequently be discarded.

This

shows that with a vertical aerial you are

a,nr,"rioHliss

using your valves to. better advantage and

Cut LMSf CFO >r`

are not under the necessity of drowning them
down with so many megohins. ' The vertical

aerial system is obtained by the use of an
umbrella aerial or, for peak reception, the
balloon aerial. It has been found that the
vertical aerial functions just as well with

LON

po'

so LIRNemOUTH

fine wire as with heavy -gauge wire.

" It is remarkable the sensitivity of such
an aerial. In comparison with a regular
horizontal aerial 100 ft. long and 30 ft. high,

the vertical aerial, which was 200 ft. high,
was estimated to be five times as sensitive
as the horizontal one."
Whilst we do not quite agree with some
of the remarks quoted above, they may be

>7)

of interest to readers who are fond of experimenting with different types of aerial.
Paper Loud Speaker.

The new " Primax " loud speaker, which

the only Loud Speaker working

hag been on the market for some time in

America and also on the Continent,

is

quickly making its way in this country. In
some respects it resembles the parchment
cone gramophone reproducer which made

its appearance a 'few years ago, and we

Exhibited at our Stand
at the Albert Hall
Exhibition.

believe was manufactured by the Pathe Co.
In the " Primax " loud speaker, there is no

THOSE fortunately living within easy range of
a B.B.C. station require nothing more than a
good Crystal Set and a Crystavox. In return
they will receive all the pleasures of Broadcasting
at an absurdly low price-a few shillings every six

horn or trumpet of the ordinary kind, but

instead, the vibratory member of the reproducer is connected to the centre of the large
disc or circular sheet of special paper, which
is radially pleated. At the rim the paper is
flattened out and gripped in a circular beading or edge of metal. The result is that the
paper diaphragm, whilst very light in

weight, is appreciably rigid and, further-

more, it has very little tendency to resonate

to particular tones. Or perhaps a better
way ' of expressing it is to say that its
resonant frequency is far below the frequencies which it is required -to reproduce.
The comparatively large area of the paper
diaphragm enables it to set into vibration a
volume of air comparable with that which is

operated upon by the conventional horn,

and there is the further advantage that the -

projection of sound from the " Primax "

diaphragm is, for practical purposes, uniform

in all directions. On test, this instrument

gave quite a good and fairly loud reproduction in a moderate sized room.

direct from a Crystal Receiver

From all Dealers,
or can be demon-

strated at the fol-

lowing Showrooms:
19, Mortimer St., W.I.
15, Moorfields,
Liverpool.

67, High Street,
Southampton.

£6-15-0

months or so for the replacement of a small dry
battery.

Nothing more to buy-compare it with a Valve
Set with the constant replacement of valves,

accumulators to be recharged, and the uncertainty

as to whether it will break down at the critical
moment. But every Crystal Set won't work a
Crystavox-they differ considerably in sensitive-

ness, and local conditions vary, too.

Apply this

test : hold the phones r2 inches from the ears-

if signals can still be heard then the Crystavox can
be relied upon to fill the whole room with its
delightfully mellow tone.

If you would know more about its capabilities ask

your dealer for a free copy of a new Crystavox
Folder, or if his supply is exhausted, we will send
you one direct.

New Indoor Aerial.

I see that a new kind of indoor aerial,

suitable for the ubiquitous " flat dweller "
(Continued on page 416.)

S. G. BROWN Ltd.-Victoria Rd., N. Acton, W.3
Gilbert Ad. r575.
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TECHNICAL NOTES.

CUT OUT CATWHISKERS

use instead the famous New improved

(Continued from page 415.)

CATS EYE

is available on the market ; it consists of
a large sheet of copper foil, suspended from a
hook on the wall by means of two cylindrical

FIXED DETECTOR
Connect up and listen -in
in comfort of once. No

IS WAITING FOR YOU ?

H.F. Valve couplings and reaction, or send 3d.
stamps to include also complete Catalogue of Accessories and Components for every wireless purpose.

dressed to Dr. Round, 19, Crescent Wood,
Sydenham Hill, S.t.26.

RADIAX, Ltd.. 10, Radio House, Percy St.,
Tottenham Court Road, London, W.I.

Wireless Weather.

Write for Free Lists of (A) Complete Sets, Home
Construction Sets and Unit Sets.

Barclays 115.

pWIRELESS INVENTORS
PATENTS -TRADEMARKS. Advice, Handbook

and Cons. free. -B. T. KING, C.I.M.E.,Regd. Patent
Agent (G.B., U.S.A. & Canada), 146a, Queen Victoria St., E.C.4. 'Phone Central 682. 38 ne. refs.

L.F. Transformer

101eU All -British and Best.

Postage 9d.
Registered

Of unique design and perfect work manship, this transformer is subjected

No.702,704.
Value
for
money from a
man without
Ltd.or &Co.

ate and independent tests, carried out
by the most experienced Electricians.
It gives clear and undistorted reception when operating on any frequency;

to no less than five entirely separ-

after hiname,

Try one

itvi

to -day.
Trade Supplied.
Cash with Order.

J. JARVIS, 29, New Kent Road, S.E.1
Telephones :

Hop 4382.

Streatham 2431.

DO IT NOW:SEND FOR OUR RADIO LIST.

First Quality Ebonite, requires rubbing down.
Size 12 x 12, 5/- L. S. de SAVE, 67, Hammersmith Rozi'd." London, W.14.

-NEW
MARVEL CIRCUIT The new two- valve " Marvel" Circuit without grid
leak or grid condenser, easily constructed, eradicates
all fizzing and outside noises. Diagrams with full.
particulars, post free 1/3. Model and Wireless Coy.,
Palmerston Arcade, Bentham'.

9
Have you seen the only Automatic 'Phone Board, 8/8. All
fittings Nickel Plated. No special adapters necessary.
Leaflets from EONS WIRELESS SUPPLY CO.,7, Featherstone
Bldgs., High Holborn, W.C.I. 'Phone Chancery 7381.

HI

THE NATURAL CRYSTAL

MEI

I

.

EMI

IS SECOND TO NONE.
post free, from A. J. CONWAY,
86, Greenwood Road, London, E.8. " Free Sample
:o the Trade." 'Phone: Dalston 4936. (Sole Wholesale Agent for Props.: Bright Co., London, N..8.1.

PLEASE be

sure

mention POPULAR

U

Advertisers

.

THANKS!

l
ajta a* *n
............;;_.
IN

.1liftifilla

1/-

1/-

per pair.

Transformers rewound, any ratio, from 5/-.
The H.R.P., 46, St, Mary's Road, Leyton, E.10.

AS
GOOD AS A VALVE
A pure natural crystal from South America.
Very fine facets. Super -sensitive, needs modification on reflex sets. Absence of howls and

whines. No prolonged and painful searching
for a point. Ideal in reflex sets, makes au
ordinary crystal set almost like a valve.

1 /6 each, post free, 3 for 4/-

Even, piece tested and guaranteed.
B.L.THATCH ER.178.Nelson Rd., Horasey.N. 9.

THE

EXTHACQN

66

"

The fixed condenser that is variable. A new invention which gives wonderful results. Guaranteed.
Prov. Patent, With full instnictions, post free 2/3.
John Walker & Co., 28,The Grove, Vauxhall, S.W.8.

ENGRAVING
PANELS IN LARGE OR SMALL

Panel Shielding.

-THE MASTER ONE -VALVE SET

QUANTITIES ENGRAVED. BY

SUGDENS, 57, FARRINGDON ST., E.C.4.

al B.B.C. and CONTINENTAL
STATIONS.
Loud Speaker results possible.
Simple to operate. Marvellous range and power.
including B.B.C. Coils, Plus Royalty.
Has received

I saw an advertisement in one of the

German papers the other day for what was
described as a "liquid metal " for painting
on to the back of the panel, after the set is
complete, and which cuts out body capacity and " brings in music clear and sweet,"
the operation by which these very desirable
advantages are secured being "done. in five
minutes." The same advertisement referred

43/.

(Genuinely worth £4.)
Numerous letters
of appreciation arriving from all parts of the country.

Buy the World's Beta NOW.

SATISFACTION ASSURED!

WORLD'S WIRELESS STORES, WALLINGTON

--HEADPHONE REPAIRS
IRewound,

re -magnetised and readjusted. 1.04414
prices quoted on receipt MAGNETp Delivery three
dam -THE FARLEY
CO.. London.
S.E.18. 'Phone 888-9 Woolwich. Est. 26 years.

also to liquid " spaghetti " which can also be
applied after completion of the set.

25/- FOR 17/6.

41 o o 0 o 0 0 0000000 0 0 0 0 0

This is what you get when purchasing our British
'Phones at 17/8. 2 -Way coil holders, 4/6 : 3 -way 5/6. Send
for Bargain List P. to EONS WIRELESS SUPPLY
CO.,

POPULAR WIRELESS HAS
THE LARGEST SALE OF ANY WIRELESS
JOURNAL IN GREAT BRITAIN !

.0
000
THIS week sees the publication of a

new fortnightly part work, " Harms worth's Home Doctor." It is to he
a complete encyclopedia of good health,
and' will contain the last word of medical

Part L is beautifully printed

in all emergencies in the home, is presented
with each' copy. Absolutely complete and
authoritative, " Harmsworth's Home Doctor " is a work of first-rate importance. It is

to be completed in about 36 fortnightly
parts at Is. 3d. .per part. The first part is
now oil sale. ' A copy should be in every
home.

-X 500 A YEAR F BO OK -KEEPERS

Let the City Correspondence College experts show you the way to success -they guide
you through the various stages step by step. Postal tuition 10,- monthly, including books.

SUCCESS GUARANTEED AT TWO ADVANCED EXAMINATIONS.
Prospectus, testimoniYls from prosperous Pas! students, etc., free on application.

CITY CORRESPONDENCE COLLEGE
--;..k..1,113)1i"7 Dept. (452),
89, New Oxford Street, LONDON, W.C.1.

7. Featherstone Bldgs., High Holborn, W.C.1.

REMEMBER !

0. 0 .0. 0

OR CERTIFICATED

allplgai
III

extra. Postage, 6d. Remagnetizing,

so long as the ether is in a constant state of
turmoil with wireless transmissions and disturbances from electrical machinery and so
on, little hope of improvement in weather
conditions can be entertained.

Power, K.B.E.; F.'R.C.S., contribute the
-special introductory articles, and a First
Aid Card, which should prove invaluable

communicating with

SERVICE-'

4,000 ohms, 4/6 per pair; 8,000 ohms,

weather, and that it is responsible for the
unusually heavy rainfall which has been
experienced during the past few months,
not only in this country, but in many other
parts of the world.
A well-known American meteorologist,
Professor J. MacBall, has given reasons
substantiating this view, and predicts that

and richly illustrated. Sir Clifford Allbutt,
K.C.B., Dr. C. W. Saleeby, and Sir D'Arcy

WIRELESS when

1

'PHONE REPAIR

ALL MAKES and Ex -Army 'Phones rewound.

of wireless waves is playing havoc with the

knowledge.

to

'IN..

lid. stamp to-

" HARMSWORTH'S
HOME DOCTOR."

Sample tubes, 1

%

COMREX CO. (Dept. 3), 119 Fleet St., E.C.4.

It is often complained by the anonymous
" man in the street " that the transmission

I

TRADE DARK

..4
4.:---.

waiting.

with respect to the same should be ad-

(B)

2/6

No adjusting.
t.
Order from your dealer. sTar: r..,%.2--.'
or send P.O. 2 / 6 and

rods or rollers, one at the upper and one at
the lower edge, after the fashion of a map or
picture. This new aerial, goes by the name
of the" Area "- indoor aerial, and inquiries

Price

!

etc.

ACCUMULATORSC. A.Vt, Fullers

lv-40a

4v -60a.

.

brand1

tout, but slightly

both ways if returned within 7 days.

'4v -8.0a
.4v -100a

...
...
...

...
...
...
...

...

17 1

6v -40a

21/9 6v -60a
27/6 6v -80a
32/6 6v -100a

Special Line:-

...
...
...
...

tnaIrtr;;
25 I -

...

32/8
40!47/8

...
...

...

Nest English Make, 6-v. 60 -amp. hour, 22 / 9 each.
--

MAUDE RUBBER CO., 58, PRAED ST., LONDON, W.2.

-,- I

M
"5

ADVERTISEMENTS FOR THESE

COLUMNS CAN BE ACCEPTED UP TILL 5 O'CLOCK

ON THURSDAY FOR THE FOLLOWING WEEK'S ISSUE. RATE
25 - PER INCH ; MINIMUM
SPACE HALF -INCH AT 12,6.
CASH MUST ACCOMPANY INSTRUCTIONS AND BE SENT f
TO THE SOLE ADVERTISING ,..1
AGENTS,

JOHN H. LILE. LTD.,

4, LUDGATE CIRCUS,
LONDON, E.C.4.

'PHONE CENTRAL 1080.

Nr-^"v-v~vne.',1-,`" -.c
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STRENGTH IN CONSTRUCTION
and
POWER IN OPERATION
belong to Mullard Master Valves.
Thousands of radio engineers and experimenters all over the warld have secured for thernse!ves
the very best results by demanding Mullard Master Valves.
You can obtain that perfect reproduction of the broadcasting programmes that you have been
seeking so long by choosing the same Master Valves.
Ask

for MULLARD H.F. AND L.F. MASTER VALVES.

These wonderful valves have been designed for the wireless amateur who requires something
better than general purpose valves.
The H.F. type are for STRONG HIGH -FREQUENCY AMPLIFICATION OR DE.TECTION and the L.F. type are for PURE LOW -FREQUENCY AMPLIFICATION FREE

FROM ANY DISTORTION.

Note the cololr distinguishing rings :
Mullard H.F. Red Ring Valves, 12/6 each.
Mullard L.F. Green Ring Valves, 12/6 each.

Write for leaflet M 8 and avoid accidents to your valves by asking your dealer for
the Mullard safety disc : it is free. If your dealer cannot supply you send us
his name and address and we will send him safety discs for distribution.

Mullard.
THE MASTER -VALVE
Advt.-The Mullard Radio Valve Co., Ltd. (P.IV.), Nightingale Works, Nightingale Lane, Badharn, S. W.12.

BRITISH EMPIRE EXH!BITION, PALACE OF ENGINEERING -Avena: 1f -Bay 13.
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Peculiar efficiency in COILSIn the UNIDYNE circuit no high ten-

sion supply is used. It is obvious,
LISSENAGON TUNING CHART.
Note the Intermediate Coils. 30. 40 and 60. therefore, how essential it is to apply
every fraction of energy available. It

TABLE 2.

TABLE' 1.

Wavelength range when used as
Primary Coils with Standard P.M.O. Wavelength range when used as
Aerial and '001 mfd. condenser in Secondary Coils with '001 mid. con denser in panne.
parallel.
Maximum
Minimum
Maximum Minimum
No. of Cail. Wavelength Wavelength Wavelength Wavelength
183

25

233
285
360

30
35

40

480

50

500

60
75

too
150

IF YOU EVER WANT COILS

WHICH INTENSIFY

-

600
8eo
965

zoo

1,885

250

2,300
2,500

300

100

350

440
530
675
83o
950

325

425

130
160

1,300
1,700
2,300
3,200
3,800
4,600

490

PRICE
4/10

4'10
4/10
4/10
51-

200
250
295

635
800
900

360
500
700

1,100
1,550
2,150'

5/4
8/5
8/9
9/2

923

3,000

1,100

3,600

1,400

4,300

5/4

8/8
717

TUNIN G-USE LISSENA;ON CO LS.

was found by the inventors of this

circuit that LISSENAGON COILS
WERE THE ONLY COILS WHICH
COULD BE SUCCESSFULLY USED.

In the same way in conjunction with
the principle of EDDY CURRENT
TUNING employed in the new
LISSEN CRYSTAL SET, LISSENAGON COILS ARE PECULIARLY
EFFICIENT. No other coils give the
same results.

VI

0

15

sitZ

BUILDING UP BIG SIGNAL VOLTAGE

5s

With a new Crystal Set

In

All tuning is accomplished roughly in one of two ways-namely :1. By varying the inductance, or
2. By varying the capacity in the tuned circuit
The maximum energy transferred from the aerial to the aud'o frequency circuit depends largely upon the losses in the circuit.
When it is remembered that the effective capacity of the average
aerial and earth system is about '0003 mfd. (and a long aerial is
almost invariably used with a crystal set) and that this capacity is
shunted directly across t'ie aerial and earth terminals of the receiver, it can be seen that if condenser capacity is added, or a high
self -capacity is present in the inductance itself, the signal voltage
is likely to be appreciably diminished.
In the new LISSEN CRYSTAL SET, therefore, there has been
introduced a form of tuning which, while providing the means of

1-+

a,

-

0
0
(1)

Cl

PRICE of RECEIVER

suitably varying the wavelength range does so without added
capacity and in combination with an inductance which is pecu-

(INCLUDES CRYSTAL) Patent Pending

Tuning is achieved by moving a metal plate in relation to the inductance (a LISSENAGON coil), and although the moving plate
is entirely unconnected with the electrical circuit, its influence is

receiver)
Price of No. 60 LISSENAGON coil

liarly efficient with the" form of tuning employed.

effectively applied through the medium of the magnetic field
created.
By using the appropriate LISSENAGON coil the set can be used
for as many stations as there are, or as many more as come along.
To receive London and Chelmsford, twa coils would be needed to change over from one station to the other, take one LISSENAGON
coil out and plug the other one in.

LISSEN LIMITED
8-16, WO ODGER ROAD, GOLDHAWK ROAD,

SHEPHERD'S BUSH, LONDON, W.12

Price of No. 50 LISSENAGON coil
(covers 300 to 350 metres on this
(covers 350 to 400 metres on this
receiver)

Price of No. 75 LISSENAGON coil
covers 400 to 500 metres on this
receiver

Price of No. 250 coil for CHELMS-

FORD - -

1 Of

10

5!
514
819

NOTE. -One LISSENAGON coil must be ordered

with each set -the receiver will not be sold
without a coil because it yields much greater
efficiency when these coils are used.
In this LISSEN Crystal Set there is no paper-no

cardboard-no loose contacts --no loose wiresthe whole is an instrument throughout--robustand THE MOST EFFICIENT CRYSTAL SET

MADE - WITH THE MOST EFFICIENT

" Lissenium. London,"

INDUCTANCE.
THIS IS THE NEW CRYSTAL SET PROMISED

LISSEN PARTS-WELL THOUGHT OUT, THEN WELL MADE

IN OUR ANNOUNCEMENT OF AUGUST 6th
LAST -and now ready for delivery.

'Phones 3380, 3 3 8 1, 3 3 82,1 07 2 Hammersmith,

Telegrams

Printed and published every Friday by the proprietors, The Amalgamated Press (1925), Ltd., The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4. ,Advertisement Offices : Messrs J. EL Lile, Ltd., 4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4. Registered as a newspaper and for transmission by Canadian Magazine Post. Subscription
rates : Inland and Abroad, 17/1 per annum, 8/8 for six months. Sole agents for South Africa : Central News Agency, Ltd. Sole agents for Australia and New
&alancl : Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, Ltd. and for Canada : The Imperial News Co. (Canada), Ltd. Saturday, October 18th, 1924.
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Our Tbird Special
Issue.
ANOTHER F R EE
BOOKLET :
" All About the B.B.C.,"
an;/ many

exc/usio~

fea•ur·~.

including

"SATISFYING A NATION."
By J C. W. REITH.
t/,e B.B.C.)

(Mollotmt Dir~cl3t

SPECIAL NEW FEATURE
FOR THE BEGINNER.
By E. SLAKE, A.M.I.E.E.

And Two Pages of Pictorial
Radio Symbols.
"How to Build a One-Valve
Reflex Set."
" Another ' All Wave,' C~atal
Set."
ETC., ETC., ETC.

FEATURES IN THIS ISSUE.

- - -·-

MAINLY ABOUT. BROADCASTING.
CONSTRUCTIONAL NOTES.
SHORT·WAV£ RECEPTION.

..

HUMOUR Nf THE RADIO EXHIBITION.
ON THE HIGHER FREQUEN61ES.
ARTISTES OF THE ETHER.
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Before you build-or buy-a Set, learn about the new
Pilot System.
W

HE~

n man decides to build
a gvod Heceiving Set he
immediately comes up
[lgainst the clitticulty of a suitable
cJ.bhu;•;t amt the- d[illing· and the
cn:,;favjng· of the Panel. Cabinetmaking is :1 skilled man's job and
many a pcrfectl-.y good piece of
ebonite has been spoilt. by a hole
in the \Hong position or because it
bas Lcen incorrectly cut to size.

the <tnlhor's literal specification
and using his actual component.;;,
and Type il, an adapMtion usin~
Peto-Scott
gl!arauteed
compo~
nents..
Naturally through standardisation of components ,and' our
lo\vcr manufacturing costs due to
large output, Type D win often
show a large saving over Type A.

Remember that if our instructions
are followed we positively guar·
antee that all Type B H.eceivers
To eliminate most of the difficulties
are the equal in every res~ct
in Set-building we ha\·e instituted
to the more Expensive Type" A
the PlLOT Panel Service.
In
Sets. Our Se-rvice Dept. is avail~
1uture Sets
described in
all
able for all our customers and will
the principal \Virelcss Magazines
test and rectify errors of construcwill be available in sets of parts
tion at a nominal charge. \Ve want
for the Home Constructor with
all our customers to have the utmost
panels ready drilled, tapped and
confidence in every Set produced
engraved. Two tvpes will be placed
under the PILOT Panel Scr\'iCe.
on the market-Type A, following
6If J~n'I'U ll'irele.ss Rer.cirt>r r1t>pe1uls /of' its efiirielif'JI urwn the
~ }!flltel.

/.uw ornrle elmnite ldll preN'IIt 1111!1 Set jrnm function~
ina IH'n;wrl!/. J·;N'I'!I 1'/I.OT JJ.anel f:; 1/ltiiHJfnr:turea from th~
I!Jq1u:.~l !JI'Ode l'ost Of.firc e1!olulr. c,u,·t ILI't'UI'fltely lo size, 11/IJf_t
ludshel/ on /Joth <.idt· ...,, an(/ H'ilh ed!Jt:S 8!/llii'I'PI!J (lt'nttwl. Ill'
;!WII'Hitff'e 1'/'('I'IJ flll/ICl f!) l!e /PaJ,·-p/'111!/ tlr~<f IWII·WOrpfnf}. F.lll'h
Jlt111t't ('11!/l'flt'ed wit/1 /1tf' won/ •· 1'1/.0T." 1111d supf)/ieil ('(IJ'f!~
iJJ/1.11 {JI/1'/,·ett in
sealc1l WIIIPtJf'l'.
Stautlan/ 1·in. lhid<lles.~

liii'~>IH}flnut.

The only trouble-proof method
for the Home ConstructorProvides
usEjoythethePilot
System and en3 strument
follm,·ing exclusive

advantages : }

2

Absolutely no previous Wireless skill required-the only
tools necessary are a screwdriver, soldering iron (optional) and· a pair of pliers.
Every Set when completed
is quite the equal in efficiency of the original.

4

5
6

a high-grade Inat the cost only of
the components.
Success guaranteed-failure
quite impossible if instructions are followed.
Every Instrument designed
by a recognised expert.
The only System for the
Home Constructor backed
by a Service Department.

Choose any one of these splendid
Receivers designed by expertsThe Transatlantic V (a super s~\'alv:
long distance Recein:r),
The S.T. roo (2·nlvc).
The 3~vnlve Dual Receiver.
The Putiflcx (4-vaive).
The .\ll Conoert-de-luxe (3·valW.J
The 4~valve Family Receiver.
The Rcs:~tol1cx (a ·wonderful ~
va:vc l\.'~Hex.)
Tr(~ " r'opubr \Virelcss" Consl:Luc~

The

-\1~- lhit~it!l

of the All-Britain

Re~

nccc.,::;sary £4 : 2 : 6. Tbuo; for
lvss than £6 Y'Hl can 0\\ H tlv.!
hanc1.~nmr-

r.\

awl

r.ionat t\c!lcx.

Tile

C()St

cci\·er----a ::.plendid 3-Valve Sct··r=or ("Ulmplc, :s as follows:l';:>.E-:!1 drillecl, tappc.'d ::md engraved
13,'-. Po!ishcd Cabinet 1 7/-~
Complete kit (,f all cornp•Jnents
Set :~llO\Vn IH're, capaUle

a!l the B-B.C. Statinns
t Ue
to-dav for a

lllost

t:ncntal OllC'5.
of our 1Jt~o
Fnld::r un
Pilot Pt!nd
C()!l

~va nt

F.ecch·rr,

<:tJd

on

~~tl:cr·::.

PETO-SCOTT
77, CITY ROAD, E. C.

Registered Office & Mail Orders:
Branches : LONDON-62, High Holborn, W.C.l. PLYMOUTH4, B•nk of England Place. LIVERPOOL-4. I.i-....,hester

Street. CARDIFF-94, Queen Street.
========STOW--230, Wood Street.

\\>ALTHAM-
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-TUNGSTALITE
Synthetic Crystal Rectifier

BLUE LABEL
Registered No. 447149

REMARKABLE UNSOLICITED TESTIMONY

THE BEST YET TRIED "
Messrs. T ungstalite, Ltd.,
COPY.
Station House, Edlingham,
47, Farringdon Road,
Nr. Alnwick, Northumberland.
London, E.C.1.
October 8th, 1924.
Gentlemen,
. T ungstalite Blue Label Crystal No. 447149.
Purchasing a piece of above about two months ago I have found it entirely satisfactory and
very much sup:rior in every respect to others, but particularly as regards clarity and signal strength.
I have yet to find a spot on the crystal which is not sensitive. The mere fact of bringing
cat's~whisker into light contact always ensures signals of good strength.
On a set comprised of tapped inductance and detector only (two 10 tappings) 5 N 0 (30 miles
distant) comes in loud enough to be thoroughly enjoyed on two pair phones.
Aberdeen (i 00 miles) is also received at slightly le3s strength, but loud enough to be followed.
This reception appears the more remarkable as my house is situated somewhat in a hollow, con~
siderably below the· level of the main roadway, and closely screened by moorland heights. This
reception is not due to radiation, nor is it a freak.
It is simply a question of fitting this TUNGSTALITE BLUE LABEL CRYSTAL No.
447149, which, for loudness and purity excels any I have tried, or, as yet, heard of.
Yours faithfully,
(Signed) H. AUDIN, Station Master.

£1,000

GUARANTEE.

EVERY SPECIMEN OF THIS CRYSTAL IS MANUFACTURED IN LONDON
FROM CHEMICAL RAW MATERIALS.

TUN GSTALITE (PR ICE 1 /6) IS OBTAINABLE FROM ALL RADIO DEALERS.
EVERY SPECIMEN (SOLD AT 1 /6) IS GUARANTEED BY THE MANUFACTURERS.

TUNGSTALITE LTD.
~E.AD

OFFICE:

r-----------------------

YORKSHIRE:
TUNGSTALITE LTD.,

47, Farringdon Road, London, E.C.l.

41, Call_ Lane, LEEDS.

Also Obtainable at: NEWCASTLE: Messrs. Payne & Hornsby, Ltd., 6, St. Andrew's
Buildings, Gallowgate, Newcastle·Dn-Tyne; MANCHESTER: Me>Srs. A. Franks, Ltd.,
Opticians and Wireles~c Equipment Mfrs., 95 & 97, Deanogate, Manchester; GLASGOW:
M>s>rs. Rob':> Broa. (Gla.g~w), Ltd., 69a, West Nile St., Glasgow.

'Grams: Tungslamp, Leeds.
'Phone: 21375 Leeds.

'Phone: Holborn 2557.

'Grams: Tungslamp, Smith, London.

----------------------~

SECURE YOUR. ELECTION RESULTS ON TUNGSTALITE

Popular Wil'eless Weekly, October 25th, 1924.
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DISTORTION
I IMPOSSIBLE''

1

-says a user.
Hill letter reads : -

" The. Loud-speaker received
is the nearest to perfection I
have ever heard. On Tuesday
I . did iny best to mal~e it distOTt the speaker's voice and
also the ·music, but /Qund this
impossible. I have used various
other makes, but can assure
you that yours is the ne.arest
io perfection yet placed be/or~
the public."

TO ABOLISH
HAND CAPACITY

Write

/or Lists

WEMBLEY
LOUD-SPEAKER
Portable Miniature, giving
perfect results and guaranteed' at

22/6

of other Stella Loud-speal(ers

ai

35/- and 70/-.

The Naylor "Ful~top" Conden~er is the ~nly
Condenser which entirely eliminates hand
capacity effects. That irritating distortion you
hear every time yoblr hand arproaches the
opzrating knob cannot exist if you have a
'Fulstop' Condenser.
The abolition of hand capacity effects is
guaranteed unconditionally by the makers
and money will be refunded if any instrument
does not give absolute satisfact'on. Get the
best out of your set by getting a

'Futstop' Square Law Principle Condenser
Price~

.C01.. ....... 13/6
.0005 ...... 11/3

.0003 ...... 10/3
.0002 ...... 9/6

Stocked by most Wireless Dealers, but if
you have any difficulty send direct to

J. H. NAYLOR, Ltd., Condenser Works, WIGAN

STELLA 'PHONES.

WEMBLEY 'PHONES.

These noted light-weights are
tested and guaranteed to give
perfect and distortionless reception, with maximum comfort.
Thousands sold to satisfied
customers. Equal to any and
cheaper than most other really
good 'phones,
Carriage paid,
or from local deale:s.
Per pau
·

Identical diaphragms to" Stclla"
'Phones, but lighter construction, .and so -made that only
the earpieces touch the head
at sides-a boon to lady
listeners, as the hair is not
disarranged. Carriage paid, or
from all good dealer~.
,
Per pair
1.

17/6

14 /6

Buy at Wembley, or from any good Wireless Dealer. If
unable to obtain from your local store, write direct to :

STELLA
31-37, Wybert Street,

,
1

~

WORKS,
LONDON, N.W.I.

Telephone;. Museum 8390.

!·!~~====~============~'
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A FAMILY
TWO-VALVE SET
To work Loud Speaker from Local Station-Com;tructional Details.
By RHEOSTAt.

S

to .loud-speaker,
at 4t and 7-! inches froi'n
the left· side, along the bottom line,

O great has been the response
my last week's offer to give full
constructional details of the twovalve loud speaker set I then described,
that I am making this the subject of
this week's article.
Here is the method of procedure.
For the panel get a piece of ebonite,
l2in. by 6in., and a quarter-inch thicl'; do
not use thinner, or thP weight of the

complete the drilling.
The transformer will need holes which
can be diilled when otner components
are placed.
Assemble all the terminals-vou will
need 13-and screw up tight until the
nut binds. The valve holders ~an next
be. fixed in position.

valve, that is, the unevenly spaced one,
goes to the third terminal down the right
side, The fourth or bottom terminal nn
the right goes to the terminal in the
centre of the bottom of the panel, tlu~
being the switch.
The plate terminal of th,e left-hand
valve goes to the right socket of the
switch, to the right-hand 'phone terminal,
and to one sirle of a · 001 fixed condenser,
The third terminal down the left side,
H.T. positive, goes to LP. on the ~rans
fnrmer, 0. P. on the transform;,r gmng- to
the lcft-hancl socket of the switch.
Across the LP. and 0.1'. of the transformer, the other · 001 fixed condenser is
bridged,· The grid terminal of the lefthand valve is connected to the trans·
furm.er tcrminal.marked O.S
-. Another wire is taken from IY. on the
transformer to the left-hand telephone
terminal and the other side of the · 00 l
fixed condenser, and the wiring is
complete.
.
Looking now at the fro HI of the panel.
the terminals will be : Top left, aenal ;
top right, earth; right side, L.T. positive,
L.T. negative, H.T. positive, and H.T.
negative. The two top left· hand termmals
arc for the aerial roil and the lower ones
for ;A.!1e reaction coil.
.
_
·• I·'>lholtld recommend-"'ljn R or Ora for
l'fi~.,U;ts't.'iraf>;·e, and P!le J&'l.hc new Mu !lard
L.~ci'~!or the·' scconit,
It ac~umulatM· ·>in,rt·•)lienii·ns
T., wluch 13
9(f.~<\,·:4ts,·.·:...~.·/... ~.~:;
.
.
\
tJ;is-.-~t.AJl . Jr-. 1.•1.'.c aerial
v
..
tnhing, 'altd a 50 l<!r tbc ~~'~!1 .
WEEK-ENb TES.
TJ 1 e ,; 0 dcel.o are . tl,l,V onl'•· .
\'af\·e
!il?ments, a no f~}h.~ s~1,i,1fh "~~~! ve pin
ot t.cx JO!lled
1s;;'ltta<;hed to.a slior,Jc;p:rec!l'
t(1 '\:lie 5,</itt:h· termi'nal:-1\: If the lHn -''
]'laced ih the left socket1;\tne valve lS Ill
11 se, and if in the df5ht'~j!locket and the

components will buckle it. Take off the
The condenser Is .an
outer skin by rubbing with emery cloth
stretched over a fiat piece of wood, or. a variable, the combined!.
and leak being
Joiner's rubbing cork.
With a needle scrape a line all rouno, values being · 0003
three-quarters of an inch from the edge.
The transformer
All the terminals must be drilled on this fixed condenser ac
l.ine ; put a distinguishing mark on the tilC same value ·
•;op, and mark off the spaces. On the transformer. The
top line, two inches from the left s1de, porcelain Atlas.
drill the hole for the earth terminal, and
The photograph
at 3 ~ inches drill four holes for the valve, position of each
:-;ccolld fiJanH?nt is hu'ned·;·qn, both valves
The· second valve will be at 8} inches, the nleasuretnents
a,rf;: operating,_ ~he. firs.t·a.s a detcctor.~n~
the· ;;ec 1 md us a high-frequency amphhe;.
and the aerial terminal at 10 inches from should not fihd any
Helpful noieo on workmg th1s set w1.l
the left side. [All the measurements and up.
spacings are on the back of pan~!, and, of . Take a wire from the ae1
frilhm.
A
Durin« th~ weeJ;.end .l:i made further
course, w1ll be reversed m the fimshetl set], the top terminal on
teSts "i.Lh thi' set, and· _,found that .1b
Down the left side of panel drill' holes, plates of · 0005
petl'urwance iull,· heats m;t all the clatms
for batteries, three-quarters uf an inch to one side of grid
from the top, and apart.
The grid condenser
mad,~.
:'
z·y·
by
Chadderton's
eo
]i.ftei· the voc'ai p<crt, :,of 2
s pro·
The terminals are: Top, L.T. positive;
''i:<'immc' had t:nbhed ('!l ~tttmday cvcmng
second, L.T, neg<Ltive ; third, H.T. side of it goes to
hand valve-the grid
~e''. werc switched on \.to some very
positive; bottom, H.T. negati,·e.
indiil(:.tent. (lance musi<;ii ,Jso dcCJcled to
, On the right-hand side, with the same socket of the three
spacing, drill four terminal holes, the two the socket that stands
seati!:O·' ;tf(l(llld·. .
~~ ,j '
(pul in th~ long ~~';j\·~; c01ls, ISO and
upper ones for the aerial coil, and the other three being the
The earth terminal goes
200 Atlas ;md 'lovflY t~jrncd the eo~
lower ones for the reactwn cot!.
ctenset·. when 5XX cameii:l wtth a ban;..
Rule a line across the panel from side terminal on the left side.
the
left,
to
the
right
sid
,\"ithout the kast ~i~l)::•·M 1\l~nchester
to side, dividing it into two even' parts, 011
."Jtii<Ngh <.Jrily.· just u!tde.··H.·o·.+t··l;,!D.. ml.les <tway.
and at 2 and 4! inches from the left drill left-hand valve, to moving
Tlwre \vas·qnite cnorrgh .• :vol·'·\.,.'~·.'fii\.· for tl~rec
the holes for the two rheostats. At a vanable condenser, to
Juu~l~!:iJ.~~akcr~ .,,_.,,n .\n:~:~~,~~~~- 0 \\Il, c.tnd
point 3 inches from the right side, ancl 2 nght-hand valve. and·
<t <."ICC..
, · . . ·· /
t
h t
inches from the bottom edge, dnll the tenninal .duwn the
The second ternu
e .. :·'· .j-tjs yet y.exisJ!:hit-Jrom these· ests t a
hole for the variable condenser.
the L.T. negative,
... l.S.; ;iinvoiu;.:.. atl)W.h~l;c .,~outh of. Manchestet,
Divide t!le panel again. this time from
qnil};\\11 iJkiil· h<>,·i•' <~t ''''"sVtwo stations at loud·
top to oottom, and q. inches from the on the transformer,
on
each
of
the
two
the
<it'!leti; spbakcr sffciif(tly; often more.
lower edge drill a hole for the switch
·
'
b
·
·
> 1 ·"-d' t -1 ' t two dozen amateurs
t11
fi.
vl 1!11
terminaL One inch above, and an-mch tcrnunals on each rheo~t~tt etng .. cun~~:~-~- >..:~\.~ ~ a ,, ~:rs .
nccted to the left sockets un -Q.'!._CII valve,; ()lf'"'Sml,klay;"and ,lust ,before ~~~e~ ~ol
on each ·side, drill. twu more for switch one
to' each
·
- \l'ttitin<.i'·fot the k1dches corner,
P
points.
·
"'
·
in on the loud-speakers.
Ihc plate terminal nf the right-hand c~me rompmg
'Iwo more holes for the 'phones or

of

:. .
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)ones's extraordinarily caustic remarks concerning Loud Speakers,
you will be surprised at the calm
serenity which reigns throughout
his household since the advent of
the " Sparta." Judging by his
obvious eagerness to display it, he
is thoroughly proud of this excellent Speaker. In fact, his persistent
desire to make you " listen just
a minute" is only equalled by that
of the fond parent possessed of a
precocious but misguided child
nearly able to r~cite " The Loss
of the Royal George." Yet even
. ;
' \ "/;;., _
_
his severest critics are unanimou·sly
-agreed that his claims for sweet,
undistcrted melody and sustained volume are decidedly upheld
by the "Sparta" ; whilst
the younger generation
are thoroughly appreciative of the Savoy Dance
music and vote the clarity
and purity of reproduction
to be first-rate.
If you think Loud
Speakers must necessarily
distort, hear the "Sparta"
demonstrated-you will
quickly realise why )ones
is so enthusiastic. All
good dealers stock the
"Sparta,"
TYP• A

The Law decides
for Ericsson (British) 'Phones
:Tn tbe 'lbtgb aourt of :Justice

the sixth day August 1924 between
THE BRITISH L. M. ERICSSON MANUFACTUltiNG CO., LTD.
(Plaintiffs) and OTHERS (Defendant~).

Important Notice
EH AVING receiVed many complaints

from
disappointed customers who have been
misled by the false description given to
'phones sold by some dealers and described as
"Ericssons," we have been compelled to take
action in the High Court of Justice.
The following is an extract from the Court
Order:-

rm
-

~r~er an~ !l~ju~ge

., trbts aourt :IDotb

that the Defendants their servants and agents
be perpetually restrained from using the name
Ericsson as descriJ;~tive of or in connection with
the sa.le of Head Phooos for Wireless Telephony
(other than Head 'Phones manufactured by the
Plaintiffs) without clearly distinguishing the Head
'Phones so sold from the Head 'Phones manufactured by the Plaintiffs and from selling or offering
or advertising for sale any Head 'Phones not
manufactured by the Plaintiffs in such manner as
to represent or lead to the belief that the Head
'Poones so sold or offered or advertised for sale
are of the Plaintiffs' manufacture.
"Bntl it is ~rtleretl that the Defendants do pay
to the Plaintiffs their costs of this action " etc

(

120 ohms
£415 0
Type HA
2,000 ohms)
Type HHA
4,000ohms
Type B. The first Loud
Speaker to provide for
additional control1hrough
a 6-position tone selector.

Type " B."

120 ohms.

£515 0

Type"HB." 2,000ohms.

£60 0
Type "HHB."
4,000 ohms.

£6 0 0
to-day /or Li•t
3l5b describing " Fuller "
Components.
Send

ALWAYS ask for Ericsson BRITISH Telephones,
They have " Ericsson " stamped on each earpiece.

Prices:

120 ohms
2,000
..
4,000
"

24!6 ,
25/6
26/6

•
'

Write to-day for lilts or apply nearest agent rega.rding
Ericsaon products.

................... · ·

s~iii'~i· '.ifiietit~

MANCHESTER:

'iJ

:=

· ............

Kmlj, Street West, De&n!lllate. I
'~8£6k1,~¥tf:' I2i,J Htg'tr'~d'ee~~·· Tratfic titree~. I
i SCOTLAND: Malcolm Bre!ngan, 57, Robertson St., i

t BfA~fk'a·HAM: 14-15, Snow Hill.
iN .E. ENGLAND: !.Iilburn Ho .• Newcastle-on-Tyne. l

!

! ~~~e~8:1 ci;ot~ 1 ~~~~~hL:~N!nti~~~

Equipment

eo .• j

i IRISH FREE STATE: Stocks carried by A. W. i
B~tltiU. Kelly & ~o., 174, Great Brunswick St ..

)

i

;... ~f::r-~-~-~~--~.-~:...!t.~~~~~-~~.'J:! .. ~t-~: 1

Fuller's United Electric Works, Ltd.,
Woodland Works, Chad well Heath, Essex.
Telephone:

Telegrams :

11/ord 1200 (6 lines).
"Fuller, Chadw<l/ Heath."
LONDON DEPOT: 58, Bigb Street, W.C.Z.
TelePhone: Gerrard 5070.

THE BRITISH L.M. ERICSSOX
:MFG. CO., LTD.,
07/73, Kingsway, London,
W.C.:J

•.

~.6! .. May ~trr(·t ..
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RADIO NOTES AND NEWS OF THE WEEK.
Worth Visiting.
EW Londoners arc aware of the wonderful wireless exhibits on view at tho
Science Museum, close to the Albert
Hall, Kensington. Amongst the fascinating apparatus assembled are examples of
pioneer wireless instruments as used by
Hertz, Dr. Fleming, Mr. Marconi, and Sir
Oliver Lodge.

F

*

*

C

*

*

New Zealand's Record.
EW ZEALAND has some splendid
radio records to its credit, and it is
interesting to find that some of these
have been set up when using standard
British receivers. Recently one amateur
tuned in San Francisco at a distance of
7,000 miles, using an RI set-the Number
5 V A model.

.
N

*

*

The Initials Craze.
HE habit of using initials in wireless
seems to be on the increase, and after
a time it becomes quite natural to use
the call-sign instead of a station's name.
Everybody knows the meaning of "2 L 0,"
" H.F.," " S.B.," and dozens of similar
groups, nowadays. The term "D X" for
" long distance " is becoming fairly common, and another abbreviation which is
gaining ground on account of its convenience is BCL, which, being translated,
means "Broadcast Listeners."

T

*

*

*

N

*

*

*

Australian Progess.
OMPREHENSIVE wireless plans are
being made in Australia, including a
scheme for at least one big 5 kilowatt
broadcasting station in each state. Victoria
and New South Wales may possess two of
these stations, and the wave-lengths reserved
for broadcasting range from 250 to 2,500
metres. Experimental licences will cost £1,
but ordinary listeners will have to pay
thirty-five shillings for their licences.

*

Spanish Broadcasting.
OW that Madrid comes oYer so well,
great interest is being taken in the
new Spanish station at Barcelona
(EA J 1), which has been testing on 325
, metres. At present low power is being used,
but this will shortly be increased by the
installation of a standard broadcast transmitter, rated at one and a half kilowatts.

Neat Work.
"ARRIVED Quebec. Cheerio.-Pat,"
.
w.as the wireless message sent by
Mr. Patrick Lee, of the Canadian
North-West Mounted Police, to a relative in
Ealing. It was picked up direct from the
Government steamer "Arctic" by Mr. Gerald
Marcuse, of Caterham, who six months ago,
was visiting Canada for the International
Radio Union Conference. He then arranged
with the "Arctic's" operator to listen-in for
news from the ship when she returned to
the St. Lawrence, and redeemed his promise
by taking down the above reassuring message from an Ealing man whose relatives
had. not heard of him for two years.

*

The Great Hobby.
ANCHESTER'S Wireless Exhibi,tion,
which is closing to-morrow (Oct.
25th), has proved again how keenly
radio has caught the public fancy. Every

M
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WHAT THEY SAY.
_

:=
=:
:=

u Let wirc•less wrld all humanity to~ether
so that they can face their common flifficnUiPs
in a ~pirit of co-operation and mutual trust."Sir Oliver Lodge.

*
*
•
There h:.; a man at the rnd of nrv road
=: who has a loud spettk(·r so powerful that I can
=: hear Uncle Re-x'i5 watch ticking. And when

= "

:=
:=
:=
=:
-

the weather is fine he sticl<s it in the garden
so that everyone in the Hmne Counties can
hear what a Ioml loud speal<er his loud speaker

is."-F.

Y.,"".

Thomas, in the "Star."

*

*

*

:=
=:
:=
:=
~
=::
=:

:=
:=:
:=

_
:=
:=
:=
=:
=:

•

*

*

-

•

*

*

The statement has be~n made-not by the ~
B.B.C.-that Jlritain Juts the finest l!road· :=
msting service in the worl<t-and I think the :=
ob!:!ervation i~ a true one. Are we ~mtisfird ? ::=
No, decidedly not. 'Ye .ue very dissatisfied =:
with what has bctm aceomplishe£1, and we hope =:
::.=; to do ntnch greater thingB in the futurc.-IJord =:
=: Hainford, Chairman of the ll.B.C., in an inter· =:
=: view with the" 1\lanchc~tcr Even in~ Chronicle." =:

-

THE WEEK'S QUgRY.
_
_
I am getting the kna'::k of tuning, but am =:
:= not quite sure -of the conllPnsrr adhtshtwnt,. =:
=: Bhonld the moving plates he all in, half in, or :=
:= all out?

=

=.illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!llllllllllllllllllllllll~

show that has been organised reports the
same enthusiasm, and seYeral manufacturers have recently told me that thoy have
been amazed at the grasp of the subject
which some radio amateurs have attained.
Already great interest centres around the
forthcoming London Exhibition, which is
to be held at the White City from Nov. 15th
to Nov. 29th.
•

*

*

Long Distance Work.
SOUTH SHIELDS correspondent
has forwarded me some interesting
details of long-distance broadcast
reception on an indoor aerial. On a recent
Sunday evening Rome (425 metres) was
received at good strength, and the transmission was perfectly clear. Fired by this
success, an attempt was made the same

A

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Keeping Anniversaries.
NI~ thing
that I think the B.B.C.
deserves· credit for is the way in
which they observe anniversaries,
and keep memories green. " Army Reminiscences " was a case in point, and another
interesting forthcoming programme is the
special one arranged for Armistice Day,
Nov. llth.

O

Belfast Ready.
HEN Bournemouth station was
opened, about 12 months ago, there
seemed little prospect of the erection of another main B.B.C. station ; but
Ulster has exceC'dcd expectations, and the
Belfast station ig due to be officially opent?d
to-day (Oct. 24th). The Duke of Abercorn,
Sir ,James Craig, Lord Gainford, the Lord
Mayor of Belfast, and the Principal of
Belfast University, are amongst the speakers,
some of whom will be S.B. to-night.

W

-

"Wireless broadcasting is the youngest of ~
:= human arts. It is safe to say that there has :=
:::= never been any development of human activity =.
=. whirh has interested so many or so divcr:..c minds :=
:= with ~mch rapidity, or stirn~d the ronseionsness :=
=. of mankind to such universal wonder."- :=
:= " Daily Telegraph."
_

evening to receive American broadcasting,
and two unknown Transatlantic stations.
and finally W G Y, were all brought in at
quite good strength.

Flatter and Flatter.
EAFIELD'S harmonics have been lesi
troublesome lately, but during the
last few weeks tho tuning of 5 X X
has seemed to get flatter and flatter. At
thirty-five miles, on a two-valve set, I can
now hear signals quite well with any adjustment of the tuning condenser, and a Cop<>n·
hagen correspondent tells me that he has
noticed the same trouble, even at that
distance.

L

secret Radio ? .
R. WILLIAM DUBILIE.R, of condenser fame, has been investigating
new German invention by means of
which commercial news by wireless can be
transmitted without fear of its being
" tapped " by unauthorised listeners. The
machine is fundanwntally simple, but
absolute secrecy is obtained by reason of
the fact that countless transmitting combinations can be used and altered at will,
the result being meaningless to all except
to the authorised listener.

M

a

*

*

Wireless in a Hospital.
y the way, the photo which appeared
on page 297 of P.W. No. 124, showing
a wireless set in a hospital, is an
official photo of the presentation of a loudspeakC'r equipment (provided by the
Birmingham Hadio Circle) to the Queen's
Hospital, Birmingham. Mr. Percy Erlgar
and the House Governor of the Hospital can
bt? seen in the photo.

B

(Continued on page 422)
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Liverpool_ Moving.
IVERPOOL Relay Station will soon
be moving to a new home, owing to
interference with the wireless branch
of the Liverpool Territorial Signal Corps.
The new site will be the one originally
chosen at the Corporation dust destructor,
in St. Domingo Road.

L

*

*

*

Wireless Insurance.
IRE insurance companies generally
ask no extra premium when wireless
is installed upon insured property,
but they should always be notified by the
policy holder when an aerial is erected.
Insurance to cover other· wirPless risks
has now developed into quite a big business,
and a great many people have taken
advantage of the protection it affords
-since this class of business was introduced
by the Liverpool l\Iarine and General
Insqrance Co.

F

* *
Experiments.

*

Interesting
OME interesting experiments were recently . carried out at Southampton
to test the possibility of direet wireless telephone· communication
between
incoming ships and
t-he dock authorities
HShore.
A 50-watt
Lransmitter and
a
three - valve receiver
1verc used, and there
is no difficulty about
tuning in, as the apparatus works on a
fixed wave-length of
250 metres. Some very
promising results were
obtained, and . it is
possible 'that this aid
to the pilot will soon
be universally adopted.

S

*
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AMERICA ON A ONE-VALVE UNIDYNE.

§ Tile Editor, POPUI.AR WIRELE~S.
::
Dear Sir,-You might be interested to lmow
:: that on a single-valve Fui<lync set of my own
: construction, using a Thorpe K 4- valve and
: home-made ba.sket, roil~, I was succ.f:'Rsful on
:=: Sunday evening, the 12th inst,., or rather early
:: t.his morning. after list€niug iu Y:tin for Captain
:= Eckerf'ley~s Speeett to be rtlayerl t!Jrou~h 5 S <J
:: fnnn K D K A in picking up_ a. churC'h serviC'e
:= which was being relayed by ·wireless on a wave:: length which nppeared to be in the vidnity r,!
:: 400 metres. I was able to keep on to thiR
:= station from about 12.4-5 a.m. till 2 a.m., at
1

§
::
::

::

:=

:=:

;:

=:
=.
=:

:=:

::

=:

:=

:: which UmP it. closetl down, the annomtrer
:=giving the rail ~ign \VG Y, ~ehenectady . ~PW:;:
:: York. Speech and music bein;:::; quite dir;t.inet, ;:
:: exCt'l1t for some atmospherics and .fading. 1 :=
:=: di,tinctly heard him (the preacher) re:t<l the :=:
:3: les:=.~on from Romans, chap. viii., and dose i)y =:
=: RinginJZ verses 1, 2, and 4 of hymn Ko. 405, :
:: ''Fight the good fight.. " l will be glad if any =::

:: of your rPadrrs eau confirm this report. 1 have :
=: al::m received the follmrin~ stations at above :=

:: addrt>RS, 2 H D, ;) N 0, 6 J1 l\[-;' 2 Z Y, 5 \Y A, :;:
:: ~ B };, :md ot course Glasgow (5 S C), and a::
:: l<'rrnch station as well, but I did uot get the rail ::

=:
:=
:=:
=:

sign. As this is my first valve flet, and was :;:
built ent,irely to the instructions in your Yalnable

=.

paper, I think this reflects great credit on tlte :=:
inventors of this circuit.
::
Yours faithfully,
::
J. UALSTO,_,
3~. Kilnside Road, Paisley.
§

:=

=
~

=

*

*

Dublin to Broadcast ?
T the time of writing no definite
announcement has been made regarding the establishment of a broadcasting service in the Irish Free State ;
but a scheme has been drawn up provisionally which provides for a ri1ain station
in Phoenix Park, Dublin, with rf'lays in
Cork, Galway, and Limerick.

A

A Prince's Set.
EADERS who have seen the Westem
Electric Company's seven-valYe
super-sonic heterodyne receiver will
be interested to know that one of these
instruments is packed up in the luggage
of Prince Paraehatra, brother of the king
of Siam, who is now en route for Bangkok.

R

*

*

*

The "P.W." Photos.
EVERAL readers have expressed appre. ciation of the photographs of the
interiors of the Yarious B.B.C'.
stations which have been appearing in
"P.W."; but so far as we know only one
has tumbled to the fact that a photograph
of the Hull station was erroneouslv described as " The Control Room of the LeedsBradford Station," in" P.W." 122 (Oct. 4th).

S

*

*
Mr. Reith's Book.
} A:!'li told by }fr.
.J. C. W. Reith
(managing direetor of the B.B.C.) that
his promised book is
now completed, and
will probably be on
sale bv the time these
lines are in print. It
is called " Broadcast
Over Britain "-a su hject upon whieh Mr.
Reith is the authority

"

*

*

*

The White City
Exhibition.
ONDOX'S scconrt
and biggt>st wireless
exhibition
opens at the White
City on November
15th, and one of its big attractions will
be the PoPULAR WIRELESS Constructors
Competition. The rul{S governing this
competition will appear in our next issue.
There will be a junior section fur sets made
by amateurs under 15, and a senior section
for those made by amateurs over 13.

L

T

*

A
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R 1 to R.9.
HE teehnical editor
tells me that, referring to his
contribution, "Some Unidyne Troubles,"
in "P.\V." 124 (page 302), a correspondent
has asked him whether weak signals are
desc;ribed there as "RI " OF " RI."
It seems hardly nece~<sary to say that in
accordance with· universal practice he uses
the scale R I to R 9, to tndicate " dead
weak " to " very strong signals " : and that
in· this instance, whPre the signals were
hardly audible, he calls them " signals of
RI (R One) order."

Wireless on Seaplanes.
WIRELESS-FITTED seaplane which
has been undergoing tests at Hamble
(Hants) is specially designed to carry
invalids ill with fevt>r on British Guiana
plantations to the nearest place where they
can obtain treatment. Hitherto many
sick men have died on the 200-mile journey
b~cause, owing to bad transport,, it took
seventeen days to carry them to safety, but
the seaplane is designed to do the journey
in ahout tu·o hours, and will be in wirelt>~H
touch with both ends of the route all the
way.

When in London the prince examined and
tested the set, and now he has high hopes
of receiving British broarlcasting regularly
in Siam. ·

*

*

The Radio Week.
XTEP,NATIONAL Ha<lio Week ha·;
this year been fixed for November 2:3!-d
to November 30th. Most European
and American stations will take part, ancl
the B.B.C. is co-operating heartily in the
scheme. Every night from 10.30 p.m. onwards an hour will be devotml tu the relaying of foreign transmissions, and talks
on international affairs are being planned.
It is hoped to secure some gootl programmes
of representative music from the tlifferent
countries participating.

I

*

Amateur Detectives.
ECENTLY listeners in the St>ven
Kings district have been driven
almost mad by oscilhtion interference,
and a few stalwarts armed with frame
aerials have been doing ~ome good detective
work in an attempt to stop the nuisance.
2 A U V was red-hot on the trail the last
time I heard of him, anrl he eertainly has
the good wishes of the neighbourhood to
hack up his efforts

R

*

*

*

*

*

*

Prizes for Constructors.
HE .competition is open to all classes of
receivers. Neatness, origina.Jity, and
('fficicncy will be the tnain points on which
the sets will be judged. PoPULAR WIRELESS
is presenting two sliver cups--one for each
. section-~as first prizes. The organisers of
the exhibition are also presenting gold and
~ilver medals as second and third prizes in
both sections.

T

Send Along Your Set.
EADERS of" P.\V." desirous of entering
this competition should send their
sets to the Organisers of the Radk
Exhibition, White City, Uxbridge Road,
not before November 12th, and not late1
than November 14th.
Every set must
have a label attached bearing the owner's
name and address. All sets arc sent at
amateur's own risk. Full details will be
given in next weeJrls issue.
ARIEL.

R
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SATISFYING A NATION.
THE GROWTH OF THE B.B.C.
By J. C. W. REITH, M.Sc.
(lvianagi,ng Director of the B.B.C.)

An article from the pen of Mr. Reith is always of interest and in the following contribution, specially written for "Popular
Wireless," the Managing Director of the B.B.C. draws an arresting pen picture of the growth and spread of the activities of the
most efficient broadcasting service in the world.-The Editor.
B.B.C. is getting a pretty big conT. HEcern,
and it is common knowledge
that when a business of any kind
expands very rapidly it is rather apt to get
out of hand. Many, organisations, when
comparatively small, were efficiently managed and highly successful in every respect,
but when for one reason or another they
suddenly began to grow and to launch out
in new direction~, all sorts of troubles
b:-gan.

ever did, and finishes perhaps by saying
that he enjoyed the programmes more when
there was no regular service at all, but just
a few amateurs sending out a little rmmic
now and again. Incidentally, what a tl'ibute
and a reward is there l
I think people are beginning to understand that no· concern in hi~torv ever took
on quite such an embarrassing and C!HlJPSS
task as that of trying to satisfy a whole
nation at once, and to keep on doing it day
after day, night after night. But they clo
not all appreciate it as fully as they should,
and some do not yet seem to appreciate it
at all. It would do them a worlrl
of good to come and sit by a station
director for a week or two, or even
by an engineer-in-charge.
Aml
then they would have a very incomplete experience of what it all
means.
I have said that businesses some-

between these two categories there lies a
great range of possibilities which are made
practical by joint action between broadc~ster and listener.
This lutppy state· of
affairs is ·becoming more and more nf.'cessary because new listeners are being added
every day.

A Great Development of the Age.
Hardly a manufacturer I meet but reports
busy timc:l. in his factory. Broadcasting itself .is still extending ; new stations an
The Critics and the B.B.C.
being opened and fresh lines of activity
developecl. People who were ·originally
I heard recently of a man who was makrather inclined to despise it being over three thousand a year out of a little
cause they thought it was only
bakery business in quite a poor quarter of a
a passing craze, or because tlH'Y
_ provincial toWll. Then he thought he
did not imagine it would bring
would start branches in other parts of the
to them that they had not before,
town, and generally open out his trade. He
have now to come to find that no
lost all his savings, and now, I believe, he
house is complete without a rehas no business at ·all. There is a line which
ceiving set.
expresses what happened :
The service is now
Like kings we lose
taken seriously by
the
conquests
those who underestimated it before.
gained before,
By vain ambition
There is more in it
still to make
than they thought.
There is more in it
them more.
Each might his
than anyone thought.
several province
We can see opinions
on its influence given
well command,
Would all but stoop
in all sorts of mw spec.:tC'd q uartPrs.
]t
to what they unis no Pxaggpration to
derstand.
say that it i.,; one of
the really great deThis might seem
VPlopments of the
to put a premium on
century-or age-or
ambition and initiao[ any age.
People
tive. but; it reallv
Mr. J. C. W. Reith-Managin~ Director of the Britis:1 Broadcasting Company.
who are accustomed
does nothing of the
to assessing the value
kind.
Nor should
times get out of hancl, but the B.B.C'. has
of various influences which have arisen
anyone be discouraged by the toll of disaster
from time to time cannot as yet drnot overgrown itself in this way, for at the
which often follows such enterprise as was
head office we are st.ill ahle to keep in close
termine where it is going to lead, or to what
shown bv the little baker. It should just
make us very careful to ensure that our
touch with all the stations, and not onlv know
extent it will change some of the conditions
projected moves are wise ones, and that we
what is happening, but have just as much ' of life to which we haYe grown accustomed.
Wireless in general will change the whole
can still keep our business in hand, even
say in what is happening as is necessary.
face of civilisation, and may reYolutionise
though it cannot have the same personal
There is a vast amount of work going on;supervision in all its details.
essential work-which no one knows anvour established processes in many different
fields. Broadcasting, . within this greater
Now an extension of operations from one
thin~ about, but without which there woui(l
town to about twentv inside two years is
uplwaval, is evolving a silent revolution of
be no programmes for people to criticise at
something quite unuiual, and it would be
all.
its own, and all listeners and broadcasters are
concerned in it, and have their parts to
.~o recogni~ed even if the business were such
The Necessity for Co-operation.
a simple and straightforward one as selling
play. When we find ourselves becoming
Some of those who listen to programmes
cakes or tobacco, or even, to come a little
involved in some new movement we are wise
arc far too much indined to judge the
nearer home, wireless gear. Developing a
if we consi~ler carefully what our attitude
B.B.C., and British broadcasting in general,
to it is to be, ann if we are to do this probroadcasting service is a very different
bv one item from one station on one cventhing from extending the market for any
perly we must invariably, and to a grcat
i~g, and forgc·t all about what is being done
ordinary kind of product. There arc many
extent, try to sink our own individualities
all the rest of the time in all the other
~erious problems to be considered when onP
and our own inclinations and desires in the
j,; doing this, but broadcasting includes them
places.
wider considerations which may be those
of a household, a community, or a nation.
Broadcasting, more than anything else I
all before its difficulties really begin.
know of, demands an intelligent and symSome people are unreasonable towards
Those who were amateur experimenters
<,roadcasting. The B.B.C. has always been
pathetic co-operation between the two
when broadcasting began, or 'ivho have
parties chiefly concerned, and it needs also
very polite to its critics-not that there are
taken up the pursuit since, and in general
a recognition of other people's requirements,
manv of them-even to the kind of man who,
those who have participated in the growth
often a difficult n~cognition to give. 'l'here
afte~ listening to some particular thing that
of broadcasting through regular listening,
does not happen to suit him, seizes pen and
are, so to speak. in on the ground-floor, antl
are some things we can do on our own, and
there are some we cannot do at all, bnt
(Concluded on page 482.)
paper and condemm; all that the company
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· EVEN before litigation in the English
courts drew attention to the commercial value of the Monte Grande
(L P Z) radio high-power station, Argentina interest had been centred in this
exceedingly important installation, which
performs work in international communications throughout the world. From almost
any high building in Buenos Aires the
aerial towers can be clearly seen, and they
are used by the Military Survey Office as
points of comparison in the preparation of
their maps.
Ten Huge Masts.
The power·house, which is of colossal
construction, is built on huge reinforced
concrete piles three metres above the common floor level. The height of eight of the
towers is 210 metres, the two centre towers
being 219 metres. Six were built by the
Telefunken Company, a German enterprise,
and four by the C.T.S.F., a French company.
The weight of each of the German towers

is 125 tons, calculated to withstand a basepressure of 250 tons at the foundations.
The strain calculation in time of storm ancl
hurricane is of 40 tons at top and 20 tons
at base. The base of the tower is supported on eight coils of insulators, each of
which is calculated to stand a strain of 80
tons, the maximum pressure placed upon
the insulators in actual practice being 31
tons: Constructed in pairs, the average
time occupied in the mounting of each pair
was three months. The base of each tower
is formed of reinforced concrete, and, in
size, measures 3 by 4 by 4 metres. In some
cases the bases are as deep as 5 to 9 metres,
the size varying according to the character
of the type of soil encountered.
Twelve Thousand Volts.
The four French towers vary but slightly
from those of German construction, being
square in shape, while the latter are triangular in formation. Each of the French
towers 'Weigh over 85 tons, and rests upon
a 260-ton foundation securely attached to

A seetion nf the .transmitting plant at the Monte Grande station.

1S24.

piles weighing over 85 tons driven down
into bed-rock. The towers are stayed at
six places to four points, and are not insulated at the base.
Deep beneath the surface a 3-phase
power-cable carries over 1,000 kw. at
12,500 volts pressure to the sub-station of
thfl Compafiia Alemana at Banfielrl, pro_yiding sufficient energy to run the whole of
the instailation. Two other cables connect
Monte Grande with the central office in
Buenos Aires, while both stations (Monte
Grande and Villa Elisa) arc connected hy
means of a switchboard in the central
office.
Oil Cooled Transformers.
The Telefunken high-frequency alterna.
torR are driven by a 800 h.p. il-phase motor,
delivering 6,000 cycle current at 750 volts
and 1,000 amperes. A frequency, varying
between 11,000 and 44,000, can be obtainer!,
giving a wave-length from 6,400 to 27,500
metres.
Doubling and tripling transformers coupkd
to banks of condensers are used, . theKe
being oil-cooled. The rloubling and tripling
t.ransformers are oil -cooled by means of a
centrifug:ll pumping system:
The power enters from the Banfi.eld works
at 12,500 vDlts and is transformed down to
3,200 volts for driving the 3-phase motor~,
while, for lighting, it is transformed down
to 230 and 110 volts.
The huge transformers employed for this
purpose are also oil cooled and, of course,
very efficient insulation is provided.

Photo shows the A.R.O. transmitter and switchboard.•
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·HOW TO BUILD
A ONE-VALVE REFLEX RECEIVER.
By E. L. MUNNS.
Straightforward constructional details for the amateur who has had a little experience in building receivers.

article is more especially intended
THISfor
the amat.eur who has had a little
experience in constructing and operating the simpler types of apparatus. It is
a trifle more ambitious than the simple onevalve circuit, and is much more efficient.
For this reason t.he writer does not recommend the use of dual amplification to the
absolute beginner.

The Circuit.

This latter fact makes it necessary that
the valve, as far as possible, should be
suitable for both radio and L.F. amplification.
The writer
C'mploys a very hard
Ediswan -A.R .or a
Phillips R valv~.

a switch for putting the aerial condens<'r
If this is
eitlwr in series or parallel.
done you will not need so many coils.

Constructional Notes.
A iew notes on the

actuaL construction of
the set arc now given,
althouQ'h little need
be said: as the diagram
in Fig.
2 is st>lfcx p lanatorv.
1' h.e
pan Gl
us e d
was 8
in. x 12
A view undern•atb the panel. showing tlle wiring.
in. x J
in., and
The crystal used was Hertzite, although
was found to be verv conJeonite and galena were tried, but were not
venient. The components may
neal'ly as good as the first-mei1tioned. Tbi:;
seem slightly crowded, but
is, of course, a very important item, and
the wiring was quite sim·
should be horne in mind when purchasing
plc,
being carried
out
the crvstal.
with No. 16 S.W.G. tinned
If possible, test several crystals on the
copper wire.
dual circuit in order to obtain a goo(l
No difficulty should arise i!
specimen. The one used by the '1\Titer is
F'i9.1 7he Circuit:
these dimensions are used.
C.!. • ·001, ·0007S.,. ·0005 ml"d.
capable of receiving 2 L 0 at a distance of
'
The
L.F.
transformer,
as
V.Vw.o cl"
C.2. • ·0007S or 'OOOS ml'd.
70 miles. The speech is not always audible,
COI1dttnS>tr3 C.3 •. · 002 ml"cl. d,qor....-.
mav be seen, was shrouded in
{ C. "1- • •001 mf'd cOpprOX.
but instrumental items are quite good. ThiH
an 'iron case, which proved a
crystal
proved as excellent in conjunction
Tlte i;,dt ~ondensu;s Cs<>nel c_, ... ~not ~SSd'J', ~tlif'livw>~
great advantage. If, however,
with valves as when used as a rectifier.
,..!w.o should~ ttrted ~l"orw wiriT19 '10 "n)' v<l/tJU prrm61'1crntly.
you wish to employ a transHow to Operate the Set.
former that is not shroudThe operation of the set is carried out in
eel, it is advisable to space
the following manner. First insert in tht>
are then amplified. In this state they are
the w1rmg with care, as capacity effects
coil-hoider suitable coils to cover the waverectified bythe erystal,D. They have now
may be very noticeable.
length of the station you wish to receiw·.
been converted into L.F. impulses.
The L.F. transformer should be of ver.v
Place them a fair distance apart (say, mou•
Having next passed through the step-up
good quality, the ratio being either 4-l or
than 50°) and rtlO\'E' the condensers in the
transformer they are again communicated
5-l. The one used on the writer's set was
usual manner until the desired statior,t can
to the grid of the valve, which now amplifies
5-l. If undue capacity effects are ex·
perienced the transformer should be
(Continued on page 426.)
looked at first.
It
might be necessary to
shroud it to prevent
interaction.
The two ,·ariable
condensers were both
·0005mfd., and proved
to be very satisfartory.
They tunc the aerial
and anode coils respectively, and the
former was wired
permanently in series
with Ll, as thiq
method gave
the
at low frequency.
These magnified L.F.
best result~
If you wan't this ·
impulses pass through the anode coil, L2,
and 't~ms through the telephone receivers, T. ·set to ha\'<' a long
Thus it mav be clearly seen that the valve _range'of wave-lengths
it would be an ad'is performing 'two functions : ( l) acting as an
yantage to employ
H.F. amplifier, and (2) as an L.F. amplifier.
The disposition of the components can be seen clearly from this photograph.
Looking at the circuit in Fig. 1 it may be
~cen that the H.F. oscillations in the aerial
arc conveyed to the grid of the valve and

r
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simple switching arrangement
A isVERY
for the H.F. and detector Unidyne
shovm below. In one operation it
switches off the filament, reverses the reaction, and switches the input from the grirl
of the H.F. yalve to the detector grid.

instead of employing three separate opera·
tions, as in the original model Unidyne
described in PoPULAR WmELr:ss.
The
articles needed are :
15 Contact studs,
2 Stop pins,
2 inches of 2 B.A. rod,
I Bush,
I Spring washer,
:l 2 B.A. nuts,
I Ebonite knob,
I Piece of spring brass about '2! in_
by I! in.
1 Piece of ebonite I! in. square.
The ebonite is made into a circular piece
l! in. in diameter, and when the brass has
been shaped into five arms, as in Fig. I,
these are fixed to the ebonite as in Fig. I.
The connections .are shown in Fig. 2.
Precautions must be taken to see that the
contact arms each afford goo<l connection
bctwecn the studs they rcst on.
TUNED ANODE CONTROL.

HEN the tuned anodrr method of
W
coupling H.F. valves is cmployed,
two or more stages may be simultaneously

Pieces of rubber or cork, A, are secured to
a strip of hard wood, B, by means of a little
glue or seccotine. The bearings for this
strip consist of two small cotton reels, C,
which are swivelled to the pancl by means of
small bolts. 'l'he pressure between the edges
of the dials and the cork or rubber strips
should keep the wooden slider in position.

be heard. Now increase the rPaction-i.e.
bring the coils a little closer, and then
retune both condensers. Repeat the operation until the desired strength is obtained.
If this method is carried the set will
not burst into self-oscillation, as it pro·
bably would if the coils are close when
tuning is commenced. If it does oscillate,
however, lessen the reaction, or carry out
the alternative method, which is dimming
the filament of the valw.
The coils used were of the honeycomb
type, and below are the necessary coils to
receive most of the important stations
when Cl is in ~cries :
Anode (L2)
Broadcasting. .
7[j
Hague . . . . 200
Eiffel Tower. . 500
Radiola . .
400

Aerial (Ll)
75 or 85
150
300
200

All the stations given in the next paragraph were received on the broadcasting
coils (except
the
three Continental ones
given above).

stations f r o m
any part of the
country unless
you are situated
in a "blind
spot,."
The reaction
effect produced
by the aerial a:nd
anode coils
being coupled is
a great advantage when used
with care. It is
necessary
t o
have the coils
coupled in the
right directions
or the effect will
not · exist.
If
this is so, reverse one of the
pairs of leads,
either thoHe to
the aerial coil or
those to the
anode coil. This
should remedy
the defect.
·

AB

C

~
'

1~~~~R~~~~¥~R ~

0~~··

r-----------... THEthecasing
of
"loud

speaker"
receiver is provided with a sheet
metal strap to
which is fitted
t h r e e or f o u r
staples which are·
passed
through·
holes in same;
bent over on the
underside, an cl
then soldered as
8hown
in the
'-----------1 diagram.
,
1

tuned by arranging a single sliding member
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~
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in such a way that it engages the edges of
the condenser dials, as shown in the accompanying illustration.
This arrangement
does not, necessitate placing the condensers
close together, as is the case with other
similar devices employing a revolving cone
placed between the dials,

Results.
The results obtained
wit.h this receiver are
far superior to those
with a Ringle valve of
the usnal type. The
follmving stations were
logged in one evening :
London (2 L 0), Birmingham (5 I T),
Manchester (2 Z Y),
Bournemouth (6 BM),
Glasgo_w (5 S C),
~ewcastle (5 N 0),
Cardiff (5 W A),
Aberdeen (2 B D),
Radiola (SF R). Eiffel Tower (1<' L), Ecole
S n p e r i e u r c, Paris ( P T T ), H a g u e
(P C U U), Ramsgate Post Office, North
Goodwins, South Gooclwins, and several
amateurs.
Ae these results were obtained from
Margate, little difficulty should be experienced in receiving all the British

Lengths of l in. square-seetion elastic are
then passed through the staples, their outer
ends being secured to a suitable frame.
The tension on the elastic strips should be
well equalised, the idea being to minimise
mechani.cal vibration, which is very pro·
nounced when the receiver is mounted on t<J
any solid structure common with the base.
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METHODS OF

SWITCHING IN WIRELESS CIRCUITS.
By T. P. BEARD.
This is the third and concluding article of a series dealing with a practical aspect of wireless work of importance
to all amateurs.

a high-frequency valve is used
W HERE
before a valve detector and a switch
is required for cutting in or ont the
high-frequency valve, it is ncePssary to mab
provision for connecting the aerial to the
grid of the high-frequency Yfllve or to that
of the detector as required, and also to
switch off the current from the high-

F/G./2

freqncnoy valve filament when that valve
is not in use. A double-pole change-over
switch of low capacity type will be required
for this purpose.
In Fig. 12 it is assumed that. the tunedanode method of high-frequency eoupling
is used, L 2 being the tuned-anode coil, and
C 2 is a variable condcn.~er in parallel. The
centre and left-hand contacts on the upper
side of the switch S simply switch on
the filament of the high-frequency valve,
the upper right-hand contact being left
empty. The lower contacts of the switch
are connected as follows : The centre
c<mtact is joined to the grid leak and condenser on the grid of the second valve, the
left-hand lower. contac-t is joined to thn
plate of the first valve, and the right-lwnd
contact to the aerial lead.

.

Jf the switch is ove~ to the right, the filanwnt of the first valve is switched off, and
tlw aerial is led round to the grid of the
second valve via the grid leak and condenser,
:md the circuit will therefore be the usual
Pingle-yalve detector circuit. By placing
t ho sw1tC'h arm owr to the left ~he filament

of the high-frequency valve is s\\itchcd en
and the plate of the high-frequenC'y valve
is connectPd to the grid leak of the sPconcl
valve, and both val~:es are then in use. If
rPaction is used in a circuit of this type,
provision must be made for changing
the direction of the reaction coil when
changing the number ·of valves in use. A
method of doing this is
shown in the next figurP.
Changing Over Reaction.
The last figure showl'd the
method of switching one
high-frequency valve without reaction. Fig. 13 is the
sa.me circuit, but with the
addition of a reaction coil,
L 3, and another switch,
S 2. The connections to
this switch will be very
easily followed.
·
It will be seen that putting the switch to the right
or left comes to the same
thing as removing the connections to the reaction coil from their terminals and connecting them up again the other way round.
The switch will be in one position for use
with t.wo valves (to be found by experiment),
and when the high-frequency valve is cut
out, the switch S 2 will have to be thrown
0ver to its opposite position.
Switching Reaction from A.T.1. to Tuned
Anode Coil.
·when reaction is n~ecl in a receiver having
one or more stages of high-frequency amplification, it is usual to l)ouple the reaction
coil to the tuned-anode coil or high-frequency transformer between the highfrequency valve and the detector.
It is often verv useful to be able to switch
the reaction coil so that it may be coupled
to the aerial tuning inductance or to the
tuned-anode coil or transformer at will,
and Fig. 14 shows how the necessary switch
should be connected in the circuit. The
connections will be very e'asily~ followed,
and the diagram does not need any explanation. L l is the aerial coil, L 2 the tunedanode coil and L 3, L 4 the alternative
reaction coils.
Changing Over from Tuned Anode to Transformer H.F. Coupling.
Jn Fig. 15 is shown a method of using a
change-over switch to change the highfrequency coupling from tuned-anode
to high-frequency transformer, using the
same ·variable condenser in each case. It
will be seen that the upper centre switch
contact is connected to the plate of the highfrequency valve and also, by way of a •0003
mfd. variable condenser, C 2, to high-tension
positive.
The upper and lower left-hand switch
contacts are connected together, and are

taken to one side of the tuned-anode
coil, L 2, the other side of this coil bPing
connected to high-tension positive. Onp
md of the primary of the high-frequency

transformer, T, is joined to high-tensior
positive, and the other end to the uppe1
right-hand switch contact. The lower centn
contact is taken to the grid COJldenser, C il,
of the second Yalve as shown, and the lower
right-hand contact goes to the secondary
of the high-frequency transformer.

By following the diagram it will be seen
that when the switch arms are over to the
left, the plate of the first valve is joined
to the upper side of the tuned-anode coil,
L 2, also to the grid condenser of the second
valve, and the anode condenser, C 2, is
(Continued on page 4-28.)
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adjnRtment of the dials. It is true that
eases have been recorded where the wavelength of the transmitting station, more
particularly certain foreign stations, has
varied quite con~iderahly during the transmissions, but genNally speaking, sudden or
momentary variations in the intensity of
reception are due, not to the transmitter or
to the receiver, but to atmospheric and
other conditionR preYailing at the time.
Of course>, in some caRes, not11ing more
mvsterious than ~, failing filament h11tterv
w]ll be fouml to be the c~use.
"
Conducted by J. H. T. ROBERTS, D.Sc., F.Inst.P.
Tinning Made Easy,

method of tinning terminals
A SIMPLE
and metal parts generally is described
in an American wireless journal.
A metal vessel, sufficiently large to hold
the articles to be tinned, is obtained, and
is filled with sufficient water to cover the
articles. To this is to be added not less
than an ounce of cream of tartar per pint
of water.
A stick of solder is melted in an old spoon,
and is dropped, in this molten condition,
into the water, the cream of tartar being
added subsequently. The metal articles to
be tilmed should be thoroughly cleaned (by
dipping in nitric acid for a few moments,
and then rinsing with water) and should
then be placed in the bath described above,
nncl the solution boiled for an hour or
lmger. ·
A Frame Aerial,

Artificial Crystals.

or spe::ks of iron dust may remain within the
reoeiver case after manufacture, and t,hese
are particularly liable to adhere to the polepieces. If, therefore, rattling in the 'phones
is noticed, the pole-pieces should be carefully
inspected for the presence of any such
magnetic particles.
Fading Signals.

When a station fades out, after having
been properly tuned in with maximum
intensity, it is usually better to wait a few
moments to see if it comes up again to
normal strength, rather than to upset the
J!li\<i><v<1><i>-0-<v<>~':><C:><!o-><Y-i><:C-i><,>$4'><'~

~

METHODS
OF SWITCHING IN
R WIRELESS CIRCUITS.

1

,_

It is well known that the amount of
~\
(Continued from pnge 427.)
energy picked up by a loop aerial is very
<~
•
much less than that received by a good
m-~c.~~<i>·~'><i~
outdoor aerial in the same circumstances.
It would appear advantageous, therefore,
shunted across the tuned-anode coil. The
to use an outdoor aerial on a loop set ; but
windings of the transformer are now out of
this entails a separate tuning unit. If,
circuit. With the switch in this position, the
however, a second loop of, say, two or three
tuned-anode method of coupling is in use.
turns, be wound in the centre of the frame
If the switch arms are put over to the right
aerial, this second loop being in series with
the plate of the first valve is joined to the
the outdoor aerial and the earth, there will
upper end of the transformer primary,
·obviously be inductive coupling between
the variable conden~er C 2 is shunted across
this second loop and the.frame aerial proper.
this · winding, and the grid condenser
The secon<l loop and the frame aerial
of the second valve is conloop may be separated by a distance of, say,
nected to the upper end of
I to 3 inches ; if the distance is increased,
the transformer secondary.
the selectivity is increased but the sensiThe lower end of this windtivity decreased. The second loop thus
ing is joined to low-tension
functions as an untuned aerial circuit.
negative in the usual
Greater signal strength may sometimes be
manner. This switch posiobtained by increasing the number of turns
tion gives transformer coupon the second loop to six or sen·n, and a
small fixed condenser may sometimes with · ling.
advantage be included in the circuit of the
Changing from Tuned-Anode
s::cond loop. The frame aerial loop, of course,
to Resistance-Capacity H.F.
Coupling.
remai11s connected to the set in the ordinary
way.
A simple two-way switch
incorporated in the last
Rattling Telephones.
figure enables this to be
done'. Fig. 16 is a reproRattle in the telephone reeeivers ma~' be
duction of part of the circuit given in
due to different causes. In the first place
Fig. 1.5, sho\\'ing a high resistance of
it may be that the diaphragm is slightly
100,000 ohms, R, connected to the upper
bent and is practically touching the magnets,
end of the tuned-anode coil, .L 2. The lower
so that when signals are being received,
end of this resistance is taken to one of the
intermittent contact is made between the
contacts of the switch S 2.
magnets and the vibrating diaphragm. If
The lower end of the tuned-anode coil
so, the remedy is to remove the diaphragm
is joined to the second contact of S 2, and
and reverse it. Another 0 ause of rattling is
the presence of grit between the diaphragm
the arm of this switch is joined to the positive of the l>Jgh.tension battery. It will be
and the magnets which, owing to the
extremely small clearance between the two,
seen that S 1 and S 2 enable anv of the
nsual combinations of high-frequen~y coupmay easily cause mechanical ('Ontact. It
ling to be used &,t wil1
sometimes happens that small iron filing~

Many of the crystals used for wireless
detection are metallic sulphides, and can be
pt-epared artificially in the chemical laboratory. It is remarkable, however, that when
so prepared they usually appear in an
amorphous form and posspss little or no
rectifying properties. It seems from this
fact, and also from many other observations. that the rectifying property is
dependent upon the crystalline formation.
It is possible, by special arrangements, to
manufacture most, though not all, of the
commoner wireless crystals by artificial
means and in the crystalline form. The
(Continued r>n prtge 483.)

Switching One Stage of L.F. Amplification.
This circuit, Fig. 17, shows how a change·
over switch may be umd to cnt in or out of

circuit a stage of low-frequency amplification after a detector valn•. P and S are
tho primary and secondary windings of a'_lowfrequency transformer. and L 2 is the reaction coil. The upper centre switch contact is taken to one en<l of the reaction coil,
the other en<l of which is connected to the
plate of the detector valve in the usual
manner.
The upper ldt~hand contad of the switch
is joined to ot:.e end of the transformer
primary, and the right-hand upper contact
to one side of the telephones. The lower
centre and lower lrft-hand contacts of the
switch are joined to the filament of the
second valve and to L T-rcspectivcly.
When the switch arms are over to the

FIG 1/

left., the reaction coil L 2 is connected to
the primary of the transformer, and the
lower centre and kft-hand Rwitch contacts
close the filament circuit of the second valve,
allowing the filament of that \-alve to light
up. In this switch position the lowfrequency amplifier is i11 circuit.
If the switch is thrown over to the left,
the filament circuit of the second valve i~
broken and the rE-action coil L 2 is joined
directly to the telephones. In this position
the circuit is an ordinary single valve
detector arrangement with reaction.
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To some people
a receiver is merely a piece of mechanism. It has never
occurred to them to give it a real chance-to help it
become vitally alive. Brandes "Matched Tone" Head·
phones will exploit the full merit of your Set, bringing it
to eager life. The" Table Talker" will make it talk clfarly
and melcdiously. All the liquid tones, the pulsating
warmth of a soprano will come to you unspoiled, without
any unnatural harshness. It does not matter-the rioting
madness of the violin, the immense grandeur of the organ
or the intoxicating rhythm of a dance band, they all
speak to you-AUVE with their OWN throSbing
cadences. Let Brandes products dispense with dull
tonelessness and bring your receiver to vigorous li:e.
All Brandes products arc obtainable from
any reputable Dealer and carry our ojficiat
money-back guarantee enabling you to
return them within 10 days if dissatisfied.

UJatched ?OnQ
TRADe.

HA.RK

RADIO_ HEADPHONES

251-

Table -Talker
'<TRADI!_MARH·

Tune withBrandesMafchedlone'
1?adlo ~Headphones

-

?n_en Listen· with ~can_de_s
/able lalker

Brandes Limited. 296 Regent St., IV.!.

WORKS 1 Slough Bucks.
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T~.A.T

QUALITY

DOES

IT,"

CA·T. NO.

PRICE

203 B.C.

1/6

THE QUALITY RHEOSTAT WITH THE EBONITE BOBBIN;
HOLE FIXING, SUPERB FINISH. VERY COMPACT.
No. 208. THE H.F. TRANSFORMER THAT ''GETS
YOU THERE." MOST EFFICIENT KNOWN. ANY
W/L UP TO 5,000 MS.
BASKET COILS, SET OF SEVEN
SET OF SIX·

ONE

2/9 EACH
2/· PER SET
1/9

A CHELMSFORD COIL THAT DOES NOT NEED A
·ooJ CONDENSER.

1Qd. EACH

EBONITE BASKET COIL MOUNT •

1/2

THESE ARE SOME OF OUR "QUALITY" PRODUCTS.
SEND FOR OUR LIST.

CRAIK &

~
"':.::::j

can . be added, up to the full capacity of
your set, with a simple movement of the hand
the 'phone-tags (fitted with the Newey Snap
\:-tl
Multi-connectors). are pressed over the last pair.
~
NO TURNING OF SCREWS OR TWISTING OF
"@
WIRES they JUST SNAP ON and the phosphor"@
bronze Spring in the connector socket grips the
"@ terminal stud or the stud on top of the last eonnector.
~ How easy to set up a new experimental circuit when
-Q) thtJ comr..onents are fitted with the Newey Snap
(j) Terminal -Studs and the connecting wires in lengths of
@) convenient sizes are fitted with Newey Snap Conne.ctors.

.::::£

~ BATTERY CONNECTORS
~ IN COLOURS
(j)
~

STREET,
LONDON,

'Phone: CLERKENWELL 7346

-....::

(j)
.@

SMITH,
ALLEN

with celluloid washers printed H.T. and L.T. make
easy and correct connection possible, without the
accidental burning out of costly valves.
Earth and Aerial leads fitted with Newey Snap
Connectors can be taken from the set and snapped
together, saving the cost of an Earthing Switch.
Complete sets eau be obtained at 2/• per box,
through any Wireless accessory dealer. If he
cannot supply, write:-

P. & M. Ltd., 124, Tooley St., London, S.E.I.

E.C.1.

A Message from "Mars"
to those who are WaitingPlease don't blame your dealer if he cannot supply
right away.

the 'Mars '

The simple fact is that demand has outpaced supply. To secure
even distribution· we are despatching half lots to our dealers and
working at full pressure to complete the 20,000 100 ft. lengths on
order for October delivery.
Please don·t write to us in the: mined to get the best out of

hope of getting quicker de~ ! his set, wants the ' Mars."

livery-there's a waiting list I The ' Mars ' consists of 84
Try at local dealers- I' strands of special alloy
place. your order-we are phosphor bronze wire, spirworkmg tc; ensure your ~e .. ally wound, so that each
lng .supphed at the earhest. wire is air insulated. It has
pos.,ble moment.
the lowest ohmic resistance
COMPARED WITH 7/22's yet.attained.
THE ' MARS ' HAS 80% I Get the ' Mars' and you will
GREATER · S U'R FA C0Jf. •et those distant, elusive staA RE A, GIVES 50,;, tions clearly and sweetly.
\t.~fJ'~fED ~E~I~~~'i>~ T~ADE N~TE : This ad·
TION, 90'%
GREATER verusement IS !1. frank sta_teEFFICIENCY WHEN USED me~t o! our poS>tJon regard!ng
FOR- TRANSMISSION.
~~;~ver~~s. wSh~I~~~~:re h~~':;,~
now.

I

These figures, determined by 'I handlin 0 the ' Mats' with all
experts after exhaustive tests,

possible

speed.

Please

get

indicate the reason why every terms and supplies through
1
wirele3s enthusiast, deter .. ; your usual tfactor.
'

MARS
AERIAL
E. & W. G. MAKINSON LTD.
Sole Manufacturers and Patentees,.

Wellington Works, Welllleld Rd., Preston.
~
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Get. this
·book-Free/
The Book of M 0 V has been written and conipiled by radio experts at Marconi House and
the Osram Lamp 'Works. The most interesting
and instructive work of its kind ever produced,
it IS issued gratis by the proprietors of

Sold by Wireless and Electrical
Dealers, Stores, etc.

The Book of M 0 V is a work of reference
invaluable alike to the beginner and the experienced experimenter. It should be in the hands
of every wireless enthusiast. The voucher belo\v
entitles you to a copy.
Fill in and post
this Voucher
now-

Get the Valve in
the Purple Box

Announcement of Tha
M.O. ValveCompany 1 Ltd.

Popular Wireless Weekly, October 25th, 1924.
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PRICE

l

At Last! ..\ valve of. super.lative excellence at a really
pormlar figure. A. valve with a wide sphere of application and econonucal to run. Adaptable as amplifier,
audwn . and detector. Suitable for every kind of
'wctch m hcgh m low fceqcceccy.

15 ~

POST FREE
FILAMENT VOLTAGE,

DU~~!;f!!L!S

3~3·5

Volts. AMPS.

·06~·07.

The "RECEPTER" Valve consumes extremelv little current.
Excellently adapted for working with pocket lamp "batteries or dry
cells. The filament is short, stout and well supported.
Mechanical breakage is almost impossi"ble. Smooth detection and
amplification without valve distortion.
Until you have tried
"RECEPTER" you have not heard your set at its best.

ALSO
POST

BRIGHT

7'6 FREE.

EMITTER

VALVES.

Filament Volts 3'0~3·5. Amps. ·4.

F. J. BROWSE & eo ..
56, Broad Street, Sh~tesbury Avenue, W.C.

Post at once t~ the Sole Agent~:

OONT DELAY
ANOTHER DAY
BUYYOUil VALVE
THE

RECEPTEB
WAY

THE
....Iml
•

FAMOUS

FOR.MO

RADIO COMPONENTS

THE F0~1QrVlNSOR
~~~··· INTEGRAL VERNIER

THE

FORM~Rl'J'sro~V'EO:fDED
is the acknowledged standard of

has adva.nt.ages over every excellence. !Q"o effort is spared to

it the finest obtainable, and
It is make
price places it above all of;hers.
essentially an instrnment itsIdeal
the UNIDYNE.
of precision, and it is not A... Batio for
approached by any other B. Ratio 1-2.
low-priced condenser for C. Ratio 1-3.
1-t.
of deD. Ratio 1-5.
:''""·· w<>rk·man•hi·p and
For the
IJl!IDYNE
1-10.
·00075mfd.
other

condenser.

·ooosmtd.
Duall0/6

·onoa mfd. 8/6

0002mfd.716

•

"35 miles speaks for itself"
Monmouth.
"I have tried other
headphones on my crystal
set, but couldn't !'et them
to work at all well. . . .
Your headphones are very
satisfactory, light, neat,
and very sensitive, exactly
as advertised- 35 miles
speaks for itself.
CHAS.

3-plate Vernier5/6
Dual, with Vernier 12/6

THE FORMO HOME·CONSTRUC·
TORS SET. 3-VALVE.

ALSOP."

GENEllAL
I{ADIO~HON£5
Super- sensitive
Headphones.

20'-

Per Pair.

Why not hear them at your dealers ;J

·This set comprises Standard
anteed Forma Component.s .

• panel U!' X-10" is drilled and
(Art bur Preen
1 and everything necessary to assem.
Head Offices
:
ble t,his first-class set is included,
Cricklewood Lane, N.W.:?. and packed in well-ma.de cabinet.
Scottish Branch:
'Phone Hampstead 1787.
£412s. (plus Marconi Royalty) 22, YorkPJace,Edinburt~:h.
Cc.ntractors to the .Adn iraJty, War Office, .Air 1\linhtry, Post Office and India Otfce,

A FIRST CLASS
LATHE FOR-

£5

MAKE YOUR OWN WIRELESS SET.
IT COVERS THE WHOLE OF WIRELESS WORK.
This is a self-contained turning lathe which can be set
up anywhere, clamped to the edge of a bench, a table,
or to a strip of wood wherever it is wanted. Swings
6 in. in diameter by I2 in. in length and rz in. in gap.
No foot power or motor required. Complete with
chuck as illustrated. Price £5. Post in Great Britain
3/3· Weighs only 23 lbs. A real money-maker. Writ~
for descriptive booklet, or send remittance with order to

G.ADAMS,

D~pt. P., 255,

High Holborn,
London, W.C.l.

Radio House, 235, Regent St., London, W.I. ]
Telephone: May/air 7152.

Telegrams: "Algenrad, London."
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FOR

THE BEGINN.ER.

A NEW SERIES FOR AMATEURS.
By E. BLAKE, A.M.I.E.E.

This new series, by one of the most popnlar radio writers of the day, will directly appeal
to· the thousands of new enthusiasts who have taken up wireless as a ·hobby this winter.

PART I.-A GENERAL TALK ABOUT WIRELESS.
u~

admit at the outset that a deLETscription
of wireless as a co-operation
betwren broadcasting stations, receivers, and " wireless waves " is no he! p to
the person who, unversed in the elements
of electricit-y and magnetism,. wishes to
know in detail how this seeming miracle
or broadcasting is accomplished. But it
muRt be admitted also that, in order to
write lucidly of the processes of wireless,
assuming on the reader's part little or no
understanding of the properties of electric
and magnetic circuits, one is forced to make
use of rough analogies, makeshift images,
and mechanical comparisons.
·
This is apt to giYe the learner only a crude
idea of what are some of the most aweinspiring revelations of the unseen world of
vibrations. Still, the facts and figures
which will be given in this and the following articles will, I hope, give a simple and
fairly complete expose of the secrets of
wireless, and imagination will complete the
stor_;·.
Wireless Waves,
As a rule, when we wish to understa.nd
how something works 'we do not trouble very
much about it~ superficial appearance, its
colour ai1d form, and so on. 'Ve strip off the
out'licle to get at the fundamentals inside.
Steam-enginE's are given many forms, but
thev nearly all work on some common
prii1ciple. ·so it b with wireless. There
are wire!Pss tekgraphy, wireless telephony,
broadcasting. wireless beams and wireless
"lighthouses," wirelessly controlled ships
and aircraft. and wireless "death ravs."
But thes~ are only different applications
of one process which is fundamentally the
same in all ; that is, the production and
propagation of waws. Can we reduce the
matter to cYen more simple terms ? Ycs.
· Tlw wa 1·es arc, after all, only a means to
an end. "'hat part do they play in wireless ? Well, one step brings us right to the
heart of the matter. The function of the
1rares is to concey something from one place
to .another.
,Just as in ordinary telegraphy the wires
link town to town and carry the eleetrical
impulses in " dots and dash(~s,'' so wireless
waves transfer electrical impulses or
signals from wireless stations to wireless
recPi1·crs. That is the point to grasp;
then• is no mvster1·, no miracle; wireless is
not a magi~ method of communication
employing no connecting material between
sender and receiver. It is not a sort of
imitation telepathy by an electrical Zancig.
The mrssage, whether it, he in Morse c.ode
or a violin solo, is turned into a form in
whieh it can be carried bv wireless waves,
and these faithfully bear· their burden far
and wide. Do not be bewildered at the
~tatement that the messages are turned
into anothE'r form. Hemember that on the

surface of the gramophone rPcord there is
music or speech in another form.
So in the printed score there is music
in another form. And in the Braille type
of the blind there is intelligence in an unusual form. The secret lit'S in the interpretation. In wirekss, the interpreter
is the receiyer.
It will be much easier for vou to understand wirelE'ss, and broadcasting in particular, if you assimilate the idea of music
and speech having electrical counterparts,
or being recorded somehow in some form
so that they can be turned back into sounds

A 3 Valve Cabinet Set made by a Dutch Amateur
which won first prize at the Amsterdam Exhibition.

at will. Y on will wonder at this stage ho1r
music can be recorded electricalh·, and in
what appears to be empty space. ·
The explanation of that must come a
little later. In this article 1 want to pave
the way t-o the explanations of the technique
of wireless by laying open to you the proces,,
in general, and up to now we have learned
that musiC' and· speech, or any sounds, are
capable of being, as it were, uwulded in
electricity and turned by the receiver back
into sounds again. The vehicles which
carry the electrical impressions of these
sounds from the broadcasting station to the
receiver are win'less waves.
Evidently t-he next question is, "'Vel!,
but what are wireless waves ? In what do
thev occur. and how are they caused?"
ca.nnot ·gE>t at 1lhe explanation of all that

We

at the moment, because I want first to gi\·e
a few examples of broadcasting not under
the control of the B.B.C., which will help
you to grip the essentials of the matter.
In olden times, when danger threatened
the country and it was necessary to rouse
the nwn of the shires, our forefathers used
to light bea.cons; the first was lit, and those
watching at the next saw the flames and lit
their beacon also, and so the signal ran
the length and breadth of the country-a
!)retty example of broadcasting by relay
stations.
There is more similarity between this
old-time method of conveying a signal and
modern broadcasting than you might guess.
First, the signal from the beacon went out
in all directions. Secondly, the signal
carried farther across flat country than
across hilly country. Thirdly, the signal
could be received in a given locality by an~·
number of receivers tuned to the wave ;
the receivers being men's eyes.
Fourthly, the signal was carried by means
of waves-waves of light.. Fifthly, the signal
travelled across space at exactly the speed at
which " broadcasting" travels. Sixthly,
the signal could be received at a greater
distance if the receiver, the eye, had an
amplifier (say, a telescope). Seventhly, the
signalling waves were caused by exactly
the same natural phenomena as those
which causC' wireless waves. One could give
other parallels, but those seven are enough
to show you that broadcasting is but a modern adaptation of an old, old method.
Intelligence Across Space,
The drums of savages in the African
forests signal news of war and death to
other tribes far distant. Another example
of broadcasting-by wav1Js in air. Ships
that pass in the night signal to each other
hy lamps. A flickering light from the bridge
of one tells in the longs and shorts of the
1\Iorse code the name of the ship, whereto
it is bound, and the port from which it
sailed. An officer on the other vessel
receives the J\Iorse signals-by eye-and
flashes back similar information on his lamp
--an illustration of a svstPm of wireless
tclegraphy which was "used long before
Marconi was born.
Hcre again we have an instance of
intelligence transmitted across space by
waves; the lamp is the wireless station,
the eye is the receiver. The diffcrence
between this wireless telegraphy by lamps
and that by which Marconi will flip your
message across the globe eonsists chiefly
in the length and power of the waves used.
In nature and properties the waves of
both systems are alike and arc caused by the
same natural phenomena.
In the next article we shall learn more
about wireless waves and how wireless
engineers produce them.
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ANOTHER "ALL-WAVE"
CRYSTAL SET.

g

I

By OSWALD J. RANKIN,

j

~_J,

1
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receiver to he ,]escribed in
T HEthiscrystal
"article was hurriedly constructecl
from a few spara components and orld
pieces of material, being originally intended
as ~ rough-and-ready standard tuning
rfceiver to be used only for the purpose of

reacle~'s mind.

1'he panel is 5~ in. by 3& h~.
by i'. in. in thickness. this being cut out
from the best quality matted ebonite sheet.
Holes are drilled to take the A and E terminal~, the crystal detector, D, the telephone
terminals, T, and the comlenser bush. Two
small holes are alw rh·illerl lhrough the
lower end to take woo<! screws which
secure the panel to one side of a wooden
block, B, previously recessed to take the
moving plates of the condenser and screwed
to a wooden baseboard which is 5 in. long
by 4 in. wide. This block, before being
recessed, should be about 3! in. by 2! in.
bj- I in. in thiclmess.

Wiring Up.

C2

The coil socket is drilled through the
centre ami screwed to a small wooden block,
·8, which is secured to the opposite end of
the baseboard in the manner shown.

!
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A

A FINE TUNING
CONDENSER.
"
~'--">·-""'-!><t~~Y.">·<i>-"0~~~:?<1>- ~
~

D

useful vernier condenser can be
easily made from a few odd pieces of
A VERY
material and an old condenser dial.
The idea is clearly outlined in the accompanying s~etch and needs li~tle ~xpla.nation.
A is a thm brass plate whiCh Is dnlled to
take a short piece of threaded brass spindle,
and three small screws. All holes are well
countersunk, those for the screws to take
the heads of same, and the large hole to
take a little solder which joins the plate to
the spindle.

Mica Dielectric,
making certain comparisons during a series
of experiments, but since the simplicity of
its design may possibly appeal to the
amateur of limited workshop experience,
it is here proposed to detail its construction
and use. As will be se<'n above, the
circuit is a standard crystal circuit with a
No. 35 or 50 plug-in honeycomb coil, Cl,
which is shunted with a ·0005 mfd. variable
condenser, 02, the crystal detector and
telephones completing the circuit in the
usual way.
Simple Construction.
The figure below and the accnmpanying
photograph should convey the idea to the

Wireless
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The termimtls, cmHlenser, and detector may
now be mounted on the panel, these being
win·d up with square sedion bus-bar
exactly as shown in the wiring diagram,
on the lrft.

Tesiing the Coils.
Using the average aerial a ~o. :3;) or 50
plug-in <'oil will br:ing in any broa<lcasting
statio~,

has ~
that the
operator is within crystal range of a
sta.tion, and a Xo. 150 coil wiJl be about
correct for 5 X X. The position of the
llHWing platt"4 Of the contl~;fiser Ehoukl be
cardully noted and if, for instanCl', they
shonl<l be arljust.ecl to maximum capacity
when using a :1\o. 35 coil on the broadcasting wave-lengths, then a Xo. 50 coil
shoul<l he Slt bstitutecl and the mpaeity
rcrlueerl. Rimilarlv, if the conclensl"r is set
at zero, that is, ·if the moving plates are
" all ont," this iiHlieates that a smaller C'oil
may give better results with a little eapaC'ity.
The point which shoultl always be aimed at i'
to use as little capacity as possible.
With the present arrangPment the operator is enabled to note the condensl'r sett.ingE
at. a glance•, .an<! one is thus able to gain a
con~idemble amount o{ knowledge on thE
subject of tuning.

,·ctpac'"Y

pr~YidiJ.ls;., the, condenser

v'

OIJ'-'1)

mHl.

l\J1d

Naturally this
condenser will
not have a very
great maximum
c a p a c it y and
should only be
used in conjunction with a condenser of the
ordinarytype in
order to provide
finer tuning. The
connections in
this case will
therefore be
from each of the
sets of plates,
of the largPr
condenser to
C and E of the
small vernier.
Tuning will
then be carried
out in the usual way until best results
are obtained and the final tuning is canied
out by varying the vemier.

The spindle should be about I! in. long
(according to the thickness of the panel),
and before screwing the plate to the under
side of the ebonite dial, B, the edges
should be nicely wunded off with a file
and some emery cloth. It is most important that the face of this
plate should be perfectly
smooth. The fixed plate, C,
is then screwed down on to
the panel and covBred with
a sheet of ruby mica, D,
which is secured to same by
means of a little shellac
varnish and a hot iron. One
of the screws is longer than
the others, and this is
arranged as a bolt for connecting up purposes.
The complete condenser is
shown in the lower sketch,
where it will be seen that the
contact from the movable
plate is taken from the end
of the spindle by means of
a strip of spring brass, E,
and from the fixed plate by
means of a nut attached to
the end of the long screw.
A ~hctograph cl the " AII·wave " Crystal Set described above.
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tTHE RECEPTION OF SHORT-WAVE SIGNALS!

':
l
5:
j'

A LONDON AMATEUR'S EXPERIENCES

¥

By W. PULLMAN (5 LP, of London.)

J.;

~

The amateur station, 5 LP, is well known to London listeners, and in this short article Mr. Pullman offers some
interesting suggestions to readers of "P.W." with regard to short-wave reception.

<;>
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X these llay~, when evl'ry amateur is
doing his best to transmit on a short
wa\·e-length of, say, 120 to l50nwtres,
ilnd in some eaRl'S clown even lower,
many pcoJ)le have foumr it difficult to
get goocl recl'ption. Xot that short-wave
reception is any more difficult than any
[

other n•cpption. but Pn•ryone has got l!Sl'd
to one type of working.
Fimt of all. one must realise that shortwa\·e tuning is much finer than· long wave,
aJl(l tlwrpforc greater care ·is n·quired.
I wntnrc to gi\"e one or two cit•cuits which
ha n· Jn·oved ver~' suceessful for this
particular· work. Fig. I is very simple to
operate, and it will be noticed that the
aerial coil of Pight tnrrijl is wound on the
Sf'cendary to gin' a close, coupling.
Some Important Points.

Fig. 2 is an extremely C'fficiPnt circuit.
It is well-known, but, I venture to think,
little used, though it is worthy of a trial
both for short and long wave_reception.
I conhl give dozens· of circuits, each of
which would bC' found to have some advantages over tht' ·onPs at present in use;
for it must bP owned that a 'very large
nnm ber of amat.Purs arc far from· expl'rt
in the reception of short-wave signals.

The insulation both of l he aerial itself
aml the lead-in are highly important, and
f'\'erv care should be taken to avoid losse>
in t'his di1·ection ; and it must not Le
forgotten that even the smallest trace of
soldering paste left at t,Jw back of the panel
JHav !Jave disastrous pffects. I mean from
the. point of view of signals.
Again, the wiring of the panel itsPlf
~hould be well dotie in bare wire, and care
Rhould be taken that the various componpnts arc so disposed that the wiring is
a'' short v.:< possible.

HM·ing due care to all these points, let
us commence on a receiver which, though
well known, is little used, and so dispose
it that it may be truly portable. Taking
the circuit shown in Fig. 2, we may lay it
out as shown in the rough sketch, Fig. 3.
I think all the components speak for
Htemselves.
The coil is wound in three
sections (Fig. 2), A and C
being t of the numbcr of
tums on B, and the minimum wa \'e-length of the coil
is equal to the tur_ns at B
multiplied by 10.
The writer saw this, or, at
any ratE', a similar circuit,,
so;ne time ago in an American
paper, and tried it out with
most excdlent n·snlts, and for
thi;; n·awn fp;•b that it is a quite worth
while circuit for any amatenr.
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A Counterpoise Earth Advisable.

To those interestc(l in the transmi~sion
of shol't-ll'a 1·c telephony, I would rel'ommend the circuit shown in Fig. 4, which ill
similar to that ust>d in mv own Rtation,
5 LP. It is simple to op£·rate and giVPs
quite full modulation, aml is quite efficient.
The grid coil, it will be noticed, is not
in any way coupled to the (lerial inductance,
but is separately tuned with a condenser
('0005 ).
Thi~ gives wry sharp tuning.
and enables very critical adjustment of
modulation to be obtained. This circuit
js also shown with a· ·I mfd. condenser in
the earth lead, which may he dispensPd
with if the household light supply is not used.
H will abo be found that a conntPrpoise
or earth bcreen will be of considerabk aclvantagt:', t~pecially for short
wa\'e work. The valves used,
an(l for whieh this circuit is
designc(l, are power A.T. 25,
modulat.ion L.S. 2, and speech
amplifier, any good R type.
It will thus be seen that
th.is transmittPr has the added
a(lvantage of not requiring
two-power valves, whidt is
quite a consitlPration when expense has to be studied;
The aerial inductancE' should
be wound of lwa.vy-guagc wire
or strip on a skeleton former
made~from ebonite rods, fixrd
to Phonite end plates about
I 0 in. dianwter and 14 in. long.
and the wire should he spaced
about T\; in.
The c:rid coil is woun(l on a 4-in. former
of 22 S.W.G., D.C.C., and it will be found
that about 22 turns will work quite wdl
on 160 to 200 metres' wave-length.
If
preferred, ordinar~- plug-in coils may be
used.

F1(23.

Winding the Radio Choke.

The high- freqnPm'y cLok~· may hP
wouml on a 4 in. former of <'bonitP, and
have :{00 to 400 turns of 2S ~. W.G .. D.C'.C'.
wire. It is t1nitc as well to wind this to

FIG,.4.

500 turns, and t:tp Pvery 50 from 300, so
that the most suitable value may be easily
found. Apart fron the foregoing. point~,
the whale transmitter is so simple that
it hardly requires explanation, but of
course, tlte aerial, as for reception, should
receive mmt careful attention.
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Shielding Insulators.
Here is a very simple and useful arrange·
mcnt from "Hadio ~ews" (N.Y.), which
considerably improves the efficiency of
aerial insulators, especially in wet weather.
Everyone knows that an insulator can only
function efficiently so long as its surface is
ckan and dry. A film of rain water on the
surface of the insulator will n'ry materially

Conducted by Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.

Useful Spirit Lamp.
SPIRIT lamp is very useful for a great
variety of purposes in the experimenter's laboratory. It gives a small
ami not too hot flanw, without anv soot,
and is very convenient for fixing crystals
in fusible metal in their crystal cups, for
soldering small joints, and very many other
purpo~es.
It is
not necessary to
buy a eori'ventional spirit lamp,
however, as one
may readily be
ma.de from an ink
80T7U
Y(ICJ<
bottle,
through
the cork of which
a central hole iB
drille<l for the insertion of a ~hort piece of glasR tube. A piece
of round wwk, about ~ or 1l in. diameter,
shouhl he passed up the glac;s tube, anrl if
the tube has previously been slightly
tapered (as shown) by hettting in a Bunsen
flmne and drawing ot1t, and then cut off
with a sharp edg<', the wick may from time
to time be pulled upwards, and will not be
liable to fall ba~kwanls down the tube
again.

A

meter, where it is undesirable to turn too far
in one direction, and has the advantage that
it prevents the flexible lcarls from being
twisted off. The method will be seen from
the figure. Over one-quarter of the circum·
ference of the dial, the latter is filed away
for about one-sixteenth of an inch, and a
stop is then inserted in the panel from the
back, projecting through ip such a way that
the dial is limited to a revolution of 90 deg.

PANEL~%

!NK

Aerial Spring.
It is well known that, owing to variations
in the humidity of the atmosphere, ihe
ropes frequently used for supporting the
outside aerial wire vary in length, with the
result that in certain kinds of weather the
aerial may sag quite considerably, whilst in
other conditions it may become so taut as
to he in danger of snapping. In order to
maintain the aerial in a taut condition in all
weathers it is sometimes recommended to
pass the supporting rope over a pole on the
mast, and to attach a weight to the lower
end of this rope. A simpler method, how·
,ever, is that indicated in the illustration.
The aerial is attached to the mast or other
support by means of a strong spiral spring of
fair length, and this spring takes up any

ROP£

INStiLATOH

~

SLACK LOOP
AERIAL SPRING.

variations in length due to the supporting
rope. In case the spring should break at any
time, it is a good plan aLso to connect a slack
loop of rope across the ends of the spring.

Dial Stop.
The following hint, from " Radio Digest "
(New York), is useful for the dial of a vario·

tJIAL STOP

Of course, the same result. can be accomplishe<l by using a panel stop and securing a
projecting pin to the dial.

Universal Connectors.
The small dress fastener~, variously known
as Rnap-fasteners an<l patcnt-faRtenerR, not
unlike a diminutiv:e version of a glovefastener, may be ma<le to serve a great
variety of useful purposes as connectom.
For example, by soldet'ing one half of the
fastener -to the 'phone tips an<l the other
half on the panel l•y means of a pin or small
screw, the 'phones may be plugged in easily
aml, furthermore, if the cord should accident·
ally receive a strong pull, the connector is
released without any danger of disturbing
the set. A very good multi-point switch
may be made hy pinning to the panel as
many points as are required in circular
formation, with one at the centre of the circh',
and then to employ a switch-arm consisting
of a strip of brass with half of a connector
soldered at Pach end at a di~tance apart
C''JUal to the radius of the circk. The
f<'c3tcner in the centte forms the swivel aml
v.-h.-n the right, point of the switch is founrl
thc- other fastE>net is inserted. Another urc
is to form a contact-swivel for honeycomb
or other coils. The ends of the coil arc
brought to the two projecting halves of the
connector;;, the opposite halves of the connectors being soldered to the ends of the two
brass strips. The coil is sprung in between
the two sh·ips, the snap fasteners in thi~ case
doing duty both electrically and mechanically. Coils may easily be interchanged. A
great many other uses for these connectors
will occur to the reader.

CANISTER VSEDAS RAIN-SIIIELO

SH!ELtJING INSULATORS.

reduce i!s insulation resistance, and likewise
the deposition of soot and other dirt upon
the surface will pn><luce a more or lc"S conducting film. A tin canister or other convenient· shicl<l may, howcv<>r, be ;lipped
over the insulator, in the manner indicated
in the drawing, an<l will have the effect of
prevmting raitt from reachin:c: it and also, to
a large extent, of retarding the deposit of
dirt upon its surfa<:e. In onlt>r to prevent
rain water from entering the shield or cover,
anrl also to keep the eover in a symmetrical
position, the latter should be sol<lcrcrl at the
point of contact of the shield with the shafL
of the insulator, as shown in the figure.

Cheap Aerial Insulators.
It is very important to have the aerial,
even if it be an indoor one, adequately insu·
lated, and for use as improvised insulators a,
considerable variety of more or less eommon
ohject.s have from time to time been sug;·
gested, including bottle-necks, ~lass tubes,,
rubber ropr, anrl so on. One of the ~implest
aml rca<licst insulators, however, is a large
composition or bone button. Practically any
type of moulded button will be found to be a
good insulator, and those which are made of a

SVPPOilT7NG WIRE

AERIAL.

CHEAPAERIAL /NSIILA T0/?.5.

vitreous substance are frequently very, good
insulators. The holes already present in the
button are convenient for looping the wire,
and two or three buttons used in ~eries give
insulation quite equal to that provided by
the more conventional article.
For outdoor aerials which have to staiHl
considerable variations of temperature
and the diffe.rent pulls due to wind pressure,
etc., the button insulator is not recommended, as it is not sufficiently strong.
But for all types of indoor aerial it will
be found verv satisfactory if a suitable
insulating material has bceil selected.
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The New Method of Learning
a Foreign Language
Pelman Institute's Great Achievement
How to Learn French, Spanish or German Without the Use of English

AT Language
last a method uf learning a l'orcign
has been devi>;ed which really
satisfies those \:rho ndopt it.
It is a method which enableR you to learn
Ji'rcnch or flpanish or Cfprman without using
a single Engli~h word and in a much shorh·r
period than is requir{'d by the ordinary oldfashioned "transbtion" method.
Bv thi,o new method vnu learn French in
Fret1ch. German in Geni1an, and Spanish in
1-'panis!\. There is uo laborious translation
fi'Om one languag(' into another. Cornequently
you lt'arn to speak the partic)llar language in
'luestion witho,ut that lwsitation which is
prodneed by the necessity of mentally transposing yuur own language into tlH' other.
Those who le'lrn FrPnch or Spanieh or German
hy th;s new '· direct " method learn to speak.
writ<' and read it with the grPatc~t ease aml
J!uen(-y.
·
'-

No Vocabularies.

Celebrated General's Tribute.
Everyone who has taken one of the Pelman
Courses in French, Spanish or German is
delig!Jted with the new method. Here are a
fpv.:- f'xtracts from letters rece!ved from those
who have a('opted it :
·
London, TV. 2.
''I find that the Pelman :Method is th~
best ~i;ay of l~arnin(J French without a

tc.acl1er.,
Licut.-Oen. Sir A 1'LMER IIALDAXE.
K.C.B.

(H.682.)

Sn·cdish Legation, Paris.
in speaking French
:!'ith considerable fluency and, above all, in
•.Niling it without running the risk of making
too bad mistakes, it is laraely due l.o the Pelmrm
Course, which is not only a miracle as reqarrls
liUL'e succ~eder?

V

Uii!(_Jilf!.

If. DUSSJl()RE. (S.D.li.'J.)
!reA Caf,ler. Scotland.
"1 rn11 rlt:'lirf1t~cd with lht; CourL,·e-it is
tld {;e-,f thiny r} ifs h·~·nd I hare erer seen."
(Or.) UfJR!JOY PLLYT. (F. :364.)
Eu(icld.
'· Ry yo1i,- method, !chich i.; grar/1tal owl

the p11 pN learns more in one year tban
i" fnur yews by tllf· ordinary method."
(The Ha.) J. JUNE. (S.M.163.)

SIUC,

Bo.s~ombe.

But this new method lm" manv utl.er ad,-anta;re>'. lcor cxamplt', it dispenses with the
nece;sil,,- of learning hy heart long vocabularies
of :Foreign words. 'l ou learn the wonb you
need b,l' using thnn and in such a way that
thC'V are fixed in vour mind in the mo~t efforikss' fashion.
•
And Iurther-and this delights evervonetlJiR method enables }'Oil to read, writE'; speak
and understand a Foreign Language without
spemling weeks and months, or even yeal'i",
studying drenry. boring and complex grammatical rul!'s and excPptions. You are introduced to the language right away and you
absorb the grammar almost un~onscionslv as
you go alm1g.
'
Lasth·, t hi" method enables vou to learn
French' or Spanish or German in your own
time aml in ynur own home. There are no
dass<'s tn attend and the whole of the tuition
i.s gi\·en through thP post.
Indeed, the introduction of thi.~ new method
is a really great aPhievemcnt and one of the
most valnable things the Pelman Institute
hns evPr done. Tho~e who would like to rPad
mor<> about it should write for particulars today (using the Poupon printed bP!ow) to the
Pelman Languages Institute, 97, Bloomsbury
Mansion,, Hart Street, London, "'.C. l.

"if I

th2 8lf3hnl nf lutchin(! by con·es;JoJul~·nce. but
e.rceedd alco in c.f{icacy oml in.<t,-uction-'ll nl.::ss o;u' has a spccirtlly clcn:,r teacher. A nrl
flY! it hr thi...: en Re, h01o m ,,eh chertper it {..;;! .,
L. 8. de: P. Tf'ESTRUP. (W. 713.)
( p;r81 8ccre•m·:1, fill'ulish Lr:1ntion, Paris.)
:.:m· Cn!le:fc, (/.>:ford.
'"1'he Cuur.-:p i"! Jnn.r;f Temrtrb:lblu in:~cnimu~
and de.,'I'}'(C8 the hiyhc~t ztra(sc. lt i,;.

';In flu: SJ!ff"(' of ei:;ht motl!lts I lun·r
ltarnl as much .Spanish o.> I INn/! French in
ci711f years at school."
B. S. C. KXOJrLES. (S.K.ll!l.)
St. John's r icruagc, 8. Jr. 9.
" Last treek I spc·nt a fnc rlays in Brittany.
I u·a.« astoni8hcrl and dcliuhfc,J at the ease ~cith
~chid1. I u·rts able to cmuw.<c in Prendl-comparatire/y fluently--a., opposer! to my
hr<f t·isil. Nrrny !h,ml.-s fn yo•r.''
,IOHN PIIJUP SJIJTII.
The llC'W Pelman method of IE'aming languagE's is !'xplained in three little hooks,
entitled respt•C'tively How TO LEAR~' FRENCH,
How TO Ll:.~RN SPANI~H. and How TO LEARS
(~EU:\L\X.

,

Any one of these books (with full particulars of the method) will be sPnt you gmtis
and post ~ree, on writing for it-using the
<"oupon prmted below-to the Pelman Languages lnHtitutl'. 97, Bloomsburv :Th'IansionR,
Hart Street. London, W.C. I.' Post this
(·ourwn to-day.

,Value

•

ID

Examinations

New Method Welcome:l by a!l
who Have to Pass m
Modern Languages
The ne1-r Pehnn.n ul!:-thod of lcat·nin·~ F;:-('ndL
Cennan rmd f:p:1.nj;:;h ~~ pruvin~ a hoon t~, nH
who nre prcpnrin~.; for exa1ninnti~ln:~ in \YLid1
nnc or more n1odern la.ngna.ges tnu;-:t bP ta!.:.t•n.
l\Iany people, indeNl, h:l\'e written t•.1 t!w
Pelman Language, lnstitut~ to E;W that t ltev
newr would have nassed their e~ruuinatimi"
Lut for the help they had ohtained from one
of the Pelman Langua6e Cou!-sco;. Her£· are

a

k1Y

typical lett<:r.o : --

" Last July I entered for an examination
and passed Matriculation (London) standard
in thf French papers, both written and oral.
I attribute my success, especially in the oral
examiqation, to the enormous help I have
obtained from yam wonder~ul sy5tem."
(D.196.)

''Miss - - went up for the Matriculation
Examination last Monday. The French
paper was on Thnrsday and, thanks to the
excellent Course in Pelman French, she
found the paper very easy." (0.132.\
"I cannot speak too highly of your Course,
as it is entirely through it that I managed to
pass the Spanish paper in my exams. !a;t
year." (S.M.123.)

" I found yGur Course most satisfactory,
and, entirely without any other instruction
whatever, I passed the Preliminary Examination for interpreter in Spanish (under the
Admiralty), obtaining over 80 per c~?nt.
marks." (S.M.18S.)

" You will be pleased to learn that I was
successful in the Intermediate Examination
in French, and I consider that the working
vocabulary I obtained by wol'king through
Part I. of the French Course enabled me to
make up that margin of efficiency, the lack
of which means failure." (C.250.)
Everyone who wiehes either to pass au
!'xamination in French, Spanish or (;t>rman
or to learn one of these languages for Commercial, 'l'ravelling. or Literary purpose3
should po.ot the following coupon to-day to
thE' Pclman Languages Institute, 97, Bloomsl•nrv Mansions. Hari Street, London, W.C. l,
mentioning wllieh of the three books you
would like to have. A C'Opy of the particular
book indicated will be forwarded by return,
grati8 and post free.

APPLICATION FORM.

.................................................................................................................................. : ...................... .......... ..
.,

To THE PELMAN LANGUAGES INSTITUTE, _
97, Bloomsbury Mansions, Hart Street, London, W.C.t.

1

Please send me, gratis and post free, a cGpy o(
" HOW TO LEARN FRENCH "
"HOW TO LEARN GERMAN,"
"HOW TO LEARN SPANISH,"_

(ero.>s out tu•? of 1/;~<c·)

and full paJ1iculars of the new Pelman method of learning Foreign L1nguages without
using English.
NAME .....................................................•......
ADDRESS _-_ ...........•............. - ..................... , · · , • · · · ·

..................................................................................................................................................... ·
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EFESCA ANTI-CAPACITY SWITCH
(Pat. applied for). Double pole,
<louble throw switch specially
designed to minimise the capacity
which exists in most change over·
switches. The contact brushes are
of phosphor bronze and. present
only their edges to each other with
a comparatively wide air gapthus. practically eliminating all
capacity effects. Price 8/• each.

EPESCA

"DEVOSTAT"

The Elimination - of Distortion

Our engineers have given spe2ial attention to this
problem and have evolved a ~-cries of components
which for purity cf tone stand in a class by themselves. These results have b:;cn obtained without
the slightest loss of power---in fact, it is found
that a considerable increas2 in Yolume is obtained.
If you are a beginner you'll ap1Jreciate the simplicity c-f

(Pat.

applied for).
A sp~ci~lly designed
RhE'ostat for Dull Emitter Valves

consuming ·06 amps. The contact
carrier rotates concentrically with
the resistance former and is fitted
with a ball pointed brush making
contact with the resistance wirf>. A
spring plunger rna.intains the ball at
even pressure at every turn of the
wire, thereby ensuring fine adjust·
ment, smooth and noiseless contact
throughout its action. W'ound on
Ebonite former. Resistance 30 ohms.
Complete as illustration, 4s. 6d.

I
I

COMPONENTS
-if you are an experienced operator y6u'll realise that
EFESCA components offer an infinitely superior article
at a reasonable price. Every EFESCA component is
mounted by our STANDARD 0:-JE HOLE FIXING.

EFESCA HEADPHONES.

A
popular priced headphone
maintaining the usualEfesca
standard of quality. They
are exceptionally clear and
evenly matched 1n tone and
produce full volume. The
magnets are of cobalt steel,
·ground perfectly true. Dia·
phragms of Stalloy. Head·
bands of polished Duralu·
min. 4,ooo ohms, with 6ft.
flexible cord, 21/ ••
Ditto, 120 ohms, SI/-;

\Vrite for Catalogue No. 522 which gives you full
particulars and illustrations of all EFESCA components
and EFESCAPHONE Receiving Sets.
Sold by all Wireless Dealers,
Ironmongers and Electricians.
Wholesale Only

F ALK, STADELMANN & Co., Ltd.,
Efesca Electrical Works,
83·85-87, Farringdon Road, London, E.C.l.

and at Glasgow, Manchester and Birmingham. rl,

.c-•e:J?c-154&sow-•e *tfCilibi.,.•eo;saee as¥~~--'iiiib•

IMPbRTANT NOTICE !~-- - -

SCIENTIFIC SQUARE LAW
VARIABLE CONDENSERS

Messrs. The Fallon Condenser Co., Ltd., wish to
notify all London Retailers that a considerable
time-saving and economy can be effected by
obtaining

ALL FALLON SPECIALITIES
at their NEW LONDON DEPOT,
143, FARRINGDON RD., E.C.,
where prompt attention and keenest wholesale
prices are always yours to command. Illustrated
Catalogue free on request.

FALLON CONDENSER CO., LTD.
I

Barclays I 37,

IT'S

so

MARVELLOUS AND

so

SIMPLE

that experts and engineers won't believe itTILL THEY TEST IT.

~l'-~DO
MAKES

SOLDERING

CHILD'S

PLAY.

An Amateur call solder more easily with " Soldo " than an ~
expert by old methods.
CLEANS TINS AND SOLDERS
IN ONE OPERATION. No Acids-No Fluxes-No Filing
,

1f6 .

The SOLDO COMPANY, Sicilian House, Southampton Row, London, W.C.I.
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By LIEUTENANT-COMMANDER~H. W. SHOVE, D.S.O., R.N.
This interesting article, by a wireless expert of the Royal Navy, deals with a subject of importance to every experimenter,
and gives a clear outline of the comparative merits of H.F. and L.F. amplification.

I

T

i~

commonly said, and popularly taken
for granted without further qncslion,
that when it is desired to increase tire
"range "-i.e. the sen:;itivity to distant or
weak_signals-of a recei\-er the correct pro
ccdure is the addition of II.F. amplification.
whereas L.F. stages only add to the Yoh:me
of signals already detectable. It is the
object of the writer in the present m·tirlc to
examine thi~ generally accl'ptcd idea, \Yit h a
view to putting
before
hi;.
i
/i!AN(.•[
readers con:;ic\P!GJ
erations which
may tend to a
clearer coneept.ion of thP
reasons for t h io
belief and the
limitations within which it is
true. Finally, he
has a few practical suggestiom
to make. Cry~
tal rectifica tiou
-2
-1
0
+I
+2
+3
APPLIED VOLTS
is primarily considered, although a good deal ol the argument app]j,.,
equally to casE's where the rectifkr is a
valve. In the first place, it is necessary to
get a clear idea of what eonstitut.~ "cktectable" signals, anrl of wh,1t exactly an
amplifier does.
FAMPUF/.f<ill~!!r£1!~£ ~

Crystal Limits of Sensitivity.
Fig. l shows thP charaeteristic enrv•·s o!
(a) a carbonmdum unci (u) a treated galena
crystal, such as the ordinary types sold
under various trade nanws. It will bP sc·pn
that in both cusPs there is a sharp bPn<l in
the curve-i.e. a fixed original po1 entia I at
which the increase o[ current c1ne to a cc1··

F/6.2.
(d)

!f.J-:AMPL/FICAT//JN_jf/TH TUNEOA.NODE

tain incn·:voc· o! applied E.~ I. F. is com:idPinbly greater than the deen:asp of cuJTellt
due to an equal decrl'ase in E. '11. F. It. i·' (Jil
the sharpness of this bend that 1hL· valnP ut
the cryotal as a rec-tifier depends. Bnt 1
do not propose to discuss this point Jwrc.
The object of the fignre is to Elrow the
':c•?,linuiflt of t.hc CUITC.
It wiifbe su•n at oneP that. provirle<l W<'
ar<, actually workin;! at the b<'ml-i.e.
1 ro\'icled the cmrec·t initial potc·ntinl is

applied to the crystal. there will ben ditlc-rence in the cntTents currc~ponding to f'([twl
inc:ease ancl •lecreasc of signal \·oltaq"

h01cerer .small such i11crease er decrem·e muy
/,e. 'J'klt is to say, tln•rc is no r]pflnite r:oint
at \d1ich we C'an sa1·. oo far as the cry.o:tal j,
conccr:wd
that. 'the rcutifl'in;r · adion
r·casf'S an;! that signah arp imci(·tC'C'!able.
The ll'"it.ion oft l1e IJpmJ in the eharad crist ie
<'IU\'e i•', of rotll'SC', all in1portant, nJHl in
trying <ntt an_v llP\\' •lPtC'C·ting cr~·~tal 1t. j,
ncCC'SS<ll'\' to ascertain bv c·xnerinH·nt wiH•Je
it lies . . rortnnatp]y fo'r the simpli('ity of
our a.pparaiu8 it happens to bC' nt "zero,.
or Ntrtll potential ill all tllP gt•n.,rally used
crystals execpt earLm·wlllnrrL But this
must not Le assume(] with a lll'l\' detr•et irr~
substance (of which, b\· the way thNe mar
bP a. Yet-y largp numbe;. not yl't' di:;,·own·<l).

1

a\·ailuhle in the detector eircuit. There art>,
nf course, lossrs in the circuit L C, but it is
nc,f, difficult (on the broadcast wave·length,.
IRON CORE CHOKE.

FROM~'<
m=_,

"----

________:_+
FIG.-3 (d).

I

y

L.F.AMPLIF!CATION WITH IRON COR£ TI?AN.5FON/tfER

not gt•ncrully pmcti<'ablc to make liSP of
rPaction on the L.F. cidP (though it ha;; hPc·n
done): (~)That the onlinatY systun of L.F.
amplification by iron rorp i'nterYah·e tmncfonners is not su dlic·ient as tlw B\·stems W't'd
in H.F. work.
•
Fi~. 2 shows, sitll' bY sick, the 1 11·o
c·omi!wnl'st methods :.>! nticling a ndn· to a
<"J',\"Stnl detPctor: (ara~ an H .F.mnplit1er ll'itlt
tuned anode coupling, and (b) m; :m L. F.
nmplifier with iwn c-OJL' ! ransformC'r. In
(a) the potential Yariations applic·d to the
detector and 'phmws nrP those· nc·J·'"'' t ht•
t mwcl anode circuit L C, and it is t ltt·
nmp1itnck of these• variation.-; that ~O\'Pt'JL'
the cnJ'I'ent \'ariations in the clt•ted,,;.- <·ir'l'lr il
anrl conspqucnt signal streHgtli.
Th<· prim·iplc on whieh thc·sc' \'ollagps at·c·
Lnilt 11p is really that of the "n·jc·r·tor ,. ___ i.P
ll'hPn the anode circuit is Pxal'tl ,. tnned t<'
the incomillg wnw it oppose>< a 'rn·ar-tic·alh
inlinite impedance to thC' pn-;o;agc· of emn·nt-<
nf the ineoming frcqucnr·y. Tlms the·
voltage drop across it. is the maximunt
amplilit>d Yoltag.• ol>tain:lhiP from the n h ,.
Hnd all the• i'lll''l'tll due tu this voltn!;<· is

CHOKE COUPLING

LT-

H.r. TWICE NORMAL VOLT5

4NOO~,._,--'1'-R--11--.-----~f

FRO.

0£7£

Amplification Efficiency.
Xow it would serm from (]I(' lot't'!!:oin~
that, howl'Vl'f distant or weak Big·nal,.; mn~·
lw, we ought, if we ha Ye a satisfactor,1' <lc•\-il'<~,
tn bP nhle to rpndN them audible by amplifil'ation, either bdore or afte~· rt>ctitkation.
11ith P[Jllal C'ase. \'Vhy, thPn, is this not
louncl to he the rase in practil'f.'?
The 1wo f'hicf reawns a!·e : (I) '!'hat it ;,

rGPHONES 5- H.T.+

ABOUT ~

•

1

O,_R-,--'---='----"~II~
RESISTANCE COtiPL/N6

any ratP) to t!mign the apparatus ~0 that
am very small.
Ho far it would seem that we could substitute a very high resistance for the tuned
anode and get the same results. But here
we come up- against two considerations.
(I) Whereas the impedance of thP tuned
anode to the D. C. of the H.T. batterv i~ low,
.-<n that we do not need to conHirler it in
fixing the voltage which must be use<! to get
t ltr- a.norle potential necessary to thC' proper
fnnctioning of the valve, the resistance will
opposP the passe~gc of the D.C. just as mnc·h
as that of the H.F. oscillations, so that, to
rPaeh a high deg1·ee of efficiency, the H.'C
lwttel)' would require to be large.
(2) There is a "condenser" effec·t. as
shown by the dotted lines in the figure,
IJptween the anode and filament of the vuh"c
whid1 short-circuits the external anode
f'irenit am!, at the very high frcquencic'
('hort waves), the loss by this path <lestn'Y"
the efficiency of the apparatus.
Object ion (I) is only a. matter of dc;rrC'c
'll

1 h".Y

r--~----'~---'---'-111~11-'-------'

f:JEJJits~f:tPf:/~:s::lt-:'8 ~'RhdfPRACTICAL >~~·f

;nul can be compromised. so that thl· n·sistmwe methocl can be, and in fad. is, used
1rith snC"cess on frequencies lower than about'.
:100,000 .pN second (waYes OVC'l' 1,000
met.rps). But objection (2) is serious, and
indeed, san1 with specially designed n1h·,.,,
f'tc-., practically fatal for higher frequPnl'ie.,
than tlw~e named.
·

(Continued

011 JiO(J<
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fL.F.AMPLIFICATION AND

i~
In Fig. 1 (b) ewrything to the right of the
dotted line X Y is at hw frequency. The
small condenser c is used, as a rule, for the
express pmpose of by-passing the H.F.
impulses, bnt its high impedance to L.F.
forces these impulses to apply thc-msc·lves to
the primary of the iron core
t ran s for m er T 1 T 2 • This
t1 ansforn:et' i~. US'lall.l;', dc·HlgiW(l With a
~tqJ·Up
bet n·ecn the \l·indin!!s, so that
1heoreticallv the~ v o It age
across the ~sc>eomlary T 3
is
highc>r than across 'l\ '1' 2 • It
is not possible to examine
this theory within the limits
of the present article, but it
may be sairl at once that in
practice this step-up is largely
illusionary.
There are always tosses opposed to the
action which very quickly bt·ing rlown the
voltage across T 3 T 4 • And these losses, due
to interwinding capacity, hyst('rcsis in the
core, etc., are not merely a certain percentage
of the theoretical E. ,\LP. They vary with
the frequency as well as with the amplitude,
and may easily-and in the case of weak
signals very quickly do-damp out the
oscillations sufficientlv to leave us with an
actual loss of potenti~l in the transformer.
And we cannot save ourselves by using a
tuned circuit here, because the oscillations
at audio-frequency are not (like those at
radio-frequency) on one wave-length.

Here the E.:\I.F. applied across the grid
and filament of the valve is that across the
resistance R. A~ there are no hysteresis or
capacity losses, and as we do not require to
compromise, as with the transformer, to
avoid distortion (which is wholly absent
owing to the aperiodic nature of the apparatus) this form of L.F. amplification will
respond to very weak signals. -The actual
amplification is limited theoretically by the
amplification factor of the valve, but to
obtain this in practice R would have to be
infinite. The H.T. Yoltagc would likewise
have to lxJ infinite, so that in practice we

T;-

Avoiding Distortion.
They cover the whole range of notefrequencies audible to the human car. f'o
that all we can do with an L.F. transformer is
to make its resonance curvo as flat as
possible, to avoid distortion put up with the

inevitable lossPs introduced. Unles.'!, then,
our signals are alrearly strong enough to
overcome these lossps we cannot uscfulhf•mploy this method of amplification. H i~
ibis fact that explaim why it is commonly
,aid that L.F. amplification rlocs not bri-n;!
in . -dgnals previously inaudibk.
Fig. 3 (a) shows "choke" coupling. I
"ill not linger over this, bl'yonrl saying that
as we again have an iron core the hystcre;,i,J
Jo,sPs will still be with us, whiln we hane
sacrificed the " st0p-up " and limited the
possible amplification to the amplification
fautor of the valve. The only advantage o£
the method over the resistance couplin'(
iihown in Fig. 3 (b) is that it is somewhat
nasier to get a high percentage of the
theoretical maximum (but at the expense
of introducing distortion) without using a
high plate voltage. In Fig. 3 (b) we have a,
:liagmm of a resistance coupled L.F.
Emplifier, which in the form shown is
suitable for use after a valve rectifier.

have to be content with a degree of amplification less t-han thi.~ factor.

" Direct " Amplification.
Without going into detail, for which I
have not space, it may be said that with an
average "R" valve we can get about 2/3
of the theoretical maximum by making
R = 100,000 ohms and using double the
normal H.T. voltage. The function of the
condenser C is to prevent the D.C. voltage
getting to the grid, and so rendering the
arrangement inoperative. It should be
fairly large (about ·25 mfd. is suitable), but
the value is not critical.
The grid leak I is not for rectification, but
to give a suitable grid bias. A biasing cell
at X may be used sometimes to assist this.
The arrangement of Fig. 3 (b) is not suitable
to follow a crystal detector as th~ first stage
of L.F. amplification, silice it would involve
putting a large potential on the crystal, as
we see in Fig. 4 (a). To avoid this we can
adopt the arrangement of Fig. 4 (b), where
the crystal is conneeted directly in the grid
circuit of the first amplifying valve. It can,
of course, -be either at A or at B without
affecting the theory of the circuit, but the
'nitcr favom~ B as the point for ,best
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results. This, however, is easily S!.'ttled by
experiment.

Purity Before Signal Strength.

'V

e do not now, of course, get the benefit
of any step-up effect whatever, the function
of tho crystal being merely to rectify the
impulses heforc t.hcy reaeh the valv'', and
the signal strength will not probably be
greater from this arrangement, without
further amplific1ttion, than they would be
with a sinde detector valve without
reaction.
But the si!!nals will be of
"crystal" purity, and, if' a second valve be
added, by the u,.;c of the arrangement
shown in Fig. 4 (c), we shall have a very
fairly sensiti 1·e circnit of qn-ite respectable
power and still giving absolutely pure
reproduction. The addition of a third, or
cvc!l a fourth, valve may be tried, and it
will be found that not· oi1ly volume but
" range " is increased.
And this will be aceomplished while still
retaining the incomparable purity of the
crystal receiver. lt seems to the writer
that a great many listeners arc not fair to
the B.B.C. or to themselns. The present
broadcast tmnsmissions are a triumph of
pure reproduction.
A very large percentage of users of valve
sets lose all the pleasure of this by employing
distorting methods of reception.
L.F.
trar!sformer amplification is one of these,
reaction can easily become another. H.l<'.
amplification, apart from reaction, is les~
dangerous. But it complicates tuning.

Three Striking Advantages.
The arrangement described above doce
not claim to give -the same results as regards
sensitivity, in proportion to the number of
valves used, as the ordinary H.F. methods.
But it should appeaJ to many because:

B.

( 1) there is no distortion ;
(2) there is no tendency to "howl" ;
(3) above all, tl1ere is no complication in

the tuning, which remain~ exactly thE
same as for the simplest crystal set..
With the editor's indulgence, I hope in a
future article to describe in detail the
construction and use of a set on these line~
and to give a few figures as to my own
results. Meanwhile, I shall be glad to hear
from anyone interested in this very promising line of development.

The Transmitting Plant at the Brussels Broadcasting Station.

f' .
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GECOPHONE
Crystal Set / /

.

REGISTERED

TRADE

MARK

MODELS
T ET your· choice of a Wireless Set be
L guided by the knowledge and experience
of the many thousands of satisfied users of
GECOPHONE Sets.

1.

I

CECOPHONE
Single Valve Set

A new range of models has now been in~
troduced, each set embodying all those
superlative qualities which have made
GECOPHONE famous throughout the
World.

The range of GECOPHONE receiving
sets now meets every requirement and
offers selection to suit the pockets of all
sections of the community. Prices from
£2 10s. to £120.

GECOPHONE
Three Valve Cabinet
Set (Det. & 2 L.F.)

\'

Be/ore you make _11our choice of a Wireless
Set ask your dealer to demonstrate the new
GECOPHONE models to you.
~
He will gladl.lf do this without obligation:

GECOPHONE Sets are sold by
GECOPHONE SERVICE DEPOTs,Electrical
and Wireless Dealers, Stores, etc.
Ask for price list No. B.C. 3425.
G~·ue;·a1 Elecfn\_· Co., Ltd.
(!tlanufacflwel·s and l\"lwfesale only),

Ach•el·lisrmetd of The

Magnet House, Il.ingsv.•ay,

l~otufo11,

\r/'.? ·

Four Valve Cabinet Set de Luxc
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Mr. E. Conomy says :

TWO, THREE and

FOUR VALVE

WIRELESS RECEIVERS
REVISED

PANELS ONLY.
Two Valve .. £12 0 0
Three Valve •.• £15 17 6
Four Valve _,£20 5 0

I

PRICES:

COMPLETE SETS.
Two Valve •• £17 10 0
Three Valve •. £22 5 0
Four Valve .. £27 5 0

This very handsome Pedestal Cabinet fitted with
New Model A. J. S. FourValve Receiver, H. and L.
Tension Batteries, and
A. J. S. Loud Speaker, the
horn of which matches
the wood, is supplied
complete with all accessories ready for use in

MAHOGANY OR OAK
each at

£52: 10:0
See our Stand, E.4,
Palace of Engineering,
British Empire
Exhibition .
•B.-lf you tcish to secure thi.•

''ELECT PENTON

Valuable A11enc11 write j'or

our Trade

and

AND REDUCE CURRENT

TAXATION.''
The cost of a valve to you is not the price you pay for itbut what you ultimately pay to feed it with current.

The present popularity of employing the straight
wave-length curve is the result of the growing
tendency to build efficiency into every set.

To discover whether or not a valve is economical-add to its
first cost all costs of accumulator charges over a set periodthen compare with the costs of the same period using a : -

YOUR next Set deserves
SQUARE
LAW

PENTON
LOW

CONSUMPTION

But every ··so-called " Square Law may
divert from tbe sttaight line. Set builders
are warned against the so-called. Any
calibrating chart will at points of the
scale be as much as 50 metres wi~e of

VALVE
Take a twelve-week period, using your set, say, 4 hours each
day with an ordinary " R " Type valve. During that period
your accumulator will require recharging ten times at 2/- per
charge, or 20/- in all.
With a Penton Low Consumption Valve, the accumulator
will require charging only twice in twelve weeks-costing you
4/- only!
You therefore save 16/- current taxation in twelve weeks
and the

accuracy.

Be certain etnd choose a Square Law
which emanates from the house of
Jackson. They bear our Regd. Trade
!\!ark which signifies utmost tuning
effidency to be gained only by accuracy
of design and faitbfulne3s by skilled
manufacture to that design. "'J'.B."

Condensers are designed worthy an in·

strument double the price--

:···········································.. ·············
: ·oar
9/6
·ooo>,; · 6/9 ;
l '00075 • 9/- '0002
5/6 :

PENTON LOW CONSUMPTION VALVE
COSTS
ONLY

I

15/-

The reason for using Square

Law Condensers wi!l thus be defeated,

:

'0005

8/-

'OOOI

5/3

...........................................................

Saving more than
its own cost!

Type H.E.4. for 6-volt accumulator. Plate voltage 40. Filament
Current '15 amp. Filament volts 5. 15/-. Postage 9d.

There are '' J.B." models for every tuning purpose. Get them
from your dealer, or direct. Post: One 1 &d. ; T\VO, 9d. ·; Three, 1/·.

From all good dealers, or direct /ram

l

PENTON ENGINEERING CO.,
15, Cromer Street, King's Cross, W.C.l.

-~elephone: Museum 4681.

:

6/9
Vernier
4;'6 ~
·
:
but cos! only one or two pence more than
-the price of condensers which are an
everlasting source of inefficient reception.

: ·ooo3

l'

Telegrams: Erpentobal, Kincross_.__

Barclays 167.

fad that the B.B.C. obtained perT HEmission
from the Post Office to
broadcast political speeches by the
leaders of the three chief Parties ·augurs
wdl for the future and freedom from red
tape of the B.B.C. They cannot be accused
of not being impartial in the broadcasting
of these sperches. Mr. MacDonald, Mr.
Baldwin. and Mr. Asquith have been given
equal facilities for placing their Party's
Yiews before an audience of unprecedented
~ize.

It is to be hoped that this innovation of
broadcasting political speeches will pave
thP way. and will eventuallv result in the
B.B.C'. ·obtaining permissi01i to broadcast
oc-casional speeches from the House of
Commons.
En•rvbod1· is interested to some extent
in polit~cs tliese days, and if it were possible
to listen-in one or two evenings a week and
hear big political leaders address the House
on some Yital question of the day, I am
sure manv. manv thousands of peoplP
would make up their minds to install a
wireles~ set. if onlv for the reason that thev
would b& able to !~ear spPeches from Parliiment.
Admitkdly. a good deal of thP
Parliament.an· business would be unfit for
bro:tdcast.ing.'

"Educational " Broadcasting.
ThC'r(· is a lot of dull routine in the House
of Commons ; but, on the other hand,
th('re arP times when the Man in the Street
opPns hi,; morning nPwspaper and reads a
YiYid. ac-c-ount of some great speech madP
in the HonsP of Commons the night before,
and wishes that he could have been there
to hear it..
Onu• the B.B.C'. obtain permission to
;,"tall a mierophonC' in the House of
( 'ommons. and to broadcast really interesting speechPs. there will be a great and
inc-reased reYil·al of interest in wireless
throughout the c-ountr.1·.
I han• notic('d in tllP papers lately, and
in yarious magazinPs, a good many platitudes about the '· educational effect " of
broadcasting. A good many of the writers
of these rather smug articles, dealing with
the " psychology of broadcasting and its
effect on the child mind," etc., seem to
be obsessed with the idea that anything
new (like broadc-asting) must be twisted
and c-ontorted so that it can bP used in somP
wa~- or another as a means of " educating "
people.
A good many of my readers have probably
noticed a lot of jargon of this sort in the
papers in (·onnection with theatres. The
high-brow critics writt' column after column
Pmpha~ising the 1wed for loftier plays, and
wt'll-known authors. producers, actors, etc.,
Ruhmit tht'mselves to interYiews and dilate
with considerable self-satisfaction on the
''educational effPet '' the stage has, and
hopes to han·. in increased mPasure, on the
poor public.
This craze for educating people must not.
be allowed t-o 3wamp the true vocation of
hm~denting.
First aml foremost., broad-

casting is a source of entcrtainm('nt. and
first and foremost the tht>atre should
primarily conPern itself with entprtaining
its patrons.
When a man goes home from his officp
and decides to go to a theatre, he may.
according to his temperament, pn>fer to be
superficially amused or to have his brains
stimulated. If he wants to be amusPd ht>
goes to see George Robe~- ; if he wants his
brains stimulated he goes to the Everyman
Theatre. or some other high-brow theatre.
and revels in a dose of Bernard Shaw.
That is quite all right, but the trouble is
that a movement seems to be spreading to
make nearlv every sort of entPrtaimnent of
" educational" value. and the same diseasp
is in danger of attacking broadcasting. The
trouble has not gone too far at the moment,
and with luck it can bt> nipped in the bud.
But, franklv. thPre seems to lw a craze
-1mongst ccrtain m cm hers of the· B. R.('.

The Studio of the

siderable number of people who prefer to
seek culture and general enlightenment in
othPr directions, and who, when thPy put
on the 'phones, would much prefer a
straightforward course of entertainment.,
mixed with one or two sensible and straightforward talks, instead of programmes which,
although at the moment are not unduly
obsessed by the craze for disseminating
education right and lt>ft. Pertainly Rhow a
t!'nclem·y to slip that way.
"Gulf."

I

remember publishing in PoPULAR
about eighteen months ago, a
number of let.tPrs from well-known people
expressing their views on t.he educational
possibilities of broadcasting, and one of the
choicest letters published was by that wellknown authoress and critic. Miss Rebecca
\\'est. I will not reproduce that letter
hPrE' again, hut tht> gist of Miss \Yest's YiPw.>

1\"IRELESS.

Broa~casting

;,hff8 at various stations to produl"e programmes whil'h will ha Ye an " educational ··
i1ffect. There is a good deal of talk about
"educating'' the public to appreeiate good
music, and then· seems to bP a good deal of
talk about "t'dueating ·· the public to
appreciate good poPtry.
Whether the pnhlie want-,; all this education, and whetlwr tlw~- thank thE· B. B.(·.
for their efforts to .. educate" them. is a
matter of opinion. I writP this in 110 c-arping spirit ; in fact. I c-annot help feeling
rather amus£'d at the whole husineo<s. But
the thing is beC'oming so .noticPahle of latt•
that I cannot refrain from drawing my
readers' attention to it, mvl im·iting thPm
to express their Yil'Wi' in lPttrrs for ]'ltlhlication in this journal.
For all I know tlw majority of listenrrs-in
may prder this subtle form of .. edm·ation."
but on thP othPr hand therP may hP a con-

Station at Brussel•.

was ·· ne1-er mind all this guff about
educating peoplP by wireless ; bring a littk
laughter and eHtPrtainment into thousands
of homes. and the B. B. C. will bP doi;1g a
wonclt'rful work.,.
·
FranklY. I am !teart and soul with l\Iiss
\\"Pst in that opinion.
RP-reacUng this article. it occurs to me·
that some readers may sav it is contradicton·
-because the op(•niiig p;ragraphs ad,-ocate
the broadcasting of political spt>erhPR in the
HonsP of Commons. Some may regard such
transmissions as educational-some mav
not. P('rsonally. I find politics of to-da~·
morp amusing than anv revue; but there
ngain crops ~1p the slogan of the B.B.C',
·· "'e catt'r for the majority.'' And possibly
the view I hold is ,-en· muc-h in the minoritv.
An~'way. it's an amn~ing qnt'stion, if nothii1g
elsf' ~
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* HUMOUE AT THE RADIO

l

EXHIBITION.

\~

~
I

By "ARmL."

t£I<'-:><:,-~-$--1>~~~~·<:!'--c.1:·<t><-?-c'-!>~"'><£>~~·~<>-<~~~~s~

I

the ltRdio wor·l<l the exhibition rPcently
hE'ld at the Roval Albert Hall was
considered by soi'ne to be the greatest
event of the year, over :H,OOI"fvisitors having
passed the turnstiles during the eight-day
show. Of this large number two-thirds
were mE'n. The exhibitors told me they
wPre very pleased with the results of the
exhibition. The interest of visitors, they
snid, was mo.>t encournging, and it is expectEd that this winter will see a boom in the
wireless trade; in bet, the optimism shown
by some was somewhat far-reaching. One
]I;

·' Tn that ~a~e," she ~aid, ·' yon ought to be
able to answer my r1uestions." "Certainl,Y,
madam," replied the assistant. "vVell,
can you tell me where I can buy a crystal--,
a really goorl crystal, you know-one that
\Vill get all the world--if I wish it ! "
Tlw
polite assistant hastily escorted her to a
stand, whieh wa.~ exhibiting crystal win·lct:s
receiverR,
I had rather an amusing experience one
day with a family who showed great interest
in my explanation of the twenty-four valve
which was Rhowing on our ~tand. At the
conclusion of my explanat.ion,
the ·father came up to me in
a eonfidPntial wav and asked
whether it would. be possible
for his son to make the set.
If so, wmdd r draw out thf•
diagr(l.m?
I quickly glanced at his son
--a boy of alJout fourteen-and told the father that it
might be possible if he thought
his son wa.~ skilled enough ;
hut it would take Ill<' too
long to draw the diagram
now, and I would do ~o after
the exhibition.

One of the " Clix " Terminal Boards shown at the Albert Hall
Exhibition.

trader told me that the Alhert Hall will not
be large enough for the next year's show, if
one is organised-Olympia would have to
he used.
Exhibitions· usually mean hard work for
the exhibitors and their representatives.
The Ion" hours kept are very tiring to the
man wh~ has to stand and answer visitors'
questions. But in spite of this there is
much amusement to be gained, anrl the
chano-e from evervdav life is most welcome
to m~ny of the r~pre~entatives sent by the
exhibitorf..
T spent nearly every evening at the Albert
Hall during this exhibition, waiting on
visitors who came to the "P.W." stand.
I remember one lady asked me a very simple
qm•stion on crystal reception, and, after I
had given her a n>ply, she a~kerl me another
tpwstion, ~,ncl yet another. At the C'OndnNion of a discussion I asked her whETe she
harl obtaint•d Jwr wireless knowledgt>.
A Wireless Fiend.
'' Oh," she replic;d, " I have three sons
who are simply marl on wireless. They
argue morning, noon, and night, until at
last. I mvself have become a wireless fiend ! "
I ·was glad I had met this lady earl.v in
the show, as it gave me a warning that I
might meet others equally well aec1uainted
with the subject.
·
The exhibitor next to the "P.vV." stand
was showing wireless magazines of foreign
countries, and during the day, when a large
crowd had assembled round his stanrl, an
elderly lady askerl if they supplied magazines
all over the world.
" Of cmirse," replied the assistant.
"Do you supply them in India, Australia,
Canarla?" "·WP do," was the answer,

The Young Constructor.
The father then introduced me to hi,: wife
and son. The mother of the boy immediately commenced to tell me the good points of
her son. "Henrv (no relation to John) is
very dever," she·· said, "and is top of his
form in scripture and history-aren't
vou, dear? And," continued his
mother, not waiting for a reply from
her son, " his master, Mr. l'cribbins, told
Arthur, my husband, t.hat. he would he
quite goocl
at
engineering."
" Has he a wircle~s set ? " I interrnpted. " Oh, yes.
a crystal set he
marle' himsl'lf," Rlw
replied.
" Awl I
think that iH \'P!'V
good for a boy
hi~ age ; only font·tecn 'next month,
you know."
· I then asked the
father : " Do you
think he can make
a set as bif: as this
twenty -four valve

Tlw father shook hancls with me all!! tlH·y
all kft the st:111d.
·
·
Jt is a pity that parmts will make such
fools of tlwir sons, or, as the parents woulcl
say, ''It is a pity onr son~ will make fools
of us! " The ahun• ~tory will probably be
quotecl hy the pan•nts to their friends,
prdacerl by this c•jaculation, to warn thcm
what thc\· han• to contend with in this lwrrl
wurlrl. ·
On mw of thf• staads a( the Exhibition a
lmllp W>tf< placecL which flaslwfl at int•'Jvak
It \\·as thf're only for thP purpO>'l' of ad\'ertising. but it is surpri!'!in~ how· utany "'.'isito:·q
discnssc<l this lamp. ~Ollll' ,-ai•l it. was
tr·aTJSntittinz 1nessa~es) and a 'vhole farnih-,
si2ter, mothPr, and fat hPr, \\ Pre taken in J)v
a little hf>y who to!<! tlwm the lamp w~is
U~Pd for rc·ct>iYing Ilfon;c f<ignals h·om the
other 'lidc of the ,:;.Prlr! !
Awkward Questions.
Anothcl' exhibitor, who was showillp: a
,patent erystal of the "itPs" f8milv, \\a"
aHk('(l by?., YiHitor sevcrrd questions o};_ ('1'Y'-' ..
tal reception. HaYing at last ,:atisfiP<l
himself, he \Wnt awav, but retmncrl to the
tirP<l reprPsentatiYe jt~st hefot·c closing tinw.
"Can you tell me," he asked, "how many
erystals of ih:> 'ite~' familv there arf' on
the market 1 " ''I t'an't tdiyon off-lmnd."
was the; l'C'ply, "hut of course there is
HertzitC', ehonit<', zincitf', sunlight, tlavlhht.,
Pearchlight, anfl appetite ! " ,,
, '·'
It w:ts amusing to ;;ee bow carefully
sume of tbe yisitoi'S eollected the leaflets
gin'n away on almost every stall.
Arms
full and pnt'kt:-ts bulging, they still could
not resist taking every Sf·rap d desc·t·iptiYe
literature the.y mw!
It i'l surp1ising, too, how many people
('ame up to our ~taml during the Exhibition
an<l a~ked what was the -rea,;on for the
blind at the back of th(' twenty-four vah·e
f'et, awl numbers aske•l wh:ther we use
'phones or loud Rpeaker! But in spite of
many funny qnestions, the public showed a
greater interest in the exhibit.'! antl mm·h
more enthusiasm than at, any prtYious
exhibitian.

o[

se-t Y"

One of S. G. Brown's Giant Loud Speakers at ibe recent Exhibition.
'c'_llilllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllll!llllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllli'C.

"W'cll-·-H•·m·v, rlo you think you can
make ~his set ·1 ;, the father askeci"his son,
with pride-as much as to my, "Of courf!c
you can, easily ! " The boy spoke for the
first time," N-n-n-no, dad die, l-T-1 tl-tl-<1on't
think ~-S·SO ! "
His mother t.urnecl angrily to him.
·• You're a ninny, child! Why didn't you
say 'yes' ? Come along, Art.hur, we are
t~kin,~ np too much of this gentleman's
tnne,'

PRIZES FOR CONSTRUCTORS
In next week's issue full details will be
given regarding the " Popular Wireless
Constructors' Competition," to be held
at the White City Exhibition, Nov. 15th.

ORDER YOUR COPY NOW
=
=

AND

Enter a Great Competition.

'illlllll!lllllllllllll!lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllll!ll~
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MASTER TRANSFORMER.

ES-18 micro-microfarads, the lowest self-capacity of any tramformer in general use,
it eliminates the chief cause of distortion and enables a greater degree of amplification to be obtained at the higher frequencies up to the useful range of audibility.

The internal construction is so different, the primary and seconda'ry windi~gs are each
split up into six sections, the primary being placed on the outside of the secondary. Consider the advantage this method must have over the usual system, . where the coil is wound
The National Physical Laboratory have tested the
higgledy-piggledy over the whole core.

New R.l., the results have been published in the Press, and all particulars are available
for your inspection.
Buy The Transformer designed and built in every detail to approach the ideal.
I.-Correct inductive values of primary and secondary windings.
2.-Minimum hysteresis, capacity, and leakage losses.
3.-Low self-capacity between and across windings.
4.-Efficient iron· circuit.
.
5.-High insulaHon between individual windings and core.
G.-Maximum Mechanical strength and freedom from breakdown.
A year's guarantee, and one R.l. Transformer Booklet with
distortionless circuit diagrams supplied with each instrument.

Telephor~e: K'egc:mt 6214-5-6

Telegrarns 'l11stradio Lol\dor\·

I< a ~1 i ~' lt' s t 1__. Lll77 e 1'\ t s I_ t et
12 Hvcls

SL-t"'~tal:', ~Jxf~,rcl

Sl:t..seL- W I.
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HULLO!! C.Qi,WILL DAY CALLING
T' ANDCO BASKET COILS (lOO to 4,500 metres).

.
1

No. 31. Duplex wonnd, 25 gauge D.C.C. wire, sewn supports nnwaxed, very
llrm and strong, recognised as the finest type l:oils yet made.
Enamelled.
Size 1. 2 in., approximately 150 to 300 metres 5d. each. No. 1. 4d. ·each
2. 2t in.,
250 to 400
6d.
2. 5d.
3. 2i in...
350 to 550
7d.
3. 6d.
4. 3 in.,
450 to 650
Sl d.
4. 7d.
5. 3! in.,
60.0 to 750
lOd.
5. Sd.
6. 4 in.,
700 to 1,000
1/2
6. 9d.
7. 4! in.,
950 to 1,350
, 1/4t "
7. 10d. ,
8. 5 in.,
1,300 to 1, 750
1/8 ,
8. 1/- .,
9. 51 in..
1,700 to 2,660
2/· ,
9. 1/2
10. 1/4 ..
11. 1/6 "
12. 1/8

The new "Dayzite " Variable Condensers fitted with Aluminium End Plates, and both sets of Vanes adjustable.
·001, 7/9 ea.; •0005, 5/8 ea.; •0003, 5/1 ea.; ·0002. 4/7 ea.; I
Vernier, 3/11 ea. Postage 6d. each extra.
Ask to see the new " Dayzite " Automatic Shorting !
Plug and Coil end, 2/- each.

Write for new
Catalogue sent
Post Free on
mentioning this
.. Paper. ..
Postage
and
Carria{Je on all
Goods extra.

Hullo everybody t I know you will
forgive me if I indulge in a little bit of
trumpet blowing, but I simply can't
help feeling a shade pleased.
To begin with the dreaded slump
a~sociated with the summer months
simply didn't materialise~any more
than the summer itself, and the sale
of eYery one of my products has shown
a steadv cre~cendo. I have to thank
my Production and Sales departments
for this, but most of all I have to thank
you. Now I want to do something for
vou in return.
The Fellows Junior Loud Speaker, vvith
its adjustable diaphragm, pleasing lines,
and rich, mellow tone is too we11 known
to need introduction. Perhaps you
have coveted one. \Veil, there is now
no need for vou to denv yourself anv
longer. Its "price has · been reduced
to .)Oj-. For the price of a second
pair of telephones you can enable
everyone to listen in at once !another illustration of

T,he

I

REGD.
another
f~i:~d5t !t·e~~h a1t g~voo~l~s b~

~:fv~\te a~J~-i~althfeor P~~~

cheap.''

~end

Secure a Re!(lstrrerl DA YZITE Crystal, sold only
boxed wit.h si!\·er Cat's·whiskcr, 216 each. pos~a1le
3d. extra. Makes excellent contact with Zincite fur
a Perikon Detector.

I

I
I
I
I

I
I

Telegrams: "Titles. Westrand London."

I

__ I

SHIPTON New Type

Strip Rheostat & Potentiometer
PROTECTS YOUR VALVES

I

,--------------------------------------------------~

I

!
1

J
I

. The Junior

~Loud Speaker.~
i A remarkably efficient ~

~
~

l
~

}.9!:. 1

1......

Al!'\"t. of t.he Fellows Magneto Co .• Ltd .• Park Royal, Lnndon, N.W.lO,

I

[
(

!
;

since the SHIPTON 7 ohm model
is fitted with a fuse. A spare fuse
is contained in every box.

!I

~

I

Various devices are available fot the
protection of valves from accidental short
circuit; but fitting is troublesome. When
you fit The SH !PTON Rheostat (one
hole fixing} your valves are protected,

I

I

!h

: small loud speaker for
medium sized rooms ;
fitted with adjustable
\diaphragm and only

.DAYZITE

As one deligl1ted Customer writes :-f•

·Phone: Regent 4577.

ELLQWS
~~IRE LEss
~
~

!

WILL DAY, LTD.,

1

..............................................

I

Do not keep wasting money on rrystals of unknow1i
reput<J. GET A CRYSTAL THAT HAS STOOD THE
TEST OF TIME.

19, LISLE STREET, LEICESTER SQUARE, LONDON, W.C.2.

Quality Apparatus at Low Cost.

~

MAKE NO MISTAKE IN YOUR SELECTION

:

I
{

This Rheostat, besides combining a safety
fuse, is desigrH.'d with a special tension
spring on the spindle assuring good

J

contact while retaining a silky a,ction
and actually costs no more than
the now obso!ete rheostat.

I
J

J

'

1I
:

l
J

l

1
1

j

lJ THE MOST PERFECT RHEOSTAT YET INTRODUCED !
I SHIPTON New Type STRIP Three models are available so I
1

RHEOSTAT 7 ohm (with
fuse)
3/·
SHIPTON New Type STRIP
I
RHEOSTAT 30 ohm 3/·
I SHIPfON New Type· STRIP
1 RHEOSTAT 60 ohm 3/·
1 SHIPTON POTEN'IIOMETER
600 ohm 4/6
J Packed in neat linenette boxes.

J
J

l

I

'

that whatever valves you may use

I

!

there is a SHIPTON Rheostat to
give you perfect filament control.

I

i

Ask for it by name.
Apply to

!,

~

your local dealer or dirt:ct

giving your dealer's nam~ and address.

1

l Sole agene11 applie!ltions <'onside•·e<lfor ee•·fain territol'ies. I
L-----------------------------------------------:
11

E. SHIPTON &

CO., L TO.

37, "':?t!~~~~ ~~~et, ~~!.~~~~~!!~,P~.~ W.1.
Also

at

14,

King ·street,

·

J

Covent Garden, W.C.

Barclays 16111.

Pc·Jnlt!lr Wireless Weekly,
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An Ivorine Scale-A Note on Lon!-Wave Coils-A Loud-Speaker Ping-Neutralising Condensers.

inJrirw scale, as sold for filament
A l\ hack
was obtained and the
di1·ided into 26 equal partsrpsistan~C's,

i.e. :! for C':tc·h broadcasting station One
~e;.:mE'nt "·as markC'cl " tonflon, 2 L 0,

brass clisc·s, A, about .~- in. in dianpter.
which are sold!C'!'efl to one end of a small
threaded brass spinfllr in the nmnner
shmyn at B. The supporting pillars, whi<'h
am attached to the panel, (·onsist of nuts.
sohlerefl to thP ends of threarlPcl brass roch.
as shown at C. The fix('(l plate . D. is soldered in a slot cut in a short brass rotl. E,
which is also tlm•acJe, l anrl provided with nuts
for the pm·po~c of fixing famP to thC' panel.
Diagram F shows such an arrangl•nwnt
mounted on the outsiflc of a J'ecein'I: panel.
In some casC's the discs may br di;-peme·l
with if rods of abont ! in. diameter an• nsf'd
and the " dPctrodP ends " are fill'<! pf•rfc-ct.ly flat.

~
c

i

D

!.

Fl
T
u::;__'=:::m

E

.

:~

F;a
·.:::-· 4-

i

:~65

m. : .. and thc oppositC' segment marked
" AC' 45, An So. l tl' l5fi, .. for the reafling.s
of t1w aerial anod<' anfl reac·tion eonclensers
respedin-(1·. Other ~tations and their respeetin· reading,; WC're filled in in opposite
st>gnlC'nts. A piC'ce of circular cardboard
was stuc·k com·entricallv with· and on thP
wale so as to enable a piece of 2 B. A. rod to he
fastened (by nuts) to the centre of the scale.
Then by passing the rod through a hole>
in the panel a knoh could be fitterl. With a
fn•t-saw two square holes wen• cut wherP
thE' names and rParlings ar(' to appear. A
wdional view of the device is as Fig. l.
A Loud-Speaker Plug.
A piece of Pbonite, 3 in. by ! in. by! in.,
with pieef'S of thin brass screwed to e:;tch
side to whieh connE'ctions are made, composes
th!C' plug, and the jack is simply a hol"' ~· in.
h_,. ~ in. eut in the panel and two pieces of
~pringy brass shaped to make contact with
the brass parts of the plug. This is more
dem·l,t· flhown in Fig. 2.

Pc~ne/

I

l

r~-·_2·------------------~

Neutralising Condensers.
Tlw n·ry small capacity neutralising condensers w;cd in n<:'utrodyne and similar
rircuit.s mav convcnientlv be constructed on
the lines iilllieated in t"lw diagram Fig. 4.
Thf' moving plates consist. of sheet

1\'lr. Marshal! (station rlirector) and Miss Taylor (Aunt Muriel) of the Edinburgh broadcasting station.

AN Y listeners are
M question
eo n si cl er in g the .
of winding
coils suitable for the new
1,600-metre transmissions, ·
but are dPterred by the
prospect of getting tlw
values wrong. The following figures may sern' as
a rough guide. Two brass
"spiders," costing l/3 eael1,
were obtained, baYing ll
spokes each arouml cc•ntre
discs l in. in diameter,
and were bolted i in.
apart in such a way as to
have the spokes staggered.
Starting at spok!' 1
on "spider" A the wire

is takPn to spoke 4 of B, p~~sPd owr 4 and
5 and baek to spoke !) of A, thus finishing
2 spokes behind thE' commencement. Each
turn is then,fore two spok<'s behind the
previous one, as shown in Fig. 3, where
tlw llrst turn is fh·awn as a thick line and
the Sf'eoml as a clottf'fl lilw. Three coils
were wound. using in all 7~- oz. of Ko. 26
gauge D.S.C. Ko. l had 216 turns; l\o. 2,
260 turns; and Ko. 3, 320 turns.

On a 40-toot simde-wire aerial, with a
!().foot lead-in, usi;1g l\o. 2 in the aerial
and ~o. 3 in tlw anocle !both condensers
·0005 mfd.), Radiola on L7SO metn·s came
in at about 110 degrees on the aerial and
50 on the anode eondenser. On a singlewire P.}I.G. aerial, with ·00075 aerial and
·0003 anode <'Om!enser, :1\o. I coil require<!
about 40 dPgreps as aerial coil, Ko. 2
req uirecl about 20 dPgrees as aerial and
about 180 as anode eoil, while Ko. 3 re·
quired abont 80 dpgrePs when used as anode
coil. Exaet figures eannot be gh·en, as
none of thr condensers werp calibrated.
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A USEFUL TOOL

~

!l

FOR THE CONSTRUCTOR.
By 0. J. R.

,:

~~~~~~~<::-<>~~~

seasonPd mechanic knows what
EVERY
happe!1S when the head of a small
screw is gripped in the jaws of the vice

-

in order to catTY out some operation on the
shank. No matter if it be a round, cheese,
or countersunk headed screw, the result is
that two ugly flats are unavoidably produced, and thus the appearance of the screw
head is mined. Xow it often happens that
(a) a small B.A. hrass scrPw is rather too
long for its intmded purposE", (b) ~hat .the
thread is damaged and requires tnmmmg,
or (c) that it becomes nPcessary to convert
the thread to the next smallest sizf' ; and in
order to effect either operation the head of
the screw must essentially be held very
firmly in the vice.

Not Difficult to Make.
During a lifetinu; of practical workshop
.experience, coupled with an intimate knowledge of all the latest and improved tools,
the writer has newr yet found any available
device which would hold the screws in sneh

VICE JAWS

c

A B
a way as to p~eYPnt damage to their headH.
except of course the orthodox idea of small
lead or fibre clamps, a method which usually·
necessitates the making of a new pair of
damps for ewry single operation.
There are other things which might he
said against the use of these clamps, and
particularly in the case of lead clamps, as
every experienced mechanic will know, and
so it occurred to the writer that some simple
and effectiYe device was badly needed.
During an interesting constructio;1al upder·
taking it became necessary to file rather
less than 11,1 in. off the ends of a large
number of countersunk headed B.A. brass
screws, and being seriously up against the
problem led to the invention of the device
to be describf:'d in this article. The constmction of same will present no difficulties
to the average enthusiast with a little
workshop experience, and it can he made
for a few pence, and will be one of the
most useful tools in the workshop.

Hardening the Steel.
Cut out two strips of sheet steel, each
3! in. long bv ~- in. wide, and by means of ,
a fine hacksaw~and a small cross-cut chisel
shape one end of each piece as shown at A
in the accompanying diagram. The saw
cuts should oo a little mor\) than~ in_~ ~eep,

and when the small " V " has been tiled in
the small central projections heat the work
in a dear coal fire and bend oYer the outer
ears and the small central picees at right
angles to the strips and in opposite dire<>
tiOl1S.
Next, cut out another } in. steel strip
2~ in. long, as shown at B, an!l grind or file
off the tapered end so that it fits nicely into
the slots of small screws in the same mannPr
as an ordinary screwdriver. Drill two small
holes in the opposite end, and tht;n nse thi;;
piece as a template for marking otT the holes
in the ends of the other two pieces. Now
shape each of the latter as shown, firmly
rivet the three pieces together with soft
iron rivets, place the whole deYice in the

Wed.-ly, Octo!Jer 25th, 1924.

fire again until it becomes a blood-red
colour- and then plunge it into a tin containing ordinary lubricating oil.
For Readers Use Only,
Diagram C shows how to use the device
where -it will be set>u that the outer cars act
as supports to prew'nt it from slipping
down bPtwcen the j:1w,; of the vice during
afljustmcnts. The slot in the screw head is
nmcle to engage the invPrtcd blade, the
screw lwing placed directly between the
small " V" jaws. which are then tightened
up by simply screwing up the handle of the
Yice. If the steel is " spring hardened " in
the manner described above, the jaws will
open out quite freely enry time the vice
jaws an~ rdeased. The dPviee might be
madJ in two sizes ; the size just dc.qeribed
for small to medium screws, and a larger
size for medium to large scre\rs.
The writPr would like it cle:1rly nnder'tood that this article is intended only to
bPnefit readers who constrnd, apparatus
and tools solely for thc;r own use. Manufacturers arc kindly requcst~d to note that
the design of Uw device has been rcgi;;tercd
'l t H.l\1. Patent Office.
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ON THE HIGHER FREQUENCIES.

1EXPERIMENTAL RECEPTION

l
~

& TRANSMISSION ON 3,(}:10 & 6.000 K.C. ~

f>

~>

By LLOYD JACQUET
(2 0 Z of A me rim).

t_:

Experimenters will be interested in the following details sent to us by a well-known American amateur Radio
experimenter.

x

%
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I

~

an ~ittempt to ('Xplore the higher
frequeneies, in the ranges of ~{,000 and
6,000 kilocycles, some ,-ery interesting
and gratifying tests were conducted recently.
For transmitting, a special set was constructed, making use of the modified 1 DH
circuit. The antenna coil L-1 was wound
on a threaded bakelite evlinder, 4 inches
in diameter, with 20 · turns of bare
No. IS copper wire. This coil was tapped
every even turn.

The grid coil, which was wound
on a bakelite form 3k inches in
diameter, threaded to take 12 turns of
No. 18 bare copper wire, is placed inside of
L-1. A condenser, C-1, is used to adjust
the grid circuit. It has a capacity of 0·001
nrfd., and is variable. The radio-frequency
choke coil L--3 is wound on a cardboard
tube with No. 28 or 34 wire. c No varnish or
" dope " should be applied t,o the 250 turns
wound on this form. A honeycomb coil
Rhould not be substituted for this, and bank
windings should be aYoidcd.
Suitable Aerial Systems.
A fixed condenser of good make is used
for C--2, and is of 0·001 mfd. capacity. It
should be able to withstand the high plate
voltage. \Yith this set, the antenna radiation on 3,000 ke (lOO meters) was 2·4
amperes. 01\ a frequency of 6,000 k.c.
(.:50 metres), this decreased to 2·1 amperes.
Two five-watt \V.E. vacuum valves of the
" E" type, with 500 .-olts on the plate,
were used.
The antenna for this work was cmnparativoly small. It consisted of a 6-wire
6-inch cage.
For 6,000 k.c. work, its
length was 20 feet and height 20 feet. ~For
the 3,000 k.c. tests, this was altered to 3i)
feet for the length and 35 feet for the
height. A counterpoise of four wires on
ten-foot spreaders and 35 feet long was
used for both tests without modifications, The radiating system was so designed
as to maintain its rigidity, so as to keep the
frequency constant. Both the loop and
grid systems of modulation were used for
radio telephone work.
The tuning of the circuits of such a

transmitter is naturally not as easv as whrn
lower frequencies are USl'd. ·:rn tht':'l'
experiments, the radiated frequency wa"
but one meter above the fundamental of the
antenna system. If this relation "·as not
maintained, the transmitter radiated mergy,
but this did not registrr.
A special receiving apparatus of noYt>l
type was designed for this work. It wae:
made along the lines of a snper-regeneratin'
receiver. In this kind of circuit, the amplification increases with an increase in
frequency. Hence, the amplification obtainable in the 6,000 aml3,000 kilocycle signals
was very great.
Constructional details of the special
super-regenerative receiver fur this work
follows : The antenna coil L-1 is wound
on a bakelite tube 3 inrhes in diameter.
with 7 turns of No. 22 D.C.C. wire. with tw
varnish or " dope " on it.
·
Short-Wave Reception •.
For the secondary and tickler coil8,
winding of 20 and 19 tums of the same size
wire as the primary. These three coils,
L--1, L--2, and L--3, are arranged so that they
are in a variable inductive relation to each
other.
A grid oscillator coil, 1~4, and a plate
oscillator coil, L--5, consist respectiwly of
a DL--1,500 and a DL--1,250, connected in
the method shown. The values for the
various condensers necessary are gin~n in
the drawing.
To tune the receiving eircuits, plac-e L-:;
about ;', inch from L--2.
Condenser
C--2 should be advanced k• maximum
capacity and C_:_3 reduced to zero. Coils
I,-4 and L-5 are placed at right angle;;.
Condenser C--7 is advanced until a thud is
heard in the 'phones, later becoming a shrill

whistle. If everything is correctly connected, the audio-freqncne_v hum will be
audible. Do not alter these adjustments.
For Receiving.
Adjust the three tuning condensers, C-l,
C--2 and C--3, until clear and ~trong signals
are heard. Some practice will be necessary
before the best re~ults are obtained.

Ls

~
FIG.2.

For

s•~>~clcrd

A CRYSTAL DETECTOR
HINT.

T

HE annexed sketch shmYB a simp!e
and efficient trystal detector, which
allows various kinds of
cats' -whiskers to be brought
into use with a minimum
amount of trouble.
The
materials required are of
the Bimplcst, consisting of
an ordinary crystal cup, a
valve socket, valve pin, a
small ebonite knob, and a
piece of thin copper . _or
brass sheet.
From this latter a starshaped pattern is cut as

purposei',

an

antenna

over-all dimensions, including lead-in and
ground, waR used. If coils I~4 and L-5
are reduced in size, the audio-frequency
noises will disappear. and so will the signals.
~tatic seems to ttffect the proper operation
of this reeei1·er.
i'hown

i:

receiving

consi.•ting of a single wire 35 feet in length

the various whiskers are
tu the tip~ of the points.

anr!

Varying the Pressure.
The :1~~''-'mb!." of the parts is ra:;ily folhw,'r! fn.,;n the: drawing, and wlwn cr'ected
thid arrangement allow:; of a rotary movement eomlJiuPd with a vPrtical one bv
wllieh the pressure of the cat's-whi~ker,
on the cryst:tl can be Yarierl.

RADIUS EQUAL TO
DISTANCE BETWEEN
CENTRt:3 Of CUP AND SOCKET.
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MUSIC FOR ALL.

J..

By CAPTAIN C. A. LEWIS

(l{f

~

the Britioh Broadcastmg Co ).

In this short article Captain Lewis deals with an aspect of broadcasting in a new and interesting light and places before the

)
)'

reader an argument of considerable importance.

\"/

~l~-<~>..,~---~~-<!><!"·~~-<!~~-~--~<...~~~~0;-<~.·~-..;~ _;._-;

for nothing is rather a
5 0.:\'IETHING
slogan nowadays. l\1usic for nothing
is an attractive variation of this;
but the thing I want to write this artiele
about is not quite the obvious interpretation of the idea--i.e. that everyone who has
a wireless set is getting music (practieally
speaking) for nothing, hut something projected-an idea by which everyone could
hear and t,mjoy the best in music. in person,
for a nominal sum,
Most Londmwrs are proud of their city.
and well thev may be. It stands for Britain.
for our great ~~mpire, the largest and
richest citv in the world. But, though
London n1av take the lead in mar1v
things, there is one thing in which it
eertainlv does not take tlw lead. and that
is in Ait.

-··i --2-

~

-!-

~ --~ . -~--~ 0·~ -~
.c·!

---:

-~-<! ~ <~ -~--~- ~ <?~ -:!·'~ -~ --<!o-.---~.0

puhlic cannot afford-and should not have
to afiord-high prices.
This looks rather likt> a deaclloek. What
is to he donP, since at the bottom of it all
lies the Yaltw of ground in London '!
There mav be manv wa1·s out of this,
but there is certainly oile. aJ1d that is found
by looking at the. next sppnent of the
vicious circle I haw depieted abo,·e-namely, the hall. It is herc- that the• SC'C'l'ei
of the' troublE' lit'S.
A hall which is nothiile! but a hall i~
foredoomE'd to failttrc-.
It 1''11111'11 pa~'·
Concert-giving is a sca~onal. spasmodic
affair. and never a gold-minP. The hall
must contain other thiug~- which gin' a
constant, rE'\!Uiar n·n~m1r--offif'C'"· studios.

-··

-<':.-·-<!-~

-1

~ -~

../.

:ir

much better chanc·e of putting his art
before the public.
Broadcasting Can Help.

You may say that the puhlie doPs not
want to hear cmwPrts. I reply that, since
the advent of broadcasting, the pnblif'
interest in music and their apprrl'iation
has increased enormously.
ThC'rP was no laek of apprC'ciation in tiP
Central Hall concerts at Westminster. anll
the prices there wrre twice as high as. tlwy
1muld be under this arrangement.
Broadcasting is the means to an €']](! :
it stimulates {he appetite, but it clot'S nnt
takr· upon itself to m;urp the place of the
real thing. For sonw tin1f' there will nlwa.1·'

What is the Reason?

In its day, London has held grmt men-great architects, great poets. great musicians
--but, taking a superficial view, there is
little to Ehow nowadavs that this is the
utse, particularly in .Mti;,ic.
London does not as it should, take the
lead in c\-cry branch of Art.
Has it eYer strnck you that nearly e\·cry
musieal event of any importance in this
countr~· takes place outside its ca.pital 'I
There are festiYals at Norwich and
Gloucester, there are singing contests in
lVales and Shdlleld, thPre are many
activities, but tlwv are all off the centre.
I\Insic does not gra;-itate, as one would
suppose it should, to the capital of the
eonntry.
What is the reason for this ?
Are we Southerners less musical ? Are
we more apathetic about it ? Arc we
content to do without music ? Perhaps we
are all these things. But it must be said
in our defence that there are not many
place3 where music ·is to be heard, and
nmchere can it he heard at a price which
would put it within the reach of everybody's
pocket.
A Deadlock.

vVhat is the umlcrlvin! reason for this ?
Let me try to expoi:md what I consider
to be at the root of the matter.
If people are to be induced to listen to
music in a public hall, that hall must be
central and easily accessible. Now, ground
in the centre of London is extremely
expensive ; rcntals are high, and therefore
the hall must be hired out at a high price
if it is going to pay its way. This puts the
1 ext, mo1·c on to the artiste or group of
artistes who desire to use' the hall.- What
do they do ? They also expect to get their
money back, and so they charge high prices.
The net result is that concert artistes and
cmwert providers, as far as London is
concerned, run their concerts at a loss in
the large majority of casfl~, because the

Mr. Joseph Lewis, of 51 T, conducting the first comedy 'opera given by <he Birmingham Repertory Co.

flats,

dance-halls,

restaurants,

anything

which can he used to bring in money to
cm·er the deficits which will he made on
the halls themsch·es.
This means a building whose outer and
surrounding walls cont~in all manner of
flats, etc., and in the centre, the heart, lie
one or more public halls ; one, perhaps.
holding fiw or six thousand people. and
two smaller ones for recitals holding,
perhaps, one thousand people apic'cc.
'\'\hat wonld be the immrdiate result of a
building such as this 'I It would mean that
the high cost of renting the hall \I'Ould go.
Cheap seating would follow as a matter
of COUrS('.
f'ixpC'nPP and a shilling ought to be the
price of admission to a first-class concert.
not prices Yarying from 7s. to 27s. 6cl. The
thing is impossible from cn~ry point of
Yiew.
LowPring the prices in this way immediatdy increases a thousand-fold the
potential public-, and, furthermore, giws
the young artiste, who has a nry difficult
time to ohtain recognition at present, a

be a good deal of differenc-e betwPen t:.
real thing and the broadcast wrsion of it.
But we hal'e, at least. awak('lll'd an
appetite. \Yho is going to takP admnta!!c·
of it. not for his own benefit so much a-:
for the benefit of the pub lie 't
This is the democratic age. Hl're is ''
ehance for someone to come forwanl awl
put up a house of music for all, sonwthin:1
into which eYeryone can Pnter and partake
of the best in the greatest of all arts-Mnsi<:-'
.My onlv fear is that it will be done halfheartedh·: There are certain things which
onh· suc~eed and deserYe to succeed bec·ausc
of the magnitude of their conception. Thi;
is one of them.
The building-this temple, palac·e. sanctu.
arv of Music-call it \\hat you will--must
be' on a great scale 1\0rthy of London,
worthy of the Empire, worthy of the Mu~e.
It should stand up like a monumrnt to
reflect our national love of :Music.
It
should be comparable architecturally to the
greatest buildings in our great city.
If broadcasting aids in bringing aJJout
such a thing, it will hM-e served great emb,
and this is an end worth the serving.
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'W~a~ one man saw ;"-a
bla~kef\<?d bulb

THE

:f

history
progress is tied up with
t · · I' t' Ne ton
d rthv~a t tes. d w
ma e tstory un er an
apple tree ; Watts saw
it in a tea kettle. Modern
a,, wbilraeclkeesnse"d cabmuleb.fromlt

and his experimental
valve was made in the
Edisvvan Laboratories.
. That was 30 years ago.
Since then many de..
velopments have taken
place in the evolution
of the valve. Ediswan

t~.
'LV

A

~
6
\.0)

~

was an ordinary carbon Valves retain the lead they
filament lamp. Every.. won in the early days of
body knew that it . wireless. They are wholly
turned black as it grew reliable- experienced
older. One man won.. workers and careflJI testing
dt'terhedt.s wbuhsyt'nesasndtomfi~d
out. What he found
was the principle of the
. .
I
.D thermtOntC Va Ve.,
r.
Fleming was thEI man

\.0)
~

W

r:£::,

\ii)

·see to that.

r:::::.,

Ediswan Valves will bring the best
out of your wireless set-get so.me
on the way home and enjoy a better
programme from to-night onwards.
fill dealers sell them.
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THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD
auEEN v1cToR1A sT.. LoNooN. E. c. 4
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Air interesting study of early
wireless history may be made at
the ScieJtce Museum, South
Kensillgfon, Londo11, where the
complete series of Dr. Fleming's
experimental valt•es can be sce1t.
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COIL HOLDERS &
\[l RADIO-~ COMPONENTS.
1

LEGLESS VALVE
HOLDER
is fixed by a single screw in
centre, the holder itself acts as
a jig for drilling the holes for
panel wiring. For surface wiring frat I'AN!L
clamp the wires under the heads WIRING
of screws. Has safety insulated
plate socket.
(Prov. Protd.)
PRICE 1/6 each, postage 2d.

SUPER SENSITIVE.
EACH CRYSTAL TESTED AND
GUARANTEED.
PURITY AND TONE UNEQUALLED.

CAM-VERNIER COIL HOLDER.
This is the last word in
accurate tuning devices.
Similar to our standard
coil holder, but the usual
fixed socket has a verv
slow moycmcnt giving
a micrometric adjustment in both directions
through ro". This is
effected by a cam operated by a separate knob.
PRICES.-z-way, 9/•; with Reverse Reaction Switch,
3-way, 12/• ;
..
,.
..
,.
Postage 2-way, on base, 1/- extra; Nickel plating, 1/6
4d.
3-way, on base, 1/6 extra; Nickel plating, 2/-

extra.
extra.

GOSWELL ENGINEERING CO., LTD.
12a, PENTONVILLE ROAD, LONDON, N.t.
LIST FREE.

1/6

12!6
15/6

If your dealer cannot supply we sertd Post free 1j you mention
his name and address.

Liberal Trade Terms.

Supplied in neat tin case together with Silver
Cat's-Whisker and full instructions.

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR GIL-RAY.
f.roducers-

. GIL-RA Y RADIO CO., Sicilian House,
Southampton Row, London, W.C.l.
Sole DistributorsV. ZEITLIN & SONS, 144, Theobald's Road,
London, W.C.l.

'Phone: North 305r

------------------------------------

The LAST WORD of Medical Knowledge
An entirely original work written by a Group of
General Practitioners and Specialists and embodying
all the discoveries, new methods, etc.; which have
resulted from the great advances in Medical and Surgical Knowledge made during and since the Great War.

OVER 4,000

ILLUSTRATIONS

Mainly photographs, each prepared under
the supervision of a physician or surgeon.

Alphabetically arranged for Quick Reference.

fcJ..!.

The following list of a few from
among the,.hundrecls of subjects
treated gives an idea of the
scope and value of the work.
HUMAN BODY AND ITS FUNCTIONS,
PREVENTIVE MEDICINE.
SIMPLE REMEDIES.
DISEASES AND TREATMENT.
FIRST AID IN THE HOME.
CORRECT DIET, HOME NURSING,
MATERNITY AND MOTHERCRAFT,
PHYSICAL CULTURE.
BEAUTY CULTURE. ·
SANITATION AND HYGIENE.
SEX HYGIENE,
CARE OF THE TEETH AND SIGHT.
. COOKERY FOR THE SICK, etc., etc.

FREE
FIRST AID
CARD for
the Home
~~

:
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RADIO-STRUCT A for Local Broadcast.

RADIONETTE is " a Curtis Production."
Tbe RADIONETTE
" Popular " 20/-

No. 7.
2 Valves, 1 Detector and 1 Note
Magnifier .(wired up for Power
Amplification),

MODEL

No EXTRA Coils required
high~powered

for

station.

Latest Models only, with
plated fittings, are for

£8:10:0

200/1.850 metres.
For Local

Wired up and Tested Ready for Use.

Broadcast-

Tbe· RADIONETTE
" Junior" 15/..
100 Miles from high-powered Station.
35 Miles from Main Station(London,etc.)
Relay Station (Plymouth, These distances may be considerably
increased under favourable conditions.

I

As Supplied to the

I

The British Broadcasting Co,, Ltd.

p A RA Go N

TESTED and RECOMMENDED by John Scott-Taggart an;l "MODERN WIRELESS."
STOCKED
BY
ALL
REPUTABLE
STORES.
BUT
it must
be in
PARAGON sealed Carton.

Radio Quality
Post Office Specification

EBONITE PANELS

"The Best
Made."

SPECIAL PANELS, .
similar quality and fini•h, Cut.
Edges Ground,anddespatched
sameh~~h. ~~;ta:!eld .•~~~are

.--·····-··----------··---.:tTANDARD SIZ~:.::t ........---···---···--·····-·
3/3
24 X 12 X l
1716
8 X 6 X t
12 X 6 X !
.._ 4,'6
7/3
12 x to X l;
12
14
16

18
24

X
X

X
X
X

12 X !.
12 X 1
12 X l;
12 X l;

8/6

10/-

11/6
13/·
14/6

10 X t

22
16

I8
I2
I0

X
X
X
X
X

11

9

6
8
8

X
X
X
X
X

!

15/3

l;

619
6/6/9

!

9!-

9/-

t

!

416

3.6
i/ ..
5i6

PETER CURTIS .. L TO.,
BIRMINGHAM :
76, Newall St.
Central 7236.

MANCHESTER :
312, Deansgate. Central5095.

75, CAMDEN ROAD, N.W.1.
'Phone : North 866.

Telegrams " Paracurtex."

In conjunction with
THE PARAGON RUBBER MANUFACTURING CO., LTD., HULL.

:1--=========================:=...<---------------------

·~------------~~----------------

::,SQUARE LAW CONDENSERS
~at the price of Ordinary
'Fallon's in accordance with their usual custom, are giving the public the
benefit ~~ the improvements they have effected in their new mode! Square
Law Condensers without increasing the price.
The Jtcw Fallon SquaJ'I' Law Condenser. whlc.h rmbodies all the
features wludt havt• mnd11 tl1e
Fallon A.ll mudd world-famous,
arc abso1ntl'lY tlw la~t wnnl m
pcrfcct c-ondenser c•.mstruction :
Extremt>ly handKoin•~ apJlca.rallf'f•,
all parts being h('avily plat•·d;
·068 sparing (tlw dm;est JJossJbl•-\.
In the new model tlw oYerall
lcngLh of t.Jw ·001 condet1s:1·r ~~
only 4:1~ aR against 5~ 11 in thP •)ld
mud•.·!, and b;y a Ih'W Hka in

spacing washers, rigidity of
{'l1Hstrtwtion, never
hefol'o
aC"hievt>d in any make' of ('t.lll·
dt'll::\Pl',

ha.i>

bC{'ll

obta1ued.

Features Include:
ONE HOLE FIXIXG, TAn
COXN EC'l'IO~S.
HEA YY
ALUMIXIUM
TOP
A~9
BOTTOM PJ_.ATES. Metal to
mvtal adju;-;table bearingA,
stout,
wdl·r·nt
aluminium
van(·s. CompkLe as illustr<t-

tiou.
Reputation.
A rmHl( nM·r
with the name FALLOX im~
printed indic·at('S th-e finc.-:t
obtainable.

·............................................... .
Price

.. 13/•

Plates

·oooz ..

Price :

4/tr:

·ooo5 .. 6!· Vernier 5 4/•:
·ooo3 .. 5!6 Vernier 3 3/6 ~:

'00025 .. 5/•
...............................................
Write Direct for Trade Terms:

F A L L 0 N

CONDENSER

The Condenser People.

CO., LTD.,

Tottenbam 1932,

WHITE RIBBON WORKS, BROAD LANE, TOTTENHAM, N.15.
,
'

All Correspondence and Post Orders to above address.
City Depot:
M nnchester Depot:
Glasgow DeP<I :

.·! 143, Farringdon Road, E.C.1.

3, King Street-West, Deansgate.

120, Wellington St.
Barclay's

~6o,

HERTZITE

STICK TO rP
The original and only
1 00"/o efficient Crystal, but
it must be

RUSSON'S

t'-

GOLD SEAL HERTZITE
Avoid fancy names
with fancy prices

THE CRYSTAL IN THE LONG
BLACK BOX
Bearing the Gold Seal of Quality

RUSSON CRYSTAL LABORATORY,
BARCLAY'S STORES, 30 Stephenson Street,
BIRMINGHAM.
DISTRIBUTORS TO THE TRADE (NORTH)-

Messrs. S. Beadle & Co.,
F. Harper & Co.,
3, Castle Street, HULL.
93, Hope Street, GLASGOW.
Dealers se>!d for sample and .<pecial trial order offer .

l'••p11lrrr Wireless Tl'eekly. OctuueJ' 25th.

SECURITY

BEHIND BONTONES

3 Additional models to the

SECURITY

AMP
ION
"

TO THE DEALER
SECURITY

TO THE USER
BONTONE PBONES--

Britain's best, baeked by
Generous Guarantee.
SENSITIVE, DURABLE, COMFORTABLE, & BEAUTIFULLY
FINISHED.
Manufactured Pntirrly by
BRITISH LABOUR.

1 5 /6

BONTONE
LIGHTWEIGHT
1
BONTONE PHONES ARE MANUFACTUREDUP to a high efficiency.
·
DOWN to a low and popular price.

BONTONE ORIGINAL.

ffora,8l\r~:t~~n~~Pt~c~s a:ythf~~::enndo;Yf~l~~r~~~l~l~tt~d!~~!:J!t

We further agree to repair, adjust and re·test any Bontone Phone,
irrespective of the date of purchase, for the sum of 3/·, plus Gd.

postage, if returned to us, intact, with remittance.

This is our Bond. What does it mean? Why, an assurance for
all time to users of Bontone Phones.
Compare these aclvantages over other makeS of phones, particularly the cheap, continental type.
HaYe you n:cognisrd all
the distinrti,·e type?

the better

q~alifiC<~tions

which make

BQ~TOXJ<:

JUainl!l, they nre baC1(t>d b1J a most generous guarantee.

~~J!~i~~~re ~w~'hJ~~e~tip;i~1 K. t~lS~~O:~g':\sn a~~s;~~1ed i~o ~heow:eaw:;~~
0

signals.

Durability? DO!\TONE aro made of the best materials proC'urahlt!, and
tb('ir "beautiful finish is highly creditable to skilled craftsmanship.
Comfort? Throughout exhaustive tests we have worn BONTOXE and rlaim
a maximum success. BOXTOSE are easily adju:!lted. See you buy BONTONE.

Dragon'' range.,

Representing a most important advance in the
production of smull and medium size Loud Speakers,
the three new AMPLION models illustrated and
briefly described will be found of exceptional interest
to the Technician, the Wireless Enthusiast and to the
Listener-in desirous of" Better Radio Reproduction."
Although all the advantageous constructional feature>
distinguishing Standard AMPLION models are
provided in these designs, the prices are not merely
moderate but extraordinarily low, and possible only
by man1Jfacture at the hand~ of specialists upon
the most approved lines experience can suggest.
THE

NEW "DRAGONFLY."
An Amplion Baby.

Apply to your local dealer or apply direct oivino your dealer's name to:-

B. D. &

Co. (EDWARD A. BOYNTON).

Works: GOSWELL ROAD and CITY ROAD. LONDON, E.C.t.
Offices: 167-173, GOSWELL ROAD, LONDON, E.C.l.
Admh.·alty, War Office and India Office contractors.

J. M. MILLET & SONS,

A perfect rPplica on a reducrcl scale ot tb~
famous "' Staudarrl" Drag-ou model. For
a rniniatut:e Lund SpeakE'r the '·Dragonfly''
is outstanding iu its clhtiency-affordiugconsiderable ..-olurr:(', cuupled wtth extrern'-·
claritv and "full'' tc>rre.
The elcdrumagnCtic unit incorporating the rtcw .. fluatir1g'' diaphragm, and the nnn·rf'SOIJdtill'-:"
sotmd conduit. arc
f'Xclusi \·e
Ampl!r)tl

[t>ature:-:.
ARr:H. 110 ohms: ARro.~. ~ooo n]Jnl";
1Ti.t:n. of trm~pet, 5~"; C•\..:•r-:1![ ht i~~ht. 9"'.

Government Surplus Contractors,

Price ·25/-

. SOUTHAMPTON.
The following Goods can also be obtained at our London
Depot, 371, STRAND (next to Strand Palace Hotel.)
10-UNE PORTABLE CORDLESS SWITCHBOARDS. Bra!Hl
~H'w, containing ~0 n.P.n.T. and 10 D.P.S.T.
])e-wnr
Switrhc~, Ben~ Magneto, 10 Indicator;;, Hand set, et!·. All
.conhlined in Casr, 16 x 1-t x 7 in.
. . . . . . . . ('fl('h
B. MK. II. REAR SPARK TRANSMITTERS, containing :;park
Coil. Hap, rl'anping Key, CowlenRer, spare~. ek. Coi1talned
in ea~. g X 7 X 6 in. A H in pprfcct condit·ion . . . . Pneh
13-ft. ASH SECTIONAL POLES. Cowpletc with Halytll'<l, <lu)·'·
Pt>gs, etr. . . . . . . . .
. ,C':!th
D.P.D.T. DEWAR SWITCHES
.. each
J>.P.S.T.
.. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . .ral'lt
TELEPHONE HAND SETS, containing 'phom· ant! Microphone.
in perfect condition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .ear··,
Ditto. (Bran<l New) . . . . . . . . . .
. . ea<'11
BRAND NEW TELEPHONE MAGNETOS .'. . . . . . . rad1
GALVANISED IRON, WIRE REELS, ll in. diauwkr .. <•acll
NEW COTTON-COVERED COPPER FLEX, hest quality . . 11•.
CARDBOARD FORMERS (New), Waxed,;; x 3} iu. 30 in a ea,,·
No. 5 MK. I. DIRECTORS, comnletc with Tripod, Casr. ~ Eyepier"*' (one 15x and one 8x), suitable for Sun·eyor:-:, t>tc·., ea eh
SPARE TRIPODS, FOR DIRECTORS.. . . . . . . . .rar!t
LIMITED NUMBER OF PORTABLE TELEPHONES, with
~ragneto and Hand Set.
Neecl sli~ht adjnstntrnt 1wr set.
NEW LUCAS SIGNAL LAMP BULBS, 9 v. '4 lllllps.
. . doz.
NEW TRENCH TOOLS, romplete with Hrlve . . . . . .ear''
REEL INSULATORS, 1l in. diameter . .
i!W"
TENT MALLETS, complete w!th Shafts
.. eac·h
NEW ARMY RAZORS . .
. .ench
NEW MESS TINS . . . . . . . . .
.. Paeh
BASS DRUMS (in splellllid c<mrmioll)
. . . . . . . . <•:wll
PART-WORN GROUND SHEET CAPES, in perfect, con<lition.cal'll
PURE BRISTLE CARRIAGE BR'OSHES, hmncl new
.. <"arl!
NEW SADDLER'S OLAMS . . . . . . . . . . . . . .ear''
30-FT. LENGTHS OF NEW 3-IN. MANlLLA ROPE. Honk ""''
end and eye the ot.her . . . . . . . . . . . . . . <'<<"h
NEW TACKL,ES, complete with 2 ga\yanize<l rlotthlc- Hlll'e\·,.
Jl\oeke witll Pntrnt Stop, 90-ft.. 1-in. Rope, 2 Wire :,itrniller.,
rt.c.
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
. . eal'lt
USED SOLID BRASS OIL LAMPS, ll x 5 x H in.
. . <·:wit
CARDBOARD CASES (new), 1~ x 1} in. diameter
;lll for
NEW 36-IN. PICK SHAFTS . . . .
. . each
CARBONS, 12 x i1 in. 50 in bundle
. . . . . . . . . . .,
ALL THE ABOVJ~ GOOD:'\ ARE SR~T CARRIAGE PAID.
llBTURNED IF NOT SATISFIED.

1.: ~-

3 10
0

d.
0

8

6

0 10

0

0

6
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THE "NEW" JUNIOR.
I~t

perfurmancc> thf' "Ntw" Junior b
actuallv a ·· Se!lior" Luttrl Sp~aker. and
compaiPS fa\'ourabl:·: . witl1
ir_t:::trunlent~
list~d at twice and. thrrce the hg_urr.
All
the Jatcst impro\'ements are embo.dif·d in
the as~cmblv. which ren'als art f'fhciency
trot pre\"iuuSt~· cnnsid~rcd pos:-ihlc ill
model so reasonably pnced.
ARrro. 120 ohms; ARur. ~oo:) ohms;
di,un. uf trumpet~ ro"; over-a!! hcigt1t, 15~".

Price £2 : 10 : 0

() 1 6

0 4
0 6
0 7
0 1
0 3
0 2

0
0
6
0
0
6

3 10
0 8

0
6

0 8
0 3
0 0
0 6
0 0
0 0
0 0
3 10
0 3
0 1
9 1

6
0
9
0
6
H
6
0
0
6
0

0

5

0

o-

8
5
1
0
1

6
0
0
9
0

0
0
0
0

~!OXEY

19:?~.

The "NEW'' JUNIOR-DE-LUXE
\ Ln1Fl Snt>rtkt'r of high deg::-ee. the '' K ew"
Tunior-de Luxe can best be described as
ari-3tocrat of Loud Speakers sold at a

an

4

"'"Cldl'UJ\' tll'll\OCl"atiC {l£1l'l'.

(r,rr.:sp(;llding- in proporti01_rs_ to ~h;:· '' t\~·w"
Ju:lior type. the d\' luxe edJtwn.ts pro\·,~cd

\\·ith a wood trumpet of umque destgn.
In this horn the oak or mahogan;;.' panrls.
as the C:lSC may bE'. are united Ly a series
of mf·lal ribs, affording an assembly of
pctrticularly attractin.· appearance.
ARr IJ, r.:o ohms; ARII.l, ~ooo ohm;::
cli.un of trumpet 10"; O\·er all height I)~"4

Price £3 : 5 : 0
l\Iahogany Horn 3/6 extra.
Obtainable from all Wireless D.'aicrs
of repute.

ALFRED GRAHAM & CO.
(E. A. GRAHAM)

St. Andrew's Works, Crofton Park,
LONDON, S.E.4.
Tel.::·pltorl<:-5 :
Telegrams :

Svdf"nham zSzo-I-2.

" Navalhada, Catgreeu. Loudon."
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Some of the artistes who have given you pleasure when listening-in.
the advent of wireless, and the
WITHmusic
everlasting miracle of having your
" laid on " in the house, like
liuht or heat. the expense side was waiYed.
l·;~·en the n;ost parsimonious of licensees
could not forbear
to p11y for a new
valYe, or to renew
exhausted
bat.
teries, but like all
other miracle.~ of
civilisation, fmuiliarity breeds-if
not
contempt,
shall we sav at
least, conten'lplation ?-and this
compels us to
admit that the
B.B.C. plays its
favourite
item,
"Twomin•:t<'s, please," rather more frcquen.tly
than is pleasant for our battenes.
rl:ese odd " minutes," reckoned up
it. the close of a none too "perfect
dav " make a marked difference in
lhl:i;. life, and as there is no change
uf scenery, and we pr~su~e ~he o;·che~tra is still there, It IS (bfficu.t
to ui,derstand the cause.

able from a ,;mall orchestra of real artistes.
The playing of Maycr Gordon (violin) was
another triumph of tcchnic1ue and arti~try.

seems to change his very voice for·e:wh part
enacted.

The Leaven of Humour.

" The Immortal Hour," by Rutland
Boughton, written round the
poems of Fim~a
j\ Iacleod, will be
remem be red for
its huge success
at the Hegent
Theatre, where it
had the additional
power and attraction of the acting.
Over the aether
much of its charm
is necessarily lost,
and the music
becomes at times
strangely
complex.
A good cast was announced in :\lis~
Elsic Suclrlahy, ;\liss Glaclys Palmcr,
and Messrs.
Arthur Cranmer,
Summer Austin, Kenneth Ellis, and
William Heseltine.

The very word '' humour " recalls to
some people the red-nosed comedian or the
knockabout so-called "artistes" of the old
tenth-rate music-hall days. Wireless has
o,t least done one thing in reviving the art
of witty anccdotage and dialogue, while
on the musical side, also, humour has learnt
to take its share. One of the most successful of tums is that of .Messrs. A. E. Nickolds
and Albert H. Howe. Each is an artiste
in his own branch, and together they are
irresistible.
As a musieian, 1Ir. ~ickolds has ranged
through most of the in~trumental gamuts,
for he started his musical career as an
organist at the age of twelve, studied the

Well-Known Speakers.

The Winter Programmes.
From the look of the first ones,
like our clothes, they look a bit on
the heavv side. Maybe it was a
cynie wl'lo said ''Life woul<l ?e
eJl(lurablc if it were not for rts
JJ!casures." Still, I would have
liked him to have had just a taste
of wireless. A " talk " at :t 15,
another at 4 something or otlwr,
another in tlw Children's Honrand which ako. bv the way, might
be made a special weekly treat ins~pa~l
of a daily expense-another at 6.4D,
and a so-called
comcrlv that onlv
appealed to tile
sporting
communitv, followed
by · still anotlwr
" talk" bl'f ore the
Savoy Orphenm
commenced at ten
o'clock, to take
the taste away, as
it were.
Now,
B. B. C.,
"What
·abollt it?"
Miss Olive McKay.

Sunday Programmes
Tlwse, we admit,
arc not easy to fmme under the present
policy. At 2 L 0 recently, however, the
J. H.Squire Celeste Octet were heard, demonstrating once more the.goocl results obtain-

An Ambitious Choice;

Messrs. A. E. Nickolds and A. H. Howe.

piano and Yiolin, made good as an accompanist, threw in the mandoline, and played
at scYeral big London theatres, added the
zither- banjo to his effectR, and a bagful of
good stories, and there you are.
In l\Tr. Albert H. Howe he found a
kindred spirit. }l.:r. Howc is a \Vest of
England baritone with a perfect gift for
the piano and finding the words which his
partner sets to music. The <'omposite
turn is always welcome, arHl we understancl
the pair have just returned after four weeks
entertaining the British Army on the Rhine.
Besi<les over the aether again, they will hB
heard at manv of the London halls, Queen's
and Palladiui!1, etc.
Humour was well represented, also, by
the work of a cleYer actor known as Syd
Mac. He has a twenty-five years' experience, . commencing 'his career as a
ventriloquist, which possibly account£ for
his success over the.aether and his ability
to give real "character " studies, for. he

Everv week sees more and more
wcll-kn'own people taking advantage of wireless, either to air their
views or make appeal8. AmongRt
those who have been heard recently, mention must be m a< le
of Sir Henrv Walfonl navies, LL.D.,
l<'.H.O.O., for his talk on "Music,"
Mr. F. A. 1\Iitchell Hedges, F.L.~.,
l<'.F..G.S., on ''The J.\Iystcry of the
J-ungle," Sir Cieorgc Nc-wman\;
Ministry of Health· talk, .i\Iiss
Dorot,hy Jewson, J\LP., arHl Miss
Violet Yanbrugh, the famous actress.

Manchester.
Noted for its
fine programme,
2 Z Y can flatter
itself on its H'rV
own artistes. tl!ie
of them i~ 1\'li~s
Olive 1\IcKay.
She was
of
the first pro,·incial
contraltos to
broadcast when
the old station of
2 Z Y was at
Trafford P a r k.
In its dramatic
compa.ny, Manchester numbers,
Mr. Syd Mac.
also, another dever
artiste in Miss Doroth v Frauklin. She is tlw
leading lady in their dramatic production~,
and has the emotional capacity that is required
for acting, es peciallv before the microphone,

one
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A SIMPLE
!
COMBINATION SWITCH !,~): ·,

f
i..

f·

By 0. J. RANIUN.

,
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fnnetion of t.hP somewhat unT HEorthodox
type of switch shown in the
accompanying sketch is to short!·it'(·nit thc aPrial and Parth knninals of a
.reeeiYPr when not in USP, and is operated
from any Pxisting control which is fitted
with an l.'bonite dial or similar arrangement.
Tlu' idea is prPSE'nted in its most simple
form. and no doubt many rcadcrs will bP
Hnfliciently interPsted to ti·v out one or two
nf the modifieatiom; sugg;sted in the !a-,t
pamp:raphs.
B1· means of a fine hacksaw and fi!P a flal
i;; p;'OYiderl on tlw edge of the dial which
.------~----, is selected as being
most suitable fo~
the purpose. Assuming this dial to
be attached to th('
spindle of a variable condenser, it
is so arranged that
the flat portion is
set at right angles
to either extreme
setting of the
plates so that the
movable contact
strip on the switch
will be engaged by
A~'-""
the round portion
/
.::~'~.,_\
of the dial when
1
~ '\~
the instrument i~
I I~ J
adjusted to the
~\ ~ ;
normal
workin!!
, 0"- ::_~.-{)!
position.
'<Z..l:I It will be seen
in 'the upper sketch
0
that the movablc
~
. ·X.
G
stnp;
, IS normallv in contact
with" the thick
~tationary strip, Y, m order to earth the

/
1

tJ

Part of the

t~ansmitticg

effect the following changes· (I) thE· H.T. or
L.T. current control: (2) aerial to earth
ehange-ow:r; and (il) switc-hing prima:y
tuning coil to aerial-all these simultaw'Ol''
with the first condenspr adjustment.
~pacE' will not permit a length~- d('ScTiption of all the little dodges one could tn·
w;tll such a dcvicl'. aml
the rE'adl•r is IPft
to cxrwrinwnt along thPsA linc·s with tht"
assurance that he might E'asil~· pernse a HHtl'l1
],os~ intPrPsting subject.

so

aPrial. 'l'heRl' hrHss strips may hP about
,\ inch wide. and seeurPrl one Pach sidP of
piecc of ehonitP or good hard wood, Z.
tlw thicknPss of which is equal to the width
of the strips. The long strip is prefprabl.\·
cut out from fairly heaY\" hard-rolled brass
sheet, and one edge is filPd to permit tlw
necessan· mo\·cment when tlw ehonitc
hlock is ~''E'Clll'ed to tlu: panPL

a

Capable of Extension.
\;Vhen th<:' conclenscr is adjusted from zno
to the usual working position the round
portion of the dial acts as a cam and breaks
contact with aerial and earth by forcing thP
long strip away from the shorter one and
holding it in that position while tlw a\·erage
tuning adjnstments are made. This will be
rearlil\- undPrstood by reff'rring to thE' lOW('!'
skctcli.
·
··
As mentiou"d above this idea may he
carried mneh farther and :tnay !'Yenti~ally
!Pad up to something approaching the much
<liscussed uni-eontrol receivE'r if gi,·en a littlP
thought. If thE' arrangement
the clips
is rewrserl : that is. if thev are nonnallv 0111
of contact with each other: the switch ~~onld
fnr:ction as an L.T. or H.T. batterv cut-ont
ever\" timE' the condenser was 8et at zero.
The current woulrl. of coursc, he sw.itched on
simultaneou~ with thc eonrlcn~Pr adjustments. To effect this it is on! v necessarv to
turn the ~witch complctely ov?r on the pimf'l
a.nd short!'n the stationary contac·t strip.

'of

Further Possibilities,
Coming now to the possibiliti<:s of eomhination switehing afforded h1· this idea, one
might carry out~ many inte~·esting r-xpPrirneiltS with olrl key switches. making the
earn function in the place of the usual ham!
operaterl knoh and roller. As an example.
a six-point key switr·h could hP thus made to

gear at the German atation

~t

Koenigswusterhausen.
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is an easily made 300 ohm potmH ERE
tionwtl'r which should not cost more
than a shilling to make. The following materials and parts will be required:
Two hardw·ood Pnd pieces (A), each l~ in.
square by about ~·in. in thickness; a piece
of round wooden broom handle, 4 in. Ion)!
by l in. in diametcr; a ;) in. lE'ngth of l in.
square brass rod, a slidPr, three terminals.
some paraffin wax, some screws, and 22
yards of No, 36 i'Ui".G. pnamelled" Eurc·ka ..
resistance wire.
Winding the Former.

Attach the two square end pietc> to th<·
E'nds of thE' wooden former in the manm·r
indicated at B, impregnate the \YOOd \Yith
melted paraffin wax, and fit a small woodscrew tPrminal to each end piec-e. a'< flhown

,.

A

B

D

c@

at A. Wind on the wire, keeping thc turn~
dose together, and secure the barE'd end,
under the two terminals, taking care to S<"t' :.
that a good electrical contact is made to
each. Apply a coat of slwllat· Yarni~h on·r .
the whole winding. and after rutting and
drilliu(! the slicler ;:od sold<:r a small tf';ininal
to on~'· end. and make the slidt·r. Thi,
should be ~f th(' flat spring t_vpP, and t~L,,.
hest waY to make it is to obtain a 2 B.A.
threadeci spacer or bu;;h (as used for ,·ariabl!' condensers), and tile the thrParlt>d hol··
quite square, as shown at C.
A small flat is then filed on the periphC'r:: ..
and to this i;; solden·d a short strip of thi" ·
spring brass which is bE'nt as shown at 11.
which represents a side view of the eom-,
pleted instrument. The insulation is. of
c-ourse, scraped away under the slider, w.
that it makes a smooth rubbing contad
with any portion of the \\'inding. ~

Pqml<lr H ;retess WecU!J, Octohel' 2tjth, 192t.
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A

f~mous

name for a famous Valve.

AtU(l>
·~

<'o4?~:~ L€.~~
The" NELSON MULTI"
contains three separate
filaments, each of which
can instantly be brought
into use by a switch
device incorporated
in the valve cap.
Adapted to fit any
standard Four-pin
socket.
No loose wires.
Three times the life
o! any other valve.
i
~·

.£

Filam~~ ~ltage

The •·NELSON MULTI';
will !unction as a De- ~
lector, L.F. Amphfier,
or H.F. Amplifier.
•
Owing to its unique
construction it is
unequalled for pure
clarity of tone.
Packed in specially
constructed boxes.
Entirely British
Made.
Anode Voltage
Detector 60-80
Ampli!ier80·120

TdrpluHie:
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r[flr" BELLING-LEE"
INDICATING

KNOBS

Neatly designed, well finished, of highclass moulded material.
Permanent
engravings. Stocked in the following:Variometer ,Filament,
Tuner, Aerial Tuner,
Anode Tuner, H.F.
Tuner, Coarse Tuner,
Fine Tuner, Secondary Tuner, Reaction,
Coupler, Amplifier,
Switch, Rejector,
Potentiometer. Tone
Control. 2 B.A. Brass
inserts.

Price 4Y2d. each
SELF-SHORTING PLUG
Pat. No. 19423/24
AND SOCKET

A new line which renders
obsolete the old type of
shorting plug.
By
operating the little
switch it is possible
to receive from a local
station or 5XX

lr ilt!IJ!edun 172.

without removing
loading coil.

THE A.B. ALL BRITISH L.F.
TRANSFORMER

This Transformer is made by British labour with British materials
throughout.
The Primary circuit is wound with SILK COVERED Wire.
Thia Transformer has 2} miles of wire in the coil, 11,000 turns of
SILK covered wire on the Primary and 33,000 turns of Enamelled
wire on the Secondary.
The Coil is baked to exclude all moisture, then placed in its SOLID
Steel case, and a special compound is run in until the coil is impreg~·
nated and surrounded with this compound. thus rendering the whole
coil impervious to moisture.
It has a single hole panel fixing.

A full Guarantee is given with this Transformer.

Price 25/- post free-direct:
ANDERTON BRIT TON & CO., LTD.,
8, Queen Street, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.C.4i.
Or from your dealer.

Complete, with instructions in an envelope. Brass,
6d. N.P., 8d. per set.

CRYSTAU

RECEIVERS

I. Rotary Detectors.
2. Best Crystals.
3. Ball Rotor
Variometers.
4. Indicating Ter•
minals.
5. Self-shorting Coil
Sockets for long
wave stations.
6. Bar Terminals to
take four pairs of
phones.
7. Metal parts'plated
and polished.
8. Mahogany Cabinets.
9. Rubber feet on
box bases.

if required.

Price 25/- each

Indicating Terminals, Brass 3!Jd., N.P. 4!d.
Rotating Crystal Detectors, N.P., 3/9 each.
Variometers, Ball Rotor, Cotton Wound, 4/- each.
Silk
..
4/6 ,,

"
"
If your dealer can't supply, write to

BELLING & LEE, Ltd.
Queensway · Works, Ponders End, Middlesex.
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INDOOR AERIAL EXPERIMENTS
FOR THE AMATEUR.
By OSWALD J. RANKIN.
An article detailing the us~ of the special " drum " t~•pe and indoor aerial described in a rece.nt
issue of "Popular Wireless.''
who han:> constructed the novel
READERS
type of indoor aerial recently described
in these columns will no doubt apprceiate·a few further remarks concerning its
use with various types of receivers. i\Iost
of the expPriments were carried out in the
writer's workshop, which is situated in a lowlying district about eleven miles from 2 L 0.
Model A was tested first, this bein11
connected up to a crystal set employing a
tapped coil wound specially for the ordinar.r
100-ft.. outdoor aerial. Tuning was rathor
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.l\iockls B and C were designed to be
nsed in conjunction with receivers Pmplo,,·iug
standard tuning coils; that is, with coils
cl·csigncd for use with the standard outdoor
aerial. Both models worked well with a
Ko. 35 or 50 honeycomb coiL shunted
\rith a ·0005 mfd. vat:iable condenser
The "frame" aerial gave excellent result,;
on a simple crystal set, using a No. 50 Igranic
coil and a parallel ·0005 mfcl. variable condenser; and as it appeared to be directional iu
any position, it was simply slipped away out
of si,t,1ht behind a picture during tests: Tlti.>
and model C w€'re not tried out on a vah·e set.
At a lat€'r period, models A and C were
tested out on crystal sets about half a mile
lrom 2 L 0, and, as expected, signals were
then wry much louder. Howen'r, it was

L
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fiat, and, remembering that the aerial on
test. contained only about 85 ft. of corru·
gatecl copper tape, a small slide inductance
was connected in series for loading purposes.
About. twentv-fi,,e turns were loaded before
the tuning became really sharp, and a special
set was then built to work in conj\mction
with this aeriaL This is shown connected to
model A in the accompanying photograph.

The Special Counterpoise.
Brieflv, it consists of a \"ariomcter-tuncd
crvstal ·receiver, with the detector and
tei·minals mounted on the lower portion
of the stator. No. 30 D.C.C. wire \Yas used
for the windings, some 60 turns being wound
on the stator and 50 turns on the rotor. The
n:-sults now left notl1ing to be desired.
The aerial was then tried on a l-C-2 Yah'c
set fitted with very selective tapped coils,
and, 'l'l·hen using the loud speaker, Bignals
came throtigh with a remarkable degree
of dearn€'ss, and with the same amount of
volumr- as when using the outdoor aeriaL
The Yah·e set was then connected to the
outdoor aerial and the earth lead connected
to the indoor aerial, which was placed on the
floor. Hesults were excellent. The indoor
aerial (model A) was then connected to the
at>rial t£'rn1inal of the receiver, while modt>l B.
eom>c•ded to the earth terminal,,ms phteed on
tL? floor. Results were equally satisfactory.
ThP ~pecial " counterpoise " shown ill
}'ig. l \\'US then eonstructed, and this was
secunc>d under the table direl'tly J,e]ow
the recPi,·er. This simple dedce comprisp;;
lOO ft. ef corrugated copper tape wonnd
owr a piece of board, which is attaehed
~o the under-side of the table bv means of
fcur Ion£; wood screws and four tubular
~paC'NS. -X.
HPsults were in ewry wty
ec1;nl t<) tho:;c obtained previously.
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o1 th~ maets at the Monte Gran<le Station,

Ar~entina.

found that when the aerial lead was dis.
connected from either of the models and
held in an upright position, the (k('rease
in signal strength was very slight.. in fact
almost negligible.
A piece of bell wire stretched round the
room gave equal results, and one might
have tried many other alternative8 had it
not been realised that tests were Lei ng
made in the " swamping " area, and that
almost any receiYer would, under the cir~umstances, work quite well without any
form of aerial whatever.
This was an
experience which, indeed, provided much
food for thought, and I actually found
myself wishing I was a London flat-cl weller.
\Vhy these enthusiasts complain remains
a mystery,~for I am sure that aerials should
be amongst the last of their troubles.

Scope for Experimenters.
Back again .to the " unswamped " area,
and the bell wire, no-wire, a.ncl several other
~tunts were tried in turn, but no signals could
be heard until the " drums " were again
brought into service. Thus it was concluded
that where the device was unnecessary for
operating a receiver in very close proximity
to a broadcasting station, it was, indeed, a
,·cry interesting proposition sume 10 miles
out.
The writer was reluctantly compelled to
abandon these experiments just at the time
when they were becoming really interesting.
but it is hoped that those readers of PoPULA 1:
\VIRELESS who are fortunate enough to
be able to devote
a little time to experimenting along
these linos will
further develop
the idea, for there
is no doubt that,
even in its present
form, it is a definite step towards
sera pping the outdoor aerial. The
scope for experimenting in this
direction is practicallv limitless.
The dcv ice could
be made much
smaller by cutting
the tape into narrow strips about
one-third of itsoriginal w i cl t h ,
and experiments
with fixed condenfor use.
sers and filter circuits might also be
.
.
tried. It will be found that the lu~·hu thew·
vice is hung, the louder will be the •·i:~rwt'.
and when suspended from the rafters of Uc<·
roof the signal volume was increased u:.
about 30 per cent. An average suspensiort ot
18 or 20 ft. from the ground floor shoulc;
be considered the minim'iuu for good rc~ulb.

Popula1· Wireless Weekly, Uctober 25th, 1924.

B.T.H. Headphones are supreme in all respectsin sensitiveness, tone, permanence, and comfort.
Although fitting closely to the ears and thus
excluding extraneous sounds, very little pressure
is exerted and they can be worn· for hours
without discomfort.

Price per pair (4000 ohms) - £ 1 Ss. Od.
A PROOF OF SUPER:ORITY
Ask your dealer to tune out his demonstration set un(i!
you can only just hear. Then st1bstitute B.T.H. Hc~d
phones and ):OU will be amazed at the clearness w1~h
which you can hear every wore! and note of mus1c.
\Ve also make Crystal Sets, Valve-Crystal Sets. \'ahe Sets,
Loud Speakers, Amplifiers, Valves (including B5-0.06 amps) and
Tungar Battery Chargers.
Obta.·nable rrom all Electricians & Wireless Dealers

The British Thornson-Houston Co Ltd
Offices: Crown House, Aldwych, London, W.C.2
~tanches at: Belfast, Binningh~m, Bristol, Cardiff, Dublin, Gbsgo\\-', Leeds

Liverpool,

The mechanically
sound Variometm·
Amateurs with an appreciation of soundness in
design will value the
Woodhall No. r Variometer as being ~right.
mechaniccdly.

Middlesborough, Manchester,

Sheffield

1/6

Stocked by the Best Radio
Dealers. Insist on Neutr0-:1, in
the Black and Yellow,·Tin-or
send Is. 6d. and Dealer's name,
and this wonderful Crystal will
be ma1leE1 by return.

The " Six-'Phone "
Crystal
~he volum~ of clear bell.Jike reproduction
ywld~d ~Y th1s u;ondcrfnlly sensitive cry•tal is such
that 1t will clfectJvcly work six pairs of 'phones-or
even more, under suitable conditions. It is not
only completely sensitive (with no " dead spots ") aP.•-'.
at least .50 per cent. "louder" than the hosts oi
" ites "-it is also fully guaranteed.
·

Recnuse of tlw degree of necurfl<'/1
in aUgtunent, tt•c tlo not need a
'' I!U[efy-nla·rgin '' of
clearance,

I

What Correspondents say :

and thet•ejm·e tile r•oupling betu•een
Rotor ""'t internally tcound Stntor is close!' them in cmy
otll-ct• V(lt•ioJ.neter.

The ~pindle also has a metal
Statnr.
Two termiflals are pro·
beanng, giving a smooth "feel" of
vided. One-hnle fixing for paHf'i
rota lion that makes extremely fine
nto\lnting; brackets adjustable for
tuning pr;ssible.
upnght or honzontal mtnmtmg-.
A11 connection"' arc internal, by
\Vavf' length 250 to 750 metres en
spring contact5 from Rotor to
roo ft. aenal.
'
Sold by aiL lt'irel.ess Dealers, who ca11 obtain
supplies through their
usual Factors
Sole Dio:tributors:
PRESSLA:\'D ELECTRIC SUPPLIES, LTD., Hampton on-Tbaroeo.

12;'6

Woodhall-Wireless Manfg.

Swansea,

Packet! in airtight. tin,
with silver
catsw hisker

The spindles of the Rotor are
not screwed-in; they are firmly
moulded in, in perfectly true
alignment. They cannot come
loose or out of alignment, ea us·
ing the Rotor to foul Stator.

The

Newcastle,

Co.,

Ltd.
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M~nchester (38 miles a:wayl re~
cervefl on Neut,f01l as clear and

~~l~~Ef..,,a~a.k~w;Ii.va!ve

sd.

Neu.tron is the beo;t at.d
loudest crystal I hal"e

t~!~r::~~n.-. H.

R.,''

Concert Tested and Guaranteed.

/iEqi_gon
The

World's

Greatest

Radio

Crystal.

Neutron, Ltd.:.iC~~i.an,~~~~;:J&~;: ~::;~~~~- Row, Lon~on,
Sole Distributors: V. 2eitlin·and Sons, 144, Theobald's Rrl ..
London, W.C:l. 'Phone-Museum 3795.
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·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ j , - - - A MOST EFFICIENT DEVICE
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REMARKAB-LE PRICES
ANP IMMEDIATE

...................

to which the orcHna!:y headphones are clipped by a simple
pressure on tl:e spring clips.

!V ire I e ss ~
List" F" ~
Post Free. 1

....................

THE

"Gramaphix"

PELIV~RY

TO INTRODUCE ENTIRELY
NEW
PROPRIETORSHIP

You Cannot Beat These Prices

Loud Speaker 10f6
Horns to mount on Gramaphix:
(Postage

Straight
(j]Tl!e Gramapltzx requires (Bell ro")

6d, extra.)

GUARANTEED BEST BRITISH

RICHD. MELHUISH, LTD. Est. 1828.
Electrical· Engineers and Wireless ExperlS

VARIABLE CONDENSERS
ABSOLUTELY BEST VALUE OBTAINABLE.
Sent on 24 Hours Approval.

Aluminium End Plates, Plated Fittings, Accurate Narrow Spacing,
Precision Make, Perfect Workmanship and Finish.
NOTE.~Knobs

and Dials included.

i
Square
With
3-Plate
Ordinnry. With
Yernier.
Law.
i
! Vernier.
-·---~---- - - - - - - · - - - - - --------- ------ --s. d.
s. d.
R. d.
s. d;
·001
13 6
9 0
7 3
8 0
'00075
12 9
6 6
·ooo;,
12 0
7 0
1
6
5 4
'0003
6 6
11 6
5 I
Extra
'0002
5 6
4 5
·ooo1
5 0
4 2
i
·oooo;,
4 6
3 I

Postage 6d. extra.

AERIAL WIRE. BEST H.D.-Copper, 7/22, 2s.; Electron, Is. Sd.
VARIOMETERS :-Wonderful valne: Special All F;bonite Moulde<l Ba.Il
Rotor Dot1hle Silk WOtmli. extremely close coupling, one-hole fixing.
A superior article, only 5s. As above, hut Tubular }~bonite Itotor, 4s.
All-black Double-cotton Wound, one-bole fixing, ls. 6d. to 4s. each. All
are best value obtainable. Igranic and l'disou Bell Variometcrs,
10s. 6d., post paid.
HEADPHONES :-We are sQle distributors of the famous AKMA 'phone,
a real lightweight, second to none for officicncy and comfort. Special
J•;xhibition price of IOs. 6d., post free, for "P.W." readers, N. & K.
pattern, lls. 6d. : Dr. Nesper adjustable, 12s. 6d.: l~rowu's F., 25s.
All makes in stock at lowest prices possible.
·
'
LOUDSPEAKERS ;-Radio Stocks Classic, 2,000 ohms, full rlear tone,
specially suitable for low-power sets, lll : St{)rling Diukie, 30s. :
Amplion Junior, 27s. 6d. : Amplion new models anli all makes in stoek.
MANSBRIDGE TYPE CONDENSERS :-New, fully guarant.eed, best made,
with two fixing lugs, ·25, Ss. ; ·05, Ss. 6d.; 1 mf., .4s.; 2 mf., 4s. 6d.
COIL HOLDERS :-All l'bonite, really fine, 2-way, 2s. 6d. ; better finish
:!-way platrd. 3s. 6d., ditto, 3-way, 4s. 6d.; vernier movement :!-way,
4s. 6d., 6s. ; a-way, 6s., 9s. 6d. Many other makes in Rtoek. ,;tatc
your wa.nts. we will assist.you.
BASKET COIL HOLDERS :-Best Qlllilih·, Plug-in hlock base, ls. 2li. each;
ditto, no hloek. ~d. (Tniversal2-way; 59. 6d., 3-way, 7s. 6d.
VALVE HOLDERS :-Solid hand-polished Ebonite; lOd. each; Special
Anti-Capacity Legless Sunken Socket Tops, prevent valves burning
out.• Is. 3d. each (sold elsewhere at Is. 9d.). Murray's wry efficient,
with simple fitting showing only l; in. above pa.\Jel, Is. 3d; each. Highly
re('onunended.
COILS :-Finest Duplex Basket, Waxless, most efficient fer any circuit and
any poSition. Set of 5--Nos. 25 to 100, 2s. ; ditto, for Chelmsford,
No. 150, 13. 3d. ; N9. 2QO, ls. 6d. As above, but extra large air spaces,
coils } in. "ide, Sets of 5, Nos. 25 to 100, 3s. Igranic, O'Keepe', Energo,
TJissen, Coils, etc., all in stock.
VALVES :-Dutch Tubular, 4s. 6d.: R. T~·pe, 5s.: French R., 7s.;
Met11l Dull Emitters, titlest on market for efficiency and low eonsumption,
I7s. 6d. All makes in stock; Cossor, l\lullard, Marconi, B.T.H., etc.,
et.c. 'Lowest lis\ prices.
FILAMEN:J: RHEOS'rATS :-Microstats, 2s. 6d. ; I.issenstats, 3s. 6cl. ;
Ormond, 2s, : our own Extra Special Solid Ebonite of a superior
, t,v.pe, 2s. 6d. ; for Dull Emitters, 3s., fully guamnteed, Cheapest type,
efficient and strong, h. 6d. each.
CONSTRUCTORS :-Sets of Parts: We specialise in quoting for complete
·sets ?f parts. No matter how small or how large your requirements,
we wtll be pleased to quote you our best terms and also give you teclmical
ndvlce. .
CRYSTAL AND VALVE SETS :~Special price~.·

EVERYTHING WIRELESS AT LOWEST PRICES.
Send for. Free List.
All ge>ods on 24 hours approval.

Send ample postage: surplus reiundeli.

RADIO STOCKS
(B. HA.INE. Sole and New Proprietor).

RADIO HOUSE, NEWMAN STREET,
'Phone: MUSEUM 3205

11

50, 51 & 84, FETTER LANE, LONDON, E C.4 .

~"

~NEQUALLED
Lf,ltl},~~NI:DL.
.

I'

fOR REFLEXCIRCUITS

G tt:clr?l-ntee.... ·
/

"

.,A,,.R

~AY~r~~

,_1.6
~

~~~~@~Qii!~

~

HAVE YOU TIMED YOUR CRYSTALS?
How long do they 1&1'? The JJUJ)erlority of ZANIDE is provei not
only by its extreme sensitivity, but also by the remarkably long
service whicb it. inn.ria.bly gives. lt ens urea maximum range and
volume ln any crystal set, and is unequalled tor use ..on r~flex
circuits 1uch as the'' P.W .''and S.T.lOO. Each box cDnta.tna a. tested
crystal and silver eat's whillter. Buy ZANIDE to-day, &nd you
will not have to buy another crystal for a. very long while 1
Ask your usual dealer for it-if he cannot supply ~end 1/6 to.

RADIO PATENTS,

22-ZZa, Regent Street, London, S.W.1,

~SABA PHONES~
An entirely new phone. We test it by rubbing the con~
nections on a small piece of metal. Each one gives a loud
grating sound which proves it to be super~sensitive.
Packed separately in boxes and guaranteed by us.
See name stamped on back of phones.

1·7 /6

PRICE

~"h~~

Stocked by all leading dealers or direct from

S. "£. BLAND,

A.C.G.I., B.St:.,

WIRELESS AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEER,

82a, Queen Street, LONDON, E.C.4.

DRILLING
SIMPLIFIEDUSE THIS JIG. YOU
SAVE TIME AND
TROUBLE, YOUR
VALVE
FITS
PERFECTLY.

OXFORD ST., LONDON, W.l

~====~~~~~~~~~~®~~~®~®~®

Horn

, . 61 _
(a.ccordhtg to distance
from the Broadcasting S\\·annecked Horn
Station) at least one (Bell II~") .. 15,'stage of low~frtquency Small curved Horn
mnp/ification to give (BellS!'') •. 7/6
satisfactory v o I u m e. (Postage gd. extra.)

l<'ROM

YOUR

DEALElt,

1 f3,

or BAK-FIN WKS .. BIRMINGHAM
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PRICES
Ebonite Panels
Matt
i' 3116
9'x 6• 2121110
12'x9'416 319
12'xl2' s·19 51-

15'x9'&/8

Var CondensflrB

.lOO Pan!O'l Type 7/·

00075( V er mer\ 6 1 ·
.0005 IJiaJe 51.0003
116,416
.0002 F.x~ra. 3,6

4/9

~~:;ll: JJ~ g~~

has come to
Stay

7'

Knobbed dial 11· ex
Stock ·• J•a\lon •• &
· 'J n ·' 1;sual prlcf's.
v~rnier. no rl1al 2'6
5 vane 3 3; 7 3/6
''l'olaJ•'' types 10'6

21

5' 1/6 li
6'x6'xA" lOd.
An1 Size Cut
Sq in I' Id ;• ld

All over the country thousands of Wireless
enthusiasts have converted lheir sets to
the famous " UNIDYNE" principle, and
during the forthcoming winter many
hundreds more will follow suit. The K.4
(4 Electrode) VALVE was used by the
inventors ol "UNIDYNE" throughout
their experiments, and when nsed in conjunction with this Circuit results in

ABOLISHING
H.T.
BATTERIES,
LESS RUNNING
COST, l'URER
TONE, LES!l RISK OF BURNTOUT VALVES. GREAT REDUCTION
IN DISTORTION.

X

Termincl'ls
M III-Pol ll'ra~::t 2d

~~ftl:~~~~ ~y~~ 1J~.

..
6 way 1/
Rerty spnng 3d.
2II.A. Small
j<l.
Stnd<~

Ut

Spring Washers !d.

H.T. Batteries

lifo~n~:_d. ·3 nLf!~tis s~~·.lv~·-#(i;"\~~

~hf'lJ, 2~ X 2i' 4d.
Reel 1d. Egg 1 ~cl.
cn.-stor type
9c1

4 '&
11

Type,\ 7d. Polar 1 3

~~fb·~~it~ 8 ~~t~g~

Do. Open Trpe 6<1
Coil Plugs
Ebon1te ...
lOd.
Snperior ...
1!3
~arrov..- ... ... 711.
Basket ...... }I
Moulded type 8c1
Coil Formers 2ld

B;N~~~o~);l~~

"UNIDYNE'~
RECEIVING SET
FROM THIS
COMPLETE SET
OF PARTS.
!'\o tools arc required, no
experience needed. It is

just a question of following
~imple directions. You could
do it though you knew
nothing whatever about
\Vireless, and the result is
a RECEIVING SET which,
for CLARITY of TONE
and LONG- DISTANCE
WORK, has no equal,

lnc:lusive Price :

THE 4ELI£CTRODE VALVE

;,_,····~~iii::~~l~!~;~~~.i···:,_:
Polished Mahogany Cabinet,
by 8 in.

11 in.

Ebonite Panel, 10 in. by 7 in. by
and engraved.

by 8

Tra~ s9~;iller.

0

Necessary Screws. Nuts and Washera.

2 K4 Valves (4. Electrode).

:..............................................................................:

ONE·VALVE SET, £4·10·0
Of all Dealers or direct from

BOWER ELECTRIC LTD.,
15, Grape Street, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2.
Telephones : REGENT 5182 and 5183.
Sule3 'Ai_f;iss{~:et~~~:.n~:a~::a~~e-tr~i~~~e;~:. PALATINE WIRELESS
Sole Agents for Scotland:

Street, Glasgow.

EQUIPMENT CO.,
ROBB BROS. (GLASGOW) LTD., Radio House, 69, West Nile

NO MORE CATWHISKERS
NO MORE ADJUSTMENTS

3'6

416
1 13

Switches.

314 412
28 3/9 4/9
30 4/10 514

9d.
Dewar U.C.O 313
,. U P.S T 219
Ut!11ty 2 way 41·
3w 51· 4w61· 6w81-

ruanic .3 St>t 8 · 8

Elhmltt 3 C'oil 3/6
2 roil 2/G

Ebontt~

,,
Sn1glo

, • Tumbler U 113

]) c 0 .
~~~o ~~? s.c.o.
......
519
6/A
716

Coil Holders

Ashley fio,;cd
216
,,
moving 3,6

516

1 •6

,,

Knobbed
Type 11·
11

Douhll'·arm do

N.P.

Panel

Bnrndt'Pt

2

~~~~b~i~~erlr:J
1 (36 m.r. Sd.

·

IrPnCoreChokes

116

1.000 ohms

9cl.

J. H. TAYLOR &.

Gal
Altim.

pulley

4<1.

..

1/-

Valve ~ot·kPts Id.
Valve Wiudows 4d.
Crystal Cups 2d.
P Wa!~t b\o(.·k 6d.
Resin So:cter ,\JZ.3d.
ln-.;nlating tnhe
.\.\\ SlZC'S, yd
3d.
, Tape, yd Id.
YalnTempla.tc 4d.
Nu-Graving
7!.!!:,
N.P.Swit·chSets
o.c.o 11·. s.c.o

eo.,

TeleJ)hone:

4, Radio House,

5 f·

5/·
219
4rl.
7d.
2/6

--Acce5SorieS

2216

Concert Orand 30 ·
I. Chokes 101·
~haw's Hertz.1te 11·
Tnn)!stalite
l1 6

n

I

...

T.C.B, 41· &
Mlcrostat .•.
Spirals
...
Former~
..
PL't:rlcss Jnr.

21-

F.nreka. 1'1·ansform
~o.

do.

Vernier Tspe 7/·
Ormor1d2.'· Apx 41·

New Lines

ers,

FiHd

1/7

8(1
8d.
l"il. Resistances
(lood :p~allty
110
Icrctllw . . 410

~~ ~~~~ ~~6 f~?. Lever Type Stocked
40 171- 1418 2~~ Miniature Turn 9d.
Lisll-en 2 way 2/9
Variable Leaks , , ~crieg par\ 3J 9

Filtron 0-7 meg 31
Watmd 0-5
216
LLssen type .. 216
~ nesistanc£'S 2 r 6
Ebonite Dials
Engraved 3" Bd.

~lov1ng

Hef"(')':~('ti

'A :hol' Ebonite 1 3 2 A Fil. Type
Sd.
Do. Porcelain 11· -Mica, .002 Doz.
Il'a;kf"t Cml Sets
3":<2 9 • 1/-. 2 9 xl~ 1 '
6-1/9. 4·-1/·.
4<1. Jlir-Md-Df'tectnr6·
CondenRcrs
Orders 5/6
valua.
carriage
paid
M.ullard,EdlsOilBt•ll.
t:nder 5/6, 2.:1. per 1 I- parkin~. etc..
Dubilier, usual pri1·ts

~~~;a~~~~-? ~\'·h~~:g~e.~s~jJd1rlc~s~!lc:l
•

9d.

SPRING CONTROL
IS THE SECRET

.

Shi-Ouded L.F.

llSC.

B/

516
71·

in. drilled

8 yds. No. 18 gauge Tinncrt Copper Wire.

g:r::~~lEF~~T

!~.

-!:H"

2J·

tn

.sjg~~e»~~~,a~~u8~e~~,!~~~~ Switch.
1 Cam Vernier 2-way Coil Holder.
P~~P\n 5-Ja\~e 'ilol~~~~: by 1 in.~ drilled to hold 2
2 5-Pin Valve Holders.
1 Fixed Condenser, ·001.

£6-6-0 r
Carriate Paiil to. any parl
of U.K.

1

6 Terminals.
2 Microstat :Filament Resistances.
1 Variable Grid Leak.

l

1>\"l;

21

srn,' • lJurndPvt,'
'Eilfs•m·Hdl' 'AUns'
& '"lrrlinl)' (:,Jnd.L

''Vnidvnc''

Wires,

416

3/6

~x

Telephone, & 10-lr

18 1.111 2!11 3'5
3 4
4/2

20 2/2

:J· 1l26 i/r1

6fedod.-in

9' 1/·,12 & 15 113
Valve Holders

OWN

BritiSh

novt

M1rrophone:~~
TatlPI ng key~

11 'dp!Jone Cords 1/·
Alnm U'rlll!lds2/6
All 'lgrrlllic,' 'Us

H.F. T·angent
l\lel\liC'h<tel's
Oniah 900 m
600 & 300 m
Jo'orrner:. on ty

36v_ 81· 16v 3 6
Siemens same price

1/-

Tangent 1216 14 6

Roy:tl ... .. 201
H. A F Modulatu)fl

W1t!l Wander Piu:,::-~

1

Insulators
11
1

BUILD YOUR

101- 1216
Ferrantl
. 17 16
Xtraorditwry
Si-

j..:=.:...:.:.;.;.:.:..:.=:...:....::

......

!Iy(lrom('ters

olim11

Heliallilit:V

Aeri~2-2 ~%~.~1i.1.%~ ~~~~o

do. Electron
1 18
Lead-in 4d. a .ral rl

Dank

Bank or 2 .. 1!6

~!~~~·~'~\~n;~:~~s }6~

JJ;!:ranic 211 20 •
BurnUept (new)24/ ·

Spade type.c:loz. 3rl

Contact

Jacks 4-Conta.ct

Transformers
L FSilvei·Town21!R.\dioinst (ne\v)25t-

4B.A. Standard ld
LacQ. uercd
2d.

A Permanent Detector
which Cannot
go Wrong.
NO

BATTERIES
required.
T.w "Rovimo, Crystal Valve mugt
n Jt be confused with the oruinary
"Permanent" Detector, neither is it to be
romparerl with the Si!icon-bornite or other
similar combinations.

~' H 0 V I M 0" 0vRlr~'iL

is an entirely new invention. Can be simply adjusted to
·suit the individual set-, and once right always. right. Is equally
excellent for crystal, sets and for circuits employing crystal
rel"tification, as well as for crystal loud speaker systems. Always
producing a remarkably pure tone. Ask your dealer for it.
Or il any difficulty direct from : P. MOLHACK, 27, High Holborn. London, W.C. 1.

of the S.P.C. CRYSTAL DETECTOR ft permancntlv holds the most sensitive "spot"" found by
the ·perfect micrometer-style adjustment.
The
"S. P.C." is a grand little example of fine en!,<ineerina skill. So solid and substantial-a
pl~asuro to handle and a joy to work
with.
PRICE
and worth every penny of it. Postage 3d. Satisfaction guaranteed of course. Send P.O. to-day, or ask your DPaler.

4/6

SPEEDWELL PRESS CO., LTD.,
INCKNIELD WAY, LETCHWORTH, HERTS.
S. P.C.

C R

Y

S T

A

L

DE T

E

C T

0

R.

"HOLTITE" SUPER CATSWHISKER
BRITISH THROUGHOUT.

Prov. Pat. 19106.

ENTIRELY NEW INVENTION.

NOT WIRE.
" Holds tight " on
to the Crystal, and
will not slip.

6d.

post free in
envelope.

1

TWO
HOLTITES

Scientifically
Correct.

9d.

REDUCES CATSWHISKER . ROUBLE TO A MINIMUM. FAR SUPERIOR TO ORDINARY. WIRE AND
GIVES EXCELLENT VOLUME.
A•k your dealer /or it

0'1

send 6d. to:-

" BOLTITE," VICTORIA HOUSE, WIDNES.
~

:a::s
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"CRYSTAGOG"

1

! Press
I

A perfect Crystal, sensitive in every point. Cash
refunded if not satisfactory. All specially selected.
1/3 (in Glass Tubes).
Price 1/- (per Box),

"O.V.''

AERIAL

INDOOR

Cable No. r.
No. 2.

"EASYFIX" CORDS H.T. and LT. leads
in one set. Various colours to obviate mistakes. 3/-.
Trade Enquiries Solicited for all above lints.

CABLES &

ELECTRICAL

Cable House, 234, Pentonville Road,
TPlegrams: "Grandchild, Kincross, London."

SUPPLIES,
LONDON, N.l.

Telephone: Korth 3rD9_

l he

I

I

d.

Crystal Receiver
10 6
Do. with sxx plug and m
fancy box with lid
12 6
No. 4· Crystal Detector and r-Valve
Amplifier in one panel.
Fancy box with lid
2 0 0
1 10 0
No. 3· r-Valvc Amplifier
~o. 3a. As above, but in fancy box
with lid
1 11 0
No. 5· Larger Crystal Set in fancy
box with lid
15 0

on

1
"A Triumph in Valve Manufacture." II

"CABLE" CRYSTAL SETS
AND VALVE AMPLIFIER
s.

comment

Explorer of the Ell! cr.

A neat and portable indoor or outdoor aerial.
No insulators required
Price 2/6 each.

£

October 25th, 1924.-

Filament
Volts, 1'8 to 2. _
Filament
Current,
'25 amps.

20'Post Free.
Cash
1:i!;1

o·d.:r.

"The coming of the 'Six Sixty'
dull emitter valve marks a new era in
the perfection of the thcrmionic Yalve.
This valve can be used for either high
or low frequency amplifiers, with
equally good results, and in tbe tests
we have made has functioned as a
detector even better than a bright
emitter. On a singlc-yalvc reaction
set, using an indoor aerial, on a twovolt cell, the signal strength was increased by at least fifty per cent. compared with the bright emitter."
" The yalve is verv economical in
current, one re-charge will suffice
where ten or twelve haYc been necessary with ordinary Yaln·s."

The Electron Company Ltd.,
Triumph House,
189, Regent Street, London, W.l.
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SOME NOTES ON TRANSFORMERS.
REASONS FOR LOSS OF ENERGY.
By SIR OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S., D.Sc., LL.D.
(cl:!cientijic Adciser to "Pop7tlar Trirelcss. ")

In this article both the manufacturer and the home constructor will find practical advice about the transformer,
and a lucid explanation of the reasons for loss of energy.
5:%3· •

l

no~,

when used as the core of a transformer or anv kinu of inunction coil,
has two chicfpropertieR, magnetisation
and concluction. In that it clifkr.~ from any
of t.hc other ordinary metals, which practically only ha\·c the property of conduction.
When a varying current circulates round
in ordinarv metal, it induces short-circuitecl
opposite currents in the substance of that
metal_ and these secondary currc·nts react
on the prinmry circuit, in a way which is
most simply described as increasing its
effective or apparent resistance and
diminishing its effective or app:uent
inductance.
In this respect iron has the same properties as other metal!, except that it is
not so good a conductor as some of them,
and IH'nce secoll(\arv induced, or so-called
Foucault-, ·currents
not so strong in iron
as they are in ('Opp<'r; but othen1,-isc they
arp just thC' ~ame_ in kind though not in
degree.
Iron, however, has the additional property of beiug magnctisablc. But so long
as these Foucault currents last- they tend
to screen it from the magnetising effect of
the primary current, since they are opposed
in direction to that current. They therefore
delay the magnetism, and at high frequency
· might protect it altogether, acting as a sort
of screening skin, so that hardly any magnetic lines of force are generated inside the
iron.

· dinal continuity is necessary for the magnetic liries of force; their lateral <li;;continuity is nec('ssary for the doppage of
induced currents.
The Meaning of Hysteresis.
It is true that wme transformer cornR
are made of thin sheet ~tamping~, hut the
plane of these stampings i,, ~1hm)-:l at right
angles to the plane of the primary coiL
The stampings lJCing in the form of disk-;
with the centre part cut awa_v, the wimlingR
of the primary circuit are takpn throngh
the cf'ntrc hollow of the disks and ha~k
rouml outside, ~o that. they are contirntonH
0nly in a clirc<·tion at r\.u;ht an:,(lc·~ to' the

arc

-The Iron Core.
~This sere!'ning action would cC'rtainly
take effect at what in wireless practice is
known as " high-frequency." But at audiofrequencies the Foucault currents would
have time to subside, killed by the high
resistance of the thin skin in which thev
circulate ; magnetic lines of force woul~l
have time to develop, anfl the iron core
would be magnetisecl and demagnetised, or
reversed in magnetism, in accordance with
the f\,uetuations of the exciting current.
though with a certain amount of Jag.
Of course, the Foucault currents must
be kept to a minimum by subdividing thC'
iron. It would never do to use a solid carP.
or a core built up of cylinders one inside th~
other, or of disks scre'·'·ed up together so aF
to make a cvlinder, bee a use in either a
· ovlinder or a" disk the Foucault currents
\;ould have a free path for circulation and
the interior of the iron would hard! v <Yet
magnetised at all. The core must
st~b
divided laterally, not longitudinally. That
i~ why it is usually built up of a bunrlle of
thin iron wire,;, whieh, thoug:b incomplet0ly
in,.u!ated from one another (because insulntion woultl take up valuable room), may
yet be varnished, or at any rate slightly
coater\ over with sufficient oxide to preYcnt
free electrical circulation or passage of
current from wire to wir0. Their longitu-

be

NORMAL HYSTERESIS CURV~

HYSTERESIS i.OOP IF rH£
MAGNETISATION IS MOMENTARILY
4ND SLIGHTLY VARIED AT
THE POINT P.

2nrrent, and are discontinuous in the dire~·
tion of the current- itself.
All this i8 probably well umlerstoocl.
Certainly it is understood by instrument
makeJ;S.
B'Jt iron has another propr>rty called
bvsteresis. This means that its rise· in
n1agnetism and its fall in magnetism are
not quite similar. lt rise.,, as it were, by
one path, and it falls Ly another. The rise
of magnetism, when plotted, follows what
is calletl the "magnetisation curvP." The
fall follows a similar but not identical
cun·e ; so that the t-wo curves, when plotted,
enclose an area, an area something like thiE
when the magnetisation and demagnetisation are fairly complete.

If the magnetisation and demagnetisation are only partial, the two curves . will
still enclose an arc11, but more of this shape:
:'\ow, wherever curves of this kind enclose
an arm it. means that work is done during
the magnetisation which is not got bacl{
<luring the demagnetisation. There is loss
or waste uf energy. If the up-and-down
paths were identical there would be no !os8.
Bnt whl•n they difler from each other it is
like imperfeet e!Hsticitv ; you don't act
b~ck from the spring ftll you pnt i11to "it.
You n~ver get morP, and you may get less.
The rhtferenee or the loss. at each cycle iH
represented by the area en~loscu between
the two curves. The fatter this area is the
more the hysteresis. In fact, hysteresis
mav be consiclcred as the name !!iven to
thi~ area, the loss of energy per cycle.
-

H.F. Transformers.
Some kiwis of iron have much less
hysteresis than others, but there is always
some, ami accordingly an iron core does
involve some loss. But the advantages due
to its extra magnetic lines of forces are so
great- as to overwhelm this loss and give us
a Lala~ce of advantage, if the number of
cyeles Is not- too great.
The loss in commcrcml transforme1s at a
frec1uency of fifty or a hundrecl per second
is by no means insignificant-. It results in
heat, which is always the outcome of waste
energy, and the transformer has to be
artificially kept. cool. At a frequency of a
thousand a second the loss is greater,
though, inasmuch as the -magnetisation is
probably feebler, the area per cycle is likely
to be les~. And so for audio-frequencies,
snch as are uoed in wireless, this source of
loss can easily be tolerated ; and the transformer with an iron core is more efficient,
much more efficient., than one with only an
air core.
But when you come to a frequency of a
million a second, the slightest loss per cycle
is multiplied to such a.n extent- that it
cannot !Jc tolera,ter!. Buth things, Foucault
currents and hysteresis, dissipate energy,
and when even a small amount is dissipated
a million times a second 1t naturallv mounts
up.
Hence high-frequency traiisformers
must not have iron cores. An air core has
no hysteresis nor Foucault currents ; there
is then no dissipation of enPrgy, except the
inevitable amount due to resistance in the
wire; there is no supplementary loss. The
effect of iron in a high-frcqueney core would
be to confuse everything hopelessly. The
iron wo'.lld n0t get properly magneti:oed ; it
would he ~ctecned by its Foucault currents.
:'\eYcrthelt>SS, it WOUlcl Jis~ipate energy,
and tend to wipe out or ~mear out the
primary o:;cillations, destroying their features and making anything like dear speech
impossible. There would not only be waste
(Contimled on page 482.)
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amplifieation. It 13 not a compaet Het, but made up
{}fa ~mit-re-ct.~iYer, C'te., all mounted on a board, aerial
tiNDER roof,
:rardt-~ long,

lead-in parallel with wall, at lea't 25
no eonnect ions ~oldc·n~d, elf'c·t.ric motor
and sr.veral hnndrrd yard~ of elt>ct.ric wiring in the
immrtliatr vieinit.y. AU,ogrther nnfavoural,le cir
cm.nstances ! It has only Uren in working: order
since the 13th inst.. rct. so far we haYe receiHll the
following t:tations ;
Virnna (Ravag), 13 miles away, very good ~phone
strength.
Franl<fort-on-l\Iain, 381 miles away, wry good
'phone strength.
ZUrich, 37~ zniles away, very good 'phone strPngth.
Berlin, Vox ha uR, 3-l2 milrs a way, very good ~llhone
strength.
Bt.•rlin, Telcfunken, 3-i:!. miles away, ven· good
4

THE UNIDYNE IN TASMANIA.
The Ec\it,or, POPULAR WIRELESS.
Dear Hir,-I think the following report of my
success with tlie two-valve (netector and audio)
Fnillyne circuit might be of interest to you.
I hr. ve been interest.en in the cireuit from the
wry start, and have followed all your descriptive
artic!Ps carefully. Last night I literally strung the
eircuit togetllf'r on my fXperimenta.l unit8 and tnuPd
in to ~ .F C (Farmers' BrortllcasU&g Service), Sytlney,
The nnlRic a.nd ~pecch w.ere exceptionally clear, awl
tree from t.hose small noises which I have notired
on H.'l'. sets. The strength also was equal to, if
not l>ettcr than, my two-valve. (H.l<'. and D.T.R.)
H .T. set.. Perhaps the follo\ving details regarding
the valnes of the various components may ))e of
mt-erest, aJso.
The A.T.I. consisterl of a 172-tum honeycomb coil
with a Polar ·001 condenser in series. A 250-turn
H.C. coil was usell for the reaction. Two Phillips
D.VI wlYcs were muployecl, and a Kellogg 3-1 audio
tmnsfornwr. The onl~r source of power was a 6 volt
f·ar a(·emnnlator. 2 1? C is· over 500. miles air~line
from here, and is t.ransmittin!( on a wave-length of
l ,lOO metres, with a present aerial input of about
400 watts.
In Yiew of the ehallenge to Senatore Marconi in
the la!t'st number of " P .W ." to Juind, I .think. the
a how report 11·ill be of interest to some of your other
f('<1(l('f3.

You are at libert.y to use nny part, or all, of thb
letter as you sec lit.
Yr>nrs faithfully,
P. OAKLEY FYS!I.
181 to l~i, Charles Street, Launceston, 'l'asm>HJia
REAL "0 X " WORK.
Erlit.o'r, POPUf,AR WTRELE88.
lh:·ar · Hir- 'Ve arc eagpr readers of your paper
wl~em·yer we are able to procure a copy, and wrt.Junk that you and the reackrs of the '' .P.W." will
he interestell in the execllent. results obtained with
our sl't.
lt. b n simple one-vnlve rcccivrr of the ~· tu.1wd
awJtle" type, not a snper of any kind, and witho"ut any
The

'phone. ~trl'ngt.h.
1000 miles

Aberdeen,
Stuttgart,
1\Itinchen,

Brrslau,

Cardiff,

I~ondon

·

223

220

nor,

"

,

"

good 'phone st.re••gth.
,
,
,

;~36

}

faint 'phone strength.

H

,
weak 'phone strength.
We received three other stations clearly but. faint,
so that \Ye arr not sure about them.
They probably are :
Hamburg,
479 milL~~
Bournemout.h, 834 ,
1\lanchcster,
8\lO ,.
The latter two were rertainlv J•;nglhh, but. perhaps
not the two station:-; tuune·cl.
Yienna we ran get quite loud without an aerial,
and using no substitute.
On the 17th of Sept. we got a rather weak reception
of .~pcech~ t.hen, at 10 p.tn., a time signal aml what
appareuUy wen~ tht:• Sa\'OY bands afterwards, on
a~wut 4-500 m.; on the 2!th we got a similar recep~
twn o[ a .talk on railways .on a somewhat smaller
wave-length-in both cases we could not hear the
statio!1's name mentionr1l. On Sept. 25th we got a.
good. reyeption of an English musical plar. from
11-1~.1,, when all of a sudden thev ceased without
having ment.ioned the station's mlme.
,
Chelmsford, Rtulio-Paris, and C'entrallc we eould
not get yet, owin.g to laek of the rorrer,t eoils; we ought
to get a Yerr goOll reception of these hi.rd1~powerell
sewliug~;:;ta.tions, t!l"'pecially in the wintei.
We tm't !hat the auO\'e facts will he of interest
to you and your rC'ader~. and hope to receive in
replr a <"rititbm ol our arcompllnlnnenb.
\Yt· re1uain, Yt)tlfs very faithfully,
A. LIPSl'HrTZ,
M. WILLLU".
BoHlen hci \Vkn (nr. Yienna), Trostgas~e 9. An~tria.
(2 L 0), 76:?.

Weekly, Octul!er 23th, l!l24

Re 5 X X AND 2 L 0.
The Edit'lr, POPFLAR WIRELESS.
Dear Sir,--Iu rour issue of the 4th in,tant I
ob~wn·c a letter from Mr. ·""r· J. \Yint.er, of Kingstoll·
on-Thames, complaining that the only thin~ 5 X X
has done for J.. omlon is tc, jam the mo:.;t. conyenieut
ContiJwnt.al stations.
1\la;- I point out to lHr. Wintc·r that 5 X: X was not
Rtart.e<l for hi;-; bf'IH'fit in any way, but for the llHUl~
thuu:-;aJHl~ oi people such as my:;elf who live outside
the normal range of the ordinary 8t.ation~, and that.
thcrl'fore, st.rict.ly speaking, he is not entitled to
eritici~c t.hi~ :;tation, as 2 L 0 b suppo8rd to .:;erve
his ff'(lUirem(.. nt.,,
'Yith n•gard to jamming, I have jn':!t rt?tnrned i'rolll
a vi~it to Klngston-on-Thames, aud ('i\Il as::~nre l\lr.
Wintt•r that when there I had not. the slightest
difficulty in c•liminating 5 X X and rrceiving U.ruliol'aris, to wllieh ;.;tation I prf'~mnf' .l\Tr. 'Vinter reft'r;-;
a~ now heing jamnH'fl, aud if, therrfore ..l\Ir. 'YintH
i~ nu able to do like\\ h.;e I strongly rrcommtnd hilu
to look to the :-:.electivity of his ·instrument brforterlt.icbing a station which is ~erving ma11Y thousantb
of remote lh;teners.
Yours faithfully,
H. V. l'RF.S(O'rT.

Natprotun ('hall!bers, Victoria Yiadud, l'arli •.llc.

il.B.C. PROGRAMMES.
The Editor, POPer.. .:tu '\"lltl·~LLS .....
Dear Sir,-[ did not expect l~llitf,rit1l ('Ollllll('Ht on
lHY letter re l~.J.1.C. prograunnes ~uch a.:; appc·ar;::, ill
rour reeent isstw.
I am sun• that POP!"I,.\R 'YntEI,ESS will iuerc·a;.;e
its already wide circulation aml Yalne if it will take
up the question of the B.B.C. prognunmes.
Hurely the lif'tenrrs mn..,t form hy far the greate:-.t
number of those inten·~ted iu wirelt.•;;s, hnt although
<'onstruet.orA are most getH'rousl~· catt.~red for t 1ll're
it' no wireless vublicatiou that (loeK llt)t tn'at the
programmes as of ~:~eeondar\" illliJOrtanre. and seyeral
·
:;earcely toueh cm them at· all.
P~rsonally, I am con,·ineed that manr Uwu.:>a1Hl=-'
of h:::.tcrwrs are t.oo indi1fcrent or too htz\· to writl'
to. t.he B.B.C'., a!Hl this is the f<'aeon ,\-hy public
OIHHIOn does not force the Jmttter on the programme~
arrangers.
Only this morning in thC' trnin and in my offiet.·
I haYe ht·ard the most contemptnou~ critieisJu ol
thn•f' nights' prograumw~ s.b. thit' WPf"k.
I have a<hlressed many ldh·r" to the B.B.C .. an<l
acknowledge Uw great eourte;.;y mul attention that
they give, but the-fact n·milin~· that the greater part.
of the musical items are of a cbss that i1p1wa! to a

(C'onlinned on page 4SO.)

--------WHY PAY MORE

?-----------------~

THESE COMPONENTS ,GIVE YOU FINEST RESULTS OBTAINABLE!
KINCSWAY cJ:~~~~'E~s

SUPRA

Dead accuracy of assembly and
finest materials are responsible
for their great popularity. The
plates are made from hardest aluminium sheet, and ebonite end
pieces, and handsome "Troilite"
knob and 3 in. graduated dial
are standard.
'001
8,''00075
7."005
,OOOJ
5/6
6/-

Cannot be surpassed for clarity
and volume, but extremely low
m cost. Each layer of the windings has six insulated sections
cutting out distortion and giving
great amplification. Ratio 5: r.

·oooz 4,'6

'0001

4-

3-platc \'ernicr 3,'9

PRICE

L.F. TRANSFORMER

12/6

83-5-7
PULL-PUSH
SWITCH

DOMINOE

CONNECTOR
Up to four pairs of telephones
can be connected in any cmn-·
bination of series or parallel in a
moment with this mwcl device.
The springs inside the ebonite
ensure firm grip of "Kwikpins."
Neat and quick,

S.\ YE CUH.RENT-don't adjust
your valves every time you use
them-connect this neat switch
in series, adjust your valves once,
and then just switch on and off.
Heavily nickelled.
One hole
fixing.

PRICE 3/6 KWIKPINS 30.

PRICE

2/6

BROS. LTD.,
'PI) one: Gerrard

Head Office. : 12, 13, 14, Gt. Queen St. Kings way-, W.C.2. z ywa t esen~c~,
•arams
Westcent.

_ _
575 6

·

467
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THE DATES!--

~-BOOK

November 15th to 29th

BRITISH

WIRELESS
EXHIBITION
AT THE

WHITE CITY
LONDON, W.12.
A gigantic show of Sets and Component Parts,
including some wonderful new ideas and improvements. In order to make the Exhibition representative of tbe

Entire British

Wireless Industry

every manufacturer of British goods has been
invited to exhibit. Come and see ALL that the
industry can offer. All goods will be on sale
at the stands.

----------.------------*"POPULAR WIRELESS" CONSTRUCTORS'
-~-----·-

-~

COMPETITION (judges to be announced later).
~ee

this issue..

"MORRIS" Solid Oak Standard
Cab'net, -with lock,

__ _j

for any kind of. receiver. Bottom cupboard
with lock fo1 accumulators and stores.

Height 3ft. 6 in., width 2ft., depth 15! in.
Inside dimensions of top compartment:
width 221 in., depth 13i in, height 18 in.
Back panel removable.
Further particulars on application.

PRICE £4 10 P.

REPRODUCTION
THAT SURPASSES
BELIEF
The extreme sensitivity and complete absence of distortion
of the New Improved M.E.L. Phone, coupled with the
greater volume and clarity of reproduction which they
afford, simply surpasses all belief of those who have not
tried them.
M.E.L Phones are the unswerving choice of every expert
and amateur who has used them.
The spring Slider Adjustment of the Earpieces allows of
instant and easy setting to the most comfortable position
and prevents any "sloppiness" due to wear.
Each pair
of Phones is individually matched and tunccl, rcsultin(j in
perfect "balance."
You1 usual Dealer will be glad to show you a paiJ
-ask him to let you try them, a test will readily
co11vince you.

Price only 17/6 per pair.

Part Carriage and Packing 7/6 extra.

SOLID OAK WIRELESS TABLE
with large drawer and bottom shelf for
accumulator, length 25 in., width 16 in.,
height 26 in.
Dismounted in crate, plain (unstained) 20/·
Mounted, stained and polished - - 27 !6
Carriage ·paid.

TRADE INQUIRIES INVITED.
M. VERSTRAETEN (Dept. 5),
Melvill Chambers, 50a, Lord St., Liverpool

I-JUST -~~AJc".f~F~~!
I

,

I

LOUD SP!iAKER. (Pal. appJ. for.)
'l'his instrument is NOT A BABY. It is guoran teed to

1

•

give as much volume as most of the more expensive
makes, and the quality of its tone is W'J!Hlcrfnl.
It can be used for privat~ entertainment or public
concerts and dances.
Using 5 valves it has been heard from a dist:lnce
of I mile. \V ill work efilciently on a 3· valve set
30 miles from a B. B. C. Station.

1

I
1

1

1
,!

Resistance 2,000 ohms.

1

-~-

Height over all:

22

inches.

Diameter of Bell mouth: q inche:::. British manufacture.
To give our customers an opportunity of testing before pur~
chase is completed we will return the remittance in full if
the Speaker is received back in good onler within 7 days .

I.
North 2515.

I

.£3 15 0

THE ACROPHONE COMPANY,

carriage Paid.

Metropolitaa Chamb.rs, WOLVERHAMPTON, Staffs.

----

~~;;.-~-~-------~-~-

-

~
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'''

R.A.F.
TRANSMITTINC SETS ft:.~tai~i;.i'rt' These
~~r.:
mica dielectric condenser, tuning helix, spark gap, etc.
sets are all good, only cases are dam'aged and can be
repaired without cost and are the last batch of exGovernment stock to be offered. Price, to clear .. each
fo~ c~ystal amplifying ortrans-

MICROPHON '-S m1ssron of speech • • each
MICROPHONE TRANSFORMERS
r:,o~~i~
above h11crophonee. Price
..
••
••
• • each
EARPHONES low resistance: 150 ollms •. each
all in good co!'dltion for
bridge or h•gh - class
GALVANOMETERS
testl ng work. Price, to clear . .
. . each
MORSE TELECRAPHlarge
SOUNDERS
Pri'c~~!';;'iear
quantity to clear at
· • IN WIRE
pe•· doz. yards
LEAD
2 MF. CONDENSERS ~~~~ at~~k ro·r· ~~~ti
MORSE KEYS for buzzer or practise ':~~~
POTENTIOMETER
WIRE ~~J.'g_dsR!!i:~~~:
18 ohms to the yard. 2,500 ohms resistance on each card.
500 OHM. CHOKE COILS iron core .. each
POTENTIOMETERS ~:..:~~.rt~~·~oe~~~~t~.e!'adcsh
~

8'6
2'6

WHY

Post 113

.r1r.

PAY

•

!!!!! - ,

3'6

2'8'6
8'1 '9
2'6
2'1Price
,_
1 '6
4'!~c~~IPYJ!Rd !!R J~~~g~M~~!,!.~ig~H§ 35'••ta In mahogany case 15 x 11 12. Price, to clear Carr.
x

DO

FOR DIRECT CURRENT ONLY.

Post9d.

Why spend goOd money every week to have your accumulators
ALtar~O~T'?hen you can do them yourself at home, FREE OF
Why suffer the annoyance of being left with accumulators run down and
the troJble of carrying i:hem to a charging station, when you can keep
them always fully ch~rged and in perfect condition in your own home ?

If you have a Di1ect Current supply of

e~ectricity of . pny voltage in your house,
either for hghtmg or heating purpo$es,
all you need to charge your own accumu~
lators at home is the

An Electrical
Engineer says:
" Please forward an·
other of your 'Ulinf?.in '
Chargers. Tl:e last one
I installed gives every
It
has
satisfaction.
practically pa"idj;;;
itself
already,
A
splendid little ,·nstrument."

ULINKIN
PATENT No. 212391.

THE D.C. HOME CHARGER
which charges your batteries automatically
~henever you have lights, radiators. electric
1rons or vacuum cleaners in use in any part
of your house, without consumin!J any·
extra current, and therefore free of cost.

2118

M11. TELEPHONE SETS :~:~·~t.e,in~~n:~~~ Carr.
12'6
1/·
SPARK CAPS .on ebonite; adjustable
each
2'·
_MICA DIELECTRIC CONDENSERS ~~~c~:~::.~~ Post
3'6
TRANSMITTING HELIX on ebonite .. each 2'6

PR ICE

£2 • 2 •. 0
•

.:....................................... ;

CARR

FRE

:,

E

AUTOMATIC IN ACTION.
R-equires no attention.
Cann-31 go wrong.

Complete with simple instructions.

9d.

Send- 4~/- for a ULINKIN To-day, or write
zllustrated booklet and fuller particulars.

for

Trade Enquiries Invited

Casl1 witll order. All goods 8 days approval. JJ'rite for List

The Gran .. Goldman Service

E. J. GALPIN,

(Dept. P.3.),

16, Loampit Hill, Lewisham, London, S.E.13.

71, Fleet Street, London, E.C.4

----------

f""""""'"'"""""'"'Th;'"'T;;i~;i"""'"""""'"'"'"""'"i

_-=llllu~~~=~"~~. ~~:~~ ~~~kly ~- =~
sport for sport's sake, or for those who
specialise in Boxing, Soccer, Rugger, Tennis,
Cricket, Racing, Hockey. Billiards, Cycling, or
Athletics, etc. Buy a copy TO-DAY. Ask-for-

ALL SPORTS
EVERY FRIDAY. 2d.

®"

~

r. . . . . . . . . . . . :. . . . . . . . . .i "POPULAR WIRELESS" ADVERTISEMENT RATES f............................................1
~ ALL ;~~c7i~':J~~t~~~Us'f:; ~

l must be ;~d{t the

j ADVERTISEMENT

l

1

l
AGENTSj
l JOHN H. LILE)
i

L To.

~

WHOLE PAGE £30:0:0 QUARTER PAGE£7: 10:0
HALF PAGE £15:0:0 I EIGHTH PAGE £3:15:0
1

Narrow Column Advts. (3cols. to page) per inch 25/Minimum Space accepted
half inch 12/6

i SPECIAL PosITIoNs BY

~ 4 ludgate Circus ~ ARRANGEMENT. NO SERIES
DISCOUNTS.
ALL ADVER·
j London, E.C.4 \ TISEMENT COPY SUBJECJ

·

l NoteNewTelephoneNo. l
~ 1080 Central. ~
L .........................................!
i~~

ru lolJlTORIAL APPROVAL.

H

~

l ~~:~E-s~~ 1

~ H AS T H E i
l LARGEST i

= SALE OF ANY
Cover pages close for press
w 1R E L E s s
10 days prior to date of issue.
JOURNAL IN
lnstde pages close for press
:: GREAT ..
8 days prior to date of issue. 1 B RI TA I N.

COPY AND BLOCKS MUST BE IN HAND AT
LEAST 8 DAYS EARLIER TO ENSURE PROOFS.

~)

1

l

~'~

l
~
.
j

f:ii
i~
tJt,
~
1~

l ,

i.. ....................................... .}

~
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The last word

Crystal or valve
set greatly
improved

in

"MURRAY "

The demand for this
variometer is enormous.

~~~ ?"o~rw1J~aler
better
the
best set.

PRICE

11

PRICE 1/3 each.

66
fo'r onc

(Postage on 1 or 2, 2d. 3 or more, post free,)

Each one is mounted on card, with the very simple
instructions necessary for fixing.

J cfiott (o Ltd

From all dealers, or in case of difficulty, from the Patentees:

MURRA Y, SON & CO.,
il1anr<[a<'fltre••s of JJ!irelcss Accessories,

Sinethwick
~ Birminnham
7
5

387a, High Road, Tottenham, N.17.
Phone: Tottenharn 178.

Dealers should write for Trade Terms.
Sell at Sight.

Transformer.

"F. A. R."

Acl<nowledged·to
be the finest on
llw 11-1a ..twt.

L.F.
Transformer

Ratio I - I
· 13s. 3d. ea~h.

A BRAND OF GENUINE QUALITY
AXIMUM INDUCTANCE
INIMUM
SELF-CAPACITY
AXIMUM AIR SPACING

M

15'-

25
30
40
60

350 metres 2/9 each.
440
2/9 "
675
3/- ..
950
3/3 "
75 1150
3/6 "

Of All Dealers.

BASKET COILS-

c~!,~·a~ 0 ~~~R~-wa~~--~-~~~~~ 3/11

£~~o~~~;~E;~o,~~?d'~~~~~: ~:: ~f2

Ditto, Mmmtld on l:la1:1e. ea

Sole Agent:

6 Waxed. 200 13.600 ......... set l/7

3/8

llid.
6d.
Sd.

lO!d.

5 Waxtess. 200{2,000 ...... !wt 1/7

TAPPED COILS
(20 TappingsL......
..................... ea. 1/6
FIL.\MENT
RESISTANCE,
8 ohm:<~ ................................. ea. 1/6
EOO:SI'fE VALVE HOLDERS.

each .................................... :.... lOtd

ALL POST FREE: DIRBCT FROM ACTUAl" 1\IANUFACTURil:B.
s,\TISf.'ACTTON GUARANTEED.

M. BOBIN, 21, Warwick Lane, London, E.C.4.

W. EDWARDS, 21-27, Dorset Street, Brighton

Telephone: Central 4872.
~.-~~~·~~~.,..

st
..
aight f ..om
the Heart of

VALVE RENEWALS

Nature·

--·-··••

I

Obtainable :n boxes includ·
ing silver catswhisker

:
,

1/6

I

of all dealers.

:

L-~---·-·---····-•'

If unable to obtain Locally, send P.O. with name and address of Local Dealer

ELECTRIC LTD.,

15, GRAPE ST., Sha!tesbury Avenue, W.C.2.

Nos. 25 & 30 •• 1/3 each.
40, 1;6. liO & 75, 1/9 each.
BRA~R
:f.'ITTING8,
2-way,
2/8; 3-way ........................ ea..
BASKET COIL HOLDERS ... ea.
COIL PLUGR, Ebonne .. f•a
Ditto. Wed~o Sbapo
.. ea

Ratio 5-1.

Ratio 10-l,
16s. each:

THE BOWER

MAXIMUM WAVE-LENGTH
WHEN SHUNTED WITH.'OOI
CONDENSER

SPECIAL WINDING

UNMOUNTED

Ratio 3-l,
14s.. 3d. each.

Valve Holders

''UCANERE" COMPONENTS CALLIN--

u y " F. A. R. " T
__H_E__
B_E_S_T

"F.A.R." L.F.

"i~lurray"

~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

B

(Prov.rat.)
.15426,24.

Absolute Safety.
Exceptionally Neat
Appearance.
Easily Fixed.
Ebonite Cap Serves as
Drilling Template.
High Finish with Low
Self-Capacity.

The~ 4'1'1e Pto p

(!,41CJ.a•

the

It fills a long-felt want

Not only ine~pensive crystal sets
but the best valve sets will be
greatly improved by fitting the
new type Acme Variometer. This
highly efficient little instrument
is designed to cover 300 to 6oo
metres wave-lengths (with any
aerial up to roo ft). It is ;okeleton
wound, close coupled and constructed for one-hole fixing. This
Variometer is one of the best of
all Wireless components.
Suitable for use on higher wavelengths such as Chelmsford with
small fixed condenser in parallel.

Catalogue Free

VALVE HOLDERS is

Telephones: Regent 5182 and 5183.

We repair, by our patent process (for which we
have National Physical Laboratory's report of
efficiency), all standard types of valves at
6'6 carriage paid, and
at least equal efficiency to
{ new valves. .
to return in three days,
· or refund your money without quibble.

GUARANTEE

THE ECLAT ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.,
-mfiMBLEDON.

Popular Wireless Weekly,

The Technical Editor of " Popular Wireless •: will be pleased to receive wireless sets and
component parts for test. Reports will be published under this heading.
" Colvern" Tuning Condenser, a
T. HEspeciality
of the Collinson Precision
Screw Co., Ltd., of 150, King's Cross
Road, ·London, W.C.l, of which some
samples have been sent us for test, is ·a neat
little fitment which should appe!J-l very
strongly to constructors of valve apparatus.

Patent Tubular Earth, manufactured by.
R. C. Cutting & Co., of Vulcan House,
56, Ludgate Hill, London, E.C.4, and sold
retail at 8/6.
"Ve have received a sample for test, and
are able to endorse the opinion of our
scit'ntific adviser, Sir Oliver Lodge, F.R.S.,
who has reported that in his opinion the
Hedges Tubular Earth possesses considerable advantages over the usual plate earths.
It is inten'sting to note that the designer
of this form of eartf1 has installed a system
of similar units for earthing the lightning
conductors on St. Paul's Cathedral and
many other famous buildings-a ·clear
proof of the efficiency of Tubular Earths.
One has not to worry much about ·the
'· finish " of an article that is to be buried,
but at any rate the Hedges Tubular Earths
are solid and of sound construction, while
tht' design ~~ ingenious and technically
sound.

*

The Colvern tuning condenser, showing the
method of mounting it on a panel.

It is a neat little "vernier," designed for
one hole mounting. A~ the maker's point
out, it is generally desirable to accomplish
final " balancing " with a '' vernier "· not
in too close proximity to the main tuning
condenser, as ''capacity dl'Pcts" are so
marked in som.e· circuib that '' hand
capacity" is apt to render tht' vernier
attachment of a combination condenser
useless.
At 2/6 the "CohTrn" Tuning {'omknser
should command a ready sale.

*

*

*

\VP have received a sample "Radion"

panel from the American Hard Rubber Co.
which is made of their new substance,
"Mahoganite." The result is a panel of the
insulativc ya]ue of ebonite, which has the
appearance of beautifully grained and
polished mahogany.
It is easy to work, and is, in fact, except
as to appearancP, to all intents and purposes
first-class ebonite.
" lVIahoganite '' will
appeal to all constructors with artistic
inclinations, and .~hould tend to increase the
popularity of well-finished amatt'llr sets and
help to sound the death-knPll of "junk"but in our opinion, it won· t !

*

*

*

The earth connection is. quite as important
as the aerial, if not more so; and if efficiency
in reception or transmission is"to be obtained,
then it is e~sential that it should be as near
perfection as possible.
A means of securing a first-!'lasS' '' dire~t"
earth connection is available in the Hedge3

*

Octol1c;-

'!5th, 1[)24.

brass for 1 !d. each, or in nickel for 2d., or at
2/- and 2/6 a dozen respectivelv.
From Messrs. H. A. Hunt &. Co. we have
received a wE'll-finished crystal detector and
a tapped grid leak. The crystal detector i~
of straightforward design, 'and is so constructed than an excellent adjustment is
possible.
The grid leak is desirmed for "back-ofpanel ,c. molmting,- a:nd" iS fitted with an
anti-c'apacit~; ha:ridle.
Special precautions
are made to ensure constant resistance
values.
Having ·cardnlly tested both the above
components, we a.re able to rPcommeml
them to the attention of our readers as being
in all respects well-made and efficient
instruments.

*

*

*

Two interesting booklet:; have rmched u~
this week. The ''Plain to See,. Continental
Radio- Time Table, which is published by
E. T. W. Dcnnis, Ltd .. Scarborough. lives
up to its title by an arrangcment classifying
signals according to the time they are
recPived. It is priced at 4d.
The Chroniele Wireless Guide is an
ambitious· attempt to describe in ckar
language how .the .home constructor can
make a ranO'e of wirele~s recei\'ers and
amplifiers.
is well illustrated, and full of
information, and ~ puTJlished- bv Allied
Newspapers; Ltd.,· l\!anehe:;ter, ' at the
madest price of 6d.

It

*

1\Ies.lrs. Alfred Graham & Co. inform us
that owing to the continual expansion of
'· Amplion" bu~iness, and the ra~d dcveloprm,nt of overBea~ tradt'. they have decided to
organise an independ~nt overseas section.
The management of this department will be
undertaken by Mr. ,T. M. Richard, who was,
until recently, <'Ommercial manager of the
Marconiphmi'P Company.

*

*

Probablv fixed crystal detectors can never
be quite
sensitive as the adjustable type,
hut ne\'ertheless the demand for the sealedconta<'t type. which can be connected in
circuit and left alone indefinitely, is steadily
growing.
Messrs. A. H. C:lackson, of
119, Fleet Street, E.C.4, have forwarded us
a sample of tlu:ir ·' Catseye" fixed detector,
and for the past fortnight this small inst.rument. has been tested against an adjustable
detector, and has proved thoroughly
sensitive anrl satisfactory.

so

*

*

*

*

*

*

1\Iessrs. V\'. Eclwards & Co., of Arc \Vorks,
Dorset 8trec>t, Brighton, have forwarded
sevPral samples of their cheap components,
which, notwit.!JStanding the low prices,
prove to be quite efficient in operation. For
instance. the two-way coil-holder at 3/-,
post free, i~ quite a useful, workmanlike job,
and Lite wire type filament rhcostats at l/6
are excei!Pnt. Experimenters will also find
this firm's sets of basket coils vcrv useful,
and quite efficient inductance units.
An ingenious little device is the Newey
Snap Terminal, which resembles a dressfastener in principle and appearance. It
provides a very convenient means ··of
making connections, and on test we discover
that contacts so made are electrically and
mechanically "Al." They are supplied in

A double conden!!er for controlling two stages of

H.F. with one knob. to which is fitted a vernier
attachment (Jacll$on Bros.)

In r0vicwing the exhihib a1 the X.A.IL:\1.
\VirPlcss Exhibition in our iosue of tlH' 4th
inst.) Mr. 8holl says, '·In view of the
rather extravagant claims put forward by
the makers, we prefer to make a trial--''
cte.
Now Mr. Sholl was referring to the
C.A~Y. Loudspeaker "-hich we had already
reported on n·ry favourably in these
columns, so we must hasten to point cut
that the claims in question might sound
extravagant to one who has not heard the
instrument in op£'ration, Lut that applies
to all really first elas>; c•omponents of novt'l
construction.

*

*

*

In the adwrtisement of l\Iesst·s. Hamilton
May, .Doone Cottage, \Yeybridge, ~urrey,
which appeared in our issue of 11th inst..
an error occurred. Referring to steel wireless masts 150 ft., 90 '., should haw read
50ft., 90, ·.
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WIRELESS CABINETS I DON'fPAY~~~M~O~..R~Ey~
IN VARIOUS DESIGNS, and WOODS
Mahogany. Satin Walnut. White Wood polished Mahogany.

Enquiries
Invited.

Delivery
from
Stock.

Catalogue

Specials
to Order.

•

All the Best Dealers can
now supply you with
(Guaranteed)

BOWERMAN'S
BEST
BRITISH-MADE
POWER
HEADPHONES
4,ooo ohms
Stalloy Diaphragms.
Highly polished
Duralumin Dands.
Show this advertisement to your Dealer and tell him we
can supply him at the right price.

f
,

BUY AND TRY A SET "ON APPROVAL."
:\Ioney Back AT ONCE if these Headphones do not please you
in every way as being the biggest value on the market to-day.
\Ye are out for big sales at a small profit. That's our
idea of helping British Trade and Industry. Is it yours ?
Tf any cliliiculty in supply, we will send to you direct on
receipt of P.O. 12/6.

Makers: CAXTON CABINET

i.

WOOD TURNERY MILLS

I

BOWERMAN'S PHONE,

10-12, Ludgate Hill, London, Eng.

MARKET HARBOROUGH.

Telegrams & Telephone: Baddon, 59, Market Barborongb

- - .. WANDAS"-VALVES AND TRANSFORMERS,
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
VALVES.
High Grade Finish.
Low Consumption.
ABSOLUTELY THE BEST HOLLAND CAN PRODUCE.

IRISH OFFICE •
• 36, Arthur Street; BELFAST
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

WINDSOR HIGH GRADE
Coil Holders and Fittings.

Specially designed to our requirements. Filament Volts 4, Filament Amps ·s,
Anode Volts 30-go. Designed to operate as Detector or Low~ Frequency Amplifi0r.
Every separate feature of Valve Structure has received the utmost tcrhuic,ll
consideration. Post Free 8/-.

TRANSFORMERS,

First Class Dutch Manufacture.

The windings are of best enamelled high conductivity copper, very liberallv
designed, and each layer of both the primary and secondary windings is separated
by special jnsulating paper.

AMPLIFICATION ENTIRELY FREE FROM DISTORTION,

Best Quality Vernier
Very accurate adjustment

Coil Plugs
Plaiu &d. each,
Curved 9d. each,
Basket Holders 1/3 each,

All ebonite Matt
finish
2-Way 3/11 each,

Very special attention has been paid to the isolation enabling a guarantee against
ALL CLIMATES. Each Transformer thoroughly tested before leaving our factorv.
GUARANTEED TWO YEARS. Post Free 12/•.
.
Dull Emitter Radio Valve I]·z Volts, o.o6Amps., 40·Ioo H.T.Volts, 17/6 post irce,
Full refund if nol ~atis/ied.
Orders can only be dealt with in rotation.

WINDSOR WIRELESS WORKS,

Scott Brothers & Company, (n~~!~~~~~t), Edmund Road, Sheffield.

413a, Brighton Road, S, CROYDON.

CONDENSERS
VARIABLE, EXCELLENT VALUE,
ALUMINIUM THROUGHOUT. Prices each:
Without Vernier
•001
- 7/3
•00075 - 6/3
•0005 - 5/4
•0005 - 5/•00025- 4/8
•0002 - 4/•0001 - 3/8

With Vernier
•001
•0005
•0003
•00025

.. 8/6
- 6/7
.. 613
.. 5Jll

·oooos- sj8

Carriage paid. Complete with knob and dial packed in strong card·
board boxes. E-very condemer guaranteed. Cash refunded. if rwt satisfied.

GORDON L. ·WHITE (Wireless Dept.),
9, Bucklersbury, Cheapside, London, E.C.4.

6/6 each;

s-Way 5/• each,

Trade enquiries invited-

YOURS FOR 20'-·
Send 20/- to-day, together with your order
and this wonderful set, which receives
all B.B.C. stations, will be delivered
complete, including all accessories. You
pay a further £I each month after·
wards. The total cc~t is only £IS 9s.,
or, if you prefer, £14 5s. cash.

'TONYPHONE' SUPER TWO-VALVES
Complete with Accumulator, H. T. Battery,
Aerial, I pair 4,000 ohms Headphones,
and two Valves-one High Frequency·
and one Detector. All Roya{tieJ paid.
Send to-day and enjoy broadcasting NOW.

BRITISH ENGINEERING PRODUCTS CO.,
(Valv' Dept.), WIMDSOR

HOUSE, VICTORIA

STREET, LONDON, S.W.1.
:S . . A.
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-HULLO EVERYBODYtt..
m
i ,~I
_

LISSEN.

POST PAGE No. 1.

POST FREE OFFER.

Not Applicable to Foreign Orders.

@

ffl

DELIVERY. Every endeavour is made to despatch goods by return, but sometimes delays occur which are beyond our control and in which cases customers
~
may rest assured that their orders will be executed in the very shortest period.
HI
They will therefore realise that it is not possible to have orders cancelled ,~~
through above causes. All orders over 20/- post free U.K. only.
tJ

Variable Grid Leak 2/6
Anode Resistance 2/6
Lissen Minor • • 3/6
Lissenstat
• , 716
Do. Univmal • • 10/6
2-wsy Switch .. 2/9
Series Parallel • • 319
Tl Transformers. • 30/·
T2, 25/-; T3, 16/6;
..
Coils : 25, 4/10 ; 30, 35, ormood
40, 4/10 : 60, 5/- ; 110,
6/4; 75, 15/4: 100, 6/9 ~~~~bddial::
Extra value do.
POST 3d. each.
T.C.B. 6 ohms
..
Poteotiometer T.C.B.
Burodept Dual
.•
POST 3d. each.

fl

RHEOSTATS. ,

21-

~~~

2/6
4/517/6

"

DUBILIER.

.001. .001!, .003, .004,
· .005, .006, Fixed, 3/•0001, .0002, .0003,
.0004, .0005
2/6
Type 577, .01 . • 7/6
Grid Leaks en~h 2/6
Anode Resistance
50,000,
70,000,
80,000, 100,000,
on stand complete 5/6
Minicap Switch . • 8/POST 3d. each.

IGRANIC.
Coils : 25, 51-; 35, 5!- .i
50, 5/2; 75, 5/6; lOu,
7/-: 150, 7/10; 200,
8/8 ; 250, ll/- ; 300.
9/5rl· 400, 10/3: 1100.
10/
Fil. Rheostat •.• 4/6
Poteotiometer . • 7/Vernier Rheostat.. 7/6
30-ohln Rheostat. 7/POST 3d. each.

STERLING
SQUARE LAW
CONDENSERS.

TRANSFORMERS
(L.F.).
Radio Instruments • • 25/lgranic,Sbrouded .. 211Powquip,Shrouded •• 181Formo, Shrooded • • 18/Gencral Radio 83 •• 14!11
Brunei, Shronded • , 13/6
• • 12/6
Formo, Open..
Powquip, 2-1 or 4-1.. 14/6
10/Raymond
Eureka Concert Grand 30/-.
, • 2216
Ditto, 2nd Stage
Silvertowo ..
21/-

TRANSFORMERS
POST 3d.
(H.F.). each.

u POWQUIP" L.F.
TRANSFORMERS.

Reflex. etc.)

MANCHESTER
(similar to R.l.)
STANDARD

"ORMONO"
l.F. TRANSFORMER
Post Free.

1216

RHEOSTAT

14111
14'11

- 18'-

"

BUCKS

H.T.C.

POST 2d.
Special valve holder above
panel
• . 1/9
Ditto, for under panel
1/6

GRID LEAK•

Edlson Bell
Raymond
POST FREE
Var. Grid Leak..
Anode Resistance

••
,•

(Ebonite Former)
•

EUREKA
W!RE,
KNOB,
AND DIAL

•

BASKET
HOLDERS

I

2 for 212 for 218
2 Qualities.

NOTE!

BRETWOOD ( J:d:

~ RIGHT OPPOSITE~

~DALY'S~

~ GALLERY DOOR~

~111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111'ffi

12/6

3 FEET Lengths
1 inch wide.

12 feet

1 /·

Post Free.

COS WELL
ENC I N£ERINC
ONE HOLE

FIXING
1/3
By Post 1/6

POST FREE
Patent Valve Holder 1/6
2-Way Cam Vernier
Coil Stand
•• 9/·
3-Way Cam Vernier
• Coil Stand
•• 12/6
3-Way Ordinary •. 7/6

DOUBLE
PARTS FOR 2·VALVE
SlLK
"UNIDYNE" RECEIVING SET
WOUND,
Close Coup- THE 4-ELECTRODE VALVE
ling. One
Thorpe K4 • .
. . each 17.'6
Hole Fixing,
for 10d.
6 Terminals . .
. . . • •.
2
Microstat
Filameo
\
Resistances
each 2.'9
EBONITE1 Variable Grid Leak. . . . . . . • . . 21 6
1 Single-Pole Double-Throw Switch 1/9 or 2 ·and
1 "0005 Variable Condenser, with Vernier 7'3
Post 6d. each.
1 Cam Vernier 2-way Coil Holder . . . . 9/Panel, 5! in. by H in. by t in., drilled
· to hold 2 5-Pin Valve Holders.. • . for 2/2 5-Pin Valve Holders
• . . • . . each 1; 6
1 Fixed Condenser, "001 • . • • 1/2, 2/2 3/"0002
. • 1"2, 2!2 3/1 ..
..
1 Shrouded L.F. Transformer . . . .
201Min. Self-Capacity
8 yds. No. 18 Gauge Tinn~d Copper Wire 1.'2
Set of 5
Necessary Screws, Nuts, and Washers, Free
if above lot purchased. Post Extra.
By Post 2/- Set

4/11

5/11

·:BABY" COIL STANDS DUPLfX WAXLESS
(EBONITE)
BASKET COILS

GRAND VALUE
1)
2-Way, 2/6 ; by Post,· 3/Var-. Grid Leak.. • • 31- 3-Way,
4/3 ; by Post, 4/9
Aoode Resistance • . 3/- Brass Fittings,
Knob Type, on
POST 2d. EACH.
Base.

:.!llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

EVER-READY
60v. • 13/6
180v. • 22/6

FIBRE STRIP
FOR COILS

Post Free.

FINE VARIOMETERS

BATTERIES <H.T.>

18/-.

FOR MO

By Post 1/6

li1/3
1/1
113
1/1

POST FREE

10/·

Also with Base, 1/3
EoclOJed glass. As Sketch.
Ebonite Base.
Brass
1/-, 1/4,1/6,2/Nickel
1/6,2/Ebonite ••
.. 1/6
l'erikoo ••
.. 2/3
(With Ziocite and Bornite.)

WITH NUT & WASHER

SHROUDED
FORMO '

By post 10/6.

By Post, 1/3

l TERMINALS
No. 8 per dozen
No. 9
No.lO
No.l2
No.13
POST FREE
All4B.A.

RAYMOND

1/-

1 11

2/6
3/6

12/6

CRYSTAL
Post
DETECTORS 4d. each EDISON BELL
Shaped Plug

OUR WONDERFUL MICROMETER ADJUSTMENT GLASS1/3 ENCLOSED DETECTOR. WHY
f
1}- PAY MOREP
POST 6d. each.

WATMEL

,

14J6

POST FREE

BUCKS. (for •

1

8

for
Reflex

This first-class ·Ebonite Valve
Switch Arm, Holder, c u t
with 12 Studs, from solid rod,
12 Nuts, 12 hand-turned, 8
Washers. By nuts and washers. Each, 1/3..
Post 1/6 set.

1

s

COIL PLUCS.
McMichael. 300/600.. 7!Ditto 1100/2000.
7/- Single Coil Holder mounted
on ebonite base and fitted
Eoergo, 250/700
3/11
with terminals . . • • 1/4
4/6
Ditto 900/2000
Ditto,
swivel movement.. 1/8
Reymood, 300/600 • • 2/9
Post Free.
Others Stocked.

EDISON BELL.

POLAR;
J'ACKSON
BROS. ; R.I. ; BURNDEPT;
GOSWELL
ENG. CO.; SILVERTOWN ;
IGBANIC ;
LISSEN; RADIO
PRESS ENVELOPES ;
DUBILIER ; EDISON
BELL; ETC.

,10

WATES
MICROSTAT
FOR p.E. or R. 2/9

V AL' ES
••
Post Free.

SHROUDED

POLAR POST 8d.
with Vernier.
.001
.. 30/- .001 var. Condenser • • 10/6
.0005
••
25/6 .0005 ..
.. •• 10/6
.00025 • •
• • 23/6 .0003 ..
.. .. 10/6
Micrometer Condenser 5/6
Cam Vernier 2-way
Coil Holder. •
• , 111·
.0001 to .0005 Fixed 1/3
.002 to .006
• • 2/.001
..
.. 1/3
•0003 with Grid Leak 2/6
Variometer
.. 10/6
Twin Detector • • 51- Dubiller . •
2 f6
POST 2d. each.
McMicllael
1/6

WEST END
·DEPOT FOR

~

,

1;8

K. ·RAYMOND
2 7, L I S L E S T R E ET,
LEICESTER SQUARE, W.C.2
No responsibility accepted or.a post order$ unless cheques ana postal orders
are crossed and made payable to the firm. Moneys sent mast be registered

'='.llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllt

~
HOURS
~
• ~OF BUSINESS :~
§DAILY - 9 to 7.45 ~
§SUNDAl'- 10 to I§

j'f11JIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIllllllllllllllllllllrr
'Phone: GERRARD 4637.
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TWO PAGES

MORE OVERLEAF

ALL ~v~c~E~E~:s~~g)BRITISH
MADE{f

AND RECOMMENDED BY LEADING JOURNALS UNSOLICITED.

NEW MODEL
WITH VERNIER
•001

·ooos

•001
6/6
•0005
5/3
•0003 - - 4/11
•0002
4/6
Vernier,·00005 319
Complete
with knob and dial
Post 6d. Set.

7/3

•0003
6!9
With EBONITE DIAL
and Two Knobs.
Post 6d. Set.

SOUARE LAW
·ooos . . 7/11
'0003 .. 7/6
With Vernier.

·ooos • • 10111

'0003 . . 9!11
Post 6d.
Knob & Dial included.

NDENSER

ALL

RAYMOND

WITHOUT VERNIER

9/3

SPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR

LEADING
CIRCUITS

'DE lUXE' MODEl

VARIABLE CONDENSERS

AS SHOWN, WITH DIAL,
KNOB AND BUSH.

Exclusive Design. Stout Vanes.
Extra Insulation. Very Compact.
Narrowest Spaces (Pressed Aluminium).
Centre Rod cannot bend.
Terminal Connections Wonderful for
Portables. Capacity Guamnteed.
Perfect Efficiency. Handsome Design.
Takes up very little space in panel.
Nickelled Fittings. Beautifully Made.
New one-hole fixing method.

·oot ..

7'3

'0005 ,.. 5'11
•0003,.. 514
•0002 ,. 4! 11
POST 6d. SET.

COSTS A TRIFLE MORE,
A Few Pence Only, and
is Just what You Want.
NICE DIAL and KNOB included.

Miss Evelyn Laye

From S. H.

65, Court Road,
_
Barry Dock.
Post ttree
3019124
Composed of
do1. 1/Condenser to hand this a.m. No wonder you Screw Spade Terminals
two equal
are snowed under with orders ! IT IS AN Pin Screw Terminals • • doz. lOd.
units of .00025
EXCELLENT COMPONENT. Please find repeat
Spade Tags • •
doz. od.
or .0003 mfd.,
order.
operated by
Empire Tape, i in. , • 12 yds 9d.
STERLING
one Knob and
"DINKIE"
Insulating Sleeving •.• 6 yds. 2/Dial, thereby
DRAGON FLY AMPLION J A.CKSON BROS. Ebonite Knobs, ll in. 2 B.A... Sd.
enabllng you
(Baby New Model.)
to tune two
Moulded Knobs ll in.
2 for BeL
BABY STERLING
circuits by one
(Brown Floral.)
2 for Sd.
Standard
Super. Microdenser Ditto 1 in. 2 B.A.
turn of the
ALL MODELS OBTAlNABLE.
1116
·001
8/6
9/6
Ebonite ex-handles 6 in.
•• Dd.
dial. Can be
11/8/9/·00075
used in series
D. c. c., I.R.c. Bell Wire 10 yds. 1/10/·005
7/8/or
parallel.
Donble 'Phone Cords, 72 in. •• 1/11
819
·0003
5/9
619
Complete as
819
5/9
6/9
Porcelain S.P.D.T, Switch •• 1/11
·00025
shown
with
8/5/5/6
·0002
aluminium ends. Knob and dial.
Ditto D.P.D.T. Switch
.. 2/6
7/9
4/9
5/3
·0001
For Tuned Anode Circuits.
_ doz. lOd.
Battery Clips ••
4/- .. 4/6
Vernier
Ebonite Valve Holders
Post 3d. set.
l/3!1nd 1/MANSBRIDCE j T.C.C. ~
Laad-in Wire 4 M/M . • 10 yds. 2/6
SQUARE LAW SHORTLY.
.. 10 yds. 1/6
Lead-in Wire ••
FIXED
Twin Flex
• , 12
1/11
CONDENSERS
100 H. 7/22 Aerial Wire'wlth
POST PRICES
3/16 in.
1 in:
four insulators
•
•
•
•
3/6
1 M.F.
. . 416 } Various
6 X 6
1/6
2/Post 3d. each
2 M.F.
· • 5/·
others
Nugraving Titles or Scales •.• Sd.
7 " 5
l/6
21-·
:~g
Stocked.
8 X 6
21•
3/" R.L" Choke Coil • •
• • 1019 X 6
2/2
3/3
Nickel Panel Switches, D.P.D.T. 1/6
Delivery very slow from makers.
FALLON
10 X 8
3/4/2
Ditto, S.P.D.T,
1/2
12 X 6
3/3
4/2
IGRANIC
12 X 9
4/3
5/6
Insulating Sleeving 3 yds. , • 1/4
l··~;·RA;Mo~·o;;· ·~ixEo
12 X 12
5/6
7/6
Tinned oopper sq., 16 gauga,15rt, 1114 X 10 .. .. 6/6 .. .. 7/6
;
CONDENSERS.
~ EDISON-BE·LL
Spearpoint Whisker, gold
4d.
Cut to Size, 3/16 in. at td. square inch.
~ Ebonite Base. ·001, ·0001 to
E
Post free
Post 3d.
·
Foreign Post extra.
4d.
Gold Whisker • •
:
·0005 .. .. .. .. 1/2 :
6d.
: ·002 to ·004
1/3 :
CALLERS' PRICES ELSEWHERE Set o! 5 (one gold)
6
Variometer (250/650) - 3/3 and 2/6
:~ and ·02. ·
~)g
4/11
05
313
POST PRICES Ditto Ebonite
H.F. Plug-in Transformers
) '
.. POST .FREE.'
[
Ditto Ball Rotor
6/11
Post, 2d. each.
·
:
•.• 5/6
16 D.C.C. i lb. - 2/-~20 D.C.C. ! lb. • 1/3 Bnrndept Detector
No. 1. 160-450
• • 316
16 ..
lib. - 3/6 22 ..
! lb. - 1/4 Screw Wander Plugs ••. pair 6d.
No. 2. 250-700
• • • • 3/11
.W Kennard, Sig.-Telegraphist, H.M.S.
18
..
!
lb.
2/3
24
..
t
lb.
1/6
No.
3.
450-1200
.
•
•
•
4/3
Leamington. 2nd July, 1924. The ConButton, Alumin. 5118 ..
1lb. - 3/9 26 ..
t lb. • 1/8. Skinderviken
No. 4. 900-2000 • . • • 416
densers a.re splendid. and superior to
Seven Twist Drills (H,S.)
• • 1/11
28 D.C.C. lib. - 1/10
any I have ever seen. Please find re·
No. 5. 1600-3030 . • • • 4/9
Taps 0, 2, 4, 6 B.A, ..
set 2/peat order. W. Hale, EsQ., 3, Gaye St.,
No. 6. 2200-5000 • • • • 4/11
CALLERS'
PRICES
ELSEWHERE
Sorbo
Ear
Pads
••
pair
1/9
Walsa.ll. 30th April, 1924. The last 4
Neutron Crystal
l/6
Condensers gave every possible sa.tis·
faction-ht~hest r:cuality at extremely
Blue Tungstalite
••
.. l/6
low prices. Kindly despatch enclosed
Gecosite (G.E.C.)
••
• • 1/3
further order.
E. Shepherd, Esq.,
Tumbler Switches (Ebonite) • • 1/9
4000 ohm Double
16/6
23, Warden Street, Dunedin, 12th May,
4000 ohm 'Phones
Valve Sookets. Plain (nut and
4000 ohm Single
813
1924
Everything came to hand in
100 pairs at t2/ll
washer) doz.
1/2000 ohm Single
716
splendid condition, the quality far
exceeding my expf.lctatious.
Sets of Spanners
2/•
POST FREE.
POST 6u.
in her dressing-room at Daly's
is made of Raymond parts.

LOUD SPEAKERS
30'25'"J.B." VARIABLE CONDENSERS
55'YARIOMETERS

................. RAY-

MONO

\...\~~~.:>... ~

yds.

H18H 8RADE EBONITE

8'11

:: t/6

..

..i

l

l

1Of,..
----------1

EN ERGO

...................................................

BRUNET (genuine)

~lllllltlllllllllllllllllllllllllllnnrirnrrl§

o.c.c.

wIRE

FRENCH THOMSON·HOUSTON

§ RIGHT OPPOSITE §

K. RAYMOND

~GALLERY DOOR~

2 7, L I S L E S T R E E T,
LEICESTER SQUARE, W.C.2

~DALY'S~

ffilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllffi
'Phone: GERRARD 4637,

No responsibility accepted on post orders unless cheques a.nd-post~l orders
are crossed and made payable to the firm. Moneys sent mutt be registered

:Utllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!l

~

~OF

HOURS

~

BUSINESS:~

~DAILY

• 9to 7.45§
§SUNDAY • 10 to 1 '§
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POST PAGES CONTINUED
SEE OVERLEAF

EXTRA POSTAGE ON FOREIGN ORDERS.

····································································

~

The CREAM of the
j w·ORLD'S HEADPHONES l
:

4 1 000 ohms.

:

l STERLING

4,000 ohms
l NEW MODEL
l BROWN'S (Featherweight)
! B.T.H. (Wonderful Tone) . .
l BRANDES (Matched Tone)
~ GENERAL RADIO . .

25,'25/-

1
~
~

25/- ~
25/-l
20/-

~
~

••••••••••• 0 •••••••• ' •••••••••••••••• 0 ••••••••••• 0 ••••••••••••••••••••

........................................................................
l TELEFUNKEN 4,000 ohms 1

l

HEADPHONES

:.

...................................................................•

l

1As light as a Feather • • 17/11 1
i""i)~:·N'E'sP.Eil .... l ~- .......
_ ~i:N
..N~iK·N·~· .....
~ HEADPHONES
:
:
:
:
:
:
;
;
:
:
:
:
:
;
!

Genuine
Nesperphone, 4,000 ohms.
Fitted with adjust·
able diaphragm, de·
tachable receivers,
do ubI e leatherc o v e r e d head·
springs, long flex·
ible cords, nickelplated parts. Very
comfortably fitting
to the head.
LOOK FOR THE
TRADE MARK.
4,000 ohms .. 12 16

1

ACCUMULATORS
2 Y.
4
4 v.
4 v.
6 v.

v:

6

v.

6 v.

l

~ T!o~n~~~- ~~PPER2/6~

:

Aerial

j

(Prov. Pat.)

:

VALVE HOLDERS

~

'Phone: GERRARD 4637.

4/9
By Post 5/3

CAM-VERNIER
(2-way)
POST FREE

..

..

..

1716

POST PRICES

VARIOME.TER

2/6

250/600

POLAR (2-way)

l

11/GOSWELL
(see elsewhere)

1
.

~ (5-pin) for UNIDYNE

1

: THORPEK1 . . . .
~
POST FREE

~

Ditto with fixing clips :

3/-

6/11

~ 5-Pin Valve-holder

~

•

1/6 ~
:

................................................... ~·'!
~

.................................................. ,

.

1 ALL KINDS STOCKED ~
~ at Z/11 3/6 3/9 4/- 4/6 ~
~ Leave the selection to me and ~

~.....~~.~--~-~~:~..~.~--~-~~~:.:.~~~~-~~.....t

"'"' OOJAH"
GRAPHITE
~ Pile

u

R.l."

NEW MODEL
IN SEALED BOX

l
~:.·

Don't Buy Otlwrwise

17/6 1
Post 25 j- Free
10/- ~ ...................................................:

1.

1 EBONITE BALL ROTOR ~

l

~-~-~~~;~--~~-~~~~~·~·!

~

7/6

1

\. . . . .rlii~fi~~~o-:E:·····. . \
each

i,_

Ditto 3-way

~ ...............~~~-~--~-~:..~.~~.~:............... J

l .

iiluiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiE

21/-

~ '04 Type 1'5 to 1'8

~

~DALY'S~
~GALLERY DOOR~

3/3

By Post 3/9

l. . . . . . . . ~~~~.~.~~.~ . . . . . . . . J
.

l

§ RIGHT OPPOSITE§

STANDS~

MYERS VALVES

: ~ UNIVERSAL DULL EMITTER

....................................................:

...................................................

Ebonite 2-way with ~
Extension Handles ~
Nickel Fittings l

;................................................... ~

l 12;6

21/POST 11·

~

;

POST SENT AT
PURCHASER'S RISK.

finish. Absolutely Safe. 1
~
Low Capacity.
~
1
EASILY FIXED.
1
~ Exceptionally ne~t appearance ~
~
1/3 POST FREE.
~

LITTLE GEM

Z5/- j
No. 1 at 1/6
12/6 j
2, 3, 4 at 2/6
21 - 1 ....................................................
.....................................,
25/- ~

POST FREE

1

A

RADIO PRESS
ENVELOPES

j.........~~~.. ;·~·~·~·~·~--~·~ .. ······~

r···········::·~-~~~-~~··:;···········,

N. & K.
LOUD SPEAKER

~'''''''''''''''''''''''''-''''''''''"''''''''''',

~

Zl;-j

.....................................................

=................................................... :

~

t;hllllllllllllllllllllllll!llllllllllllllllllll~

j

......................................................

" SUCCESS " L.F.
TRANSFORMER
Super 21/-

~ .

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••oooooooooooooouoooooooo:

;

l,_

.....................................................

.

l

- - 6/11
1Phillips"R"· • 7/6
French ·06- - - 15/11
Post 6d. each

....................... ,,, ...........................................:

CHELMSFORD ( 5 X X)

~

l French "R"

Reaction

Coil No. 150
200
Tuned Anode 250 or 300

:

D.C.C. Basket Coil, c~;~mplete with
adapter, specially made to use with
650 variometer, 2/6.
By post 2/9
LOADING PLUG and Socket
• . 9d.
D.C.C. COIL for 5 X X, 1/6. By post 1/9 •

1

On 1,600 Metres

1 High

MADE BY WELL-KNOWN
FIRM FOR ME.
40 amps. 9/6.
By post 10;6
40 amps. 16/6.
By post 17/6
60 amps. 19/6.
By post 20/6
80 amps. 23/6.
By post 24/6
60 amps. 27/6.
By post 29/- ·
80 amps. 33/-.
By post 34/6
105 amps. 38/6. By post 40/6

~

GUIDE FOR
CHELMSFORD

: ~ HEADPHONES ~
: : Guard against in- ~
: ~ ferior
imitations 2
! : which are " clever- :
! : ly " got np to de- :
: : ceive. Make sure of ~
: ! the genuine article, ;
! : the original " N & :
: : K," and avoid dis- ~
: ; satisfaction.
See :
! :.· \?Nat & Kth,e,_alnetdtenrs .~
0
;
: \ other--are stamped. l
: : 4,000 ohms .. 12/11!
: ; 6,000 ohms .. 1~/3 :

.....................................................................

1Z/6
U/6
21/12/6
25/12/6

.J-000o0000o00000000000oooo . . HOOOoo•oOOOOo0000<0oOoOOf

,_1

BEWARE OF "PATTERN"
OFFERED CHEAPLY

VALVES

BRASS FORMER

.,.

l. ..... ~~~~..~~:-~~~·...... .1 !.....~~~~...~.~:...~~. ~: .... ~

~

1TO MAKE YOUR OWN ~
~
COILS
1 ~ Cossor P.t and P.Z
~ DOUBLE, 23 spokes each side. 1 ~ Mnllard L.F. & H.F.
:
POST FREE 3/11
!
.:....................................................=. j Mullard D.F. Ora
~ B.T.H. R.4 · _j B.T.H. P.5 ·06 ·
POST PRICE
~ Ediswan A.R. j Ediswan.A.R.D.E.
1s
~ 20 Round, t lb. . •
2/6 ~ ~ Ediswan A.R. ·os
~ 16 Square, 12 lt.
10d. ~ j Marconi R. and R.5
~ 18 Square, 12 ft.
9d. ~
~ .................................................. • E l Marconi D.E.R. 1 Marconi D.E.3

I

SEE OVERLEAF

f"' .................................................

·····················································

Rheostat for D.E.
or R Valves .. .. ..

l. NEw. i.is.sEN···LIN·E·s·J
15 Point Switch • 4/·l
~ Auxiliary Res. - - 1/3 ~

l Lissen Choke
4/- 1
·

.~ ...................................................:
~

K. RAYMOND
2 7, L I S L E S T R E ET,
LEICESTER SQUARE, W.C.2
No responsibility accepted on post orders unless cheque8 and postal orders
are crossed and made payable to the firm. Moneys sent n:ust be registered.

~

• 10/·

~

~ .................~.~-~~ .. ~~~~ ............. ,..[
~lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll_g

§
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~THIS PACE IS FOR CALLERS ONLY

OPEN
WEEKDAYS

All POST ORDERS FROM THE OTHER THREE PACES

9 to 7.45

Prices subject to alteration without notice. Every endeavour made to keep
large stocks ; but -am not responsible for manufacturers' non • deliveries.

SUNDAYS
10 to 1

NO

~e~l~~!~~"uolder

POST

ORDERS

I!~!~~~~~D-~~- lin
1/· Porgelain S.P.D.T. • • 1/3

Solid Ebonite
••
'Phone Cords (6leet)
!/IS
Nnl!l'aving • •
. , 7fd.
Similar Sets (Titles or
Scales)
••
, , 3d.
Good Knobs
• • Ud.
Bm!lll Knobs, 2014 B.A. 2d.
Stnds, Nuts aad Washers
doz. 4ld.
Switch Arms Sd. to 11Copper Fon • •
ft_ 2!d18g, Sq. Tin Copper
15 lt. 53.
18g, Sq. Tin Copper
12 feet 5d.
Round Tin Copper, various Sizes. ··
Insulated Staples 5 a ld.
Insulated Hooks 4 for 3d.
Rubber Lead io, 30 feet 113
7/22 Copper Aerial,
100 rt. 1/10!
Extra Heavy ·Aerial
100 ft. 2/• & 2/3
Good Valve Holders
Sd.
B.T.C. in Stock
1/6, 1/9
B.F. Transformers,300/
600
••
. • 2/9
Empire Tape, l in.,
2 yds.
••
.. 1d.
Ditto, tin. • • 2 ydg. ttd.
6 in. Ebonite Anticap
Handles • •
. • Sd.
Skinderviken
But•
tons (Aluminium)
4/6
Connecticut Switche,
114
1,000 ohm Bobbins • , 1/3
2,000 ohm Bobbins • • 1/8
Sorbo Rubber Ear
Caps
·
pr. 1/4
Adhesiv3 Tape Roll . • 2<d.
Alien var. Gd. Lk. • , 1/3
Alien Anode Res. • . 113
Soales, 0-180, 2d., 3d., 4d.
Dial and Knob (Ed. Bell) 1/3
Dial (Ebonite) · • • lOd.
Brunet Headphones • • 14/8
Twin Flex • • 4 yds. 6d.
D.C.C. Bell Wire, 10 yds. 5d.
(Indittrubber covered)
Sleeving
..
yd. 4d.
Wander Plugs
pr. 3d.
· Coloured Plugs
each lid.
(All screw pattern)
.. . 1: 3!
Electron Aerial
Polished Boxes, 8 by o 3/6
Strong Valve Template 4d.
Egg Insulators
• . ld.
Reel ditto . .
•. . ·ld.
Thick Rubber r.earl-in
per yd. 2d., 3d.
Ribbon Aerial 100 ft. 1!10
Panels Drilled
Radio Press Envelopes.
Raymond Fixed Condensers
'001, '0001 to '0005, 16d.
'002, '003, "004
1/'006 1/3 ; "01 l/9 ; '02 1/9
Polar l!Iicrometer
Condenser..
. . 5'6
2 Meg. Grid. Leak . • 1/RubberLead-inlOd.doz.yds.
Valve Windows 6d., 7d., 9d.
• • 10/·
R.I. Choke Coil
Lissen Ditto
10/Bretwood Valve Holder 1/9

Ebonite D.P.D.T. • • 1/8
E~onite S_.P.D.T.
• • 1/3
IIIin. Panel D.P.D.T... 1/IIIin. Panel S.P.D.T ••• 10!d.
Tnngstalite • .
• • 1/IIIicrostat
..
• • 2/6
Tumbler Switches
(Ebonite) • •
. • 1/4
Fibre Strip (for Coils)
3 feet 2)d.
D.C.C. Wire, per! lb.13 g. • • 9d. 20 g.
9d.
22 g••• lOd. 24 g.
1126 g••• 1/1 28 g.
1/3
30 g ••• 1/6 Etc., etc.
Solder. •
per stick 2d.
2 Color Flex • • yard 21:d.
Shellac
••
• • 5d.
BatterJ Boz • •
• • 4/6
(with clips for 36 v.)
Nickel Pillar Terminals 2d.
Nickel Contact Studs
2 for l!d.
Nickel Switch Arm . • 1/(one-hole fixing)
Loading Coil and plug 8d.
Gamages Permanite • • 1/Condenser Brushes • • 6d.

FROM

THIS

SHAW'S HERTZITE. "POPULAR
~~:~ ¥J~ES." 1/- WIRELESS.''

D.E.

12/6

21/-

EXIDE•

D.T 9 Type.

2 Volts. \Uiass).
(For 'Oil) 5/-

Polar

,

,

• • 11/-

H.T. BATTERIES.

50, 75, 100

IDOUBLE) 23 spokes2/11
each s1de..
..
Make your own coils.

BEST SWITCH ARM.
THE J,U'l

10!d.

40.

'Ware Imitations.
"METAL" (fRENCH>
'06 VALVES, 15/11
DR. NESPER
(SEE TRADE MARK)

4,000 OHM 'PHONES

12/6

7}

4}

ALL BEST MAKES.

MANSBRIDCE TYPE
FIXED CONDENSERS
With 2 Fixing Lugs.
Special Price
3/6
2 Micro!arad ,
3/ 1 1

'25

"ORMOND" L.F.
A WONDERFUL TRANSFORMER

1 3/1 1

" L.F.
Q!QJ DR.''ANYTHINC !" '' FERRANTI
BETTER THAN THE
17/6
VARJOMETERS.
Impregnated Board,
Wound .D.C.lJ. and
PHILLIPS
Clips, 200/600 metres 2/6
Very Good Value, Wound
D.C.C. and Knob • • 1/6
Ebonite D.S. Wound,
with Ball Rotor and
Knob, 200/700 metres 5/11
• • 3/11
Ebonite, 200/600
Raymond Inside Windin!~
..
.. 8/11

Ebonite Former
Ditto and Dial
Igranic, T .C.B.,

.•
••
••
••
.•
and

known makes.

1/3
1/3
1/9
1/6
1/10
all

113
1/2

D.C.C. COIL FOR CHELMSFORD
. . 2:3
complete with adapter
(to use with 650 variomcter)

'5
N and K BATTERIES 45n.
GENUINE STAMPED.
4,000 ohms .. 12/11

1!1!-

BEST

4 ELECTRODE VALVE

DUTCH '06
VALVES

1 2/6

12/6

COIL Plugs on base
with terminals
Swivel movement

CA MACES
PERMANITE

.•

1 ;1/3

1/-

Experimenter's Sets of

CRYSTAL CALLERS
16g D.G.C.
5 Gat's Whiskers 3°·
DETECTOR. only. , USUALLY IN STOCK
OUR WONDERFUL
Glass enclosed. l!Ii- 1/9 fiBRE STRIP (For
VALVES.
crometer adjustment.
·coils)
3 lt, long, 1 in. wide.
H.T. BATTERIES
Dutch Detector
2!d. per length.
Dutch '"R "·.
:: ::~ MURRAY VALVE
30 V. 4/6
60 V. 7/6
Phillips "R"
DRILLS
:: sM HOLDER (Patent) 113 BREAST
French " Metal "
0 to! chuck
BROWNIE "IMPROVED"
- - - - - - - Blue and Red
Cut Bevel and Gear
TOOLS.
WIRELESS SET 7/6
5/9
Set of Spanners
• . 1/4
TUNGSTALITE
BOXES
Taps, 0, 2, 4, 6 B. A. set 2/RAYMOND CRYSTAL SETS
Small Soldering Irons lijd.
MIDITE, GECOSITE,
7x5
9x6
12:<9
7-Twist Drills . •

§lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllll§

OPPOSITE§

iDALY'Si

-~~~~~!~~~~~~~lllllll~l~~l~lll
'Phone: GEBRARD 4637.

~5.

WAXED (6) 200':!,600
..
1/8
Ditto
j7) 150/:3,600
. . 1;10
WAXJ,ESS (2) ST lOO
..
1!Ditt.o
(2) UNIDYXE
1.'(For Broadcasting only)

EBONITE~~g :: ~):
STOCK :~~ :: 1 1ft~
RHEOSTATS.
SIZES tg~g :;: Small
5 ohms " C "
One Bole Fixing
3/16 in. t~~~2 :;: Ormond

.
14x 10
5/6
Cut to .Size WE STOCK!·
id. sq. meh. in. EBONITE.

25.

D.C.C. CHELMSFORD
ENA:IiELLED Do. . .

12 Studs
12 Nuts.
12 Washers.

. • 1/4

NEUTRON

Stocked.

8

NO POST ORDERS FROM

§ RIGHT

CALLERS.

DUPI.EX WAXLESS (5) . . l/8
1,200/2,000 metres
W .AXLESS :->JeT OF 5
. . l/11

BRASS FORMER

EBONITE PARTS.
Good Coil Plugs from 4! d.
Edison Bell Shaped • • i;Raymond ditto
•• lOtd.
.• S~d.
Basket Adapters
Also at 1/- & l/3
2-wa:v Coil Stands • • 2/6
With Eztens. Handle 2/11
Also at 3/6, 4/-, 4/6
3-way
• • 4/3, 4/6, 5/Goswell Cam Vernier
91Franco
,.
.. • • 12/6

TO

BASKET COILS

(Limited number, of course.)

MYERS VALVES.
UNIVERSAL.

BRASS PARTS.

Enclosed Brass, Large 1/3
Ditte, Nickel or Brass,
Large
••
.. l/6
Small Brass • •
• • 9!d.
Ebonite, Enclooed • • 1/Barndept
••
• • 51Easi-Fix Cups
ld. & ltd.
Gold Speal'lloint
, , 3d.
Neutron Crystal
, • l/6
Hertzite (Shaw's) Sd. & 1/IIIidite
..
• • 6d.

FREE

Impossible to Advertise
All the Goods Stocked.

Ete., etc.
Coil Plug on Stand • • 1/Ditto, Swivel Movement 1/3
W.O. or Pillar Terminals 1d, Coil Ping and Clips • • 6!d.
Small Pillar • • 4 for 3td,
'Phone 4 B.A.
.. ·ld.
'Phone 2 B.A., 2 Ior. • 2! d. Best Made 30 v.
• • 4/6
4 for 3d.
Valve Sockets
.. 7/6
(Above with Nut Washer) Best M.ade 60 v.
Made
66
v.
• • 9/Best
Valve Pins and Nuts, 2 a ld.
.. 13/6
Stop Pins and Nuts 2 a ld. Ever-ready 66 v.
v.
• . 22/6
Ever-ready,
108
Ping and Socket
pr.. ld.
Spring Washers
4 a ld. Siemens' 'Q " 1·5 • • 3/Ever-read:v
ditto
• • 1/9
Spade Screws..
.. 1d
9 volts
• • 3/Piu Screws • • 2 for l}d. B.B.C.
B.B.C.
60
Yolts
• • 9/6
Spade Tags • •
5 a 1d B.B.C. 36 volts
• . 5/6
Spring Pillar Terminals ~d. B.B.C.
16
volts
•
• 2/6
Nuts, 2, 4, 5, 6 B.A. doz. 2d.
Washers (Br&~~s) 12 a ld.

DETECTORS ' &c •

PAGE.

X

6

10

X

THIS

8

12

>~

12

7 I 1 1 9/1 1

1 2/1 1

PAGE.

K. RAYMOND
2 7, L I S L E S T R E ET,
LEICESTER SQUARE, W.C.2
No responsibility accepted on post orders unless cheques and postal orders
aTe crossed and made payable to the firm. Moneys sent must be registered.
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-=-JWJI~~?

All Editorial Communications to be addressed The Editor, POPULAR
WIRELESS, The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.
START ENJOYING WIRELESS BY
GETriNG THE

Editcr:
NORMAN EDWARDS, A.M.I.R.E., F.R.S.A.,
F.R.O.S.

CLIMAX SURE-SET
DETECTOR.

Technical Editor :
Q. V. DOWDINO, Orad.I.E.E.

This unique crystal
detector qwra tcs
on an automatic
principle by
which the rotation of a knob
brings into oprr;'ltion the whnk
Sl'ries of srnsi ti vc·
points
on
the
crvstal.
In adtlilicm, the
autmnatic nirn'ctncnt ha-; snp( rinlpose(l upon it
a Vt'lnicr control

of the Cat Whisl<cr Contact
PrPssurr-, thus enabling the abso_lut('
n1axinnun of cfficicnrx to be obt;uned
in all circumstances. Setting the crystal
is a quick, simple and easy operation,
which ensures the who;._ of the programme being re~eived \'V~thout anno~
ing interruptions so frequently expenenced with ordinary crystal detectors.

Assistant Technical Editors:

K. D. ROQERS.

P. R. BIRD.

Scientific Adviser :

Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.
Dr.

Staff Consultant:
J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.lnst.P.

Foreign Correspondents :
L. S .. LEES, Paris ; Dr. ALFRED QRADENWJTZ, Berlin; R. YATES, New York;
P. F. MART IN, Italy; W. PEETERS, Holland.

'Phr Editor 'lDill be JJ/Pased to ron.si1ler articles and
photo{fmphs dea!inq 1{'ith all subjects appntaininy t_o
n,1~rr!ess '/Pork.
'11/11' Edi.tor cannl)t accept responstbility .for manusrri)ds aml photos. Erery ca:e ~v'ill
be taken to return 1l188. twt ar<·t~pted for pubhcatwn.
A stamped and mldressfd em·elope. must be sent with
erer11 article. All rontribution.~; to b(' addressed to
'The· Editor, POPUI,AR \VIl:FLE~S A.Nl> \VIHELESS

GET ONE IMMEDIATELY
The Climax Surc-Sf't Detc:ctor, finishf'd in
highly polished blar:~. ebonite, with sil~·cr
finished metal ftttmgs, complete w1th
Crystal and Cat \Vhisker, t(Jgf'thcr with
Plugs and Sockets for panel mounting.

Price 4/6 Postage 3d.
CLI.lfAX RHEOSTATS ca,n

be throu·11
about the room without sustaining rlarna:;e,
and can stand an cler:tr·ical
2,000 volts

pres;;urc

of

F. L .•J. (Manchester).---! wish to wind a set
of coils to cover the different wave-lengths
used for broadcasting. Should the gauge of
wire be the same for small t•oils as well as for
t.hme covering 2,000 nwtres or more ?
How many turns are necessary for aerial,
anode and reaction coils when used in conjunction with a ·OOl variable aerial condenser in
parallel, and an anode condenser of ·0005 mfd. ~
I wish to make coils as
efficient as possible, and
am advised that it is
Wire
Wave-length
better to fasten off the
for
with average
coil by sewing or tying Primary
aerial
with thread, rather than
24
260-375
bv immersing in shellae.
u
310-51[>
this correct '?
2()
370-730
2{)
460-1030
The list. of plug-in eoils
26
r.so-146o
~~~-

''Climax Points."

Price:
Climax t:nivcrsal Pattern Rlwo::;tat
for bright or dull {'filitter \·alves
30 ohms.

For Power Valves, 6 ohm::.
Climax potentiomcter, 300 ohms. . .

4/6
3/6

Si-

Leaflets on Application

. CLIMAX PATENTS, Ltd.
182, Church St., W. 8.
'Phone : Park 2023.

printed hrrcwith shows the
coils Iwcrssary to tnne lJetwCI.'ll 2()0 mctrrs and ~5,000
1netrr~, ,.,:hen used in conitmction with the Htamlar:l
tuning eontlenBers.

The- first colnm:1 gin's the

~izl'

of wirr fl'C'Oinnwntletl tor
nse in homr-m;ule coil~. HTHl
tho SC('OIHl eolumn show:-:; the
ft})l)foximatc tuning nmgL' in
metrPs. It. will be seen that.
there is a witle on~rlap lw-

26
26
2!i
28
28
30

700-2200
1060-28f>0
1430-4000
1680-4800
2180-6300
3130-Si>OO
4100-12000
5100-15000
6300-HIOOO
7100-21000
8300-25000

:lO
32

:l2
34

30

twc('n th0 range's, ~o thri.t, for
inst;Jncr, SOU --metrr~, which
i~ in the top rangl' of the
~ecoml linP)

is con'I'l'll by the

l'..:1TEN1' ADVICE FOR READERS.
The Etlitor ui/l be rem pl•a<etl to recommend

readers of POPGJ.A.R "'IRELEKS u.:lw hare am1 inrrntions
to patmzt, or who desire wll"ice on patent Questions, to
onr patent a(lent. Letters dealing U}ifh patent que8tions,
if sent to the Editor, tdll be jO'rwarded to our ou·n patent
ad1i8ers, tl'here erery facility and },e/p trill be a/frJrded
to readers.

\Vhere the ae-rial timing circuit is coupled direc~
to U1e recrin~r the •· secondary" column tnay be
ignore-d, and t.he number of turns for the aerial coil is
that shown undrr " Primary Turn~." 'Vhen lom;l'conplcc\ hming is employee\ the primary or aerial coil
retuains unaltPrf•d, hut is coupled (in a. coil holder)
VJ a larger coil of the value shown und.cr .. Secondary
Turns.''
The use of shellac to strengthen the coil~ is vcrv
convenient, and it has been \\idely used for thi:;
purpose by manufactun~rs ; but it is really undesirable antl shouhl rither be used very sparingly,
or C'lse avoided altogPther. :Fastening with thread is
decidedly lrss inefficient! and is e<;perially recom·
memled for the smaller coils, which can be securely
fixed in this way.
}~or those who 'rish to rnake their own basl.;ct coilf',
a corrrct,ion factor is given below t.he table which
~hows hmv the wavc·lcngth alters when thi:; type of
coil is employed.
It shoultl he noted that the reaction coil value' are
only approximate, and generally it is best to e:~qwri
Jnent with the ditferPnt coils on hand. until the l.>c-:;t
combination is fom1d.

PLUG-IN COILS.
Primary
Turns

---~~~

Is

One hole fixing. Solid rigid coil. Perfect
cooling. Insulation stands high tcmpctyturcs and voltage::;, Unbreakable Lakehtc
terminal bar.
Large and well spaced
terminals. Sted grub screw h.tting. No
lock nuts to worl~ loose. Riveted brush
\Vith pl"rfect l>rush contact. . Takes a_ny
panel U\) to ~in. thi~k. Bakclltt., lmob \Ylth
blmd brush \'\'111 not work loose.

REVIEW, The Fleetway Honse, Fnrrinqrlon Street,
London, E.C.4. All inquiries concerning adtertisinrl
rates, ere., to be addressed to the Sole Agents, Messr.;.
John H. Lile, Ltd., 4, Ludgate Circus, Lrm.don, E.C.4.
'l'echnical qu<Jries should be addressed to the 'l'echnical
Que·ries Department, and mu.st in all cases be accornpanied by a stamped addre8sed enu/ope. Not rnore
than two wn/JU;ities can be answered in one letter, and
telephone calls &r personal calls at this ofJice cannot be
dealt with. A copy of the questi.ons rnust be kept, as
it is not always possible to reprodnce the query when
replying. .~lumber the questions 1 and 2, and
answer:; 1..1'ill be gi·1•en uruler each numbe-r.
The Editor desires to direct the attention of his
readers to the fact that, as rnuch of the information
yi1•en in the crJinrnns of this paper is of a tech'nical
nature and concerns the most recent dereloprnents ·in
the Radio U.)Qr{d, IWm'! of the arra,ngements and specialitie8 describe<! may be the subject of Letters Patent, and
the amat€ur and trader would be well adl'ised to obtain
permission of the patentees to use the patents befrJre
doing so.

25
35
50
7a
100
150
200
250
300
400
500
600
750
1000
1250
1500
·ool mfLI.
in parallel

I

Secondary
Turns
35
50
75
100
150
200
250
300
400
500
600
700
850
1100
1350
1600
·ooo5 mfLI.
in parallel

-

Anode
Turn•

35-50
50-75
75-100
100-120
15G-200
200-250
250-300
300-400
400-500
500-600.
600-700
700-800
800-900
lt00-1200
. 1350-1450
1600,-1700
'0002-"0003

Reactiot
Turn:5
(approx.
35-50
50-75
50-75
75
75
75
75
75-100
75-100
100

lOO

100
100
100-l:l0
100-15(I
100-151 l

n1fd. in

parallel

For basket coils a1low about 20 per cent. off the maximum wave-length.

middle range of the thinlline. \Yin<l on n fornH'r of 11 slots, with centre diameter of H in. For a ·0005 mftl.
and hv the "bottom" rang-(· rmHlen~er instcnd of ·001 mfd. allow 35 l)('f cent. otf. J\Iany well~known coils
oi thc.follft.h line. which tnne~ arc snh]et·t to letter' patent ancl the amateur and trader "''mnlrl be well
from just below· 500 nwtrc>~ ach i"'ll to oht a in pcrmisswn of the patentees to use the patents before doing so.
up to over 1,000 metres .
This ftrxil'le tuning is onr of the great :ulvantagrs
A. N. (Oundle, Northants).~What is meant
of ('On<lenSer-hme{l .coil:-;, and it not only <'nabks
by the term "permeability" '! ·
th(' W;lVe-lengf,h to hr changed qnick1y but covers a
vt·rv widr t<:uige with a limit.r(l number oi coils.
Permeability is the capabJlity of. a tnatcrin~ for
Nevertheless jt, must be rememben•d that in all
f'onducting magnetic fiux. The permeability of air
cases.· where parallel condcnsf•rs are used for .tuniug-,
h-1 taken as unit.;-, so that the permeability of any
it is invariably advantageous to ket•p the value of the
(Continued on page 47!!.)
coil high, and the COIH.lensPr value as low as possible.
1
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1Jroqress.
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t

WUNCELL DULL EMITTERS.

1

: W.r forDetectorandL.F.use21/-:
1 W.2. (with red top) for H. F.
1
use, operating at r·s volts 21/- 1
1 Types W. R. 1. and W. R. 2. as
1
1 above, but with resistance
1
j incorporated to operate off
1

·t

L_:-.:_4:_o_:~-:~t_:~~n~:'~:..~~~J

T

HE same spirit of progress which was responsible for
the design of the Cossor Valve still dominates the
research workers responsible for the new Wuncell-the
Cossor Dull Emitter.
Instead of merely producing another Valve of similar
characteristics to any already on the market, the Cossor
Research Staff went boldly to the root of the problem and
succeeded in producing a Valve which will be as popular in
its class as the wonderful P-type Cossor Bright Emitter.
Operating at a temperature
of only 8oo degrees (as against
the ·o6 type of Valve operating at z,ooo degrees) its filament glow is barely noticeable
in daylight. And owing to
its extremely low current
consumption and robust filament design (in diameter the
\Vuncell filament is approximately the same as the standard bright Valve) its life
should be almost indefinite.
But true pmg~;ess does not
end with Valve design-service counts for something.

Advertisement of A. C. Cossor, Ltd., Hi,gbbury 'Grove,

N.s

.-----------------,
I BRIGHT EMITTERS. ~
1
I
:

P.t. The standar<l De·
tcctor and L.F. Valve 12,'6
P.2. (with rod top). The
standard H. F. Valve 12,'6

I
I
:

I

No~afe~f~~~ti~~~e\V

I

1

1

L-----------------J

too.
In the new Cossor
packing scheme every Valve
will be finally paeked in its
wrapping of cotton wool and
sealed in its carton. Your
Dealer will not find it necessary to break the seal to
prove to you that the
filament is
intact.
His
Cossor Showcarcl will
prove it by a flash when the
carton is placed in contact
with it.
Thus every Cossor user is
guaranteed an absolutely new
and unused valve.

c:nhert Arl. 162 6 ·
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS.
(Continued from page 476.)
mnt,•rial is the ratio of the flux density producerl in
the material by a g~ven magneto-motive forec to the
llnx densit.y that would be produced in an air path
of the >a me length, bY the same magneto-motive force.
Tlu· pr•rmeal1ility of magnetic substances decreaseR
as the flux dew.,ity increases: for instance, at n flux
density of lil,QIJO lines per square cm., the pCI·meabijity ..of trangforHier stampinqs is about 2,000, while
it is only.200 at n tlnx density of 17,500.

*

*

*

N. B. (Lockwood, Huodcrsfield} and others.
- Wh>tt Rizc of c•)i]s should be used in orocr to
get the diftercnt B. B. C. stations? Should the
aerial coil lw smaller than the secondary or
other c],,ged circuit coil used in conjunction
"ith it ? I notice that in the instructions for
making sets the coil in the aerial circuit iR
3lways given smaller ,in size than the other
coils, but I am not certain as to whether this
difference always applies, or only in the first
in><tance hcfore the set is "loaded." Is there
a tahlc >howing the correct number of turns
"" cniL; to use for different wave-lengths ?
See reply to F. L. J. (l\Iauchester).

*

*

*

"NovtcE" (Dnkinfield), A. A. R. (Southall), A. E. K (Mexborough), "A LISTENER"
(no address), S. H. P. (Edinburgh), F. T. R.
~llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllfllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll~

=

Dampness!
-the arch-thief of signal str'9ngth.

T

HE wonderful Eureka Concert
Grand was not evolved in a
day- nor a week -nor a
month-nor, for that matter, in a
It was the direct outcome of
year.
much intensive study of the problem
of Low-Frequency amplification and
the possibility of obtaining " power"
results without the necessity of using
power valves.

But that is not all. This tremendously high insulation safety factor
is permanent. No matter how old
your Eureka, its insulation will
always be perfect because the
Transformer is hermetically
sealed up after its last test
report.

From the first, the radio engineers
who designed the Eureka worked on
original lines. In fact, apart from
the fact that the Eureka has a primary winding and a secondary winding
it has little in common with ordinary
Take its superb
Transformers.
insulation, for example.
In the
Faraday House Test Report (sent
free of charge to all interested} it is
recorded that the tremendous pressure of 2,000 volts was necessary to
break down the insulation between
windings and between windings
and case.

Dampness cannot affect it. Many
L.F. Transformers absorb moisture
(see Dr. Roberts' article in "Popular Wireless," August 30}, and
naturally signal strength is considerably reduced. If your Set is not as
loud as it was, say, six months ago,
it is quite likely that your T Tansformer is the cause. Discard it and
instal a Eureka Concert Grand.
You will get greater purity of sound,
increased volume, and freedom from
trouble. Remember that the Eureka
is the only Tram/ormer thal can be
suspended in water /or fourteen days
and used immediately'j without any
harmful effects.

Concert Grand - 30/-

Eureka No. 2

(For first stage.)

22/6

(For second stage.)

Portable Utilities Co., Ltd.
Eureka House, Fisher Street, London, W.C.l.
Scottish Agents: F ufler. Blaclrie & Russe/1, Ltd., 30, Cordon Street, Glasgow.

'JraJ/zs!Or'mc) t"}
Do Luxo
Gilbert Ad. 1638

READERS' QUERIES.

= IMPORTANf AlfNOUNCEMENf.
=
Owin!( to continued heavy pressure upon the :=
_ Technical Queries Dopartment a revision of :=
:= the Rules has recently been made.
:= The number of querie•. which can be submitted
=:: in one letter is now limited to TWO only. These
:=: two queries should be stated briefly and con:= cisely, and they must relate to genuine techmcal
:= difficulties.
:= The Query Department cannot undertake the
:= design of switching arrangements such as can
:= be solved by reference to any good book of
circnits ; nor can they enter into long theoretical
:= ex~lanations, which can be found by readers
:= in any textbook on wireless.
:= Diagrams and layout of comJ:onents should
:= NOT be submitted for wiring-up, but, of course,
:= any particular difficulty which arises can be
:= accompanied by a sketch to illustrate it.
:= Remember-·

=

=
:=
:=
:=
:=
:=
:=
~
:=
:=
:=
:=
:=

=
=

_
::: (1) DO NOT ASK UNNECESSARY QUES- :::
::: TIONS.
:= (The queries you raise may be dealt with :=
:= on the next page, and by raising them again :=
:= you are only delaying answers to other queries.) :=
:= (2) Two que~tions only are allowed, which :=
:= should be numbered, and stated as briefly and :=
~ concisely as possible.
:=

=

'illllllllllllllllllllltlllllllllllllllllllllllllllltlllllllllllllllllllllllllii=

(Tonbridge), C. S. (Baldock), H. A. W. (HuU),
H. A. H. (Cierkenwell), H. F. (Bow), A . •T. E.
(Cardiff), W. C. (Glasgow), J. T. E. (no address), F. E. C. (Salisbury), L. W. (S. W.7),
C. D. (Che•ter Moor), .J. A. L. (Clapham
Park), W. S. T. (Anfield), T. A. D. (Westonsuper-Mare), A. E. C. (Willesden), W. A.
(Keighley), F. S. (Lausanne), C.•J. M. (Swindon),
G. H. V. C. (Oodalming), R. W. F. (Han-ow),
J. B. (Bishop Auckland), J. H. (Bingley),
A. S. B. (Blyth).
In sending your qucri(•s unaccompanied by a
Rta1npcd addresserl euYelope you disregarded the

rules of the Query Depart-ment.. As the questions are
not of sufficient general interest to answer through
these:} columns (or else have already been dealt with)
replies can only be sent. through the post. For this
purpose a stamped and addressed envelope should be
enclosed.
Foreign readers-whose postage stamps cannuthe used for prepayment of letters to be posted in
this eountry-can send " Re.ply Coupons.," which
are obtainable at their loenl post-offices, and eau be
exchanged here for British stamps. The queries
should be repeated, and should in all cases be num·
llered. Replies to each question will then be given
under the appropriate numeral.

(Continued on l'ayc 479.)

-
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RADIOTORJAL
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS.
(Contin?Jed from page 478.)-

.J. B. (Hounslow).-1 am very interested in
rireless, but quite a novice, and should like
to get all the information I can upon it. Is
there any book, such as an Encyelopedia of
Wirelese, and if. so, where can it be obtained'!
The " Harms.wort.h's Wirel~ss Enl'vc1opedia " ha;,
Tt was pnblishefl in 24 part,,
can now be ohtmnr.U bound in three vohnnes.
pnce 16s. Gd. per YolumeH
lnquiriP~ should l1e
addresser! to The Amalgamated Press ( 19?2). Lt.<l.
Ba~~k N1~mbcr. Dept., 13ea.r Allt>v, -F:l!rinJ]don Street;
London, Kt'.J.
·
·
ius~ been complete•!.

w~wh

*

*

*

"Two READERS" (&8kenh'1m, Kent.).When anyone is ogciHttting i~ it possible to
obtain clear reception ? We have a s;n;rlevahcr- reCf'iver with rf'adion, ancl we notice
that t-he r<)C<'iVCl' does not appear to O'eiliat-e
during 2 L O's transmissions, a~though t.he
l'oils arc very close together, bnt when 2 L 0
L• not sending the set appear• to o~r·ill~te very
easily.

)lave you noticed it ~

"'\Vhen a receiver is o~dlJating, clear and Joud
reception of muP-ic and spet>rh is impo:-<~ible. If :vour
:;:.ignals arc Illlre you may rest a~sured that yml are
not. cam;ing interference.

*

*

*

If you listen intently to your gramophone you

J. G. (Radlett).- T believe that exptrim~nts wit-h the Unidyne took plaee in my
village and that certah1 result" were ol.>tained.
Can you let me know whe-ther !oud-sp~aker
results from London "ere ever obtained on
ont> valve ?

will become aware of the light scratching of the
needle. But although you hardly notice it unless
you listen specially it is there all the while.

10/-

Once you could hear gramophone mus1c against
a background of complete silence yoa would never
be content to return to the obbligato of scratches
and hisse3 which you now cheerfully endure.

No, the <•apahilities of the l'nidyne do not. exceed
those of (\rdinary " straight" circuit.5-;,

I have never constructed a valve set before.
Would the reflex Unidyne present any great
difficulties ?
·
'l'o y0u it won}(l ; in view pf the fact that you
have no previous valve experienre, we would not
advifm ym1 tc tackle anytlliug more amhitious than ...
the sing1e-valve Fnidyue.

*

*

It 1s the same with Wireless Reception ; you
hardly notice the continuous breathing s::JUnd
going on in your loud speaker but-unless your
set is fitted with Louden Valves-it is there, and
it is preventing you from getting the best possible
remit> from your seL

*

B E. l\I. (Herts).--My crystal qeem~ to
have gone dead. Is there no way of reviving
it so that it can be used as before ?
'fhis can b(' done in different ways, thongh none
of them can be said to be a certain cure for all
You do not giye the name of your crystal,
bnt the gale.na and treat~d galena type of rryst.al
(he>tzite, permanite, etc.) ran generally be improved
by soaking for nbout ten minutes in a saturated
solution of alum. About a dessertspoonful of alum
(procurable at. any chemist's) is placed in a wincglassftd or similar quantity of warm watt•r, and le-it
nvernig:ht. In the mmning a small quantity of alum
er~·stals.

i;honld be still un<iissolved.

The Louden Valve has been designed specially
with the object of eliminating all those ''mush''
or breathing sounds so prevalent with valves of
the ordinary type. If you wo~ld care to know
how this is a~hieved your dealer will supply you
with a fofder giving full information.

If not, add a little more

of the solid. Finally ponr off the liquid into a small
vessel, and the solution is ready for use.
After soaking the crystal for 10 to 15 minutes,
remove it, and allow t.o rlry (not in front of a fire),
It Will then be seen to be dull instead of bright as is
usuaJ. 'l'he dulness is due to a thin coating of alum,
and this covering should have the effeet of providing
many more sensitive spot~, and in rendering the
crystal much 1110re efficient. Avoirl touebing the
crystal with the fingers at any time.

*

*

But we feel that you are concerned with results
rather than with reasons, so our advice is that
you should not consider your pr-esent reception
perfect, but fit Silver Clear Louden Valves and
see how much better it can be.

*

(\Volverbampt.on). - I
wish to receive loud-speaker signals from
several B. B. C. stations, and as the set will
be used in a very large. room I should like to
use a power-valve for the lMt L.F. stage.
What set do you recommend, and could I
make it at home ? I have already made an
excellent one-valve and crystal set.
"LOUDSPEAKER"

The plain Loutien for

rtetecting and
ing.

The Blue Londen for
H.F. Amplification.
Filament Volt!S 4'8-5.
Filament Amps. 0"4·.
Anode Volts 40-BO.

A suitable set was :recently described i~ POPt:LH
WIREJ,ESS 122, under the title, " How to ConstnH·t
a Power-valve Loud-speaker Set." It is a straightforward circuit, and with previous experience you
would probably not find any particular difficulty in

EELLQWS
A1··"1RELEss~ ~sz~;;;~I:g
t:2j"
Manufactured

throughout in
Great Britain.

'.All Loud e n s are

t2:J and the l1fe long,

lfouben lJalue.9 · Siluer <!llea-r

colll!trnction. ·

Tlle Back Number describing this set can )Je
obtained from :
The Amalgamated Press (1922), Ltd., !Back
Number Dept., Bear Alley, Farringdon Street, E.C.4_
Price 4d. Post Free.

Low

Frequency Amplify-

ADVT.

OF

THE

FELLOWS

MAGNETO

CO.,

LTD.,

PARK

ROYAL,

WJLLESDEN,

N.W.IO
E.P.S. 4
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CORRESPONDENCE.
(Continued from page 4fl6.)
small mit1oritv. an1l I ~honl1l doubt if the most
e1ltt('at.Pd antl ·cultured lif-ltuwr t-hinks much of the
hybrid entertainment~ frequently arranged.
1 hope vour " C01npliment.ary and Uncompli~
mcntarv ., cOlumn i:-~ going t~ he introduce(\, although
quitP. p'reparerl to ftnd that tlw st.olirl iwlifference of
the man in the street. will not let. hun take the trouble
to express himsPlf-he lays down his 'phones.
So long a:;; there is no competition and music
publishers cannot arrange to have their s.ongs and
instrumental music broadcast as the fmeo:;t advertise~
ment they could have, it will be itupos;;;ible for the
B.B.C. t:) provide for 365 clays a year. No one can
11lease everybody, but thow;ands more could be
pleased than are with hroadcnsterl programmes.
Yours faithfully,
!*EORGE E. HOLT.OWAY.
\Yilbury, 71, Sydenham Road, North Croydon.
ROUND THE CONTINENT.
The Editor, PoPt'LAR WJREr,ESS.
Dear Sir,-Wit.h regard. to the reception of German
ancl Dani~h broadcasting, my experiences are as
follows. Using a t.wo·valve (H.F. and Det.) set
eonstrncted frOm instructions given in POPPLAR
\VffiELESS, I have received U1e following stations:
Br-rlin, 430 m.; Breslau, 4Hi m.,; _Hamburg, 400 m.;
J. . eipzi~, 452 m., at strength s~tffiCient for them to be
heard with 'phones five or SIX feet from the head.
Also I have received Stt>ekholtn, l'rankfurt-am·Main,
St.ntt.aart an<l Madrid at comfortable 'phone strength.
The lfat;lbnrlr and 1'rankfnrt stations end their
c·oncerts with ~'ln anthem ~et to the tune of Praise the
Lortl. J,ast we"k 1 heard a station on about 600 m.
quite clearly hnt was unable to catch any call Ri~n.
This station' ~lso finished up with the anthem. \Youl<l
this he Vienna ? With the same set I am able ttJ
n'ccive Birmingham (30 miles) and Nottingham
(relav) (40 miles), with sufficient strcn;;th on speaker
to h'e understood perfectly anywhere -in the room.
London awl I\Ianchester can be heard a bont six feet
from the loud-speaker. If I disconnect the earth
lP~Hl signals from t.hese stations are just the same,
hut with the other B.B.C. ·stations there is a decrease
in strength. _1\ly aerial i~ unscreened, except for
learl·in, and 30 feet high. I trust that this will be
of some interest to your rea{lers. •
I remain, Yours Rincerely,
1\1. S. WOODHAMS.
P.S.-I am. using B.T.H. B5 valves with 40 volts
H.T.
DO, Railway Terrace, Rngb~'·

A

FAIRYCYCLE
Reg-d. Trade Mark

(As"e.Thibited at the lJritish Empire E:rhibiWm)

brings Health and Happiness.
It

givPs

nPcessary

the

for

children

building

beneficial
up

exercise

so

llealt h

their

and

strength, and enables them to enjoy hours of
innocent amusement.

an especially good proqramme is otferecl, so that they
could have their choice of that or their own locnl
~tation-as mnny nmst be able to get both, under
good conditions.
Yours faithfully,
Minford Gardens, W.
,J. THOMSON.
CRYSTAL RESULTS EXTRAORDINARY.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.
Dear Sir,~Re above, if l\lr. Blackwood is not leg..
pulling, then I consider he haR a mm;t marvellous set.
The thing that, I cannot umlerstand is how he manage~
to cut out Belfast. Now, if he is not leg-pulling, I
think it would be of great interest. to you and your
rl'aders t:l know the circuit he employs to get nine
:;;tations nnd one of the Continental stations. Really,
thPse results make one think !
Your~ truly,
I,. I. EWDf.
3J, The Close, Xewcastle~on-•ryne.
SIX AMERICAN STATIONS RECEIVED.
rrhe ]~ditor, POPUij.AR \YIREJ,ESS.
near Sir,-It may interest you to know that on
the morning of Oct. 4th I received the followinp
~ix American broadcasting stations on five valves!
2 H.F. 1 1 Det., 2 J•. :E'.
W G Y, Schenectady, N.Y.: W .T Z, New York
N.Y.; W F. A~', New York, N.Y.; W B Z, Springfieltl, Mass. : W D A lt, Philadelphia, Pa. ; K D K A.
llittsburg, Pa. I have also received 'V G Y on yom
exeellent simplified one-valve "lJnidyn-::."
\Vishing your paper every success,
Yours faithfully,
.
H. A. l\IAXWBLL WHYTE.
Burtleigh, Church Road, Forest Hill, S.K

1

An.

The ,ow centre ot gravity makes the
Fairycvcle safe an 1 easy to ride
· Specification:

Adjustable

f!_~t.~~t~'b~~le-~arbifJc_~Pb~~i~~~:

..

~rubber
Dedais, 12-in. wheels
with 5 ,· 8-in. wired-on tyrf's,
· frame of solid drawn -weld
' less steel· cycle tube. brakP.

·

·

'· '
..

·

•

and free-wheel.
·
See the Fainous Tria.ngle Tr&d.e tda;rk. on a.1 • Uood
Toys and avoid apurioua m ta.tions
Mfctrs.: LINES BROS., Ltd.,
9, Fo-re Street, London, E.C.2.
stocked

by

rr----?

all oOorl Tou S1un;s
thrvuahout Hritain.

?

?

?

and

Stores

?----.

Have you seen the only Automatic 'Phone Board,
All fittings Nickel Plated. No special adapters
nece:Ssary, Leaflets from EONS WIRELESS SUPPLY

8!8.

CO., 7, Featherstone Bld~s:, High HoJborn, W.C.I.
'Phone: Chancery 7381.

MARVELLOUS E FFI C I EN C Y
everywhere by use of the new improved

~*~c~,~
from your dealer, or send

P.O. 2/6 & l}d. stamp to

COMREX Co. (Dept. 3), 119, Fleet St., E.C.4.

ALTERNATIVE PROGRAMMES FROM 5 X X.
B{litor, POPlJLAR \YIREI.ESS.
Dear Sir,-I quite agree with your correspondent
4 with rpgard to the alternative programme.
Cnpt. Eckersley';-; prornises appear rather like the
proverbial pic crust, and it is a pity he cannot carry
out some of them, instead of flitting ofT tQ America
in search of new hleas.
His excuse that London mu:-;t he relayed because
they give the hest programmes i~ as weak as his
argument. that 5 X X must be within 40 miles of
London to come through properly. J\Ir. Pahner's
" RouJHI the Stations " eveninl'(s show clearly that
P.xcpl1ent entertain.nwnt i;; provided everywhere, aiHl
that as a general rule all eome through very well
indeed.
It would be a great pleasure to crystal users if
5 X X were to take the stations in turn, wherever
The

4

CERTIFICATED
BOOK-KEEPERS
A YEAR FOR
Let the City Correspondence College experts show you the way to succe!?s-they guide
you throu~h the varioll!! stages step by step. Postal tuition 10/ .. monthly, including books.

SUCCESS GUARANTEED AT TWO ADVANCED EXAMINATIONS.
Prospectus, testimonials /rom prosperous past students, etc .• free on apfJ/ication.

CITY CORRESPONDENCE COLLEGE,
Dept. 452. 89. New

Oxford

Street,

LONDON,

W.C.t.

MIKRO Ltd.,
The Proprietors and Patentees of the

SKINDERVIKEN BUTTON
and
,LOUD SPEAKER CRYSTAL SYSTEM

are new in a position to supply parts to aU experimenters who wish to make their own sets.

WRITE TO·DAY

FOR PRICE

LIST AND

BOOKLET-

,, The Marvels of the Microphone."
3rd Edition

Post free 6!d. (P.O., not stamps).

32c, CRAVEN STREET, CHARING CROSS, W.C.2.
SKINDERVIKEN MICROPHONE BUTTON, PRICE 5/-

THE ONE-VALVE UNIDYNE.
The Editor, J>opuJ.AR "\VIRRLESS.

Dear Sir,-1 have just been trying a one-valvf.
U nidyne set, eliminating the transformer, and haste11
t<J congratulate the inventor for his great achieve·
ment.. I have attained splendid results, having heanJ
:tll the B.Jl.C. stations and also Radiola and Ecolc
SnJ'Crienre yery loudly.
I am yours truly,
J. ENGLEHEART.
St. J<]dmnnd's College,
('hallorrer House,
01•1 Hall,
Ware, Hert.g.
MORE UNIDYNE RESULTS.
'l'o the Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.
Dear Sir,-I am writing to thank yon for informa·
tion received regarding my one-valve "' Unid~'ne "
set, from which 1 am receiving good results. I have
received a number of distant stations, but last. night
I was listening to a station from which music and
speech was coming in quite clear on 'phones, and was
surprised to find it was t.he Manchester station, which
closed down about 10.35 p.m.
It might be of interest to you to know that I am
ueing a ·00"2 fixed condenser attached to the earth
wire one side to wire, and other side to ca,rth terminal.
which greatly improves the reception of the set.
I am still ueing the 1{}-1 ratio transformer in the
set, and could you kindly inform me if 1 could use
this trnnsformer in any other two-valve set (Unidyne) ? (Afraid not.-Tech. Ed.)
You may u~e thi~ letter or any part for publication
if yon wish. Wishing POPULAR WIRELESS and
inventors eyery succes~.
Yoms faithfully,
W. DUTCH.
43a, Hammond Road Ba3t, Southall, )Iiddlesex.
CONCERNING TELEPHONE CONNECTIONS.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.
Dear Sir,-1 have just read in the current issue
the excellent remarks by Mr. Rankin on the above
~mhject. in which he urges the importance of correetly
connecting the 'phones to the proper pole terminals
on the panel. lt would, however, in many case.s,
puzzle a new hand at the wireless game to fix upon the
positives and negatives of his set. The following
method is, however, so simple that no one could easily
make a mistake in applying it.
Procure from your dealer a book of polarity
paper, price twopence. Attach a short piece of
wire to each panel 'phone terminal, take a small
piece of t.he pa1wr, moiRten it with water, and apply
the free ends of the vt·ire t~) it, of course, not touching
each other, but about half an inch apart. In a few
seconds the paper turns red where it is in contact with
the cnrrcnt from the negative pole.
All that remains to be done i~ to make a little eras~
near the terminal which carries the positive current
an<l the usual little dash near the ot.her.
I should advise my readers to test the paper by
the H.T. battery so as to make sure it is the right
sort., as dealers sometimes arz apt to give one the
ordinary chemical litmus paper, which will answer
the purpose in experienced hands only. I arlvise
readers to peruse Mr. Rankin's remarks in No. 123,
page 246, and they cannot very well go wrong with
their connections when that new set comes a long.
Yours frrithfully,
GEORGE E. COJC
H, .J esse Road, J~eyton.

(Continued on page 481.)
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CORRESPONDENCE.
(Continued from page 480.)
rHE ONE-VALVE U.NIDYNE UNDER ADVERSE
.
CONDITIONS.

r(le Ediror, POPULAR WIREf,JiSS.
Dear Sir,- in conjunction with an aerial o! 100 !t.
(Electron) 20 it. high, I am able to get nU B.B.C.
~tations, including a few reJays, France, Spa1n, auJ
.. •wo other fnreign stations (unknown ro me) any
night.; 6 B ~1. 5 W A, 2 L 0, and ~fanchester in
daylight. All the nbnve st<ltions were brought in
on one valve without. any earth connection whatever.
l'he set is situated at the base of a hill 600 n. high,
which screens all stations except Belfast. Aerial
directional to America. The down lea<! comes right
tl•rough a large pear-tree. Every
wor<l could he
un.lersrood using three pairs of 1phone• in serh•s.
l'erhaps this may be of interest to readers of" P.\V ."
Wishing your valuable paper continued success.
Yours faithfully,
D . .T. JilNK!NS.
!lelllnudd, Pont:mluwe, Swansea.
·
, 1'.8.-The H.T. batt.cries seem ro flnd a liking !or
the rubbish heap in this district lately.-D. J .•T.
WIRELESS SOCIETY TESTS UNIDYNE.

The F.dltor, POI?UL.l.R WIRELESS.
near Sir,-It may interest some of your renrlers to
~now the results obtained with a single-vah·e Unidyne
.et tested at a recent meeting of this society. I would
mention that the set in question waR roughJy made, and
nnly an experimental set, but the results were a
surprise, 1 think, to most of us.
Bournemouth was received with wunder!nl
clearness, also Cardiff. London was quite good,
considering it fades badly here. Manchester and
Birmingham were very clear and Newcastle was
, particularly goo<l. Ulasgow also came in well, and
I'Ome foreign stations. When one con•iders every·
thing this is very satisfnctory, especially with four
pairs Q( 'phones in use. With !)De pair of 'phones the
circUit equals some of the smgle-valve H.'l'. eets. ·
1t. may not be quit£ so loud iu some stations, hut, the
n<lvantage is the very q11iet working. We found that
the condenser acroM the 'phones is of very great
. importanre and critical, in fart, ro obtain the best
results it requires careful adjustment generally.
During the evening we tried the effect of r.onnectiu~
np the loud speaker in place of the four pairs of
'pb<Mies, and music could be heard clearly several
yards away. What we should li]<e tb test now is a
two- or three-valve Unidyne set.
Yours faithfully,
LF.ONARD CUTBUSH,
Hon. Sec., The Jersey Radio Society.
54. David Place, St. Helier, Jersey.
THE "P. W." ULTRA-CRYSTAL SET.

rhe }<;ditor, POPUMR WIRELESS.
Dear Slr,-I have jnst completed the original
Ultra-Crystal set, as described recently in POPULAR
WIRELEss. On Tuesday, the 2nd, I donned 'phon"'
lor the first time, and I was snrpri£e<l ro be able ro
t11ne-in Glasgow, though very faintly. The vocal
items were unreaunble, but the band of the aleneacrle
llotel was clear.
At first I thought this was due ro rera<liation, but
1 have tuned-in this station every night this week at
the same strength, and I now consi<ler it is due ro the
elliciency of the mrcuit.
My aerial is 55 fcet•long and 35 feet high, and I
have two earths, wuterpipe, and a plate sunk in the
soil.
Thanking you nnd your staff, and wishin;: POPULAR
WIIIELESS the best. of luck.
I remain,
Yours sincerely,
D. L. CA.MPBELL,
09, Duncairn Gardens,
Belfast.
A NEW llliDOOR AERIAL.

·

The Editor, POPULAR WIIIELESS.
Dear Sir,-With reference to Mr. 0 . .T. Rankin's
article on a novel aerial In this week's number of
~our paper, I take this opportunity of informing you
that in June, 1923, I submitted the idea of crimping
metal by means of genr·wheels ro Mr. F. 0. Read,
and some months later, between us, we produced what
i• now on the market and known as the " True-wave
Form " aerial. This is being sold by Mr. Read's firm,
Mead and Morris, 31, East Castle Street, W.l. The
provisional patent for the idea WM taken out several
months ago by Mr. Read on our behalf, and I have
writ;ten evidence in my possession ro substantiate the
whole of the above.
Possibly Mr. Rankin was unaware of the provision·
:illy patented copper wire corrugated aerial, the joint
·invention of Mr. F. 0. Read and myself. As a matter
of:faet, so long ngo as last May or June, I present<Jd
some of these aerials to several staff editors of a con·
temporary paper, and also to Captain Eckersley, of
the ll.R.O., for private use.
Yours faithfully,
\V. P. AVELING.

3-1, Putney Park Lane,
. s.w. 15.

Have you a
''silent'' Gramophone?

W

HY not convert your Gramophone-which probably
is little used-into a first-class Loud Speaker ? Provided that it is of ,good design and manufactured
by a reputable firm you wilh"btain excellent results from it.
All that you need is a l3rO\"Il Wireless Adaptor (in one of the
two sizes described below) and a length of suitable flex.
To convert the Gramophone merely remove its sound box
and fit the Adaptor. A rubber connection ensures that the
Adaptor will fit all makes of machines. ,
In some cases when the H.r. type (illustrated· above) is used
it may be necessary also to lift off the turntable, but apart
from this no alterations to the Gramophone are required.
Two minutes and your "silent '' Gramophone is doing duty
as a Lopd Speaker!
Remember that each of these two Gramophone Adaptors
- operates on the identical principles of the well-known :JSrown
Loud Speaker-the cone-shaped aluminium diaphragm and
the tuned reed.
As a result the tone from your Gramophone will be most
mellow and entirely free from distortion. Ask your Dealer to
show you these Adaptors-you will appreciate that they are
typical l3rown products.
TYPE H.l. (as illustrated)
Complete with
' flexible fitting
,.
,.

£4 12 0

TYPE H.2.
Suitable for
the room of average size.
Complete with
flexible fitting
,. ,.

£2 4 0

Can he demonstrated at our Showrooms :Liverpool

15, Moorfields.
Southampton : 6 7, High Street.
London: 19, Mortimer Street, W.l.
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S. G. BROWN, Ltd.- Victoria Road, N. Acton, W.3.
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(Contimted from page 465.)

Fitted with fillets to
take 12 x 12 in. p;mcl
2 in. behind inside of
doors.
Valvrs can be

!l!-~~~~{li)1

of en erg\', bll.t there woulrl be distortion.
Cabinet having a sliding
The rc~istance of the wire would be practi·
back for access to rf'ar
call~, increased by the complicated reaction
of same. Ample accomeffects of the core.
modation for H.T.
batteries, etc.
It jg rather surpri~in~ that t.lll'se effects
DiJru•n-.ions, 1'nside size:
arc not deleterious even in the case of
]f, X 1~ X :-:\~ in.
In Oak: In M alto~.:
aurlio-frequencies. It must haYe some had
37/6
421effed ,. though it appears ne~t to matter in
cach
each
practice. At the same time, the cores of all
Trade Inquiries Invited.
transformers should be Yery cart>fullv made,
CARRINGTON MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.,
18·2~. Norman's !luildiogs, St. Luke's, E.C.t.
and these bad effects kept to a miniinum by
Telephone: ClerkenttY!ll 6903.
~pcci:tl selection of the quality of iron and
by thoroughly subdiYiding it in the lateral
direction.
On these considerations is based the
WIRELESS INVENTORS .
familiar fact that. high-frpquerwy coils are
PATENTS-TRADEMARKS. Advice, Handbook
and Cons. fr~e.-B. T. KING, C.I.M.E.,Regd. Patent
made without iron ; though in low·
Agent (G.B., U.S.A. & Canada), 146a, Queen VieErecJllency coils the use of iron i8 permit kcl,
~;· E.C.4. 'Phone Central 682. 38 yrs. re!s. .
ancl on the whole found arlYantageous,
-THE MASTER ONE-VALVE SET- though it should always he used with cirHas received all B.B.C. and CONTINENTAL
cumspection ; and it seems to me possible
STATIONS,
Loud Speaker results possib:e.
tbat. f'ets and the articulation of loud
Simple to operate,
Marvellous range and power.
speakers might be improved by dispensing
including B.B.C. Coils, Plus Royalty.
43/•
(Genuinely worth £4.)
with it, for instance, Ly nsiug n1oYing coils
Buy the World's Best NOW. Numerous !ettea
in a 3t('atly magnPtic field. Permanr,ntly
'>£ appreciation arriving horn all parH1 of the counlry.
magnetis(•c] iron does no harm at all. All
•
SATISFACTION ASSURED!
the efl'cc:ts Epoken of are characteristic of
WORLD'S WIRELESS STORES, WALLINGTON
varying magnetism nmiPr the influence of
~---HELMET POOL----~
fluetuating curr<'nt~.
The New Empire Ball and Disc Game,

ELECTRADI X RADIO GEM

Steel Masts, 20 ft., 10 /·; 30 ft., 14/-. Wavemeters, 50 f ~; Recorders, £6/5 I-; Tranf;lmitting Sr-ts,

15/6; Amplifiers, £2; Yal\'{' Cabinets, 10/•i Control
Panels, 101-. RE~Jf~,~I: fi}~~~:sR.A~~~g.e,r 0 ~!o.£:~~~
(as illustrated). The finest all-rouud
English Val:~~e. Os ram " C R," wif h
4 legs, 8/6.
Alternators, 200

watts, 70/·; 500 watts, £8/10. Accumulators f1·om 4/6. Hydrometers, 2/·.
Milli-ammcters, 6 m/a, 30/-; 50 m/a,

fittcU behind p::tnel, th(}

I

1

6/6
35 f-.

\Vi re, all typPS, tons stoeked.

Am-

plifif>rs, 3-valve, £3i 5-va.lve, £6; 6va\ve, £7; 7-valve, £8. Buzzers, 1/6,
3/6. YalH Boxes and Coil Boxes, 1{6.
Cabinets, 10 f-.
Condensers up to 24
mfd., all types, ·001, 6d. Dynamos. 6v

2
ir:nl
£s .. M~~··1~ /~; 1:'J6J.v ~·SpikP:,;,
~~2:
Earth Clips, Gd. Mats, 15/
6

!,{

3

0

0

.

a,

'si~~onfi;t;mPat~\:fiv~f:S {~· rof>tg~~ fil~;et~;l~~~:

R.A.F. Immlators, lid. Loud Speaker Umts, 7/fi.
Mif'rophones, 1/
'Phones, 2/ to 32/6. Plug!, 3d.
Pot~~ntiometers, 3 f 6. Receivers: Crystal, 5/·. 17 I 6,
19/8, 37/6; 2-valve, £2; 3-valve, £3/15; 5-valVf';
..£5/5;. Switches, Jkwa.rs to 200-amps. Special : 2valvc C. W. Tr.:wsmit tPI'S, .£3/1.0. Ammeter Panf'l for
a,

a

g~t's, 1 ld8i 6JOv~;~fro~:·e~~~/;raL~~~!t~r2B ~~0 ~::t\~

Telt>phony ~Pts, ~o. 34, £5. Tuners,
R.A.F., 8/· tiJ 40/·. Valves, all type-s: Dull Emit.,
17/6; Mar('oni Rounds, 3/6. Variometers, 3/-. Rct.
Pan('! 'Vire, 2d. per 24-ineh rod, Wire. Rubber Flf·X,
ld .. per yard. 'l'hundt'rstorm Arret:~t.f'rs, 3/·. Prompt
dchvf'l'y by mail all over thP world. Send 4d, stamps
for IllustratC'd Catalogue of Radio Bargains.
9
· i.!t~:~~!S!~u
'Phone: AvC'nue 4166.
Telegrams: Elcctradtx, Aid ..
O.P.2.
Barclays 171
London.

do.. 35/•.

LESLIE DIXON & CO.

•.

THE" EXTRACON ,, _ __:.____ ,
The fixed condenser that is variable. A new inven·
tion which gives wondC'rfnl results. Gunrantee.n.
l'rov. Patmt. With full instruction,, post free 2 ·3.
John Walker & Co., 28,The Grove, Vauxhall, S. W.S.

l

Price 1 i 1 1.
British Made.
Post 4d.
FORGE & CO., EASTHAM FERRY, CHESH!RE.

·-LOUD SPEAKERSAny Leading Mak~. Your Selection.
Amplion, Sterling, T ..l\i.C., Fellows, etc.

Quarter with onler, Balance t-jx monthly payments, or· for- eash. Sets or part::; sarne terms.

H. W. HOLMES, 29, FOLEY ST.,
Great Portland Street, W.1.

'J>hnne: Museum 1414.

EBONITE
Sheet rod and tubing in all sizes kept in stock and
cut to any 1equired size while you wait. or senl by
post on receipt of cash.
We can turn anything in Ebonite.

BURGE, WARREN & RIDGLEY, Ltd.,
9119Z, Grear Saffron Bill, London, E.C.l.
'Phone' Holborn SO.

a ~pecial degree of understamling is cx•pectecl of them.
The thing is far too big and too inYolvecl
am! too far-reaching to meet the views of
any indivi<lual or any group of individuals
all the time. I submit that commonsense
demands that all sides be rcviewl'cl, and
criticism directed on! v when one is sure of
the gronncl. There ar~ many more profitable
ways of dealing with such a serYice than by
criticism, though I quite admit that it is
at times required, and at times a great
help aq \Wll.
This B.B.C. is a public service wh('r·e
everyone concerned is working to the limit
of endurance, sometimes beyond it, to make
and keep our national broadcast service
the hest and greatest in the worl<l, aml the
most useful in every respect.. It is too full
of " potential" to be ignorccl or misusecl on
the one ham!, or C'Onfined on the other. All
its functions, entertaining or informing,
have to he hancllccl with the same care,
although many might like it to he all of one
and none of the other.
Perharm.it may be imagined that we havr.,
not only all the money we need, hut more
than we need. Money enough or too much !
If the revenue is doubled it will be needed
if we are to keep in sight of all that we have
to do-so much still remains--and more
still if we are to keep up with the vision of
what ought to be done. The broadcasters
have not bPen given to talking· about their
diflicult.ies or their a~complishments or their
expectation.".
Such is not a national
characteristic of ours anyhow. But sometimes I believe thev err in the other rlirection.
We shall see what the chief en,gineer says
\Yhen he returns fro:n America.

A~~!!-f~~.~~!EJ!

'
.

sure. beforehand by buying: parts which
are used and recammended by foremost'
experimenters. Every one tested before

=.:-:::t· ~~e.a~~:::.~1

und

mechanic~&

WRITE FOR LIST. A postcard brings
our complete List o( Tested Components:.
Write for it now.

IOWYER·LOIIE CO. L'Ill., LETCHWOIITII.

BOWYER·I.OWE COMPONENTS

..--0·6 VALVES FOR 12/6This genuine offer of TESTED Dutch 106 valves,
1'6 ' to 2 volts Ill.. 30·100 volts anode, is open
for a short time only. Postage and packing free.
24 HOURS' APPROVAL
4 Electrode TESTED Valves -for P .W. l[nidyne,l2/6
4 Electrode D.E.'s 1'8. vnlt '18 amp. for P.W.
.
Unid~rne, 23/·
ANELOY PRODUCTS (Dept. P25), Eton Works,
Upland Road, London, S.E. 22.
Cb.arS:e You.r

ACCUMULATOR
at

~o:n1e

'lUICitb. t h e

TlJNGAR BATTERY CHARGER.
Simple, Safe, and Econoa~ical.
No moving parts.
Requires
no attention.
No Garage,
Owner-Driver. or Wireless Enthusiast should be without
one. Will charge from 1 to
to; 6-12 volt batteries at a
time. Deliveries from stock,
Descriptive Booklet free on application. Tbe Tuogar Battery
Charger is suitable for use on
AlternatiogCurreutsuppiJ'ODIJ'.
Obtainable from vour Garage or Electrician.

THE BRITISH TH0MSON·H011STON CO., LTD.,
Mazda. Houae: 77, Upper Tha.mes St., E.C"4.
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,(Continued.. from

page 428.)
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~anner in which two samples of a sub-

sijmce may be chemically identical and yet '
pfly!lically very different, one being in t.he
crystalline form and the other ~eing in the
a~orphous form, may be illustrated by the
cl:\se of carbon: graphite and diamond· are
bj>th pure carbon, and therefore chemically
i(r.ntical, but graphite is in the amorphous
cqndition and diamond in the crystalline.
ln using the "perikon" detector, which
1
0
.
b~rne in mind that the substances are
b!ittle, and when making a contact bet'ween
hvo crystals they should not be ground
Mrd together, but should be carefully
re,moved out of contact and replaced in
diifferent po~itions until a sensitive ;;pot
is~ound, the minimum preRRure alway§ b('ing eJPployecl. ·

t ~d~~~:s P;;iter~i;ete~~~C:~~ i: sh~~f~t~

OUBILIER
MICA

CONDENSER

.(YPE 600A

PATENT

)"345"!7

NI)S

197556

Perforated Diaphragms.
With reference to the note I made on the
above subject some time ago, I have
received a letter from ]\f. de Brandncr,
President of the Cercle Beige d'Etudes
Radiotelegraphiques et Radio Club "de
Belgiqu£', in which he says : " The improvemimt of a telephone receiver by piercing a
Bmall hole in the diaphragm has been known
foi· s~-time. I put perforated diaphragms
in m:f'telephones and loud speakers two
y~rs ago, and found the results really
excellent. A hole -A- of an inch suffices,
artd I drill it t inch or ! inch from the centre.
T"lw tone and quality of reception are dist~ctly imptovecl.''

·THEEFFICIENTWORKINGOFYOURSET

Non-Interfering Circuit.
The circuit which forms the subject of
pa1;ent No. 220,765/24 (N. P. Hinton) is so
des;igned that should oscillation ·take place,
no interference is thereby caused. The
principle of the circuit is' to employ two
high-frequency transformers, the primaries
being connected together in series in the
aerial circuit, whilst the secondaries are
connected together in series in the oscillatory
circu:it, The common point of the second·
aries ·is connected through- a reaction coil
to the two opposite ends of the secondari0s,
two similar condensers being introduced
into these two return paths.

All Dubilier fixed condensers are guaranteed to be
within rs per cent. of their stated capacity and,
where desired, they can be, manufactured and
guaranteed within still closer limits. The types
6oo and 6ooa, illustrated here, are practically
universal among manufacturers of complete sets,
whilst experienced home constructors continually
assttre us that they can feel complete confidence
in the working of their sets when--and only
when-they have fitted Dubilier Condensers.
See that they are m your set as well.

Detecting Crime.
The finger-print method of identification
of suspected criminals was introduced by a
Frenchman named Bertillon, and more
recently the famous ]'rench scientist Belin
has succeeded in adapting his well-known
meth,od for the transmission of pictures to
:'' the transmission of finger-prints by wireless.
& It is easy to se~ that the ability to circu1ate
the picture and de.';!cription of a suspect,
together; wi~h a fa;csi.illile of his finger-prints,
within the space of a very few hours, will be
a great aid in the apprehension of the
fugitive.

Ph!{Siologieal Radiations.
The much-discussed question as to
whether living organisms are the source of
certain kinds of ether vibrations has been
giv~ a new interest· by the suggestion of a
F~ch physic,ial). that it might be possible,
if ~be character. of the supposed radiatjons
were propedy understood; to employ the
, _· ((!.,)nflnued on page 484.)

is dependent almost entirely on its components.
The saving of a few pence on a small and
apparently, unimportant condenser may easily
prevent an otherwise efficient set from giving its
best rc>sults. You vourself have no means of
testing the capacity of condensers you buy or of
knowing whether their capacity remairis constant
when in use. Your only safeguard lies in purchasing products which carry the guarantee
of a firm with a reputation to maintain.

Type 6oo:
For all purposes in connection with recervmg
apparatus. \Yith or without clips for grid leak.
·ooor-·ooog mfd., z/6 each. ·oor-·oo6mfd., 3/-each.
Type 6ooa.
As Type 6oo but for vertical panel mounting.
·ooor-·ooog mfd., z/6 each. ·oor-·oo6mfd., 3/-each.
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FREE-SAMPLE-FREE

(Continued from page 483.)

MANUFACTURERS

I

OF

HEADPHONES

require Agent, with large connection, to ex. elusively
represent them in the United Kmgdom. First quality
line at low prjce.-Write Box D.S., c/o AUrecl Ba.tea &
Co .. htd., 132, Fleet Street, London, E.C.4.

COMPETITIVE ESSAYS ON ·• BROADCASTING."
HE DORSET FIELD CLUB announce that tb~.
CECIL MEDAL and PRIZE of £10 will be
awarded in !t-1AY 1925, for the best Papr•r on

T

~~fr¥~f.g~;sJ: !,~CO~en 11~ ~t~~~~s~~~t!-~!:s ag(:~ X~~~

17 and 35 -on May 1st., 1925, and t>ither born in
Dor~wt or rf:.r>id,>nt in the County not less than one
year between MAY 1st, 1923 and 1925.

·.-.-r

For particulars apply to HARRY POUNCY, :Midland
Bank Chambers, Dorchester.

I NVENTI 0 NS

PATEN HD. Trade Marks and Designs Registered.,
Particulars and consultations free.

9,

w:~~:i~~u~t. 030\b~~~~~o:l~::,tt\r.o.t.

~·:.tab!rJJh~d

1840.

f'-e.lephone: Chnncery 7547.

ACCUMULATORS.

C.A.V., "Fullers, etc. Guaranteed brand new and perfect. but slightly soiled. We refund cash with carriage
bo'th ways if returned f.rithin 7 days.
4v-40a
17/· 6v-40a
25/4v-60a
21/9 6v-60a
32/6
4v-80a
27/6 6v-80a
40 '·
4v-100a
...
•..
32/R 6v-100a
47/6
,
Special Line:Best English Make, 6-v. 60-amp. h1Jur. 22/9 each.

I

MAUDE RUBBER CO., 58. PRAED ST.. LONDON, W.2.

fr!:l!~~very

Goods valua '2/- sent
order amounting
to £1 if you mention Dept. P. Every de~cription
of wireless goods supplied. 'Phone: Chancery 7381.
EONS WIRELESS StrPPLY CO., 7, Featherstone B!dgs.,
High Holborn. W.C.l

Get ALL.~;.;; .~~~~~~sR with the
on a Two-Siider Coil Inductance.
There is no Tuning System so efficient
for ALL wave lengths provided you
use u G-W" Sliders. Thev make a
BROAD, FIRM contact on 'oNE wire,
nnd roll smoothly over them without
scrapin£!-100 per cent. effirient. 1/- ea.
'::--=-:c-::-=:=: from all dealers, or 1/3 post free from
J. & J. LAKER CO., 457, Romford Rd., London, E.7
-EVERYTHING
SL"nd for
0

5

lll"\V

FOR

WIRELESS-

bargain list of all compnne>nt.s.
5
9

~:;:i~~ Seet s tri~rh

\ Jfd; ~~~~I~leer~k1~!~~ ~ d;~~
Valve Sets from 77 ;a.

Dirl'et from a('tual mannfacturf'l'<).
TOWNSH_E?;'fDS, Ltd., Ernest St._, Birmingham,

vAtslt'llt:.TS

YOU

WANT.

PICKETT'S CABINETs-they're good
value, from l/6 each, highly polished.
Cabinet (P. W.l Works, Albion Road.
Bexley Heath. S.E.
Write for List.
To WIHELES:O 'l'HADE!ti:\, DEALERS,
ELECTRICIANS, and others.
THE AUCTION ROOMS,
13, HIGH HOI,BORN, W.C.l.

HENRY BUTCHER &

eo.

will SELL by AUCTION, on the PREMISES, on
THURI:>DAY, November 6th, 1924, at lll.30 a.m.,
large quantities of ex-Governnwnt Hurplu8
WIIUiLESS and RLECTlUCAL ACCES::\ORIES
and ::lTOilES, comprising:
50,000 gross BRASS TERMINALS and SCREWS.
200 pre. HEADPHONES, 500 HEADBANDS, 2,000
EAR PHO)J"ES.
2,000 ~!XOLE ~1ICI:OPHO);"ES, 1,000 2·m.f, CON·
Dll:<!SERS.
6,000 flrystal Cups, 3,500 Crystals in Cups, 4,000
Gramophone Va.riolettes.
1,000 PLUGS and JACKS, 50 VOLT METERS, 150
GALV ANOMETERR.
LARGE QUAN'l'ITY of VALVE and CRYS1'AL SETS.
.
30 MILES ELECTRIC CABI~E.
100 10-LINE EXCHANn:.,.:WI1'CHBOARDS, Etc., Etc.
On View l'"O:VEMBER 5th A~D MORNING OF' SALE.
Catalogues may be obtained from
Messrs Henry Butcher & Co., ~\ uctioneers, Valuers &
Suneyors. 63 & 64. Chancery Lane, W .C.2.
SI~ULE

same for the destruction of undesirable
organisms, such, for example, as disease
germs.
It is already known that Rhort
waves, such as X-rays and the gamma-rays
from radium, have the effect <>f destroying
living tissue, but it is presumable that the
supposed {)haracteristic radiations con·
sidered above are of a different nature and
that their action, if thev could be re-directed
against the organisms in question, would be
of a diffPrent, in pa.rticular of a more selective
kind.
On the general question as to the emission
of radiations from living organisms, there is
a large amount of presumptive evidence that
such radiations exist, for it is known that
the vital processes, if not of a chemical
nature, are at any rate accompanied by
chemical changes, and it is presumable that
all chemical changes are accompanied by the
production of ether waves. It is probable
that in the near future an iinportant and
fascinating branch of scientific inquiry
will be opened up on the lines indicated
above.
Current From A.C. Mains.
In the " IYestern \Vireless " (Perth, W.
Australia) is an interesting account of the
experiments of an amateur, Mr. 'f. J. Jcwell,
in the use of altemating current from the
electriclmains for the purpose of heating his
valve-filaments. This has, of course, already
been accomplished in one or two ways. The
method adopted by Mr. Jewell is to use an
ordinary single-valve tuned anode (H.F.)
and crystal detector, the 40-cyele A.C.
being applied to the filament by means
of a transformer. He has tried many other
circuits, but has been unable to attain
success when using a valve as detector or
L.F. amplifier.
An unusual feature is the position of the
filament resistance, this being placed on the
transformer secondary side and in circuit
before the filament leads commence from the
potentiometer. This the inventor con·
siders to be important, and pos~ibly to some
extent responsible for the elimination for
the A.C. hum. The resistance is used
purely for regulating the filament voltage
and for obtaining a negative bias for the
grid. In order to eliminate the A.C. ripple, it is necessary to find a neutral point, on
the potentiomet('r with the grid return.
A good deal of detailed information is
gin1n in the article referred to, which lack
of space prevents our reproducing here.
But, according to the editorial remar'ks,
the set has been tried out and found highly
satisfactory.
The Unidyne Abroad.
The Uniclyne has, of course, created a
stir in .many different parts 'of the world,
but I must con£~ to being a little surprised
to read an account of it in the " gadio.
Bladet" (Stockholm). Quite a consider·
able amount of space is devoted to the discussion of the theor~, and the opinions of
eminent scientists thereon.
I also noticed an account of the Unidyne
in the "Radio Rundschau" (Vienna) as
well as in many other European and foreign
journals.

''PLATSILOY"catswhisker2d.
In sealed tulle and envelope.

MAGNETIC AMALGO 6d.
(rystal Fixer Always Plastic
FR~E

SAMPLES

of" HOLBORNiTE" & "PLATSILOY"
will be forwarded on receipt of 6d. to
cover cost of postage and packing. Kindly
mention name and address of yonr dealer.

PIERCY'S

Wholesale Wireless Supplie~,
304, High Holborn,
London, W.C.l.

TRY OUR FAMOUS
DULL EMITTERS

/1

YOU WILL BE DELIGHTED.
THE FINEST, CHEAPEST and MOST RELIAB-LE
1'6-1'8 v.
·os amp. (Post Fm) 14/8.
R. Type - 4/11,
Tubular • 4/9.
EXPRESS RADIO SERVICES, 10, Featheratone Bldgs.,
HL h Holborn, LONDON, W.C.1 'Phone: Chancery 7010.

REMEMBER ! POPULAR WIRELESS
HAS THE LARGEST SALE OF ANY
WIRELESS JOURNAL IN GREAT
BRITAIN!!

; - -SEND
00
IT NOW!---:
FOR OUR RADIO LIST.

I

You want the best component!j for that radio set. we
have the~Q.u~~ r~ b~~i~gs~~c!~?l F~r:J ~ll~lJj.~ ebonite
L S. de Save, 67, Ha. mersmith Road, W.14.

2

8 0

.-HEADPBONE REPAIRS

I

Re;:wound,

re-magnettsed

and

readjusted.

;~wes~

prices quoted on receipt of telepho. nes. Delivery thrct"
days.-THE VARLEY MAGNET CO .• London
S.E.lti.
'Phone 888-9 Woolwlch,
Est 26 years·

IF YOU HAVE A BATTERY
to be charged fro, either • n A c. or a D.C.
- supp·y, there is a CARPAX charger that
will eave you money
The Gold Seal A.C.[ . The Star
/ The ~!idget

HOMCHARGER

A.C. Charger D.C. Charger

£7 10 0
I £4 15 0 1 £3 10 0
THE GARPAX GO., lTO, 312, DEAHlGATE, MANCHESTER
......

V

V~~~

l

V.

; AOVERTISEMENTS FOR THESE

COLUMNS CAN BE AC·
CEPTED UP TILL 5 O'CLOCK
ON THURSDAY FOR THE FOL·
LOWING WEEK'S ISSUE; RATE
25 1•
PER INCH;
MINIMUM
SPACE HALF-INCH AT 1218.
CASH MUST ACCOMPANY IN·
STRUCTIONS AND BE SENT
TO THE SOLE ADVERTISING
AGENTS,
JOHN H. LILE, L TO.,
4, LUDGATE CIRCUS,
LONDON, E.C.4.

'PHONE CENTRAL 1080. ·
R/R

Octobc; 25ih,

1~2·1.

POPULAR

WIRELESS

WEEKLY.

IIl

MULLARD H.F. and L.F. MASTER VALVES
are acknowledged to be the finest MODERN RADIO E~ JGINEERING
ACHIEVEMENT in wireless receiving valves ever produced for the radio public.
Their whole construction is one of giant strength and supreme efficiency in operation.
You have not achieved the most perfect reception from your wireless set if you
have not tried these MULLARD MASTER VALYES.
Demand Mullard H.F. Red Ring Valves for H.F. AMPLIFICATION OR
DETECTION, 12/6 each.
Mullard L.F. Green Ring V,1lves for L.F. AMPLIFICATION, 12;6 each.
Ask your dealer for lcafllet M. 8 and avoid accidents to your valves by gelling !he
,~1ullard Safety Disc, .free on request. If you cannot get what you want, send us
your dealers name and address, and we will suiJi;ly his requirements.

THE • :MASTER· VALVE
Advt.-The ,lfullard Radio Valve Co., Ltd. (P. TV.), Nighti11gale Works, Nightingale Lane, Balhm"• .'·. W. 1 z.
BRITISH EMPIRE EXHIBITION, PALACE OF ENGINEERING-Avenue 14--Bay 13.

..

October 25tb, 1024•

LISSENIUM.

Faith in Valve

Control---~~

It is

JS YOUR LEAK
RESISTANCE
RIGHT?---You can put a resistance in circuit whose
value will be so inaccurate and fluctu·
atlng that the leak is useless. Though
some circuits and valves are not so susceptible as others to variable grid control,
it is reassuring to know that one has the
means to control grid potential so that
the correct value is obtained for any
circuit or valve, or the particular cond i.t iom under which a valve may be
working. With a LISSEN VARIABLE
GRID LEAK fitted, the receiver will
yield the utmost sensitivity which cor·
rect grid potential under all conditions
implies.

'

hard to realise that with those parts behind the ~
ebonite, a glass bulb with its fila ment glowing, and ~
the turnirg of this simple looking LISSENST AT~
knob, the music, speech, a nd song of so many stations -.
.
~
can be brought m~

Hard

to realise that from the putting 1 of these c0
pa rts together, one has the right to expect anything g
.....
but--silence.

2 16

~

a

Hard

to realise, too, that LISSENST AT control in
a r eceiver makes so much difference.
For the eye .,
cannot see the minute variations that take place in its ~
;;J
control of electron emission- '""

in use the knowledge comes to you tha t with ~
the knob of the LISSENSTAT between your fin gers ~
you can FEEL FOR THE POINT OF CRITICAL ~
DETECTION- and UNERRINGLY FIND IT.
~

But

~

Faith

in LISSENSTAT control is now so wide that Q
out of those being built, prob :~. bl y nine of every ten !:i
toi
receivers a re being fitted with one type or other of .....
~
LISSENST AT control.
LIS SE N S TAT

LISSEN ONE-HOLE FIXING,
OF COURSE
..
..
..
I
LlSSEN VARIABLE ANODE RESISTANCE, 20,000 to 250,000 ohms, same
out~ard apl?earance as LISSEN
Var:able Gnd Leak
..
..
S MOOTH OUT YOUR LOUD
SPEAKER DISTORTION BY PUTTING A LISSEN VARIABLE GRID
LEAK ACROSS the secondary of the
last transformer, or across the loud
speaker itself. First position is best.
The difference will be very noticeable.

.

pendin!!) - ~h' the
most acuh:
tuning
ros~iule

(pall nt)

7'6
I

2/6

PARTS WITH
H IDDEN POWER
..

When you buy LISSEN parts you have
pnrts which you can put together knowing that even first of all your results will
be better thanjf you had used other parte
BUT THERE
IS THIS DIFFERENCE,
TOOYOUR RECEIVER
WILL YIELD
CONTINUALLY IMPROVlN.G RE-

z;

l~i~~~~~~l '
(pnt('nt JX'nding)- is replacing

s.,

thou-;ands of discarded and

"'

inc·lli,· lvnl rlwo~lats.

~

LISSENSTAT MINOR
ProYiue~

3;'6

LISSENSTAT control

at a popular price

LISSENSTAT UNIVERSAL
(patent pending)-with tts pro·
(l'C~in· uP\ in: fur dull }
cmttters
..
..
1

Q16

~...

~
~

!5

a:

0

~

.

All types have LISSEN ONJ:.:- HOLE FIXING, OF

-·
COURSE. E
p

RECEIVERS WHICH ARE FITTED WITH LISSENST AT s
CO~TROL
ARE EQUIPPED FOR - THE FINEST ~
DETECTION POSSIBLE.
~
;:;

L
. ,. I's s E N

e

L I M I T E D =:. .
~

~~5VElSFJ~.}lJ\:~~~ .f~i~iJttE 8-16, Woodger Road, Goldhawk Road, Shepherd's Bosh, ~

IN EACH ESSENTIAL LISSEN PART - London, W.12

~~k~HN8U11"ri~~~~~p5~~AD~;~

~~i~:,:s~fl!:.!,!~: f!i.~gn

PARTS THAT PULL TOGETHER - BUILD WITH

RicmiJ•.

;

THEM. ~

mix your parts.

=&
•

Prlntod 6lld p ubll,h N\ ~v~r~ Frl<lay bl• lh~ proprict.ors, Th e A mnlgnmat ed l'rMa (1022), Ll<l ., Tho Flrrtwdy JlonPr, Fnrrln:;<lon Street, London, E.O.t . Ad"~rtll!C· =!
mcnt 0 1\trae : All'eo><rs. J . U . J.llr) Lt<l., 4, f.udl(ntc Clrw•, I .ondon B.0.4. Rr~ti•t-cro,l " ' n nr w• t>npr r nnd fo r t ran• ml••lon by Cnnarllan M~<Ltloe PO!!t. Sub<lcr lvllon ell
n1tr8 : l nlnnd und Abre>~"l, 17 ' tll'r nnnu m, 8.'8 for six mo n• 1•s. Solo nKr n t.• lo r So\lth Afr~rn : Or ntrnl NCI\'3 t\~roey. J.tu. Solo n:;eots Cor A<U&tl>lia nod New
Zcah•od: Mc••r.. Gnr<lroo d: Ooto!L LW.; nnd lor C..na.ua: The l roP<:rial New• Co. (CIIDr>J<I), LW. Saturday, Octo llcr 2,jth, 1112~

ll/R

